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Abstract Multidirectional Associative Memory (MAM) is proposed and simulated. It enables multiple 
associations such as (A;,B;,C,,---)._ Its structure is very simple, and is devised to satisfy many facts 
based on psychology. The proposed MAM has the following features. 
1) By recollecting one data, many other data can be recalled (multiple association). 
2) When an interference from other layer exists, it can be suppressed by recollecting other data (noise 

suppression effect). 
3) Recollection becomes correct by memorization with other data (robust memory). 

1 Introduction 

It is widely accepted that human memory is characterized by its associative, distributed, and 
lel processing capabilities. With this notion, many kinds of memory models have been proposed [1]- 

6]. Among them, a bidirectional associative memory (BAM) proposed by B.Kosko has attracted much 
attention because of its simple structure and its similarity to brain (for example, there exists reverbelation in 
the BAM) [5]. The BAM agrees with the fact that a neural projection from one region to another is usually 
accompanied by a backward projection [6]. The BAM is the minimal two-layer nonlinear feedback 
network and produces two-way associative search for stored stimulus-response associations (A;,B;). 
However, it is similar to the conventional ones in respect of the number of vectors stored simultaneously: 
multiple associations such as (A;,B;,C,,---) are impossible. 

It is well known that the following strategies are effective in order to ensure memorization. 
1) Deep understanding of the meaning of the data to be stored. 
2) Understanding of the mutual relation of the data to be stored. 
in addition, it is noticeable that the more the data for retrieval exist, the more correctly the recollection 

mes. 
In this paper, anew memory model called a Multidirectional Associative Memory (MAM) is 

proposed and simulated. It enables multiple associations such as (A;,B;,C;,-**). The structure of the 
is very simple, and is devised to satisfy above mentioned facts based on psychology. Therefore, the 

proposed MAM has the following features. 
1) By recollecting one data, many other data can be recalled (multiple association). 
2) When an interference from other layer exists, it can be suppressed by recollecting other data. (noise 

suppression effect). 
3) Recollection becomes correct by memorization with other data (robust memory). 

Following this introduction, the proposed MAM is explained in Sec.2. In Sec.3, a demonstration 
is shown by computer simulation. 

2. Structure of MAM 

In this section, structure of the multidirectional associative memory (MAM) is explained using a 
three-layer type MAM as an example. 

2.1 Behavior of MAM 
Since the MAM can be considered as a multilayer type bidirectional associative memory (BAM), it 

has many features in common with the BAM [5].



The MAM is the minimal multi-layer nonlinear feedback network. Information pass forward from 
one layer to others by passing through the connection matrices P,Q,R,---. Information pass backward 
through these matrices transpose P?,Q! RI .--.. 

When the neurons are activated , the network 
quickly evolves to a stable state of multi-pattem Layer-1 
reverberation, or resonance. The stable reverberation A 
corresponds to a system energy local minimum. 

Fig.1 shows a structure of a multidirectional 
associative memory (MAM) when the number of the 
layers is three. The behavior of a MAM is explained p pt R_RT 
using Fig.1 (three-layer MAM). It produces a sequence " " 
of grouped approximations to the stored grou 

(A;,B; ,C;): (A,B,C), (A’,B’,C’), (A”,B”,C"),     (AP BC”) wt Ideally, this en will C 
quickly converge to some fixed group (Ag, Br,C), an T 
this fixed group will be (A;,B;,C;) or nearly so. Layer-2 Q,Q Layer-3 

A MAM behaves as a heteroassociative content Fig.1 Structure of multidirectional associative memory 
addressable memory (CAM) if it is represented by a (three-layer type). 
recollection such as shown in Fig.2. 

wr frdw or ofde 
GS? BS, ? He 7 

Fig.2. Recollection example of 3-layer MAM. 

2.2 MAM encoding 
Here, the encoding of a MAM is explained using the three-layer MAM. 

1) Let (Aj,B,,C;),---(A,,,B,,,Cy)) be the bipolar date groups to be stored. 

2) To make the matrix from the layer A to the layer B, convert bipolar pairs into bipolar correlation 

matrices A;T B,. 
3) Add up the bipolar correlation matrices, 

P= VA: B, 
(1) 

Matrix P stores the m associations: (A, ,B,),--(A,,,B,,). 

4) To make the matrix backward direction of Eq.(1) (from layer-1 to layer-2), a matrix transpose is made 
T T 

Pp = y B; A; 

(2) 
5) In the same way of 2)-4), all the matrices Q(layer-2— layer-3), Q™(layer-3—layer-2), R(layer-3— 

layer-1), and R! (layer-1—layer-3) are made. 

2.3 MAM decoding 

The MAM recall procedure is a nonlinear feedback procedure. Each neuron aj, b,, and ¢; 

independently and synchronously examines its input sum from the neurons of other layers (see Fig.2), 
then changes state or not. The input sum to a,, b;, and c; are



B(P') +CR'= ¥) (bP * 6 ti) (3) 

  

CQ") + AP =) (Gay +a; Py) (4) 
j 

Ti 
A(R )+BQ= VP (ayn +b, qii) (5) 

j 

where X! means the i-th column of the matrix X, and x,, is an (a) 4-layer MAM. 
element of X. We take 0 as the threshold for all neurons. In 
summary, the threshold functions for a;, b;, and c; are 

1: if B(P')'+CR' 20 6 
a: = . : 

i) 1: if B(P')'+CR' <0 

  

, | 1: if C(Q')'+AP' 20 mm 

: \ “1: if CQ’) + AP! <9 (b) S-layer MAM. 

‘ Ti i 
| 1: if A(R ) +BQ' =0 (8) Fig.3. Various kinds of MAMs. 

Cj = 

-l: if A(R')'+BQ' <0 
The neurons continue their synchronous state changes until a multidirectionally stable state 

(A;,Bs,C,) is reached. 
So far the three-layer MAM is explained. It should be state that there exist many kinds of MAMs 

such as shown in Fig.3. 

3. Simulation results 

In this section, we show the computer simulation results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
MAM. ! 
The following simulation conditions are used. 

1) The spatial character associations (A,a, 1) (B,b,2), and (C,c,3) are stored for the MAM, and (A,a) 
(B,b), and (C,c) are stored for the BAM. 

2) The layer-1 contains 6x8=48 neurons (MAM and BAM), the layer-2 contains 5x7=35 neurons (MAM 
and BAM), and the layer-3 contains 4x6=24 neurons (MAM). 

Table 1 Simulation result. 
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Table 1 shows the simulation result. 
The pattern for the digit ”A” to the layer- 1 
was corrupted by randomly reversing each 
bit from 0 to 48 (all bits are reversed). As 
for the BAM, when the number of reversed MAM BAM 
bits exceeds 19, correct recollection can not Layer-!  Layer-2 Layer-3 Layer-1 —_ Layer-2 
be done even if a noise free correct initial ‘I    

j
o
a
.
 

input is added to another layer. On the other 
hand, as for the proposed MAM, when one __sfnitial 
noise free correct initial input is added to __ state 
another layer, recollection becomes perfect 
irrespective of the corruption of the layer-1. 

Fig.4 displays snapshots of 
synchronous MAM and BAM recall. In this 
figure, the steady state comes only at ihe 
second steps. The pattem forthe digit”A” to — Steady 
the layer-1 was corrupted by randomly _ state 
reversing each bit with a probability of 
44%.When the input is restricted to the 

be he 

. 
ft 

  
  

                  

  

            

  
  

          
layer-1 only, the BAM cannot recall (Correct recollection) (False recollection) 
correctly. However, with additional input to Fig.4. Synchronous MAM and BAM recall. (The digit "A” was 
the layer-3, the MAM can recall perfectly corrupted by randomly reversing with a probability 0.44.) 
because of multiple association effect of the 
MAM. 

Therefore, it can be said that the multiple association enables a supreme noise suppression and 

robustness of memory. 

4, Conclusions 

Multidirectional Associative Memory (MAM) has been proposed and simulated. It enables multiple 
associations such as (A;,B;,C,,---). Its structure is very simple, and is devised to satisfy many facts 
based on psychology. The foliowing features of the proposed MAM have been confirmed. 
1) By recollecting one data, many other data can be recalled (multiple association). 
2) When an interference from other layer exists, it can be suppressed by recollecting other data (noise 

suppression effect). 
3) Recollection becomes correct by memorization with many data (robust memory). 
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Maximum Entropy Prediction in Neural Networks 

William B Levy, Ph.D. 
Department of Neurological Surgery 

University of Virginia School of Medicine 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22908 

Neural networks can generate predictive representations. Particularly interesting are the networks that 

produce a predictive representation that is a vector of probabilities associated with a future representation. 

These predictive representations are interesting because, among other reasons, such vectors imply the predictive 

representation of maximum likelihood. — 

Such a vector of probabilities, called a type II predictive representation to distinguish it from a maximum 

likelihood predictive representation, consists of elements each of which is the probability of one particular 

neuron firing. More specifically, each neuron produces the probability of its own future state. In our 

investigations each neuron generates this probability by a local computation that uses maximum entropy (M.E.) 

inference, stored averages, and Bayes’s equation. 
The motivation for such investigations® comes from the importance of prediction in the life of an 

animal? »! 7, from various observations that point out how synaptic modification can lead to the encoding of a 

statistic! »4»1 4, and from the existence of a unique, optimal procedure to produce probabilities based on 

statistics, i.ec., M.E. inference ©»? >, 
In order for a neural network to produce this type II predictive representation, there is a small set of absolute 

axioms and requirements: a definition of the prediction problem, the requirements of M.E. inference, and 

complexity considerations. In turn the implementation of these requirements leads to a set of network 

characteristics as natural outcomes of the usual, classic characteristics of neurons and synapses. The purpose of 

this communication is to point out the implications these requirements have for neural networks which mediate 

predictive representations. 
THE PREDICTION PROBLEM 

It is first necessary to define the type of prediction we are studying. We want a network to generate 
predictions which are useful (i.e. usable by another network or the organism itself); moreover, we want a 
network to base such predictions on appropriate correlational information which is adaptively encoded at 

neurons and synapses. 
There are three requirements of a predictive representation. (To emphasize that a prediction is also a 

representation, we call it a predictive representation as distinct from a "standard representation.") The first two 

requirements stem from our interest only in predictions which will be usable. 

(1) Timeliness: A predictive representation must precede in time the standard representation being 

predicted (because the whole point of creating a prediction is to improve some outcome in the future). 

(2) Meaningfulness: A predictive representation space must map into the standard representation space 

being predicted about. This requirement is necessary if a prediction is to be used for the benefit (survival, 

propagation) of the organism containing this network. A specific example might make the motivation for this 

requirement clearer. Consider a prediction generating network which is embedded in a larger network that 

alters W in the external world to suit some homeostatic purpose. This larger network needs to relate, or map, a 

predictive representation onto the standard representation of W in order to use the prediction to control W in a 

sensible way that anticipates homeostatic needs. Without this map, the homeostatic part of the network would 

be unable to take advantage of the predictions being generated. 
The third requirement stems from our desire that the network encode and use appropriate associative 

(correlational) information. 

(3) Aptness: Appropriate correlations must be used to generate predictions. Among the many constraints 

on a neural network there is the local principle which sensibly limits the information available to a neuron; ¢.g., 

of all the synaptic weights and neuronal activities in a network, only those which are inputs to a neuron are local 

to that neuron. Then suppose, because of the local principle and extant circuitry, a neuron can only learn an 

association between a representation in the space A and another representation in the space B where any one A 

representation precedes any one B representation. Then it is appropriate for this neuron to use an A 

representation to predict about B. However, it is not appropriate for the neuron to use a B representation to 

predict about A in the future or to use an A representation to predict about some nonlocal event C (except in 
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the sense that C can be represented as B). Furthermore, even though the local principle requires convergence 
of an input to a cell such convergence is not enough for aptness. Just because the inputs to a neuron are, by 
definition, local to that neuron, does not imply that it is appropriate for such a neuron to associate just any set of 
these inputs. Specifically, a neuron would be living in a fantasy world of inappropriate correlational encodings if 
it were to use its own predictive representation rather than a standard representation for synaptic reinforcement. 
NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS DERIVATIVE OF THIS DEFINITION 

The requirement for a timely prediction is, in part, implemented by the temporal characteristics of 
associative modification rules® >! 2. These characteristics allow time spanning associations between two 
standard representations. However, the allowable time span of these rules is rather short, certainly less than 125 
ms. This span is hardly large enough for most practical purposes requiring prediction. An arbitrarily large time 
gap, however, can be spanned by using feedback circuitry for preprocessing the representation that will be used 
as the conditioning variable in prediction generation® . 

Requirements (2) and (3) produce the need for a bidirectional mapping between the standard representation 
space and the corresponding predictive representation space. The obvious implementation of this bidirectional 
mapping is that the same neuron mediates both a standard representation and its own predictive representation. 
There are advantages to such a mapping including simplicity, immediate interpretability, and constancy over 
changes in circuitry due to synaptic modification. However, although this mapping prevents confusion as to the 
applicable space of a prediction, it does not prevent, rather it can cause, confusion between the two types of 
representations themselves. 

Such a dual representational implementation within a single neuron leads to the possibility that the two 
different types of representations will be confused. Such confusion could happen in two places. One place is at 
the associatively modifiable synapses of the prediction generating neuron. Associative synaptic modification 
could be reinforced by the unconfirmed state of a predictive representation instead of the reality of a standard 
representation. The other place of possible confusion is at the postsynaptic cells receiving inputs from such a 
prediction generating neuron. These postsynaptic neurons must distinguish which input signals are predictive 
representations and which are standard representations. 

The distinction which solves the first problem can be accomplished by a nonspecific, low dimension, marking 
signal, a two-compartment neuron, and non-simultaneity of the two types of representations. The second 
problem needs only a marking signal and the non-simultaneity of the two representations to produce the 
necessary distinction. Such marking signals would alter the interaction of postsynaptic cells according to the 
marking signal’s temporal relationship with one of the two types of representations. 

Combined with the network characteristics just noted, aptness is satisfied by an associative modification rule 
in which reinforcement of synaptic modification is a rectified affair. Consider the event being predicted as the 
voltage of compartment 1, Z, in the figure. Then Z in compartment 1 can reinforce compartment 2 synaptic 
modification for a state of each input X; in compartment 2 that precedes the state Z but cannot reinforce 
modification of states which occur after state Z in time. Furthermore, the prediction generating compartment (2 
in the figure) cannot reinforce synapses in compartment 1. 

Nonspecific 
Marking 
Signal 

  

Input 
      

             Time Spanning 
Preprocessor     

Prediction Generating Neuron k 
Compartment 1 generates a standard representation 
Compartment 2 generates a predictive representation, P*(Z,|X) 
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Although the definitional requirements constrain the characteristics of suitable networks, our 

implementations are probably not unique in satisfying these requirements because so many different types of 

neurons exist. Still, the suggested network characteristics seem rather natural, straightforward con- 

structions, particularly when considered in the context provided by the hippocampus of the mammalian brain ° . 

Let us now consider computational constraints which limit the characteristics of a neural network. For 

simplicity of exposition, we consider a standard representation space in which each neuron takes on a state in 

the set {0,1} and a predictive representation space in which each neuron takes on some monotonic function of a 

probability; for expository purposes, let it take on values in [0,1] as the probability itself. 

COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In an idealized situation each prediction generating neuron, k, would, at time t, generate 

P(Z,(t+n)=1 | X(t) =x), the conditional probability that k will be in the one state at some n steps into the 

future given that its inputs, the vector variable X, is in state x now at time t. 

Because the dimension of X is quite large, there will be many configurations X that have never been 

experienced before the prediction generation time t. Moreover, even with sufficient sampling, it is impossible to 

store the exponentially many statistics, e.g. the expectation E[Z, = 1 | X = x], that might be needed. The 

solution to this problem is to use Bayes’s equation and M.E. inference on low-order moments. In accord with 

Bayes’s equation and leaving implicit the time notations mentioned above, each neuron would compute 

P*(Z, =1| X=x) = P*(X=x| Z,=1)- P’(Z,=1)/P (X=x) (1) 

where, on the right hand side, P( ) is a M.E. inferred probability distribution computed from sample averages 

that have nearly converged to the population based expectation. A M.E. inferred probability based on the 

lowest order moments of interest is: 

(1 - x;) 
P’(X=x| Z,=1) (2) I] P”(X;| Z,=1) = Il P(X;=1| Z,=1)1- (1—P(X;=1| Z,=1)) 

1 l 

exp{ d x:+ log P(X; =1| Z, =1) + (1—x)- log (1—P(X;=1| Z,=1))} (3) 

i 

where the P( ) are sample based averages. 
As in many neural networks, synapses would store statistics, e.g. (P(X; | Z;, =1)), and the readout of the 

appropriate statistics is just a natural result of the signal flow, x;. The "learning" of such statistics could result 

from synaptic modification rules similar to those known to exist in the brain’ »9»* >? >. 

The existence of synaptic modification rules that encode averages provided much of the impetus for the 

approach described here. Equation (1) and computations like equation (2) imply the need for three different 

types of averages: P(X; =1 | Z, = 1), P(Z;, = 1), and P(X; =1 | Z, =0). Note that P(Z,) requires a neuron to 

encode its own average activity or to guarantee a preset value. Note also that a synaptic encoding of 

P(X; =1|Z,= 1)/P(X; = 1) might substitute for the pair (P(X; =1| Z, =0), P(X;=1 | Z;,=1)). In either case a 

neuron has the information to calculate the denominator of equation (1). Interestingly there is recent evidence 

for the existence of a synaptic modification rule that would encode P(X; | Zj, =0) or the alternate statistic? »* & - 

Regardless of the statistics in the constraint set (in our case the low order statistical correlations), M.E. 

inference will always use what is essentially a multiplicative form? . This requirement leads to an obvious 

implementation in a neural network: add logarithms and exponentiate. Because synaptic currents vary with the 

logarithm of their conductance and because depolarization translates into cell firing in a nonlinear way, such 

hypothetical characteristics are plausible. (Of course a maximum likelihood predictive representation does not 

even require exponentiation before its formation from a monotonic function of a type II predictive 

representation formed with logarithms.) 

ANOTHER COMPLEXITY CONSTRAINT 

ME. inference can make use of moment constraints, which are essentially correlations, of any order. For a 

postsynaptic cell k and inputs X;, X;, Xp, a lowest order constraint of interest would be P(X; =1] Z, =1) and 

examples of higher order constraints are P(X;+ X,=1| Z, =1) and P(X;- Xj° Xp=l | Z, =1). 

Unfortunately computational complexity issues often make it impossible, 1n practice, to compute a MLE. 

derived probability from a constraint set of arbitrary moments of arbitrary order. A computationally intractable 
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problem can arise if the constraint set does not consist solely of lowest order correlates because there might be 
overlap among two constraints in the set. When such overlap exists, there can be a need for an exponential 
number of variables to calculate the M.E. inferred probability distribution. This exponential requirement 
renders the M.E. method computationally intractable in such cases. 

Example of a set of nonoverlapping moment constraints: 
{P(X,=1| Z, =1), P(X2=1| Z,=1), P(X3- X4=1| Z, =1)}. 

Example of a set with overlapping constraints: 

On the other hand, intractability will always be avoided if the constraints in a set do not overlap. That is, if a 
conditioned variable X; (i.e. the activity of input line i) appears in no more than one moment constraint in a set 
of constraints, then there will be no overlap, and this particular complexity problem is avoided. 

We view this complexity problem and its solution as a constraint affecting the characteristic computation of a 
prediction generating network. More exactly the affect is on the preprocessor computation that produces the X 
inputs of the prediction generating neurons. It would be useful for the prediction generating neurons to receive 
their inputs from a network preprocessor that moves information out of higher-order moments into lower-order 
moments and that avoids overlapping constraints with high probability. Moreover, it seems possible that this 
preprocessor and the time spanning preprocessor are identical® . 

Full connectivity from the X space to a prediction generating neuron is not a requirement because M.E. 
inference remains consistent even with missing moment constraints. 

Thus the requirements stemming from this particular computation, equations (1) and (2) or (3), imply several 
network characteristics. These requirements include: a multiplicative combination of probabilities; computation 
of M.E. inference as if working with lowest order moments; and a requirement for averages over three different 
kinds of distributions. The combination of these computational requirements and the definitional requirements 
create an important set of restrictions on the class of acceptable neural networks that create predictions. 

This research and WBL are supported in part by the NIH (NS14588)and by an NIMH RSDA (MH00622). 
The help of D. Adelsberger-Mangan, C. M. Colbert, and N. L Desmond is greatly appreciated. 
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NEURAL DYNAMICS OF MOTION SEGMENTATION: 
DIRECTION FIELDS, APERTURES, AND RESONANT GROUPING 

Stephen Grossberg and Ennio Mingolla 
Center for Adaptive Systems. Boston University 

111 Cummington Street. Boston. MA 02215 

A neural network model of motion segmentation by visual cortex is described. The 
model clarifies how preprocessing of motion signals by a motion OC Filter is joined to long- 
range cooperative motion mechanisms in a motion CC Loop to control phenomena such 
as induced motion, motion capture, and motion after effects. The total model system is 
a motion Boundary Contour System (BCS) that is computed in parallel with the static 
BCS of Grossberg and Mingolla before both systems cooperate to generate a boundary 
representation for 3-D visual form perception. The present investigations clarify how the 
BCS used in static segmentation problems can be modified for use in motion segmentation 
problems, notably for analysing how ambiguous local movements (the aperture problem) 
on a complex moving shape are suppressed and actively reorganized into a coherent global 
motion signal. Unlike many previous approaches. we analyse how a coherent motion signal 
is imparted to all regions of a moving figure (“motion capture”). not only regions at which 
unambiguous motion signals exist. 

Why Are Static and Motion Boundary Contour Systems Needed? 
Some regions of visual cortex are specialized for motion processing. notably region MT 

(Albright, Desimone, & Gross, 1984: Maunsell & van Essen. 1983: Newsome, Gizzi. & 
Movshon, 1983; Zeki. 1974a. 1974b). However. even the earliest stages of visual cortex pro- 
cessing, such as simple cells in )'1. require stimuli that change through time for their maximal 
activation and are direction-sensitive (DeValois. Albrecht. & Thorell, 1982: Heggelund. 1981; 
Hubel & Wiesel, 1962. 1968. 1977; Tanaka. Lee. & Creutzfeldt. 1983). Why has evolution 
generated regions such as MT, when even J\'1 is change-sensitive and direction-sensitive? 
What computational properties are achieved by MT that are not already available in W1? 

The monocular Boundary Contour System. or BCS. theory of Grossberg and Mingolla 
(1985a. 1985b), and its binocular generalization (Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg & Marshall. 
1989), has successfully modelled many boundary segmentation properties of W1 and its 
prestriate projections. (See Grossberg (1987c. 1988a) for collections of these and related 
articles.) The BCS was there used to analyse data generated in response to static visual 
images. Henceforth we therefore call such a BCS a static BCS model. Nonetheless. its 
model cells can easily be gated by cells sensitive to image transients, such as ¥' cells (Enroth- 
Cugell & Robson, 1966: Hoffmann. 1973: Sekuler. 1975; Stone. 1972; Stone & Dreher, 1973; 
Tolhurst. 1973). to generate receptive fields sensitive to image transients. How does a motion 
BCS differ from a static BCS whose cells are sensitive to image transients? 

Joining Sensitivity to Direction-of-Motion 
with Insensitivity to Direction-of-Contrast 

The static BCS consists of two major subdivisions: an oriented contrast-sensitive filter. 
called the OC Filter. and a cooperative-competitive feedback network. called the CC Loop. 
The OC Filter models the simple cells and complex cells of 171. Its projections to hypercom- 
plex cells form the interface of the OC Filter with the CC Loop. The hypercomplex cells 
project. in turn. to a cell type called cooperative bipole cells by Grossberg and Mingolla. 
The bipole cells interact with the hypercomplex cells via the CC Loop. 
  

This research was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
(AFOSR F49620-86-C-0037 and AFOSR F49620-87-C-0018). the Army Research Office (ARO 
DAALO3-88-h-0088). 
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The OC Filter is a nonlinear filter that multiplexes several different types of image infor- 
mation into a spatially organized representation. or map. across the network of hypercomplex 
cells. Such a map functions as a compressed code that is capable of reacting selectively to 
prescribed combinations of image features. 

The CC Loop reacts to this multiplexed spatial map by transforming and amplifying those spatial combinations of cell activations whose coded information is mutually consistent, 
and actively suppressing the rest. The result combines information about image edges, 
texture, shading, depth, and spatial scale into a resonant boundary representation. Eckhorn 
et al. (1988), Gray et al. (1989) and Peterhans and von der Heydt (1989) have recently reported neurophysiological data that support predicted cooperative and resonant properties 
of the CC Loop. 

Although the simple cells of the BCS are sensitive to direction-of-contrast, or contrast 
polarity, the complex cells of the BCS are rendered insensitive to direction-of-contrast by re- 
ceiving inputs from pairs of simple cells with opposite direction-of-contrast. Such a property 
is also true of the simple cells and complex cells in area V1 (DeValois, Albrecht, & Thorell, 
1982; Poggio, Motter, Squatrito, & Trotter, 1985; Thorell, DeValois, & Albrecht, 1984). 

This property is useful for extracting boundary structure that is independent of illumi- 
nation fluctuations, such as shadows. Asa result, the output of the static OC Filter is unable 
to differentiate direction-of-motion, A key property of the motion BCS model presented here is that it possesses a modified OC Filter that multiplexes the property of insensitivity to 
direction-of-contrast, which is equally useful for the processing of static and moving forms. 
with sensitivity to direction-of-motion (Grossberg, 1987a). The properties of this motion OC 
Filter (Figure 1) clarify many properties of motion perception. Grossberg and Rudd (1989a, 
1989b) have, for example, used the motion OC Filter to explain properties of apparent mo- 
tion. When the motion OC Filter is connected to the CC Loop, a much larger body of data, 
including coherent global motion percepts such as induced motion and motion capture, can 
also be analysed. 

For example, a consideration of the action of Level 4 cells in the OC Filter indicates how ambiguous information about object motion direction can be combined into a motion 
direction signal near image corners. Consider the lower right corner of a light rectangle. 
moving diagonally up and to the right, on a dark background. Over time, triplets of level 
2 cells of horizontal orientation, when gated by a “darkening” Level 3 cell, detect roughly vertical motion (along the bottom horizontal edge). Simultaneously, vertically oriented Level 
2 cells, when gated by a (different) “brightening” Level 3 cells, detect roughly horizontal 
motion (along the leading vertical edge). These two motion signals (upward, rightward) 
are derived from direction-of-contrast- sensitive cells, but combine to form a total direction 
signal that is independent of contrast direction. This is accomplished by the Level 4 to Level 
5 Gaussian filter, which computes a direction field from the oriented motion direction vectors over relatively large spatial distances and over a range of orientations. 

A similar process occurs at the top-right corner of the same rectangle (though there the process is aided by the local filters at 45 degrees). Interaction of this direction field with a motion CC Loop can select the preferred directions near the figural corners and use these directions to complete the direction field along the entire leading edge of the figure. Such 
resonant completion uses cooperative-competitive feedback between motion hypercomplex 
cells fed by the motion OC Filter and the motion bipole cells to which they project. 

Multiplexing of Motion Direction and Motion Depth 
In the static BCS it has been shown how cells become binocular at the complex cell level (Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg & Marshall. 1989). A similar hypothesis is made about the 

motion BCS; namely, that another role of the Gaussian filter is to combine motion signals from both eyes at the complex cells of Level 5 (Figure 1). As noted above. the Gaussian filter 
also provides an additional degree of freedom whereby cells at Level 5 can become sensitive to direction-of-motion over a wider range of stimulus orientations than cells at Level 2. 
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whose preferred direction-of-motion is perpendicular to their preferred orientation. Likewise. 

many cells in MT are sensitive to direction-of-motion over a range of stimulus orientations. 
whereas cells in V1 typically are sensitive to the direction-of-motion perpendicular to their 

orientational preference (Albright. 1984: Albright. Desimone. & Gross. 1984; Maunsell & 
van Essen, 1983). 

MOTION OC FILTER 

Insensitive to Direction-of-Contrast 

Sensitive to Direction-of-Motion 

    

    

Level 5 ~ 

  
Gaussian 
filter 

wow eree eh ween ncn se ec nena veeh ween eecezrzr eer Khe wwneeanrnesn eae enae Me eee eee eas 

Level 2 Level 3 Level 3 Level 2 

{ f { { 
level 1 

  

      

Figure 1. The motion OC Filter: Level 1 registers the input pattern. Level 2 consists of 
rectified and time-averaged signals from sustained response cells with oriented receptive fields 
that are sensitive to direction-of-contrast. Level 3 consists of rectified and time averaged 

signals from transient response cells with unoriented receptive fields that are sensitive to 
direction-of-change in the total cell input. Level 4 cells gate pairwise the sustained cell and 
transient cell signals to become sensitive to direction-of-motion and sensitive to direction-of- 
contrast. A long-range Gaussian filter combines outputs from Level 4 at Level 5. Level 5 cells 
employ signal-contrast enhancing competition and become sensitive to direction-of-motion 
and insensitive to direction-of-contrast.
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ABOUT THE GEOMETRY INTRINSIC TO NEURAL NETS 

A.J. PELLIONISZ 

Dept. OF PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOPHYSICS 

New York Univ. Meo. Ctr. 

550 First Ave, New York, NY. 10010 

“Neural net” field will succeed, or fail, depending on meeting two crucial challenges. One is to discern, from 

the living brain, the mathematics that is inherent in CNS function. The next is to develop the electronic or 

optical technology that can suitably implement it (see Fig.1). This dual evolution is similar to previous 

natural science-based branches of technology; electrical- and nuclear engineering. In all cases, the basic 

science has to be established first (theory of electricity and nuclear physics in the past and brain theory in 

the future). Based on the “basic science”, a novel technology might be developed, eventually leading to a 

new industry. A crucial problem is, that as known from the history of natural sciences, the emergence new 

disciplines often necessitates a creative process of establishing the mathematics that is intrinsic to the novel 

scientific problem. Theory of complex numbers and functions (in electricity) and of quantum mechanics (in 

nuclear physics) are recent examples, but itis worth remembering thateven classical (Newtonian) mechanics 

had to be mathematically inventive (leading to the development of calculus). 

There are apparent exceptions. Computer science evolved along a different path as it is not part of natural 

sciences. Its mathematics (Boolean algebra of mathematical logics, see [19]) was in place even before the 

suitable electronics to implement it was developed. This is probably one reason why “neural nets”, the R&D 

of “brain like machines”, often implies that the basic research including the identification of intrinsic 

mathematics is already done and, it seems, all one needs is the development of suitable technology. The 

classical viewpoint even equated Boolean algebra with the mathematical language of neural nets, in which 

neurons were simple binary elements [10]. Lately, since it is generally agreed that the brain is a massively 

parallel (array) processor, arrays aS vectors and matrices of real numbers (representing points and 

transformations in the regular vectorspace with Euclidean geometry) seemed sufficient [20] as the 

mathematical tools of brain theory. But is it really true that mathematical brain theory is all there to base a 

new industry upon? An honest answer that neuroscience can give is “to the same extent that nuclear physics 

was ready in the early twentieth century”. 

Brain theory, as a mathematical theory of the only true neurocomputer (biological neural nets), is only in its 

infancy. Still, it is already evident that the mathematics inherent to CNS function is as non-trivial as it is non- 

orthodox. First, about thirty years after von Neumann pointed out the fundamental differences between the 

computer and the brain [11], it is becoming increasingly widespread to believe that the mathematics 

underlying brain function is not algebra [10], not even calculus [7] but geometry [8],[2],[14]. Second, it is 

becoming apparent that “neural geometry” as the basis of “neural neurocomputing” transcends the 

restrictions of a simple or even simplistic Euclidean structure. This presentation will demonstrate this fact 

with examples taken from neuroscience applications. 

As shown in Fig.2., the classical Cartesian orthogonal coordinate systems [1] are demonstrably not the ones 

that nature actually uses in living brains. It is elaborated in detail elsewhere [16],[12] that coordinate systems 

intrinsic to sensorimotor mechanisms suchas the vestibulo-collic apparatus use generalized vectors (tensors, 

c.f. [3]) that are typically non-orthogonal and overcomplete [5]. Based on tensor theory, network models of 

existing neural nets, such as the Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex (VOR) were constructed [16],[15] accounting to 

both the distributed nature of this reflex [12], and specifically elaborated the learning mechanism of such 

networks and in addition provided a structuro-functional model of the cerebellum in such sensorimotor 

transformations [17]. In contrast to the decade-old tensor approach, the generation-old classical system- 
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Fig.1. Neurocomputing is a new technology that has to be based on the intrinsic mathematics of biological brains 

theory approach in gaze research could only produce, to date, single transformation (lumped) models, totally 
glossing over the underlying biological neural networks. In a quantitative model [18] of the Vestibulo-Collic 
Reflex (VCR) the non-Euclidean nature of e.g. the neck-motor metric is plainly evident in Fig.2.C. The 
tensor model of such non-Euclidean geometries has received experimental supporting evidence [6], [18]. 
The implications of the mathematical formalism of generalized (non-orthogonal) vectors (tensors) on the 
theory of associations forming the metric of the multidimensional intrinsic geometry of CNS will be 
elaborated elsewhere [13]. 

In addition to an obvious need of pulling away from extrinsic Cartesian frames of reference and the 
Euclidean geometry of the orthodox vectorspace, it is becoming evident that grossly non-metnical 
geometries are also manifest in structuro-functional properties of biological neural nets. Deterministic 
chaos [4] is one striking evidence. Recently, in an attempt of meeting the beautiful challenge from the 
originator of a rapidly emerging mathematical discipline of fractals [9], it has been demonstrated [14] that 
the structure of neurons reflects a fractal geometry (see Fig.3). 

The empires of electrical- and nuclear technology were built on a foundation of basic research — not shying 
away from the horrendous primary task of discerning the appropriate intrinsic mathematics from nature 
herself. With enough investments at stake, the field of “neural nets” will do likewise. 
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Fig.3. Demonstration of non-Euclidean, nou-iieurwal (tractal) geometry of CNS. »,B: fully ueveuped and 
embryonic Purkinje cells, C,D: fractal “embryonic” template and fully developed fractal dendritic tree (for details, 
see [14]).’ 
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Optimal Preprocessing Networks and a Data Processing Theorem 

Donald St. P. Richardst and William B Levy! 
{Department of Mathematics and {Department of Neurosurgery 

University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903 

1. Introduction 
In this paper we continue (cf., Levy, 1989b) to treat the problem of constructing a neural-like network 

that performs optimal predictions for very general environments. We are particularly interested in the 

computations that could be implemented in a neural network to generate optimal predictions. Here we 

start by defining and studying the information in X, a vector of inputs, that might be made available to 

the prediction-generating neurons. (Each prediction-generating neuron generates a conditional probability 

of its own future state.) The vector X can be used as the conditioning variable for making predictions. 

However, it might be useful to process X before it reaches the prediction-generating neurons. We consider 

how best to preserve the predictive information in X while modifying its form. That is, this paper seeks 

to discover good forms for preprocessing the vector of inputs X, the conditioning variable of the prediction. 

In moving towards this goal we obtain an analog of information theory’s data processing theorem for a 

preprocessor in a prediction network and discuss the implications of this theorem for constructing networks 

that solve an optimal preprocessing problem. We identify conditions under which this theorem allows only 

one type of optimal preprocessing. Because our prediction generating neurons benefit from statistically 

independent X inputs,the transformation we seek also minimizes statistical dependence. Finally, we sketch 

a computationally tractable algorithm to perform the desired preprocessing. 

2. The data processing theorem 

The data processing theorem (cf. Csiszar and Korner, 1981, p.55; Shannon and Weaver, 1949; p. 57) 

states that if sequential encoding and decoding procedures are applied to data represented by a stochastic 

process, e.g., a communication channel, the amount of information contained in the data cannot be increased 

because of the processing. We want to formulate for neural-like networks an analog of the data processing 

theorem. This theorem will be an analog if, whenever a representation X is transformed into a representation 

Y = f(X) by a transformation f, then predictive information cannot be increased by this transformation. 

For simplicity we shall assume that all random variables are discrete. In formulating an analog of the 

data processing theorem for the type of neural-like networks considered in this paper, we need to measure the 

amount of predictive information contained in the conditional distribution Pzjy. To measure the difference 

between the conditional distribution Pz;y=, and the prior distribution Pz, we use the divergence (or relative 

entropy) measure: 

P(Z =2|Y =y) 
P(Z=z) © 
  D(Pzjy =yllPz) =) P(Z = 2l¥ = y)log 

This divergence represents the information in Y about Z. The greater this quantity, the greater the difference 

between the distributions Pz and Pzjy=,y, and hence the greater the potential gain in our knowledge about 

Z as a consequence of knowing y. Therefore, D(Pzjy=y||Pz) is an appropriate measure of the predictive 

information about Z given that Y = y. 
Averaging over all possible values of Y produces a measure 

D(Pzyy ||Pz) = >, P(Y = y)D( Pay =yllPz) 

of the predictive information about Z present in the random variable Y. 

We can now state our analog of the data processing theorem. This result holds when the network is 

unable to affect or control the environment generating its inputs. 

Theorem. Let X, Y and Z be finite dimensional random vectors with discrete components and with 

Y = f(X) for some transformation f. Then predictive information about Z cannot be increased by trans- 

forming X to Y; that 1s, 

D(Pzyy ||Pz) < D(Pz1x || Pz). 
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Proof. Let g(t) = t log t, 0 < ¢ < 1, and observe that g(t) is a convex function. Next recall that 

P(Y=y)=P(f(X)=y)= Yo P(X=2). 

  
  

{z:f(z)=y} 

Now 

P(Z=2z,Y = y) P(Z=2z,X =2) P(Z=2/Y =y) = = d 
Y= = 

PUY = y) fes@eayy POY = 9) 
P(X = 

= > os — = P(Z =2|X =2), 
{2:f(z)=y} —Y 

which is a convex combination of the values P(Z = z|X = x) because 

\_ P(X —_ x) _ 1 

{e:s@eayy POY = ¥) 

From the convexity of the function g(t) it follows that 

P(Z=2|Y = y)logP(Z = z|Y =y) < > P(X = 2) pz = 2|X =2) 

texf@any POY = 9) 
x logP(Z = 2|X = 2). 

If we denote Shannon’s entropy for the random variable Z by 

H(Z)=-)_ P(Z = z)logP(Z = 2), 

then we obtain that 

D(Pziy||Pz) = H(Z) + >> P(Y = y)P(Z = 2lY = y)logP(Z = 2|Y = y) 
Y¥,2 

<H(Z)+ Yo P(X =2)P(Z=2|X = z)logP(Z = 2|X = 2) 
{y,2;2:f(2)=y} 

=H(Z)+)_ P(Z=2,X = z)logP(Z = 2|X = 2) 
Zz 

— D(Pzx||Pz). 

This result leads to a powerful observation. Note that the above inequality does not depend on the 
underlying environment probabilities. This implies that the attempts to reconstruct (or estimate) the envi- 
ronment probabilities or even just its distributional form, as compared to the network’s own representation 
probabilities, will be of no help in making predictions. Further if we were to guess incorrectly those envi- 
ronment probabilities, and this would happen in the “real world” whenever an assumption of distributional 
form is made about the environment, then the preprocessor could lose predictive information. This impli- 
cation follows from the fact that such reconstructions (or estimations) are transformations. Therefore, the 
environment probabilities should be ignored in the search for suitable transformations f. On the other hand, 
the probabilities of network states should not be ignored. 

Note that if a network can control its environment, then we could create a situation in which H(X|Y) = 0 
and H(Z|X) = 0 but Y drives the environment to produce Z so that D(Pz)y||Pz) > 0 while D( Pz;x ||Pz) = 
0. Even so, an extension of the theorem to such a network can cover many interesting situations in which 
the network is allowed to act on the evironment. Specifically, if we consider only network actions on the 
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environment that are produced slowly and in a stepwise manner, then at any one such step the theorem 
holds conditional upon the state into which the network has driven the environment. 

The second important consequence of the theorem is the following result. 

Corollary. Suppose that the random vectors X and Y take values in {0,1}” and {0, 1}”, respectively, 
where Y = f(X) and P(X =z) > 0 for all xz € {0,1}”. If f is one-to-one then 

(a) D(Pz\x||Pz) = D(Pzyy || Pz); 
(b)n<m. 

In particular, m can never be smaller than n without risking a loss of predictive information. If (a) 

holds and n = m, then f is a permutation on {0,1}”. 

Proof. The proof of (a) is obtained by going through the proof of the above theorem and using standard 
results for the situation when equality holds in the inequalities of the theorem. The proof of (b) follows 
obviously from the assumption that f is one-to-one. 

If in contradiction to the assumptions of the Corollary, P(X = z) = 0 for some z € {0,1}", then Y can 

have a dimension m < n, without loss of predictive information. When m < n the transformation will not 

be a permutation. Here is an example which illustrates this situation. 
Example. Let the random vector X = (X1,X2) take values in the space {0,1}? such that the distri- 

bution of X is as follows: P(0,0) = .6, P(1,0) = .4, and P(0,1) = P(1,1) = 0. Define Y = f(X) where 
f : {0,1}? — {0,1} such that f(0,0) = f(0,1) = 0 and f(1,0) = f(1,1) = 1. Then computations based on Y 
are as good as those based on X, the dimension of the space has been lowered, and no information has been 
lost. Note that this example does not contradict the Corollary because here we have P(X = z) = 0 for some 
z € {0,1}?. It is not difficult to similar construct examples for Z such that D(Pz)x||Pz) = D(Pzyy ||Pz). 

In practice, a reduction of the dimension is very likely to result in the loss of predictive information. 

Even for moderately large n, many configurations may never be sampled in realistic time spans, even if 

P(X = x) > 0 for all z. Thus, the network will not be able to determine if P(X = z) = 0 for any z. 
Therefore the only transformations that will minimize the dimension of Y and that are guaranteed to avoid 
loss of information are permutations. Because our networks are large, we will search for transformations 

which are “approximately” permutations. 

3. Implications for our networks 

Based on the results above, it may seem that no transformation should be applied to X before using 

it to predict Z. However, this is not true because the mere existence of information in X about Z does 

not imply that the prediction-generating neurons are able to utilize this information. That is, the computa- 
tions that are available to a prediction-generating neuron will be constrained to some very small set of all 
possible computations while the computations needed to use all the information, D(Pz)x||Pz), will often 
lie outside this set. In addition other constraints, e.g., computational complexity, can prevent a network 

from using information that may be present in the data. Therefore it is sometimes helpful to transform the 

representations to use this information. 
This computational limitation motivates transforming X so that each prediction generating neuron 

makes better use of the predictive information that might be present. In particular the prediction-generating 
networks that we are studying seem to produce more accurate predictions when there is a reduction in the 

statistical dependence between the coordinates X,,...,Xn of the conditioning variable X. 
Example. Let the random vector X = (X;, X2) take values in the space {0,1}? such that the distri- 

bution of X is as follows: P(0,0) = .18, P(1,0) = .12, and P(0,1) = .28, P(1,1) = .42. Define Y = f(X) 
where f : {0,1}? — {0,1}? such that the distribution of Y is as follows: P(0,0) = .18, P(1,0) = .12, and 
P(0,1) = .42, P(1,1) = .28. In this case, the components of X are not independent while the components 
of Y are independent. 

In general it will not always be possible to achieve independence of the components with a permutation 

transformation, but it often happens that the statistical dependence between the components can be reduced. 

(This type of manipulation was recognized by Barlow (1959).) In the most general setting, statistical 

dependence is measured by Watanabe’s (1969) extension of the measure of mutual information as defined in 
Shannon and Weaver (1949). Specifically, this means that we measure dependence between the components 
X1,...,Xn of X by the quantity 

P(X) 
(X) = Exlog iM, P(X) 
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Therefore the smaller the value of [(X) the lesser the statistical dependence between X,,...,X,, with 
I(X) = 0 indicating complete independence. 

In high-dimensional spaces, methods for identifying permutations of {0,1}" that reduce statistical 
dependence are usually difficult to implement. Indeed, the number of such permutations is 27!/n!2", a 
number which grows faster than exponentially with n. To prove these results, let us count the number of 
distinct permutations which might have to be examined for X € {0,1}". There are 2" possible values for X, 
hence there are 2"! permutations of these points. However, some of these orderings will not change the value 
of the measure of statistical dependence J(X). In particular, the n! permutations which are generated by 
relabeling the n axes do not change statistical dependence. Also, because entropy is symmetric about 1 /2, 
the 2” permutations which are generated by complementing axes also do not change statistical dependence. 
Therefore the number of permutations which we need to examine is 2”! /n'!2". If we use the notation a, ~ b, 
whenever an/b, — 1 as n — oo, then by Stirling’s formula, n! ~ (27)!/2n"+1/2e-"_ Therefore as n — 00, 

ant qn(2"-1/2).n—2” 
~ ~ o2™n 

n!2n nnti/2 oo 
  

implying that the number of good permutations increases faster than 2”. 
This calculation implies that any deterministic search for the best transformation is out of the question 

for solving problems in the real world. However, it may be possible to construct such a transformation 
sequentially, i.e., sample by sample, under the relaxed requirement of finding a very close relative of the 
optimal transformation with high probability. 

4. The tight packing algorithm 
We have proposed (Levy, 1989a) an algorithm for constructing a transformation f : X — Y which 

minimizes )°; H(Y;) while preserving the information D(Pz,y||Pz). This algorithm, called “tight packing,” 
uses the property that the sample space is much larger than the number of possible samples which will ever 
be received (e.g., 219000 ys. 220). By transforming the samples in X to points in Y € {0,1}" so that the 
points are distributed on the vertices of the smallest possible hypercube(i.e.,, the hypercube with minimal 
Hamming distance between all vertices), then independence can be achieved whenever the number of samples 
received is a power of 2. This procedure, however, does require a dynamically developing transformation 
that progressively enlarges the size of the space into which the samples are mapped. 
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Abstract: Self-organized formation of topographic maps for abstract data, such as words, is demonstrated in this work. 

Semantic relationships inherent in the data are reflected by their relative distances in the map. This is made possible by 

assuming that the logic similarity relationships between words are defined by the contexts in which the words appear, 

and which are again reflected in a self-organizing topological feature map. In the demonstration, the context is defined 

by simple sentences, consisting of structured sequences of nouns, verbs, and adverbs. Such phrases already involve 
many of the abstractions that appear in thinking, namely, the most common categories, into which the words are then 

automatically grouped in our simulations. 

1. Introduction 

One challenge to neural network research is to understand to what extent a simple adaptive system can detect 

useful abstractions and generalizations from raw data. The self-organizing feature maps earlier introduced by one of the 
authors ((2-6]) were adressing this issue and exhibited very interesting capabilities by forming nonlinear, two-dimensional 
maps of low-level sensory signals, such as e.g. phoneme spectra. 

This approach was inspired by the occurrence of similar maps in the primary sensory brain areas, such as the 

tonotopic map in the auditory cortex, or the somatotopic and retinotopic maps in the sensory cortices. Common to both 

of these brain maps as well as certain artificial sensory feature maps earlier demonstrated, is that they almost directly 

display physical properties of observations, such as e.g. intensity, direction, or frequency. It seems that the subsequent, 
higher processing stages continue to build representations that are further organized according to the logical properties 

of their input items ({1,9]). 
In this work we report on an intriguing new result, namely, that artificial higher level maps of, e.g., words, topo- 

graphically organized according to semantic meaning, can be obtained by the same basic self-organizing process used 

already for the simpler maps in [2-6,10], provided that the words are offered together with the context in which they occur. 

These resulting “semantotopic maps” raise the intriguing possibility that at successively higher stages of processing the 

same self-organizing process might be capable of gradually building representations of increasing levels of abstraction. 

We have to mention a couple of recent works in which the back propagation algorithm was used to create internal 

semantic representations ([7,8]). In contrast to these approaches, the present self-organizing maps work in an unsupervised 

mode and thus demonstrate the autonomous capabilities of a neural network to create “higher intelligence” ((11]). 

2. The Model Equations 

The model assumes a sheet of laterally interacting adaptive neurons, connected to a common bundle of input fibers. 

Any activity pattern on the input fibers gives rise to excitation of some local group of neurons. After learning, the 

spatial positions of the excited groups specify a mapping of the input signals onto the two-dimensional sheet, having the 

property of a topographic map, i.e. it represents distance relations of the high-dimensional space of the input signals 

approximately as distance relationships on the two-dimensional neural sheet. This remarkable property follows from the 

assumed lateral interactions and a very simple, biologically justifiable adaptation law given below (for details cf. (6,11}). 

The activity pattern at the input is described by an n-dimensional real vector x, normalized to ||x|| = 1, where n 

is the number of input lines. The responsiveness of neuron r is specified by an n-dimensional vector w, of “synaptic 

efficacies”, and is measured by the dot product x - w,. Each neuron is labeled by its two-dimensional position r in the 

sheet. The group of excited neurons is taken to be centered at the neuron s for which x - w, is maximal. Its extent and 

shape are described by a function h,y,, whose value is the excitation of neuron r, if the group center is at s. A rather 

realistic modeling choice for h,, is the Gaussian 

1 
hrs = €xXp (-<llr- 1?) . (1) 
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During learning, each presentation of an input x will cause an adjustment in the weights w, given by 

winrew) _ wld) +e-hy,- (x _ wileld)) (2) 

Eq. (2) can be justified by assuming the traditional Hebbian law for synaptic modification, and an additional nonlinear, 
“active” forgetting process for the synaptic strengths ((6}). 

3. Formation of Semantic Maps from Context 

Much of higher-level processing, in particular language and reasoning, seems to be based on discrete symbols and 
their logical meaning. One might think that applying the neural adaptation laws (2) to a symbol set (coded by using 
vectors) might create a topographic map that displays the “logical distances” between the symbols. However, there 
occurs a problem associated with the discrete nature of symbols. Unlike continuous data, symbolic items usually admit 
no meaningful metric, which could be derived from their encoding in any simple way. Hence logical relatedness between 
different symbols, such as e.g. words, will in general not be directly detectable from any metric relations between their 
encodings, even when the symbols represent similar items. How could it then be possible to map them topographically? 
The answer is that the symbol, at least in the learning process, must be presented in due contezt, i.e. in conjunction 
with all or part of the attribute values of the item it encodes, or with other, correlating symbols. 

The simplest system model for symbol maps assumes each data vector x as a concatenation of two (or more) fields, 
one specifying the symbol code, denoted by x,, and the other the attribute set, denoted xq, respectively. 

<-(]-[s] +12] ° 
Eq. (3) illustrates in vector notation that the encodings of the symbol part and the attribute part can form a vector 

sum of two orthogonal components. The core idea underlying symbol maps is that the two parts are weighted properly 
such that the norm of the attribute part predominates over that of the symbol part during the self-organizing process; 
the topographical mapping then mainly reflects metric relationships of the attribute sets. Since the inputs for symbolic 
signals, however, are also active all the time, memory traces from them are formed to the corresponding inputs of those 
cells of the map that have been selected (or actually forced) by the attribute part. If then, during recognition of input 
information, the attribute signals are missing or are weaker, the (same) map units are selected on the basis of the symbol 
part solely. In this way the symbols become encoded into a spatial order reflecting their logic (or semantic) similarities. 

In the following, we shall demonstrate this idea when the symbols correspond to words forming a simple text. Then 
perhaps the most straightforward (and very literal!) way to define the context of a word is to take all those words 
(together with their serial order) that occur in a certain “window” around the selected word. For simplicity, we shall 
imagine that the content of each “window” can somehow be presented to the input ports of the neural system. We 
are not interested in any particular means for the conversion of, say temporal signal patterns into parallel ones (for 
this task on could employ paths with different delays, eigenstates that depend on sequences, or any other mechanisms 
implemented in the short-term memory). 

A sequence of randomly generated three-word sentences provided the input “text”. The vocabulary is listed in 
Fig.la and comprises nouns, verbs, and adverbs. Each class has further subdivisions, such as names of persons, animals, 
and inanimate objects in the category of nouns. These distinctions are in part of a grammatical, in part of a semantic 
nature. Generally, they cannot be inferred from any patterns used for the encoding of the individual words, but only 
from the context, in which the words occur. In natural languages, such a context might comprise a rich variety of 
sensory experiences. In this very limited demonstration, however, we will only take into account the context provided 
by the immediately adjacent textual environment of each word occurrence. It will turn out that even this extremely 
restricted context will suffice to convey some interesting semantic structures. Of course this requires that each sentence 
be not totally random, but obey at least some rudimentary rules of grammar and semantic correctness. This is ensured 
by restricting the sentences to a set of 39 “legal” sentence patterns only (Fig. 1b). Each sentence was constructed by 
substituting the numbers in a randomly selected triple from Fig. 1b by words with compatible numbering in Fig. 1a, 
making a total of 498 three-word sentences possible, a few of which are given in Fig. Ic. 

In the first demonstration, the context of a word was restricted to the pair formed by its immediate predecessor and 
successor (ignoring any sentence borders). To prevent any semantic or grammatical information from being conveyed by 
patterns in the encoding of the individual words, we encoded each word by a seven-dimensional random vector of unit 
length. For each word, this vector was chosen independently from an isotropic probability distribution at the outset of 
the simulation. Each predecessor/successor-pair was represented by concatenating the code vectors of the two words to 
a 14-dimensional code vector. 
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It turned out in all of our computer ex- 

Bob/Jim/Mary 1 Sentence Patterns: Mary likes meat periments that instead of paying atten- 
horse/dog/cat 2 1-5-12 1-9-2 2-5-14 Jim speaks well tion to each phrase separately, a much 
beer / water 3 1-5-13 1-9-3 2-9-1 Mary likes Jim more efficient learning strategy was to 

meat /bread 4 1-5-14 1-9-4 2-9-2 Jim eats often consider each word in its average con- 

runs/walks 5 1-6-12 1-10-3 2-9-3 Mary buys meat tert over a set of possible clauses, be- 
works/speaks 6 1-6-13  1-11-4 2-9-4 dog drinks fast fore presenting it to the learning algo- 

visits/phones 7 1-6-14 1-10-12 2-10-3 horse hates meat rithm. The (mean) context of a word 
buys/sells 8 1-6-15 1-10-13 2-10-12 Jim eats seldom was thus first defined as the average over 
likes /hates 9 1-7-14 1-10-14 2-10-13 Bob buys meat 10, 000 sentences of all code vectors of 

drinks/eats 10 1-8-12 1-11-12 2-10-14 cat walks slowly predecessor/successor-pairs surrounding 
much/littl 11 1-8-2 1-11-13 1-11-4 Jim eats bread that word. The resulting thirty 14-dimen- 
fast/slowly 12 1-8-3 1-11-14 1-11-12 cat hates Jim sional “average word contexts”, normal- 

often/seldom 13 1-8-4 2-5-12 2-11-13 Bob sells beer ized to unit length, assumed the role of 

well/poorly 14 1-9-1 2-5-13 2-11-14 (etc.) the “attribute fields” x, in equation (3). 
Each “attribute field” was combined with 

Fig.la Fig.1b Fig.1c a 7-dimensional “symbol field” x,, con- 
sisting of the code vector for the word 

itself, but scaled to length a. The use of the random code vectors guaranteed that the symbol fields x, did not convey 

any systematic information about similarity relationships between the words. The parameter a determined the relative 

influence of the symbol part x, in comparison to the context part x, and was set to a = 0.2. 

For the simulation, a planar lattice of 10 x 15 formal neurons was used. Initially each neuron made only weak 
random connections to the n = 21 input lines of the system, so that no initial order was present. The learning step size 
was € = 0.8 and the radius o(t) of the adjustment zone was gradually decreased from an initial value o; = 4 to a final 
value of = 0.5 according to the law o(t) = 0; -(o/0;)*/'™*=. Here t counts the number of adaptation steps. 

    

    

  

   
   

    

  

           
   

    

   

    

    

  

water . meat dog horse sells visits works . phones . Mary 

beer bread . . 

er . cat buys . speaks . Jim 

little . eats cat . 
fast seldom . Bob Bob 

much . Jim dog 

slowly . often ; 

bread 

well 

poorly . speaks . phones meat 

buys visits 

sells much . 

. runs poorly . little often fast 

drinks . walks . hates .__ likes well . seldom . slowly .           
  

Fig.3: This map has been obtained by the same procedure 
as the map in Fig.2, but with a more restricted context that 
included only the immediate predecessor of each word. 

Fig.2: “Semantic map” obtained after 2000 presentations of 
word-context-pairs derived from 10,000 random sentences of 
the kind shown in Fig.lc. Nouns, verbs and adverbs are seg- 
regated into different domains. Within each domain a further 
grouping according to aspects of meaning is discernible. 

After t,.a2 = 2000 input presentations the responses of the neurons to presentation of the symbol parts alone were tested. 

In Fig. 2, the symbolic label was written to that site at which the symbol signal x = [x,,0]” gave the maximum response. 
We clearly see that the contezts have “channeled” the word items to memory positions whose arrangement reflects both 

grammatical and semantic relationships. Words of same type, i.e. nouns, verbs, and adverbs, have segregated into 
separate, large domains. Each of these domains is further subdivided according to similarities on the semantic level. 
For instance, names of persons and animals tend to be clustered in separate subdomains of a common “noun-domain”, 

reflecting different co-occurrence with, e.g., verbs such as “run” and “phone”. Adverbs with opposite meaning tend to be 

particularly close together, as their opposite meaning ensures them maximum common usage. The grouping of the verbs 

indicates differences in how they can co-occur with adverbs, persons, animals, and non-animate objects such as e.g. food. 
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Figure 3 shows the result of a further computer experiment, based on the same vocabulary and the same sentence 
patterns as before. However, in this simulation the context of a word was restricted to its immediate predecessor only 
(i.e. the context now consists of a 7-dimensional vector). Even this very limited context proved sufficient to produce a 
map with roughly similar properties as in Fig. 2. This shows that the displayed regularities are fairly robust to changes 
in the details of the encoding as long as the context captures a sufficient amount from the underlying logical structure. 

One might argue that the structure resulting in the map has artificially been created by a preplanned choice of the 
sentence patterns allowed for the input. However, it is easy to check that the patterns in Fig. 1b almost completely 
exhaust the possibilities for combining the words in Fig. 1a into semantically well-formed three-word sentences. This may 
make it clear that all the selected sentence patterns were really determined by the constraints inherent in the semantically 
correct usage of the words, and not vice versa. Moreover, a significant percentage of the word neighborhoods extended 
across borders of the randomly concatenated sentences. As this concatenation was unrestricted, this constituted a kind 
of “noise” remarkably well tolerated by the ordering process. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 also show that the maps generated by 
the model are not unique and that there are different, almost equivalent ways, in which a set of similarity relationships 
can be displayed in a map. If uniqueness is desired, further constraints, such as e.g. boundary conditions or some coarse 

initial ordering, might be used to initially “polarize” the system suitably. 

4. Discussion 

The results of this work show that the principle of self-organizing maps can be extended to higher levels of process- 
ing, where the relationships between items are more subtle and less apparent from their intrinsic features, a property 

that is characteristic of symbolic expressions. Symbols, in general, do not contain metrically relatable components. 

Consequently, meaningful topographic maps of symbols must no longer display the intrinsic features, but instead the 

logical similarities of their inputs. It turns out that organized mappings of symbolic data may still ensue from the same 

basic adaptation laws, provided that the symbolic input data are presented together with a sufficient amount of contezt, 
that then defines the similarity relationships between them. If the symbolic descriptions leave memory traces on the same 
neurons at which the contextual signals converge, too, the same neurons then also become sensitized to the symbolic 

signals in a spatial order that reflects their logical similarity. In the case of words, the strong correlation between local 
context and word meaning approximates a semantic ordering as it is met in natural languages. 

Considering the richness of language, one might suspect that the “semantic space” ought to be extremely high- 
dimensional, and that only little can be gained by mapping semantic meaning onto manifolds as low as two-dimensional. 

A simple argument indicates that perhaps surprisingly few dimensions may be sufficient to represent “semantic space”. 

Assume that each word is used to denote one of three “grade values” (e.g. “weak”, “intermediate”, “strong”) along each 

of a set of independent “semantic dimensions”. Then a 12-dimensional space can accommodate already 3!? = 531441 
words, significantly more than needed by natural languages. If each word denotes more than three values per axis, even 
fewer dimensions will suffice. This makes it very likely that a limited number of low-dimensional maps along different 

(possibly nonlinearly curved) directions may be able to represent a significant amount of semantic structure. 
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There are various techniques to study the EEG activity over the 

scalp. Particularly, the methods of correlation and spectral analysis 

have been more and more widely used in EEG analysis to investigate 

functions and structures of the brain which generates multivariate time 

series signals. But the weakness of these methods is that the direction 

of the correlating influences between two areas can not be shown. The 

entropy analysis ’ method was developed for revealing the correlation 

not only in time but also in space. In our study. this method had been 

used for analyzing the inter-hemisphere activity between frontal and 

occipital area in speaking process. 

METHODS 

1. Entropy Analysis 

For two time series, 

where, Xx-i« Ye-is Xee Ve and Xu+is Yu+i denote the value of series 

X and Y in past. present and future respectively. With these notation. 

the generating model of time series X and Y shown in’ figure 1 had been 

established. lf the series are approximated by Gaussian process. the 

information flow from X to Y can be expressed by the covariance matrix of 

the series. Thus. 

l LE ROXPY" VV end EE ROXPYEXE VED | 

[CWxie>Yuemd= - Log 

2 LROXTY" YE) EE ROXPYTXG KV em) | 
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where R(.) denotes covariance matrix and hyx denotes the impulse 

response from X to Y for lag m and time origin k. hyy is from Y to Y. The 

time series X. Y were fitted by two-dimensional AR model. It Is known 

that the impulse response can be derived from the coefficient of the AR 

model directly. 

2. EEG Recording and Computer Analysis 

Eleven right-handed normal male subjects of age range 18-21 were 

Studied. Electrodes were placed on F3, F4. O01 and 02 at standard 10-20 

System, each referred to linked ear reference. The EEGs when the subjects 

Saying a non-meaningful word and, in contrast with its. resting FEG were 

recorded. Via A/D converter. the EEG Signals were digitized at 6 ms 

interval. and fitted by two-dimensional autoregressive- ( AR ) model for 

each pair ( F3 - 01 and F4 - 02 ). The order of model wasdetermined by 

Akaike’s AIC criterion. Based on this model. the information flow 

in different direction were calculated by using eq.(1). 

RESULTS 

Figures 2 illustrates the information flow curve of one subject in 

different conditions. Means and standard deviations of information flow 

for 11 subjects are shown in table |. 

In table |. the information flow in two opposite directions are 

  

F3 > 01 01 > F3 F4 => Q2 Q2 > F4 

  

RESTING 0.71 I+ oO
 -19) 0.8940.27, 1.2040.42;| 1.01+40.34 

  

IO
 

I+ oO
 

i
 oS
 BEFORE SPEAKING | 1.0: O.71£0.21 | 0.1940.08) 1.75+0.46 

  

IN SPEAKING 0.1440.05, 1.82+0.67! 0.4240.19 | 1.6140.53 
{ 
i 

              

Table |. Means and standard deviations of information flow Cbit/sec) 
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presented. To explicate the relations of its. mean differences were 

evaluated by unrelated t test. In resting. the information flow between 

F3 and O1, F4 and 02 had no significant differences. Before speahing. the 

dominant direction of the information flow was found in 02 ~+F4 direction 

C P<0.02 ), but not found between F3 and 01. In speaking, the dominant 

direction of the information flow was in posterior-anterior both left 

( P<0.02 ) and right hemisphere ( P<0.05 ). 

DISCUSSION 

The dominant information flow was found in posterior-anterior 

direction in right hemisphere before speaking. but had not been found in 

left hemisphere. The information flow changes in right hemisphere were 

followed by the changes in left hemisphere between frontal and occipital 

area. 

For right-handed normal subjects, it’s usually the case that the left 

hemisphere is the ’talker’ and ‘doer’, while the right hemisphere plays 

an important cognitive role in putting the left hemisphere’s activities 

within their proper contexts. From the results of the experiment. the 

changes between occipital and frontal area in right hemisphere were prior 

to left hemisphere. In other words, when thesubjects want to say a word 

but the voice had not been out, there aresignificant information flow 

in occipital-frontal direction in right hemisphere. In temporal, the 

changes in left hemisphere’ is followed. 

The physiological implications of the spread direction have not vet 

been established. However, it may suggest the existence of electro- 

physiological activities before and in speaking. 
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Abstract 
A novel encoding scheme of a bidirectional associative memory (BAM) incorporating the high-order 

nonlinearity is proposed. This method significantly improves the storage capacity and 
efror-correcting capability of the BAM. We discuss the memory storage capacity and the stability of 
the high-order bidirectional associative memory (HOBAM) in this paper. The application of the HOBAM 
to a frequency classifier is also presented. 

I. Introduction 

The bidirectional associative memory (BAM) introduced by Kosko [1,2] allows the associative search 
for stored stimulus-response pairs (X,Y). This type of neural network is a two-layer nonlinear 
feedback hierarchy of interconnected neurons and behaves as a heteroassociative memory. It has been 
pointed out that the BAM serves as a vital element in intelligent systems [3] and spectral signature 
recognition applications [4]. The storage capacity for perfect recalls of the BAM, however, is 
limited by the number of neurons in the network. Moreover, the condition of the continuity of 
association between pattern sets of the BAM must be satisfied in order to achieve reliable recalls. 
This requires that if the stored stimulus patterns are close, then the stored response patterns are 
close. Although there are techniques [5] available to improve its performance, the multiple training 
method requires interactive tuning. 

It has been reported that neural networks with high-order nonlinearity show dramatic improvement 
in memory capacity and error-correcting capability in comparison with linear memory models [6-8]. In 
this paper, we propose a neural network for the BAM using high-order correlations. This high-order 
bidirectional associative memory (HOBAM) not only possesses merits of the BAM and the advantage of 
high-order strategy, but also relaxes the continuity assumption for reliable recalls. The storage 
capacity and stability of HOBAM are discussed in section II. An application of the HOBAM to _ the 
frequency classifications is reported in section III. The last section is the concluding remarks. 

II. High-Order Bidirectional Associative Memory 

For the high-order bidirectional associative memory, one cycle of the recall process of the 
kth-order model is represented by 

M 

Y(t+1) = sign( E YX” X@'y (1) 
me! 

X(t+1) = sign’ Y X®fy® ye+1]y (2) 
s=1 

where ’ represents the transpose of a matrix. Assuming that X° and Y° are sets of randomly generated 
vectors, then signal to noise ratio of the X to Y mapping can be derived as [7], 

_ k k., 1/2 
SNR | xy = Ny / { 1 2b! Ny / (k! 2°} (3) 

> 
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The estimated capacity M, and My are 

    

k k k k 
Ny k! 2 NV k! 2 

M «= 2 and M_ = 2 
X (2k)! (SNR | xy Y (2k)! (SNR | ) (4) 

To guarantee a successful evolution of the system, the storage capacity can be chosen as 

M = MIN( M,,M_.) ©) 
which possesses the capacity Oc MIN(N),N.)). 

Extensive computer simulations on the performance of the BAM and HOBAM have been carried out for 
Ny = Ny = 40. The results are shown in Figs. 1-2. Each network is presented with a number of sets of 

randomly chosen association pairs and each set has M_ stored pairs. The successful recall 
probabilities vs. the number of stored pairs are recorded in Fig. 1, which indicates that the 

storage capacity of the HOBAM is higher. Fig. 2 illustrates the comparison of the error-correction 

capability. In the simulation, each point corresponds to 100 sets of 10 stored pairs. Each pair is 
degraded by the specified Hamming distance and used as the input pattern to the network. It is 
evident that HOBAM has a better error-correction capability. 
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Fig. 1 Plot of the storage capacity of neural Fig.2 Improvement of the  error-correction 
net models (Ny = Ny = 40). The solid line with capability with the increase of the order. 

"-", dashed line with “+” and solid line without Plot of correct recall probability vs. the 
symbol correspond to BAM, 2nd-order and 3rd- amount of Hamming distance between the input 
order HOBAM, respectively. pattern and stored pairs. Symbols are the 

Same as those in Fig. 1. 

We discuss the evolution of the system from an incomplete pair (X,Y) next. For a more clear 

description, we redefine the dynamical equations of HOBAM as 

yet = sign (Ly CE vy} wO}) (6) 
j 

x(t+1) = sign ( ) x. [ y v. vt+1)}") (7) 

s j 
where x, = 2 u, - 1 and Y, = 2 , - 1. Let us define that | 

a(t) = y u u(t) (8a) 

B() = 5 ve v(t) (8b) 
j 

The condition to ensure that the system to reach a_ stable equilibrium state is that there exists 
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an a such that 

a > a for all s which is not equal to a. (9) 

We can always find a k such that 

@\>r (10) 
8s a 

As a result from Eq.(7), y= y.. Therefore, x= x. form Eq.(8) due to the fact that Bp’ =N 

The energy function of the system can be defined as 

E = -Zy, sign Dy} (a) - Lx, sign Dx BY) (11) 
i 8 i Ss 

Y’ 

After a recall from X(O) > Y(1) > X(1), 

E=-(N, + N)). (12) 
The system converges to the global minimum energy state. 

If there is no maximum a, i.e. two or more stored patterns have the same Hamming distance to the 
input pair (X,Y). This is the situation which human beings have to make a guess. The stability of 

the system for this situation is under investigation. 

IV. Application: Frequency Classifier 

A robust frequency classifier is desirable for the radar signal processing in that the signals are 
usually noise-corrupted. The HOBAM described above can be employed to classify the frequency of the 

Signals mixed with noise. The inputs of the network are the digitized sinusoidal waves with Gaussian 
noise, 

s(n) = sin( 2xfn/N) + G(n) 
where G(n) is the Gaussian noise. We have chosen N = 16 in the experiment. The outputs, S(f), of the 

system are the Discrete Fourier Transforms of the inputs. The inputs and outputs are normalized in 
the range [-1,1]. Because the BAM is a binary neural network, the preprocessing of signals is 

required. The normalized signal is quantized into 2P levels. N-point digitized signals are 
transformed into 2P by N cells of a bipolar representation (each cell is +1 or -1) as the following 
procedure. If the nth signal is positive, we assign 1’s to the cells in the nth-column between cell 
P ( including cell P ) and the cell where the signal is located, and -1 to the rest of the cells in 
the n-th column. Whereas the nth signal is negative, 1’s are assigned to the cells between cell P + 
1 ( including cell P + 1 ) and the cell contains the signal; -1’s are assigned to the rest of the 

cells in the same column. The stored patterns for X and Y are the bipolar representations of the 
sinusodial waves without noise and their Fourier Transforms, respectively, for f = 1,2,...7. 
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Fig. 3(a) The initial and final state, s(n), of Fig. 3(b) The final state, S(f), of BAM. 
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We have experimented the BAM by assigning the sinusoidal waves without noise to X and leave Y 
blank ( -1 in every cell ). The BAM can not recall any pair of the patterns when we train more than 
two patterns to the network. As shown in Fig. 3, the input to X is the sinusoidal wave ( f = 2 ) and 
the system converges to a spurious state. For the same kind of test, the HOBAM has demonstrated the 

capability to recall any pair of patterns without noise when there are seven pairs of patterns 

stored. For the situation that the Gaussian noise presents, we have experimented the HOBAM for the 
SNR up to 1. Every X to Y mapping is successful for 5-th order or higher HOBAM’s. The results of f = 
4 and SNR = 1 are plotted in Fig. 4 for an 8-th order HOBAM. The robust classification indicates 
that the HOBAM is capable of making an accurate decision even when the noise energy is significantly 
large compared to that of the signal. 
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Fig. 4(a) The initial and final state, s(n), of Fig 4(b) The final state, S(f), of 

HOBAM. HOBAM. 

IV. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, we present the high-order bidirectional associative memory which significantly 

enhances the BAM performance on both forward and backward information flows. Simulation results 
demonstrate that the proposed neural networks increase the memory capacity and improve the error- 
correction capability. In addition, the condition that the system can reach the global minimum 
energy state is discussed. The application of a frequency classifier has shown promising results to 
recognize signals even when the noise energy is considerably large. 
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Constructing an accurate model of the nervous system of an organism, or a portion of it, is a 

difficult task. Single neurons are complex and show a variety of behaviors, and networks of such 

neurons become almost intractable. The experimental data on which the model rests - connections 

between neurons, types of synapses, thresholds, and so on - is often imprecise or incomplete. A 

computer simulation of the neural net can be a very useful tool. It can help to identify essential 

parameters by comparing the behavior of the simulation with the observed behavior of the organism. 

In the same way, it can also help to fill in missing information. 
For these reasons, we developed a simulator to model relatively simple, well understood nervous 

systems and behaviors of organisms such as the molluscs Aplysia, Hermissenda, and Pleurobran- 

chaea. In [1], we applied the simulator to a model of the rhythmic feeding and choice behavior 

observed in Pleurobranchaea [5]. The network simulator is constructed around a biophysically re- 

alistic neuromime capable of representing major electrical neuronal properties, such as threshold. 

time constant. absolute and relative refractory periods, and accommodation. 

We designed the simulation program to be as independent as possible from the neural net that 

we were modeling. The specifications of the network were contained in tables in an external text 

file that was read by the program. A text editor was used to make modifications to the network. 

Nevertheless, even with a table-driven simulator and an interactive text editor. the procedure was 

tedious. Also. there was no systematic way to do sensitivity analysis by performing a search through 

the parameter space. Thus, we devoted considerable effort to the design and implementation of a 

special-purpose editor that allows rapid modification and testing of networks. 

The editor is a hierarchical, menu-driven system (see Figure 1). At every step, the user responds 

to a prompt from the editor. All the responses are brief: single keystrokes followed by a RETURN 

for menu options and yes/no queries, or short character strings for neuron numbers and names, 

experiment labels, and file names. Most of the prompts are self-explanatory, but there is an 

extensive HELP function available. In a number of situations, the user will want to issue a command 

repeatedly, for instance, the ADD NEURON command. The editor uses the convention that such 

a command is repeated until the user enters a null line, i.e. a line with RETURN as the first 

character. Then the editor returns to the menu which invoked the command. 

Each user response activates a new menu or performs some operation on a network file. The 

logical structure of a network file is similar to the structure of the files manipulated by combinatorial 

graph editing systems such as CABRI [3] and TYGES [4]. The two main categories of data in those 
systems are node parameters and edge parameters. In our system, the analogous ca‘egories are 

neuron parameters and connection parameters. 
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The neuron parameters are: 

Threshold Voltage Tonic Input 

Peak Spike Voltage Time Constant 

Accommodation Rate Threshold for Opening Calcium Channels 
Recovery from Accommodation 

The connection parameters are: 

Synaptic Delay Non-rectifying Electrotonic Coupling 

Chemical Synapse Strength Rectifying Electrotonic Coupling 

The network file also contains a description of the experiments to be run. Each experiment applies 
input stimuli to selected neurons for a specified length of time. 

All neuron parameters have default values, which are saved in a file. All connection parameters 

have default value 0. When the CREATE NETWORK command is invoked. the user has the 

option of overriding any of the neuron parameter default values. The changes may then be saved 

by writing them to the default file, or they may take effect only for the duration of the command. 

The user then specifies the number of neurons in the network, their names, and the number of 

experiments. The new network consists of a homogeneous collection of neurons, all with the current 

default values and no connections. The EDIT menu is then entered to allow the user to change 
neuron parameters and add connections via the MODIFY NEURON and MODIFY CONNECTION 

commands. Alternatively, the user may create a network with 0 neurons, and then repeatedly use 

the ADD NEURON command to generate the neurons. ADD NEURON also allows the user to 

copy parameters from the default file or from some existing neuron. 

When the user is satisfied with the network, the simulator may be invoked by the RUN SIMU- 

LATOR command. Various options are allowed. A sequence of experiments may be run, where the 

input stimuli to the neurons are varied. Systematic search of parameter space is possible by specify- 

ing a parameter to be varied, its initial and final values, and its increment value. With this option. 
the simulator runs repeatedly, varying the selected parameter after each run. Output choices are 

also given. Different neurons can be selected for plotting their voltage levels as a function of time. 

Firing frequencies can be plotted as a function of a parameter. 

The effort expended on development of the editor has amply repaid itself. Using the editor. we 

performed a more extensive and systematic simulation of oscillator networks. Some of the graphs 

for one and two neuron systems are shown in Figure 2. The complete results for these and larger 

networks are reported in [2]. We anticipate further use of the editor. Modeling networks of other 

reasonably well-understood organisms is an obvious possibility. We also intend to study models 

of learning in such organisms. This would require relatively minor additions to the editor and 

simulator. 
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1. Introduction 

Genetic algorithms and classifier systems have proven to be useful tools for implementing flexible problem 

solving behavior, learning and search in symbolic systems (Goldberg and Holland, 1988). Because of the robust 
statistical nature of these techniques, it is not surprising that they have also been applied to problems involving 
neural network architectures. One type of application uses genetic algorithms to efficiently optimize the weights in 
a neural network. Montana and Davis (1989), for example, show how a genetic algorithm outperforms backpropa- 
gation when training a feedforward network on data from a sonar image classification problem. Another type of 
application uses genetic algorithms to evolve neural network architectures whose design is especially suited for a 

given task (Harp, Samad, and Guha, 1989; Miller, Todd, and Hegde, 1989). 

In addition to work showing how genetic algorithms can be applied to neural networks, there has also been 
research exploring the relationships between neural networks and classifier systems. Much of this research tries to 
establish some kind of functional equivalence between layered, feedforward neural networks and specialized vari- 
ants of classifier systems (Belew and Gherrity, 1989; Davis, 1988, 1989). The value of this work is that it highlights 
Opportunities to transfer techniques that have proven useful in one framework into systems based on the other 
framework. 

This paper shows how the distributed representation techniques used in neural networks and other connection- 

ist systems have a natural counterpart in classifier systems. Eventually, this representational correspondence may 

have important practical implications for the parsimonious design of hybrid systems having both subsymbolic and 

symbolic capabilities. 

2. Distributed Representations in Neural Networks 

A distributed representation is one in which many representational units participate in the representation of a 

single entity, and every unit helps to represent many different entities (Hinton, McClelland, and Rumelhart, 1986). 

This kind of representation has been closely identified with neural networks and connectionism because it endows 

networks of simple computational elements with some important information processing capabilities. Among these 
capabilities are: 

° Content addressable memory that allows for a “‘best fit” retrieval given only a partial description of the desired 

item. 

e Automatic achievement of certain generalizations, since modifications to the constituent units of one 

representation automatically affect all similar representations that share those units. 

° Incremental storage of new concepts by generating new combinations of existing representational units, 

thereby avoiding the need for any new units. 

e Efficient use of network processing capacity through the judicious use of coarse coding techniques. 

While distributed representations have many useful properties, they also have certain disadvantages (Feldman, 

1988). Most of these shortcomings are related to the difficulties of representing non-arbitrary structure within and 

among distributed representations. Nevertheless, distributed representations have important implications for the 

symbolic/connectionist debate about the nature of mental structures and processes (Smolensky, 1988). 

Neither connectionism nor traditional artificial intelligence has provided a completely satisfactory account of 
intelligent behavior. Symbolic systems are excellent at representing and logically reasoning about complex 
knowledge structures. They have been correspondingly weak at capturing the flexible aspects of cognition such as 
robust learning, recognizing natural categories, and formulating non-brittle problem solving strategies. Neural net- 
works and connectionist architectures, on the other hand, excel at learning and pattern recognition while they do not 

yet offer much in the way of structured representations and inferences. There is a clear need for hybnd systems that 
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offer the advantages of both the symbolic and connectionist paradigms (Belew and Forrest, 1988). 

One approach to designing such a hybrid is to start with the subsymbolic capabilities of distributed representa- 
tions, and find ways to implement these capabilities using representational units that facilitate symbolic descriptions. 
The essence of the distributed representation idea in neural networks is the use of numeric weight vectors as 
epistemic primitives, along with methodically designed input encodings, network organizations, and statistical tech- 
niques to extract patterns and map inputs into outputs (Smolensky, 1988). High-level symbolic properties are 
viewed as an emergent phenomenon of the dynamics of the low level representational primitives. The classifier SyS- 
tem framework takes a similar view of how high level capabilities emerge from low level constructs, but with some 
important differences. In the next section we indicate how classifier systems can be used to implement distributed 
representations. 

3. Distributed Representations in Classifier Systems 

Classifier systems offer a framework for problem solving and learning designed to provide flexible represen- 
tational capabilities at the basic level of concepts, relations, and the way they are organized (Holland, 1986; Booker, 
Goldberg, and Holland, in press). The flexibility of classifier systems is achieved by using several mechanisms, 
including 

(1) A -simple syntax for rules or classifiers that facilitates learning without a crippling loss of descriptive power. 

(2) Pattern-directed inferences that generalize over the variations in specific input configurations. 

(3) Parallel activation of several classifiers on every cycle, treating activated classifier as a set of competing 
hypotheses whose credibility can be evaluated using a local credit assignment scheme (the bucket brigade). 

(4) A statistical induction scheme (the genetic algorithm) that proposes new rules to improve upon current capa- 
bilities to categorize inputs and solve problems. 

Perhaps the most important factor contributing to the flexibility of classifier systems is the use of parallelism and 
recombination as intrinsic properties of all representations. All representations are constructed from a set of consti- 
tuent elements or building blocks. Because the syntax of the representation language is simple, recombining these 
building blocks can be done with local syntactic manipulations that avoid the need for complex symbolic inter- 
preters or knowledge-intensive supervision. 

The inherently distributed nature of representations in classifier systems leads rather directly to the kinds of 
distributed representations found in neural networks once we specify the building blocks to be used as basic 
representational units. There are several kinds of building blocks available in classifier systems. At the lowest 
epistemic level are the building blocks present in the bit strings that encode all input, output, and internal messages. 
The semantics of these bit-level building blocks depend on the nature of the encoding, and several encoding 
schemes are available: 

° Simple feature lists where each bit designates a single feature-value pair or unary predicate. Combinations of 
these building blocks denote the presence or absence of elements belonging to some subset of features. 

e Simple numeric encodings where a string of bits denotes a numeric attribute or the numeric encoding of a 
symbolic attribute. The building blocks here designate hyperplanes in the space of legal numeric values. 

e Ordinal feature manifolds (Hayes-Roth, 1976) where each bit denotes some value of an ordinal attribute, and 
values are coarsely encoded to allow graded comparisons. The building blocks in these strings designate con- 
tinuous ranges of ordinal values. 

e Complementary feature manifolds (Hayes-Roth, 1976) where each bit designates the absence of some value 
of a nominal attribute. These building blocks denote disjunctive sets of nominal values. 

This variety of feature encodings gives considerable representational power to individual classifiers. These encod- 
ings support generalizations in the activating condition of a classifier that represent critical sets of features, intervals 
of ordinal values, values of tree-structured attributes, and simple disjuncts of nominal values. This set of capabili- 
ties corresponds to the primitive language constructs used in most symbolic learning paradigms. It is misleading, 
therefore, to characterize bit string representations as inherently weak and ‘‘low-level’’. 

At the next level of representation, messages are building blocks for representing associations among rules 
and concepts. Because the message language has a simple syntax, associations among rules can be constructed and 
modified with local syntactic manipulations that avoid the need for complex interpreters or knowledge-intensive cri- 
tics. We can extend this notion even further by assigning each classifier an address or tag. Tags can be given 
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semantics in terms of distance from an input interface, and position relevant to a coordinate system that is meaning- 

ful to that interface. By identifying tags with semantic content in this way, we impose a hierarchical organization on 

classifier representations and we can use tags to identify relationships within and between levels in a hierarchy, and 

relationships between hierarchies. In principle, this makes classifier systems a very powerful framework for 

representing knowledge. For example, it has been shown (Forrest, 1985) that the knowledge contained in a standard 

semantic network description (eg. KL-ONE or NETL) can be mapped into a set of classifiers that support the same 

information retrieval operations. It remains to be shown that these kinds of complex knowledge structures can be 

learned by a classifier system as a results of its experiences in an environment. 

Finally, we can view rules themselves as building blocks for representing complex concepts, constraints, and 
problem solving behaviors (Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, and Thagard, 1986). Rather than construct a syntactically 

complex representation of a symbolic concept that would be difficult to use or modify, a classifier system uses 

groups of syntactically simple rules as the representation. The structure of the concept is modeled by the organiza- 

tion, variability, and credibility of the constituent rules. Because the members of a group compete to become active, 

the appropriate aspects of the representation are selected only when they are relevant in a given problem solving 

context. The modularity of the concept thereby makes it easier to use as well as easier to modify. Because rules are 

activated in parallel, new combinations of existing rules and rule clusters can be used to dynamically represent 

novel situations. Simple capabilities along these lines have been demonstrated in studies showing how classifier 

systems can learn an internal model of their environment and how to function in it (Booker, 1988). 

4. Discussion 

Both neural networks and classifier systems use a collection of basic computing elements as epistemic build- 

ing blocks. Classifier systems use condition-action rules that interact by passing binary messages. Connectionist 

systems use simple processing units that send excitatory and inhibitory signals to each other. Concepts are 

represented in both systems by the distributed, simultaneous activation of several computing elements. There are 

important differences between classifier systems and connectionist systems, however, that stem primarily from the 

properties of the building blocks they use. The interactions among computing elements in a connectionist system 

make ‘‘best-fit’’ searches a primitive operation. The same capability is achieved in a classifier system using mes- 

sages and tags to link related rules together. A directed spreading activation process is then required to efficiently 

retrieve the appropriate concept. Other differences relate to the way inductions are achieved. Modification of con- 

nection strengths is the only inductive mechanism available in most connectionist systems. Moreover, the pro- 

cedures for updating strength are part of the initial system design that cannot be changed except perhaps by tuning a 

few parameters. Classifier systems, on the other hand, permit a broad spectrum of inductive mechanisms ranging 

from strength adjustments to analogies. In principle, many of these mechanisms can be controlled by or easily 

expressed in terms of inferential rules. These inferential rules can be evaluated, modified and used to build higher 

level concepts just like any other building blocks. 

Classifier systems are therefore like connectionist systems in that they acknowledge the importance of micro- 

structure, multiple constraints, and the emergence of complex phenomena from simple interactions. But because 

classifier systems use rules as a basic epistemic unit, they avoid having to reduce all knowledge to a set of connec- 

tion strengths. This makes it possible to enjoy the advantages of distributed representations, while at the same time 

providing a non-trivial capability to represent structure within and between complex concepts. Classifier systems 

therefore have the potential to occupy an important middle ground between the symbolic and connectionist para- 

digms. In order to realize this potential, more work must be done to understand how classifier systems can dynami- 

cally construct and modify the kinds of distributed representations described here. The research completed to date 

on small systems and simple problems is a very promising first step toward that goal. 
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Introduction 
Cognitive psychologists generally assume that there exists some limited-capacity speech based temporary 

store that is involved in a wide range of other cognitive tasks such as mental arithmetic, reasoning and counting 
(see Baddeley, 1986, for review). This short-term memory has been extensively investigated by psychologists. 
While recent neural net modelling work has often been concerned with short-term memory phenomena, this work 
has not always been intended to account for the same phenomena as psychologists have been interested in (but see 
Grossberg, 1986). 

Shrater and Pfeifer (1989) show that a simple localist architecture can give rise to a psychologically 
realistic serial position curve with both primacy and recency portions, and that the architecture gives rise to human- 
like performance with variations in rate of presentation etc. In their model the primary simulation result is a 
separation of long-term from short-term portions of the curve; the model is not intended to reveal the internal 
structure of the short-term store itself. Such recency effects, involving an increased probability of recall of the last 
few items in a supra-span sequence of material to be remembered, have traditionally been taken by psychologists to 
reflect the existence of a short-term memory storage system. Schneider and Detwéiler (1987) report a detailed 
connectionist framework for modelling short-term memory processes, and consider at length the various different 
mechanisms thought to underlie short-term memory performance. The perspective we adopt in the present paper is 
rather narrower, in that we focus just on the “articulatory loop” subcomponent of STM. Other approaches to 
modelling STM phenomena are represented by, e.g., Nolfi & Parisi (1987); Grossberg (1988), and Touretzky & 
Hinton (1989). These contrasting approaches vary in the timescale of phenomena that they are intended to account 
for, but none are aimed primarily at accounting for the data concerning effects on memory capacity of, e.g., 

phonemic confusability, articulatory suppression, and word length. 
Several models of memory rely on recurrent nets. There have been considerable recent advances in the 

ability of connectionist models to account for temporal phenomena in plausible ways (e.g. Elman, 1988; Normis, 
1989; and see papers in Touretzky, Hinton & Sejnowski, 1989). For present purposes, the central general feature 
of these recurrent networks is that any new input to a net must be accompanied by some context-giving 
representation of the recent outputs of the net. Thus some short-term memory capacity is an intrinsic part of any 
recurrent net just because it has to represent (in its state or context units) some decaying function of the recent 
history of the network. Under certain circumstances, it is possible to reconstruct from the state units the previous 
Outputs of the network. The model described below makes use of this fact to show how short-term auditory-verbal 
memory capacity arises as a necessary side-effect of the mechanisms already provided for speech production and 
speech perception. 

The model architecture 
The model depicted in Figure One incorporates both a sequence production (left side of figure) and a 

sequence perception (right side of figure) net. In the present version of the model, there are 20 nodes in each oval 
drawn in Figure One- thus for each of the perception and the production net there are 20 input/plan units, 20 
context/state units, 20 hidden units and 20 output units. Each input and output unit in the present model ts taken to 
represent a single phoneme. At the top of the diagram, the rectangular (unimplemented) boxes represent relatively 

peripheral process that would translate a phonemic level of representation into articulatory output or, on the 
perception side, interpret acoustic input categorically. (We ignore here the considerable controversy about whether 
and how such processing might take place.) 

The model is run in two distinct phases. In the first phase, the learning phase, the perception net and the 
production net learn to recognize and produce the same set of sequences. At present the nets are trained with a small 
(32) vocabulary of items which vary in length from 4 to 8 phonemes, with the phonemes being drawn from the 
limited pool (20) with which the model currently operates. The items are constructed in such a way that some items 
have many phonemes in common with other items (are phonemically confusable). At the end of this training 
procedure, the two networks have “long-term memory” about the sequences of phonemes that comprise the words in 
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Figure One 

the vocabulary, and the production net can produce a sequence of outputs in response to a constant input on its plan 
units while the perception net can recognize that same sequential input and produce as output a whole-word 
representation that corresponds to the original input to the production network. This information remains unaltered 
during the second stage of the simulation. 

Note that during the processing of each word, sequential output from the production net is copied over, a 
phoneme at a time, to act as potential input to the perception net. This means that the input to the production 
network’s state units can be provided by the perception net input units instead of (as would normally be the case) by 
the production net output units. Whenever a new output is produced, the state units are set on the following 
processing cycle to be equal to that output plus (1 * the previous activation of the state units). In obtaining the 
simulation results reported below, 2 was set at 0.7 throughout. Thus the state units for the sequence production 
net, which are necessary to provide a temporal context for the network, also potentially provide a short-term 
memory for any sequence of phonemes input to the speech perception apparatus. We note that this predicts certain 
patterns of interference between language production, language perception and short-term memory; at least some of 
these patterns of interference are in fact observed. (During the actual simulations, it proved necessary to include two 
sets of state units, both receiving identical input from the perception net input units: one set acted as the STM, and 
the other acted as normal state units. This was for the simulation-specific reasons that (a) some of the short items 
were so phonemically similar that they could not be distinguished without a between-word zero-ing of the state 
units, and (b) the simulations required experimentation with different values of 1, and for computational resource 
reasons it was not possible to relearn the long-term sequence production conncctions for each different value of Ul. 
Other work suggests that these are implementation-specific limitations). 

The second phase of the simulation involves the retention in STM of a sequence of words (each 
representing a sequence of phonemes). The input of the item sequence involves the clamping-on of sets of lexical 
input nodes in sequence; this is analogous to the presentation of a sequence of words. For the time it is clamped on, 
each word in the input sequence acts as input to the “production” network, emerging as a temporal output sequence, 
and this sequence is then input to the sequence “recognition” net and into the state units/short-term memory. For 
short-term recall to take place, the sequence of phonemes must be reconstructed to enable either recall or subvocal 
rehearsal of the material to be remembered. The reconstruction works in the following manner. To reconstruct the 
perceived sequence of phonemes from the final activations on the state units, it is necessary to cycle backwards 
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through the following procedure: 
(i) Assume that the most highly activated state unit represents the last-output phoneme. 
(ii) Reconstruct what the levels of activation on the state units must have been on the previous time-slice if 

the estimate of the last-seen phoneme is correct by: 
(iii) Subtracting unit activation from the last-identified phoneme, and 
(iv) Dividing all state activations by . 
(v) Repeat the procedure. 

For this to work, it is necessary that output units should all be thresholded to either zero or one before 
being copied into the state units. This was done in all our simulations with this architecture. Provided this 
condition is satisfied, the method above will be able to reconstruct, from the state units, the sequence of past 
outputs of the production network to an extent that depends on such factors as the phonemic confusability of the 
relevant material (see simulation results below). It should be noted that the above series of computations is difficult 
to carry out in a natural way within the network outlined above, because each unit must perform calculations such 
as dividing its own activation by iL. 

When the material is to be rehearsed subvocally, the reconstructed sequence of phonemes is simply input to 

the perception net, which effectively re-recognizes the item in question and hence can re-activate, or refresh, the 
phonological storage nodes over which the item is represented. This process is essentially the same whether 
rehearsal or recall is to take place. Either process takes an amount of time that depends on the spoken duration of 
the items in question, because a complete pass through the production and perception system is required for each 
time-slice of the item to be rehearsed. 

Simulation results 
Interesting effects of rate of item presentation can emerge when items are presented to the model 

sufficiently slowly for rehearsal of the items to be possible between the identification of individual items. In the 
simulations reported below, however, the model is presented with the items at “rehearsal speed”, and its ability to 
recall the items, along with the errors made, is subsequently examined. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that 
all possible phonemes take the same length of time to produce, so that a word containing eight phonemes will take 
twice as long to articulate as a word with only four phonemes. These simplifying assumptions are not critical to 
the operation of the model. 

We have run simulations to examine the capacity of the model to store sequences of items (memory span), 
and assessed the effects of (i) phonemic confusability and (ii) developmental increases in rate of articulation. In all 
the simulations reported below, the value of 1 1s set at 0.7. 

(i) Basic capacity limitations 

In the assessment of the model’s memory capacity, a sequence of phonemes is reconstructed from the state 
units as described above, and this sequence is input into the sequence recognition network. The output of the 
perception net is taken to reflect those items that are recallable. It is frequently observed that the model only recalls, 
e€.g., Six or seven out of a word’s eight phonemes correctly, but that this may still be sufficient to permit re- 
identification of the item in question. The model shows pronounced word length effects, in that fewer long words 
than short words may be recalled: 

Mean no. of all long words recalled: 
Mean no. of all short words recalled: ~ 

a)
 

“I
 
ty

 

(ii) Phonemic confusability effects: 
The model was tested on span for a set of short confusable items, which had many phonemes in common, 

and a set of (equally short) non-confusable items with few phonemes in common. The results were as follows: 

Mean no. of confusable words recalled: 3.0 

Mean no. of non-confusable words recalled: 7.0 

At the point back in the sequence where errors begin to appear, they are typically exchange errors. For 
example, a typical trial produced the following output (each number represents a different phoneme: 

Target: --. 814 9 311 5 
1 

1 
Output: »-.-14 9 8 3 S11 8 

Errors of this type in the recalled string of phonemes would typically lead to words being produced that 
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were different from, but phonemically similar to, the target. However, the vocabulary of the model was too small 
to permit the systematic investigation of this phenomenon. 

(itt) Developmental increases in capacity 
A number of authors have recently suggested that increasing rate of subvocal articulatory rehearsal is the 

main factor responsible for the observed developmental increases in the short-term memory capacity of children, and 
there is now considerable evidence to support this view (see Baddeley, 1986, for a review). 

We have conducted simulations in which we mimic slow articulation by inputting “null phonemes” to the 
State units in between every real phoneme. Thus the state units receive new input only every two time cycles, 
instead of on every cycle. Although it is difficult to generalize on the basis of a small vocabulary, one result of 
potential interest is that phonemic similarity effects are reduced when rate of articulation is low (Table One); this 
appears to mirror findings in the developmental literature. 

Confusable Non-confusable 

Fast rehearsal 3.0 6.5 

Slow rehearsal 1.0 2.75 

Table One 

Summary 
This paper has explored the properties of the temporary memory storage capacity that emerges as a by- 

product of recurrent nets used to model the production and perception of speech and other sequential data. It was 
shown how such nets may be interpreted as a model of auditory-verbal short-term memory. The model displays a 
number of characteristics observed in the psychological literature, and in particular, shows Capacity limitations that 
depend on the phonemic confusability and spoken duration of the material to be remembered. 
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Implications from structural evolution: semantic adaptation 
Peter Cariani 
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Syntactic and semantic adaptation: summary 

An adaptive classifier consists of a set of observable distinctions (primitive features), their 

associated means of measuring the world (sensors), a set of mathematical relations on those 

observables (a decision function), and a means of changing the mathematical relations so as to 

improve performance (training rules). In the development of neural net research, much attention 

has been explicitly paid to problems associated with the form of the decision function and the 

training process, but relatively little effort has been directed towards the problem of finding the 

appropriate feature primitives within which the decision function operates. This is the problem of 

creating new primitive features . 
If we see the current adaptive devices as adapting the structure of their decision functions to 

better meet the demands of the task at hand, then the resulting process can be seen as syntactic 

adaptation.. The decision process is seen as completely syntactic, due to the rule-governed, 

completely symbolic nature of the decision function and its associated training rules. 

Another type of adaptation is possible, however. There can be adaptation of the primitive 

features themselves, which necessarily involves changing the physical structure of the sensors 

which implement the primitive features. Because the sensors determine the relation of the symbols 

in the adaptive device to the world at large, they implement a semantic function. The process of 

making the structure of the sensors contingent upon their performance relative to a given task 1s 

one of semantic adaptation. 
These ideas have come out of theoretical biology, from considerations involving the role of 

symbols in biological systems and the evolution of new structures and functions (Pattee, 1982, 

1985: Cariani, 1989). We have in syntactically-adaptive neural nets rough analogues of ontogenetic 

learning processes. We have evolution-inspired mechanisms of "neural Darwinism" and genetic 

algorithms, but these all involve re-combination of pre-existing structures and functions. We have 

yet to develop any analogues to the evolution of qualitatively new structures and functions over 

phylogenetic time periods. In our tendency to reduce all cognitive functions to computations we 

often forget that central nervous systems co-evolved with sensory organs and effector organs, that 

whatever computed coordinative functions are effected must take place within whatever percepts 

and actions are available. We must therefore examine the processes of sensory evolution and 

structural evolution of effector organs. A device constructed according to these principles would be 

semantically-adaptive, one which constructed its own sensors and effectors, thereby determining 

its own feature and action primitives. As it turns out there is but one such device in the literature, 

the now-forgotten electrochemical device of Pask (1958, 1959). 

The semiotics of symbol-utilizing adaptive devices 

The simplest way of conveying these distinctions is through a simple taxonomy of adaptivity. 

Three basic functionalities will be employed by the devices: computation, measurement, and 

control.Following the terminology of Charles Morris, syntactics will be defined as the relation of 

symbols to other symbols, semantics will be 

  

  

symnoic nonsymbolic J} defined as the relation of symbols to the world at 
ouput Output large, and pragmatics will be defined as the 

control usefulness of symbols relative to the purposes and 

symbolic || Computation —{c]-» | goals of their users. Computations are syntactic 
input s—4ll-s Sn ‘A operations since they implement rule-governed 

—_—_ {J construction relations between symbols. Measurements and 

controls are semantic operations, since they 

nonsymbolicl Measurement nonsymbolic J provide a structural linkage with the nonsymbolic 
interaction ; ‘ atic 7¢ 

input —(M world outside the device. The pragmatic aspects of 

snanrorennanl? “eee yt a device involve the apparatus which steers the         device toward optimal performance. The three 
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semiotic axes are all irreducibly orthogonal to each other, i.e., one cannot get semantic relations 
from purely syntactic, computational operations (see Cariani, 1989 for extended discussion). 

The basic structure of our devices, the causal 
dependencies between the functionalities, will 
determine what parts are plastic and which parts are 
static. Adaptivity is the alteration of internal 
structure so as to better perform in an external 
environment. We can structure devices so that they 
improve their performance with experience by 
making the plastic functionalities contingent upon 
performance. The performance-dependent 
functionalities can be either in the syntactic or the 
semantic realm or both. 

Three different types of devices can be 
distinguished with respect to their adaptivity: 
nonadaptive devices, syntactically-adaptive 
devices, and semantically-adaptive devices. These 
device types are a consequence of which structures 
are plastic and which are fixed. Formal- 
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computational devices have only fixed syntactic parts, and no inherent semantics. Formal-robotic 
devices have both fixed syntaxes and semantics. Because of their completely static structures, both 
types are non-adaptive. Adaptive devices are syntactically-adaptive. Evolutionary devices are 
semantically-adaptive, but syntactically-nonadaptive. General evolutionary devices are both 
syntactically-adaptive and semantically-adaptive. When the organism or device has the capacity to 
construct its own syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic relations, as in a general evolutionary device, 
we have a Situation of semantic closure (Pattee, 1982, 1985) in which the device or organism 
attains a degree of epistemic autonomy. 

Formal-computational devices. Formal- 
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computational devices are functionally equivalent to 
digital computers without sensors or effectors (i.e. 
completely syntactic, with no inherent external 
semantics). Being designed to operate as reliably as 
possible, independent of the external world, they 
are structurally nonadaptive. Because of their 
completely symbolic nature, formal-computational 
devices can only deal with problems which are 
already completely encoded into symbols. Because 
of their completely nonadaptive nature, everything 

that they do must in one way or another be completely specified. No new syntactic or semantic 
relations are created by these devices: the best that they can do is to combine pre-existing syntactic 
primitives into new combinations, as in the "mathematics discovering" program of Lenat. 

Formal-robotic devices. Formal-robotic 
devices are similar to formal-computational ones, 
except they have fixed sensors and/or effectors 
which connect them directly to the world, thereby 
giving them inherent external semantics. Robotic 
devices thus do not have to depend upon human 
beings to provide the interpretations for their 
symbols. Having both fixed syntaxes and 
semantics, formal-robotic devices can solve 
problems which are not already in symbolic form, 
(e.g. welding, walking, recognizing sights and 
sounds). Stull, they are nonadaptive because they 
do not possess any structural plasticity and hence 
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cannot alter their internal structure to improve their performance. 
Adaptive devices. Adaptive devices are a 

different story. Adaptive devices alter their 
syntactic, computational parts based upon their past 
experience and performance. Examples would be 

neural nets, trainable classifiers, Boltzmann 

machines, genetic algorithms, and connectionist 

associators. The advantages of adaptive devices lie 

in their flexibility and ability to adapt to unforeseen 

situations. To the extent that a given functionality 

can adapt itself to the exigencies of a specific 

situation, the designer is freed from having to 

directly foresee and specify the appropriate 

behavior. Here this adaptation is ultimately limited 

by the primitive features and actions available to the 

device. A neural net can only be as good as its 

percept and action primitives. The behavior of the 

device is semantically bounded: it must take place 

within the confines of what features and actions its 
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Evolutionary devices. Semantically- 

adaptive devices can enlarge the confines of the 

semantic realm by adaptively constructing new 

sensors and effectors. New sensors and effectors 

mean new primitive features and actions. The 

immune system is an example of such a device: 

sets of antibodies are adaptively produced 

contingent upon their ability to recognize antigens. 

General evolutionary devices have the capability of 

constructing all of their parts: they are both 

semantically-adaptive and syntactically-adaptive. 

Some examples would be the evolution of new 

sense organs and effectors in biological evolution 

and the construction of tools and sensing 

instruments by human beings. Like evolving 

species, we radically enlarge our perceptual and 

behavioral repertoires by constructing new means 

of interacting with the world. 

limitations of the various device types are schematically presented in 
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formal- fixed syntax reliable execution of limited to pre-specified 

computational pre-specified rules rules and states 

, fixed syntax reliable execution of no feedback or learning 
formal-robotic fixed semantics fixed percept-action from environment 

combinations 

. adaptive syntax performance-dependent limited to percept & action 

adaptive fixed semantics optimization of percept- categories fixed by the 
action coordination sensors & effectors 

general adaptive syntax creation of new percept & time to construct & test 

evolutionary adaptive semantics | 2ction categories: perform- | new sensors & effectors 
ance-dependent optimiza- | may be very long 

tion within these categones       
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Designing a semantically-adaptive device 
Apparently there is but one device in the literature with the explicit goal of adaptively creating 

observables de novo (Pask, 1958, 1959). In the late 1950's Pask constructed an electrochemical 
device apparently with the intention of physically implementing an analog learning network, which 
became sensitive to other kinds of perturbations, such that it could be tuned with the appropriate 
rewards. Were we to build one today, how would we go about it? One of the requisite properties 
of an evolutionary device is that it contain a construction system for physically building the sensors 
and effectors. In biological organisms, the transcription>>translation>>protein-folding process 
serves as the construction system. A genetic algorithm could adaptively direct the physical 
construction of the new sensors and effectors implementing the feature and action primitives of a 
neural net (or other syntactically-adaptive device). We could thereby achieve adaptation on both 
syntactic and semantic levels. 

Conclusions 
It is tacitly understood by practitioners of neural nets and other adaptive devices that a complex 

feature space which is difficult to effectively partition may be made much more tractable by 
judicious choice of alternative feature primitives. We need to keep this in mind: that biological 
evolution generally proceeds by investing heavily in task-appropriate sensors and effectors and 
only minimally in computation-intensive coordinations. As a complement to the syntactic 
adaptation of the neural nets approach, we might well want to experiment with the construction of 
rudimentary semantically-adaptive devices. 
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Abstract 

We explore the premise that the brain should be considered as a modular system of neural networks: 

that it can be viewed at different levels of granularity, and at each of these levels it forms an 

interconnected system of subnetworks whose components can be taken to be black boxes, computing 

outputs from inputs. At higher resolution, each such component itself forms such a system. We 

use categorial logic to see what structures are possible and how they can be related to cognitive 

function. 

Introduction 

Section II of the DARPA Neural Network Study concludes [1, 16] with a number of recommenda- 

tions, one of which is that the study of advanced architectures with multiple modules should be 

encouraged. This paper is an exploration of the mathematical consequences of this single assump- 

tion. 
Thus we regard a neural network as simply a black box that can compute a function, or can act 

as a content addressable memory, when called upon to do so. How it does so, and even whether 

it always can do so in complete generality, is irrelevant at this point. We assume that the net is 

connected to itself or to other nets in a system of nets in such a way that the output of one net 

may be the input to another, so that the corresponding functions can be composed. A sequence of 

inputs to the system of nets produces a sequence of outputs at the outputs of the individual nets. 

Computational logic [2] is a very general theory that attempts to analyse the logic of compu- 

tational and natural processes. The point of view of this paper, namely that we are studying a 

system of function computations and their compositions is a prototypical example. There is an 

extended review, with many examples, in [3]. 
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Categories 

Computational logic is based on the mathematical theory of categories [4], discovered by EILENBERG 
and MAC LANE, which has been used, particularly in work deriving from LAWVERE, both explicitly 
[5] and implicitly [6], to provide a foundation for logic. (There is an accessible presentation in [7].) 
The automata theory books [8] [9] are also very relevant to the present work. 

In this section we give a brief and informal review of some elementary notions. An obvious 
example of a category is Set, the category of sets. It contains objects, namely sets, and arrows 
or morphisms, namely ordinary functions between sets. An arrow goes from its domain to its 
codomain. For each object c, there is an identity function t-, and for suitable pairs of arrows 
f:c¢—+dandg:b —c there is the composition f o g:5 — d. These obey the obvious rules, 
tao f=f=fot., and fo(goh)) = (fog)oh, for any h:a— b. | 

More generally, a category is any system of objects and arrows that obeys these rules. The 
objects might be sets with some structure, and the arrows functions that preserve that structure. 
Or, the category might just be a system of dots and arrows. 

A functor from a category C to a category D is a mapping F between them, carrying objects 
and arrows in C correspondingly to objects and arrows in D. Again, structure must be preserved: 
F(t.) = tr(c), for alle € C, and F(f og) = F(f) o F(g), for composable f and g. 

A natural transformation is a way of converting one functor F : C — D into another one, 
G : C — D between the same categories. The way to do this is by supplying a set of arrows 
in D that drag the image of F across to the image of G. For each c € C one gives an arrow 
a, : F(c) — G(c) in D. This is to be done in such a way that applying these functions to the image 
F(d) and F(c) of the domain and the range of any arrow f : c — d of C converts F(f) to G(f). 
Thus, G(f) oa, = ago F(f): One writes this asa: F —>+G. 

Schemata 

First, we try to capture the notion of a system of processes. A net in a system of nets has inputs 
and outputs to and from other nets. Each of these inputs and outputs has a state. A type is the 
set of states that an input or output can possibly assume. Let C be a category freely generated 
from a diagram indicating a finite number of types and a finite number of arrows — “basis” arrows 
— between them. C shows schematically the connectivity of the system. Let C : C — Set be the 
functor that sends each type to the set of states that it comprises, and each arrow to a function 
between the corresponding sets. Thus C lets the logic of C act on Set. We call C a schema, ina 
sense [10] perhaps closer to that of [11] and [12] than that of psychology or AI. 

Next, we have to distinguish between a schema, which is a template according to which certain 
processes can occur, and an instance in which such a process actually occurs in the system of 
networks. A development of C is [2] [3] a functor from a finite totally ordered category Cy : 
C, — C that maps basis arrows of C, to basis arrows of C. The development induces a schema 
CoC, : C; — Set. It is evident that a development of C corresponds to a path of C. As any 
instance, or particle, of the process unfolds, it corresponds to successively longer developments. 

We hypothesize that part of the semantic power of cognitive processes comes from the fact 
that a development can function simultaneously in several schemata. To do so, we need a notion 
of how one system of processes can be modeled by a simplified version. A model M = (F,a) of 
C': C! — Set inC : C = Set is given by [2] [3] afunctor F : C! — C, and a natural transformation 
a:(CoF)—+C', 
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Intuitively, we think of C’ as a simplified version of C in which the states have been relabeled by 

a. To discover the effect of some process f :c — din C' on a state c of a type C"(c), find a state 

that a, sends to c, do the corresponding process F(f) on it, and then use ag to relabel again. 

A conceptual schema is [2| [3] a schema C : C — Set together with a system {C; : C; — C} 

of schemata with models between them and from them to C. A development of a process Is a 

development of one of the schemata C;C : C; — Set. 

Semantics 

Some cognitive processes describe natural processes outside the mind. Some cognitive processes 

describe other cognitive processes. We use the notion of ‘model’ to capture how one process can 

describe another. 

Let C : C — Set and C’ : C' — Set be the conceptual schemata of two processes. An 

interpretation of C' in C is [2] (3] a model M = (F,q), together with some extra data. For each 

schema {C'; : C'; + C} of C there must be given a schema {C; : C; — Set} and a functor 

F; : C'; — C;, and there must be a function assigning to each particle of C’; a particle of C,. 

These mathematics allow us to speculatively hypothesize a theory of cognitive function. At the 

lowest level, the brain has sensory process. At higher levels, it has other processes that are modeled 

in sensory ones. There are also processes that capture the modeling and interpretation relations 

and can decide whether one process is correctly instantiated in another. Sensory processing is a 

meeting in real time of bottom-up information, from the senses, with top-down information, from 

a conceptual schema, in which we agree (in a sense) with Grossberg (13]. In case of mismatch, a 

different schema is tried. If no available schema matches, the information is ignored, or a schema 

is built or rebuilt to fit. The successive replacement of schemata, as well as the integration of 

schemata into successively more powerful models, are basic features of learning. 

The fact that there is are relatively small number of schemata available at one time is central to 

the semantics. Not every brain state is possible without rebuilding the schemata, but the number 

of them is large and depends on the possible combinations of schemata. The states that are possible 

are semantically linked by the relationships of the schema processes that can generate them — the 

brain doesn’t find them by searching, but by using a pattern to generate them. 

Network behavior can be viewed at any level, and the picture obtained will be correspondingly 

simplified, idealized, abstracted from the sensory, but the modeling relation ensures that it reflects 

the lower levels in a certain precise sense. It is always possible to look to the lower levels to recover 

detail. 
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Symbolic Networks with Timers, Latches and Classifiers 

May be Mapped to the Nervous System 
Armand de Callatay . 
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Summary. A study of cybernetics and artificial intelligence mechanisms to control animal behavior has 

led to select integrable devices for a detailed hybrid brain model (Callatay 1986). | have suggested that 

intelligent behavior is best controlled by rhythmic, symbolic, all-or-none processors with write-once 

memory (Callatay 1969). A simulation has shown that a general purpose controller for an android arm 

can learn to reach a target found by a pointing device. The training time is very fast (Callatay 1986). 

The kernel of this model is implemented in a radically new type of computer without ALU (Callatay 

1988). The research method and its relevance for studying brains is discussed in Callatay (1989). The 

first part of this paper briefly summarizes these researches. The second part evaluates how the model 

may be mapped to the central nervous system according to recent biological findings. 

Introduction. A symbol, as opposed to an analog value, is a value chosen among discrete pos- 

sibilities. Categorization is a non-linear computation finding a winner in a competition. Categorization 

selects a symbol. Categorization is described by a dynamic system bifurcating to one of its potential 

attractors, depending on the external conditions. Instantiating one cell per group is a simple imple- 

mentation of symbolic computation. Instantiations are changed in steps after a time interval. Thus 

symbolic processors have phases or rhythms (Callatay 1969). 

My research method, derived from engineering methods, is to design, simulate and study fully 

autonomous learning robots having a symbolic central component. The resulting partly-conceptual 

device is a conjectural brain model “Hybrid.” 

| briefly review the main features of “Hybrid,” described with their neuroanatomical mapping. 

Then | argue that the neural mapping of the all-or-none processors may be realistic. 

Hybrid symbolic/analog computations. A representation in a neural layer occurs when the cell 

activations normally produced by a sensory situation are generated in another way. This represen- 

tation is an intention when the system can find the robot’s sequence of muscular actions generating 

this situation in the physical world. Conscious content is intentional and seems to be representable 

by symbols. The connectionist rule of the radical behaviorists: stimulus — response, has been 

enhanced in the cognivitists’ formula: stimulus & internal state — intention + response. We must 

represent intentions and will them before acting. | suggest that most vertebrates also use this for- 

mula. 

The first phase selecting an intention is adaptive and can be implemented with a simple per- 

ceptron because stimuli are discriminated elsewhere. The second phase is a resolution analogous 

to problem solving in logic programming. After each action, the controller adds in its memory an 

invariant transition rule: the body must do the actions C when it is in posture A and has to go in 

posture B after a time T. These transition rules use static symbols to store dynamic events. Each rule 

is associated with a timer or a clock to take dynamics into account. The rules translate repetitive 

physical laws in naive physics. 

Some thermostats adjust their parameters from experience to minimize the oscillations follow- 

ing a signal change. More complex systems describable by differential formulas can adjust their 

connection strengths to walk or keep equilibrium with a body having changing weights or muscular 

forces. Walking is stereotyped, but successful. Insects may be controlled only by such dynamic reg- 

ulators. Decerebrate cats can even change their walking or running mode (Grillner 1985). The mod- 

ification of a few parameters by a wired-in mechanism (electrical or neural) is called “adjustment” to 

stress the difference with generalized learning. The symbolic commands are set-points for the above 

adjustable servo-mechanisms (in medulla and colliculi). 

The cerebrum symbolic command is followed by a cerebellar corrective action to skillfully stop 

the movement and keep equilibrium. To offset the neural computational delay, the cerebellar cortex 

predicts the subsequent situation, and provides signals with a negative delay to the cerebellar nuclei. 

The cortical neuron groups are recording content addressable memories (RCAM). Rules are 

documents described by keywords (inputs). RCAMs use the weighted document retrieval algorithm. 

When there is no logically applicable rule, the most similar rule-document is chosen, even with 

missing keywords. This non-logical inference method is suggested as the spontaneous mechanism 

of intuition. It implements “reasoning by analogy,” as described by Minsky (1986). 

Learning at once is implemented by irreversible all-or-none switches (latches) instead of adap- 

tive connections. Adaptive learning necessarily provokes the partial forgetting of some previous 

knowledge. Additive memorization keeps previous information. 

What is true of an event is the whole rule associating inputs, internal states and outputs. The 

rule is stored in a directional lattice whose nodes are RCAMs. The event, represented by an activated 

subnetwork, is automatically decomposed into a structure of simple rules delimitec by the partitions 

of the neuroanatomically defined lattice. The cascade of memorizing classifiers gives non-logical 
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opportunities to group many similar simple rules. The unsolvable combinatorial explosion problem 
is thus replaced by a classification problem which may have acceptable solutions (Callatay 1986). 
Situations recognized and processed as similar can afterwards be memorized as different events. 
This method avoids the “duplication problem" (Minsky 1986). 

| have suggested a brain genesis rule based on scheduled and induced cell expressions to build 
a circular directed network processor systems (DNPS) of RCAMs having the hardware property to be 
a logic problem solver (Callatay 1988). Recent findings on substrate and cell adhesion molecules 
(SAM and CAM: Edelman 1988) explain how each developing axon can grow on recognized glial cells, 
leading axons or target dendrites. 

Using the single (or non destructive) assignment in pure Lisp or Prolog ensures that growing 
consistent programs remain consistent. The irreversible closure of open latches implements this 
fundamental feature of logic in symbolic neural networks. DNPS are logical resolvers (give results 
which are proven true) in exceptional cases: when all needed rules are known, are still valid after 
hierarchical decomposition and categorization, are based on predictable events in which the relevant 
input/output data have been recorded, and are such that a solution can be found in one network 
sweep. RCAMs always find an action before a fixed reaction time, although not necessarily an effi- 
cient one. Similarly DNPSs always solve the given problem within the rhythmic period (or find an 
analogous solution), whatever the data and the redundantly stored relations. 

integration with feature extractors and servo-mechanisms. The natural feature extractors (retina, auditory nuclei, dorsal horns, olfactory bulbs, colliculi) are much more complex than cells adding weighted impulses. The dynamic computation in these feature extractors produces an output subse- quently classified into symbols. Only a tiny amount of relevantly correlated information is extracted from the sensory captors (compare what is seen in a briefly presented picture with the information captured by a photography having the discriminative power of the retina). 
In Hybrid the dynamic feature extractors cannot learn in real-time, due to the following difficul- ties: Too many experimental trials are required to find which features are interesting to extract. The reward signal used by natural selection is survival, delayed for a lifetime. Interposing an adaptive connectionist layer between the feature extractors and the symbolic neural system jeopardizes the logical consistency of the stored rules and does not seem useful. 
Hybrid knowledge representation. Distributed memory Can mean the coding of a datum in many components, the redundant storage of the same datum, and different data coded in the same com- ponent. Hybrid uses non-coded redundant representation. 
On the one hand, signal processing uses sensory captors giving continuous data: thus the fea- ture extractors must work with this high density type of inputs. On the other hand, Al programs work better when very little knowledge is instantiated. We do not use more than 10 concepts at the same time, although we know 100,000 words and expressions. So, with one concept per neuron, only one neuron per 10,000 should be concurrently active. This is not compatible with the observation that each neuron fires on average many times per second. The hypothesis here is that only the bursts (high frequency sequence of impulses in an axon) are logical impulses in the central nervous system. 
Predicted neural functions. The wiring of Hybrid is roughly mappable to the mammal neuro- anatomy, but the predicted physiology is not conventional, The following lists the main physiological functions for which a mapping, even an unlikely one, is searched: 

* a computation in steps of the weighted sum. ¢ a synchronization of the processing wave 
¢ synaptic weights which are negligible before . a centrally rewarded habituation 

learning, can be made permanently positive at . enabling systems for attention, command and once and can be slightly modified after learning memorization 
* a recognizing and a (different) memorizing +» a memory associating the state before and classifier in each neural group after an event (260 ms delay) 
¢ a central rhythmic control * neurogenesis rules building a specific network 

Phasic computation of the weighted sum. The usual conceptual cell adds weighted inputs until a threshold occurs, resetting the cell. Thus the output frequency continuously measures the weighted sum. The output cells are activated by excitatory inputs also activating the local neurons inhibiting these output cells. The two effects are variably compensated because the relative timing of impulse arrival and the relative position of each synapse type on the dendrites and spines modify the cell firing (Shepherd 1988). In Hybrid, the computation is done in Steps instead of continuously. The weighted sum is integrated for 30 ms, allowing decisions to be timed by clock signals. 
Hybrid has two simple perceptrons for finding the subsequent intention (in globus pallidus and substantia nigra) and the corrective action (in cerebellar nuclei: Thomson 1986). These nuclei receive inhibitory GABA inputs. Because the addition of negative impulses does not provoke firing, the inhibited nuclei can count for a long time. The subsequent rebound burst may be proportional to the depth of inhibition (Eccles et al. 1967, Llinas 1989) 
The dendrites have mainly Ca channels. The dendritic Ca ionic concentration increases with activity. The voltage dependent Ca channels have less efficient Ca openings than the Na channels, and the dendrites have few ionic pumps, so that the dendritic micro-impulses last up to 10 ms (instead 
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of 1 ms), have a lower amplitude, and are usually stopped at the dendritic branches (Llinas 1979, 

4989). The repetitive activation of dendrites creates “hot spots” (concentration of primed Ca channels) 

from which micro impulses are initiated. The transient physico-chemical changes in the dendrites 

have a lifetime longer than 10 ms and may store the integrated weighted sum. The neuron whose 

dendrites were recently activated is bursting instead of firing when it rebounds (Llinas 1979). 

All-or-none learning. The impulse conduction increases in epileptic areas, or in electrically 

stimulated (kindled) areas. This suggests the presence of a natural mechanism of memory formation 

which becomes visible when it is spatially generalized in epilepsy (“Epilepsy as a memory model,” 

Goddard 1967). In long term potentiation, learning occurs only after a few bursts (not after simple 

firing). The associated input is best learned when it occurs after a 200 ms interval (Larson and Lynch 

1986). In the hypothetical Hybrid mapping (Callatay 1986, 1989b), memory is formed only after periodic 

bursts in the very few areas enabled. 

In vertebrate brains, most long axons do not synapse on dendrites, but on spines. Spines make 

connections with a low weight. Those with larger stalks have more weight (Koch and Poggio 1983). 

The filaments maintaining the spine shape are attached together and to the membrane proteins by 

fodrin, a glue protein. Ca ions indirectly destroy the glue (Lynch 1986). The spines contain the fila- 

ments found in muscles. The spines may also contract with Ca ions. The result of these two effects 

is a permanent increase of the spine diameter (Lynch 1986). 

An extreme view is that the spine is fully resorbed when many activations converge on it, so that 

the synapse is permanently moved to the dendritic wall (Callatay 1986). Synapses on dendritic wall 

are much more efficient (Koch and Poggio 1983). Bursts increase Ca uptake (Gamble and Koch 1987). 

if the Ca buffers are full, the Ca excess can kill the cell or a part of it. The reorganization can eject 

or kill the subsynaptic apparatus located in each spine stalk. This apparatus is believed necessary 

for spine maintenance. Old rats have more synapses on their dendritic wall than young ones (Connor 

and Diamond 1982). In Hybrid, the hot spots are resorbed spines activated by bursts. A computation 

has shown that up to 6% of the spines can be resorbed before interferences disturb the logic 

deductions (Callatay 1986). 

Neural timers. The “low-threshold voltage-dependent Ca channels” are activated by hyper- 

polarization and remain activated a little later. These channels explain that cells can behave like 

controllable oscillators and resonators (Llinas 1989). Synchronized brain clocks for fast rhythms (3 to 

14 Hz) are observed in the inner brain. The inferior olive controls the cerebellum rhythm. The 

thalamus controls the cerebral rhythm. Depending on the neuromodulators, the thalamus produce 

fast rhythms (10 Hz) favoring tonic firing or slow rhythms (6 Hz) favoring bursts (Llinas 1989). 

The electro-encephalogram (EEG) shows that brains have rhythms when idle. On the one hand, 

EEG desynchronization occurs for conscious activities. Therefore the models computing in a contin- 

uous or chaotic way were favored by neuroscientists. On the other hand, the skilled movements are 

done according to specific rhythms synchronizing each phase relation of the limbs. Sophisticated 

controls by clocks would explain our easy recognition of musical rhythms. The average evoked 

potentials (AEP) may be a clue to hidden rhythmic operations. AEP are neural waves of a few pvolts 

isolated in noisy EEG of 50 pvolts. AEP shows a sequence of waves repeated for each trial, whatever 

the content of the task. AEP detects that very few columns are computing. AEP is spontaneously 

generated by the cortical column operations in Hybrid (figure 144 in Callatay 1986). The AEP short 

waves after 300 ms (if they exist) cannot be detected due to rhythm irregularities and noise. 

During sleep, action and memorization are turned off. During wakefulness, this should also be 

true in most brain areas in Hybrid. A neural area cannot compute and memorize at the same time. 

The memorization phase may be locally similar to a sleep transition phase. A specific enabling is 

needed for generating attention and real action, and this action must be automatically followed by 

memorization (during AEP P300), except if nothing is recognized as new, like in most of our automated 

movements. The computation with bursts only occurs in 0.01 % of the brain groups in Hybrid, and the 

experimental EEG data do not preclude rhythms in few enabled areas. 

Enabling of cerebral columns. Attention is the first enabling level; authorization to act is the 

second; memory assignment is the third. To restrict the brain areas assigned to learning, the Hebb 

conjunctive learning should be further limited. To choose only one path to store each relation in a 

network, a central system must select a restricted well-connected network for learning. The columns 

have a bidirectional axonal network to use back-propagation algorithms for cell reservation (Callatay 

1969, 1986). The cerebellar learning is enabled by direct climbing fibers because what should have 

been predicted is known at the period end. 

The neuromodulators are distributed by long axons covering long narrow brain territories. The 

number of neurons producing these neuromodulators (10,000 to 100,000) is too low to represent spe- 

cific data, but may represent the categories on which attention can be focussed. The neuromodulators 

may act like hormones in delimited brain volumes. They are not secreted where the receptors are 

located (Herkenham 1987). The lifetime of the internal channel ligands is much longer than the neu- 

rotransmitters, allowing a persistent enabling (say a second instead of a ms). 
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Brains must have control circuits comparable to the computer ones, much more complex than 
those here sketched. 
1986). 

¢ Serotonin controls attention. 

“Hybrid” controls are tentatively mapped as follows (modified from Callatay 

lt produces second messengers, whose actions make the NMDA 
channels significantly more effective when they are subsequently activated by excitatory glutamate 
bursts (most modulators also act by cascade actions from second messengers). 

¢ Acetylcholine starts the processing and memorization mode. It may activate the Ca dependent K 
pumps to switch from the tonic mode to the burst mode. A cell should be enabled by several modulators to reach a bursting threshold sufficient for acting or memorizing. 

e Norepinephrine prevents habituation. It is emitted when the reward or threat is high. It may tran- siently control the “persistent Na channels” controlling the cell resting level (Llinas 1989). 
¢ Dopamine holds intentions. It may transform the recently bursting neurons in oscillators. 

Classification. To find the most activated cell of a group, one must compare the cell activities on an equal footing, for example by giving a reset signal with a basket cell inhibition, and subse- quently by probing the increasing activity of all cells. Then the most active cell should inhibit the others. The best defined categorization in biology is done in Mauthner cells to decide whether a fish will escape to its left or right. The axon cap around the initial segment of Mauthner cell controls the firing threshold, and is similar to those found in cerebellum, but there each local axon surrounds hundreds of cells. The non-firing retinal horizontal cells enhance contrast by transmembrane release of inhibitory transmitters to the non activated areas. The different States of each part of this cell permit differentiated local actions. The chandelier axon 5 
cerebral neurons. The parallel contact lines look 
zation as it can probe the voltage of all cells of a g 

ynapses with the axon initial segment of the large 
like candles. This cell may be used for categori- 
roup. The chandelier cell was discovered in 1975 and fully described in 1977 (almost all other cortical neurons were known in 1911, and described in Cajal’s book). The chandelier cell was expected (“echo cell” in Callatay 1969), as it is strategically located to categorize. A differentiated inhibitory action, less efficient for the cell with the fastest bursts, would provide a categorization. 

Conclusion. It is hoped that brain analogies will be suggested by the design of controllers experimentally testable. Neuroscientists, examinin 
mappings are realist, or set-up experiments ruling 
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Modelling of Human Neocortical Surface and Its Growth 

Vinod D. Deshmukh, M.D., Ph.D., Department of Neurology, University of Florida, 
Jacksonville Division, Jacksonville, Florida and V. Ramamurthi, Ph.D., Department of 
Mathematical Sciences, University of North Florida, Jacksonville, Florida. 

Developmental transformations of human neocortex appear to be complex and almost 
chaotic. This is an attempt to make topographic measurements of its surface, to 
develop a mathematical model of its transformations and to understand the probable 
underlying mechanisms of its morphogenesis. As a part of this research project, 
topographic measurements were made on published, life-size photographs of seven 

fetal cerebral hemispheres, and twelve human fetuses. 

Material: 

Published, life-size photographs of seven fetal brains from a standard textbook of 
Human Anatomy " were obtained. This series of photographs shows the superolateral 

surfaces of human fetal cerebral hemispheres at ages 21, 24, 26, 28, 30, 34, and 40 
weeks. These photographs demonstrate visually, the sequential changes in neocortical 
size, surface topography and the progressive emergence of characteristic gyral 
pattern. By 40 weeks, most of the characteristic features of adult human neocortex, 

in terms of surface topography, are evident. 

For the topographic study of fetal head at different ages, a sepies of published 
photographs from the Photographic Anatomy of the Human Body “ were obtained. 
This series provides a set of proportionally sized photographs of the lateral view of 
human fetuses at ages 35, 40, 50, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 270 and 300 days of 

fetal life. A series of measurements were made of the perimeter and area of fetal 

heads at different ages. 

Methods: 

The topographic measurements were made using the "SigmaScan" scientific 
measurement system (Jandel Scientific). The system was calibrated for a distance of 
| mm and an area of | sq. mm. The photograph of each neocortical or fetal specimen 
was fixed on a graphic digitizer tablet. Simultaneous digital measurements of 
neocortical or cephalic perimeter and area, were made. The digitizing cursor (puck) 
was used to trace the neocortical margins including the complex opercular border. 
The continuous trace formed a digitized polygon for data input and analysis. This 
digital data was then subjected to further statistical analysis and graphic presentation. 

Results: 

a) Fetal Neocortical Measurements: 

The perimeter and area measurements of the seven fetal neocortical specimens are 

shown in Table |. Linear regressions (LG) were performed on the acquired digital 
data. Excellent correlation was found between the neocortical surface area and fetal 
age in weeks. The correlation coefficient was 0.98609 with standard error (SE) 
estimate of 226.25524. The LG equation for correlation was: 

Y= (-2914.52712) + (191.43319) X 
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Table | 

Fetal Age Perimeter Area 
Weeks mm Sq. mm 

2\ 188.40 1079.54 
24 245.94 1571.75 
26 250.89 1803.43 
28 320.51 2677.64 
30 346.76 3021.38 
34 398.79 3784.35 
40 432.19 4521.13 

Legend: Topographic measurements of neocortical surface in 
terms of perimeter and area at fetal ages 2! - 40 weeks. 

The correlation between neocortical perimeter and fetal age in weeks was also good. Its 
correlation coefficient was 0.96979 with SE estimate of 23.55714. The LG equation for 
their correlation was: 

Y = (-75.29811) + (13.35271) X 

The correlation between neocortical perimeter and area, as expected was outstanding. 
Correlation coefficinet was 0.99394 with SE estimate of 149.59960. The LG equation 
was: 

Y = (-1734.44013) + (14.01425) X 

b) Fetal Cephalic Measurements: 

The data of fetal cephalic measurements in terms of perimeter lengths and area are 
documented in Table 2. Again excellent correlations were found between i) cephalic 
perimeter and fetal age, ii) cephalic area and fetal age and iii) cephalic area and 
perimeter. The correlation coefficients for these linear regressions were 0.98598, 
0.97280 and 0.97550 respectively. 

Table 2 
Fetal Age Perimeter Area 
Days mm Sq. mm 

35 3.50 0.66 
40 4.16 1.13 
50 5.55 2.09 
60 11.07 7.79 
90 23./9 36.4 | 

120 37.22 100.25 
[50 70.60 330.52 
180 78.55 418.78 
210 76.64 433.34 
240 96.48 568.66 
2/0 97.97 608.39 
300 [22.02 927.03 

Legend: Topographic measurements of fetal head in terms of perimeter and 
area of fetal ages 35-300 days. 
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Discussion: 

As a result of the development of new technology and related software, it is now possible 

to perform accurate topographic measurements, in terms of distance, area, volume, 

angle etc. Once such data is collected in the digital form, it can be easily subjected to 

sophisticated mathematical analysis and transformations. This can be further processed 

to develop a realistic model with a three dimensional reconstruction. Such realistic 

modelling, based on actual structural data, can give us a better understanding of the 

complex process of morphogenesis and the immense variety of neurobiological structural 

transformations. The modelling of developmental stages of human neurocor tex with its 

complex gyral pattern is one such challenging task. 

At this early stage of this research project, it has been shown that accurate topographic 

measurements of complex biological forms can be made with added statistical and 

graphic analysis. The measurements and subsequent modelling are realistic as it is based 

on actual life-size photographs of fetal human brains and bodies at different stages of 

growth. Excellent statistical correlations based on linear regressions between different 

parameters have been shown. The neocortical or cephalic area correlates well with 

perimeter and fetal age. The area (unpublished data) and probably the volume of a 

biological form seems to correlate better with its age and the daily changes in the weight 

of the developing chick embryo (White Leghorn) from the reference ~. The gradients of 

morphological transformations seem to follow a logistic or sigmoid growth curve, as all 

biological growth is self-limiting at some point in time. 

Our future goal in this project is to verify our hypothesis that the complex gyral pattern 

of the human neocortex is due to a nonlinear dynamic or chaotic transformation of the 

basic process of neocortical fissuration which causes radial and concentric infoldings of 

the developing neocortical surface. It appears to be centered around the insula in the 

lateral cerebral fossa, and to be related to the dynamic processes of subcortical and 

neocortical vascularization and the intracranial fluid dynamics. 

Summary: 

Mathematical modelling and computer simulation of human cerebral neocortical surface, 

at different stages of fetal development, were performed using the "SigmaScan" 

measurement program. Simultaneous measurements of perimeter and area were made of 

the neocortical surfaces from published life-size photographs of 7 fetal brains and twelve 

human fetuses. Excellent correlation was found between the fetal age and the 

neocortical surface area. Future work is planned to model the complex and chaotic gyral 

pattern of the developing human neocortex. A hypothesis of such a_ biological 

transformation is briefly proposed. 
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SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF A MODEL OF 
MITRAL/GRANULE CELL POPULATION INTERACTIONS IN THE 

MAMMALIAN OLFACTORY BULB 

Jay A. Edelman and Walter J. Freeman 
Department of Physiology, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 

This report details the results of analyses 

and numerical simulations of various 
embodiments of a model of mitral/granule cell 

population interactions within the olfactory bulb. 

These cells form dendrito-dendritic connections 

in the external plexiform layer (EPL) of the bulb. 

The EPL receives excitatory input from 
olfactory receptors via the primary olfactory 

nerve (PON) and the olfactory glomeruler layer. 

The average level of input oscillates at the 

respiratory cycle frequency. Output from the 

EPL consists of pulses transmitted by mitral 

axons to higher level limbic system structures. 

(Freeman, 1975) 

In the EPL, mitral cells act to excite granule 
cells as well as other mitral cells, while granule 

cells act to inhibit mitral cells and other granule 

cells. Normally EPL activity exhibits a high 

degree of disorder. However, an input surge to 

the bulb resulting from inspiration, within a range 
of intensity, will cause the system to bifurcate 

to a more ordered state, resulting in oscillations 
of mitral and granule cell activity of equal 

frequency within the gamma range (40-80 Hz) 

with the mitral cell activity leading the granule 
cell activity by one quarter cycle. The cessation 
of input accompanying exhalation causes the 

system to bifurcate back to its original 

disordered state. This activity can be observed 

by recording mitral cell spike activity or bulbar 

electroencephalograph (EEG) activity, the latter 

which has been shown to reflect the voltage level 

of a granule cell population. (Rall, Shepard; 
1968) 

Oscillations in the EPL have been shown to 

vary spatially in rms amplitude. It is thought 

that patterns of rms amplitude in the bulb may 

represent conditioning responses of the animal to 

odors and that the olfactory bulb can store 

several of these patterns simultaneously by 

adjusting synaptic strengths between mitral cell 

populations, thereby acting as an associative 

memory. (Baird, 1986) 

What is unclear is whether neural nets 
operating under simplified dynamical schemes 
can store and retrieve such patterns, and if so, 

to what extent or degree of robustness. The 

design of hardware associative memory devices 

which roughly mimic the olfactory bulb’s 
architectonics and presumed processing abilities 
would benefit from such an analysis, since it 

would be easier to hardware implement a more 

simplified dynamical scheme. From a 

neurophysiological standpoint, we would like to 

know what types of dynamical behavior a 

complex system of differential equations can 

produce that a more simplified system cannot. 

The study is confined to assessing the gross 
temporal dynamics of EPL input response. Thus 

a lumped model of the EPL is considered (see 

Figure 1). Spatial properties of the embodiments 

are assessed using a distributed version of the 

model by others in this laboratory. 

The lumped physiological behavior of the EPL 

can by modeled by use of second order 
differential equations in the following form, 

Vm1 + m1 + SVm1i= Kee G(Vm2) 

Vm2 + Wm2+ sVm2= kee G(Vm1) 
- Kie G(Vg2) 

Vg1 + rVg1+ sVg1= kie (G(Vm2) +G(Vm1)) 
- k jj G(Vg2) 

Vg2 + Vg2+ SVg2= Kej G(Vm1) 

- k jj G(Vg2) 

where, 

V: average voltage of a particular mitral or 
granule cell population normalized to its resting 
state value 

k: coupling factors between various cell 
populations 

G: sigmoidal input/output function 

r: synaptic delay factor  (.94) 

S: voltage leakage factor (.158) 
INPUT: combined PON and periglomerular 

input 
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Fig. 1 Embodiment 1, which uses 

mutual excitation and _ Inhibition. m1, 

g1, etc. represent the mitral and granule 
cell populations respectively. 

The left hand sides of the equations are the 

2nd order differential equations describing the 

behavior of an uncoupled neuronal population 
while the right hand side can be seen as the 
forcing term for the equation: the cell 

population's input. The coefficients of the 2nd- 

order differential equations were determined by 

fitting a pair of exponentially decaying terms to 

the response of the cell populations to an impulse- 

like stimulus to the PON. (Freeman, 1975) The 

first-order coefficient represents a capacitative 

voltage leak while the 2nd-order term is 

presumed to represent synaptic delay. Linear 

relationships were assumed to exist between the 

amount of neurotransmitter released and 

magnitudes of post-synaptic potentials (PSPs) as 

well as between synaptic input and membrane 

voltage at the soma. 

The non-linear term on the right hand side 

represents the physiologically determined 

relationship between the average voltage value of 

the soma of the neurons and the quantity of 

neurotransmitter released. The sigmoidal curve 

is normalized such that the resting-state values 

of cell voltage and pulse magnitude are zero. The 

equation of the sigmoid is: 

G(V) = .869 « [1 - exp ( -(exp (V)-1)/5)] 

This sigmoid bilaterally saturates, has a 

near-linear range close to the origin, and is 

asymmetric with respect to the origin, having a 

maximal gain above the resting state. (Freeman, 

1979). We will refer to this scheme as 

Embodiment 1. (See Figure 1) Note that the 

sigmoidal input-output relations introduce non- 

linearities into these differential equations, 

forcing us to solve the equations numerically. 

THE ALTERNATIVE 
SCHEMES 

DYNAMICAL 

Outside the brain, self-inhibition and 

excitation is no longer prohibited. We wish to 

know if self-excitation and inhibition alters the 

system's dynamics. We thus can_ simplify 

Embodiment 1 to a two-population version, each 

population capable of exciting or inhibiting itself. 

(See Figure 2) 

The following pair of non-linear ODEs is 

applicable: 

Vm +Vm+ SVm= kee G(Vm) - kie G(Vg) 
a + INPUT 
Vg + Vg+ SVg= Kei G(Vm) - kii G(Vg) 

We will refer to this scheme as Embodiment 

2. 

We would also like to know what properties 

the 2nd-order nature of the differential equations 

confer to the model. Therefore, we also studied a 

1st-order version of the above model: 

Vm + 8Vm = kee G(Vm) - kie G(Vg) 
+ INPUT 

We will refer to this scheme as Embodiment 

3. (see figure 2) 

Input G > Output —inpet S| m Ja Output 
  

    

    
      

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram _ for 

Embodiments 2 and 3, which use self- 

excitation and_ Inhibition. 
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Fig. 3a -- Plot of amplitude of output 

oscillations for Embodiment 1 for kee 
values of 0. to 1.6. As kee increases, 
the curves first Increase In height, then 
drop to 0, and finally grow again In a 
lower Input domain. For all curves: _ kil 
= 1. kel = 1.414 kie = .707. 

ANALYSIS AND 
METHODS 

SIMULATION 

The behavior of these embodiments in a 
linear range was studied by performing a root- 
locus analysis. Currently we are performing 
linear stability analysis on the three 
embodiments. 

Their behavior in a non-linear range was 
assessed by solving the differential equations 
that governed these embodiments’ behavior 
numerically. The dependencies of the three 
embodiments’ step input responses on changes in 
connection strengths were assessed. We also 
used phase plane analysis to study Embodiment 3. 
Currently we are attempting to analyze the more 
complex embodiments of the model using phase 
plane and Hopf bifurcation analyses. 

In the input step response study, the input 
consisted of a voltage step of varying amplitudes. 
Routines were developed to measure the 
amplitude of the output response. A set of step 
input/output curves, each curve corresponding to 
a particular connection strength, were plotted 
and superimposed. This enabled us to determine 
the qualitative effect that a particular parameter 
had on the input-output relationship of the 
system. 

    
Input Step (Volts) 

Fig. 3b. -- Equivalent plot for 
Embodiment 2 As kee increases, the 
curves Increase in height while the 
Input domain moves to the left. For all 
curves: kii = 1. kel = 2.26 kle = 1.13. 

Once again input consisted of voltage 
Steps and the output measured amplitude of the 
oscillations. Clear differences between 
embodiments and the varying of different 
connection strengths became apparent upon 
comparison of these families of input-output 
curves. 

RESULTS 

1. Linear domain analysis 

The root loci of the three embodiments were 
analyzed by varying their connection strength 
gains. Little qualitative difference of the root 
loci were found for the three embodiments no 
matter which gain was being varied. For 
example, when kee was varied, the root loci for 
all three embodiments crossed the imaginary axis 
around kee = 6 All three root loci reached a 
maximum alpha for kee values of approximately 
1. 

2. Non-linear domain 

Families of curves for Embodiment 1 were 
much more complex than for the other two 
models. In virtually all sets of input/output 
curves within this family, two distinct 
bifurcation regions were found for values of kee 
somewhere within the range of .2 to 1.0, giving 
this family of curves a two-humped appearance, 
that distinguished it from the other models Both 
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bifurcation point and saturation point were highly 

sensitive to kee. 

Families of curves for Embodiment 1 with kil 

varying as well the families for the other 
embodiments were much simpler in appearance, 

with the bifurcation point, saturation point, and 
amplitude response monotonically dependent on 

the changing connection strength. 

PHASE PLANE AND LINEAR STABILITY 

ANALYSIS (Embodiment 3) 

Phase plane analysis 

Phase plane analysis was simplified by the 

saturating nature of the sigmoid wave-to-pulse 

conversion. The saturation implies a maximum 

firing rate of the populations, which in 

combination with the capacitative decay results 

in the boundedness to any solution of the 

differential equations. By assessing the effect of 

the connection strengths on the shape of the 

nullclines we determined that a high kee/kie ratio 

and a large difference between kii and kei can 

cause the system to jump to an equilibrium state 

where a population's output has saturated, a non- 

physiological or at least pathological condition. 

Thus the phase plane analysis suggested limits to 

place on our settings of the four connection 

strengths. 

Linear stability analysis 

Determining the position of the signs of the 

eigenvalues of the linearized system involves 
analyzing the quantities b and c in the quadratic 

formula, where 

x= (-b +/-Vb*b-4¢ ) /2 

Thus if (b*b - 4c) is negative than the 
eigenvalues are imaginary while their signs can 

be determined by the combination of signs of b 

and c. (Odell, 1980) Such analyses shows that 

the maximal gain of the sigmoid must be to the 

right of the origin and that a family of 
input/output curves for Embodiment 3 cannot 
exhibit the complex properties that such curves 

corresponding to Embodiment 1 can exhibit. 

DISCUSSION 

We found a complex dependence of 
Embodiment 1's input/output properties on kee. 

Such complex dependencies were not found for 
kee for the other two embodiments nor on kii for 

any of the embodiments. 

The two distinct input domains for which the 

system bifurcates could allow two sub-systems 

within a distributed system using embodiment 1's 

dynamical scheme to perform different 

associative memory tasks. Each sub-system 

could be sensitive to distinct input domains. 

Furthermore, if the more sensitive sub-system 

fed into the less senstive sub-system, input 

limited to the former could spread throughout the 

system, causing the entire system to bifurcate 

into an oscillatory mode. 
Physiologically, this study suggests that 

the olfactory bulb’s associative memory relies 

upon an array of plastic mutual excitatory 

connection strengths. This study's conclusions 

also implore engineers to pay attention to what 

the brain is telling us. 
Perhaps only after studying the global 

behavior of distributive versions of these 

embodiments can we assess the virtues and 

limitations of each of the embodiments presented 

here. The present study has yielded tools with 

which to attack this higher-order problem. 

NOTE: Supported by National Institute of 

Mental Health Grant, MH-06686 
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CONNECTIVITY IN THE OBSERVED PORTION OF AN AUDITORY NEURONAL 
NETWORK. 

Ismael E. Espinosa, PhD 

Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de México 
Facultad de Ciencias, Laboratorio de Cibernética 

Ciudad Universitaria, D.F. 04510 MEXICO 

INTRODUCTION The role of auditory cortex in both sound 
localization and pattern discrimination has been demonstrated 
by observing that ablations of it disrupt these functions. The 
results of a number of experimental and clinical investigations 
in man and animals show evidence that severe deficits occur for 
several auditory discriminations, among others*?9 10, a) Change 
in temporal pattern of sounds, b) Comparison of signals 
involving recent or’ short-term memory, c) Identification of 
temporal order. 

We have assumed, invoking the results of the ablation 
experiments mentioned above, that sound patterns are strong 
activators of neurons in the auditory cortex. We used a 
combination of well developed neurophysiological techniques in 
order to obtain a substantial body of data from neuron clusters 
in the primary auditory cortex (Al) of the cat*??, The main 
goal of this research was to study functional. connectivity 
variations as a function of modifications in the tempora|l 
pattern of acoustic stimulation. 

STIMULUS The stimuli used were six very simple melodies (3 
sequential! tone bursts of different frequency, around best 
frequency) each one presenting a different temporal pattern and 
followed by a pause of approximately one second. The neural 
response to the third tone in the sequence was compared with 
the response to the first tone in the sequence and also with 
the spontaneous conditions. 

ANALYSIS The comparison consisted in analyzing pairs of edited 
crosscorrelograms after taking into account the corresponding 
shift-predictor histograms”. Each complete recording was 
separated into 19 edited records for separate analysis. 18 of 
these records corresponded to the 18 stimuli and had a maximum 
edit window duration of 195 msec to avoid the next stimulus 
presentation. The 19th record corresponded to the spontaneous 
period between sequences and had an edit window duration of 500 
msec to avoid the next sequence. These procedures made possible 
the calculation and comparison of cross-correlation that was 
associated with various particular stimuli. Because of the 
stimulus presentation design it is possible to compare 
correlation associated with physically identical stimuli that 
are placed at different positions in a three-tone sequence. We 
made the appropriate normalizations in the histograms’ and 
eliminated the synchronizing effects of the stimulus by using 
the shift-predictor®= so that the simultaneous effect of the 
stimulus on the neurons firing was eliminated and only direct 
effects (synaptic) were left.



RESULTS Our results show several levels of complexity which can 
be summarized as follows. For spontaneous or  no-stimulus 

conditions (NS) there is a connectivity diagram Do. For 

simplicity, let us assume only three different stimuli Si, S2, 

and S3. We found evidence that each stimulus produces a 

corresponding connectivity diagram, that is, stimulus Si 
produces connectivity diagram Dl, S2 produces connectivity 

diagram D2, and S3 produces connectivity diagram D3. Moreover, 

if we apply as a stimulus the sequence Si-S2 we found a 

connectivity diagram D4 (not D2) and if we apply S2-Si we found 
connectivity diagram DS (not Di). Now, when we applied _ the 
sequence S$1-S2-S3 we found the connectivity diagram D6, and the 

connectivity diagram D7? when we applied $2-S1-S3. It is 

noteworthy that connectivity diagrams (Di, D2, «+s. » D7} are 

variations of DO, the connectivity diagram for spontaneous 

conditions. The most interesting result is related to the 
situation above where Si-S2-S3 produces connectivity diagram D6 
and S$2-S1-S3 produces connectivity diagram D7. In these two 
cases, in which S3 is the same physical stimulus in the third 
position, the history of previous tones is not. In one case we 
have $1-S2, and the reversed situation S2-S1 in the other case. 

We have discussed elsewhere’ the results summarized above. 

Here we want to discuss subtler differences noticed in a 
refinement of the analysis of our data. We have shown that 

connections in the spontaneous activity diagram get reorganized 
according to the stimulus: some connections”) stay, others 

dissappear. This description gives a picture of an ON-OFF 

condition for the functional connections. This is due to the 

visual analysis that was performed on the_ cross-correlation 
histograms based on the shape of such histograms. To be able of 

doing amore accurate and quantitative analysis we took a +/- 

25 msec window in the histograms and measured the area under 

it. We found that connections that do not seem to change or 

that seem to dissappear are actually undergoing gradual changes 

that are function of variations in the stimulus. These changes 

are not the same for all stimulus conditions but for a given 

neuron pair there is a maximum for one of them which could work 

as anindex for a sequence classifier. We took as a reference 

the crosscorrelated activity for the case when there is no 

previous history of tones, and noticed that the gradual changes 

occur above or below such reference level for tones with a 

previous history of two tones. 

DISCUSSION These experiments demonstrated how variations in 

effective connectivity measured by the cross-correlograms 

depend on the temporal! order in which the tones are presented, 

i.e., on the recent history of stimulus. Differences in 
functional connectivity due to detection of previous tone-burst 
history and sequence classification may represent different 

mechanisms. The former seems to depend on the interplay of 

excitatory-inhibitory influences due to poststimulus effects 

and could be responsible for a short-term memory system. The 

latter, possibly using a transformation of that system, 

classifies sequences according to the correlated firing they 
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evoke. The short-term memory system is related to correlated 
firing rates whereas sequence classification as defined here 
requires, in addition, the presentation of patterned tone 
sequences. In other words, the short-term memory property seems 
to be present for any tone sequence irrespective of its 
temporal patterning. 

We have shown that when we infer a connectivity diagram 
using the cross-correlation histograms shape we get different 
ON-OFF diagrams according to the stimulus parameters’. However, 
if we measure a histogram area, instead of only observing 
shape, then we detect the graded nature of the functional] 
connection. There is a result in the literature that is very 
appropriate for a plausible interpretation of our results. It 
has been shown that the cross-correlation histogram is an 
estimation of the magnitude of the post-synaptic potential™~ and 
this is related to synaptic strength. Since what we observed 
were variations in the magnitude of a fixed window in the 
cross-correlation histogram, we could say that such variations 
represent changes in the synaptic strengths or weights of the 
connections. This is avery important observation under the 
framework of contemporary artificial neural networks. In the 
context of these experiments paradigm and design of the 
stimulus we have a similar situation to that’of associative 
memory’. Here we cannot say anything about the architecture of 
the biological neural network since we are measuring from only 
® portion of it, and we do not know either if the recorded 
neurons belong to an input, output or hidden layer. In any 
case, the changes in the cross-correlation histograms, as 
related to modifications in the weights, remind us of the 
Changes required in an artificial associative memory when 
several associations are stored in it. This is done using 
learning algorithms with varying degrees of reca!} accuracy’. 
As before, we cannot say anything about the biological! learning 
rules. On the other hand, in making analysis by neuron pairs we 
are certainly missing collective phenomena. If we had a too! 
for analyzing neuron ensambles we would possibly be able of 
saying more about the collective organization of connectivity. 
Also, since we only register a limited number of neurons we 
need a tool for extrapolating and reconstructing the whole 
network or module involved, something as the observers used in 
control theory for reconstructing the state vector from a 
limited number of outputs or measurements?®, Nevertheless, the 
results presented, even if very limited, are encouraging for 
several reasons. First, they help to refine the knowledge about 
the biological adaptation of weights and this should give hints 
for improving the weight organization in artificial neural 
networks. second, they support the need of more experiments 
where separable multi-unit recording is made; we would gain 
much insight from simultaneous recordings of 100 to 200 neurons 
which is a very small sample of neurons compared to the 
thousands used in an artificial neural network but complexity 
and number have to be traded off to gain in understanding. 

We can suggest a network -of unknown architecture so 
far- that at the neuron level can detect the stimulus as 
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guaranteed by the PST histograms. At the network level we can 

make slices in the network hyperplane using neuron pair 

crosscorrelations that show that two neurons interaction 

perform some sort of redundant classification of some of the 

stimulus parameters. It is likely that higher order 

crosscorrelations, if it were possible to build them, would 

show classification as an emergent property of the network. 

Such mechanism could work as an auto-training facility, in the 

jargon of artificial neural networks. It is also likely that 

the network implements short-term memory; in other areas of 

auditory cortex, other structures would implement learning, we 

would assume that all of these networks would be in 

communication or bound together!. Finally, in the awake and 

trained animal, an interaction of networks including the ones 

mentioned before and actuators (muscles and visuo-motor 

coordination) would implement a behavior. For instance, the 

animal would learn to behave in one way when listening to 

melody $1-S2-S3 and in other way when listening to melody S2- 

$1-S3. 
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Fast synaptic modulation provides a ubiquitous mechanism to support an 
instruction-data distinction in biological neural networks 

Chris Fields 
Knowledge Systems Group, Computing Research Laboratory 

New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003-0001, USA 

Introduction 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are conventionally designed as special-purpose 
machines that accept a single data vector as input, and calculate a single data vector as output. 
This design convention reflects a tacit assumption that perceptual systems provide biological 
neural networks solely with data to process, not with instructions specifying which function to 
compute. Indeed Kohonen (1988, Ch. 9) has explicitly argued that biological neural networks 
are incapable of accepting instructions or executing stored programs, concluding that ‘‘genuine 
neural computers should not be programmable at all’’ (p. 268). The view that inputs to bio- 
logical systems can function as instructions seems, however, quite appropriate in some cases: 
Ron et al. (1989), for example, explicitly use the term ‘“programming’’ to describe the effect 
of inputs on the collicular saccade-generation system. Direct programmability by inputs could, 
moreover, potentially solve some of the problems with learning efficiency and generality that 
plague ANNs; biological neural networks might, therefore, also be expected to incorporate pro- 
grammability to improve efficiency and generality. 

The purpose of the present paper is to suggest that some biological neural networks func- 
tion as interpreters that accept and process both data and instruction streams in real time, and 
to outline an architecture which would accomplish this. Both instructions and data may be 
derived from sensory input; a programmable system need not store its programs explicitly. 
The instructions may specify the functions to be executed on current data, or as in the case of 
instructions to the saccade system, control the acquisition of additional data. Fast synaptic 
modulation provides one mechanism for implementing real-time instruction interpretation in 
neural networks, just as slow synaptic modulation, e.g. the activation of NMDA receptors, pro- 
vides a mechanism for slow (Hebbian) learning (Cotman et al., 1988; Gustafsson and Wig- 
strom, 1988). The view that neural networks can function as interpreters allows a number of 
common anatomical and physiological motifs not readily explained by conventional ANN 
models - e.g. the ubiquity of neighborhood-preserving projections between layers, local modu- 
latory interactions, and functionally distinct inputs to single cells - to be understood as support- 
ing the modulation of data processing by signals, often transmitted from distant populations of 
neurons, that encode instructions. 

Architectures supporting an instruction-data distinction 

Any neural network can be described as a programmable system by interpreting its input 
vector space U as a direct sum U = V @ W of two disjoint subspaces, a data subspace V and 
an instruction subspace W. Input vectors u are then treated as sums of data vectors v and 
instruction vectors w. An instruction vector may be viewed as encoding a single complex 
instruction, or a sequence of simpler instructions. The functions specified by the instructions 
can be studied by fixing w and varying v; conversely the range of available instructions can be 
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studied by fixing v and varying w. The input lines carrying data and instruction words to a 
conventional microprocessor may be viewed as encoding (binary) vectors in just this way; 
hence this characterization of the instruction-data distinction applies equally to neural networks 

and conventional computers. 

The instruction-data distinction is gratuitous in a standard ANN in which all of the nodes, 
and all of the connections, are functionally identical. This is, however, not the case in biologi- 

cal neural networks, which typically comprise cells of functionally distinct types that have 

synapses of functionally distinct types. While the functions computed by biological neural net- 
works can presumably - given the Church-Turing thesis - be computed by standard ANNs, 

such emulations may not shed much light on how the functions of interest are actually com- 

puted by nervous systems. The instruction-data distinction may prove useful in understanding 

the algorithms actually employed by such systems, and their implementations in biological 

neural networks. 

Figure 1 shows a simple, feed-forward ANN architecture designed to support an 

instruction-data distinction. The data vector is processed by a set of layers, which are 
separated by transmission delays to enforce sequential processing. The instruction vector is 
divided into distinct components, which are viewed as names of instructions. Each instruction 
name is input, together with a component of the output of the previous processing layer, to a 

content-addressable memory (CAM), which encodes a full instruction. The CAMs provide 

additional inputs to the units in the corresponding processing layers. The inputs from the 
CAMs are assumed to gate, modulate, or otherwise control the behavior of the units in the pro- 
cessing layers; hence each instruction name encoded by the instruction vector effectively con- 

trols the processing of the data vector by a single layer. 

In order for the architecture shown in Fig. 1 to be distinguishable from a conventional 

feed-forward ANN, the connections from the CAMs to the processing layers must be function- 

ally distinct from those between the processing layers. The principle requirement for model- 
ling programmable networks is, therefore, an ability to model distinct classes of synapses. 

This may be done in the conventional ANN formalism by introducing unit-specific signal and 

feedback functions into the node equation (Cohen and Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg, 1988), by 

introducing units having multiplicative connections that “‘set the weights’’ of the additive con- 
nections in the network (McClelland, 1986; Pollack, 1987), or by introducing units that multi- 

ply instead of summing their inputs (Durbin and Rumelhart, 1989). McClelland (1986) and 
Pollack (1987) both motivate their formalisms as methods of achieving some degree of pro- 

grammability. 

Fast modulation as a programming mechanism 

The requirement, implicit in Fig. 1, for a class of inputs that control the computational 

behavior of a set of units is met, in biological neural networks, by synaptic inputs that effect 

fast modulation of the responses of other synapses. A variety of such mechanisms have been 

characterized biochemically (reviewed by Levitan, 1988). While less is known about the func- 
tions of modulatory inputs in alterating the behaviors of specific cells, some pathways involv- 
ing multiple modulatory synapses have been partially characterized (e.g. McCormick, 1989). 
It seems reasonable to hypothesize, based on the ubiquity of receptor-channel systems that can 

support modulatory interactions, that such interactions are likewise ubiquitous, and are of func- 

tional importance. 
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Fig. 1: A programmable ANN architecture. CAM = Content addressable memory. 

If fast modulation by secondary synapses is in fact functionally ubiquitous, and if it 
indeed supports processing architectures of the general type shown in Fig. 1, then a number of 
common motifs of brain organization may be seen as Supporting programmability in biological 
neural networks. In particular, Fig. 1 suggests that an organization into sequential layers, each 
of which also receives secondary, modulating input from elsewhere in the system, will be ubi- 
qitous. Such an organization apparently occurs in the visual system, in which layers primarily 
devoted to one processing stream appear also to modulate, and be modulated by cells belong- 
ing to other processing streams (DeYoe and Van Essen, 1988). 

Electric circuit models appear to provide the best formalism for investigating such modu- 
latory interactions, as both the individual conductances and their characteristic time constants 
can be represented in such models (e.g. Wilson and Bower, 1989). A generic processing ele- 
ment that can be used to study both facilitory and inhibitory interactions is currently being 
developed in this laboratory. 

Computational advantages of programmability 

Investigation of the encoding and execution of instructions by biological neural networks 
using a combined experimental and modelling strategy can be expected to yield useful design 
principles for programmable ANNs. The usefullness of conventional ANNs is limited both by 
the inefficiency of standard learning algorithms, which require solving global nonlinear inter- 
polation problems, and by the need to add processing nodes to the system - thereby further 
increasing the time required for learning - to cope with increases in the compiexity of the func- 
tion being computed. The development of ANN architectures that Support programmablity 
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addresses both of these issues: programmable ANNs would only need to learn the functions 

associated with each interpretable instruction, and complex functions could be executed by a 

network comprising a set of layers that executed a series of instructions sequentially. A pro- 

grammable ANN would, therefore, combine the positive features of both conventional ANNs 

and general-purpose sequential computers. 
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FUNCTION MAPPING AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PSYCHOPHYSICAL 
FUNCTIONS IN THE THEORY OF NEURAL NETWORKS 

J. G. Figueroa*®, C. Flores, E. Vargas & M. Romero 
& UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DEL ESTADO DE mEXICO 

UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA METROPOL I TANA—IZTAPALAPA 

Laboratorio de Sistemas Complejos 
Ap. Postal 70-499. C.P. 04510 

México, D.F. MEXICO 

A moderri, ceritral preblem in neural network research is ta 
fird a relationship between the formalisms at use anda general 
neurocomputational theary, as it can be the problem of function 
mapping using different kinds af perceptreans. 

The prablem cf representing ceaontinucus three valued 
functions by using coantinucus functions of less than three 
variables arises from the 13th problem of Hilbert (Lorentz, 
1976). This prablem request the demastration that the seventh- 
grade equatian 

X7 + 4X3 + yXE 4+ 2X + 1 = 0 (1) 

CANNOT be salved with the help of any cantinucus two valued 
function. 

Kelmagoravy (1957) cantributes ta the solution of this 
preblem with a thecrem ir which he shawed the existence of Fixed 
functions £pq, coantinucus and increasing on the interval I = 
CO,i] such that any contirnucus function defined in I can be 
written as 

eritt rm 
F(X psec ene yg Xp) = any gq CE Pa (xp) ) ( ru

 

with gq continucus functions of a suitable chosen variable. 
Some authors have simplified Kalmagcarav’s preseritation af f. 

Far examples 

ert il n 
Fx, eee yg Xe) = LC gt © apSql(xp)) (3) 

G=1 P= 1 

with gop constants. Expanding the preceeding formula 

Fin ge eee gy Xe) = glozSyluyq) + ceBy tue) + .. 224+ Oy,1 (Xr) ) 

+ gloySe(xy) + ooSolxe) + ....+ ye (xy,)) (4) 

teen et GIO Beryaey (KX) + ween + Op Bor 44 (xy,)) 

we cbtain the simplification carried cut by Larentz (1966) ard 
Sprecher (1964) 
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In other words, Kalmoagerev preves that any continuous, n- 

valued furncticn can be represented with the aid of functions of a 

single variable. Following Kolmagarav’s work, it is possible te 

represent functions in terms of other functions; and it can be 

used superpasitican of functions: 

Fix,y,z) = Flgix,y), A(qlxi,kCzI1)) (3) 

or linear superpesitions in which combinations of fixed functions 

with variable anes are considered, such as 

mn 
Ffix,y,z) = EF pilx,ygilqi’x,y)) (6) 

i=1 

iv, which pj and qj are fixed. 

Recent work (Cybenko, 1986) has demonstrated that it is 

enough to use neural networks with two hidden layers ta represent 

sets of continucus functions. 
Hilbert’s conjecture, and Kealmagorav’s reply, are very 

important if the relationship is made with experimental work in 

senscrial psychaphysics. Within this framework, psychophysicians 

tried ta find which is the funetieon that maps ai physical 

dimension into a psycholegical ane. The answer te this question 

has been the develapment af psychaphysical functions (Stevens, 

i975; Falmagne, 1965) where we kricow that, in general, all 

sensorial magnitudes are psychelagically mapped with a pawer 

function af the type Y=ax), a and b cornstants empiricaly 

determined. : 

Nowadays, it has been found that the b exponent is given by 

the sernserial modality. However, in previcus work (Figuerca et 

al., 13743; Figueraa et al., 1981; Figuerca et al., 1982a; 

Figuerca et al., 19826) we have experimentally demanstrated that 

the b expement is directly linked with the cognitive abilities of 

the subjects, particulary with the information precessing speed 

in tasks that require the use of “internal” images. When the 

exponent is carrected with this value of infearmation processing, 

its variability is drastically reduced. The relevance cf this 

kind of work is that, rot long ago, it was not known "what to doa" 

with such psychepnysical functians. However, we can now suppose 

that preabably, if a sSuperpesiticn of functions 18 made —as 

Kolmagearav proved-, it is possible te “represent” the physical 

world im a neurccamputational system of a general kind known as 

"“nerceptrans" with at least two hidden layers. The transformaticn 

between the external physical event ta the subject ard its 

internal representation is given by the previcusly adressed 

osychaphysical functions. 
The relaticanship of the power functiens in senscrial 

psychophysics makes peassible tao find a very strong foundation at 

the neural networks as information representing systems. 
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Pattern Recognition in Primate Temporal Cortex: But is it ART? 

Paul M. Gochin. Department of Psychology, Princeton University Princeton, NJ 
08544-1010. 

Introduction: Biological mechanisms of visual pattern recognition have received 
considerable attention in "neural network modeling" (eg. [9]). However, it has been 
information about the earlier or "more" pempheral cortical areas, particularly striate 
cortex, which have served as the basis for most of these models. Early stages of 
visual information processing in the brain appear to serve a preparatory function 
modifying the form of incoming information for use by higher-order visual areas. It 
is these higher-order areas, especially inferior temporal cortex in the primate) 
which show properties desired by “neural network" modelers, such as image size and 
position invariance, as well memory and selective attention. Models of high-level 
vision have been suggested by visual system investigators, however these are usually 
restricted to the context of the investigations and do not provide implementation 
level details (eg. [25]). The objective of this report is to suggest, and support the 
usefulness of adaptive resonance theory (ART)[9] as a mechanistic model of high- 
level biological vision, and in addition to recommend that inferior temporal cortex 
be closely evaluated as a source of information for further development of "neural 
network" models. 

Form_vision_in the primate: Processing of visual information begins at the earliest 
stage of primate vision, the retina. The output of retinal ganglion cells is 
luminance normalized and enhances edge contrast. Yet, the information at this 
point still remains essentially a dot matrix. Already, however, a branching process 
has begun separating information into channels presumably for feature, and motion 
processing. At the first cortical stage of processing, striate (V1) single neurons 
begin to show specialization for form (e.g., selectivity for local orientation of 
edges), motion direction [12] and depth detection [21]. Neurons at the next stage, 
V2 show evidence of pattern completion [11]. Form processing continues in V4 
where neural responses can show limited invariance to edge location. Local 
coloration appears to be represented relative to the surrounding area [1,27]. 

A branching in regional specialization of cortex occurs at the level of V2, 
with a so-called "dorsal" stream destined for parietal cortex involved in processing 
spatial information and, of particular interest here, a "ventral" stream terminating in 
IT which processes form. The contrast in properties of IT neurons compared to 
Striate is striking. Whereas striate neurons process relatively small focal regions of 
the visual field, IT neurons almost always include the central visual field with 
highest acuity and a relatively large surrounding area. Striate cortex is highly 
organized with a retinotopic map and repeating modules processing each point in the 
visual field for a stereotyped set of parameters. IT is not retinotopically organized 
and neurons dispersed throughout IT can become active for any given stimulus. 
Although a small portion of IT neurons appear to be relatively selective for specific 
stimuli (such as faces), the majority respond to a diverse array of visual patterns 
[8]. Typically, IT neurons respond to visual patterns in a manner which is invariant 
with respect to retinal location and pattern size [7,23]. Perhaps the most striking 
difference between IT and striate is that IT has been shown to manifest attention 
[19,22], show evidence of short term memory [2,18] and be involved in long term 
visual memory [17]. 
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Functional _similariti etween ART IT: Correspondence between theoretical 
visual system components [9] such as the Boundary Contour System (BCS) and 
biological subdivisions remain unclear, however, the Object Recognition System 
which utilizes ART may be analogous in function with IT (in conjunction with 
other brain areas). The adaptive resonance model is constructed as a multi-layer 
System, each layer of which utilizes a form of "lateral inhibition" to enhance 
contrast in a parameter space appropriate for that layer. These layers are then 
interconnected both feedforward and feedback. Critical to the functionality of the 
System is top-down influence which serves in selective attention and pattern 
matching. Also critical is that some form of habituation exist so that once a 
pattern has been unsuccessfully tried as a match it is not immediately tried again. 
Also, a general control of "vigilance" is required to modulate selectivity of an 
acceptable pattern match. 

A minimum requirement for acceptance of ART as a model of high-level visual 
function is that these fundamental principles be consistent with experimental 
observations. The first point is that of lateral inhibition. This mechanism has its 
historical origin [10] in the retina. Recently we [15] have found signs of 
widespread inhibitory interactions in IT cortex. Specifically, the discharge rates of 
single neurons are decreased by the simultaneous introduction of several visual 
patterns, relative to the introduction of a single pattern. This occurs irrespective 
of the details of the patterns, and does not require active attention to the stimulus 
by the animal. 

The second point is that top-down influences should be evident in IT cortex. 
There is substantial anatomical evidence that connections between most visual 
cortical areas are reciprocal [24]. Furthermore, physiological evidence has been 
available for some time [5] which suggest top down influences in IT, i.e. that the 
neural response to a stimulus can be dependent on extra-retinal factors. | More 
specifically, the response to an _ identical stimulus can differ depending on 
behavioral context during which the pattern is viewed. Furthermore, it has been 
Shown that attention can be spatially directed, since response to a stimulus within 
an IT receptive field can be modulated by instructing an animal to behaviorally 
direct its attention to differing points within the visual field [19]. 

One of the unique features of adaptive resonance is its explicitly defined 
sequential search algorithm. Critical to the successful operation of this system is a 
means of temporarily locking out patterns which have already been tried. This 
lock-out can be achieved with a habituation-like process. It has been 
noted in several investigations of IT that neurons tend to vary their response with 
successive presentation of the same stimulus [8]. We have quantitatively 
investigated this phenomenon and demonstrated that most neurons in the 
anesthetized animal show this property [14]. 

Though evidence for variation in vigilance has not yet been reported for IT, 
such a demonstration has been reported for area V4, which directly supplies input 
to IT. In these experiments it was shown that neural selectivity for the 
orientation of bar stimuli could be modulated by the degree of attention given to 
the task [25]. 

IT is believed to be the final stage in visual form processing [16] and a 
repository for visual memory. Thus, the way information is represented in IT 
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could serve as a guide for "neural networks". It seems to be common, at least 
during the development of models (e.g. [9]), to employ "winner takes all" 
algorithms. For many reasons this approach is ultimately not desirable, and in the 
context of IT this is clearly not the mechanism employed. The simple fact that IT 
can be studied by sampling a very small portion of its neurons demonstrates that a 
rather large portion become activated during most visual conditions. From the 
standpoint of the physiologist this raises the issue of whether IT is‘ simply non- 
selective. Although it is clear to those who study IT that it’s neurons are highly 
selective, until recently there was no quantitative demonstration of the form 
recognition capacity. In a recent study we have compared the ability of a single 
neuron to partition a small set of complex test stimuli with a small population of 
such neurons. While some single neurons were reasonably precise in identifying the 
Stimuli, a selected small group approached perfect partitioning. These observations 
Support the hypothesis that information in IT is distributed across a population of 
neurons [4]. 

Although IT does not appear to be retinotopically organized, there is evidence 
that some form of spatial organization exists. We [3] have observed that neurons 
with similar stimulus selectivity properties occur in clusters. Furthermore we have 
observed that neurons in proximity have a greater tendency to share input than 
those more distant. We have also observed excitatory connections between nearby 
neurons within IT (Both observations have also been made in striate cortex, eg. 
[13}). Local clustering of stimulus properties and spatially biased input projections 
are consistent with requirements for masking fields. The excitatory interconnection 
between neurons does not appear to be part of the general principles of ART, but 
has been employed for special purpose circuits such as in Boundary Contour System 
modeling [9], and may be predicted if Short Term Memory involves a population of 
neurons. Other models such as "neuronal group selection" [20] explicitly require 
excitatory local interactions and localization of functions (i.e. map formation). 

Conclusions: Adaptive resonance theory, more than any other "neural network" 
model, embodies properties which can be directly related to actual neural networks 
involved in high-level form vision. This does not mean that ART should be 
considered the mechanism of biological pattern vision, but rather that it could serve 
as a base to be sculptured by biological observations. 
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The emergent self: 

A phylogenetic and ontogenetic evolution of biological networks 

a psychiatric point of view 

Ronald Goulet, Hopital Jean-Talon 
1385 Jean-Talon est, H2E 1S6, Montréal Que 

Summary: The problem of "self*could be summarized in a way, as the problem of synchronism and 

adaptive auto-organisation of appropriate behaviour in real time. This paper try to integrate new findings 

in neural networks theory and neurobiology, in a general neuro-bio-psychological theory of emotional 

disorders. Specifically it consider new developpement in artificial reinforcement and associative learning 

as genuine artificial emotional systems. Also, the recent developpements in the analysis of the style of 

computation and learning that takes place in the olfactive cortex and in the hippocampus are presented as 
an early stage in elaboration of a novel theory of psychopathology that could in return, be beneficial to 
the study of artificial autoorganised neural networks. 

1- Working as a" biological neural net physician” 

As a psychiatrist, | would rather consider that the point of view that we have on human 

psychopathology is the best top-down (from property to structure) consideration of the potential 

weakneses of big neural networks conceived to discriminate important signs scatered in the 

environment in a real time base. We think that a majority of people in their attitudes doubt the 

existence of mental disorders : mainly because of the discomfort that caused the sight of largely 

damaged funtioning mind (especially for psychotic disorders). People have their own concept of these 

disorders in terms of reaction to the stress of life in an exagerated manner because of some weakneses 
in the moral strength of those afflicted by these problems. In fact there's not yet objective testing that 

can prove the existence of medical entities that corresponds to the psychopathological disorders. But 

the study of neural networks could solve part of the problem by considering such disorders as 

dynamic's defect of the working brain. This imply mostly the study of non linear dynamic of neural 

network processing in real time. Deepening our understanding of such complexity, it is even more 
intriguing to consider that the human mind works so well so frequently. 

If we don't understand how brain function it is not surprising in fact, that we know almost nothing about 

the mechnisms implicated in his malfunction. Now, suppose, that a previously psychotic patient comes 

to you and say: "thanks for you doctor, I'm now cured: since this morning, I'm functioning like 

before"..during that time you are mummbling in your self: "How come tanks for me... how can | get him 
back to his “sickness” so | could continue to “cure him". Puzzling indeed : in fact, you can do almost 

nothing that can surely reverse the process. After all, one solution is to to tell your patient that even 

if he thinks he is cured according to your " theory” he is not , and he will surely relapse if he stops the 

treatment. In fact there is statistical evidence that most psychotic disorders may relapse. But you can 

use this fact to continue to "treat" "patients" wich are sane like most doctors and therapists prefer to 

do. Patient somehow knows that; and generally don't like to take medication that have sides effects or 
fastidious psychotherapy in prophylaxis matter. But we have no way to identify those who can benefit 

some of these prophylaxis other than relying on statistics, considering the type of disorder and the rate 

of relapse with or without prophylaxis. 

The artificial neural networks theory could change a bit of these inaccuracies by analysing the dynamics 

of the brain. Particularily, | like to look at mental disorders as domain of attraction in a state space 

that represent the evolution of the mean mental state driven by some unknown control parameters. So, 
| became interested in the theoretical aspects of neural nets and neurobiology that could help us to 

identify those parameters and makes us understand how they act on the nervous system. 

2-The “self* as a bounding problem: 

We could start to what would seem to a neural engineer as a bounding problem (like the image 

invariance) in neural nets : the persistence in the sense of unicity of "self". Despite the fact that the 
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mutiples sub neural nets and layers had relative independant functions and especially despite the fact 

that in our life we are confronted with a vast variety of situations, we are reacting to them with an 

almost imprevisible although, auto-similar variety of ways, implying a variety of instantaneous mental 

sets. So the problem of self is a rather intricated bounding problem. We can understand also, that the 

question:"Who am |?" is a crucial one... but a question not to ask: as somebody always asking himself, 
or worse: others : "Who am | ?"; has surely something going wrong with him. 

In fact, there is a paradoxical problem in autorepresentation trying to improve ones internal way of 

representation by feeding them back to themselves : that leads to the theorem of Godél. In brief, the 

implementation of a level of hidden units mapping all the representations of all other functional levels in 

a network, in order to correct them, is impossible due to the paradoxe of autoreference. In fact, 

autorepresentation in a redundant matter is indeterminate: like the sentence: “all the sentences in this 
text, even this one, are false". That lead Marvin Minsky to write :" ..perhaps,its because there are no 
person in our heads to make us do the things we want -nor even ones to make us to want-that we 

construct the myth that we're inside ourselves"(1). Now what is maintaining the myth? If the self is 

like a riding bicycle standing up just because it moves forward : what makes us believe that there's a 

unity and more a unicity in all our reactions? 

In some way these questions reduce the bounding problem of the self to a more reachable question of 
stability in the dynamic of sequential adaptive organizer of behaviour. This question find an interesting 
solution in the concept of "“auto-poiesis” or "gated coupling” (2). This means that at some deep level a 

neural system, when it is auto-organising himself in the environment in real time, must cease to just 

consider the patterns in the input as a recognition process. On the contrary, it has to become a self 

sustained dynamical system (called internal dynamic) reacting to all inputs coming from internal or 

external pathways : as if it could be a perturbaion of internal dynamic.In front of this perturbation the 
internal dynamic could remain structurally stable or bifurcate. By this way, we can conceive that a 

system without being aware of its "self", could perceive the boundary between reaction originating 

from the "self": withstanding a perturbation ; and reaction extraneous to it: when a perturbation lead 
to a bifurcation. 

We can consider the orienting subsystem of the ART network of Steephen Grossberg, the Olfactive 

Cortex simulation of Walter Freeman : a specific cahotic density mapping, as first steps in the 
implementation of neural nets that react to an input and learn to react to it globally and in agreement 

with kind of internal determinant (drives). Theese studies illustrate that a kind of artificial emotional 

system (defined as a neural system acting as an internal dynamic) seems to be essential to implement 
autoorganised learning devices, in real time. 

3-Hippocampus : a biological internal dynamic for inputs coming from the cortex 

In the evolution of neurobiological networks, at first neural systems behave like internal dynamics 

without trying to discriminate in the environement other things than stimuli biologically significative. 

These stimuli elicit a response specific to the needs of the individual but largely correlated with fixed 

species patterns. These structures were preserved in the human brain as archaic internal dynamic, 

such as automomous nervous system, ascending reticular systems and hypothalamus. They are part of 

an intricated system of smalls nuclei coding for different aspect of the vital needs for the survival of 

the individual and the species and modulating in cyclic matter the relative inportance of each of them by 

complexely interacting systems of neuropeptides and hormones circulating in the blood as well as 

released at the synapse clift . They control for example the stages of conciousness and sleep the 

relative food intake, the activity level ect.This system is coupled to the hippocampus by 

neurohormones but mostly by three neurotransmitter : nor-adrenalin ,serotonine and acetylcholine , 

part of an ascending system driving attentional mechanisms in significative situation (pain, interest and 
sorrow, fear or rage). 

As far as the hippocampus is concerned: it seems that it is designed to associate the signals or cues 

that are picked up by the highly discriminating cortex( coming from entorhinal cortex) to stimuli that 

are mapped as reaction in the archaic dynamical systems from above (from afferent fornix). The 

hippocampus is a recurrent network reassessing new inputs with those who preceded them. It 

feedforward outputs to the orbito frontal cingular and temporal cortex relaying from the efferent 
fornix by two nuclei : the maillary body and the anterior thalamus. The output seems to be a kind of 
reaction : an error signal when it's needed destinated to parts of the cortex specialised in planning 
(cingular and frontal : sequencing mechanisms ) and in apprehention directed to new sensory 
recognitions (temporal). From these parts of cortex new solution could be initiated or if impossible a 
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relay from cortex : the amygdala feedforward down to the archaic system initiating urgency 

mechanism (figth-flithlt-submission ect.). 
It seems that compressed and multimodal sensorial information as input could be there classified in 
terms of outcoming reaction and associated results. The CA1and SUB regions of the hippocampus acted 

as a memorising comparator of these situations and their real versus predicted outcome. So, if all 

works like predicted the system would not be perturbated but if something strange happens the system 

could detect it and try to classify it. It could thus be: a cortical internal dynamic. 

So, in this view, the hippocampus is not as much as a center of the self, but not also as litlle as a 
startling reflex center. It is meerely a "oh-oh, change-o" system that react to imprevisible outcome 

of situations by trying to reclassify it by means of past experiences, and by learning the new outcomes 

that follow a remastering of the situation by the cortex. The physiology of this system seems to have 

been disigned for it to assume a kind of curiosityfunction in the brain. 

4- Dynamic of the septo- hippocampal system: a speculative model of emotional function 

The dynamical physiology of hippocampus contain much information susceptible for becoming cues in the 

unfolding of its computational mode: 

1- One can describe the septum like a beat generator driving the neurons of the hippocampus like a 
conductor drive his musicians in an orchestra : there are tree types of frequencies: 1- theta low 
rhythms (under 6-7 hertz in rodents) corresponding to non ambulatory activity oriented toward drive 

satisfaction 2- high rhythms (above 8 hertz in rodents) whose frequency seems to be somewhat 

related to the velocity to be atteined for reaching a goal in ambulatory behaviour and finally 3- an 

intermediate rhythm associated by Jeffery Green(3) to anxiety and behavioural inhibition in reaction 

to a novel situation. These types of rhythms could be seen as a variation of a parameter of control 

transforming the whole dynamic of the network, like a phase variation in thermodynamic systems out 

of equilibrium. 

2-There are at this time two types of learning known to occur in the synapses of hippocampus (mostly 

CA1 an SUB region associated by J. Gray to the comparator function between actual and predicted 

outcome): 

a) The LTP (long term potentiation) associated with reinforcement of NMDA type of glutamate receptor 

when ina situation of exitation of the post synaptic neuron a receptor is activated two times in a row 
according to a delay corresponding to the phase of theta rhythm (200 msec)- ( G. Lynch) 

b) the associative learning when a first synapse can activate another one, in the same neuron when the 

activation of the first correponding to a UCS (unconditioned stimulus) is followed by the activation of 

the second CS (conditioned stimulus), after an interval corresponding to a fixed ISI (interstimulus 

interval) (D. Avion) 

3- It seems also that the archaical dynamical systems (ascending tegmental systems) bring their action 

firstly by means of Influence in the théta driving activity (reticular cholinergic activating system) and 

also by generating in (F.D) fascius dentata ( the opening gate: of the hippocampus receiving inputs from 

entorhinal cortex via perforant pathway): a lowering of the treshold in these neurons to repond to the 

intermediate theta rhythm : thus providing a kind of gain control in recruiting the function of 
discriminating new elements in the input. This latter function seams to be devoted to the nor-adrenergic 
and the serotoninergic ascending systems relaying the hilus of F.D, (J. Gray, J.O’Keefe ). These 

systems are known to be habituating systems (adaptive but subject to exhaustion) and largely 

implicated in depressive and manic disorders. 

Now, if we postulate that the kind of convergence of this network as a cahotic nature like the one that 

was recently proposed in simulating biological olfactif cortex (W. Freeman) : we can imagine this 

system classifying strange situations by means of pre-empt experiences in a self-similar matter 

(families of cahotic attractors usually are self-similar): meaning that the global reaction to a globally 
analysed puzzling situation could be similar and much more detremined, by a certain degree of learned 

or physiologically predetermined self confidence or adaptability to novelty than corresponding to the 

type of novelty in the stimulus. 
In the phylogenetic evolution : it seems that hippocampus had been involved in the reaction of animals to 

his environment according to an increement of the discriminative abilities that enables them to consider 

much more cues in an infinite variety of strategies for ensuing their goals. It is thus not surprising that 
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it appears to the experimentator (J. O’keefe) like a spatiotemporal mapping for territoriality : say: an 

abstract and global analysis for each animal of a plastic and ambulatory environment with whom they 

became familiar considering the kind of reward and danger it could provide. 

5- Ontogenesis of psychodynamical structure: from nature to nurture: 

What happens to territoriality in primate and more specifically in Humans : we postulate that it became 
a much more abstract analysis of the interpersonal environment. The position in the territory become: 

the position of the "self" in front of others in terms of submission, leadership, friendship, love etc. So, 

condense information coming in input concern mostly the mental state of others. And the reactions 

bounded to it defined the self as opposed to the behaviour of others predicted in the plannings coming 

from frontal cortex. We can thus imagine that reactions of human beings, to all novelty even when it 

have nothing to do with interrelation, could be caracterized like on a template on primordial 
relashinships pre-empted in infancy. 

The internal dynamic of hippocampus doe's not contain the personnality but by means of a self similar 

structure could lead to perseveration in choices that maintain it. The hippocampus as proposed , here, is 

implicated in the integration of novel knowledge to the previous: the stage (REM) sleep associated with 

dreams and activated when theta rhythm start to burst in the hippocampus could have as principal 

function to integrate in the cortex the newly learned informations to all the others by "smoothing 

away” the incongruency with a cost of forgetting something. 

We are now speaking of self sturcturing dynamical system by means of better adaptation and implying 

in the process loss of information: this is the growing quantity of informational complexity in the 

ontogenesis; this is also the freudian notion of unconcious. 

We speaked above of synchronisation with regard to the expected delay of optimal reaction : the 

hippocampus does not seem to be able to assure a stability in this regard .In humans the frontal cortex 
had greatly evolved with regard to what it was in ancestral primates. This cortex helped by the 

dopamine driven striatum seems to be the synchronizing device of the brain in an adaptive and 
modulated way. The hippocampus by influencing it, seems just able to activate or slow down the genral 

pace of the whole system. 

5- Psychopathology : as weakness of self integrated adaptive neural net 

It is interesting to consider that the two principal types of psychotic disorders concern the two 
systems considered here as central for self-cohesion. 

If we first consider the postulated gain control in behavioural inhibition of the hippocampus it is 

plausible that this system is implicated when exhausted in a kind of disorder implying a behavioural 
inhibition,a loss of energy, loss of adaptive capacity and concentration with continuous anxiety and 

worries about the future like depression or in contrary, a loss of normal inhibition and anxiety in 

dangerous situation with hyperactivity like in mania. These disorders appering to be a disorganization of 

the internal dynamic system of the brain mostly the ascending nor adrenergic and serotoninergic 

systems. And we can see that the pharmacotherapy that treat these disorder act on serotoninergic or 

noradrenergic central systems. 

The sequencing system being much more caracteristic of the human brain with his huge frontal lobes 

may be more implicated in disoder of thinking particularily sequencing of thinking witch caracterise the 

schyzophrenic disorders. Thus it is not surprising that pharmacotherapy most efficient in 

schyzophrenia block the dopaminergic system that could stimulate the striatum (modulating the 
sequencing in frontal lobes). 

6- Conclusion 

We conclude that considering the brain as a dynamical neural network could surely be of benefit in the 
near future for the development of conceptual models in psychiatry. Considering the brain as computing 

cahotic attractors could also be an interesting field: for example the mesurement of fractal dimmension 

of EEG could be interesting in the assesment of mental disorders and in the follow up of treatment. It 

offers also a contribution in the field of artificial thinking trying to understand why are we feeling the 

external world in ourselves like we are. 
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ON THE BEHAVIOR AND SIGNIFICANCE OF RANDOM NEURONAL NETWORKS 

Guenter W. Gross*, Jacek. M. Kowalski, and David Golden 
Department of Biological Sciences*, Department of Physics, and Center for Network Neuroscience, 
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Before the recent theoretical and experimental "network revolution", neuronal networks were 
considered mostly hard wired circuitry that operated on incoming sensory information for transfor- 
mation into output spike patterns appropriate for the function of a particular network and organism. 
Function was based primarily on morphology (i.e. circuit structure) and fault tolerance was a matter 
of redundant interconnectivity (for reviews see Getting, 1988, 1989). This view has changed dramati- 
cally in the last 5 years. Networks giving rise to simple invertebrate behavior were found remarkab- 
ly complicated (Krasne and Wine, 1984; Selverston, 1985; Getting, 1988) which now includes the 
switching of neurons from one network to another (Hooper and Moulins, 1989) Recently, Getting 
(1989) concluded: "Knowledge of connectivity alone is not sufficient to account for the operation and 
capabilities of neural networks". This complexity is compounded further in vertebrates where even 
the most basic functions are governed by cell ensembles with highly redundant interconnectivity 
displaying formidable morphological and functional plasticity. 

Until recently, experimental techniques were not available to capture the simultaneity of elec- 
trical events in small networks. Investigations of network activity pattems with a large number of 
electrodes to obtain a representative view of the internal network dynamics could not be conducted. 
Introducing many electrodes into a small volume of tissue in vivo or into slices in vitro will alter or 
destroy the circuitry being investigated. In cell culture, where neuronal circuits can be grown as 
monolayers, the mechanical problem of holding and positioning many conventional microelectrodes 
was a serious barrier to multisite recording. As a consequence, there exists in this area such a 
paucity of basic biological data that theoretical efforts cannot be adequately tested or guided. 

The development of photoetched, thin film multielectrode surfaces has provided a convenient 
method for the simultaneous monitoring of many neurons in small monolayer networks in culture 
(Gross, 1979; Gross and Lucas 1982, Gross et al, 1986; Droge et al, 1986). The method yields networks 
that grow on the electrodes, thus stabilizing the cell-electrode coupling and eliminating destruction 
of cells by invading electrodes. It allows easy manipulation of the physical and chemical environ- 
ments as well as observation in the living state. However, the dissociated culture approach destroys 
the original circuitry and the subsequent random cell seeding generates randomized networks. Al- 
though there is some evidence of preferential synapse formation in culture (Camardo et al.,1983) it is 
most likely that such networks contain large and perhaps predominant random components. 

Our experimental strategy for the analysis of network dynamics involves long-term moni- 
toring of 64 electrodes that capture a large proportion of the signal traffic within 1 to 2 mm diameter 
monolayer networks consisting of 100 to 500 neurons. Spontaneous, evoked, and pharmacologically 
altered activity is being collected from monolayer networks derived from mouse spinal cord, olfactory 
bulb, cortex, or cerebellum. Analyses are conducted with light microscopic, electrophysiological, 
pharmacological, and laser surgical methods, and the subsequent application of histological, 
histochemical, and electron microscope techniques. Network alteration via laser cell surgery can be 
accomplished during recording to test for system homogeneity, existence of percolation thresholds, 
critical mass phenomena, and fault tolerance. Specific cell and neurite elimination as well as network 
alterations can be achieved with precision (min. focus diam.: lum; positioning accuracy: +/- 0.5 um). 

Our theoretical strategy involves application and modification of "coupled planar rotator 
models" to describe the complex spiking and bursting phenomena observed in culture. We have built a 
computer model of network dynamics that uses nonlinearly coupled, nonlinear planar rotators of the 
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type 9, =O; - B; sing; +2 J ij sin (@; - 9;) solved by a Runge-Kutta approximation to determine 

the temporal evolution of each network element. We have begun with stability investigations of small 
systems with several strongly interacting neuronal "rotators”. From our preliminary efforts 
(Kowalski et al, 1988 ) and from other pertinent theoretical work ( Kopell and Ermentrout, 1986; 

Sagakuchi and Kuramoto, 1986) we judge the coupled rotator formalism sufficiently versatile to 
simulate random networks in culture. We are using three different time scales to represent the ob- 
served dynamics: two are necessary to describe fast relaxational excitations in single neurons. A 
third, slower, time scale emerges in a process of neuronal "tuning" to different dynamic regimes 
(with different excitability thresholds, refractory characteristics, and instantaneous spiking 
frequencies). This slow variable, modulating neuronal activity, may be the most significant for the 
dynamics of interneuronal communication. The resulting network models then become equivalent to 
dissipative systems of bistable, nonlinearly coupled planar rotators reflecting the cyclic character of 
the slow variable. Dynamics of such systems are rich and not fully understood. 

RANDOM NETWORK DYNAMICS in CULTURE 

A characterization of network dynamics requires systematic analyses of spatio-temporal patterns. 
This is possible in monolayer cultures. Spatial patterns represent variations in the location of activity 
within the 1 x 1 mm, 64 electrode recording matrix. Some regions dominate and activity spreads to 
adjacent regions depending on burst intensity and other as yet unidentified factors. Temporal pat- 
tems range from random, to chaotic, to periodic, are generally very volatile, but may be "locked in" 
pharmacologically by blocking inhibitory circuits and possibly by interfering with the NMDA recep- 
tor complex. They may be totally or partially coupled (synchronized or entrained - the latter with 
fixed or variable phase differences between bursts), necessitating a derivation of coupling functions. 
Two levels of information traffic must be considered: spike patterns and burst patterns. The former 
is presently deemphasized because bursting usually predominates. The latter is described in terms of 
burst frequency, duration, type (i.e. spike patterns within bursts) and burst type sequence. 

The following specific questions are now being asked to determine the "dynamic range" of random 
networks. (a) Is regional dominance permanent or volatile and what are the conditions that enhance 
of alter such dominance? (b) What factors determine synchronization and entrainment? (c) What is 

the range of patterns that can be produced by the ensemble, spontaneously and under pharmacologi- 
cal perturbations, and what are the most likely patterns? (d) What are the causes of spontaneous 
pattern fluctuations, and what manipulations are required to "lock in" patterns? (€) How does inter- 
nal (i.e. neuronal) noise and external noise (via electrical stimulation) influence the network 

behavior and can it trigger changes in pattern type, or kindle quiescent networks? (f) What are the 
typical network responses to controlled chemical and patterned electrical stimuli? (g) Can patterns 
be stored and what are the biochemical and biophysical requirements for storage? 

Summary of Important Observations from Mouse Spinal Monolayer Networks 
(1) All cells in a Imm diameter miniculture are directly or indirectly connected. Preliminary data 

from burst phase shifts (between different electrodes) suggest that the number of synapses 
between any two cells ranges from 1 to 6 with an estimated mean at 3. 

(2) All neurons in the culture are capable of entrained bursting. Entrainment is a function of burst 
intensity; whereas weak bursts or random spiking show islands of independent activity, strong 
bursts tend to recruit all cells in the network into a common pattern. 

(3) The most common and basic behavior of these networks is entrained bursting. Phase shifts vary 
from a constant minimum of several msec (conduction and synaptic delays) to highly variable 
tens and hundreds of msec (processing dynamics). 

(4) There are no endogenous bursters in these cultures since all activity ceases in 12 mM magnesium 
chloride. Bursting is conditional, network dependendent, and requires a minimum background 
activity for kindling of network activity. 

(5) The separate or combined blocking of the inhibitory GABA and glycine receptors (with bicucul- 

line and strychnine, respectively) generates, after a short paroxysmal activity period, remarkably 
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regular oscillatory burst patterns with 100% coupling between electrodes. Strychnine causes 
burst stretching and enhances pattern regularity by reducing variations in burst frequency and 
burst duration. Bicuculline is more effective for improving pattern regularity but does not 
produce burst stretching (Hightower, 1988). 

(6) The addition of either GABA or glycine may decouple electrodes and stops all spontaneous bursting 
at approximately 30 uM. Some random spiking, however, is maintained. 

(7) The GABA antagonists picrotoxin and penicillin do not enhance pattern regularity although they 
are equally effective for producing intense paroxysmal firing (Hightower, 1988). 

(8) NMDA responses, including typical reactions to agonists and antagonists, have been observed in 
every Culture implying that LTP storage mechanisms are intact. Not all electrodes respond in the 
same manner and uncoupling is often seen (Gordon et al, 1989). 

(9) Excitatory transmitters (aspartate, gluatamate, acetylcholine) reduce pattern regularity and may 
induce uncoupling. 

(10) Electrical stimulation is ineffective unless a number of electrodes are pulsed simultaneously 
possibly reflecting network fault tolerance via resistance to external noise. 

The Significance of Bursting 
Bursting is a predominant feature of spinal cord and olfactory bulb monolayer cultures and may 

play an equally important role in cerebellar and cortical cultures for which we have only pilot data. 
The clustering of action potentials into identifiable "bursts" is a common phenomenon in both 
invertebrates and vertebrates (Provine, 1972; Miller and Selverston, 1982; Cohen et al., 1988; Grillner 
et al., 1988). Most important is the recent recognition that changes in synaptic efficacy require spike 
clusters: facilitation, augmentation, and potentiation are most easily obtained with high frequency 
inputs (Zucker, 1988). The mechanisms underlying long-term potentiation (LTP) clearly depend on 
large local depolarizations generated by spike clusters (Brown et al., 1988). In the rat visual cortex, 
LTP could be induced only in cells that showed bursting. Regular spiking cells resisted LTP 
generation until low doses of the GABA antagonist bicuculline were applied to change them into 
bursters (Artola and Singer, 1987). As a result of such diverse observations, bursting must be 
considered a vital network phenomeon that greatly influences information processing and storage. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The presence of structural and dynamic fluctuations in these monolayer cultures does not pro- 
ions that concentrate on highly probable, gross behavioral features of a large 

family of macroscopically identical cultures (with identical origin, similar neuronal densities, en- 
vironmental parameters, etc). The complex of these features can be called the network "macrostate", 
in analogy with "reduced" descriptions in statistical physics. "Pathological", large deviations from the 
expected behavior are also of interest because they relate to the stability limits of the investigated 
system. The main problem is the collection of a sufficiently large experimental data base to attempt a 
"thermodynamic" network description in terms of a few crucial variables. We believe that the 
modified rotator model can serve as a realistic approximation of the dynamic behavior of networks 
consisting of several hundred neurons. The partial entrainment phenomenon (synchronized or 
almost synchronized) to a common frequency is generic for some classes of these networks. 
Additionally, we have evidence of a "coarse-grained" synchronization also in transient states, before 
the system reaches a steady state. Chaotic behavior is not excluded in these systems with random 
interconnections ("random interaction multi diagraphs") subjected to problems of reliability and 
percolation resulting from both spontaneous and experimentally-induced "site" (neuron) and "bond" 
(synapse) failure. 

Predictions and Extrapolations 
(1) The basic signal processing dynamics as well as the biochemistry of information storage is already 

present in random networks. The culture is constantly and spontaneously "learning" which 
occurs randomly or chaotically in the absence of sensory feedback. 

(2) The random network is probably capable of performing most CNS functions but with low 
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efficiency and less reliability. Specific circuits have evolved to increase the efficiency of 

realtime processing and the amount of incoming data that can be handled. 

(3) Network states are determined by a complex balance of excitatory and inhibitory influences with 

rapid and extensive up and down regulation of receptors and channels. 

(4) Random networks enter a rapid, highly regular oscillatory phase as total disinhibition is 

approached. This oscillatory behavior is a basic network characteristic. 

(5) All neurons in these networks are able to store information. The random network in culture may 

become one of the most powerful experimental systems for detailed investigations of biochemical 

and biophysical mechanisms of cellular and network information (i.e. pattem) storage. 

So far the random biological network has not aroused much interest because it was not considered 

representative of the intact CNS tissue. However, it is now apparent that "order" in the nervous 

system must be seen Statistically and that structure and function is linked less deterministically and 

much more probabilistically than had heretofore been assumed. This seems to be especially true of 

small networks where synaptic weights and activity dynamics exert as much influence over network 

function as specific network structure (Getting, 1988). Therefore, investigations of random network 

characteristics, including most probable pattern generation, capability limits, reliability, and fault 

tolerance are important to studies of network behavior and to our understanding of why specific, 

highly ordered networks evolved. It is clear that network dynamics can be studied quantitatively 

with monolayer cultures and it should be possible to achieve a comprehensive theoretical explanation 

of the internal dynamics and self-organization of random neuronal networks. 
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Abstract 

A design method for cognitive systems is presented in relation to the Neuronal 
Group Selection theory and the Modularity of Mind philosophy. It is indicated that 
these three supply each other and that their combination makes it possible to design 
cognitive systems no longer suffering from the brittleness problem. 

1 A design method for a 2-layer cognitive system 

Cognitive systems, i.e. systems capable of acquiring knowledge from their environment, have 
not been very successful so far. One reason is the fact that they are implemented as symbolic 
processes, which lack flexibility because such processes can solve properly only well-defined 
problems which do not involve ambiguous data [10]. 
Another reason is that even the most simple cognitive system is complex. Since they are 
implemented as symbolic processes one gets the drawbacks of symbolic processes: they must 
be programmed by hand, which is hard to do for complex systems, and are evaluated serially, 
which implies a low performance for complex systems. This fact of explicitly having to 
program a system forms the basis of the aforesaid brittleness problem. 
A while ago neural networks seemed to be a means to solve these problems. The idea was 
that a large number of small processing elements doing numerical computation eventually 
would perform better than a single powerful processor doing symbolic computation. However, 
a cognitive system which performs perfectly well, the neural network of the human brain, 
consists of about 10’? neurons [8]. But on the other hand neural networks nowadays consist 
of just a couple of neurons. For instance a relatively complex neural network such as a 
phoneme recognition network consists of just 384 neurons [11]. 
It remains doubtful whether such a neural network can be scaled up to a size some orders of 
magnitude larger and at the same time still can be handled properly by ordinary human 
beings; | mean, learning and understanding a large network is far from trivial. 
In [5,6] a method is indicated to design a system that more appeals to the spirit behind 
massive parallelism but nevertheless remains workable and understandable. The heart of the 
matter ts to split the system into two layers of which neural networks form the lowest layer 
(see Figure 1). The higher layer is formed by a symbolic system. 
When a theory for cognitive systems fits in this framework it is to be expected that 

1. to a certain extent the neural networks involved, can solve the problems mentioned in 
the beginning of this section, 

2. the total number of processing elements and interconnections between them is of such 
an order that really can be spoken of a massive-parallel system. 
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Figure 1: Architecture of a 2-layer cognitive system 

A very interesting theory in this respect is the neuronal group selection (NGS) theory of 

Edelman [1,9]. According to his theory two kinds of selection events play critical roles in 

shaping the development of a neural system. During the formation of the system genetic 

selection among competing neural networks and their processes determine the shape and 

modal connectivity of a (sub-)network. Later, during experience and interactions with the 

environment etc., connectionist selection, accomplished by synaptic modifications, determines 

the final behavior of the system. In the next section | will shortly indicate the essential part of 

NGS. 

2 Neuronal Group Selection 

The NGS theory is a purely biological theory from origin [1,9]. Its main intention is to give a 

possible explanation for the fact that a brain is capable of development, perception, memory 

and learning. According to the theory a brain is dynamically organized into populations of 

individually variant networks, the structure and function of which are selected during 

development and interaction with the environment by means of selectionist’s and 

connectionist’s principles. 

The units of selection are neural networks which consist of about 50-10,000 neurons, 

neuronal groups. These act as functional units. Roughly the theory makes the following three 

assumptions: first genetic processes lead to the development of primary repertoires of 

structurally variant neural networks; second synaptic modifications lead to the development of 

secondary repertoires more fine-tuned for future use (survival of the fittest); and third the 

existence of feedback at all levels. Or in Edelman’s own words: ” During experience and after 

the receipt of input signals that are filtered and abstracted by sensory transducers, by feature 

extraction networks and by feature correlators in mapped reentrant (feedback, A.K.) 

sensorimotor systems, certain neuronal groups are selected over others in a competitive 

fashion. [...] This process, in which groups that are more frequently stimulated are more 

likely to be selected again, leads to the formation of a secondary repertoire of selected 

neuronal groups which is dynamically maintained by synaptic alterations.” (1](pp.45-46). 

This theory fits in the 2-layer framework since naturally the neural networks form the first 

layer, whereas the selectionist processes and overall feedback could be under control of the 

symbolic upper layer. 

Readers familiar with the modularity of mind philosophy may have noticed that the way 

Edelman talks about sensory transducers and neural networks indicates that NGS and the 
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2-layer framework fit in the philosophy, which | will describe in the next section. This is 
salient because it means that a design method for, a biological theory about, and a 
philosophy of cognitive systems meet here. 

3 The modularity of mind and neural networks 

In 1983 Fodor wrote an assay called "The modularity of mind” [2]. Maybe at first sight 
Fodor is not the man to embrace for a connectionist researcher since he and Pylyshyn wrote a 
year ago that we should give up the idea that (neural) networks offer a reasonable basis for 
modeling cognitive processes in general” [3](p.68), although they present that view a little 
more cautious than |. Nevertheless | think that the philosophy that Fodor has described in his 
essay Is very well suitable in the light of 2-layer cognitive systems and NGS. To explain | first 
will give a short outline of the philosophy of Fodor. 

His theory is a new version of faculty psychology. It alleges that there have to be postulated 
essentially different kinds of (psychological) faculties in case to be able to explain the facts of 
mental life. Fodor proposes a mixed horizontal and vertical faculty psychology. His functional 
architecture consists of input systems and a central system. The input systems with sensory 
transducers are vertical faculties, although Fodor calls them ’modular’. That is to say that 
they operate independently of each other and independently of the central system. This 
central system exhibits horizontal faculties. 

Input systems have to have a number of properties. | will mention the most important ones 
by which it is obvious that neural networks possess such properties as well. Input systems are 
associated with fixed neural architecture, operate fast and are domain specific. This means 
that each input system just has a limited view of and an equally limited knowledge about the 
world. Further input systems are in two ways informationally encapsulated. This implies that 
both an input system cannot dispose at all the information of the rest of the system and that 
the central system cannot obtain all information gathered in an input system. This is the 
property which makes input systems vertical faculties and in fact it is the most important one 
because it provides a rationale for viewing a cognitive system as consisting of two layers. The 
point is that according to Fodor input systems should act as reflexes. His a prior! argument 
for this is that otherwise they would become too slow: in perceiving a tiger on your retina you 
do not want to be bothered by information whether your grandmother likes tigers or not, 
whether that demonstration against tiger fur were tomorrow or the day after tomorrow, etc.. 
This can be reached by just not letting pass such information to the input systems. So their 
is at least limited flow of information from the central system to the input system . Fodor is 
not very clear about whether their may be no feedback at all between central systems and 
input systems. | think their must be at least some feedback, if only for the reason that you 
cannot learn the input systems if their is no possibility to tell them whether their output was 
more or less correct. Further it is a common notion in psychology nowadays that expectations 
partly determine what we perceive. 

On the contrary the processes in the central system are not informationally encapsulated, not 
domain specific, are slow, and they reason with the information of the input systems. 
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4 Prospects and Conclusion 

Summed up we have the following situation: 

e We have got a philosophy claiming that a cognitive system should consist of input 
systems and above it a central system. 

e There ts a brain theory asserting that a cognitive system should consist of repertoires of 

neural networks and above them forming and maintaining rules. 

e And there is a design method claiming that a cognitive system should consists of neural 

networks and above them a symbolic upper layer. 

From the perspective of artificial intelligence this gives the opportunity to design computer 
architectures for cognitive systems that may be expected to suffer less from the brittleness 
problem because they have as towers of strength two theories that try to declare the cognitive 
functioning of a brain . And a brain doesn't suffer from the brittleness problem. 

For easy prototyping such an architecture can be implemented e.g. on a Sun by means of 
Kyoto Common Lisp and the Rochester Connectionist Simulator linked together. It is also 
possible to implement them on special purpose hardware as currently developed at our 

university [4,7] which can be controlled by a host computer. It is even possible to make a 

system consisting of VLSI neural networks and controller chips. 
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1.Introduction 

During the past thirty years interest in neural networks has generated a 

number of different models. The main point in our research is sub-neural 
activities on a molecular level. We have made a link between sub-neural 

networks based on cytoskeleton and today’s models of neural networks. This 

approach shows that the sub-neural network based on cytoskeleton plays an 

important role in both control mechanisms of nerve cell geometry and the 

neural network. 

2.Cytoskeleton 

Cytoskeletal lattices include protein polymer microtubules (MT), actin, 

intermediate filaments and more than fifteen other proteins. The major neural 

architectural elements of MTs are cylindrical polymers, which also comprise of 
Cilia, mitotic spindles and other organelles. MTs are intimately involved in 

dynamic biological activities, but mechanisms of "real time" regulation and 

control of MTs or other cytoskeletal filaments are yet completely unknown. 

Of all the biological structures that participate in bioinformation 

molecular processes, only a small number work on such a principle that can be 

applied to the computer sciences. One of these rare biological structures is a 

microtubule, a self-organized organelle usually consisting of 13 subunits. 

These cytological structures create a network of protofilaments in the cell 

(neuron), similar to the way in which neurons create a network in the brain. 

MTs are organelles present in nearly all eucariotic cells, composed of 

equimolar amounts of the two globular (~ 50,000 Dalton) subunits, a and 8B 
tubulin, each having a similar amino acid composition and a similar globular 

(sphere) shape. The subunits of tubulin molecules are assembled into long 

tubular structures with an average exterior diameter of ~ 24nm, capable of 

changes in length by self-assembly or disassembly of their subunits; sensitive 

to cold, high hydrostatic pressure and several specific chemicals, such as 

colchicine, vinblastine etc.. The stable form of tubulin, both in vivo and in 

vitro is a dimer, and the functional unit in MT assembly is the a-B 
heterodimer. MTs build, with other proteins, complex assemblies, like the 
mitotic spindle, centrioles, cilia and flagela, axonemes and neurotubules, and 

they intervene in the cell shape, the motillity and mitosis, and some part of 

cell functional information processing. 

Microtubules participate in intracellular transport, addressing, growth 

form and many other dynamic activities [1]. Some experimental results link 
tubulin and microtubules to bioinformation processes such as memory and 

learning [2,3]. They are remarkable because they play two distinct and 

separable roles: as structural materials (cytoskeleton) and as dynamic 
machines that operate on a molecular level. They are carbon _ based 

3D-intelligent machines which function on the nanometer size scale. Frodhlich 

has shown that nonlinear dipole excitations among molecular subunits of 

membranes and proteins of high dielectric strength, will result in coherent 

oscillations (107 "to 10° sec fluctuations), lower frequency metastable 

states, coherent polarization waves and long-range order. Coherent 
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oscillations of MTs and other cytoskeletal lattice subunits may derive from 

intrinsic oscillations dependent on a high dipole moment and dielectric 

strength, across the MT wall, or coupling with oscillations in membranes [4]. 

Symmetry properties of hexagonal packing of protein monomers have been 

used to explain the form patterns of viruses, flagella and MIs [5]. Since 

hexagonal packing and face-centered-cubic packing have equal density, we used 

the Oh(6/4) symmetry group to explain MT organization and its information 

system. Since packing is constructed from codes for digital transmission of 

information, we believe that MTs possess a code system that can provide memory 

and intracellular dynamic activities [6]. 
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The value of normalized density of the packing of subunits depends 

on the dimension in which the packing is done. Since packing is 

constructed from codes for the digital transmission of information, 

dimensions 11, 12 and 13 are optimal for information processing. That 

means that MTs are optimal structures for information processing in 

the neuron. 

3.Microtubules and Neuron Geometry 

It has been shown in tissue cultures of neuroblastoma cells that MTs 

determine neuron geometry [1]. By using immunofluroscence it was demonstrated 

that the shape of the neuron in the process of differentation is related to 

the microtubule organizing centre (MTOC). Having in mind these experimental 

facts and theoretical results from the information theory, we believe that 

MT’s dynamic activity in the process of the determination of neuron geomtry 

possesses fractal properties. 

MTs, as a part of MTOC and cytoskeleton, generally possess some dynamical 

properties, which are similar to fractal dynamics. Centrioles possess a 

nine-fold symmetry and they are constructed of nine triplets, each containing 

13 protofilaments. During the process of differenciation, the first step is 

the maturation of the "mother" neuron, followed by the separation of centriole 

pairs and their migration to establish the geometry of the "daughter" neuron. 

MTOC is involved in the orientation, geometry, timing of division, and growth 

of the neuron in the process of differenciation. MTs with other cytoskeletal 

structures, determine what neurons dynamically do, when and how they do it, 

and the type of neurons they are. 

Neurons with their dendrites and synapses geometrically look like 

fractals. Having in mind that cytosleketon determines the geometry of the 

neuron, we believe that MTs are an attractor of neurons as a fractal. 
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Schematic diagrams:a) neurons and their cortical connections, b) sketch of a 

fractal tree. 

4.A Neural Network based on a Sub-Neural Factor 

We have found that the MT structure is optimal for information processing 

on a sub-neural level [6]. Here we consider such nonlinear control networks in 

which the neuron response depends on: the input signal, sub-neural activities, 
and its interaction with other neurons. This control model has already been 

used for response analysis of the vertebrate retina [7], but we believe that 

it is a better example for the explanation of the neural network based on 

sub-neural factors. 

The neural control network’s model based on MTs as a main sub-neural 
factor, may exist in the form: 

n 
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where: t-time; n-the number of neurons in the network; m-the number of MT in 

the subneuron network; f the external input to the i-th neuron at time t; 

Kicey7 the activity function; Bio Lhe constant rate characterized by the fact 

that the stop charge input to the i-th neuron produced an expotential approach 

from the initial value X (0) to a steady-state firing rate x, with a rate 
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factor for the i-th MT in case bie? O; Cy the intraction coefficient i-th 

neuron j-th neuron; o; ; the time lag occuring in the transfer of the activity 

of the j-th neuron to the i-th neuron; NL - 1/(1+e “). 
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5.Conclusion 

The symmetry theory and MT structure lead to the conclusion that the 
packing of tubulin subunits is equal to information coding. This means that 
MTs possess code systems which can provide, in the neuron, dynamic information 
activities. 

Sub-neural factors based on cytoskeleton and MTs play an important role 

in both the control mechanism of neuron geometry and the neural network. 

Having in mind that geometric neurons look like fractals, we believe that 

cytoskeleton and MTs are a fractal attractor of the neuron. 

From the sub-neural factor point of view we can introduce a new research 

approach in the field of neural networks in which the neuron is not just a 

Simple off-on element, but an element with a history. 
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COMPARISON OF THE MOORE-PENROSE AND DRAZIN GENERALIZED 

INVERSES IN BIOLOGICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM TRANSFORMATIONS 

LACZKO, Jézsef, Central Res. Inst. for Physics, H-1525 Budapest, POB 49, Hungary 

LE GOFF, Bertrand, CNRS, Lab. Physiologie Neurosensorielle, Paris 75006, France 

Introduction 

Some local properties of coordinated movements of mechanical devices can be described and investi- 
gated in engineering using linear algebraic methods in [2]. Such methods appear to be useful in describ- 
ing local properties of coordinated actions of multicomponental biological organisms as well; in particu- 
lar regarding the existence and the uniqueness of a solution selected from an infinite number of possibili- 
ties. Special attention is given to the "least squares method" in solving such problems by means of the 
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the coefficient matrix of a linear equation system [1]. In an earlier 
publication [6] one of us [T.S.B.] brought up the possibility of nature's use of the Drazin inverse [3] as 
compared to the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. In this paper, we follow up on that suggestion and 
compare the potential of Moore-Penrose and Drazin inverses in neural computation. 

Functional characteristics of the Moore-Penrose and the Drazin generalized inverse 

The Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse is widely used in engineering and more recently also in biology. A 
characteristic feature of the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse is that it provides some kind of optimal so- 
lution for a system of linear algebraic equations. Although the optimization criteria might be the min- 
imization of energy in physical applications, it is a more interesting question if it could be an optimiza- 
tion criteria in biological applications. 

The Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse is defined for any matrix whose elements belong to the complex field 
and, for some special classes of matrices, there are easy computational methods for its calculation [9]. 
However, there are some algebraic properties that the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse does not possess. 
Therefore, a mathematician can theorize that it can be useful for nature to apply another types of 
pseudo-inverses like the Drazin inverse [6]. 

The Drazin inverse is useful in solving linear differential equation systems, which is important e.g. in 
calculation of the trajectory movements. It is also applicable if the work space is not linear (but alge- 
braic), where besides the vector and matrix addition another operations (such as associative multipli- 
cation) are also defined, permitting, E.g. consecutive execution of linear transformations. 

Application to biological systems 

An important question for coordinated movements of biological and artificial organisms is how to ex- 
press the spatial movement by overcomplete coordinate systems, defined intrinsically by the moving 
structure. For instance, how to to decompose a displacement vector into more components than the num- 
ber of dimensions of the external work space? Tensor Network Theory (cf. [9]) offers a common mathe- 
matical language for describing coordinated movements of biological and man-made structures [8]. An 
even more important remaining question is, however, how to select the coordinate system. It is a chal- 
lenge to biologists and neuroscientists to find the correct internal coordinate systems for biological sys- 
tems and especially for underlying neural networks that control them. 

Once a coordinate system is defined, one faces distinct mathematical and computational problems. In 
order to decompose a vector into more components than the number of dimensions of the work space, a 
linear equation system has to be solved where the coefficient matrix is singular. In such a case motor 
execution has an infinite number of solutions. A customary way of selecting one particular solution is by 
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using the least squares method, applied by Tensor Network Theory, the most compact geometrical the- 
ory of neural networks. 

A key operation in Tensor Network Theory for coordinating an overcomplete number of components of a 
biological action is the covariant-contravariant transformation. (e.g. in a sensorimotor transformation; 
[9]). In this case the transformation matrix is a real-valued symmetrical matrix (the Gram-matrix of 

the intrinsic coordinate system). This matrix is singular because of the overcompleteness of the intrinsic 
biological coordinate system (e.g. joint coordinate-system.) Thus, the contravariant-covariant trans- 
formation is not invertible. However, a subspace may exist on which this transformation (the restric- 
tion of the transformation to the subspace) is invertible. Tensor Network Theory can be seen, therefore, 
as raising the rather general question what is the definition of those hyperspaces in which neural net- 
works express their transformations to produce biological actions? 

Internal hyperspaces and the Moore-Penrose versus Drazin generalized inverses 

It appears to be a natural, although not self-evident question to examine the class of hyperspaces on 
which the transformation is invertible. Taking a particular transformation, we have the following 
question at hand: does exist any subspace that the restriction of the transformation to this subspace is 
invertible? 

When investigating the case of square matrixes, take the following linearization equation system: 

Ax=b 
where x, and b are vectors of the n-dimensional complex vector space, and Ainannxn matrix with 
complex elements. (It defines a linear transformation A on the n-dimensional complex vector space). 

The range space of A is the set of all vectors which can be the result of the multiplication of the matrix 
A by any vector. Denote the range space as R(A). 

The nullspace of A is the set of vectors by which the multiplication of the matrix A, results he 0-vector. 
Denote it as N(A). 

It is easy to recognize that to make the linear transformation defined by the matrix A a one to one trans- 
formation it must be restricted to a subspace, complementary to N(A). 

Given a scalar product in the vector space, one can define angles between vectors. In this case an obvious 

complementary subspace is the one which is orthogonal to N(A). Denote it by N(A)+. This space is the 
range space of the conjugate transpose matrix of the matrix A. The conjugate transpose matrix is denoted 

by A’. 

This suggests the functional DEFINITION of the MOORE-PENROSE PSEUDO-INVERSE: 

Atv=0 if VeR(A)+ 
and Atv=(AIN(A)4+)-1 if Ve R(A) 

Pellionisz applied a constructive definition of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of symmetrical matri- 
ces by their eigenvectors and eigenvalues. This definition is very helpful for calculating the pseudoin- 
verse. A quantitative example for a neural process which implements such a transformation is elabo- 
rated in [10]. 

The functional definition of the pseudoinverse helps one to generalize the definition. 
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If the matrix is symmetrical with real elements, then R(A)=R(A*)=R(A*) and its range space is 

orthogonal to its nullspace: R(A)=N(A)+. In this case, the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse defines a 
partial isometry on R(A). 

In the covariant-contravariant transformation, the range space of the transformation will satisfy the 
required condition. Thus one easily finds a subspace which is invariant to the transformation. It has 
the following properties: 

1. The restriction of the contravariant covariant transformation tot his subspace is invertible. 

2) Not only the covariant but also the contravariant coordinate vector which is found by the Moore- 
Penrose pseudo-inverse is the element of the subspace. 

Consequently, one can define an internal subspace in which the decomposition of an external vector to 
overcomplete number of components is unique: to every covariant coordinate vector of the external vec- 
tor there is one and only one contravariant coordinate vector in the subspace of the covariant coordinate 
vectors. 

One finds not only an internal coordinate system but a distinct internal subspace which is defined by the 
coordinate system. The internal coordinate system may be defined by the geometry of the skeleto-mus- 
cular system in the case of movement coordination. 

Unfortunately, one does not always faces real-valued symmetrical matrices. Matrices which describe 
functions or transformations implemented by neural networks, e.g. matrices of synaptic efficacies of neu- 
ral networks ,are not necessarily symmetrical. For a singular non-symmetrical Square matrix the above 
mentioned 1, 2 properties usually do not hold. It is not always true, therefore, that the matrix is invert- 
ible on the range space and that the range space of the pseudo-inverse is the same as the range space of 
the matrix. What kind of inverse might be used, what kind of invariant subspace might be found in 
such cases? 

It is suggested, in such cases, to search for an invariant internal subspace using the Drazin inverse of the 
matrix. 

The first definition which was given by M.P. Drazin [3] in 1958 was an algebraic definition. Here, a 
functional or geometrical definition is given. 

If A is a real valued symmetrical matrix then R(A) is the orthogonal complementary subspace of N(A). 
This is not true for every square matrix but there always exist a non-negative integer k such that R(AK) 
is a complementary subspace to N(AK) . This k is called the index of the matrix A. 

With this notation, the restriction of A to R(AK) is invertible on R(A), 

DEFINITION of the DRAZIN INVERSE AD of a Square matrix A: 

ADPv=0 if ve N(AK) 
and ADy=(AjR(Ak)-1y if ve R(AK) 

Let us remember that for real-valued symmetrical matrices R(A)=N(A)+. (The index of such matrices 
is 1). Consequently, the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and the Drazin inverse of a real-valued symmet- 
rical matrix are identical. 
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Conclusion 

To find a generalized inverse of transformations implemented by neural networks, Tensor Network 
Theory suggests the use the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. This is a natural way to find invariant 
internal subspaces. For real-valued symmetrical matrices, quantitative examples where elaborated, 
and for movement coordination graphical computer programs were written using the Moore-Penrose 
pseudo-inverse [4][5}[7]. 

As an extension of the results for non-Hermitian matrices, the application of the Drazin generalized 
inverse is suggested. It was shown above that for this class of matrices the Drazin inverse or the Moore- 
Penrose pseudo-inverse will yield the same result. 

The relationship between partial isometry and the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of Hermitian matri- 

ces was examined. In the future, in order to find internal invariant hyperspaces of non-Hermitian neu- 
ral transformations, the relationship between the Drazin inverse of neuronal transformation and par- 
tial isometry might be important to further investigate. 
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GENNET - System for Computer Aided Neural Network Design 

Using Genetic Algorithms 

Borut Maritieé 

Zoran Nikolov 

CVTS KoV JNA, Ilica 256b, YU-41000 ZAGREB, Yugoslavia 

Abstract 

The problem of finding optimal neural network architecture for solving a given task 
is introduced. Basics of genetic algorithms as viable optimization method are 
exposed. Characteristics of implemented system for network optimization using 
genetic algorithms and current status of the work are described. Plans for the 
future research are presented. 

1. Introduction 

Currently a number of neural network models exist. However, a rather common 
problem faced by neural network designers is the lack of theoretically grounded 
advice on network architecture to be chosen in order to solve a given problem. 
Some analysis though [1], give insight in the network architecture required to 
enable formation of decision regions of a certain type. However, in multidimensional 
problem spaces, it is difficult or even impossible to visualize the simplest type of 
decision regions that would suffice. Hence, one still has to experiment a lot in order 
to find a network architecture that yields acceptable results with minimum 
computational effort. This process can be seen as a trial-and-error based one, 
during which network architecture parameter space is investigated. This is usually 
done with network simulators [2] designed to make this intrinsically uncomfortable 
task as comfortable as possible. 

2. Designing Neural Networks Using Genetic Algorithms 

Thus, design process of a neural network of a given model may be viewed as an 
optimization process: the most appropriate network architecture for solving a given 
problem has to be found. Analogy may easily be noticed in the real world - living 
beings may be thought of as systems trying to overcame the entropy by storing 
the information about the given "infinite" environment in finite space and time. 
Each phenotype innately possesses some knowledge which makes it more or less fit 
for "life-time" learning. Evolution appears as a mechanism for phenotype innate 
knowledge optimization. Mathematical models of evolution are known as genetic 
algorithms [3, 4]. Recently an optimization algorithm of this class [5, 6], that is 
suitable for execution on connectionist architectures, has been proposed. It is also 
suggested to use genetic algorithms for neural network design [7]. Before 
proceeding with an overview of a system that realizes that task, it is necessary to 
introduce some common concepts of genetic algorithms. Basic idea of such an 
algorithm is sketched in Table 1. 
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Create initial population of entities to be optimized; 

Evaluate entities in the population; 

repeat 

Choose parent entities, whose genotypes are to be used in order to forme 

new ones; 

Forme new genotypes; 

Evaluate entities formed according to new genotypes; 

According to some criteria, replace some entities in previous population 

with new entities, thus forming a new population generation; 
until terminating criteria is achieved. 
      
  

Table 1. The basic idea of genetic algorithm 

In the neural network design context, entity is one of the possible network 

architecture variations; evaluation of the network implies its testing in order to 

acquire some numeric measure of its fitness for solving a given problem; network 

genotype represents suitably encoded network architecture parameters; and finally, 

formation of new genotypes implies using some genetic operators (such as 

crossover, mutation, inversion) on selected genotypes, thus forming new ones. 

3. System GENNET 

CAND! system GENNET is currently designed and implemented to support 

optimization of error back-propagation networks [8]. It consists of two components, 

Figure 1: GEN and NET. While GEN embodies the essence of genetic algorithm, NET 

creates the network according to the genotype produced by GEN, and then 

evaluates it. 

GEN. Network designer communicates with the system through GEN. He/she may 

choose from one of the three genetic algorithms [5]: iterated genetic search using 

uniform combination, iterated genetic search using ordered combination, or 

stochastic iterated genetic hillclimbing. Prior to the network optimization, genetic 

algorithm performance may be tested on one of the three predefined two- 

dimensional functions. Before starting the network optimization process, user 

should define characteristics and size of the network parameter space being 

searched. This is done using a simple language which enables one to specify which 

parameters are constant and which are being optimized. The latter ones may be of 

real (such as learning rate constants) or integer type (such as number of hidden 

layers and their sizes). For each optimized parameter, its minimum and maximum 

value as well as change resolution are specified. During its operation, GEN invokes 

NET when evaluation of a network is required according to the used algorithm. 

Interprocess data passing is realized via files. 

  

1 CAND stays for Computer Aided Network Design, as suggested by Vladimir 

Hinit. 
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Figure 1. The GENNET system organization 

NET. This component may in fact be used as a stand alone error back-propagation 
network simulator. In this mode user may interactively create network architecture 
description, create the training set, save learned weights, get previously saved 
weights, test the network and change some of the learning algorithm parameters. 
However, NET is able to detect if it is being invoked by GEN. In that case it creates 
a network according to its description prepared by GEN. Then it initiates a 
predetermined number of training sessions, each one lasting for a predetermined 
number of epochs. Based on the learning history, it formes a numerical measure of 
network’s quality. Control is then returned to GEN. 

During the whole optimization process several log files are continuously being 
updated. 

4. Current status and future work 

Described system is implemented using C language. Currently it is being ported to 
the UNIX environment on CONVEX system available at Zagreb University Computing 
Center. We intend to report on some simple applications of it in the next six months. 
The problem of choosing adequate network fitness measure appears to be 
particularly interesting for investigation. Currently the fitness is determined on 
the bases of minimum total sum of squares error encountered during fixed length 
training session. However, rather frequent cases of learning curve oscillations 
(which are due to inadequate learning rate constants) should also be taken into 
account. 

We are aware of prohibitively large time complexity of the system described, when 
applied to the optimization of large parameter spaces and problems with large 
training sets. That is why such a system is not seen as a replacement for the 
existing ones, but rather as a subsystem of some advanced (and more distant) CAND 
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system. Such a system might be used in “manual mode” offering highly interactive 

graphical man-machine interfaces, library support of various network modeis, 

expert (possibly classifier) advising system on design tracks to investigate, 

information retrieval system enabling convenient access to the body of network 

design know-how. However, it could also ve used in "automatic mode", i.e. it would 

posses capability of network architecture optimization of a sort described in this 

paper. 
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SYNTHETIC CEREBELLUM; 

WHAT IT MAY DO, AND HOW IT MAY DO IT. 

Mahmood J. Nahvi 
Electronic and Electrical Engineering Department 

California Polytechnic State University 

San Luis Obispo, California 93407 USA 

Cerebellum as a Controller 

Cerebellum plays an important role in posture and movement 
control. One of its functions is to coordinate complex sequences 
of motor acts such that the total movement is smooth, accurate 
and without osscillation and overshoot. When this function is 
lost movement is decomposed into individual segments which are 
inaccurate and oscillatory. To perform the above function, in 
addition to signals from higher stations of the central nervous 
System, the cerebellum receives short latency proprioceptive and 
extroceptive feedbacks from periphery (including auditory, 
visual, and tactile information). The cerebellar cortex has a 
unique morphology and architecture, with a repetitive geometrical 
structure which is the same throughout the whole cerebellum [1]. 

As a controller in the engineering sense, it handles a large 
number of control variables ( related to large set of nerve and 
muscle fibers) and involves several reference spaces (position/ 
velocity spaces in cartesian and joint coordinates , and the 
spaces of neural activity at the motor unit level or higher up.) 

What considerations and constraints apply to the design of a 
"cerebellar controller" in a synthetic motor control system? And, 
if such a controller is to be implemented by an artificial neural 
network, how do those considerations and constraints affect its 
architecture? The present short note touches upon some aspects of 
the above questions. 

Trajectory Planning or Dynamics Compensation? 

Neural signals arriving at the muscles to produce a desired 
movement have two functions: 1) They carry the information about 
the pattern of the desired movement, and 2) They compensation for 
dynamics of the muscles and the load, including the environment. 
The first function comes from trajectory planning which produces 
"reference commands". The second function makes the system track 
the "reference commands" despite its dynamics, variations, and 
interferences. When the system has negligible dynamics, the first 
function dominates. The patterns of neural activities then simply 
reflect the patterns of the desired motion. However, when the 

System has appreciable dynamics the neural signals become 
complex despite of the desired movement being simple. The complex 
patterns of EMG activities recorded from muscles in a fast 

extension of the loaded human arm, with the desired motion being 
a smooth displacement of the hand with a simple bell-shaped speed 

profile, is an example of such a case [2]. 
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In synthetic control systems such as robotic manipulators 
trajectory planning is normally done separately. The controller, 

being a simple feedback servo-loop or an implementation of an 

advanced adaptive algorithm including feed-forward and feedback, 

is then subordinate to the trajectories. Its task is dynamic 

compensation. 

However, if the information about the performed movement and 

its consequences is sent back through several nested delay loops 

built around various reference spaces mentioned previously, then 

trajectory planning and dynamics compensation become coupled. In 

such a case, even though the controller is subordinate to the 
movement plans imposed on it from a central system, it needs to 

be concerned with trajectory planning. Therefore, if a synthetic 

cerebellum is to take over the movement unexpectedly, its 

capabilities should go beyond that of "smoothening" the multiple 

segments of the pre-planned trajectories. 

Dynamics Compensation by Matching the Command to the System 

Dynamics compensation does not always mean solving for the 
inverse in the equation of motion. The following two inter- 
related examples illustrate control signals which are not found 
by inverse dynamic or its approximation. Rather, it may be said 
that they have been modified to match the reference command to 
the system and the environment, observing given constraints. 

Example 1. In a second order system with damped oscillatory step 
response a controller can produce a deadbeat step response in 
finite time as illustrated in Fig.1. Other classes of modified 
inputs can also move the system from an initial state to a final 
state within a specified time with a smooth transition. The 

choice depends on optimality criteria, desired transition time, 

speed profile, constraints on magnitude of the input, its rise 

time, the area under it, etc. The deadbeat effect is neither due 

to approximating the inverse of the system, nor friction, nor 
reversal of the input to cause active break. Rather, the 

controller may be said to match the command to the system, in 
open-loop form, feedback, or their combinations. 

Example 2. In rapid extensions of the arm in vertical plane the 

hand moves smoothly with a bell-shaped speed profile. Forearm 

trajectories are also smooth and have speed profiles similar to 

that of the hand. The upper arm trajectories may have three 

segments and bi-modal speed profiles. As one moves from central 

to peripheral points on the arm, the three segments merge 

together, producing smooth curves (Fig. 2). 

Generally, the triphasic activities of biceps and triceps in 

such motions have been modeled by acceleration and deceleration 

periods in accordance with approximation to the inverse equation. 

However, the biceps activity at the peak of forearm’s speed, and 
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its quietness during the deceleration phase of the forearm can 
hardly be interpreted by such a simple model and it is contrary 
to expectations derived from it [3]. An alternative interpretation 
based on the concept of matching the signa to the system can 
resolve the above apparent contradiction [4]. 

The simple refrence commands in the above two examples have 
been modified, under some constraints, into more complex control 
Signals to match to the system and the environment. 

Retina and Cerebellar Cortex as Sensory and Motor Interfaces with 
Outside; Similarities and Differences 

Suppose the function of synthetic cerebellum in a sensory- 
motor system is to interface its motor output to the outside 
world. In a way, this function is a mirror image of the function 
of a retina which interfaces the outside world to the sensory 
input of the system. 

Similarities: 

The retina enhances the incoming sensory image, being static 
or time-varying, by extracting its useful features. It produces 
mappings of many-to-one nature. This helps reduce the amount of 
data going to the system. 

The cerebellum enhances the out-going motor images, being 
Static as in posture or time-varying as in an evolving movement, 
by introducing necessary features in the motor commands. It 
produces maps of one-to-many nature. This helps reduce the amount 
of data needed to come from the systen. 

The above similar functions may be implemented by similar 
basic neural network circuits such as lateral inhibition. 

Differences: 

The perception of time-varying sensory images which come to 
the system may not require high speed processing. However, 
generation of time-varying motor images which go out to produce 
evolving movements, especially when the desired movements are 
fast, should be rapid [5]. Moreover, an ability to scale the time 
axis with any desired factor is a very advantageous featur for 
the synthetic cerebellum. Therefore, for the purpose of time axis 
generation, the synthetic cerebellum needs to employ not 
computationally extensive algorithms but hard-wired circuits with 
adjustable parameters. Parallels from neural network of the 
living cerebellum may be useful in this respect [6,7]. 
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Cognition and Neural Computing 

An Interdisciplinary Approach 

Markus F. PESCHL! 
Keywords: cognitive modeling, cognition, artificial life, adaptation, Parallel Distributed Processing, Learning, 

structural coupling. 

1 Motivation 

The symbolic approach of orthodox AI has reached its limits in the domain of cognitive modeling. This is 

due to a non-interdisciplinary or - better to say — pseudo-interdisciplinary manner of investigating cognition. 

To put this into a few words: 

Both orthodox AI and cognitive psychology use models which are restricted to symbols or linguistically 
describable behavior. NEWELL & SIMON’s idea of describing cognitive processes by means of symbols is 

called the ” Physical Symbol Systems Hypothesis” (e.g. [NEWE 76]). This approach is quite obvious, it 

expresses, however, the unreflected use of language, symbols, etc. and can withstand neither philosophical 

nor epistemological arguments. It ignores, for example, the fact that our actions are controlled by unconscious 

subcognitive processes ("tacit knowledge” [POLA 66]) having nothing in common with language, words,.... 
One only can speak of them in terms of natural language from the observer's point of view. Stated another 
way, this means that we have to distinguish between the observed behavior (and how it is described) and 

the way how this behavior is generated (i.e. the discrimination of the inner and outer point of view). 

Orthodox AI does not make this distinction and tries to model inner processes by means of outer (linguistic) 

descriptions. This seems to be one of the main reasons why the ”symbolic approach” is doomed to failure 
in the domain of cognitive modeling. 

The aim of this paper is to show an alternative approach to investigating, modeling and finding a (more) 

adequate way of explaining, describing and interpreting cognition. For that reason we have to search for a 

way of modeling cognition which is neither resting on nor restrited to language (i.e. linguistic descriptions 

which are mapped to symbol manipulating systems), in which language is embedded, however; in other 

words: as linguistic descriptions are only categories in the observer's cognitive domain, the model should not 

make use of language or symbols in order to describe or generate cognitive processes; so we have to look out 

for an alternative approach. 

2 PDP and Cognitive Modeling 

Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP, ”neural computing”, ”connectionism”,...) represents an alternative 
approach and offers some advantages in the domain of cognitive modeling, because of being close to the 

natural nervous system’s organization (in H.MATURANA’s sense). It is important to annotate, however, 
that our cognitive model does not follow the usual PDP paradigm (symbolic input is coded as a pattern of 

activations spreading through the network; the output pattern is interpreted as a code for a symbol); it is 

not provided with an interface for symbolic in/output. Communication with the environment takes place 

over sensors and effectors; i.e. there is only physical interaction with the medium. Language is embedded in 

this way of physical interaction with the environment. 

Thus our cognitive model has direct access to the medium and we are not confronted with the problem 
of linguistically mapping environment to the cognitive system (as it has to be done in orthodox AI) any 
more, because the interface is coded analogously (i.e. the sensors of a modality transforms the stimulus into 
an unspecific signal (neural activity) being proportional to the stimulus’ intensity). On the other hand the 
problem of architecture and how to position sensors and effectors arises. The output of the cognitive system 
is generated by effectors changing the mecium or changing the system’s position in the medium. This implies 
the following feedbackloop: action by the effectors =>changes in the environment =>changes in the sensory 
  

‘Dept. of Epistemology and Cognitive Science (University of Vienna), Sensengasse 8/9, A-1090 WIEN, AUSTRIA, EU- 
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=>alteration of the inner state =>action by the effectors =>...ad infinitum. The network’s architecture itself 

is highly recursive, giving rise to a system with an inner state being perturbated by the environment. 

2.1 Epistemological Aspects 

If we are interested in finding an adequate model for cognition, it is by far not sufficient to consider only 
aspects of computer science and (mathematical) logic (as orthododx AI does). We rather have to take into 
account an interdisciplinary point of view, as the investigation of topics such as knowledge, common sense, 
perception, learning, language, etc. requires an interdisciplinary approach. The idea of this project is to 

show the possibilities and implications of combining H.MATURANA’s epistemological and neurobiological 

concepts with the PDP paradigm. Due to the very limited space we can pick out only two of the most most 
important points: 

(i): The universal concept of structural coupling is the crucial point in MATURANA’s theories [MATU 78] 

and can be modeled with neural networks as they are capable of adaptation in very small increments; coupling 

to the medium or to other cognitive systems arises as a result of a sequence of mutual perturbations and 

adaptations (i.e. recursive interactions). 
(ii) MATURANA’s idea of knowledge and its representation [MATU 70E] is very near to the concepts of 

distributed representation (e.g. [HINT 86]). We have to give up the idea of mapping the environment to 
linguistic structures, but rather think of a sort of ’representationfree representation’ (as I call it); there is 

no need of an explicit (linguistic) relation between representans and representandum. As one consequence 
the notion of knowledge has to be redefined as the ability of behaving adequately in a certain situation 

[MATU 70E]}. 
In short, MATURANA’s approach to understanding and describing cognition represents a sound basis 

for cognitive modeling covering and considering as well philosophical, epistemological, neurobiological and 
empirical questions (MATURANA’s theories arise from cybernetics and system theory). 

3 The Model and its Environment 

The basic idea is to construct a model being ‘directly’ linked to its environment, without having any symbolic 

instances inbetween, and using a PDP network for generating its behavior. 

Our cognitive model (C.M. ) moves around in a two-dimensional plane (= fig 1) and itself has the 

shape of a rectangle. 

At each time step — we use a discrete time system — C.AM. has a certain velocity v (being generated by 
the effectors) and a certain angle y (=>fig. 1). 

9 - At the moment C.M. is equipped with four effectors being controlled by the ” motor units”’ activations. 

These effectors are responsible for the movement, as they produce an acceleration (being proportional 

to the motor unit’s activation) in each of the four directions at each time step. Suming up the ’old’ 

velocity vector, the resulting velocity of the four accelerations and a friction term results in the new 
position and velocity of the C.Af. . 

- So far C.Af. is provided with two types of sensors: 

(i) ’tactzle sense’: as can be seen in fig. 1 C. Af. is surrounded with 8 tactile sensors; 1.e. they are like 

cats’ whiskers and signalize a collision with an object in the medium. 

(11) ’visual system’: C.Af. is equipped with a (2-dimensional) retina being studded with optical recep- 

tors. each of which transforming the intensity of the light beam striking it into a neural activity 
which perturbates the inner state of the cognitive system. The intensity of each hght beam is 

computed by an adapted version of a ray tracing algorithm (in two dimensions) as it is well known 
from computer graphics and computer animation [FOLE 82]. 

- The environment consists of boxes (at the moment); 1.e. the C.M. ’s task is to learn to avoid col- 

lisions with those boxes having an certain light intensity (to differentiate them from the rest of the 
environment). 
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cognitive system 

Figure 1: The cognitive model and its environment. 

- For the future we are planing to extend the complexity of the environment and tasks to learn. C.Af. will 

be provided with more complex effectors and sensors (e.g. for manipulating its environment, for 

tasting’, etc.). 

3.1 Simulation and Architecture 

C.M. may be provided with several network architectures being connected to the peripheral system (i.e. 

effectors and sensors). Lateral inhibition is an important part of the architecture to obtain sharp sensory 

data for further processing. As already stated, the C.M. is equipped with a recursive architecture, so that 
the inner dynamics is responsible for the structure determined organization being perturbated by the signals 

which are received by the tactile and optical receptors. 

Learning takes place at each moment; so we do not differentiate between a learning phase and a ‘running 

phase’. This seems to be a crucial point concering the adequacy of the cognitive model, as each interaction 
with the environment and/or of the inner states with each other brings about a change in the system’s 
knowledge. As the activation- and weight values are continuous (e.g. a; € [0,1]) we use the HEBBian 

learning rule [HEBB 49] for continuous values, being capable of tncreasing and decreasing weights. We 

are working on a modified version of this learning algorithm bringing better results. There are as well 

weights which are changeable as weights having a fixed value (e.g. connections being responsible for lateral 
inhibition). 

As already stated, methods from computer graphics are used for the computation of the cognitive system’s 
position, of visual stimuli, etc. In eq. (1) an example for the transformation matrices is given, where (z’ y’ 1) 
is the C.Af. ’s new position in the (z,y)-plane, y is the rotation angle (as shown in fig. 1), Az and Ay are 
the translation increments in z and y direction and (z y 1) is C.A. ’s old position. 

cosy siny OQ ] 0 0 

(x y' 1)=(zy1)] —singy cosy 0 0 1 0 (1) 
) 0 ] Ar Ay 1 

3.2 First Results 

It is very interesting to observe the C.Af. just after initialisation. As weights have random values movements 

are quite chaotic and make think of a very young animal moving around clumsyly and ’exploring’ everything. 

As the C.M. is learning at each moment, movements get more planed and the number of collisions with the 
boxes is decreasing. It is important to say, however, taht the (network) architecture has to be designed 
in such a way that it 1s possible to learn to avoid the hindrances for the C.M. . There is no need of any 

symbolic structure which says that it has to learn to avoid collsions with the boxes (this knowledge 1s learned 
by adaptation). 
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It can also be observed that it is very rarely for the C.M. to come into the situation of having to learn; 

i.e. most of its time C.M. is just moving around without colliding and thus nearly no learning the task of 

avoiding the hindraces. This seems to be an important observation, because natural cognitive systems are as 

well not always learning one task, but rather spend most of their time with roaming about. They relatively 

seldom get into the situation of having to learn. 

4 Conclusion and Perspectives 

A non symbolic model for cognition has been presented. As it is directly coupled to the environment no 

symbolic in/output is needed any more. This is due to the paradigm of PDP providing the possibility of 

subsymbolic processing. This interdisciplinary approach which is influnced by H.MATURANA’s concepts of 

cognition, language, etc. has some interesting implications which can be summed up as follows: 

e Behavior may be seen and investigated from two points of view: (a) the ’outer’: one can observe 
the C.M. in the same manner as behaviorists do; inner processes are of no interest. This is a sort of 

analytical approach. 

(b) the ’inner’: the alternative approach could be called the synthetic or generative approach. Designing 

the network architecture means building up the basis for generating behavior, which is observed as 
described in (a).Thus it is possible to combine those two aspects (the analytical and synthetic) and to 
investigate the influences of several architectures on the observed behavior. 

e Language is embedded in the physical interactions and is seen as a phenomenon in a very complex 

consensual domain. We have to investigate low level (non linguistic interaction at first, and only 

then we are capable of investigating (natural, symbolic) language (and not the other way around as 
orthodox AI does!). 

e The constructivist view of knowledge (which is represented in a distributed way) is placed into the 
foreground, as the environment is perceived by a set of sensors which determine which sort of infor- 

mation can get into the system. As the C.M. is capable of learning, architecture determines how the 

environment is represented in the network (no linguistic mapping!). 

e For future work we think of enlarging the environment, the motorsystem and sensory, test various 
architectures, etc. In a further step it is planed to simulate two or even more cognitive systems (at 

once). Thus not only the interaction environment & C.M. , but also the interaction C.Af. @ C.Af. may 

be investigated ("society of C.M. s”). 
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ABSTRACT 

The recognition of motion in the cat is accomplished by complex cells in area 18 of the cerebral cortex. The recep- 
tive fields (RFs) of the complex cells are formed by a discontinuous accumulation of subunits (active points) which 
respond to a moving stimulus. Active point density is greatest in the central excitatory core of the RF and least in the 
peripheral portions of the RF. 

Although the RF cores of neighboring cells overlap, the distribution of their respective active points is comple- 
mentary. A single active point records the position of a moving feature within a small segment of the RF. The same 
feature then stimulates an adjacent active point belonging to a neighboring cortical cell within the network. The 
movement of the feature is represented by the sequential activation of complementary active points and the subse- 
quent interaction between neighboring cells. 

Mass correlograms calculated from the multiple cell activity records illustrate the interaction between comple- 
mentary visual cells. A regular oscillating activity within the mass correlogram is generated when a moving visual 
stimulus activates a common RF field. A model of neuronal interactions derived from the mass correlograms shows 
that the regular oscillatory pattern of the correlograms is actually caused by a rather irregular but mutually comple- 
mentary firing of individual units. Mass correlograms calculated up to 1000 msec intervals show that some cells are 
able to follow the moving stimulus predominantly along a short pathway while other systems follow the stimulus 
along both long and short pathways. There is, however, a gradual transition between the two types of cellular Sys- 
tems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The informational content of brain activity depends on complex interactions involving the simultaneous generation 
and parallel passage of spatially distributed nerve impulses. A simultaneous recording of impulse activity from sev- 
eral neurons may allow an analysis of these interactions and related brain functions. In this paper, we present some 
new findings on the detection of motion by neuronal systems in the mammalian cerebral cortex. 

The two general models of motion recognition by the visual system are the correlation model and the gradient 
model. Data presented in this paper indicate that the correlation model is the more probable system of motion detec- 
tion. 

MATERIALS and METHODS 

Subjects. Adult cats of both sexes were used in these experiments. The animals were immobilized with pancuro- 
nium bromide and anesthetized with nitrous oxide. Superficial wounds were infiltrated with a long-term local 
anesthetic. 

The Visual Stimulus. The animals were positioned in front of a transparent plexiglas screen covered with Albanene 
tracing paper. Visual stimuli consisted of moving light bars which were rear-projected onto the screen. The light 
bars were presented at a rate of 3 deg/sec, and were either 1 or 13 degrees of visual angle in length. The 1° light bar 
was used to plot the RFs. The 13° light bar was used for the determination of the directional preference of the cell as 
well as for the recording of sweeps from which the correlograms were calculated. 

Electrophysiological Recording. Neuronal activity was recorded with tungsten microelectrodes insulated with 
epoxy resin (1-2 MQ) from area 18 of the visual cortex. Pre-amplified neuroelectric signals from the cortex were 
digitized and evaluated by an IBM Personal Computer. The output from the preamplifiers to the A/D converter was 
adjusted so that the amplitude of the spikes produced by the cell nearest to the recording electrode was 1000 mV. 
This cell was designated the leading cell of the network. The lower limit of the leading cell amplitude was 875 mV. 
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In several experiments we were able to distinguish and record from a second leading cell with an amplitude 
between 750 and 875 mV. Neuronal activity was also recorded from a group of units which surrounded the leading 
cell(s). This background or mass activity was registered in a voltage window between 375 and 500 mV. From the 
ratio of leading cell to mass activity spikes we estimated that our microelectrodes were recording potentials from 10 

to 20 visual cells simultaneously. 

Receptive Field Plots. The internal structure of each RF was determined within a rectangle 15 by 25 degrees of vis- 
ual angle. The rectangle was centered on the tracing paper around the approximate location of each leading cell's 
RF. The short side of the rectangle, parallel to the long axis of the RF, was divided into 15 1° bands. The 1° light bar 
stimulus was presented along each band fifty times. The number of spikes which accumulated over the 50 stimulus 

presentations were displayed as short vertical bars in the exact positions where the spikes were originally detected. 
RFs were determined for the leading cell(s) as well as for the mass activity. 

Leading Cell and Mass Activity Correlograms. Multiunit records for the calculation of correlograms were elicited 
by the 13° stimulus. The stmulus was presented in eight directions beginning with the optimal angle of directional 
preference. Neuronal responses were also recorded in the absence of visual stimulation. As with the determination of 
the RFs, correlograms were calculated for one or two individual leading cells and the mass activity. The position of 
each spike in the multiunit record was determined to the nearest millisecond. Significant neuronal interactions 
between and within each level were evaluated from the histograms of all interspike intervals up to 1000 msec (auto- 
and crosscorrelograms). The histograms describing the mass activity were called mass correlograms. 

Functional models of the complex neuronal interactions within the cellular systems were constructed using the 
correlograms. The shapes of the mass correlograms indicated that some interspike intervals appeared more often 
than others. As shown in Figure 1, the most common statistically significant interspike intervals were attributed to 
pairs of real spikes in the original record of neuronal activity. Through such spikes, often common to two or more 
pairs, a system of neuronal interactions was assembled which showed how the neurons within the vicinity of the 
microelectrode responded to a moving visual sumulus. 

b 

Figure 1. The modelling of complex neuronal € _ 3 

A : interactions in the visual cortex. As shown in this 
scheme, A is the mass correlogram calculated from C 
the hypothetical record of multiple spiking. a, b, and 
¢ represent the most common interspike intervals 
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which accumulated in the peaks of the mass correlo- 
gram. The most common interspike intervals (a,b,c) 
are attributed in row B to the pairs of real spikes as 

B | b : 4 b r b | found in C the original record of neuronal activity. 
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2, 2, i, Each of the spikes may, at the same time, be a 

component of another pair of spikes with a different 
time interval. Through such spikes, which are com- 

7s 7 mon to two (or more) pairs, a system of neuronal 
interactions may be assembled which shows how the 
neurons in the vicinity of one recording electrode 
interact. 
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RESULTS 

Internal Structure of the Receptive Fields. The internal structure of the RFs was not homogenous. All visually 
driven cells fired repeatedly only when the stimulus was present at certain locations within the RF. These loci were 
called active points or active subunits. The cells did not respond when the visual stimulus passed outside of the 
active points. 

The RF of a leading cell was composed of a central core region and a peripheral region. The density of the 
active points was higher in the RF core than it was in the RF periphery. However, active point density was quite 
variable. In some cells, the subunits were densely packed while in other cells the RFs were formed by a smaller 
number of loosely dispersed active points. 

The difference between the central and peripheral RF regions depended not only on the density of the active 
points but also on the number of spikes which accumulated in the active points during the SO stimulus presentations. 
In all cases, the number of spikes in each active point was greater inside the core than outside the core. The average 
outside to inside proportion of spike accumulation was 76% with a strong linear relationship between the variables 
(r=0.911, n=48). A strong positive correlation was also found between the density of active points inside and outside 
the RF. The best-fit regression equation describing this relationship showed that the relation had an exponential 
character. The shapes and areas of the RFs of two neighboring cells were very similar, with the exception of the fact 
that the precise locations of the active points in two neighboring cells did not coincide. 

Although the areas and shapes of the RF cores of the leading cells did not differ substantially from their associ- 
ated mass RFs, the density of active points both inside and outside of the RFs was much higher in the mass fields. 
The number of spikes which accumulated in the active points was also higher in mass fields than in individual fields. 

This increase in the number of active points obviously reflected the increased number of cells collectively pro- 
ducing the mass RF. Also, active point density was very high in the periphery of the mass RF. Out of the total 35 
systems studied, only 23 showed a clearly recognizable mass RF core. In the remaining 12 systems, subunit density 
as well as the number of spikes outside the core were so high that the cores could not be distinguished from the 
periphery. 

Figure 2. A real system of interactions derived from 
a single sweep across the receptive field of a visually 

Cell siizaas seit | driven cortical cell. Only a small segment of the 
Sweep: 18 

Period: 1100-1208 us complete system of interactions is shown. The most 
common interspike intervals (exceeding 5% confi- 
dence limit of the correlogram) were taken from the 
mass correlograms as well as from the cross-correlo- 
grams between the mass activity and two leading 
cells which differ in their amplitude and shape of the 
spike. 

A group of interacting cells in area 18 of the 
cerebral cortex registers the movement of a bar of 
light across a common receptive field. Each of these 

bine cells detects the position of the bar at a number of 
—_—> points within the receptive field, and subsequently 

interacts with other cells which record the position of 
the same bar at different sets of active points. 

@. 875; 
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Mass Correlograms. The most important finding with respect to the early phase of the mass correlograms was the 
existence of a very consistent 3 msec oscillatory activity among the local cell population. When activated by an opti- 
mally directed visual stimulus, this rhythmic activity acquired the character of a very regular, smooth sinusoid with 
some damping. When, on the other hand, the system of neurons around the recording electrode was not activated or 
when it was activated by a non-optimal stimulus, the 3 msec pattern of oscillatory activity became irregular and vari- 
able. 

When we attribute the most common interspike intervals (exceeding 5% confidence limit of the correlogram) 
to real pairs of spikes in the original record, the resulting model indicates that the firing of individual units was 
rather irregular, and the rhythmic behavior displayed by the mass of cells was not accompanied by any apparent 
rhythmic firing of individual units (Figure 2). 

Mass correlograms computed up to 1000 msec exhibited positive or negative slopes. An upward-going (posi- 
tive) slope, increasing from the shortest to the longest interspike interval, suggested that longer intervals predomi- 
nated in the record. A downward-going (negative) slope indicated the predominance of shorter interspike intervals. 
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However, the correlograms could not be divided into two sharply dichotomized classes because of the wide variabil- 
ity in slope characteristics. When the slopes were regressed against other RF attributes, the relationship between the 
slopes of the mass correlograms and the total number of spikes accumulating in the peripheral active points was of 
most interest. This relationship displayed a clear logarithmic character. 

DISCUSSION 

The data presented in this paper may be summarized as follows: 

1) The RFs in area 18 of the cat's cerebral cortex are formed by subunits in which the cells respond to a moving 
stimulus with a certain regularity. 

2) The response of the subunits to visual stimulation is quite variable. Only some of the active points are acti- 
vated by a moving stimulus with 100% probability. 

3) Although the RFs of neighboring visual cells overlap, the actual distribution of their active points appear to 
be complementary. Thus each segment of the visual field appears to be covered by a set of interacting cortical cells. 

The analysis of a segment of the visual image is accomplished by several cells simultaneously. Each cell scans 
very narrow, scattered portions of the visual field for the presence of a particular feature. The position of a moving 
stimulus is detected by active points belonging to different cells. This successive detection may result in the percep- 

tion and analysis of movement. 
A minimum of two cells might be sufficient for the detection of the movement and velocity of a feature. In the 

real brain, however, many cells are involved in the simultaneous detection of complex moving images. This scheme 
suggests that overlapping of the RFs of neighboring visual cells is not a sign of redundancy in the cerebral cortex but 
rather a necessary arrangement for the detection of motion. 

The rather irregular internal structure of the observed RFs indicates that the most appropriate tokens activating 
these cells are not straight lines (as there is no linear arrangement of the active points) or spatial frequencies (as the 
active points are not arranged in bands) but, more probably, irregular surface textures of natural moving objects. 

Our data allowed us to distinguish between short- and long-range motion detection (systems with either neg- 
ative or positive slopes), but the distinction between these systems was not very precise. All long-range detectors 
had clearly visible RF excitatory cores and the number of short interspike intervals in such systems was usually high 
as well. Similarly, all short-range systems had active points in the periphery of their RFs and were therefore able to 
detect long-range movement as well. This finding implies that the long- and short-range detectors belong into the 
same class of cells, although they differ in their quantitative characteristics. 

An open question still remains as to the morphological and physiological character of the active points. Func- 
tionally, it appears that the active points have a phasic response, reacting best to the change of light intensity. Since 
no cells responding to motion detectors have been reported in the lateral geniculate body of the cat, it is possible that 
the active points are actually a product of the mutual interaction of inputs from individual ganglion cells of the retina 
accomplished mainly at the level of visual cortex. 

The functional interactions within a group of neurons may be made evident by studying the auto- and mass 
correlograms. The study of the early portion of the mass correlograms shows that neighboring visual neurons 

respond to motion by a regular, almost sinusoidal rhythm. This rhythm, however, is apparent only in the correlo- 
gram and not in the original record of the multiple neuronal firings. The reconstruction of the functional interactions 
between neighboring neurons involved in the analysis of motion showed that individual neurons participate in this 
process in a rather irregular manner, only the system as a whole reacted in a rhythmic way. It is as if a number of 
drummers decided to produce a complex rhythm by each contributing a single beat. 

The described mechanisms attributed to complex cells in area 18 of the cortex may, in some way, provide 
information to various motion-in-depth receptors, looming detectors and other proposed complex analytical systems, 

and together with them, they may provide a versatile and robust motion analysis system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Paradigms for using neural networks (NNs) and genetic algorithms (GAs) to heuristically solve boolean 
satisfiability (SAT) problems are presented. Since SAT is NP-Complete, any other NP-Complete problem can be 
transformed into an equivalent SAT problem in polynomial time, and solved via either paradigm. This technique is 
illustrated for hamiltonian circuit (HC) problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

NP-Complete problems are problems that are not currently solvable in polynomial time. However, they are 
polynomially equivalent in the sense that any NP-Complete problem can be transformed into any other in polyno- 
mial time. Thus, if any NP-Complete problem can be solved in polynomial time, they all can [Garey]. The canonical 
example of an NP-Complete problem is the boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem: Given an arbitrary boolean 
expression of n variables, does there exist an assignment to those variables such that the expression is true? Other 
familiar examples include job shop scheduling, bin packing, and traveling salesman (TSP) problems. 

GAs and NNs have been used as heuristics for some NP-Complete problems. Unfortunately, the results have 
been mixed because NP-Complete problems are not equivalent with respect to how well they map onto NN (or GA) 
representations. The TSP is a classic example of a problem that does not map naturally to either NNs [Gutzmann] or 
GAs [De Jong]. 

This observation suggests the following intriguing technique. Suppose we are able to identify an NP-complete 
problem that has an effective representation in the methodology of interest (GAs or NNs) and develop an efficient 
problem solver for that particular case. Other NP-complete problems which do not have effective representations 
can then be solved by transforming them into the canonical problem, solving it, and transforming the solution back 
to the original one. 

This paper outlines GA and NN paradigms that solve SAT problems, and uses hamiltonian circuit (HC) prob- 
lems to illustrate how either paradigm can be used to solve other NP-Complete problems after they are transformed 
into equivalent SAT problems. The remainder of the paper is divided into four sections. The first section discusses 
the GA paradigm. The second section discusses the NN paradigm. The third section provides some experimental 
results and discusses the technique of solving HC problems using both paradigms after polynomial transformation 
into equivalent SAT problems. The final section summarizes the paper. 

GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

GAs consist of a population of individuals competing on a survival-of-the-fittest basis in an environment. The 
algorithm proceeds in steps called gencrations. During each gencration, a new population of individuals is created 
from the old via application of genctic operators (crossover, mutation, etc.), and evaluated as solutions to a given 
problem (the environment). Duc to selective pressure, the population adapts to the environment over succeeding 
generations, evolving better solutions [Goldberg]. 

If the environment is a function, GAs can be used for function optimization. In this case, each individual in a 
population is a sample point in the function space. Classically, an individual in a GA is represented as a bit string of 
some length n. Each individual thus represents one sample point in a space of size 2”. 

Any application of GAs involves a selection of an appropriate representation of sample points in the function 
space, and the creation of a function that describes the behavior of the space to be scarched. Unfortunately, many 
NP-Complete problems have constrained spaces that do not map well to bit suring representations. The TSP is a 
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classic example of such a problem. However, a SAT problem consists of a search over n boolean variables, resulting 

in a solution space of size 2". Suppose we denote true by 1 and false by 0. Then each bit in a bit string represents the 

truth value of one boolean variable. In summary, the bit string representation is natural for SAT. 

Given the representation, the problem is to create an evaluation function that adequately describes each point 

in a SAT scarch space. For example, suppose we simply create a function that returns 1 when the expression is 

satisfied, and 0 when it is not. Although the function is logically correct, the solution space that results is simply a 

plateau with spikes. Any search algorithm degenerates to random search. 

GAs derive their power from differential feedback. Non-solutions that are better than other non-solutions 

should have higher function values (if we are maximizing). For SAT, variable assignments that nearly satisfy the 

boolean expression should have higher function values than those assignments that barely satisfy the expression. 

This is achieved by basing the SAT function on the parse tree of the boolean expression. The assignment to the 

boolean variables is done at the leaf nodes. The function value at the root node is determined recursively as follows. 

The value of each node in the parse tree is based on the children of that node. If the node is a NOT, its value is 

opposite that of its child (ic., 1 — value). If the node is an OR, its value is the maximum of the children. Finally, the 

value of an AND node is the average of the children. This treatment of AND provides differential feedback that 

rewards better non-solutions. The result is a function space that is smoothed in the sense that progressively better 

non-solutions receive higher function values. 

Unfortunately, this mathematical treatment is not truth invariant under boolean transformation. In particular, it 

is possible to derive anomalous situations in which a solution receives a function value less than 1. However, the 

addition of a simple preprocessing step removes all anomalies. This preprocessing step consists of applying De 

Morgan’s theorem to the boolean expression, pushing the NOT nodes to the bottom of the parse tree. The prepro- 

cessing step is linear in complexity. 

In summary, we have outlined an effective GA representation for SAT problems. The individual bit string 

naturally represents the 2” possible assignments to the boolean variables. The evaluation function based on the parse 

tree reflects the structure of the SAT problem and has the following properties: 1) it assigns a payoff value of 1 if 

and only if the assignment satisfies the boolean expression; 2) it assigns values in the range 0 < value < 1 to all 

non-solutions; and 3) non-solutions receive differential feedback on the basis of how near their AND clauses are to 

being satisfied [De Jong]. 

A later section provides experimental results of applying the GA to various SAT problems. The next section 

indicates how SAT parse trees can also be used in a constraint satisfaction, neural network paradigm. 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

Any application of neural networks involves selection of an appropriate network representation. Furthermore, 

a constraint satisfaction approach requires a specification of the domain specific constraints. These constraints must 

be mapped into an energy function that adequately describes the space to be searched [McClelland]. In general, these 

tasks can be difficult. 

For the specific problem at hand (SAT), however, our previous work in GAs gives us some surprising insights. 

First, the parse tree used for the GA SAT function describes a natural network representation that is perfectly 

matched to the structure of the boolean expression. Second, since each node in the network is bound by boolean 

constraints, an energy function can be created that fully describes the space of constraints. 

In a manner similar to Hopfield nets, we Ict the activations of the nodes be binary [Hopfield]. The activation of 

each node, then, represents the hypothesis that a particular subexpression is true. We denote true as | and false as -1. 

The fixed weight on cach edge represents a boolean constraint between two hypotheses. If the weight is +1, the 

boolean constraint is satisfied if both nodes arc in the same state. If the weight is -1, the constraint is satisfied if both 

nodcs are in opposite states. 

There are several differences between the proposed network and a Hopficld net. First, since this network 1s 

based on a parse tree of a boolean expression it contains AND, OR, and NOT nodes. The nodes in a Hopfield net are 

of one type. Second, the network is directed, with the output node being the root. Each AND, OR, and NOT node has 

parents and/or children (not just neighbors). In a Hopfield net, the links are bi-directional and symmctric. 

The asymmetrics in the proposed nctwork can be explaincd by a closer analysis of the constraints inherent in a 

boolean network. Each node can possibly be influenced by upstream conswaints, downstream constraints, and bias. 
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Upstream constraints represent constraints from nodes that are closer to the root, while downstream constraints 
represent those constraints from nodes further from the root. Bias provides further extemally defined constraints. 

Downstream constraints flow from the children of a node. Suppose that some node is a NOT node. Then its 
activation should be opposite that of its child. An AND node should be true if all of its children are true. An OR node 
should be true if any of its children is true. 

Upstream constraints flow from the parent of a node. Suppose the parent of a node is a NOT. Then the activa- 
tion of the node should be opposite that of its parent. If the parent is an AND and it is true, then the node should be 
true. However, if the parent is an AND and it is false, then the node should be false if all siblings are true. Other 
Situations are possible, but they do not constrain the node. The situation with OR is symmetric. 

Note from the above that there are two types of constraint implied. In the NOT example, nodes are con- 
strained to be different. In the AND and OR examples, nodes are constrained to be similar. In other words, a connec- 
tion weight of +1 enforces the idea that two nodes are both true or both false. A connection weight of -1 enforces the 
idea that both nodes are not the same. Note that this latter situation occurs only with NOT nodes. In fact, a NOT node 
and a negative connection are equivalent, so only AND, OR, and input nodes are necessary in this paradigm. 

Bias is used to provide more constraint information. For example, since Satisfiability is the goal, the root node 
must have an activation of 1. During the parse of the boolean expression, it is sometimes also possible to determine 
the activations of subexpressions. If an activation must be 1, the node receives a high bias. If an activation must be 
-1, the node receives a low bias. This information, coupled with the above upstream and downstream constraints, 
constitutes the maximum information easily derivable from the boolean expression. 

Given the set of logical constraints, an energy function can be derived. For SAT, the local energy for each 
node is expressed: 

Energy; = net; a; 

net; = Unet; + Dnet; + Bias; 

The energy of each node (Energy;) is the product of the net input (net;) and its activation (a;). The activation 
is updated probabilistically using the Boltzmann distribution and an exponentially decaying annealing schedule is 
used to help avoid local optima. The net input is based on the upstream (Unet;), downstream (Dnet;), and bias 
(Bias;) constraints. The resulting energy function guarantees that solutions have a predictable maximum energy, 
while non-solutions have lower energy. 

In summary, the parse tree network appears to be a natural NN representation when used in conjunction with 
boolean constraints to define a proper energy function. The next section describes the results of applying the GA 
and NN paradigms to some simple SAT problems and some polynomially transformed HC problems. 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Both paradigms were initially run on two families of boolean expressions with comparison results based on 
the number of evaluations needed to solve the problem. For the GA, an evaluation corresponds to the function 
evaluation of one individual in the population. For the NN, one evaluation corresponds to updating the activation of 
each node in the parse tree exactly once. Since both evaluations use the parse tree, they have equivalent complexity. 

The first family selected consists of two-peak expressions of the form: 

(AND X, --- X,) OR (AND X, --- X,) 

which have exactly two solutions (all false and all true). The following table indicates the number of evaluations 
needed for each paradigm. All results are averaged over 10 trials. The number of variables is n. 
  

  

  

  

  

n 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
GA | 164 | 696 | 1257 | 2283 | 2741 | 4060 | 4966 | 6973 | 10208 
NN 6 13 19 40 45 61 84 101 110                         

To make things a bit more difficult, we changed the problem slightly by turning one of the solutions into a 
false-peak as follows: 

(AND X, «+: X,) OR (AND X, X, --- X,) 
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so that the previous all false solution is now almost correct and the only correct solution is that of all true. The 

results are similar to the previous problem. 

So far, the NN paradigm clearly outperforms the GA paradigm on the simple two-peak and false-peak prob- 

lems. To generate morc realistic and difficult boolean expressions and to illustrate the technique of solving other 

NP-Complete problems by mapping them onto SAT problems, we defined a set of hamiltonian circuit (HC) prob- 

lems of increasing complexity. 

Each problem consists of a ring of N nodes labeled alphabetically. Each node has a directed edge to all nodes 

ahead in the alphabet. There are roughly NV 2 / 2 edges. The resulting problem has only one solution (a circuit around 

the ring), with a large number of partial solutions. These problems are easily transformed into equivalent SAT prob- 

lems in which each variable in the equivalent boolean expression corresponds to one edge in the HC graph. If the 

variable is true, that edge is in the circuit. The expression is satisfied if the assignment to the edges is a hamiltonian 

circuit. The following table outlines our initial results. 

n 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 55 

GA | 106 | 239 | 803 | 3559 | 8680 | 34417 | 174706 | 721525 
NN | 16 42 | 202 | 522 | 2281 | 20087 | 160981 | 1391601 

  

  

                    
  

These results suggest an intriguing hypothesis for further study: that the NN paradigm is better on smaller and 

simpler problems, while GAs have better scaling-up properties and are more effective on the larger and more com- 

plex problems. 

SUMMARY 

This paper presents NN and GA paradigms for heuristically solving SAT problems. Other NP-complete prob- 

lems can be solved via polynomial-time transformation into equivalent SAT problems. This technique is illustrated 

for HC problems. Preliminary experiments suggest that while both paradigms are effective, the NN paradigm may be 

better for smaller problems and GAs more effective on larger ones. 

Future work will explore further the limitations of these paradigms by defining even more difficult classes of 

SAT problems derived from other NP-Complete problems. We also plan to explore the possibility of merging the 

two paradigms, using the GA for global search and the NN as a local optimizer. 
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On the Assignment-of-Credit Problem in Operant Learning 

J. E. R. Staddon and Y. Zhang 
Department of Psychology, Duke University, Durham, NC 27706, USA 

The way that operant reinforcement selects one activity over others -- 
the assignment-of-credit problem -- is taken for granted in most learning 
models which are examples of Supervised learning, in which a “teacher” 
(reinforcement) is assumed to present explicit error information to the learn- 
ing system in a way that has no obvious biological parallel. Assignment of 
credit is solved for most learning theorists by the unformalized process of 
temporal contiguity. Unfortunately, contiguity theory is violated by phenom- 
ena such as "Superstitious" behavior and instinctive drift, which are anoma- 
lous either because the activity contiguous with reinforcement is not the one 
actually strengthened or because activities continue to occur despite re- 
Sponse-independent reinforcement. These anomalies have never been recon- 
ciled with contiguity theory. We show that the simplest possible contiguity 
model for the assignment-of-credit problem in operant conditioning also 
provides a natural explanation for Supposed exceptions. 

Standard effects. Positive reinforcement is defined by its selective 
effect: when the occurrence of a reinforcer is made to depend on the occur- 
rence of a particular response (out of two or more possibilities), the re- 
Sponse probability should increase, and when the reinforcer is no longer 
presented, or is presented independently of responding, response probability 
should decline. In addition to this property of selection, reinforcement is 
also sensitive to delay, and contingency. 

Our model is based on assumptions that are already well accepted, even 
though their effects in combination have not been fully understood: arousal 
and adaptation, the idea that reinforcement transiently energizes a range of 
activities; strength and competition, the idea that each activity has a certain 
tendency to occur and that the strongest will win; and variability, the notion 
of a repertoire of activities. These five properties are captured in two 
linear discrete-time equations: We define for each behavior a variable, Vi, 
its strength. The competition rule is winner-take-all: the activity with 
highest strength is the one that occurs (this is the only nonlinearity). The 
equations describe the changes in V values from one discrete-time instant to 
the next in the absence of reinforcement, or following reinforcement: 

After nonreinforcement: Vi(t+1) = aiVi(t) + E(l-ai), @<aks<eili, (1) 

After reinforcement: Vj(t+1) = aiVi(t) + E(l-aji) + DiVi(t), (2) 

Where Vi(t) is the strength of the ith activity in discrete-time instant t, aj 
and bi are parameters that depend on both the activity and the reinforcer 
and € is a random variable sampled independently for each activity in each 
time instant. Term aVi(t) represents adaptation or short-term memory 
(STM): because a < 1, this term reduces to zero with repeated iterations. 
Term DbVi(t) represents the arousal effect of a hedonic event, which we 
assume acts on all activities. If b > @, the effect is to increase V; (a posi- 
tive reinforcer); if b < @, the effect is to reduce Vi (a punisher). Note 
that the relation a+ bi < 1 must hold if Vi is not to rise without Llmit in 
repeated iterations of Equation 2. 

Consider first the case of two or more identical activities (l.@€., a, = 
@2; bi = be), which permits derivation of all the standard reinforcement 
properties. In the absence of reinforcement, because the two parameters are 
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the same for both activities, each activity will occur equally often, on aver- 

age. If positive reinforcement is delivered for each occurrence of Activity 1, 

then at that instant by the highest-wins competition rule Vi > V2, hence the 

increment to 1, bVi, must be greater than the increment to 2, bV2. If the 

reinforcement occurs frequently enough that the increment in Vi does not 

decay to zero by the n?:xt reinforcement V: will be steadily incremented rela- 

tive to V2, so that Activity 1 will come to dominate. This conclusion holds 

whichever activity is reinforced; thus the process satisfies the selection 

condition. 

The essential feature of the reinforcement mechanism is that reinforce- 

ment always adds some increment to all activities, but the Jargest increment 

goes to the highest-V activity. 
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Figure 1 Parameter Space. Simulation of the effects of 100% reinforcement on one of four identi- 

cal (same aj and bj) activities for a range of a and b values (@.0495-@.9495 in increments of @.1}. 

Ordinate shows the proportion of tine (iterations) taken up by the reinforced activity. Note that in 

the absence of any reinforcing effect each activity should take up about 25% of the time. Bach point 

in this and the next two figures is the average of 2x15 iterations. The random variable € in eqs. 1 

& 2 bad a rectangular distribution over the interval @ - 1. 

Figure 1 shows the asymptotic effects of reinforcing every occurrence 

of one behavior, in a set of four, for a wide range of parameter pairs. The 

reinforced behavior is always facilitated, and the proportion of time taken up 

increases with increases in either parameter. We have obtained similar re- 

sults for ensembles of 2, 4 and 8 identical activities. 

When reinforcement is delayed, the same increasing pattern is seen, 

but now the STM parameter, a, has the greatest effect: The higher the a 

value, the less likely that the delayed reinforcer, when it actually occurs, 

will strengthen a behavior other than the target behavior. 

Contingency is the fact that the strengthening effect of reinforcement 

depends on its correlation with the reinforced behavior, not just on contigui- 

ty. Thus, if the target behavior is reinforced intermittently, or if it 1s 

reinforced every time but reinforcement also occurs at other times, the 

behavior will be strengthened less than if it is reinforced exclusively. Our 

model has both these properties: the higher the probability of reinforcement, 

the larger the proportion of time taken up by the reinforced activity. 

Conversely, the higher the probability of "free" reinforcers, the lower the 

level of the explicitly reinforced act. 

Anomalous effects. Most anomalies arise when activities have different 

parameter values. We discuss three: superstitious behavior, differential 

conditionability, represented by typologies, such as the distinction between 

emitted and elicited behavior, and instinctive drift. 
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“Superstitious" behavior is typically produced when an animal such as 
a pigeon is given periodic response-independent food reinforcement. If food 
delivery is frequent enough, the animal develops various kinds of vigorous 
stereotypies, despite the fact that food delivery is independent of its behav- 
ior. Our model is too simple to account for the associative and temporal 
properties of this phenomenon, but the model can under restricted conditions 
Produce apparently stereotyped behavior, even with a set of identical activi- 
ties. The stereotypy is the outcome of a positive-feedback process that 
resembles a suggestion of Skinner: when a (response-independent) reinforcer 
is delivered some behavior will be occurring and will be automatically 
strengthened; if the next reinforcer follows soon enough, the same behavior 
will still be occurring and will be further strengthened, and so on, until the 
behavior appears to dominate. More detailed examination shows that our 
version of Skinner’s process is unlikely to be responsible for superstitious 
behavior, although it does account for the reliable finding of hysteresis in 
operant conditioning. 

The distinction between emitted and elicited behavior parallels the 
procedural difference between operant and classical conditioning: elicited 
behavior (salivation is an example) is behavior elicited by a reinforcer but 
not modifiable by operant conditioning; emitted behavior (lever pressing is an 
example) is not usually elicited by the reinforcer, but is modifiable by 
Operant conditioning (the rat learns to press the lever to get food). The 
existence of a typology is usually a sign that we lack understanding of the 
underlying process. It is interesting, therefore, that the distinction between 
these two types of behavior emerges in a natural way from our model as a 
consequence of the complementary relation between the arousal and STM 
parameters that is forced by stability considerations. 

Instinctive drift is perhaps the most striking exception to a contiguity 
account of reinforcement. Breland & Breland reported several instances that 
conform to the following pattern: Behavior A (e€.g., a raccoon putting a 
wooden egg onto a chute) is successfully "shaped" by response-contingent 
food reinforcement; but after a while Behavior A is supplanted by Behavior 
B ("washing” the egg between the animal’s forepaws), which is part of the 
animal’s natural foraging repertoire. Behavior B is inappropriate in this 
context because it competes with Behavior A on which food delivery actually 
depends. Behavior A is contiguous with the reinforcer, but Behavior B is 
ultimately the one strengthened. 

A variety of naturalistic interpretations have been offered for these 
effects (and for the related phenomenon of “"superstition”), but they follow 
from our model on the assumption that "instinctive" behaviors are character- 
ized by very high a values (STM persistence). Given a set of activities with 
moderate a and b values, and one activity with a very high a value (and 
nonzero b), reinforcement of one of the moderate-a activities will cause it to 
predominate initially (because it has a higher b value than the “instinctive” 
activity). But, because increments to the high-a activity cumulate more 
effectively than the (larger) increments to the reinforced activity, it may 
predominate eventually, even if it is never contiguous with reinforcement. 

These effects are illustrated in the cumulative records in the top panel 
of Fig. 2. Each set of four records shows four activities, three with moder- 
ate a and b values, one with a high a value and low b value. The Left 
records show the free-operant (unreinforced) levels of the four activities 
(the low frequency of the high-a activity is a consequence of statistical 
properties of the model not explained here). The Center and Right panels 
show the effect of reinforcing one of the low-a activities with a probability of 
@.25 or 1.00. The increasing reinforcement probability has two effects: it 
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Figure 2 Instinctive drift. fop panel, Left: Cumulative records of four activities in the absence 

of reinforcement (operant levels): high-a, low-b activity is the least frequent (see parameter values 

in the table). Center: The effect of reinforcing one of the three intermediate-a activities (a = 

0.45, b= @.2R) with probability @.25. Right: Bifect of reinforcing every occurrence of the interne- 

diate activity. Botton panel: Magnified pictures of the beginning of the record in the Right panel at 

the top ("instinctive’ and reinforced activities only). 
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causes the level of the reinforced activity ("R") to increase above the level 

of the other two low-a activities; but it causes a disproportionate increase in 

level of the high-a activity, which is predominant when p(R) = 1 (Right). 

The two bottom panels in Fig. 5 show a magnified picture of initial acquisi- 

tion in the p(R) = 1 condition, illustrating the transition from dominance by 

the reinforced, low-b, activity to predominance of the "instinctive", high-@4, 

activity. If a low a value activity is reinforced, it may predominate initially, 

but will be supplanted by the high-a value activity, even if it has a lower 

"arousability” (b value). 

Conclusion Both standard and anomalous properties of operant condi- 

tioning with positive and aversive reinforcers are consistent with a simple 

non-associative assignment-of-credit mechanism. Since the operant behavior 

of vertebrates is always context dependent, our model is obviously only part 

of the whole story, so it is inappropriate to look for quantitative agreement 

between facts and predictions. The model also does not deal with anything 

that depends on long-term memory, such as extinction and reconditioning, 

stimulus effects, or timing processes. Because the model does not pretend to 

encompass the whole process of conditioning, it is hard to know what to make 

of a number of partial exceptions (e.g., the pecking response is both elicited 

and operantly conditionable, intermittent reinforcement sometimes sustains 

more behavior than continuous, etc.) -- since they may reflect later stages 

in the process. Such a process may therefore form the "front end” for the 

complex neural processing involved in the operant and classical conditioning 

of higher animals. 
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Self-Organization of a Linear Multilayered Feedforward 
Neural Network 

R. Stotzka, R. Manner 
Physics Institute, University of Heidelberg, Philosophenweg 12, D-6900 Heidelberg, 

West Germany, (email: stotzka@dhdphy5S.bitnet) 

Introduction: Hubel and Wiesel /1,2/ analyzed the performance of the functional architecture of 
the mammalian visual system during the last 30 years. In the layers of the retina and the visual 
cortex they found many different specialized cells, which are capable to process and extract visual 
information. These cells perform Laplace filtering for edge detection (ON- or OFF-center neurons) 
and orientation sensitiveness. Supposing, these structures are able to develop self-organized in the 
prenatal phase of a mammalian, one has to find an algorithm which describes the formation of lay- 
ered feature detecting cells. Linsker /3,4/ proposed 1986 a perceptual artificial neural network as a 
simple model of the layered structure of the visual information processing system. His intention 
was to show the self-organizing development of special cells in a linear multilayered feedforward 
neural network without the presentation of special information. We simulated the Linsker model 
using a reduced, less computational demanding Hopfield-like model /5/. For that model we anal- 
yzed the effects of different parameter settings with respect to the outcoming structures. 

The Model: A Linsker-type neural network consists of several two-dimensional layers. The 
neurons in each layer are placed on a regular grid (Fig. 1). Layer 1 is the input layer and represents 
the receptor cells. The cells in the other layers receive their input from their neighborhood of cells 
of the previous layer. 

Figure 1: The first three lay- 
ers of the network are shown. 
In each layer the neurons are 
placed on a regular grid. The 
synapses and the receptive 
fields of two neurons of layer 2 
and 3 are indicated. Layer 1 
receives random noise inputs. 

receptive fields 

  
There exist only feedforward synaptic connections between adjacent layers and no lateral 
connections within one layer. Each cell of a layer has N synaptic bonds, which are randomly 
distributed according to a density distribution, e.g. Gaussian, within a neighborhood (with radius 
r) of the opposite cell in the previous layer. The size of this receptive field grows from layer to 
layer. This can be described by r,/r, where M denotes the actual layer and L the layer above. The 
dynamics of the network can be formulated as follows: the inputs of the cells in layer 1 are random 
noise signals. At each time step, new uncorrelated signals are presented. A neuron of layer M 
calculates his activity according to the linear update rule: 

N 
M L 

A =a, ta, >, ¢, Al (1) 

j=] 
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AM is the activity of the neuron in layer M, A&; the activity of a neuron L; of layer L, c; the synaptic 
bond from M to Lj, ap and a are constants, which are the same for all cells of layer M. The initial 
values of the synapses cj, i=1,2,...,N, are randomly chosen. In each time step, a synapse 1 
changes its weight according to the Hebb-type learning rule: 

Ac, = @+b(A™-M,)(A,-L,) (2) 

©, Mo, Lo and b>0 are constants. If b<<1, it is possible to average over some time steps. In this 
case, the gradient dc;/dt can be calculated in analogy to the learning rule (2). The resulting 
differential equation describes the maturation of a cell: 

de. N 
# HAL (Ae) g 3) 

Q;: is the covariance of the activity of neurons i and j in the previous layer, k, and k2 are constants 
dependent on the constants in equations (1) and (2). Synaptic bonds changed by Hebbian learning 
rules normally increase or decrease without limit. We therefore adopt a measure function, which 
limits the synaptic values at -0.5 and 0.5. The cell is stable, if the synapses do not change any 
longer under the dynamics of the system. 

Analysis: We are interested which kinds of cells, characterized by the topology of the synapses, 
develop under different conditions. If the inputs in layer 1 are uncorrelated, the differential 
equation (3) of synapse i in layer 2 is independent from other synapses j#i, jJ=1,2,...,N. For 
Ik,1>0.5 and the variance of the input noise Q;;>-k2, all synapses develop homogeneously to 0.5. 
Now it can be shown that the covariance function, which depends on the distance between 
neurons i and j in layer 1 and on r2/r;, is Gaussian distributed for N -> oo. To interpret the 
possioe effects during the maturation in the following layers, we define an energy function, 
E/dc;=-de;/dt, which will be minimized by the set of differential equations (3): 

N N _N 
1 B=-k Died, Q..+k, ) cc, (4) 

j= i=1 j= 
If -Qi<k2<0, Qij+k will be positive, if cj and c; are bonds to neurons with a small distance in the 
layer above, and negative, if the distance is large. If Ik,! is small, i-e., if the first term in (4) is 
negligible compared to the second one, it is possible to minimize the second term of the energy 
function by choosing c; and c; with the same sign for nearby cells and different sign for distant 
ones. As a result of these competitive conditions we find two connected areas with different sign 
in the receptive field of a neuron in layer 3. k; inclines the energy surface that decides which 
synapses get a positive and which ones get a negative sign. Because of the symmetry of the 
Gaussian distribution, a cell with a ON- (or OFF-) center and a OFF- (or ON-) background is 
expected. But if Ik,! is large, the first term in the energy function dominates. The result is a homo- 
geneous receptive field with positive or negative synapses dependent on the sign of k,. The 
covariance function Qj; of the output of center-ON neurons of layer 3 has a Mexican hat form, 
whose parameters depend on the size of the center. 

Determination of synaptic bonds using an Hopfield model: Simulations of the differ- 
ence equations (1) and (2) to observe the maturation of cells in higher layers are computational 
expensive. The number of floating point operations per time step required to simulate the devel- 
opment of one cell in layer k with N synapses is proportional to Nk-2-(N+1)+5-N+1. Normally, 
approximately 10,000 time steps are needed until a cell is stable. A way to avoid this problem is to 
use a faster algorithm to find a minimum of the energy function. We apply the Hopfield model /5/, 
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since our energy function has the same structure as the energy function used in /5/. The Synapses 
of one neuron of the Linsker model can therefore be represented by binary Hopfield neurons with 
values {0.5,0.5}. This allows to simulate the maturation of the synapses of layer k without 
simulating the previous k-1 layers, because Qi; Contains all information about the signals that 
passed these layers. First, the covariance function Qij of the layer above is calculated and the 
Synapses are distributed, e.g. with Gaussian density. Secondly, the synaptic bonds of the 
Hopfield model are calculated according to 

J,=Q.+k, (5) 
Eventually, a random start vector c(0) is iterated with the Hopfield dynamics until c is stable: 

N 

c.(t+1) = > sign( » Jic (t) + k, } (6) 
j=l 

This model is able to calculate cells which are near-optimal in respect to the distribution of the 
Synapses, Qi;, ky, kz and r2/r;. In our simulations, energy minima are found after <12-N iteration 
steps. This is equivalent to only <12-N-(2-N+1)+Nz2 floating point operations. 

Results: In the simulations of the Hopfield model we set k,=0, because our point of interest is 
the topology of the developing cells, and not the sign of the different areas. We examined two 
kinds of receptive fields in which 450 synapses were distributed: 
a) Gaussian; the locations of the synapses were found by selecting random points with Gaussian 

density in the receptive field. Because only 450 synapses were’ Statistically chosen, ‘the 
Statistical fluctuations are relatively high and therefore there is no obvious maximum at the 
center of the density distribution. 

b) Centered Gaussian; a center with maximum density was constructed by multiplying the 
Gaussian density function with the linear function f(r)=1-0.33-r (re JO,3], distance to the 
center of the distribution). 

First we examined the cells maturating in layer 3. According to our analysis we took the outputs of 
the cells in layer 2 Gaussian distributed. In simulations with the centered Gaussian distribution of 
the synapses we found that center-ON or center-OFF cells develop, if ky=-1 is constant and T/T} 
ranges from 1.5 to 8 (Fig. 2.a). The size of the center depends on r/r), and if r/r;<1.5 an 
homogeneous cell emerges. By using the Gaussian distribution, the density fluctuations lead to 
asymmetric cell types (r2/r; >1.5), normally half-cells (Fig. 2.b). 

    

i 

            
    

Figure 2.a (left) and 2.b (right): Maturated receptive fields of layer 2 simulated by the 
Hopfield model. 2.a shows a receptive field with the centered Gaussian distribution, 2.b the usual 
Gaussian distribution. All synapses developed either to -0.5 (bright circles) or to 0.5 (dark cir- 
Cles). Simulation parameters: k,;=0, k9=-1, ro/r;=4. 
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Secondly, the emergence of different cell types in layer 4 was observed. Provided that layer 3 
consists only of center-ON neurons, the covariance function Qi; of layer 3 has Mexican hat form. 
Hence, we set k2=0 and observed the maturation of cells by changing r2/r,. The receptive field 
with the centered distribution consists of concentric rings (Fig. 3.a) where the width of the rings 
depends on r2/r;. By using the normal Gaussian distribution, the rings cannot develop around a 
seed center. Due to the density fluctuations a few areas exist with relatively high density, and the 
rings try to group around these points. As a result parallel stripes emerge (Fig. 3.b) with the same 
width as in figure 3.a. 

  

  

  
            

Figure 3.a (left) and 3.b (right): Maturated receptive fields of layer 3 simulated by the 
Hopfield model. 3.a shows a receptive field with the centered Gaussian distribution, 3.b the usual 
Gaussian distribution. Simulation parameters: k;=0, k2=0, r2/r,=4. 

Conclusions: We showed by simulations the development of feature detecting cells in a Linsker- 

type linear feedforward multilayered neural network. The self-organizing emergence of center-ON 

neurons, half-cells and stripes-cells in response to random input signals has been observed. These 
cells resemble the cells of the visual system and correspond to minima of Linsker’s energy 
function. Such minima can be found in very short time using a modified Hopfield model. 

Simulations with different distributions of synapses in the receptive field resulted in the emergence 

of orientation selective cells already in the third layer. This is a consequence of the statistical 
fluctuations of a 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution of N elements. 
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Abstract 

A multi-layered time-delayed neural network is proposed to convert from a 

temporal (or frequency) coding scheme of biological neurons to spatial (or place) 
coding scheme distributed in different neurons, where each neuron encodes a 
different band-pass filtered frequency (or interval) of firing of the original input. 
The proposed network represents an implementation of a signal processing scheme 
for code conversion using time for computing and coding. 

1. Introduction 
One of the differences between biological neurons and artificial neural 

elements (or computing nodes) commonly used in artificial neural networks is 
the coding scheme employed for signal transmission. The signal encoded by the 
biological neurons in vertebrates as well as most invertebrates for long range 
communication is transmitted along axons via action potentials. Most action 
potentials transmitted along axons have characteristic (and stereotypic) pulse 
height and pulse width even though the pulse shape of the action potential may 
vary depending on the type of neuron. Although graded potentials (where pulse 
width and pulse height vary) are observed in most invertebrates and in the retina 
of the vertebrates, this class of signal transmission will not be discussed in this 
paper. In contrast, artificial neural elements often employ either binary signal 
(but not pulse signal) or continuous signal for signal transmission. 

Given the stereotypic characteristic of constant pulse height and pulse 
width of action potentials, the signal transmitted along an axon may be idealized 
as pulse coded. The time-series of action potentials transmitted along an axon is 
often called a spike train. The encoding of information via the firing intervals 
(and consequently firing frequencies) is called frequency-code in neurobiology; 
whereas the encoding of information via the firing in a certain ensemble of 
neurons is called place-code, which is based on the locale of the neurons. 

Since both frequency-code and place-code are often observed to be used in the 
Same structure (or sub-network) in the central nervous system, the conversion 
and interchange of these coding schemes may be necessary for the system to 
function properly. An idealized multi-layered time-delayed neural network is 
constructed to elicit insights about plausible mechanisms for conversion of 
frequency-code to place-code given a spike train as the input and output signal. 

Various time-delayed neural network models, particularly those employing 
Hebbian-type learning rule, have produced some seemingly obvious (yet non- 
trivial) functional equivalent forms of conventional cross-correlation functions [2]; 
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implemented with reinforcement learning to account for delayed pairing 

association in classical conditioning [3]; implemented in a hybrid model of 

nonlinear weight-sum model for detecting correlations among simultaneously 

recorded spike trains [4]; and implemented with analogous models of sublattice 
magnetization for encoding and retrieval of temporal sequences [1]. 

2. The Multi-Layered Time-Delayed Neural Network Model 
2.1. Definitions of Input Spike Train and Interspike Interval 

A spike train, x(t), can be defined as a time-series of spikes (or delta- 

functions) with a total of n+1 spikes: 

x(t) = }) &t - 4) (1) 
j=0 

That is, at time t = 1;, there is a spike occurring in the spike train given by the 

delta-function, which satisfies: 
1, t=0 a= {7 bo (2) 

For discrete time, let us assume the time increments are quantized by At. 

Without loss of generality, let us normalize 8(t) by a factor of At (or alternatively, 

setting At = 1) such that the new &(t), which we will use in this paper, becomes: 

S(t - 2. (2 for tT; at interval [t, t+At) 
-TtJ= ? 3) 

) 0, otherwise 

The interspike interval, Ij, is defined as the time interval between any two 

adjacent spikes occurring at time 7 and 7-1: 

Ij = tT - t-1 forO<j<n (4) 

2.2. Time-Delayed Input Relationships of the Neurons in the First Layer 
Consider a multi-layered network where the k-th neuron in the first layer 

has k input lines. Let x;(t) be the input signal from the i-th input to the k-th 
neuron in the first layer and w,j(t) the connection weight of the corresponding 
synapse. The total input, X;(t), to this neuron is a weighted-sum of all k inputs, 

k 

Xy(t)= ¥ wy ft) x(t) (5) 
i=1 

t iC. 
Input Spike Train Lat “ax, 

Lat oc 
Delays L An Output 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram showing the time-delayed input relationships 

The input relationships of a typical neuron in the first layer is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. For simplicity, the input to the entire network is given by a single spike 
train, x(t) as defined by Eqs. (1) and (3), which is then delayed by various time 
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delays, t = iAt, fori = 1 to k. These various delayed inputs are then connected to 
the neurons of the first layer, so the i-th input to the first layer neuron becomes: 

x;(t) = x(t - iAt) (6) 

Assuming that wxi(t) = 1, a constant for simplicity (for all i), then Eq. (5) becomes: 
k 

Xi,(t) = S x;(t - 1At) 
(7) 

i=l 

2.3. High-Pass Filtered Output Function of the Neurons in the First Layer 
Given the input of Eq. (7) to the k-th neuron in the first layer, if the 

interspike interval of the original input spike train falls within the time-delay 
window, Ij < kAt, for 0 <j <n, then 

k 

X},(t) = y x;(t-1At)>1 (8) 
i=l 

Conversely, if Ij > kAt, for 0 <j <n, then X;(t) < 1. Thus, if the threshold of the 
output of the k-th neuron is set at one, then this neuron will fire only when the 
interspike interval, I;, of the input spike train is within the time-delay window, 
kAt. That is, the output of this k-th neuron is given by: 

k 

1, ifX,(t)= ) x,(t-iAt)>1 

yy(t) = { = (9) 
0, otherwise 

In other words, the k-th neuron can be considered as encoding only high-pass 
filtered input frequency, where instantaneous frequency is defined as the 
reciprocal of interspike interval, i.e., 1/(kAt). Thus, the k-th neuron will fire only 
if the original input spike train contains instantaneous frequencies above this 
cutoff frequency of 1/(kAt). In order to compensate for the effects of phase 
differences of various delays, the neuron has a refractory period of (k-1)At. 

2.4, Elimination of Higher-Order Intervals within the Time-Delay Window by the 
Second Layer 

Although it is customary to describe in frequency domain, it is more 
appropriate to describe our network in time (interval) domain. If there are more 
than two spikes occur within the time-delay window, then the neuron in the first 
layer may be overestimating the cutoff interspike interval, in which case the 
interspike intervals are, in fact, much shorter than the cutoff interval. To 
eliminate this effect.due to the intervening spikes (which results in estimating 
higher-order intervals instead of the first-order interspike interval), another layer 
of neurons (called first-parallel layer) is added similar to the first layer except 
that the output threshold is set at two instead of one similar to Eq. (9). If the 
difference between the outputs of the first layer and this first-parallel layer 
neurons is computed by neurons in the second layer, it will ensure accurate 
estimation of true interspike interval within the time-delay window. The input 
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connections to the neurons in the second level are given by an excitatory 

connection from the first layer, y;(t), and inhibitory from the first-parallel layer, 

y(t). Thus, the output of neurons in the second layer, y";(t), is given by: 

k 
225) x,(t-idt)>1 1, 

yi(t) = yy(t) - y;,(t) = { = (10) 

0, otherwise 

2.5. Band-Pass Filtered Output of the Neurons in the Third Layer 
Given the various high-pass filtered signal, a band-pass filtered signal can 

easily be obtained by the third layer neurons, whose input derives from two 
sources, one excitatory and the other inhibitory from the second layer. That is, 
the output of a third layer neuron, y'";(t), is obtained from the difference between 
the outputs of k-th and (k-h)th neurons in the second layer: 

k 
1, 22 ) x,(t-iAt)>1 

99 9 9 i=k-h 
Y, (t) = yy (t) - YE p(t) = { (11) 

0, otherwise 

This neuron will fire only on a band-pass filtered input spike train signal where 

the band-width interval is hAt, delimited by the interspike intervals of kAt and (k- 
h)At (or between frequencies of 1/kAt and 1/[(k-h)At]). The firing of a particular 
neuron indexed by (k,k-h) in this third layer can be considered as encoding the 
corresponding band-limited interspike intervals of the original input spike train. 
In other words, the frequency-code (or interspike intervals) of the input spike 
train is converted to the firing of a distributed set of neurons in the subsequent 
layers, whose locations (or indices) indicate the frequency-band (or interval-band) 
of the input signal, thus the signal is encoded a Ja a distributed place-code 
scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

Defining the connectivity of an artificial neural network so as to enhance learning speed or to use only 
"necessary" connections is a difficult task that is not well understood. Most researchers rely on simple 
heuristics, the most common being "if the net does not work, add more hidden units." We evolve the 
connectivity of a feed forward neural network using genetic algorithms. The nets that are developed 
display interesting properties; they are smaller, learn faster and the amount of time required for 
learning is extremely consistent. 

The general approach discussed here and previously used by Miller, Todd and Hegde (1989) is to 
define a net that is as large or larger than necessary to do the job, and then to use a genetic algonthm 
to define which combination of connections are sufficient to quickly and accurately lear to perform 
some target task using back propagation. Miller et al. did this for some small nets. However, our 
experiments with larger problems exposed two difficulties with their approach. 

First, there is no explicit mechanism for rewarding nets that use fewer connections. This is a non- 
trivial problem, since directly rewarding or penalizing a net based on the number of connections used 
can give a "selective advantage” to nets that are not able to leam; in the extreme case, a net might try 
to gain reward or avoid penalities by pruning all of its connections. This paper defines a way to 
reward nets that use fewer connections while at the same time selecting for nets that learn quickly and 
accurately. Ways of extending this reward system are also discussed. 

Second, on larger nets, the amount of time required to find a net that learns quickly and accurately 
is quite significant, since it means evaluating a population of strings, where each evaluation involves 
running back propagation on a single net. For a simple net which leamed to compute the exclusive-or 
(Xor) of its two inputs, Miller et al. used enough back propagation cycles that they could reasonably 
expect to find a net that would be able to lear the task completely. But this is not practical on larger 
problems because it means training the same net over and over again. A genetic algorithm requires the 
evaluation of 1) an initial random population and 2) all the offspring that are generated by 
recombination. Evaluation in this case means running back propagation for some number of times to 
find out how quickly the net leas. This means that for a net which initially has SO connections, it 
typically would be necessary to mun back propagation on perhaps 2,000 (and probably more) different 
nets in order to search for a net with the desired properties. 

One altemative is to use a reduced number of back propagation cycles. The difficulty with this 
approach is that the resulting nets would not be able to completely learn the problem during evaluation. 
Furthermore, a fast initial reduction in error does not guarantee that the net will continue to leam 
quickly, or is even able to completely reduce the error for the target problem. To avoid this, we train 
the net before pruning. While this might seem at odds with the objective of finding a net that leams 
quickly, having to do back propagation from scratch 2,000 times (or even 100 times) is a false 
economy. The real issues, we think, are the following. 1) This approach finds much smaller nets that 
can leam the task. In particular this has important implications for problems where a hardware 
implementation is the ultimate goal. 2) Pruning has an impact on generalization and noise tolerance 
(Mozer and Smolensky 1989). 3) Since pruning does introduce error, there is selective pressure in 
our approach for nets that relearn quickly. 

As a side effect of our research, the previous research by Miller, et al. and discussions with Dr. 
Jerry Jones at the Colorado School of Mines, we have arrived at a conjecture suggested by our 
empirical results. /t appears that for some nets with a hidden layer, faster learning can be achieved by 
adding additional direct connections from the input layer to the output layer. At this point, this 
Suggestion should only be considered a hypothesis and only rigorous testing can confirm or refute this 
hypothesis, but there is sufficient evidence to warrant further research along these lines. Several 
hundred runs on Xor and 2-bit adders suggest that nets with direct I/O connections are not only 
somewhat faster, but also that these nets are not as prone to becoming stuck in local optima. 
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2. The Problem Encoding and GENITOR 

A genetic algorithm manipulates a population of "chromosome-like" problem encodings referred to as 
"genotypes." The genetic algorithm uses selective pressure so that the "most fit" genotypes in this 
population are allowed to reproduce via recombination more often that those which are less fit. 
Although this sounds simple, it can be shown that this yields a robust and efficient search of a problem 
solution space by sampling hyperplanes in an L-dimensional hypercube, where L represents the length 
of a binary encoding of the problem. 

The problem encoding is relatively simple. Consider the following binary _ string: 
1101001100101101. This string would represent, in the current problem, a net which onginally was 
solved using 16 links. The potential solution represented by this string uses only 9 of those sixteen 
links. Recombination requires two parents. Consider the string 1101001100101101 and another binary 
string which we represent using x and y to represent 0 and 1. Let the second string be 
yxyyxyxxyyyxyxxy. Using two "break-points" recombination occurs as follows: 

— 11010 +, 01100101 101— 
— YXyyxX X yxxyyyxy XXY — 

Swapping the fragments between the two parents produces the offspring 11010yxxyyyxy101 and 
yxyyx01100101xxy. 

Miller et al. defined their operators such that functional substructures are swapped during 
recombination. Their "crossover" operator swapped all the links leading into some node. This in 
effect only allows the strings to "break" at a limited number of positions along the encoding. While 
this makes intuitive sense, theoretically this prevents the genetic algorithm from searching across all 
possible hyperplanes in the search space. In accord with the schema theory for genetic algorithms, we 
allowed crossover at any position using a variation on Booker’s two point reduced surrogate operator 
(1987). The empirical results do not allow us to argue that either approach is better at this point, 
although we “und smaller and faster nets for Xor than the nets they typically discovered. 

In a standard genetic algorithm the parents are replaced by their offspring after recombination. The 
idea is that the genetic material of the parents will largely survive and remain in the population, 
although the parents themselves do not. (See Holland 1975 and Goldberg 1989 for a review of genetic 
algorithms.) In the GENITOR approach the offspring do not replace their parents, but rather a low 
ranking individual in the population. In this way the algorithm is much more likely to accumulate 
information about high performance hyperplanes. A theorem has been developed which suggests that 
this approach does as well or better than a standard genetic algorithm at finding good genetic “building 
blocks" in the form of schemata (Whitley and Kauth 1988). Another key difference is that the 
GENITOR algorithm is designed to allocate reproductive trials to individuals (ie: an individual problem 
encoding or "genotype") based on their rank in the population rather than directly using the evaluation 
function as a fitness measure. When fitness is directly taken from the evaluation function, "selective 
pressure" can fluctuate so that the algorithm converges too quickly, or the search may stagnate because 
the selective pressure is inadequate. GEN/TOR abandons fitness values which are directly proportional 

to performance and instead uses the rank of the "genotype" in the current population to assign a fitness 
value. Allocating reproductive trials in this way ensures that a constant and effective selective pressure 
can be maintained no matter how performance ts calculated. 

Genetic algorithms have also been used to set the weights in small neural networks. Our work in 

this area indicates that genetic algorithms work well on smaller nets, but have difficulties after the 

length of the encoding becomes large (Whitley and Hanson 1989). Long encodings are not a problem 

for neural net pruning for reasons outlined below. Lawrence Davis of BBN has optimized neural nets 

using a hybrid algorithm that combines recombination and back propagation; the hybrid algonthm out 
performed either method alone when training a large net (500 connections) for a complex pattem 
recognition application. 

3. The Evaluation Function and Reward Scheme. 

The evaluation function is a key ingredient of a genetic algorithm since it is used to assign a "fitness" 
to the strings in the population. Evaluation in this case involves running back propagation on the net 

using the connections indicated by the binary encoding. In our approach, the initial net has already 

solved the problem, so we are actually pruning a developed net and finding which nets are least 

affected or best able to releam given a specified number of back propagation cycles. The more links 

that are removed, the greater the probability that the functionality of the net will suffer. Thus, if the 

goal is to prune the net, there must be some compensation for nets that use fewer links. 
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The reward scheme used here is simple but effective. We start with some baseline number of back 
prop cycles, B. For each link that is pruned from the net, we increase the number of back prop cycles 
the net is allowed by some delta, D. Thus, if the genetic algorithm defines a net that has N number of 
links pruned, then we allow (ND + B) back prop cycles. This means that nets with fewer links are 
given more leaming opportunities, but they are not actually rewarded unless they are able to exploit the 
Opportunity. At this point, we are using the weights that have been learned for the already trained 
fully connected net (we refer to these as the "starting weights") to initialize the pruned nets. Another 
approach which we feel would be more effective, but which we have yet not implemented, is to use 
the new weights that are subsequently leamed for smaller nets to initialize newly created nets. In other 
words we would dynamically update the starting weights as the net is being pruned. (They might be 
taken from the parent nets, for example.) A related idea we have not implemented is to set a criterion 
level to stop back propagation; if two nets reduce the error to the specified level, then they should be 
ranked according to the number of links used. This would create additional selective pressure for 
smaller nets. In the current implementation, the nets are allowed to run the total number of back prop 
cycles allocated to them, and then are ranked according to which nets have the lowest error. While 
this approach does create some selective pressure for smaller nets, there is still considerable advantage 
for those nets that are not too disrupted by pruning. Dynamically moving the starting weights would 
give more selective advantage to smaller nets, since they would not have to relearn from the original 
Starting weights. In the current tests, we approximated the effect of dynamically updating the "starting 
weights” by running the genetic algorithm twice. This meant that we could run the algorithm once, find 
a smaller net, update the starting weights and then run the genetic algorithm using these new weights. 
This also meant that we could progressively encode the problem using smaller strings--thus the 
encoding length is not a problem for optimizing net connectivity. 

Clearly, the aim of our evaluation function is to direct the genetic algorithm toward performing a 
kind of pruning. Other pruning schemes have been developed or suggested, although these typically 
involve pruning activation units rather than links (Mozer and Smolensky 1989). Bits which tum on 
and off activation units could also be added to our encoding although we have not yet tried this. The 
attraction of the genetic algorithm for this problem is that it exploits whatever patterns it is able to find. 
Good mathematical or heuristic methods may eventually prove more efficient; studying the pruning 
behavior of the genetic algorithm might be one means of developing such heuristics. One reason this 
might not be the case is that the genetic algorithm is able to exploit the idiosyncrasies of each 
individual problem. At this point we have no comparative data. 

4. Experiments and Results 

We have tested our approach by pruning a fully connected two bit adder and Xor. On Xor, we begin 
with a standard net with two hidden units, with the addition of direct connections between the input 
layer and the output layer. The genetic algorithm pruned this to the standard net with one hidden unit, 
which is smaller than the net found by Miller et al. The adder net has four input nodes, four hidden 
nodes, and three output nodes; in addition, a true node was used for learning the bias, or activation 
thresholds. To begin with, all input units were connected to all hidden units, and all hidden units were 
connected to the output units. The true node is connected to all hidden units and output units. In 
addition to these connections, all input units were given a direct connection to each output unit. 
Finally, because the minimal adder described by Rumelhart et al. (1986) has connections between 
members of the hidden layer, we allowed hidden unit 1 to feed to hidden units 2, 3, and 4, hidden unit 
2 to feed to hidden units 3 and 4, and hidden unit 3 to feed to hidden unit 4. Thus, this fully 
connected net has 53 connections. 

In the first run the net was trimmed from 53 connections to 37. This smaller net was further 
trained using back propagation, then was used as a starting point for the genetic algorithm again. On 
this second run, the genetic algorithm pruned the net further to 29 connections. Figure 1 gives the net 
developed by the genetic algorithm. 

Since the ability of a neural net to leam quickly can be very much depend on what weights it is 
initialized with, we took the "pruned" net and ran a number of learning experiments from small 
random initial weights in order to collect statistics about the net’s learning ability. We wanted to show 
that we had not just "gotten lucky" in being able to learn a set of weights for the reduced net. The 
results were averaged over 50 runs. Surprisingly, the pruned net not only learned faster, but it was 
very consistent in the number of back propagation cycles its required to leam the problem (TABLE 1). 
We also noted that the pruned net uses several connections which go directly from the input layer to 
the output layer. Miller et al. found the same thing in their exclusive-or network. This lead us to also 
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compare a net that is fully connected with direct connections between input and output (TABLE 1, 
NET B) to a net that is fully connected between the input layer and the hidden layer, and between the 
hidden layer and the output layer, but which does not allow a direct connection between the input and 
Output layer (TABLE 1, NET A). Our results, averaged over fifty runs, suggest that nets which have 
links that directly go from the input to the output layer do leam somewhat faster. In hundreds of tests 
on Xor and the 2-bit adder, we also found that the standard nets without direct I/O connections become 
trapped in local minima about 5 to 10% of the time. The nets with the direct I/O connections were less 
likely to fail to converge to a solution. This suggests that they are less likely to become trapped in 
local minima. The pruned nets never became stuck, which suggests that the genetic algorithm finds 
nets that that are well suited to the problems they are trying to solve. 

    

  

TABLE 1: DISTRIBTUION OF TRAINING TIMES ye TI 

FOR A 2-BIT ADDER \ aM 

Number of [Pe | 
Training Percentage of Nets That \ 
Repetition Had Completed Training (oy 

NET A NET B NET C Nf \ 
8,000-9,000 4% 0% 100% WN 
9,000-10, 000 4% 0% | 

10,000-20, 000 10% 62% O 
20,000-50, 000 34% 32% \ 
50,000-100,000 24% 2% 

Over 100,000 14% 0% @ 
Never Converged 10% 4% SX 

NET A: Standard Fully Connected Net ) q\ 
NET B: Standard Net with Direct I/O C) @ C) 
NET C: Pruned Net 

SAMPLE SIZE: 50 ©) «non-zero threshold 

FIGURE 1. THE PRONED NET 
FOR THE 2-BIT ADDER 
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Introduction 

A Hebbian synapse is one whose enhancement is caused by a simple conjunction of presynaptic and postsynaptic 
activity or by a positive correlation between these activities (Brown et al, 1988b; Brown et al, 1990; Sejnowski and 
Tesauro, 1989). Hebbian synapses have long been postulated to mediate information Storage in the mammalian 
brain (Hebb, 1949). Theoretical studies have shown that powerful forms of learning and self-organization can 
emerge in networks of simple processing elements whose interconnections are controlled by a Hebbian algorithm 
(Kohonen, 1984; Hopfield, 1984; Linsker, 1988). Interest in this class of algorithm (reviewed in Brown et al, 1990) 
was increased by the recent discovery (Kelso et al, 1986) that Hebbian synapses actually exist in the hippocampus, a 
temporal lobe structure that has long been implicated in the declarative memory system. This Hebbian mechanism 
in the hippocampus was shown to be responsible for a type of synaptic plasticity called long-term potentiation 
(LTP). LTP is an increase in synaptic efficacy that can be induced by seconds or less of the appropriate stimulation 
and that has been shown to last for hours, days, weeks or longer. In accordance with Hebb's postulate for learning, 
the induction of LTP was shown to depend upon the co-occurrence of presynaptic and postsynaptic activity (Kelso et 
al, 1986). Enough is now known about the underlying biophysical mechanisms (reviewed in Collingridge and Bliss, 
1987; Brown et al, 1988a,b, 1989) to begin constructing realistic models of the process. 

The induction of LTP is thought to result from a series of enzymatic reactions triggered by a localized increase in 
the postsynaptic [Ca2*+] in the dendritic spine (Brown et al, 1988a,b; 1989). The Hebbian mechanism is believed to 
result partly from the unusual gating property of a Ca2+-permeable ionic channel (the NMDA receptor-gated channel) 
located on the head of the dendritic spine. This channel opens to a state with a significant Ca2+ permeability only if 
two conditions are simultaneously satisfied: (1) the NMDA receptor that is associated with the channel must be 
bound by a suitable agonist, such as the neurotransmitter glutamate; and (2) the voltage across the membrane 
containing the channel must be made less negative in order to relieve a blockade of the channel by Mg2*, The 
receptor-iontophore complex was thus proposed to act as an AND-gate for the co-occurrence of presynaptic and 
postsynaptic activity (Brown et al, 1988a). Because of the microscopic size of dendritic spines, it has not yet been 
possible to make direct measurements of some of the biophysical and molecular events that are suspected to control 
the induction of LTP at Hebbian synapses. Partly for this reason, biophysical models are valuable for gaining 
insights into some of the underlying dynamics and possible computations. A previous study (Gamble and Koch, 
1987) developed a model for examining Ca2+ dynamics in spines whose membranes contain classical voltage- 
dependent Ca2+ channels but not NMDA receptor-gated channels. Here we report preliminary simulation results 
from the first operational biophysical model of a Hebbian synapse. 

Methods 

We simulated a compartmental model of calcium influx and voltage changes at the Schaffer collateral input to 
dendritic spines of pyramidal neurons from hippocampal region CA1 (for anatomy, see Brown and Zador, 1990). 
There were four calcium compartments and two voltage compartments. Calcium entered through NNUDA receptor- 
gated channels located on the spine head, which was approximated by two cylinders (0.25 um radius and lengths of 
0.05 um and 0.25 xm). It then diffused along the length of the spine neck, which was approximated by two 
cylinders (0.05 jum radius and lengths of 1.0 um each). The spine neck was attached to the dendritic shaft, which 
acted as a Ca“+ sink of constant concentration (0.05 uM). In each compartment, Ca2* also interacted with a 
saturable first-order calmodulin-like buffer and with a saturable first-order Michaelis-Menton Ca2t pump. We used a 
standard buffer concentration of 55 1M (110 uM in the outermost spine head compartment), a forward rate constant 
of 0.05 1M'!ms"!, and a reverse rate constant of 0.5 ms"!. Equation 1 was used for the Ca2+ pump: 

d{Calp (Cal - {Ca}, ; 
dt {Ca} - [Ca], + Kg ”’ (1) 
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where d[Ca]p/dt is the change in the free Ca2+ concentration due to the pump; [Ca] is an abbreviated notation for 

the free calcium concentration as a function of time; the resting level of free calcium, [Ca], = 0.05 uM; P = (Pump 

Surface Density):(Membrane Arca)-Kp; the maximum pump rate, Kp = 0.2 ms7!; the dissociation constant, Ky = 0.3 

uM; and the pump surface density is 5 x 10716 wMol-um-2. The electrical properties of the spine were modeled by 
two passive RC compartments coupled by a 175 MQ resistor representing the spine neck. The spine head 
compartment consisted of a 28.6 pS leak conductance in parallel with a 0.04 pF capacitance, while the lumped 
dendritic compartment consisted of a 400 MQ leak resistance in parallel with a 20 pF capacitance. Both leak 
conductances were in series with a -80 mV battery representing the (inside negative) resting potential of the cell. 

The model depended critically upon the description of the synaptic conductance. The postsynaptic currents were 
generated by two types of ionic channels. Current generated by the non-NMDA receptor-gated channels (the “non- 
NMDA current”) was represented by Equation 2 (from Brown and Johnston, 1983; Brown et al, 1988a): 

10) = (Egyn - Vm) &m tEXPCUt ) 2) 

where Vp is the membrane potential in mV; g,, = 0.9 nS (corresponding to a peak synaptic conductance of 0.5 nS); 

the synaptic equilibrium potential, Esyn = 0 mV; andt, = 1.5 ms. Parameters are from experimental data 

summarized in Brown et al (1988a). Equation 3 (from C. F. Stevens, personal communication) was used to 

represent the current generated by the NMDA receptor-gated channels (the “NMDA current”): 

1 
I(t) = (Esyn - VimJEm 1+ Ky [Mg] exp(-0.06V,,) [exp(-B,t) - exp(-Bt)] , (3) 
  

with g,, = 0.2 nS (corresponding to a peak conductance of 0.17 nS, or one third of the maximum non-NMDA 

current); B; = 0.01 ms"!; B» = 0.47 ms" (corresponding to a time-to-peak of 10 ms and a decay time of 100 ms); 

[Mg] = 3.0 mM; K,, = 0.33 mM"!; and Eyn = 0 mV for both the Ca2+ and non-Ca2+ components of the NUDA 

current. The Ca2t+ component was 2% of the total NMDA current. 

Results 

The model was explored by simulating both a single stimulation of the synaptic input and a train of five successive 

stimulations (at 100 or 333 Hz). The resulting changes in [Ca*+] were determined as a function of the presence or 
absence of a depolarizing voltage clamp (-15 mV) applied to the dendritic compartment. When the voltage clamp was 

not applied, the [Ca2+] in the subsynaptic compartment reached a peak of 0.16 1M (following 1 synaptic stimulation) 
or 2.0 1M (following a train of 5 stimulations at 100 Hz). When these same synaptic stimulations were paired with 

the depolarizing voltage clamp, the peak [Ca2+] in the subsynaptic compartment reached 2.1 uM (following 1 
stimulation) or 78.5 4M (with train of 5 at 100 Hz). Based on experimental studies, only the last of these four 
activity combinations (100 Hz train of 5 excitations presented during an additional imposed depolarization) would be 

expected to induce LTP in the Schaffer collateral synapses (Kelso et al, 1986; Brown et al, 1989). The actual (Ca2*} 
required to induce LTP at a single synapse has not been determined experimentally; nor is it known whether the 
induction of LTP is an all-or-nothing event for a single synapse. In calibrating the model with respect to LTP 
induction, we have tentatively assumed that--for the synaptic enhancement to occur--the peak transient [Ca2+] must 
exceed a “threshold” level of at least 10 .M, and possibly a much higher value. With this assumption, the model has 
thus far only yielded LTP under those conditions in which the experimental results suggest that it should. 

We were particularly interested in understanding the spatiotemporal specificity of the Hebbian mechanism (Kelso 

and Brown, 1986; Kelso et al, 1986; Brown et al, 1988a, 1989). In this regard, the simulations suggested an obvious 
role for the dendritic spine in enabling spatial or “input specificity.” The location of the NMDA receptors on the spine 
head, rather than on the dendritic shaft, was shown to be important for two reasons. One major effect of the spine was 
an “amplification” of the [Ca2+] transients. Because of the minuscule volume of the spine, relatively small Ca2t 
currents cause a large change in the [Ca2+] when compared with the effect of a similar synapse located on a dendritic 
shaft (represented as a cylinder with a 1 tm radius). In the latter case, the 100 Hz train of 5 stimulations, delivered 
during the depolarizing voltage clamp, generated a peak [Ca2+] response of only 0.25 1M in the subsynaptic (dendritic) 
compartment. A second major effect of the spine was the “compartmentalization” of the peak [Ca2+] response to 
synaptic activation. This effect results largely because of the narrow spine neck, which causes the [Ca2+] transients to 
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be restricted almost complecicly to the spine region. These two effects--amplification and compartmentalization--help 

explain how synaptically produced increases in [Ca2*] that are above threshold for inducing LTP can be limited to just 
the active synapses. 

The simulations also helped to elucidate temporal aspects of the Hebbian mechanism. The long decay time course 
(B, = 0.01mscc"!) of the NMDA current predicts that synaptic inputs scparatcd by intervals much longer than the 
membrane time constant (about 15 - 20 ms in these neurons; Brown et al, 1981; unpublished observations) can interact 
to produced Hebbian modifications. We examined the temporal aspects of the Hebbian mechanism as follows. A 333 
Hz train of 5 stimulations was delivered in various temporal relationships to the dendritic voltage clamp (to -15 mV). 
The [Ca2*] in the spine head was measured as a function of time for several different interstimulus intervals (ISIs). 
The ISI is defined as the time between the offset of the train of synaptic stimulations and the onset of the voltage 
clamp. The peak [Ca2*] in the spine head is plotted against the ISI in the inset to Fig. 1. The time courses of the 
changes in [Ca“+] are plotted for 5 ISIs in the main part of Fig. 1 (the ISI is indicated above each curve). It is clear 
that ISIs up to 100 ms could in principle engage the modification process if the [Ca2*] threshold for plasticity is about 
10 1M, as we assumed earlier. This may be the explanation for the “forward-pairing trace period” that we have 
discussed elsewhere (Brown et al, 1989; 1990) in regard to the role of this Hebbian mechanism in learning. 

  Fig. 1. The calcium ion concentration in the 100 l r T rs | 
spine head [Ca2*} is plotted as a function of time. 100 : 
A brief train of 5 synaptic stimulations at 333 Hz r } 7 
is presented 20 ms after the start of the simulation. 
The family of curves illustrate the effect on the 80 + 

[Ca?+} transients of applying a depolarizing voltage 
clamp (an instantaneous step to -15 mV) in the : 
dendrite as a function of the interstimulus interval 
(IST), which is measured from the end of the train 
to the beginning of the voltage command. Curves 
corresponding to 5 ISIs (0, 50, 90, 130, or 170 ms) 

are labeled. The small [Ca2+] transient (unlabeled) 
that occurs in the first 100 ms shows the effect of 
the same train of synaptic excitations in the 
absence of the depolarizing voltage clamp. 
Comparing this with the curve labeled 0 illustrates 
the dramatic effect of the depolarization on the peak 
increase in [Ca2+]. The inset is a plot of the peak 
transient [Cat] as a function of the ISI. For all 
ISIs s 100 ms, a depolarizing step can increase the 130 
peak transient to more than 101M. At ISIs = 150 + _ 
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Discussion 

We reported results from the first biophysical model of a well-studied Hebbian synapse, the Schaffer collateral input 
to the pyramidal neurons of the CA1 region of the hippocampus. These synapses display an “associative” form of 
LTP (Barrionuevo and Brown, 1983; Kelso and Brown, 1986) whose induction is governed by a Hebbian mechanism 
that utilizes the NMDA receptor-gated channel (Collingridge and Bliss, 1987: Brown et al, 1988b; 1989). Our 
biophysical model captures several key features of the known phenomenology of LTP in the Schaffer collateral 
synapses. 

First, it accounts for the fundamental observation that LTP is in fact “associative” in these Synapses. Repetitive 
stimulation of a weak synaptic input to the pyramidal neurons fails to induce LTP in that input unless a strong 
Synaptic input to the same neuron is also stimulated at about the same time (Brown and Barrionuevo, 1983; Kelso and 
Brown, 1986). In the model described here, the NMDA receptor-iontophore complex accounts for this elemental 
conjunctive operation. Second, the model accounts for the known spatiotemporal features of associative LTP in these 
Synapses. It is known that the synaptic modifications are input specific and that there is a limited temporal window 
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within which associative interactions can occur (Kelso and Brown, 1986; Kelso et al, 1986; Brown et al, 1989). Two 

demonstrated properties of the Ca2+ dynamics in the dendritic spines--amplification and compartmentalization--help 

explain the spatial specificity. In regard to the temporal specificity, the model predicts a “forward-pairing trace period” 

of tens of milliseconds. There is in fact some experimental evidence for this, but the maximum ISI that will support 

associative LTP is still uncertain (reviewed in Brown et al, 1989). Finally, the model is consistent with the 

independence of LTP induction from its expression (Muller et al, 1988). This independence is thought to arise from 

the different roles of two, pharmacologically distinct, classes of receptor-gated ionic channels on the subsynaptic 

membrane--NMDA and non-NMDA (Collingridge and Bliss, 1987; Brown et al, 1989). 

The results have obvious implications for further experimental analysis and for the formation of learning 

algorithms. It is clear that subtle biophysical details--such as the exact location the the NMDA receptor-gated channels 

(spine head versus dendritic shaft)--will have major computational consequences. As we develop more complete 

biophysical descriptions of neuronal signalling and plasticity, it should be possible to abstract some of the essential 

computations for inclusion into adaptive neural network models. 
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In this paper, we summarize the last results of our work on the development of Competitive 
Learning neural networks. 

We compare the performance of our algorithm with that of Stephen Grossberg ARTI, and 
demonstrate how his method can be improved by modifying the attentional parameter dinamically during 
learning. 

We illustrate the aplication of our model to natural language, and prove that spanish lexicon can 
be considered as an adaptive non arbitrary system. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

Competitive Learning has been a subject of an unexpected small interest over the recent years. 
However, competitive models exhibit some unique capabilities, as unsupervised learning, self-organization, 
inmediate good results. 

There are three main models that apply Competitive Learning, those of Rumelhart(1985), 
Carpenter and Grossberg (1987) and Fukushima (1988) 

We have only considered in our studies the two first models, which have some claims in Natural 
Language processing.(Grossberg and Stone, 1986) 

Rumelhart’s model is a simple, very fast competitive model. However the results gotten are 
strongly dependant on the initial conditions chosen, like the number of nodes of competition in each pool, 
and the number of pools. 

Grossberg’s model ART1 gathers real self-organization characteristics: an effective use of full 
memory capacity, self-regulated optimization in search and sensibility, self-controlled growing. Its most 
important property is its capacity to preserve the stability-plasticity balance, when a familiar or unfamiliar 
pattern is presented. The coarseness of the categories learnt is regulated by a vigilance parameter (1). 

2. ARTI (FAST LEARNING) : THE MODEL. 

A basic description of ART1 has appeared in Carpenter Grossberg (1988). A slightly simplified 
and modified version has been presented in Carpenter and Grossberg (1987): ARTI, fast learning. This is 
our interpretation of this model. 

ART1 is composed of two layers. 
The first layer, F1, called input layer, receives the external signals from input patterns. 
The second layer, F2, is designed as a competitive layer. There is always just one node active, the 

one that receives the largest input, meanwhile the others are inhibited. It contains a special node, called 
“Master node", that creates new nodes when it reaches an active state. At the beginning it is the unique 
node in F2. 

Both layers are fully interconnected by assimetric connections. Competition is obtained by 
massive inhibitory connections between nodes in F2. 

Let I the input pattern presented at F1. Let X the pattern of activation of F1. Let | X | the number 
of active nodes in F1. 

Signals from nodes in F1 are modulated by the weights of connections from F1 to F2. 
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Let Y the pattern of activation of F2, calculated in a competitive way. Hence, the node which 
receives the largest signal reaches an active state, and others get inactive. This node will be called "winner 

node". 

    

    

    

                  

Input Competitive 

Layer Layer 

F4 F2 I = Input 
X = Activation at F1 

—_——- Wii 0 Y = Activation at F2. 
——-> W ij = Connection Weights from F1 to F2. 

—_ 1 W ‘ji = Connection Weights from F2 to F1. 
Input WwW". yt = Attentional Parameter. 

——> 1 ; il 0 

1 [0 | Master 

Cell 

x Y FIGURE 1. ART] MODEL. 

If the winner node is the "Master node", a new node is created in F2, being the new "Master node". 
The winner node can be considered as a new category. Learning is made by modifying the weights between 
nodes in F1 and the winner node. 

If the winner node is not the "Master node”, signals from nodes in F2 are modulated by the 

weights of connections from F2 to F1. 
At that time, F] receives, both, input signal I, and signals from F2. So, a new pattern of 

activation is created in it, X°. 
Let | X° | the number of new active nodes in F1. 
If | X' 1/1 Xj l< p the winner node in second layer is reset, so signals from F2 to F1 are inhibited, 

and the activation in F1 is X again. This produces a new iteration where a new node in F2 is chosen to win 

the competition. 
If | X' 1/1 X | >= p reset is prevented, and learning is made by modifying the weights between 

nodes in F1 and the winner node in F2. 
This means that the proportion | X°|/1X | must exceed the attentional parameter (j1) to prevent 

reset at second layer and make learning possible. 
So, when J is low, coarse categories are learned. When 1 is high, fine categories are learned. 

3. DYNAMIC MODIFICATION OF yp : THE IMPROVEMENT. 

3.1 In ARTI, the value of 1 is constant during learning. This produces that: 
A) The categories learnt have the same level of generality. They are coarse OR fine, general OR 
particular, depending on the value of pL. 
B) The categories represent clusters, that classify input patterns. A CLASSIFICATION is made. 
C) The search of winner node is just the search of the nearest category to input pattern. 

3.2 Our main idea was to vary the value of pt during learning, from low to high values. The objective 
was to try to decompose the input patterns in their basic subunits. 

The results were: 
A) The categories learnt are both, coarse AND fine, general AND particular, at differents levels of 

accuracy. 
B) These categories allow to define ALL the "subunits" in which each input pattern can be divided 
depending on the input set. Hence, a DECOMPOSITION is made, NOT A CLASSIFICATION. 
C) The search of winner node, makes a Morphological Analisys of input patterns, because search 
is made from general to particular subunits. 
D) The analisys made is only dependant on the global set of input patterns, in a non-supervised 
way, Just considering the context. 

3.3 Different modifications of 1 have been made, and we obtained that sigmoid function gives the best 
performance for the same process time. In our simulations, we used a variation of J as: 

1 1 
[(t) = ---n-—nnnnnn-n so, u(t + dt) = 

1 + exp(- t) 1 + exp(- dt) * (1 - (t)) /p(t) 
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4. APLICATION TO NATURAL LANGUAGE : THE CONTEXT. 

Two theories exist about the structure of Natural Language. 
* The traditional one conceive Natural Language as an arbitrary, sequential and symbolic system. 
* The recent one has tried to prove that it was parallel, distributed and adaptive. 
In our research we were most interested in the relation between the morphological and the 

phonological structure. The relation between those levels has always been considered as highly arbitrary. 
Our objective was to show that using a Competitive Learning model it was possibe to define a 

non-arbitrary sub-level with non-arbitrary subunits.(Michaux and Galindo, 1989) 
We applied the model to extract the structure of regular spanish verbs. The same process is 

currently applied to the whole spanish lexicon. 

5. MORPHOLOGICAL DECOMPOSITION: THE RESULTS. 

The goal of the simulation was to extract the inherent structure of the lexicon. To do that WITH 
NO TRICKS like wickelfeatures (MC Clelland and Rumelhart, 1986) we needed to codify words in the 
right way, without any structural information implicit in the codification. 

We made the simplest possible codification, a matrix of binary inputs with as many rows as the 
length of the longest word at the input, and one column for each letter of the alphabet. So, a bit 1 in first 
row, fifth column means that the first letter of the input word is ‘e’. 

FIGURE 2. CODIFICATION OF THE WORD "GROSSBERG”. 

The input universe was a collection of eight spanish verbs, conjugated in present, past and future 
for first, second and third person of singular and plural, aligned on the stress (Galindo and Michaux, 1989). 

The contrast of the performances between a simulation of ART1 for a value of 1 = 0.5 with the 
model proposed, when iJ just reachs 0.5. is quite important. With the model proposed verbs are devided in 
morphological subunits 

ART1 (ut=0.5) MODEL PROPOSED (1=0.5) 
ao o em reis 
ms i aba temia 

temia a tap Vivi 
Viv e iamos Viv 
aa dur eis teme 

Vivi re mos amos 

aa aa ara cenar 
1c ia ira vivir 

lati aa iais durar 
e n Ta temer cena 

re ms ias aban 
aba is are latir 
1s vi abamos picar 

ra lati emos abas 
cen pic ais tapa 
pic cen ian picais 

tate lat abais duraba 
tem tapaban 

reis FIGURE 3. COMPARISON OF ART1 AND MODEL PROPOSED. 
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6. SOME MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS : THE PROOF. 

The previous paragraph show how our model can devide the verbs in their morphological 

componants only wit a jt = 0.5. If we let the model stabilize with 1 = 0.9 we get the following results. 
We will consider two examples with 1 = 0.9. the inputs are the verbs picabais and durare. 

INPUT = PICABAITIS 

1° The stress vowel, class of the verb 
2° Correlation of the stress Vowel with the next vowel 
3° Detemination of the tense: imperfect 
4° Determination of the stem 

S 5° Composition of tense + person (2° of plural) 
6° Composition of stem + tense (imperfect) 

IS 7° Word recognized = stem + tense + person —)
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INPUT = DURARE 

1 E 1° The stress vowel 
2 R E 2° Correlationof the stress vowel with the previousc one 

tense = future, person = 1° of the singular 
3 AR E 3° Composition class of the verb + tense + person 
4DUR 4° Determination of the stem 

RES SDURAR E 5° Word recognized = stem + tense + person 

We need to remind here that the system has no linguistic information at all. It doesn’t know what 
is a letter, a vowel, a consonant, a verb, a tense, or a person. The system only has determined a certain 
number of classes that he considers successively before stating what is the input. The most astonishing is 
that the system, without any kind of linguistic information, considering the different possibilities, makes 
a morphological analysis and compose the stem, the tense and the person like in a conjugation. The system 
has made decomposition of the verbs in morphological subunits and has learnt their conjugations. 

7. CONCLUSIONS : THE FUTURE. 

To summarize we can say that: 
- The model proposed makes a DECOMPOSITION of each input pattern in its parts, NOT JUST 

A CLASSIFICATION. 
- Categories learnt represent STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES of the input patterns. 
- Each category is a subunit in which the input patterns can be devided. 
- The performance of the model proposed is much better than the previous ones, since it extracts 
ALL THE CONTEXTUAL STRUCTURES, not only a small part. 

- The search process of winning-resetting goes from general to particular, and can be viewed as a 

MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS of each input pattern. 
- The process of analysis is learnt in an UNSUPERVISED, CONTEXT-DEPENDANT way. 
- The model has scaled a level in abstraction, from phonology to morphology. 
Succesive applications of the model to lexicon would permit some extention from morphology to 

syntax, from syntax to semantics, ... 
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MOTOR PROGRAMS AND SENSORIMOTOR INTEGRATION 

J.C. HOUK, A. BARTO, L.N. EISENMAN, J. KEIFER, S.P. SINGH, 
T. SINKJAER, and D. VYAS 

Northwestern University , Dept. of Physiology, 303 E. Chicago Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611; 

University of Massachusetts, Dept. of Computer & Information Science, Amherst, MA 01003 

An experimental analysis of neural signal transmission through the cerebellum and 

rubrospinal pathway (Houk and Gibson 1987) has led to the hypothesis that central motor 

programs are produced by an array of adjustable pattern generators in the cerebellum (Houk 1987). 

The present paper summarizes theoretical and experimental work that was stimulated by this 

concept. 

We are in the process of developing an adaptive sensorimotor network that will be based on 

the anatomy and physiology of the cerebellorubrospinal circuit. Our first step has been to 

implement a simulation model of a single adjustable pattern generator capable of producing simple 

motor programs (Houk et al. in press). In this model, the fundamental driving force for the 

generation of a motor program is positive feedback in a loop between the cerebellum and the red 

nucleus. Inhibition from cerebellar Purkinje cells is postulated to sculpt motor programs out of this 

tendency for sustained discharge. Motor programs are stored by adjusting the synaptic weights of 

parallel fiber inputs onto Purkinje cells using training signals transmitted by climbing fibers. 

Assuming that a set of synaptic weights has already been learned, the retrieval and 

execution of a motor program works as follows. In a preparatory period, specific patterns of 

parallel fiber signals turn Purkinje cells on and off in a bi-stable manner; in this way a spatial 

pattern of Purkinje cell states is preselected before the movement begins. A motor program is 

started by a trigger signal (sensory cue) that initiates regenerative positive feedback in the loop. 

The amplitude and time course of the program is then governed by the inhibitory input to the loop 

from Purkinje cells which serves to regulate the intensity of the positive feedback. This regulatory 

mechanism is controlled in a unique, quasi-feedforward manner that avoids problems of instability 

inherent to negative feedback systems. The feedforward operations are specified by the preselected 

pattern of Purkinje cell states and by an internal loop that transmits an efference copy signal 

representing anticipated limb position. The limited feedback operation uses sensory input that 

monitors actual limb position to switch Purkinje cells to their on-states, thus terminating the 

program. 

Recently we have begun to explore how adjustable pattern generators might be trained to 

use force signals in combination with position signals to permit adaptation to different loading 

conditions. This extension of the simulation model will allow us to explore mechanisms that the 

brain might use for the formation of internal models of the loading characteristics of the 

environment. 

A more global theory of sensorimotor integration has been proposed by including loops 

between the motor cortex and cerebellum in the model (Houk 1989). The motor cortex is 

considered to function as a combinatorial map linking a large number of potential sensory cues to a 

large number of potential actions. Positive feedback in corticocerebellar loops 1s thought to bind 

the combinatorial map in motor cortex to motor programs stored in the cerebellum. As in the 

rubrocerebellar model, execution of a program is triggered when a sensory input succeeds in 

initiating regenerative loop activity. The spatial and temporal features of the program are then 
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controlled by inhibitory inputs to the loops from Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex. This model 
provides a new perspective for the interpretation of certain psychological phenomena such as 
reaction time and stimulus-response compatibility. The model also suggests a potential neural 
mechanism for the reported mental rotation of neuronal population vectors in the motor cortex 
(Georgopoulos et al. 1989). 

We have begun to test the cerebellar pattern generator concept experimentally using an in 
vitro brainstem/cerebellum preparation from the turtle (Keifer and Houk 1989a). This isolated 
neuronal network preserves the synaptic connections between the cerebellum, red nucleus and 
reticular formation. Brief electrical stimuli elicit long-duration bursts of red nucleus discharge that 
appear to represent fictive motor programs. Our results suggest that positive feedback contributes 
importantly to the generation of burst discharge (Houk and Keifer 1989) and further support a role 
for several types of excitatory amino acid receptor (Keifer and Houk 1989b). An activity- 
dependent fluorescent dye has been used to visualize the neural circuit generating motor programs 
(Houk et al. 1989). 

While many features of the proposed theory of sensorimotor integration remain speculative, 
mechanistic aspects of the model are testable in the in vitro network and functional aspects can be 
evaluated by computer simulations coupled with microelectrode recordings in awake animals. 
Experiments guided in this manner by specific models may help us to understand how central 
motor programs are represented in the brain. 

Acknowledgement. This work was supported by ONR contract N00@14-88-K-0339 and NIH 
grant RO1-NS21015. 
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COMPUTATION OF PATTERN PRIMITIVES IN A NEURAL NET FOR ACOUSTICAL PATTERN 

RECOGNITION. 

Paul Mueller 

Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, 

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6059 USA. 

This talk deals with fundamentals of pattern 

analysis in neural systems and their application to the 

analysis and recognition of acoustical patterns. For 

further details see ref. 1,2 and3. 

Pattern properties. 

Patterns can be defined as distributions of energy in 

space and time. The distributions form quantities of 

the three domain variables: Energy (E), Space(S) 

and Time (T) which exist as a seven dimensional 

manifold (Ej, Sg-3,T0,1). Spatial and temporal 

variables such as position, length, duration, etc. are 

generated by variations of energy in space or time, 

defining boundaries and positions of spatial objects 

or temporal events. 
Any pattern can be described by and decomposed 

into a set of low order relations among these 

variables and may involve single or multiple 

domains and dimensions. The first order variables 

and low order relations are called pattern primitives. 

Some degree of decomposition into primitives is 

indispensible for the analysis, recognition and 

understanding of patterns. In biological sensory 

systems it is implemented extensively at the early 

stages of processing. For example, in the retina and 

primary visual cortex multidomain and 

multidimensional primitives such as_ contrast, 

position, length, width, orientation and curvature of 

boundaries, edges, lines or areas are computed and 

represented by the activity of different neurons or 

neuron populations. 

Relational primitives have both a quantitative and a 

logic content. Statements such as “larger than", 

"before", "longer than", etc. describe relations 

between domain quantities and have both a 

quantitative content (how much is A larger than B) 

and a binary truth value, They are commonly called 

elementary propositions” and are not to be confused 

with Boolean statements such as "not", “and”, "or" and 

their derivatives. 

Because of the dual aspects of the primitives, circuits 

that perform pattern analysis must not only be able 

to recognize, i.e., make logic (binary) decisions about 

the presence or absence of a particular pattern or 

primitive but must also provide a measure and 

resentation of its quantitative aspects. Because of 

their threshold, neurons can combine logic and linear 

operations within the same unit. For example, a unit 

that computes the difference of two input values, A 

and B, fires only if A minus B exceeds the threshold 

indicating a positive truth value for statement "A 

larger than B" and at the same time transmits the 

quantitative value of the difference between A and B. 

This mode of transparent computation makes 

neurons ideal elements for pattern analysis. 

Representations, Measures and Transforms 

The quantities to be analyzed, be they variables of 

a single domain such as length or duration or more 

complex relations must be measured and expressed 

in a computable form. In neuron assemblies the 

most common and efficient representation are in the 

form of the potential (E) and- or a position in space. 

Not only are different energy forms entering the 

system transformed and expressed as potentials (or 

firing rates), but quantities of space and of time as 

well as other primitives and more complex features 

such as motion, orientation etc. are usually 

represented either as values of the output potential 

or mapped into positions (i.e., activity of individual 

neurons) within a group of units. For example, the 

orientation of edges or lines is mapped into different 

neurons at different spatial positions in the visual 

cortex. 

Although the point (S;) representation has the 

largest dynamic range, in principle all other 

dimensions of the space or time domains could serve 

as representation. In some cases it may be 

advantageous to transform one type of 

representation in another; there is a complete set of 

transforms between representations in all domains 

and dimensions. The transformation of the output 

amplitude of one neuron into the spatial extension of 

activity within a set of other neurons is a simple 

example. Most of these transforms are arbitrary, 

others, such as the transform of time into potential 
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are computationally very useful and often observed 
in the biological system. Transform operations are 
not restricted to single domain variables, but can be 
performed also on two-domain primitives such as 
dE/dS, dE/dt and dS/dt as well as on more complex 
features or even entire patterns. 

Neural circuits for extraction, representation and 
representational transformation of low order 
primitives are relatively simple and can be designed 
in a straightforward manner without the use of 
learning procedures. A circuit that transforms the 
rate of motion of activity (dS/dt) from one neuron to 
another into the output level of a third neuron such 
that the potential is only proportional to the direction 
and rate of motion and not to the value of E in one 
or both of the input neurons involves only a few 
neurons and a limited number of connections. 

Domain Normalization and Invariance 

Patterns often contain features that form an 
invariant core while others are irrelevant and 
variable. The spatial pattern of activity within a 
neuron assembly may be independent of the 
amplitudes and temporal variations of this activity; a 
neural circuit that analyzes or recognizes only the 
spatial aspects of the pattern should be able to do so 
independent of variations in the other domain 
quantities. This requires that the spatial pattern be 
normalized with respect to potential and time. 
Conversely, the temporal aspects of a three-domain 
pattern may have to be separated from variations in 
the potential and space domains. 

Application to acoustical pattern analysis. 

The early stages of the higher vertebrate 
auditory system transform acoustical signals into 
patterns of neural activity distributed in space and 
time and decompose the relations between these 
variables into their pattern primitives. We have 
constructed an electronic analog neuron net for 
phonetic speech recognition in which a section of the 
net performs this pattern decomposition as an initial 
step for subsequent processing? . At the input to the 
net sound is decomposed into its different 
frequencies by a set of band pass filters. The rectified 
filter output is fed into several hundred neurons, 
each of which is tuned to a_ particular pattern 
primitive such as fundamental frequency bands 
associated with speech sounds - so called formants, 

the amplitude changes at particular frequencies, and 
temporal changes of frequency. The performance of 
this section of the net is modeled after the dorsal 
cochlear nucleus of higher vertebrates and the 
different functions of individual neurons are 
essentially identical to those, of representative units in 
the dorsal cochlear nucleus”, although the number of 
units is much smaller. 

A second set of neurons decodes the output 
patterns of the first set in such a way that individual 
neurons respond to different phonemes within a 
word and in conjunction with a computer terminal 
provide a real-time phonetic printout of speech. 

The temporal aspects of patterns are particularly 
important for acoustical patterns and particularily for 
speech and this discussion deals mainly with those 
aspects of the initial pattern decomposition that 
involve time as an explicit variable”, 

The first of the temporal pattern primitives is 
the change of energy (E) with respect to time 
(+dE/dT) at constant spatial position (frequency). 
Positive and negative values of dE/dT are 
represented by outputs from separate neurons ("ON" 
and "OFF" units). This computation is achieved by a 
combination of direct and delayed (low pass filtered) 
inputs of opposite polarity from frequency tuned 
units to the "ON" or “OFF” units. For the "ON" units 
the excitatory connection is direct whereas the 
inhibitory input is low pass filtered. The "OFF" units 
receive inputs of opposite polarity. 

These "ON" and "OFF" units represent not only 
the temporal boundaries of events, i.e., beginning 
and end of a particular sound of a certain frequency, 
but also provide a measure of time from the 
temporal boundary by transforming time into an 
exponentially decaying potential, the latter aspect 
being particularly useful for computing the duration 
of sounds or silences at a later stage. 

The second temporal primitive extracted by the net is 
the change of frequency that occurs for example 
during formant transitions associated with certain 
diphones. Since each frequency band is represented 
by the activity of a separate neuron group, changes of 
frequency appear as "motion" of activity in neuron 
space, i.e., +dS/dT. We define this motion as the 
decay of activity at one position and increase of 
activity at a neighboring position and compute the 
rate and direction of motion (increase or decrease of 
frequency) by neural "AND" gating of the outputs 
from neighboring "ON" and "OFF" units. This 
"AND" gating is achieved by implementing a 
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"NOT(NOT)" function of the "ON" and "OFF" units 
through separate representation of, and inhibition by 
their complementary output’. The motion-tuned 
neurons are sensitive to direction, amplitude and rate 
of motion. The range of rate sensitivity is 
determined by the time constants of the "ON" and 
“OFF” units. 

A third temporal primitive represented in the net 
is the temporal sequence of activity between selected 
neurons. This feature, although related to motion, 

does not include the rate of transition of activity from 
One position to another as a variable. Thus a neuron 
that is tuned to a particular sequence of activity in 
two neurons will fire independent of the delay 
between the two events. This is achieved by latching 
the output of the "OFF" representation of the first 
unit and "AND" gating it with the "ON" 
representation of the second unt. 

Finally, there are units that are tuned to a 
specific duration of activity. This is implemented by 
summing low pass filtered inhibition from the input 
unit and low pass excitation from its "OFF" unit to a 
duration-tuned unit. If the time constant of the 
inhibition is larger than that of excitation, the range 
of durations the unit is tuned to is determined by the 
difference of the time constants, the synaptic gains 
and the threshold. 

It should be noted that in our net motion, 

sequence and duration as well as more complex 

temporal pattern primitives are computed through 
hierarchical inputs from "ON" and "OFF" units and 

that such units are also found at the early stages of 
biological neural systems. 
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MODELING OF SPATIAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN VESTIBULAR REFLEX 
SYSTEMS 

Barry W. Peterson, Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, IL 60611. 
Summary Experimental and theoretical approaches to understanding how the CNS converts pat- 
terns of sensory input into patterns of motor activity are described. A key is understanding how 
sensorimotor transformations can take place in the non-orthogonal, multidimensional coordinate 
Systems that occur in nature. Tensor network theory can describe such transformations and generate 
predictions that can be tested experimentally. Experiments have confirmed the theory's predicted 
input/output transformations for the vestibulocollic reflex but more detailed predictions of neuronal 
substrates of the vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) have to be modified to account for specialized con- 
nections that have evolved in this system. Adaptive plasticity of the VOR poses a challenge for 
future modeling efforts. 

Introduction. The goal of the experimental-theoretical efforts described here is to understand 
how the brain implements sensorimotor transformations in real biological coordinate systems that are 
determined by the anatomy of sense organs and musculo-skeletal linkages in the body. Unlike the 
familiar orthogonal coordinate systems utilized by engineers, these biological coordinate systems are 
typically non-orthogonal and have an arbitrarily large number of dimensions that correspond to the 
axes of sensitivity of sensors or pulling action of muscles. In considering such coordinate frames, it 
is important to realize that a given invariant, such as a stimulus or the response that it elicits, may be 
represented in two distinctly different ways. Using the nomenclature adopted by Pellionisz and 
Llinas (1979,1980) in their tensorial modeling, these representations are termed covariant and 
contravariant. A sensory stimulus will typically be represented in a covariant or projection form. As 
illustrated in Fig. 1A, this is found by projecting the invariant (eg the end point of a vector repre- 
senting a rotation applied to the head) upon each of the axes in the coordinate frame. This is exactly 
what happens in the vestibular labyrinth where the response of each semicircular canal (SCC) to a 
head rotation is equal to the projection of that rotation upon the axis of maximum sensitivity of that 
canal. Note that the covariant representation is always unique regardless of the coordinate frame. 
A COVARIANT (PROJECTION) REPRESENTATION B CONTRAVARIANT (PARALLELOGRAM) REPRESENTATION 

b b Y (0.5,0.2) Y (1.6,1.4)    
  

X (1.0,0) X (1.0,0) 

FIGURE 1. Representations in non-orthogonal coordinate frames. Two points X and Y are shown represented in a 2- 
dimensional coordinate frame with 135° angle between axes. A. Covariant representation is formed by projecting X 
and Y on axes a and b. B. Contravariant representation is the components along axes a and b which, when added 
vectorially, produce X and Y. The actual values of coordinates of X and Y are shown in parentheses. 

A motor response will typically be represented in a contravariant or parallelogram form. As 
illustrated in Fig. 1B, this corresponds to those components along each axis which when summed 
vectorially produce the invariant (eg the required net torque on a given body segment). Note that 
this representation is not unique if the number of axes exceeds the number of degrees of freedom of 
the final response. In the figure the use of two axes in a two-dimensional space results in a unique 
representation but if a third axis were added, a given point could have an infinite number of 
contravariant representations. One problem to be understood by modeling is how the brain chooses 
a response in such cases where the number of effectors exceeds the number of degrees of freedom. 
The figure illustrates another feature of contravariant representations in non-orthogonal coordinate 
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frames — the component along a given axis is typically not maximal for responses that are aligned 

with that axis (eg Y has a larger component along a than does X). Thus we should not expect a 

muscle to be maximally activated when movement occurs along the line of its best pulling action. 

Motor Commands Producing Head Movement. To explore how the CNS deals with 

the complexity of the spatial transformations discussed above, my colleagues and I have examined 

the patterns of motor activity that underlie head and eye movements. The former are especially 

interesting since there are 30 muscles that act to move the head whereas fluoroscopic studies (Vidal 

et al., 1986) have shown that normal head movements involve perhaps 6-10 degrees of freedom. 

Correspondingly, Keshner et al. (1986) found that when cats are trained to follow a moving water 

tube, each animal uses a different pattern of muscle activity to generate the same set of head trajec- 

tories. A different picture emerges, however, when one analyzes muscle patterns that underlie the 

vestibulocollic reflex (VCR), a reflex that stabilizes the head by generating rotations that compensate 

for rotational perturbations sensed by the SCCs. In this case there is no significant difference 

between the motor patterns employed by different animals (Baker et al., 1985; Banovetz et al., 

1987). This stereotypy suggests that CNS processing is organized around some optimizing strat- 

egy. Modeling efforts described below have shown that this strategy corresponds quite closely to 

that suggested in a theoretical paper by Pellionisz (1984). 
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FIGURE 2. Tensor network model of VCR in the cat. The sensorimotor transformation in the model occurs in 3 

stages: gPT, sensory metric tensor, Cjp, Sensorimotor embedding tensor and g!© neck motor metric tensor. These 

tensorial operations are expressed in the reference frames of the VCR by matrices, which are here represented by patch. 

diagrams in which positive and negative components are shown by filled and open circles whose areas are proportional 

to the size of the component. The CNS can implement these matrices by neuronal networks as indicated in the upper 

part of the diagram where size and strength of connections are indicated by line thickness and shading (black for excita- 

tion, grey for inhibition). From Pellionisz and Peterson (1988). 

Tensorial Model of the VCR. We know that the VCR must transform an input 

(representing the rotation the experimenter applies to the head and body) that is covariantly coded in 

the coordinate frame of the SCCs into an output (activation of the 30 neck muscles) that is 

contravariantly coded in the coordinate frame of the neck muscles. The model (cf: Pellionisz and 

Peterson, 1988) implements this transformation in 3 stages shown in Fig 2. These are: 
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I. Sensory metric tensor. This transforms the incoming covariant signal in the SCC coordinate 
frame into a contravariant representation in that frame. Since the 6 canals act as 3 pairs coding 
movement in 3-dimensional space, the 3X3 matrix required for this transformation may be found by 
simply inverting the matrix consisting of cosines of angles between the 3 SCCs. 

2. Sensorimotor embedding tensor. This projects the 3 independent components of the contravari- 
ant SCC signal upon the axes of the 30 neck muscles. It is just a 3X30 matrix of cosines of angles 
between canal sensitivity axes and muscle pulling directions. 

3. Neck motor metric tensor. The covariant neck motor signal resulting from 2 must be trans- 
formed into the contravariant representation required at the output of the VCR. As at Stage 1, what 
we require is the inverse of the matrix [M] of cosines of angles between axes of the coordinate 
frame. Here, however, this is a 30X30 matrix which has no unique inverse. Therefore the model 
utilizes the Moore-Penrose Generalized Inverse (MPGI) as proposed by Pellionisz (1984). Math- 
ematically (cf: Albert, 1972) the components of the MPGI are obtained from the outer (dyadic 
matrix) product of the eigenvectors of [M]. Biologically, it could be generated in a plastic neural 
network by the meta-organization process described by Pellionisz and Llinas ( 1985). From the 
point of view of mechanics, the MPGI is an efficient choice since it tends to minimize co-contraction 
of muscles with opposing actions thus preventing wasteful expenditure of energy. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the model succeeds in predicting the motor pattern of the VCR within 
experimental error. This indicates that the choice of the MPGI as an optimizing principle approxi- 
mates the kinematic selection process embodied in the VCR circuitry. The model also su ggests what 
some of the intermediate signals present in that circuitry could be. For instance, even though the 
patterns of activity of neck muscles are contravariant and therefore do not exhibit signals that are 
maximal along the pulling directions of neck muscles, the model suggests that covariant signals, 
which would be maximal along those directions should be found in the CNS. We are now search- 
ing for such signals in the vestibular nuclei where SCC afferents project upon neurons that send 
them onward to the cervical spinal cord and other brainstem centers. It is of course possible that 
other intermediate signals could appear if CNS processing is constrained by other factors as it is in 
the case of the vestibuoocular reflex (VOR), which is discussed next. 
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of pulling directions (P), directions of head rotation that excite maximal VCR activation 
(V) and model predictions of V (M) for four neck muscles. In each case rotation directions are expressed as unit 
vectors (use the right hand rule to find rotation corresponding to each vector). The V and M vectors have been 
reflected (to -V and -M) to facilitate comparison with P vectors. 

Spatial Transformations in the VOR. The VOR is an attractive subject for studying 
Spatial transformations since a large amount of its output is generated by a very simple 3-neuron arc 
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which includes only SCC afferents, motoneurons and a single interneuron, the vestibuloocular relay 
neuron (VORN). It is also simpler than the VCR since there are only 6 extraocular muscles rather 
than 30 neck muscles. Recent studies have thoroughly characterized the fashion in which the 3- 
neuron arc implements the spatial transformations required in the VOR of decerebrate (Peterson et 
al., 1987) and alert (Perlmutter et al., 1988) cats. 

Our experimental work was spurred by a tensorial model of the VOR put forth by Pellionisz and 
Graf (1987). Since they wished to model the action of the 3-neuron arc, the three transformations of 

the typical tensorial model (like that of the VCR model described above) were reduced to two by 

combining stages 1 and 2 into a single matrix. The major spatial transformations of the VOR are 

between the axes of the vertical SCCs and the oblique and vertical rectus (VR) eye muscles, which 
are misaligned by and degrees respectively. In the model these directional shifts occur in the 

initial transformation, which should be between SCC afferents and VORNs. (Such a transformation 

would occur if more than one SCC acted on a given VORN as had been reported by Baker et al., 

1984). A difficulty was that electrophysiological data suggested that a large part of the trans- 

formation between SCCs and VR muscles should arise from the fact that VORNs project to VR 
motoneurons on both sides of the brain rather than on one side as in the case of oblique and hori- 
zontal rectus motoneurons. This projection pattern may have arisen as the CNS adjusted to evolu- 
tionary changes from lateral to frontal eyes. Experimental work has provided a definitive answer. 
The model is right in predicting that the transformation required for activation of oblique muscles 

occurs prior to VORNSs but is not correct in predicting that the transformation between SCCs and VR 
muscles occurs there. This appears to rely on the aforementioned bilateral projections of VORNs. 
Thus it appears that an imperative introduced by evolutionary change has overridden the predicted 
pattern of transformation for this portion of the VOR. 

Motor Learning in the VOR. The VOR poses another interesting challenge for neural 
modeling. Its input/output transformation can be markedly altered by motor learning. My col- 

leagues and I have found that the direction of the vestibuloocular eye movement evoked by a head 
rotation can be changed by a few hours of pairing of head rotation in one direction with motion of 
the visual world in an orthogonal direction (Harrison et al., 1986; Baker et al. 1986). Such pairing 
causes the VOR, tested in total darkness, to acquire, with a time constant of ~30 min, a new com- 
ponent in the direction of the visual world motion. This means that terms in the transformation 
matrices describing the VOR can undergo adaptive change under the guidance of visual feedback. 
These changes show amazing specificity. For instance, if the pairing is done at a single frequency, 
the adaptation will be tuned to that frequency with the learned component of the VOR falling off like 
a band-pass filter when tested at higher or lower frequencies. If the subject is trained while lying 

right ear down, the adaptive response will be maximal in that position and much smaller in the right 
ear down position even though the SCC activation produced by the horizontal rotation stimulus is 
identical in the two cases (Baker et al, 1987). One can even train the VOR to produce oppositely 
directed learned components in the two positions (Baker et al., 1988)! A challenge for the future is 
to devise models that can exhibit such context and frequency dependent learning in the sort of simple 
networks that are present in the VOR. 
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Our previous research demonstrated that gravity-sensing endorgans of the inner ear 
are organized as weighted neural networks for parallel distributed processing of 

linear acceleratory information. This conclusion is based upon computer-assisted, 
three dimensional (3-D), animated reconstructions of terminal/receptive fields of 
nerves ending in the sense organs, called maculas. Findings obtained from this 
research and from known physiology are now being implemented in dynamic, 
symbolic computer models to simulate a functioning system, and to learn more about 
the principles of organization of biological neural networks. 

Our model currently encompasses only three macular nerves with their terminals 
and receptive fields (Figure 1). Once completely implemented, the software will 
permit us to simulate thousands of processing elements in any grouping desired. In 
order to understand the basis of our model, a brief summary of macular functional 
Organization follows. 

Sensory maculas are comprised of two types of hair cells, type I and type II, and 
supporting cells. A type I hair cell synapses only with the expanded nerve terminal 
(calyx) that surrounds its body and neck. From one to five type I cells may be 
enclosed by a single calyx. Type II hair cells lie outside calyces. They distribute 
their output to 1-4 neighboring calyces and to nerve and calyceal collaterals. Type II 
hair cells, calyces and unmyelinated preterminals are also postsynaptic to efferent 
nerve endings that are collaterals of calyces and nerves. 

Hair cells have tufts of 60-80 thread-like processes (stereocilia) arranged 
hexagonally in rows of graded height and a single kinocilium that lies between the 
two tallest stereocilia. The location of the kinocilium functionally polarizes the hair 
cell. Neighboring hair cells are not identically polarized, and polarity also reverses 
direction along a traceable curved line (striola). Hair cells depolarize maximally to a 
stimulus in the direction of the kinocilium and hyperpolarize to a lesser degree to 
stimuli in the opposite direction (AJ Hudspeth and DP Corey, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 
U.S.A. 74:2407, 1977). They do not respond to stimuli at right angles to the tuft (SL 
Shotwellet al., Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 374: 1, 1981 ). The hexagonal organization likely 
optimizes signal detection, as is the case in man-made detectors (DP Petersen and D 
Middleton, Inform. and Control, 5:279, 1963). Stereocilia and kinocilia differ in 

thickness and in height from site to site on a macula so that neighborhoods of hair 
cells differ in threshold properties and in range of sensitivity to incoming stimull. 
The entire macular array, then, has an overall morphology comparable to man-made 
phased array detectors (E Brookner, Sci. Amer. 252; 94-102,1985), and responses to 

changes in direction or rate of acceleration are rapid. 

The sac-like membranous labyrinth above the macula is filled with endolymph, a 
weak gel. Interposed in this gel is a layer of crystallite particles (otoconia) that are 
unequally distributed in a thickened part of the gel, the otoconial membrane. The 
otoconial membrane is attached to the kinocilia and the tallest stereocilia by strands 
of gel-like material, but is relatively free to move. The maculas are attached to the 

bone of the skull by connective tissue. It is commonly accepted that, during 

accelerations to the head, the macula follows the motion of the skull but the otoconial 
layer lags behind, due to inertia. This results in bending of the stereociliary tufts in 
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the direction of lag. It is possible that this concept is too simplistic, however, because 
of variance in distribution of otoconial mass and because of the physics of the gel 
and the geometry of the macula. It is more likely that wave patterns generated in the 
gel by linear accelerations to the head are amplified or dampened by the otoconial 
layer in specific ways; and that analysis of the resulting, complex waveforms by the 
sensory hair cells is dependent upon tuft and macular geometries. 

The hair cells communicate their information to vestibular nerves that have three 
major kinds of terminal patterns: M-type, in which there is a single calyceal 
terminal at the end of a myelinated nerve; M/U-type, in which there is a_ short, 
unmyelinated preterminal segment that may bifurcate; and U-type, in which the 
preterminal unmyelinated segment is often long and three branches are typical. 
Receptive fields consist of all the type I and type II hair cells synapsing with the 
terminal(s) of a nerve and its collaterals. The fields tend to be rounded when there is 
a single calyx, oblong when there are two branches, and highly elongated when 
there are three branches. No two fields are identical in detail. 

The neural network, although continuous, is more complexly organized in some 
places than in others. Near the striola, all three kinds of nerve patterns are present; 
in an area toward the border there are only U-type nerves with many collaterals. 
Lengthening of the unmyelinated preterminal segment increases delay time before 
propagation of an action potential can begin. This finding and another, that hair 
cell synapses differ in number and size and are spatially distributed, strongly suggest 
that spatio-temporal factors are important to macular information processing. 
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Figure 1. The initial simulation model. See text for explanation. 
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The full meaning of the elegant organization of the endorgans still eludes us. 

Maculas are geometrically organized to detect the full range of linear accelerations 

in their general plane and also rotation, some range of angular stimulation, and 

velocity. They are clearly segmented, possibly for feature extraction, and wiring 

patterns appear to be determined through constrained randomess. Our simulations 

examine these and other concepts and will be sharpened by new experimental 

results. 

No effort has been made to duplicate the complexities of the supramacular material 

(gel and otoconial membrane) in our initial model, but a sequence of input vectors is 

simulated, with time stepped forward incrementally. The simulations are run on an 

IRIS 4D turbo high performance workstation. Currently, our model is two 

dimensional, and stimuli are presented from left to right (or vice versa) and 

randomly. Stimuli are simulated by activation of the squares of the first tier of our 

model (Figure 1). The stimulus as well as responses of all active elements are 

represented through color-coding (here, by shading), with blue (lightest square, 

right) representing inhibition or hyperpolarization and red (darkest square, left) 

representing maximal activation or depolarization. Green is neutral. The full range 

of colors in this range also depict membrane activation levels for receptor cells, 

calyces and spike initiation zones. Nerve impulse initiation is animated at the nerve 

fiber. 

Type I hair cells are in the second tier of processors (checkered circles) and type II 

hair cells, in the third tier (Figure 1). Type II hair cells are clear circles except for 

cells, shown cross-hatched, that are distributing information to neighboring calyces. 

The two tiers reflect hair cell positions inside and outside calyces. The number of 

hair cells is an average of those actually observed in receptive fields of the nerve 

types employed in the model. Physical features of the tufts and their directional 

tuning are not portrayed but are assigned values in the software for simulation. 

Each line connecting a hair cell to a calyx is also assigned a scalar value that reflects 

the strength of that connection. The value varies from cell to cell because the 

number and positions of the synapses vary. The connection can also be assigned a 

value indicating that the hair cell output is excitatory or inhibitory to the calyx. 

The fourth tier contains the calyces (solid circles). Calyces are processing elements 

that, in our model, sum excitatory and inhibitory inputs from the hair cells. The 

information is passed to a spike initiation zone, or encoding site, shown as a small, 

dotted circle on the stem axon (see Figure 1). This zone is assigned a threshold value 

which must be overcome for the axon to fire. Axonal discharge is indicated by color 

coding of the rectangle with dashes and separately as impulse trains. Our initial 

model consists of a simulated M-type nerve (left), an M/U-type (center), and a U-type 

(right). 

The current model, then, includes membrane activation levels, receptor cell 

polarizations, and temporal decay of membrane potentials, along with 

interconnection strengths and topologies. Currently, each nerve has only a single 

spike initiation zone, appropriately located relative to the calyx for each type of 

nerve. A delay is required to take into account the distance between calyces and 

their spike initiations zones. Later simulations will test the consequences of multiple 

encoding sites, one for each calyx. Also, our present simulations do not yet include 

calyceal collaterals (synapses from a calyx back to a _ receptor cell) or efferent 

regulation. We have examined appropriate cquations for incorporating each of these 

phenomena in future simulations. 
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Our aim here is to test the model with the elements presently incorporated in our 
simulation software, and to add other elements sequentially, to learn how each 
influences nerve activity. The software is written in C and is composed in a way to 
facilitate changing parameters and redesigning the layout and_ interconnection 
topology of the network. This freedom to change parameters has allowed us to test 
responses of our simple model to the following conditions: 1) all receptor cells are 
excitatory; 2) type I receptor cells are excitatory and type II cells are inhibitory; and 
3) hyperpolarization (inhibition) of type II receptor cells that are programmed to 
have weak inhibitory connections to calyces. 

A series of initial experiments were run in which we observed a variety of different 
connection strengths and different input stimuli under the above conditions. In 
each case we were able to examine the temporal dynamics of the resulting activation 
patterns. We observed a difference in responsiveness of the sensory neurons 
between conditions 1 and 2 (with type II cells excitatory versus inhibitory). When 
all cells are excitatory, the neurons saturate rapidly. The simulation remains more 
active and stable when type II hair cells are weakly inhibitory to the calyx. From 
condition 3, we observed an activating response before the strongly depolarizing 
Signal reaches the hair cells. This response proved to be the result of well-known 
disinhibition (inhibition of an inhibitory unit), which is net excitation. Under all 
these preset conditions, random stimulation did not result in as many impulse trains 
as did directionally controlled stimulation. Nevertheless, some version of multiple 
stimuli will have to be incorporated into our model to mimic current concepts that 
complex waveforms are the stimuli to the hair cells. 
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Introduction 

The approximation of a given continuous real function with support in the n-dimensional 

hypercube by means of neural networks has attracted the interest in both theory and appli- 

cations. It has been shown that a feedforward network with a limited number of units in the 

hidden layers can not only approximate, but even represent exactly any continuous function 

(Kolmogorov 1957), if the only restrictions to the units’ output functions are that they be 
monotonous and continuous. It is also known that feedforward networks with a single type 
of nonlinear output function can approximate a given function arbitrarily well (Lapedes and 

Farber 1988), even with a single hidden layer (Cybenko 1989). However, a lot of problems 

remain unresolved, e.g. what size of network is sufficient to approximate a given function 

with a given accuracy, what can be said about its inter- and extrapolation properties, and 

what can be said about the convergence of learning. Therefore in practical problems such as 

the implementation of the inverse kinematics of a manipulator in a neural network (Guez and 

Ahmad 1988), the structure of the network employed is often chosen somewhat arbitrarily. 

The present paper proposes a deterministic approach to these problems. Based upon the 

choice of a certain interpolation rule, a neural network concept is developed that allows to 

determine the topology of the network required to approximate any function and allows to 
find the weights of the synapses by direct calculation as well as by training. 

Concept of DEFAnet 

The concept of DEFAnet is based on the construction of a grid in the n-dimensional hy- 

percube by subdividing it into n-dimensional rectangular cells by means of |, hyperplanes 

orthogonal to the v-th axis (v = 1,...,n), and the assumption that the goal function f 

is defined and known at least at the corners of each cell, the grid points. The choice of 

the interpolation rule that is to be implemented by the network is given by the condition, 

that all first partial derivatives are constant inside a cell and along the edge of a cell. An 

example of a function following this interpolation rule is given in the 2-dimensional case as 

an interpolation of the XOR truth table (Fig 1). 
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Fig. 1. Example of a function following the interpolation rule in a single 2-dimensional grid 
cell (XOR surface) 

The neural network is constructed in such a way as to follow the interpolation rule - 
given any combination of function values at the corners of each cell - only by modifying the 
synaptic weights of the last layer. To this end it is required to have all kinds of products 
of relative input signals (taken to the power of 0 or 1) available, so that appropriate linear 
combinations of them may be formed. If this is to be achieved by a network with neurons 
summing rather than multiplying their inputs, a 4-layer feedforward network is required. 
Unfortunately, using neurons with limited non-negative output (such as natural neurons), it 
is not possible to generate a product directly using logarithmic output functions, summation, 
and an exponential function, as the logarithm of numbers less than one would generate 
negative signals of unlimited amplitude. However, the use of output functions that can be 
described as shifted logarithmic functions yields linear combinations of products that can 
still be employed while following the interpolation rule. 

Construction and size of a DEFAnet 

Based on the DEFAnet concept outlined above, the following network is proposed. The first 
layer consists of n pure fan-out units. The neurons of the second layer have monotonous 
output functions which increase logarithmically over the range between two adjacent grid 
hyperplanes from 0 to 1. The ranges of such increase correspond to the sizes and locations 
of the grid cells. To subdivide a hypercube into []7_,(l, — 1) cells requires 

nr 

za-2) = )-(- 1) 
v=] 

Synapses as well as neurons in the second layer, as each second layer neuron receives input 
from only one first layer neuron. It suffices to let the synapses be excitatory, non-plastic and 
their weight be 1. 
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The output functions of the third layer neurons increase proportional to the exponential 

function and saturate at 1. To provide all required linear combinations of products the third 

layer consists of [[?_, /, neurons. The number of required non-zero synaptic connections 

between the second and third layer is 

n l,—1 n 

2-3) = > TT Il 
v=1 p=1 

Here the synapses are excitatory and non-plastic; their weights depend on the third layer 

neuron to which they belong, but not on the goal function. 
The output function of the only fourth layer neuron is linear and not limited. If vector 

rather than scalar functions are considered, i.e. the output dimension m is greater than 1, 

this is the only layer to increase the number of units. The number of synapses is 

#(3-4) = ™m II l, 
p=1 

as all third layer neurons are connected to all fourth layer neurons. The synapses between 

the third and the fourth layer are considered to be plastic and to have either sign. Given 

the output functions of the second and third layer neurons, the values of the last synaptic 

layer can be determined by n-fold application of a set of recursive formulae. The size of a 

DEFAnet and its topology of connections is completely determined by the dimensions of the 
input and output signals and by the resolution of the grid along each axis. An example of a 

DEFAnet topology is given in Fig. 2 

  
Fig. 2. Example of a DEFAnet structure for n = 2,1; = 3,l2 = 3, and m= 3 

Discussion 

The shape of the output functions of the hidden layer neurons is derived from the interpola- 

tion rule. If the interpolation rule is chosen to be less restrictive, other output functions may 

be used with similar results. However, the interpolation rule chosen here shows a number of 
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useful properties, e.g. that the network function at the center of a cell equals the mean of 

the function values at the corners. 

In networks with output functions independent of the goal functions the achievable accu- 

racy of the approximation must depend on the size of the network. In DEFAnet the number 

of neurons and synapses required can be calculated from the resolution of the grid in the 

input space. It may be pointed out that cells added to the grid may require as little as one 

additional third layer neuron per cell in order to have the n-dimensional interpolation rule 

holding inside the whole cell. 

It is obvious, that the weights of the plastic synapses can be found by learning, and as 

the last neuron (layer) is linear, problems of convergence do not occur. A wide variety of 

rapid learning rules may be employed, e.g the Delta rule; backpropagation of errors is not 

required. Under certain conditions it may be possible to solve self-optimization problems 

with DEFAnet by introducing forgetting mechanisms (Werntges and Daunicht 1988). 
In all essential aspects DEFAnet is consistent with the properties of biological neurons. 

Of course, one cannot expect the input space to be subdivided into non-overlapping grid cells 

or the interpolation rule to be followed exactly in natural networks, but it becomes clear, 
what size of a network suffices to implement arbitrary continuous functions in a nervous 
system. In fact, the size is considerably less than that indicated in articles dealing with the 
existence of such networks (see e.g. Lapedes and Farber 1988). It may be noted that the 

units of some layers need not to correspond to neurons. E.g., in sensory-motor systems, it 
is conceivable that the first layer is represented by sensory organs. 

A DEFAnet has been successfully tested in a simulation to approximate an exact solution 
to the inverse kinematics of a redundant manipulator with a 3-dimensional input space, 103 
grid cells and a 4-dimensional output space. 

Supported by Der Bundesminister fiir Forschung und Technologie 
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INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF SPACE IN NEURAL NETWORKS 

OF PRIMATES AND OTHER SENSORIMOTOR MAPPING MACHINES 
  

  

Rolf Eckmiller, Div. Biocybernetics, Heinrich-Heine-Universitat 

Dusseldorf, Universitdtsstrafie 1, D-4000 Dusseldorf 1 (F.R. Germany) 

Introduction 

Primate brain research at the systems level emphasizes various 

sensimotor brain functions such as: 

visually and/or vestibularly induced eye movements, 

auditory induced vocalization (”speak what you hear”), 

visually induced arm pointing ("point at where you look”), or 

auditory induced gesticulation and/or locomotion. 

These brain functions serve to map spatio-temporal events (trajectories) ina 

given sensory space (e.g. Euclidian space of visual target locations within 

arm’s reach or space of sound frequencies and frequency patterns) onto ’corre- 

sponding’ spatio-temporal events for a related motor system. These sensorimotor 

mapping operations sometimes immediately follow sensory stimulation in a reflec- 

tory fashion (e.g. vestibulo-ocular reflexes), whereas others are capable of 

storing the spatial and temporal parameters of the sensory events over an exten- 

ded period of time before a decision is being made regarding the time of move- 

ment and the selected specific motor system. The various functionally separate 

areas within the thalamus, neocortex, and cerebellar cortex are unlikely to per- 

form the required mapping algebraic-analytically (e.g. by solving a set of dif- 

ferential equations). The available evidence suggests that the underlying mathe- 

matical mapping problem is being imbedded in the geometry and time-dependent, 

layered neural net topology of the different communicating brain regions. 

Various neurophysiological, behavioral, and theoretical studies 

(2,3,6,8,9,11,15,17,18,20,22,23) have been performed regarding the internal spa- 

ce representation in the brain by means of visually induced pointing experiments 

in both trained macaque monkeys and human subjects. Especially the parietal cor- 

tex (1,10), the cerebellum (16), and various regions of the precentral cortex 

(12,13,19) received attention. 
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Fig.1: Schema for a typical sensorimotor mapping operation. 
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Pointing to visual targets within the grasping space without seeing the pointing 
arm (blind pointing) was recently studied in trained monkeys (7,10,14,25) and 
human subjects (4,5,21,24,26), addressing several aspects of this sensorimotor 
mapping operation (Fig.1). This paper describes new results on blind pointing in 
normal human subjects. 

Results 

Fig.2 indicates the relation between visual targets (open symbols) and corre- 
sponding blind pointing positions (filled symbols; average of three measure- 
ments) of the right hand. Each measurement sequence included blind pointing (re- 
peated three times) to seven randomly presented target positions at straight 
ahead (open star), 10 deg (open circles), 20 deg (open triangles), and 30 deg 
(open squares) eccentricity along a horizontal, vertical, or oblique (+/- 45 
deg) line. The data in Fig.2 are plotted as viewed by an external observer (30 
deg R on the left). The left half of Fig. 2 refers to the oculomotor paradigm, 
which required the subject to look at (fixate) a given target (red LED) on the 
inner surface of a hemispherical screen (radius: 23cm; thickness: 2.5cm styrofo- 
am). The screen with a set of LEDs (only the illuminated LED was visible) was 
positioned in front of the subject’s eyes with the center of the hemisphere at 
the nasal root. 

R. Hand oculomotor R.Hand retinal 
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Fig.2 Blind pointing with oculomotor(left) and retinal(right) paradigm. 

In the oculomotor paradigm the spatial coordinates of the target are repre- 
sented as cross points of the two lines of gaze, i.e., by the oculomotor control 
Signals (efference copy) of both eyes. The different control Signals can be as- 
sumed to form a neural eye position map, which is closely related to the postu- 
lated internal space map (9,21,23). Please, note the significant (though highly 
reproducible and characteristically different for different subjects) differen- 
ces between target and corresponding blind pointing positions. One can see dif- 
ferences in blind pointing gain (e.g. 30 deg downward target position yields on- 
ly about 22 deg downward pointing position), translatory shifts, and even rota- 
tory shifts in this typical sensorimotor mapping operation (driver reaching for 
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cigarette lighter; pilot reaching for a panel button without looking). 

The right half of Fig.2 gives data of the same subject during the retinal pa- 

radigm: a green LED at straight ahead location had to be fixated constantly to 

avoid any eye movements, while a red LED appeared at _ one of the visual target 

locations (as in the oculomotor paradigm). The subject was asked to point at 

this extrafoveally presented target from the outside of the screen. In the reti- 

nal paradigm, visual target coordinates are represented as positions on a reti- 

notopic map. The spatial information of this sensory map yields an entirely dif- 

ferent mapping result. Fig.2 (right half) clearly indicates that the blind poin- 

ting gain was significantly reduced in the retinal paradigm relative to the ocu- 

lomotor paradigm. In some other of the 10 studied subjects, the retinal paradigm 

yielded a larger gain than the oculomotor paradigm for reasons not yet understo- 

od. It is noteworthy that all subjects typically made the final decision regar- 

ding direction an amplitude prior to a given pointing movement in that the in- 

itially reached pointing position was only very rarely corrected. In other 

words, subjects ’knew’ already before the pointing movement that they would be 

satisfied with the match of target and pointing position. 

Conclusions 

1) The internal representation of space may be different for purposes of percep- 

tion (sensory map) versus action (motor map) and is dependent on the updating 

input (sensory or motor). 

2) Although movements are internally generated, their precision is dependent on 

continuous ’sensory updating’, which was not available (with regard to vision) 

during the blind pointing task. The sensory updating of internal space represen- 

tations is also necessary for other sensorimotor mapping tasks as demonstrated 

for example by the poor motor performance of vestibulo-ocular reflexes in the 

dark or vocalization without auditory feedback. 

3) Autonomous vehicles and redundant robots under neural net control require a 

powerful module for internal space representation to assure sufficiently precise 

multi-modal sensorimotor mapping operations in real time in the absence of alge- 

braic-analytical solutions. 
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CODING OF THE DIRECTION OF REACHING BY NEURONAL POPULATIONS 

Apostolos P. Georgopoulos 

The Philip Bard Laboratories of Neurophysiology, Department of Neuroscience, 
The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, USA. 

The generation and control of reaching is a function of several motor 
structures. Some principles of coding of the direction of reaching by motor 

cortical neurons and neuronal populations have now become evident and will be 
discussed in this presentation. First, large populations of neurons in the 

motor cortex are engaged with reaching. Second, this engagement is early, 

starting approximately 60 ms following the onset of a visual target. Third, 
the time course of the cell recruitment in the active population is very 
similar for equal-amplitude reaching movements directed to different targets. 
Fourth, the intensity of cell discharge is modulated with the direction of 
reaching. A cell discharges at highest intensities with reaching in a 

particular direction (the cell’s "preferred direction") and at progressively 
lower intensities with reaching movements in directions that are farther and 
farther away from the preferred one. Typically, the discharge rate is a 
cosine function of the angle formed by the direction of a particular reaching 
movement and the cell’s preferred direction. Fifth, an unambiguous, 

distributed code for the direction of reaching exists in neuronal populations 

in the motor cortex. The motor command for the direction of reaching is 
regarded as composed of cell vectors each of which points in the cell’s 
preferred direction and has length proportional to the change in cell activity 
associated with that particular reaching movement. The outcome of this 
population code can be visualized as a vector (the "neuronal population 
vector") that points in the direction of the upcoming reaching. This 
population vector is an accurate and robust predictor of the direction of 
reaching in space; is resistant to cell loss; it can be estimated reliably 

from about 100 cells; and it predicts well the direction of reaching well 
before the reaching begins (i.e. during the reaction time), and even during an 

instructed delay period. Finally, when a mental transformation is required 
for the generation of a reaching movement in a different direction from a 
reference direction, the population vector can provide useful information 

concerning the nature of the cognitive process by which the required 
transformation is achieved. (Supported by USPHS grant NS17413 and ONR contract 

NO0014-88-K-0751.) 
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RELATIONSHIP OF VISUAL SPATIAL MAP AND SACCADIC MOTOR MAP IN 
SALAMANDER 

Gerhard Manteuffel 
Brain Research Institute (FB-2), University Bremen 

D-2800 Bremen 33, Fed. Rep. Germany 

The eyes of salamanders are fixed in the head such that they are 
positioned obliquely to each other and to an orthogonal coordi- 
nate system given by the horizontal plane of the head and the 
respective vertical. The retinae of both eyes therefore represent 
two independent coordinate systems. Thus, an object located 
within the binocular field that is determined horizontally by the 
convergence angle of the eyes, is represented differently in each 
coordinate system. 

In the optic tectum, the ipsilateral and contralateral topogra- 
phies are arranged so that excitations from the ipsilateral and 
the contralateral eye correspond (i.e. are at the same Site) if 
an object within the binocular field is at a certain distance 
that is given by the topographic relation and can be considered 
the system’s horopter. This relationship is established by an 
intertectal transfer mechanism (probably via the nucleus isthmi) 
whereby excitation at a particular site in one tectal hemisphere 
is carried to a particular site in the other hemisphere. Thus, 
the z-coordinate of the environment (i.e. the distance of ob- 
jects) is established by a combination of the two-dimensional 
retinotopic maps in both tectal hemispheres. 

It is assumed that the bilateral visual layers of the tectun, 
coupled according to the properties of intertectal transfer, 
trigger sites in the respective motor layers lying immediately 
beneath. Therefore, a more posterior excitation in one tectal 
hemisphere will result in a more anterior excitation of the other 
hemisphere. However, direct excitation from the contralateral eye 
is known to be stronger than the indirect input from the ipsila- 
teral eye. As a result, under binocular conditions the contrala- 
teral excitation may suppress the ipsilateral one by means of 
lateral inhibition, providing both are not at the same Site, so 
that each visual hemisphere will have only one output. Under 
monocular conditions, however, the ipsilateral input survives 
such that both tectal hemispheres then have an output depending 
on intertectal transfer (meaning that any object is then seen 
located on the horopter). 

The output of the tectum has been analysed by neuroanatomical 
tracing (Naujoks-Manteuffel and Manteuffel, 1988). When 
horseradish peroxidase was applied at bulbar levels, a specific 
distribution of tectal output cells was found. Cells are 
generally more numerous on the ipsilateral than on the 
contralateral side, but on both sides cell density increases from 
the rostral pole of the tectum up to an isthmic level and then 
decreases rapidly. The distribution is also non-homogeneous in a 
medio-lateral direction. On the ipsilateral side (relative to the 
injection) efferent cells are clustered medially and laterally 
and are sparse intermediately. On the contralateral Side, how- 
ever, cells are sparse medially and increase in number toward the 
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lateral margin. 

In salamanders, gaze direction is adjusted by the actions of the 

bilateral epaxial and hypaxial neck muscles driven by their 

respective motoneuron pools. These muscles allow essentially 
two-dimensional head movements within a coordinate system rela- 
tive to the trunk. 

Bearing in mind the visual topography and assuming that informa- 
tion transfer from the visual map to the motor map occurs predo- 
minantly within vertical columns, it is tempting to speculate 
that the lateral and medial tectal output groups are premotoric 
to the hypaxial and epaxial muscles, respectively. Since dendri- 
tes of tectal output cells arborize considerably over some _ 100 
micrometers, they can receive input from more than one visual 
column. As a result, the intermediate visual zone of the tectum, 
that is responsive to stimuli close to the visual horizon, will 
have an efference to both the pre-hypaxial and the pre-epaxial 
output neurons. 

The crucial statements of this hypothesis are that the premotor 
output map of the tectum is arranged in the coordinates of the 
neck muscles and that the strength of muscle contraction is 
determined by the number of activated (recruited) premotor cells. 
It can be assumed that both the ipsilateral and the contralateral 
descending pathways from each tectal hemisphere will finally 
reach the contralateral motoneurons. As the contralaterally des- 
cending tecto-bulbar tract is located more medially than the 
ipsilateral one, it will provide a major input to the medial part 
of the nucleus reticularis medius (nRM), whereas the ipsilateral 
tract can be assumed to synapse mainly on the lateral portion of 
this nucleus. The lateral portion of the nRM, however, projects 
to the contralateral spinal cord, whilst the medial portion 
projects ipsilaterally. 

The bilateral visual layers of the tectum may act locally (i.e. 
at the site of activation) and independently on the respective 
motor maps. This action must be considered as a triggering one so 
that any activity at a certain site on the visual map recruits 
the respective premotor neurons, whereby the strength of activi- 
ty in the visual layer determines whether or not ae threshold 
intercalated between both maps can be surpassed. The rationale 
for this assumption is given by the fact that although tectal 
neurons are excited more vigorously by some stimuli than by 
others, this excitation determines only the probability of a 
saccadic movement and not its precision (i.e. the turning ang- 
le). It is likely that the threshold is variable and controlled 
by "motivational afferents" arising from the amygdala and other 
forebrain structures that project to the tectum. 
According to this hypothesis, both tectal sides convey indepen- 
dent outputs that may, however, differ in strength: a more poste- 
rior excitation at the visual map of one tectal hemisphere will 
result in a stronger premotor activity than in the other premotor 
map triggered by a visual excitation located more rostrally (if 
the stimulus is not positioned straight ahead). The two output 
channels (consisting of two sub-channels: the epaxial and the 
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hyaxial one) are then considered to inhibit each other at some 
Site, so that activation finally occurs only in the more active 
one. 

A computer simulation of the presented hypothesis on the design 
of the saccadic system reveals the typical head movements and 
lines of approach to a prey found in binocular or monocular 
Salamanders. Most impressive, the strange approach of monocular 
Salamanders toward prey is precisely reproduced. Such animals do 
not walk straight ahead to an object presented at a short distan- 
ce exactly in front of them, but first deviate toward the side of 
the seeing eye. Somewhat later, when approaching closer, they 
curve sideways and eventually reach the object (Roth, 1987). This 
can be explained by the type of intertectal transfer between the 
visual maps of both sides. At the starting point, the tectum 
contralateral to the eye receives a relatively caudal excitation 
and the transferred signal to the other tectal side occurs ros- 
trally. Hence, the output of the contralateral tectum is stronger 
and evokes turning away from the object (toward the seeing eye). 
During approach, the object will stimulate more and more temporal 
positions of the retina and this results in an increasingly 
rostral position of excitation on the contralateral tectum. AS a 
result of intertectal transfer, the other tectal side (ipsilate- 
ral to the eye) will then be stimulated more and more caudally 
and will therefore have an increasing output. From the point 
where the ipsilateral tectal output is stronger than the contra- 
lateral one, the animal turns to the side of the blinded eye and, 
thus, toward the object. 
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On the Role of Input Representations 

in Sensorimotor Mapping 

Lina Massone and Emilio Bizzi 

Dept. of Brain and Cognitive Sciences 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Abstract 

This paper emphasizes the role of input representations in sensorimotor mapping. We present 

experiments in training a sequential network that generates aiming movements with three different 

stimuli representations and we describe the corresponding behavior as far as generalization and 

learning are concerned. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper we aim at emphasizing the role of input representations in sensorimotor mapping. We 

will do it by describing some experiments performed during training of a sequential network that 

generates aiming movements of a redundant limb towards targets specified as sensory stimuli. The 

network is fully described in [Massone and Bizzi 1989, Massone and Bizzi in press]; its main features 

will be briefly summarized in Section 2. Section 3 will address the particular problem of input 

representations and will show that the network can exhibit quite different behaviors depending on 

the adopted representation of the input stimulli. 

2 The Network 

We represented the aiming task by means of a sequential network of the type proposed by Jordan 

[1986]. The network is composed of two arrays of input units (plan units and state units), one array 

of hidden units and one array of output units. Due to recurrent connections from output units to 

state units, this network is able to produce sequences of output signals. The state units provide 

then a time-varying input to the layered network that learns the sequences. The other input to the 

network derives from the plan units, which are activated by the external stimuli. The activation 

of the plan units remains constant within a given sequence but varies between sequences to allow 

different sequences to be learned by the same network. 

In our case, the output units drove a redundant three-joint limb which moved from a fixed initial 

posture to a target. The limb was schematically modeled with four pairs of antagonist muscles: the 

shoulder flexor and extensor, the double joint flexor and extensor, the elbow flexor and extensor, 
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the wrist flexor and extensor. Muscles were represented 
as springs according to a model that is described later in 
this section. Each output unit activated a muscle; output 
units were considered as motorneurons. Hence, the time 
sequence generated by the network was encoded in muscle 
space. 

Plan units contained a representation of the sensory 
stimulus. A portion of the limb workspace was discretized 
with a 15x15 pixel grid as shown in Figure 1; Figure 1 also 
shows the initial posture of the limb for all aiming move- 
ments. The stimulus was encoded as a narrow gaussian 
distribution centered on one of the 225 pixels; any pixel 
could become the target of the aiming movement. All units 

  

Figure 1: A portion of the in the network had continuous activation functions. 
limb workspace discretized with a The network’s task involved generating a trajectory of 
15215 grid. The limb is in the the limb from the starting posture toward one of the tar- 

starting posture. gets. Hence, the network performed a sensory-motor trans- 
formation. 

Aiming movements were assumed to be planar. We used a bell-shaped velocity profile for training 

trajectories, which is a recurring feature of movements performed by biological systems. The duration 

of movements was assumed to be constant. Consequently, the network was asked to generalize not 
only the path of the limb towards the target but also the corresponding velocity profile. 

The network was trained through supervised learning. To compute the sequence of muscle 
activations that correspond to a trajectory of the limb from the initial to the final posture we used 

a model which represents muscles as tunable springs characterized by a set of integrable functions 

between length and tension at steady state [Mussa Ivaldi et al. 1988]. This model makes it possible 
to compute: 

e the xy coordinates of the end-point position of the limb, given the activation of the muscles. 
(This computation is a well-posed problem.) 

e the muscle activations given the xy coordinates of the end-point. (This is an ill-posed problem, 

solved by applying a minimum potential-energy constraint.) 

We employed the inverse transformation (from end-point position to muscle activation) to compute 
the training set. The direct transformation (from muscle activation to end-point position) was used 
during the testing phase. 

Experiments performed during learning and on the trained network showed that: (i) the task 
could be learned by a three-layer sequential network; (ii) the network successfully generalized in 

trajectory space and adjusted the velocity profiles properly; (iii) the same task could not be learned 

by a linear network; (iv) after learning, the internal connections became organized into inhibitory 
and excitatory zones and encoded the main features of the training set; (v) the model was robust 
to noise on the input signals; (vi) the network exhibited attractor-dynamics properties; (vii) the 
network was able to solve the motor-equivalence problem. 
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3 Input Representations 

The network described in Section 2 was trained with three different representations for the input 

stimuli, namely a local representation and two distributed ones. Only one out of the three gave 

good results from the point of view of the generalization properties of the network. It is worth 

noting that in our case building a stimulus representation means translating the values of the 225 

pixels into activation values of the plan units. In the remainder of this section we will describe the 

three representations as well as the corresponding network’s behavior and we will try to provide 

explanations for these results. 

3.1 Local Coding 

Local coding of the stimulus means associating one plan unit to each pixel in the workspace. In 

this case the network had 225 plan units. The activation of each plan unit was simply the value of 

the corresponding pixel (all values were properly normalized between 0 and 1, 0 being the value for 

absence of stimulus, 1 being the value at the gaussian peek, i.e. at the target.) 

With this local coding the network could learn the task (the training set contained about 15 

trajectories) but its performance from the point of view of generalization was bad. The limb moved 

in the right direction but it missed the targets of a significant amount and the velocity profile was 

not bell-shaped. The network basically behaved as a look-up table. 

3.2 XY Coding 

XY coding refers to a distributed representation introduced in (Hinton et al. 1986]. It requires one 

plan unit for each row and one plan unit for each column of the workspace, 30 units in our case. 

Each pixel is represented by a pair of units (one row unit and one column unit) encoding its position 
in the workspace. This representation is known to have a few drawbacks, the main one being the 

ambiguity arising when more than one pixel has to be represented. In fact this representation fails 

to encode explicitly "what goes with what”. In our case, this particular problem does not apply as 

e only one stimulus at the time is represented; 

e although each stimulus activates more than one pixel (because of the gaussian distribution) 
only one of such pixels (the target) has a value equal to 1. 

Consequently, each pattern of activation across the plan units uniquely identifies one target. 

With the XY coding the network could learn the task, but, surprisingly, its generalization capa- 

bilities were even worst than in the case of local coding. Besides missing the target and not being 

able to adjust the velocity profile, the limb often moved in the wrong direction. A possible expla- 
nation for this misbehavior came from an analysis of the muscle activations in the training set. We 
found that for different portions of the workspace the sequences of muscle activation were totally 

different in structure. Let’s consider, for example, two targets on the same row, the first one in 

the top-right portion of the workspace and the second one in the top-left portion; the sequences of 

muscle activation that lead the limb to those targets did not share any common structure. This fact 

implies that the notion that two targets are on the same row not only does not help the network to 
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understand the task, but can be highly misleading. The network builds an internal representation 
for the task that is ”wrong”. 

3.3 Coarse Coding 

We achieved good generalization by coarse coding the stimuli as follows. Each plan unit had a 
receptive field over the array of pixels; each receptive field contained nine pixels and was partially 
overlapped with neighbor fields. The result was a 7x7 array of plan units. The activation of each plan 
unit was the sum of the values of the pixels that belonged to its receptive field. The resulting values 
were then properly normalized. Besides achieving good generalization on both path and velocity 
profile, learning was faster (it took about 2/3 of the trials needed in the case of XY coding.) More 
detailed information about learning and generalization with coarse coding can be found in [Massone 
and Bizzi 1989, Massone and Bizzi in press]. This result shows that what is important for the limb to 
reach a particular target is the behavior in a neighborhood of that target, rather then the behavior 
in portions of the workspace that are far apart. An other nice feature of coarse coding is that 
overlapping receptive fields can partially overcome the arbitrariness of the workspace discretization 
by translating a spatial discretization into continuous activations of plan units. Furthermore, this 
coarse coding can be considered a good approximation of the receptive fields of sensory neurons in 
the case, for example, of skin stimulation. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we showed the importance of building good representations of the input stimuli for sen- 
sorimotor transformations. We presented experiments in training a sequential network that generates 
aiming movements with three different stimuli representations and we described the corresponding 
behavior as far as generalization and learning are concerned. Coarse coding (Hinton et al. 1986] 
turned out to be the best representation for this particular motor task. 
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1. Introduction 

Animals have superior ability of conducting series of well organized motions. The ability is considered 

to be supported by some flexible neural mechanisms which memorize and control spatiotemporal patterns. 

In several lower animals simple types of such neural networks have been observed. These networks are called 

‘motion pattern generators’. Some mathematical models of the networks were proposed and it was shown 

that they can memorize some simple temporal patterns (see Suzuki et. al., 1972; Doya and Yoshizawa, 1989, 

for example). However, these networks do not explain complex motions of higher animals, because their 

ability is restricted to generating relatively simple patterns and not enough to regenerate the memorized 

pattern in another temporal structure. In this paper, a neural network model is proposed, which memorizes 

spatial and temporal patterns in separate parts of the network so that the scheduling of the spatiotemporal 

pattern regeneration is possible. The capability of the model is confirmed by computer simulations. 

2. Neural Network Model 

2.1 Structure of the Network 

The network has three layers: input, hidden and output layers. Stimuli to the network are given on 

the input layer. Autonomous excitations are supposed to exist on the hidden layer. The dynamics of the 

excitation is changed according to the value of the weighted sum of the input stimuli through input-to- 

hidden connections. Hidden-to-output connections transform the excitation patterns on the hidden layer 

into desired patterns on the output layer. This two layered structure gives an easy way of memorization and 

regeneration of spatiotemporal patterns (Fig. 1a). 

The following properties are required for the hidden layer. The excitation pattern on the hidden layer 

changes continuously, and the excitations at different time are distinguished from each other. The transition 

from one excitation to the other takes some duration which is controlable by external inputs. As a realization, 

a nerve field with lateral inhibitory connections is adopted and travelling local excitation on the nerve field 

is used. 

The nerve field consists of two layers of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Each excitatory or inhibitory 

neuron is connected to excitatory and inhibitory neurons in its neighborhood. In addition, each neuron of 

the field receives input stimuli from outside. Figure 1b shows these connections. Based on the computer 

simulation of this kind of nerve fields, Wilson and Cowan (1973) reported that following three types of local 

excitation patterns occur depending on feature of external stimuli and parameters of the field: transient local 

excitation around an intensely stimulated locus, lasting local excitation around an intensely stimulated locus 

and travelling local excitation across the field. Amari (1977) analyzed these phenomena mathematically. 

Only the third phenomenon is considered in the followings. 

2.2 Fundamental Equations of the Network 

In the followings, vectors s4(t), wa(t) and ya(t) denote external stimulus, inner state and output 

vectors, respectively. The j-th component of these vectors represents the value of the 7-th A-layer neuron 

at time t. Matrix W4 p(t) denotes the connecting weight matrix, whose (j,&) component represents weight 

of connection from the k-th B-layer neuron to the j-th A-layer neuron at time ¢. Subscripts 1, ex, in and o 

represent input layer, hidden excitatory layer, hidden inhibitory layer and output layer, respectively. 

The input layer consists of n, neurons. Output function of the input neuron is assumed to be the 

identity function. Thus, 

yi(t) = u(t) = 3,(t) (input to the network). (1) 
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Fig. 1. The structure of the neural network model. 

a: The layered structure. b : Connections of hidden layer. 

Hence, output vector y;(t) represents state of the input layer. 
The hidden layer consists of nz excitatory and no inhibitory neurons. Values of external stimulus 

vectors are caluculated by equations 

Sez(t) = Wesi(t)yi(t), 3in(t) = Win i(t)yi(t), (2) 
where W.. ;(t) and W,, ;(t) are nz x n, weight matrices of input-to-hidden connections. The components of 
weight matrices Wezezr, Wezin, Winer and Winjn are time-independent and defined as follows: 

. — J Werez if |7 —k| < Ceres , eae J) Winez fy=k, 
(Wesex)ik = rf otherwise, (Wines )jk = Wines djk = ‘4 otherwise, (3) 

Werin If ly — kl < Oezin , 
(W.; in yk = ‘ cern 3 | “em (Win in )jk = 0, 0 otherwise, 

where Oezer and Oezin are constants which decide regions of interactions. Dynamics of the hidden layer are 

du.z(t 
reg es) =_-- Utes (t) + Wis ez Yer(t) ™ W.- in Yin(t) + 8e2(t) ~ hes 1, 

rag Hint) = Uin(t) + Win ex Ver(t) + Sin(t) — hind, 

(4) 

Yer(t)=1[Uer(t)], yin(t) = 1[uin(t)], (5) 
where h,, and h,, are thresholds of the hidden-layer neurons, vector 1 is an nz vector, whose components 
are all 1. Function 1[-] is output function of the hidden-layer neurons, and 

1 ifa;>0, t — th component of 1[z] = {4 therwi 
otherwise. (6) 

The output layer consists of n3 neurons. Inputs to the neurons are weighted sum of outputs of the 
hidden-layer excitatory neurons. 

8,(t) = Woex(t)yer(t), (7) 

where W,.,(t) is a n3 X no connecting weight matrix. Output function of the output-layer neuron is the 
identity function, then input and output of the output-layer neuron are identical. Namely, 

Yo(t) = u(t) = $o(t). (8) 

2.3. Equations of Learning 

Weight matrix W,.,(t) transforms spatial patterns on the hidden layer at time ¢ into spatial patterns 
on the output layer. The learning rule for W,.- is defined by 

dW, z(t) 
Toer(t) = d(t) — Yo(t), Toes di = Toez(t)[Yer(t)]’, (9) 
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where d(t) denotes the desired output, and 7-2 is a small positive constant. This rule is the so-called 

continuous-output perceptron learning. 

Weight matrix W.,;(t) decides the stimuli to the hidden-layer excitatory neurons, and controls the 

velocity of the travelling local excitation. Since propagation velocity of the excitation in the hidden layer 

increases with intensity of the stimuli to the neurons, W,,;(t) is modified according to phase relation between 

desired output and actual output. Modification rule for by W.,;(t) is given by 

  

reei(t) = 90(U(t) vest), Tees = rees(ls(HI", (10) 

-l zr<-a, 

Ja(z) = f -a<2<a, (11) 
1 a<az, 

" a = —v(t) + {d(t — 5t)- y(t) — d(t)- yo(t — dt)}, (12) 

where T-;;, T’, 5t and @ are small positive constants. Here, v(t) detects phase relation and y(t) is positive 

if phase delay. 

Weight matrix Wj, ;(t) decides stimuli to the hidden-layer inhibitory neurons. If the stimuli to the 

inhibitory neurons increase, they become more excitable and their inhibitory effect is strengthened and, as 

a result, local excitation area of the excitatory neurons becomes narrower. According to this property, the 

following modification rule for Wj, ; is used: 

dW ni (t) 
rini(t) = 9n(N— > er s(t) Yiny Timi j=l 

= rin i(t)[yi(t)]’, (13) 

where N +n is the desired width of the local excitation area, and 7;,; is a small positive constant. 

3. Computer Simulation 

The capability of the model is confirmed by computer simulations. The following parameters were 

selected: no = 200, n3 = 1; Ter = Tin = 1.0, hes = Ain = 1.0, Wezezr = 0.30, Wezin = 0.66, Winer = 1.0, 

Cerer = Dy Senin = 23 Toer = 100.0, Tez; = 50.0, Ting = 25.0, 7’ = 0.5, 6¢ = 0.5, a = 0.04, € = 0.3, N = 14, 

n=l. 

3.1 Exercise I. 

Figure 2a shows the output after learning. Weights W, ez(t) and Wi, ;(t) are modified by equations 

(9) and (13), but weight W.,,(t) not changed. Here, n; = 1, (Wex:(0));1 = 0.6, (Win i(0));1 = 0.3 for all j. 

The dotted and the solid curves are the actual and the desired outputs, respectively. Figure 2b shows, on 

the other hand, the output after modifying W.z;(t) and Win;(t) by equations (10) and (13), and keeping 

Wo exz(t) constant. 

3.2. Exercise II. 

This exercise shows the change of output according to input to the network. First, for input 

y; = (0.5,0.5)7, Woez(t) and Wia;(t) are modified so as to memorize the output pattern shown in Fig.3a. 

Next, W.2;(t) and Wi, ;(t) are modified so as to generate the desired output patterns shown in Fig.3b 

and 3c for inputs y; = (1,0) and y; = (0,1)7, respectively. In this case, ny = 2, (Wezi(0))jk = 0.6, 

(Win i(0));4 = 0.3 for all (j,k). Figure 4 shows outputs from the network for unexperienced inputs. It is seen 

that the network generates various temporal patterns according to the input. 

4. Conclusion 

A neural network model was proposed, which memorize spatiotemporal patterns and regenerate them 

with various temporal structures using dynamic excitation patterns on a nerve field with lateral inhibitory 

connections. The present network is a prototype model to explain the flexibility of acquiring and planning 

complex motions of higher animals. 
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Abstract: 

Stimulus specific frequency and phase locked oscillations in cells tuned to similar orientations but widely separated 

on the cortical surface (up to 7mm) have been reported in visual cortical areas (Gray et al. 1989). We have analyti- 

cally and in simulation explored the basis for this activity by examining two neuronal architectures, representing two 

extremes along a continuum that can generate oscillations with the observed properties in a robust and rapid man- 

ner. Using arguments from the theory of dynamical systems we show that under certain conditions neural networks 

with global, feedback connections can generate oscillations among the stimulated neurons with zero phase-lag. The 

phase-lag among neurons coupled to their neighbours in a chain-like geometry, on the other hand, will vary with the 

distance between them and the phase of substantially separated groups will drift relative to each another. It therefore 

appears that feedback connections are primarily responsible for these oscillations. 

Recent electrophysiological evidence supports the view that the firing patterns of groups of 

neurons in the mammalian cortex exhibit stimulus-induced oscillations. Such 40-60 Hz oscillations 

have long been reported in the rat and rabbit olfactory bulb and cortex on the basis of both single- 

and multi-unit as well as EEG activity (Freeman 1978). Similar oscillations have been described in 

visual, auditory and motor cortex (gray et al. 1989, Ecknorn et al. 1989). In the cat visual cortex, 

the firing rates of cells many mm’s apart can be highly synchronized—with no noticeable phase- 

shift—as long as they have similar orientation tuning. These oscillations are not stimulus-locked. 

Since cells in mammalian cortex are not thought to act as Central Pattern Generators (CPG) the 

question as to the origin and coordination of these oscillations arises. 

We are interested in exploring the anatomical basis of this process at a functional level in 

the visual cortex. In earlier work on CPG’s (Cohen, et al. 1982), it was argued that, in studying 

coupling effects among large populations of bursting neurons one can ignore the details of individual 

oscillators and represent each one simply by a single variable: its phase. Letting 6;(t) be the phase 

of the j** oscillator in a collection of N + 1 oscillators leads to models of the form: 

Oi = 1; + $,(801815--0 4) (1) 

where w; is the firing frequency of the j** oscillator and the coupling functions, f;, are continuous 

and periodic in each phase variable. In eq. (1) w; represents the properties of individual oscillators, 

and in particular its level of excitation, while the functions f; encode the types and architecture of 

the coupling. 
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We consider two extreme connection geometries: in case (A) we take a one dimensional array of 
oscillators with nearest neighbor couplings, interpreting each unit as a hypercolumn in the visual 
cortex; while in (B) each unit is coupled to a common comparator which feeds back a function of 
the average phase. In both cases it is convenient to replace (1) by its continuum limit, in which the 
phase of the j** oscillator in a chain of length N + 1 at time t is described by the variable 6(z, 72), 
O0<2z=j/N <1. The models are of the form: 

00g 0 00 (4) = we)+ et (5%) (2) 
(B) 2 = w(2)4+s0- [ Co.) (3) 

The two architectures are shown in Figure 1 along with an input pattern consisting of two “spots” of size 6 and intensity a. This stimulus is similar to that used by Gray et al. (1989) in recent 
experiments on cats. 
Analysis of Model A 
  

If the excitation is too “noisy” or the chain too long we cannot expect to find frequency locked solutions to model (A). This makes good sense; in fact we find that the “excited” units will “break away” and fire at a rate appreciably higher than that of the unstimulated oscillators. Ermentrout and Koppel (1986) have studied this effect in the case that the driving frequencies spatially have a linear gradient and show that there is a critical value of the gradient above which locking is lost and the chain breaks into domains which fire at different rates. Our simulations reveal that the same phenomenon of frequency plateaus occurs with excitations of the form presented in Figure 1. We find that even relatively strong nearest neighbor coupling cannot adequately account for the tight, ~ 0°, phase differences observed between active units separated by large numbers of inactive (unstimulated) units. 

Analysis of Model B 
  

We first observe that, while we have presented model A as a linear chain, there is no intrinsic geometry in the coupling architecture: the placement of the excited units does not affect phase conditions, as it does in model A. 
We have proven analytically and demonstrated in simulation that for small input amplitudes that excited units will exhibit phase-coupled collective oscillations that are decoupled from the background neurons. Not only do the excited units fire at the same rate , but they remain ezactly in phase regardless of their geometrical arrangement or separation. For larger amplitude input the excited cells “break away” both in frequency and phase from the unstimulated neurons. The analysis easily generalizes to several excitation spots, but if there are different excitation levels Qa; then phase differences will appear. 
It has been argued on theoretical grounds by von der Malsburg (1986) that temporal syn- chronization of groups of neurons labels perceptually distinct objects, subserving figure-ground segregation. We will present a hybrid of models (A) and (B) that can perform such segregation and mimics the architecture of the early visual pathway. 
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The capability of a multilayer neural network (based on a modified BSB model) for 

reproducing the stochastic dynamics of the perceptual reversal of ambiguous figures is 

assessed. Computer simulation results, as well as experimental data, are well fitted by a 

Gamma distribution. 

1. Introduction 

When an ambiguous pattern, such as the Necker cube or the Mach pyramid (Fig.1), 

is observed, the same visual input can elicit two different interpretations, giving rise 

to a cyclic perceptual alternation of such competitive interpretations. This repetitive 

cognitive behaviour can be regarded as the basic feature of the perceptual alternation 

phenomenon. 

  

  

  

  

      
              

  

  

Mach Pyramid Necker Cube 

Fig. 1 

During a prolonged observation of an ambiguous drawing 1,2) , a stationary phase is 

reached in which both percepts appear with some regularity, and the perceptual dura- 

tions of the competitive interpretations are well represented by a Gamma distribution, 

with a mean time normally ranging from few to about ten seconds . The analytic form 

of a Gamma distribution is: 

_ b"t"—! exp(—dt) 
  dt (1) 

where ['(n) is the Euler-Gamma function. 

In this paper, we propose a multilayer neural network model that is able to describe 

the main characteristics of the perceptual alternation phenomenon 3) and, in particular, 

the stochastic distribution required. 

2. A single layer model of perceptual alternation 

In a previous work 3) we described a single-layer neural network (SLN) model of 

perceptual alternation that was based on the “Brain State in a Box” (BSB) model 

proposed by Anderson and coworkers 45) The SLN is the basic building block of the 
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multilayer model that we present in the next section. Here we summarize and discuss 
the principal characteristics of the single-layer network. 

The recognition processes related to an ambiguous pattern can be modelled by 
an autoassociative neural network in which the features characterizing both alternative 
interpretations must be coded in the activities of the network “neurons”. So the state 
vector f of the network can be seen as composed of two subvectors, f4 (the first | 
components of f) and fp (the last m — 1 ones), associated with the features of the 
two alternative interpretations, A and B, of the ambiguous pattern. Furthermore, 
such interpretations exclude each other, and can never be present together; hence, it is 
important that the excitation of the subvector fa should exert an inhibiting influence 
on the subvector fe, and vice versa. 

The connection matrix, C, is obtained by learning, through some trials, the two 
competitive interpretations, A and B, using a generalized Hebb rule. The matrix con- 
tains two square blocks, E,4, and Epp, representing the positive autoconnections 
of each subvector (fa or fp) to itself, and two rectangular blocks, I4g and IBA 
(Isp = I4,), which are the inhibitory connections of fp to f4, and vice versa, that is: 

Ena  —TLap ) C= 2 ( a EBB (2) 

In this way, the SLN is able to reinforce the features of only one interpretation, while 
the features of the other are weakened; hence, when a constant input, G, representing a 
static ambiguous pattern is presented, the system can reach a stable state (i.e., a corner 
of the box in BSB model), corresponding to one of two alternative percepts , in which 
every neuron of the related subvector is firing at its maximum rate . At this point, in 
order that the system may simulate an experimental cyclic behaviour, we assume that, 
once the system has reached a corner, a habituation process becomes effective for a fixed 
time lag, giving rise to a continuous decrement in the components of that subvector, 
which leaves the corner. As a result, the subvector representing the alternative part 
of the state vector becomes dominant and further decreases the activity of the other 
subvector. 

The dynamical evolution of the i-th component of the state vector (i.e. the acti- 
vation value of the corresponding neuron), from time t to time t + 7, can be expressed 
by the equation: 

fi(t+7r) = tir |(o Ci f(t) + a.) (1 — o(t)) (3) 

j=1 

where LIMIT is a function limiting the values of the state vector components to those 
ranging between zero and one, Ci; is the element of the connectivity matrix and BG; 
is the 7-th component of the stimulus multiplied by a constant parameter @ and o;(t) 
stands for the habituation process. The effect of this process is to lower the input 
sensitivity of the neurons. Accordingly, o,(t) is usually zero but when the LIMIT 
function becomes active, it assumes the value o =, (o, € (0,1)) for a fixed time lag. 
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A plausible value of the unit time 7 is about a tenth of a second. In fact, to use 

continuous values of the neurons’ activation, that is their firing rate, one must integrate 

the instantaneous activity of neurons over a suitable time interval (7). 

Computer simulations of the network behaviour 3) have shown the existence of a 

stable limit cycle in which the two percepts, A and B, alternate periodically; further- 

more, this network exhibits considerable robustness to noise. In fact, the addition of a 

biologically plausible synaptic noise does not change significantly the temporal evolution 

of the SLN. 

3. The multilayer model and its stochastic dynamics. 

In order that the system may exhibit a stochastic behaviour, we designed a mul- 

tilayer neuronal network (MLN) with a single-layer network as basic element. Such 

improvement involves inserting in the model the probable redundancy of the neural 

assemblies acting as “recognizers” in the brain 6) . then, an ambiguous input stimulus, 

G, can be shifted among such parallel recognizers, as a consequence, for instance, of eye 

movements. 

We designed a two layers network. The lower layer is made up of r SLNs working 

in parallel, without any interconnections. The probability, p(t), that the input G is 

present in the k-th SLN of the lower layer can be expressed as: 

p(t) = p(ON/ON)p(t — 7) + p(ON/OFF)(1 — p(t — 7)) (4) 

where p(ON/ON) is the transition probability from the state ON (input present) to 

the state ON and p(ON/OFF) is the transition probability from the state OF F (input 

absent) to the state ON . We chose such transition probabilities that, on average, the 

stimulus is present in only one SLN of the lower layer for every time step. When the 

stimulus is not present in the k-th SLN, the input vector is the null vector. 

The upper layer consists of a single basic unit (SLN). The input to the 7-th neuron, 

GY (t), is the sum of the activities of the corresponding neurons in the lower layer: 

Gl (t)= > FF (t) (5) 
k=1 

We assumed that the perceptual interpretations, A and B of the ambiguous pattern 

resulting from this MLN are associated with the temporal evolution of the upper layer; 

then the system perceives A (or B) if the sum ya(t) of the activities of the neurons of 

the subvector fe, normalized to one, is greater than the corresponding sum vy p(t) for 

the subvector fe (or vice versa yp(t) > pa(t)). 

A preliminary test of the MLN behaviour , was performed, via computer simula- 

tions, using the following parameter values : m = 10; r = 10; B = 0.9; o, = 0.6 or 

o, = 0.65 or o, = 0.7 (for a time lag of 30 times 7). The parameter / could assume two 

values: | = 6 and | = 5 (perfect symmetry between A and B). If | = 6, G; = 0.02 for 

i <6 and G; = 0.03 for i > 7; if 1 = 5, G; = 0.02 for every 2 value. The connection 

matrix C was symmetrical with C;; = 0. 
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When white noise (of the order of 0.4 of the connection value) is added to the 
connection matrix C, the MLN exhibits a stochastic dynamical behaviour. After a 
short transient period, a stationary phase is reached in which the two percepts al- 
ternate (Fig 2a), and the durations of each percept, (i.e. the time interval in which 
YA > 8B OF vice versa) are distributed around their mean values according to a 
stochastic distribution that is well fitted by a Gamma distribution (Fig. 2b). 
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Fig. 2a Temporal evolutions of M4 (continuous line) and YB (dashed line) during 240 iterations of 
one run of the computer simulation, for 1! = 6 and Oo, = 0.6. 

Fig. 2b Comparison between the stochastic distribution of the reversal times of percept B, as ob- 
tained from the same run of the computer simulation as in fig. 2a, and the corresponding 

Gamma distribution histogram. 

The values of the parameters b and n of the Gamma distributions, obtained by var- 
ious computer-simulation runs, range from 0.01 to 0.1 r~! and from 2 to 5 respectively. 
In order to compare the simulation results with experimental ones |?) , we point out 
that, if we choose the iteration time r equal to 0.1 seconds, the mean duration times 
of computer simulations are of the order of a few seconds. This choices allows both 
the mean duration times and the values of the Gamma parameters to be very close to 
experimental ones 1:7) , 
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Abstract 

The process of natural selection is clearly a source of information about the performance of an individual 

organism, but — since the signal for failure is death — it is not immediately apparent how it could be 

exploited to perform learning during an individual’s lifetime. This paper defines and demonstrates a 
strategy called evolutionary reinforcement learning (ERL) that combines genetic evolution techniques 
with neural network learning techniques to allow effective learning based only upon natural selection. 

The strategy is demonstrated in an artificial life environment called AL, using computer simulations 

that span four orders of magnitude in space and six orders of magnitude in time. Successful individuals 
may achieve lifetimes of 25,000 steps or more, and initial populations that develop long-term viability 
may descend through 300 generations or more before arriving at the one million step simulation limit. 

This paper is a summary of ongoing work that will be described more fully in a future report [1]. 

Natural selection as teacher 

Learning algorithms vary in the amount and nature of the feedback they require to function. For example, 

supervised paradigms supply correct answers as feedback; the system must learn to produce them on demand. 
Reinforcement paradigms supply less — only judgments of right or wrong — so the system must first discover 

and then remember the correct responses. The paradigm of natural selection supplies still less — only birth 

and death. How can an organism learn in such circumstances, where the only unarguable sign of failure is the 

organism’s own death, and the reproduction process preserves only the “genetic code,” which is unaffected 

by any learning performed during the organism’s life? 

This paper describes experiments with adaptive “agents” controlled by simple neural networks. A population 

of agents struggles for existence in a simulated world in which the only feedback mechanism is natural 

selection. Sufficiently healthy and well-fed agents produce offspring; less effective ones are killed in battle or 

starve. 

A strategy for adaptation called evolutionary reinforcement learning (ERL) is explored. The primary new 

contribution of ERL is that the “genetic code” subject to evolution specifies not only an action function to 
determine behavior, but also an evaluation function [6]. Changes in evaluations from step to step produce 

reinforcement signals that drive individual agent learning. In simulation studies, ERL displays better 

performance compared to control populations of randomly moving agents, and compared to populations 

that employ just evolution. 

It is important to recognize that natural selection, when viewed as a computational paradigm for search and 
learning, places severe restrictions on possible adaptation strategies. There are only two circumstances in 

which a strategy has decisions to make. The first situation — concerned with learning — is the choice of 

behavior for a given agent at a given timestep, and the second situation — concerned with evolution — is 

the passage of genetic information to the offspring when a birth occurs. Everything else is determined by 

the “laws of nature” of the world at hand. For example, death requires no action on the part of the strategy. 

Also, in contrast to conventional genetic algorithms [10, 7], a strategy is not free to specify the existence 
and maintenance of any particular population size. Similarly, a strategy is not free to determine who lives, 

who dies, and who reproduces. The strategy influences such decisions only indirectly, via the interactions 

between the (static and dynamic) properties of the world and the behavior of the agents governed by the 

strategy. 
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ERL: Evolutionary reinforcement learning 

At Birth 

Given: A parent agent A and an offspring O to be initialized. 

Bl. Clone. Copy A’s genetic code to O. If there is one or more other agents within a prespecified distance 
of A, pick the closest such agent B and go to B2, otherwise go to B3. 

B2. Crossover. Modify O’s genetic code by crossing with B’s using two random crossover points. 

B3. Mutate. With low probability mutate O’s genetic code by flipping random bits. 

B4. Elaborate. Translate O’s genetic code into initial weights for O’s evaluation and action networks. 

Living at time ?: 

Given: A living agent A, and a new current input vector J;. 

Li. Evaluation. Propagate I; through the evaluation network producing a scalar evaluation E;. 

L2. Learning. If this is A’s day of birth, go to L3. Otherwise, produce a reinforcement signal by 

comparison with the previous evaluation: Ry = Ey; — Ey-1. Use the CRBP learning algorithm to 

update the action net with respect to the previous action X;_1 and previous input J¢_}. 

L3. Behave. Use the CRBP performance algorithm — a standard forward propagation followed by 

stochastic output units — to generate a new action X; based on J;. Perform the chosen action. 
  

Figure 1. Summary of ERL. 

Evolutionary reinforcement learning 

Evolution (adaptation of a population) and learning (adaptation of an individual) are both important natural 
processes through which behavior is optimized for survival. The field of genetic algorithms [10, 7] focuses on 
evolutionary issues, while much of the research into neural networks [12, 8] has focused on learning issues. 
ERL is one of a number of approaches that in various ways combine these two areas, e.g. [3, 9, 13]. 

Figure 1 summarizes the ERL algorithm. In principle, any associative reinforcement learning algorithm 
supporting multiple output bits (5, 4] could be used in steps L2 and L3; we have employed an existing 
reinforcement learning algorithm called CRBP (2] for that purpose. CRBP and all reinforcement learning 
algorithms require the presence of a reinforcement function which they attempt to optimize. Evolution’s job 
is to discover useful evaluation functions — functions that produce reinforcement signals that cause agents 
to learn to be successful under the influence of CRBP. 

World AL 

Figure 2 summarizes the basic characteristics of AL. AL shares many characteristics with other artificial 
environments [11, 14, 16] that have been explored. Here, we just highlight a few important aspects: 

e The agents (and carnivores) have fixed orientations in space and possess four “eyes,” allowing them 
to see the nearest object within a given range along each of the compass directions. Actions are also 
globally oriented: two bits coding for north, south, east, and west. Fixed orientation is one of a number 
of design decisions aimed at simplifying life for the agents, allowing them to make progress even with 
one-layer, non-recurrent networks, and consequently allowing us to run relatively large simulations for 
relatively long periods of time. 

e No physical evolution is allowed. All the adaptive agents employ the same “standard chassis,” and 
both evolution and learning operate solely at the level of behavioral control. Although evolution of 
physical structures is manifestly of tremendous importance in the natural world, our focus with AL is 
on “intellectual” development. 

e The “genetic code” defining an agent is fairly large — over 280 bits — compared to research efforts such 
as [14, 15]. Evolution is posed a non-trivial optimization task. 
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OVERVIEW LANDSCAPE VIEW INPUT TO AGENT 

AL (world) 100x100 cell non-toroidal, asynchronous updates by type. | (closeup of lower left-hand comer) 
Simulation ends after 1 million steps or agent extinction. 

(trees) Infrequent birth and death. Provide shelter for agents from 

carnivores but no food. Only one agent allowed per tree. 

Occupant killed if tree dies. 
@ (plants) Geometric growth up to a crowding limit. Eaten only by 

agents. Walked over by carnivores. Minimum of 50 plants alive. 
<p (carnivores) Controlled by hand-coded FSA. Input is direction to 

closest agent directly N,S,E or W no further than 6 cells away. 

Cause damage to agents. Eat dead agents. Reproduce when 

sufficiently nourished. Damaged by agents. Die if sufficiently 

damaged or hungry. New one added to world every 200 steps. 
e (agents) Controlled by genetically-coded neural network. Input is 

representation of closest object directly N,S,E & W no further 

than 4 cells away (see figure). Output is 2 bits coding action 

direction N,S,E, or W. Eat plants and can eat dead agents and 

carnivores. Reproduce when sufficiently nourished passing genes 

to offspring (see text). Damaged by carnivores, walls and other 

agents. Die if sufficiently damaged or hungry. 

Ay (walls) Delimit outer edges of world and are scattered inside. 
Permanent. Cause minor damage to agents. 
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Figure 2. Summary of World AL. 

An AL oversight routine employs “spontaneous generation” to ensure that neither plants, trees, nor carni- 

vores become extinct, but agents are given no such safety net. How long can an initial population of agents 

expect to survive in World AL? 

Results 

Simulations of ERL in AL display phenomena at several time scales. Observing at highest resolution, agents 

are seen moving about or collecting in corners, feeding or starving, encountering carnivores and escaping 

or not, and so on. AL is not an overly kind world: Most initial agent populations die out quite quickly. 

Observing summary statistics at the x100 time scale, in those populations that survive the most apparent 

features are irregular predator-prey oscillations involving plants, agents, and carnivores, interspersed with 

periods of stable or slowly changing population sizes. The few runs that survived to the one million step 

simulation limit (e.g., see the x1000 views in Figure 3) generally possessed agent population sizes that 

oscillated in the 30-60 range. 

We compared five strategies: 

B (Brownian) Non-evolving, non-learning, agents with uniform random actions, 

F (Fixed) Non-evolving (no crossover or mutation), non-learning, agents with random action networks, 

E (Evolve) Non-learning agents with evolution of action networks, 

L (Learn) Non-evolving agents with learning based on a fixed random evaluation network, and 

ERL agents with learning in the action network and evolution of both networks. 

We ran each strategy 100 times, varying only the initial random seed. Runs were truncated at one million 

steps when necessary — twice for strategy Z and seven times for strategy ERL. The mean population 

survival times were 

B6,560,  F1,562, 1,564, 147,529, ERL 80,707. 

The distributions are highly skewed due to frequent “infant mortality” — i.e., quick population extinctions 

— combined with very long tails. Figure 4 displays a cumulative plot of all the data from the 500 runs. 

It appears that the strategies fall into two broad groups: FE and F on the one hand, and B, L, and ERL 

on the other. Strategy B does better than might be expected because uniform random actions will tend 

to spread agents evenly in the non-toroidal world, whereas the other strategies in general display biased 

behavior patterns, risking increased damage from walls and spot famines due to local overgrazing. 
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Figure 4. Cumulative plots showing the distributions of population lifetimes generated by the five strategies. 
The point marked with a diamond, for example, indicates that 60% of the strategy F initial populations 
were extinct by about 1500 timesteps. 

A median test verifies that strategy F differs from ERL (p < .001). In addition, above the seventy-fifth 
percentile ERL pulls away from B. This is also supported by a median test (p < .005). L and ERL remain 
indistinguishable up to the ninetieth percentile. 

Discussion 

There are many interesting issues raised by the simulation results; here we touch briefly on a few. Most 
striking to us was that evolution without learning did so poorly, and that learning without evolution did so 
well. The former result was surprising since evolution without learning is the typical approach to artificial life, 
and the latter result was surprising since, without evolution to improve the evaluation functions, strategy L 
can never move beyond on the randomly-generated evaluation functions found in the initial populations. 

We hypothesized that evolution alone has difficulty because survival in AL is no trivial matter: Most agents 
with randomly generated action networks die quickly (viz. the strategy F results). Consequently, most viable 
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populations that do develop descend from a single individual in the initial population, and thus all are close 

genetic kin. In such circumstances, genetic recombination has little effect. To explore this hypothesis, we 

investigated variant AL worlds in which survival was easier at first and gradually became more challenging. 
We found that if we slowly decreased the plant density while slowly increasing the range of carnivore vision 

(world AL.1), strategy ERL did display a significant advantage over strategy L, indicating a benefit for 

evolution at least combined with learning. 

The success of learning alone was noteworthy. It is easy enough to conclude merely that the space of genetic 
codes for action networks is more difficult to search than the code space for action-plus-evaluation networks, 
so that strategy [ could simply “luck into” good initial populations often enough to make the difference. 
However, that cannot be the whole story. After all, the code space for L is thirty orders of magnitude larger 
than that for E, so one might expect it to be harder to search. Our explanation is that it is easier to generate 

a good evaluation function than a good action function. 

Notice, for example, that there are two output units in the action network, but only one in the evaluation 
network. To specify an action in response to a particular input requires specifying two weights, but to specify 
that a particular input is “good” requires only one weight. Furthermore, if the evaluation function specifies 

that the energy level input is positively valued, then there is pressure towards making “eating moves” more 

probable regardless of the direction of the food source. One such evolutionarily specified weight can have the 

effect of specifying all eight weights involved in response to plants. The insight that strategy DL highlights is 

that it can be much easier to specify goals than implementations — assuming, of course, the existence of a 

search and learning process adequate to fill in the details. 

Even though AL is by necessity and by design very much a toy world, within its limited spatial and temporal 

confines a wide range of phenomena occur. Population survival time is a very natural performance measure, 

and obviously relevant to the human species. Evolution and learning speak to each other across the gulf of 

a time scale, and with deep temporal simulations such interactions can be studied. In the field of neural 

network research, where a predominant urge seems to be for learning algorithms to converge faster, this 

research suggests another possible goal: to be interesting longer. 
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Abstract : 

This paper introduces the concept of Genetic Programming, which employs the 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [GOLDBERG 1989] to design both Neural Network (NN) 
[RUMELHART et al 1986] modules (GenNets) and their control circuits. The GA is used 
to find the weights (and their excitory-inhibitory signs), of fully connected neural networks 
with feedback. Once a GenNet module performs sufficiently well, its weights are frozen, 
and the module is then used as a component in more complex circuits. The Outputs of NN 
control circuits are the inputs to these frozen modules. Once the “control circuit plus 
modules” (considered as a unit), functions as desired, the weights of the control circuit are 
then frozen. This larger frozen unit can be considered as a component for a yet higher stage 
of design. This hierarchical module building is similar to Minsky’s “Society of Mind” 
theory, where a GenNet module is equivalent to his concept of an “agent”, and Genetic 
Programming is related to his idea of “mind design” [MINSKY 1986, 1988]. A second 
concept is also briefly introduced, namely that of the Darwin Machine, which performs 
GenNet evolution directly in hardware. WSI, (wafer scale integration) (now) and 
nanotechnology (later), will allow such machines to be built. 

Introduction : 

The conceptual problems involved in designing and controlling neural computers 
with m(b,tr)illions of processors can be discussed today. It will be impossible to program 
each processor individually, and the internal dynamics and connections between 
processors will be too complex to analyse. Several conclusions and Suggestions result from 
this. 

a) Modules of neural nets will need to be treated as black boxes. Only their 
performance will be of concern. Full analysis of their internal behaviour will have 
to be abandoned. 

b) Neural modules will be designed by the Genetic Algorithm, using coded 
chromosomes which will compete with each other to reproduce, accordin g to the 
quality of their performance. 

c) These neural modules (agents) will be combined to form functional hierarchies 
(“agencies”, a la Minsky) using neural control circuits which themselves will be 
evolved by the Genetic Algorithm. 
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Modular Neural Evolution : 

To illustrate the above ideas, a simple example of modular neural evolution is 
presented. It is the two-eye, two-joint robot arm positioning simulation problem. FIG.1 
shows the basic setup. The aim of the task is to move the robot arm from its vertical start 
position X to the goal position Y. J1 and J2 are the joints, E1 and E2 are the eye positions, 
and JA1, JA2, EA1 and EA2 are the joint and eye angles of the point Y. 

X 

    

  

FIG. 1 

The modular approach is illustrated by specifying that two different neural net 
modules will be evolved. The first, called the “joint module’, controls the angle JA that a 
given joint opens to, for an input control signal of a given strength - and the second, called 
the “control module’, receives inputs EA1 and EA2 from the two eyes and sends control 
signals to the joints J1 and J2 to open to angles of JA1 and JA2. 

FIG.2 shows the basic circuit design that the GA uses to find the “joint” and 
“control” modules. The joint modules (two identical copies) are evolved first, and are later 
placed under the control of the control module. Each module (containing a user specified 
number of neurons) is fully connected, including connections from each neuron to itself. 
Between any two neurons are two connections in opposite direction, each with a 
corresponding (signed) weight. The input and output neurons also have “in” and “out “ 
links but these have fixed weights of 1 unit. The outputs of the control module are the 
inputs of the joint modules as shown in FIG. 2. 

The aim of the exercise is to use the Genetic Algorithm to choose the values of the 
signs and weights of the various modules, such that the overall circuit performs as desired. 
Since this is done in a modular fashion, the weights of the joint module are found first. 
These weights are then frozen, and the weights of the control circuit found so that the arm 
moves as close as possible to any specified goal point Y. Each weight is coded (onto a GA 
chromosome) with a sign, (where 0 means an excitory synapse, 1 means an inhibitory 
synapse) followed by a user specified number of places after the “binary point’. For 
example, an inhibitory weight of 5 binary places, having value 101101 would take the 
binary value -0.40625. A chromosome coding for a module of N neurons (hence N*¥N 
signs and weights) would have a total length of N*N*6 binary positions. All weights are 
expressed to the same number of places (e.g. 5). 

The activation of each neuron is determined in the usual way, namely the sum of 
the products of the incoming signal strengths and the corresponding weights of the 
connections. The neuronal transfer function was chosen to be (2/(1+ exp(-actvn))) - 1, to 
give an Output with a range of -1 to +1. Weight values also ranged between -1 and +1, so 
as to avoid unbounded output values. With both weights and transfer functions restricted 
to the -1 to +1 range, output values stabilised, (usually after about 50 cycles or so for 1% 
accuracy). In each cycle, the outputs are calculated from the inputs (which were calculated 
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in the previous cycle). These outputs become the input values for the neurons that the 
outputs connect to. 

The Genetic Algorithm is then used to choose the values of the weights, such that 
the actual output is as close as possible to the desired output. To evolve the joint module, 
21 input values ranging from -1 to +1 in steps of 0.1, were used. The desired output values 
were chosen to be half the input values, thus ranging from -0.5 to +0.5, and were 
interpreted as being the number of turns of a joint, (e.g. +0.5, i.e. half a turn, would mean 
a joint angle of 180 degrees. A positive angle is clockwise). 

No crossover or inversion was used in the Genetic Algorithm, [GOLDBERG 
1989], since the problem of neural network design is so nonlinear. Changing one weight 
influences the outputs of all the neurons. Hence the GA used only mutation (a small 
probability (e.g.0.001) that each binary value, whether sign or weight, on a chromosome 
would flip) and selective reproduction, (i.e. those chromosomes obtaining a superior score 
compared to others in the population, reproduces in proportion to their superiority). The 
quality measure used in the evolution of the joint module was the inverse of the sum of the 
squares of the differences between the desired and the actual output values. 

FIG. 3 shows the set of points Y used to evolve the control module. These points 
all lie within a radius of 2 units, because the length of each arm is 1 unit. For each of these 
32 points, a pair of “eye angles”, EA1 and EA2, is calculated and converted to a fraction of 
one half turn. These values are used as inputs to the control circuit. The resulting 2 “joint 
angle” output values JA1 and JA2, are then used to calculate the actual position of the arm 
Y’, using simple trigonometry. The quality of the chromosome which codes for the signs 
and weights of the control module is the inverse of the sum of the squares of the distances 
between the 32 pairs of actual positions Y’ and the corresponding desired positions Y. 
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FROM NEURON 

WEIGHTS 

0 1 2 3 

0 | -0.96875 0.84375 | -0.875 0.90625 

TO 1 -0.96875 -0.78125 -0.875 -0.78125 

NEURON 

2 -0.9375 -0.71875 -0.75 -0.28125 

3 -0.15625 -0.9375 0.3125 -0.65625 

FIG. 4 
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FIG. 4 shows an example solution for the 16 weight values of the joint module. 
With these weights (obtained after roughly 100 generations with the GA), the actual output 
values differed from the desired values by less than 1%. Similar solutions exist for the 36 
weights of the control module, which also gave distance errors less than 1% of the length 
of an arm (1 unit). What was interesting was the fact that every time a set of weights was 
found for each module, a different answer was obtained, yet each was fully functional. The 
impression is that there may be a large number of possible adequate solutions, which gives 
Genetic Programming a certain flexibility and power. 

Darwin Machines : 

Genetic Programming is a new programming methodology which requires a full 
research program to develop it. More ambitious projects employing Genetic Programming 
need to be undertaken, such as trying to design a time dependent system which balances 
and walks, or a system which can detect certain kinds of objects. Such systems would be 
hierarchical in nature and appropriate for Genetic Programming. 

Within 5 years, it will be possible to put 10 million artificial neurons on a Wafer 
Scale Integration (W ST) superchip [RUDNICK et al 1989]. Thus machines can be built to 
implement GP directly in hardware.These machines have been called Darwin Machines in 
this paper. Later still, nanotechnology (molecular scale engineering) [DREXLER 1986, 
REED 1988, LANGTON 1989, SCHNEIKER 1989] will be able to build Darwin 
Machines on a much more impressive scale. 

Using Darwin Machines, Genetic Programmers will be able to specify, in a very 
high level language, such things as functional requirements for GenNets, output/input 
connections between modules, GA parameter values, number of neurons per module etc. 
The Darwin Machine will then perform the Genetic Programming directly in hardware and 
at great speed. It is likely that Darwin Machines will be incorporated as components in real 
time devices, such as walking robots, and that real time inputs will be fed directly to these 
Darwin Machines for evaluation. In the immediate future however, industrialists will be 
able to construct Genetic Programming Software Shells which will perform many of the 
functions mentioned above, but at a slower software pace. 
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Abstract: The paper describes a search for the time-optimal “bang bang” control strategy for the cart centering 
problem and a version of the broom balancing problem by genetically breeding populations of control strategy 
programs using a recently developed new genetic algorithm paradigm. The output of the new genetic algorithm 
paradigm comes in the form of a computer program composed of arithmetic operations, conditional logical 
operations, and mathematical functions which take the state variables of the problem as input and which produce 
commands specifying how to apply the “bang bang” force as output . 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The problems of centering a cart and balancing a broom by applying a “bang bang” force from either direction are 
well-known problems in control theory. The broom balancing problem has been studied extensively in connection with 
neural networks (Widrow 1963, Barto et. al. 1983, Widrow 1987, Anderson 1989). The cart centering problem has 
been previously studied in the genetic algorithm field in connection with Holland classifier systems (Goldberg 1983). 

2.0 BACKGROUND DISCUSSION OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
Genetic algorithms are mathematical algorithms that transform populations of individual mathematical objects 
(typically fixed-length binary character strings) into new populations using operations patterned after natural 
genetic operations such as sexual recombination (crossover) and fitness proportionate reproduction (Darwinian 
survival of the fittest). Genetic algorithms begin with an initial population of individuals (typically randomly 
generated) and then iteratively (1) evaluate the individuals in the population for fitness with respect to the problem 
environment and (2) perform genetic operations on various individuals in the population to produce a new 
population. Professor John Holland of the University of Michigan presented the pioneering formulation of genetic 
algorithms for fixed-length character strings in Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems (Holland 1975). 
Holland established, among other things, that genetic algorithms are a mathematically near optimal approach to 
adaptation when the adaptive process is viewed as a set of simultaneous multi-armed slot machine problems 
requiring an optimal allocation of future trials given the currently available information. Holland’s basic genetic 
algorithm has been extended to variable length sets (Smith 1980) and further extended (Holland 1986) by 
embedding it into a cognitive architecture (called a classifier system) containing a population of fixed-length if-then 
rules. Recent work on genetic algorithms can be surveyed in Goldberg (1989), Davis (1987), and Schaffer (1989). 

3.0 HIERARCHICAL GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
Populations of computer programs can be genetically bred to solve problems in several different areas of artificial 
intelligence and symbolic processing (Koza 1989a, 1989b). In this recently developed new genetic algorithm 
paradigm, the individuals in the genetic population are computer programs rather than fixed-length character 
strings. In particular, the individuals in the population are LISP S-expressions (i.e., rooted point-labeled trees in the 
plane) created from compositions of functions and atoms appropriate to the particular problem domain. The set of 
functions used typically includes conditional logical operations, arithmetic Operations, mathematical functions, and 
particular functions appropriate to the problem domain at hand. The set of atoms used typically includes various 
constants and particular inputs and sensor values appropriate to the problem domain. The search space is the hyper- 
space of all possible LISP S-expressions (i.e. computational procedures, computer programs) that can be recursively 
composed of the available functions and atoms. The crossover operation appropriate for mating two parents from 
this hyperspace of LISP S-expressions creates new offspring S-expressions by exchanging sub-trees (i.e. subroutines, 
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sub-lists) between the two parents. The results of this paradigm are inherently hierarchical. This new genetic 
algorithm paradigm has been successfully applied to example problems in several different areas, including (1) 
sequence induction (e.g. inducing a recursive computational procedure for the Fibonacci sequence and various 
polynomial sequences), (2) automatic programming (e.g. discovering a computational procedure for solving pairs of 
linear equations, solving quadratic equations for complex roots, and discovering trigonometric identities), (3) 
machine learning of functions (e.g. learning the exclusive-or function, the parity function, and a Boolean multiplexer 
function previously studied as a test function in neural net, decision tree, and classifier system work), (4) planning 
(e.g. developing a robotic action sequence that can restack an arbitrary initial configuration of blocks into a specified 
order), (5) pattern recognition (e.g. translation-invariant recognition of a simple one-dimensional shape in a linear 
retina). In this new genetic algonthm paradigm, the sub-hyper-spaces of similar individual LISP S-expressions grow 
(and decay) in at the same near optimal rates as in string-based genetic algorithms if, and to the extent that, the 
similar features involved consist of small compact “building blocks” (i.e. sub-trees, sub-routines, sub-lists). 

4.0 THE CART CENTERING PROBLEM 

The cart centering problem involves a frictionless push cart with mass mc that can move on a one dimensional 
track. There are two state variables for this system, namely, position x and velocity v. A force of fixed magnitude F 
is to be applied to the center of mass of the push cart from either the left or right direction at each time step t. The 
problem is to find a control strategy (i.e. a computational procedure, computer program, LISP S-expression) that 
applies these “bang bang” forces so that, after initial random starting conditions (i.e. an initial random position and 
an initial random velocity), the cart becomes centered (i.e. approximately arrives at position 0.0 with velocity 0.0) 
in minimal average time. 

A version of the solution for the cart centering problem (Bryson 1975) involves applying the “bang bang” force F 
from the positive direction if 

v2 Sign v 

2/1F/mi 

and applying the force from the negative direction otherwise. 

  <-X 

The set of functions available for the cart centering problem are multiplication (*), the absolute value function 
(ABS), and a greater-than function (GT). The greater-than function GT is a function of two arguments that returns 
+1 if the first argument is greater than the second argument and returns -1 otherwise. The set of atoms available for 
this problem are the current value of position (POS) and velocity (VEL) and the constant -1. When a particular 
control strategy (i.e. LISP S-expression) evaluates to any positive value at a particular time step, the force F is 
applied from the positive direction. Otherwise, the force is applied from the negative direction. The mass of the cart 
mc was chosen to be 2.0 kilogram and the force F was chosen to be 1.0 Newtons. These choices make the constant 
denominator 2 |F/ml equal to 1.0. 

Thus, a parsimonious version of this optimal control strategy would be the LISP S-expression (GT (* -1 POS) (* 
VEL (ABS VEL))). The interpretation of this LISP S-expression is as follows: Starting with POS and VEL as 
inputs, take the absolute value of VEL and multiply it by VEL. Then, multiply POS by -1. Then, compare the first 
result and second result. If the first result is greater than the second result, apply the “bang bang” force from the 
positive direction. Otherwise, apply the “bang bang” force from the negative direction. 

The environment in which adaptation takes place in this problem consists of a test suite of 20 initial random starting 
conditions for the two state variables of the system. Position is chosen randomly between -0.75 meters and +0.75 
meters and velocity is chosen randomly between -0.75 meters/seconds and +0.75 meters/second. 

The fitness of a control strategy (i.e. computational procedure) is determined by evaluating the strategy against all 

Starting conditions in the test suite. If a particular control strategy brings the two state variables of the system (i.e. 
position x and velocity v) close to the desired zero-zero state (i.e. within a tolerance of 0.001 as measured by a norm 
equal to the sum of the squares of the two state variables), the fitness value of that control strategy is the time 
required (in seconds). If the control strategy fails to bring the two state variables close to the desired zero-zero state 
before the system times out , the control strategy is assigned a fitness value equal to that maximum time. Note that 
the time for the optimal strategy with worst starting condition in the above region is about 4.5 seconds and the time 
for the optimal strategy averages about 1.8 seconds over all the various starting conditions in the test suite. Time is 
discretized into time steps (e.g. 450 time steps of 0.02 seconds). The total time available before the system times 
out for a given strategy (i.e. 9.0 seconds) is thus about twice the worst time for the optimal strategy. 

The process starts with the random generation of 300 random control strategies recursively composed from the 
available functions and atoms above. The initial population of random control strategies includes many highly unfit 
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control strategies, including strategies that totally ignore the state variables, strategies that blindly apply the force in 
only one direction, strategies that are correct only for particular specific starting conditions, strategies that are 
totally counter-productive, and strategies that cause wild oscillations and meaningless gyrations. However, even in 
this highly unfit initial random population (whose fitness averages 8.91 seconds for the starting conditions in the 
test suite), some control strategies are somewhat better than others. The best control strategy for the initial random 
generation averages 2.98 seconds for each starting condition in the test suite. And, in the valley of the blind, the 
one-eyed man is king. The genetic crossover operation is then applied to parents selected with probabilities 
proportionate to fitness to breed a new population of offspring control strategies. Although the vast majority of the 
new offspring control strategies are again highly unfit, some of them tend to be somewhat more fit than others. 
Moreover, over a period of time and many generations, some of them tend to be slightly more fit than those existing 
in earlier generations. 

At the 5th generation (i.e. after processing a total of 1500 individuals), the best individual in the population of 
control strategies was the strategy (GT (* (GT (* -1 POS) POS) (ABS POS)) (* (ABS VEL) VEL)). 

The first argument of the outermost GT function (* (GT (* -1 POS) POS) (ABS POS)) reduces to -POS for any 
value of POS. Thus, this control strategy is equivalent to the known optimal solution. Note that this computer 
program can be viewed as defining the optimal control surface. 

5.0 THE BROOM BALANCING PROBLEM 
The broom balancing (inverted pendulum) problem involves the elements of the cart centering problem described 
above and a broom of mass mb attached to the top of the cart with a pivot so that the broom can pivot (in one 
plane). The broom has an initial angle © (measured from the vertical) and an initial angular velocity @. The distance 
from the center of mass of the broom to the pivot point on the cart is A. There are four state variables of this system, 
namely, position x, velocity v, angle 8, and angular velocity w. The constants of the system are m,=1.0 kilogram, 
m,=0.1 kilogram, gravity g=9.8 meters/sec?, time-step t =0.02 seconds, length A =7.888 meters, and force 
F=10.780 Newtons. The problem is to find a control strategy that causes the broom to become balanced (i.e. 
approximately attain an angle 0.0 with angular velocity 0.0). Note that in the version of the problem considered 
here, we do not require the cart to be centered when these values of 6 and w are attained. 

The set of functions available for the broom balancing problem are addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (*), 
the sign function (SIG), the square root of absolute value function (SRT), and the greater-than function (GT). The 
SIG function returns +1 if its argument is positive and -1 otherwise. The set of atoms available for this problem are 
the current value of angle (ANG) and angular velocity (AVL) and the constant +1. The optimal control Strategy has 
been computed by Keane as applying the positive force when 

6 > Sign af1-Vi+0? | 

and, otherwise, the negative force. 

This can be expressed as a LISP S-expression as (GT ANG (* (SIG AVL) (- 1 (SRT (+ 1 (* AVL AVL)))))). 

The environment for the broom balancing problem here consists of a test suite of 12 initial Starting conditions. 
Angle (ANG) is chosen between -0.25 radians (-14.3 degrees) and +0.25 radians and and angular velocity (AVL) is 
chosen between -0.25 and +0.25 radians/second. The norm used to compute attainment of the desired final state is 
the sum of the squares of the angle ANG and the angular velocity AVL with the tolerance of 0.001. Note that the 
time for the optimal control strategy with worst starting conditions in the above region is about 1.5 seconds and the 
average time for the optimal strategy is about 0.74 seconds. Time is discretized into time steps (e.g. 150 time steps 
of .02 seconds). The total time available (i.e., 3 seconds) is thus about twice the worst time for the optimal strategy. 

Population size was 300. The time consumed by an initial random strategy in the initial random generation averages 
2.9 seconds over the starting conditions in the test suite (i.e. about 4 times the average time of 0.74 seconds 
consumed by the optimal control strategy). 

In the process of searching for the optimal control strategy for this problem, the fourth best solution we have found 
was a simple linear hyper-plane through the origin (w + 36) that performed in an average of 0.899 seconds (about 
21% worse than the optimum). The third best control strategy we have found was the non-linear control strategy w 
+ 30 + 205 -362 -@w that performed in an average of 0.897 seconds (about 21% worse than the opumum). 

The best two control strategies we have found were: 

the non-linear control strategy(+ (* (* (* (SRT AVL) AVL) (SRT AVL)) (SRT AVL)) ANG) and 
the control strategy (+ (* (+ (* (* (SRT 1) AVL) (SRT AVL)) (* (SRT 1) ANG)) (SRT AVL)) (* (SRT 1) ANG)). 
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Note that the former control strategy is equivalent to the control strategy 8 + @ 3/7, while the latter control 

strategy is equivalent to 8 + @2(SIG @) + 8 (SRT @). 
These individuals appeared in the 4th generation of a run (i.e. after processing 1200 individuals). The performance 
of these two individuals was identical in the actual run and virtually indistinguishable after additional separate 
testing. These two control strategies each performed in an average of approximately 0.745 seconds (which is within 
less than 1% of the optimum). 
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Abstract 

Motivated by a recent analysis of the tailflip circuitry of the crayfish,! we simulated the 
processes of evolution, development and learning in a simple 7-neuron circuit, in order to 
assess the roles of these processes in preadaptation. Preadaptation occurs when a circuit 
(or organ or behavior, etc.) which evolved to solve one behavioral/functional problem is 
later appropriated and used for a different problem; such a process can lead to the final 
circuit being “non-optimal."2 

Using limited but biologically motivated genetic algorithms, learning mechanisms and 
neural equations, we programmed a Connection Machine? CM-2 to simulate a population of 
individuals, each with a genome that leads through development to a neural circuit. Dar- 
winian fitness depended on the circuit's performance on a simple behavioral task. Our two 
tasks were: in the event of external stimulation of a (pressure-sensitive) sensory neuron 1) 
large activity in the motor neuron and 2) small activity in the motor neuron. The fitness of 
networks in population A was based first solely on task 1 ("swimming") and at a later epoch 
solely on task 2 ("tail-flipping"). The fittest individuals in population A at the end of the 
evolutionary scenario differed from those in population B, whose survival was based solely 
based on task 2. Moreover, neural structures were found in population A which might not 
have been simply predicted based on an analysis of the final task alone. 

This last result lends support to the notion that "certain features of nervous systems may 
not have functional significance” and "... there is no reason why the simplest solution to a 
problem should be the one actually used by the nervous system. As long as both the end 
result and all the intervening stages work, elegance of design counts for little."1)4:5 Such a 
viewpoint can have profound implications for simulation studies of neurobiological net- 
works, and for neurobiology more generally. 

Introduction 
Whereas the vast majority of neural network research centers on learning or self- 

Organization based on input patterns (and possibly teaching signals), neurobiological 
circuits (including most in lower species) posses high structure even at birth -- before 
learning takes place. This innate structure may profoundly affect what an individual can 
and cannot learn, how fast, etc., and is due to evolutionary and development processes. 
Neural network simulation research has almost completely ignored the role of phylogeny 
in such nature aspects in the nature/nurture debate. 

One phylogenetic process has particular import for the analysis of innate structure in 
biology: preadaptation (and its closely related process exaptation).! Preadaptation in 
neurobiology describes the phenomenon whereby a circuit which evolved to solve one task 
is later appropriated and used for a different task. In order to understand the evolutionary 
sources of structure in simple networks, then, we simulated the process of prcadaptation. 

Methods 
All simulations were performed on a Connection Machine CM-2 (using C*, the parallel 

extension of C), since the fine-grained, massively parallel nature of our problem precluded 
realistic simulations on all but the most powerful of serial machines. Populations consisted 
of 60 individuals (each containing 7 neurons) running in parallel; the component neurons 
ran in parallel as well. 
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¢ Genome representation and _ genetic § algorithm 
The model genome consisted of sequences of promoter (or controller) genes, as well as 

structural genes. The structural genes represent 1) markers indicating whether a neuron 

is a sensory, motor, or interneuron, 2) cell surface molecules (used for development and 

initial network connectivity),8 3) neurotransmitter type, 4) synapse receptor types, 5) cell 
channel densities (used for gain and saturation points in network behavior, constants a-e, 
in eq. 1 below), and other functional properties of the network. Promoter genes activate or 
de-activate distributed patterns of structural genes, which might include correlations 
between such aspects as cell type and neurotransmitter. At the end of any generation, 

there is fitness proportional reproduction, and the genomes of surviving individuals (see 

"Selection," below) undergo single gene mutation (p = 0.02/bit/generation), crossover 

(75%), or direct duplication? to yield the genomes of the offspring. 

¢ Development 
Initial neural connectivity and synapse strength was a function of the similarity of 

neural cell surface molecular markers,!9 as encoded in the genes. We did not include activ- 

ity-dependent development. 

e Behavior 

The equations for each neuron are based on the work of Hodgkin and Huxley:! ! 

dx. 
Gen— aK HOM ony y “aphsp #1] Een} Y *ifO9 

. . J 
jeG,, jeG, (eq. 1] 

where: 
Xi: activity in neuron i (depolarization -- mV) 

f(xj): output spike rate (spikes/second) -- compressively nonlinear 

a, b, c, d, e: constants: describe ion concentrations, channel densities, etc. 

Zij; synaptic strength (mV/spikes/sec) 

a: decay constant for synapse (mV/spikes/sec2) 
Gex(in): set of neurons connected via excitatory (inhibitory) synapses to neuron i 

¢ Learning 
In those simulations in which learning was permitted to occur, synapses were modified 

according to a pseudo-Hebbian rule: 

dz.. 
1 J Tp 7 2; +, -T, Jf) 

where [jj is a threshold value. 

¢ Selection 
For each network, the sensory neuron was stimulated briefly and the resulting activity 

in the motor neuron was monitored over a sufficient time that the network relaxed to a 

(nearly) quiescent state. The maximum of the instantaneous output of the motor neuron 

was an index to the fitness: for task 1 (swimming), a /Jarge such maximum conveyed fitness, 

whereas for task 2, a small such maximum conveyed fitness. Fitness-proportional stochastic 

selection was used to determine which individuals would participate in the production of 

the subsequent generation. : 

Results 
The fitness function for the two populations of 60 individuals over 150 generations are 

shown in Figure 1. Population A was "“preadapted" -- first selected on task 1 (swimming), 

and later on task 2 (flipping), whereas population B was selected solely on the basis of 

flipping. The sharp drop at generation 76 in population A reflects the fact that swimmers 

were initially ill-fit for flipping. _ Most importantly, the structure of the networks differed 

between populations. Figure 2 shows the most fit circuits after evolution in the preadapted 
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population A (left) and the normal population B (right). We also found circuits in popula- 
tion A that contained structures (in particular “useless synapses") that did not appear in the 
fittest individuals of population B. 
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Figure 1: (left) The maximum individual fitness and the generation mean 
fitness for population A, selected first for swimming and then (after genera- 
tion 75) for flipping. (right) Maximum and mean fitness for population B, 
selected solely on flipping. Each generation had 60 individuals throughout. 
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Figure 2: (left) Circuit of (preadapted) population A (fitness = .28) at the end 
of the evolutionary scenario. (right) Circuit of population B (fitness = .57). [In 
both circuits, connections that are negligibly small or neurons with no effect 
on the output are not shown.] 

Conclusions 
Our preliminary results give us confidence that simulation techniques can shed further 

light on evolutionary effects in neural networks. Although our simulations lend support to 
the crayfish scenario postulated by Dumont and Robertson,! only with further refinements 
-- more realistic transmitter-receptor data, genetic representations, activity-related devel- 
opment, etc. -- will we be able to rule out a competing hypothesis based on developmental 
constraints. 
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The existence of preadaptation undermines the biological relevance of the neural net- 

work approach of analyzing just inputs and outputs and network "design constraints" since 

historical factors can preclude "elegant" biological implementations of computational 

problems. ! These historical effects may be especially relevant in particularly complex 

neural structures responding to astoundlingly complex environmental pressures, as well as 

evolutionarily late processes such as language, which may have appropriated structures 

"preadapted" to functions other than speech or communication. ! 2 
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Optimizing Small Neural Networks 
Using a Distributed Genetic Algorithm 
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1. Introduction 

Our experiments dealing with neural network optimization using standard genetic algorithms indicate 
that these systems, while adequate to easily solve Xor, fail to yield sufficiently accurate optimization 
on other relatively small neural network problems. However, we have successfully optimized several of 
these same neural nets using GENITOR, a genetic algorithm that differs in fundamental ways from 
Standard genetic algorithms. This algorithm employs one-at-a-time reproduction and_ allocates 
reproductive opportunities according to rank to achieve an appropriate selective pressure. 

Recently, we have found that a distributed genetic algorithm can be used to dramatically Speed up 
genetic search while at the same time increasing the accuracy of the solutions and the consistency of 
the genetic algorithm at finding high quality solutions. GENITOR II is a parallel version of GENITOR 
which uses many smaller distributed populations in place of a single large population. One of the key 
benefits of a parallel genetic algorithm is that it allows one to aggressively exploit information within a 
subpopulation while not totally exhausting the genetic diversity of the entire population. Each 
subpopulation will, due to inherent sampling biases, exploit its genetic material in a slightly different 
way and explore the search space differently. Thus, by occasionally swapping individuals between the 
subpopulations two complementary effects are achieved. First, the effects of genetic drift in the 
various subpopulations are countered. Second, the variability that results globally between the 
subpopulations is actually used at a local level as a source for new, yet high quality genetic matenal 
that allows diversity to be sustained in a way that constructively contributes to the search process. 

2. Foundations of Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic algorithms, in their simplest form, are a global optimization method capable of robust 
combinatorial optimization. The theoretical foundations of genetic algorithms have been built on the 
idea that an optimization problem can be encoded as a list of concatenated parameters that has a binary 
(or sometimes symbolic) encoding. 

To understand the theory behind genetic algorithms one must first understand how recombination 
takes place. Consider the following binary string: 1101001100101101. In general, the string might 
represent a possible solution to any problem that can be parameterized. This string could represent, for 
example, a simple neural net with 4 links, where each connection weight is represented by 4 bits. The 
goal of genetic recombination is to find a set of parameters that yields an optimal or near optimal 
solution to the problem. Recombination requires two parents. Consider the string 1101001100101101 
and another binary string which we represent using x and y to represent 0 and 1. Let the second string 
be yxyyxyxxyyyxyxxy. Using two "break-points," recombination occurs as follows: 

— 11010~~ 01100101 101— 
— yxyyx 7 yxxyyyxy & Xxy— 

Swapping the fragments between the two parents produces the offspring 11010yxxyyyxy101 and 
yxyyx01100101xxy. Booker’s (1987) two point reduced surrogate operator was used in the 
experiments reported here. 

A population of random binary strings representing the encoded parameters is first generated. The 
strings, or "genotypes," are then evaluated to obtain a quantitative measure of how well they perform 
as possible problem solutions. Next, reproductive opportunities are allocated such that the best strings 
receive more opportunities to reproduce than those which have poor performance; this bias need not 
be great to produce the required selective pressure to allow “artificial selection" to occur. To 
understand how recombination on binary strings can be related to hyperspace, consider a "genotype" 
that is encoded with just 3 bits. With 3 bits we have a three dimensional problem and can illustrate 
the distribution of possible points with a simple cube. The front plane or face of the cube could, for 
example, be defined as "all points that begin with 0." If * is used as a "don’t care" or wild card match 
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symbol, then this plane can also be represented by the schemata, or similarity template, O**. 

All bit strings that match a particular schemata lie in its hyperplane. In general, every binary 

encoding corresponds to a comer in the hypercube and is a member of 2"-1 different hyperplanes, 

where L is the length of the binary encoding. For example, the string 011 not only samples its own 

comer in the hypercube (011) but also the hyperplanes represented by the schemata 0**, *1*, **1, 

O1*, O*1, *11, and ***. This last schema, ***, corresponds to the entire search space and thus 

provides baseline information. In terms of the sample population, however, it represents the current 

mean performance, which is monotonically increasing in the GEN/TOR implementation. 

This idea, that one point samples numerous hyperplanes, is referred to as "intrinsic parallelism" 

because many hyperplanes are sampled when one bit string is evaluated. The search power of a 

genetic algorithm lies in the fact that selective pressure causes hyperplanes with above average 

performance to gradually increase their representation in the population. Recombination reshuffles this 

hyperplane information so that new comers in the hypercube can be sampled; unfortunately 

recombination also introduces a slight bias. Hyperplanes represented by bits that are physically distance 

on the encoding are more likely to be disrupted during recombination than hyperplanes represented by 

bits that are physically close on the encoding. Thus, some hyperplanes do not increase their 

representation in the population unless they are somewhat above average. Nevertheless, recombination 

is largely "information preserving" as opposed to a process such as mutation which destroys 

information (Holland 1975). 
A standard genetic algorithm and GENITOR have previously been compared on a standard set of 

test functions (Whitley and Kauth 1988) with GENITOR performing slightly better on small problems 

and significantly better on larger problems such as optimizing the neural nets described here (Whitley 

and Hanson 1989). In a standard genetic algorithm the parents are replaced by their offspring after 

recombination. The entire population undergoes recombination in a single generation with offspring 

displacing parents. The idea is that the genetic material of the parents will largely survive and remain 

in the population, although the parents themselves do not. In the GENITOR algorithm two parents are 

first selected from the population. Copies of the parents are then recombined, producing two offspring. 

One of the offspring is randomly discarded, the other is then allowed to replace the lowest ranking 

string in the population--the offspring does not replace a parent string. In this way the algorithm is 

much more likely to accumulate schemata associated with high performance hyperplanes, especially 

"long" schemata represented by bits that are physically separated on the encoding. This new genotype 

is then ranked according to its performance relative to the remainder of the population, so that it may 

now compete for reproductive opportunities. Note that this means that fragments, or schemata, which 

are commonly found in strings with above average performance will tend to increase in number in the 

population. A theorem has been developed which suggests that this approach does as well or better 

than a standard genetic algorithm at finding and preserving good genetic “building blocks" in the form 

of schemata (Whitley and Kauth 1988). 
GENITOR is also designed to allocate reproductive trials to individuals (ie: an individual problem 

encoding or "genotype”) based on their rank in the population rather than directly using the value 

retumed by the evaluation function to calculate fitness. When the value from the evaluation function is 

used directly, "selective pressure” can fluctuate so that the algorithm converges too quickly, or the 

search may stagnate because the selective pressure is inadequate. GENITOR abandons finess values 

which are directly proportional to performance and instead uses the rank of the “genotype” in the 

current population to assign a fimess value. Allocating reproductive trials in this way ensures that a 

constant and effective selective pressure can be maintained no matter how performance is calculated. 

3. Distributed Genetic Search 

Genetic diversity is a key ingredient of genetic search. More diversity in the population translates 

into more hyperplane information to drive the search. However, by increasing the representation of 

high performance hyperplanes in the population, diversity is lost. Thus, exploitation reduces the 

potential for further exploration. One way to obtain and sustain genetic diversity is to use larger 

population sizes. Empirical tests show that this has the desired effects, except that it is usually 

necessary to double population size for an incremental increase in performance. Unfortunately search 

time (as measured in number of recombinations) tends to double as well (Whitley and Hanson 1989). 

The theoretical importance of genetic diversity has led us to explore other methods of sustaining 

genetic diversity without resorting to excessively large populations. 

A distributed genetic algorithm can actually enr=nce search speed and accuracy without the 

negative impact on search time produced by simply increasing population size. A distributed genetic 
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algorithm allows information to be aggressively exploited within a subpopulation without totally 
exhausting the genetic diversity of the entire population. Each subpopulation will, due to inherent 
sampling biases, exploit its genetic material in a Slightly different way and converge to a slightly 
different, but similiarly competitive solution. We have shown this to be true on a sample "ugly 
deceptive" problem developed by Goldberg et al. (1989) which is known to be difficult for a genetic 
algorithm because of deceptive hyperplanes in the search space. The problem has a single correct 
solution and Goldberg reports that a standard genetic algorithm fails to solve this problem. When 
running GENITOR in a non-distributed mode, the algorithm typically gets approximately 30% of the 
bit-pattern correct; increasing the population size has almost no effect on this problem (perhaps because 
of the deceptive hyperplanes.) However, on multiple runs, GENITOR finds a different portion of the 
correct pattern. Again, this seems to be the effect of different sampling biases in the initial population 
and subsequent allocation of reproductive opportunities that induce different genetic drift patterns. 
However, when run in parallel, GEN/TOR is able to take the various "distributed solutions" and, 
through recombination, construct a complete solution to this difficult and deceptive problem. 

By occassional swapping individuals new yet high quality genetic material can be introduced into 
the evolving subpopulations. While these are only rough guidelines, we have found that with a 
subpopulation of size X, swapping after 5X recombinations (in each subpopulation) works well. When 
a Swap occurs, each subpopulation sends its best to one of its neighbors; in our implementation, a 
round-robin swap is used. Swapping should not occur too often or the effect will be similar to simply 
having a single population. On the other hand, Swapping must occur often enough to prevent the 
subpopulations from converging toward incompatible solutions. This is particularly true in a problem 
such as neural network optimization; there are typically multiple ways in which to find an appropriate 
Set of weighted connections and recombining disparate solutions may result in a disfunctional net. 

4. Optimizing Neural Networks: Results 

The optimization problems posed by neural networks provide a new and challenging test for genetic 
algorithms. Previously, GENITOR has been used to optimize the connection weights in four neural net 
problems; the reader may refer to (Whitley and Hanson 1989) for more specific details on how to 
encode the neural net optimization problem for a genetic algorithm. The test problems are 1) the 
exclusive-or (Xor) problem, 2) a 424-encoder, and 3) two versions of an adder problem. The adder 
problem involves the addition of two two-bit numbers. One version of the adder problem uses 
minimal connections and “reliably leads the system [using back propagation] into a local minimum" 
(Rumelhart et al. 1986:343). GENITOR easily and reliably solved the minimally connected adder, but 
had difficulty with the fully connected adder (Whitley and Hanson 1989). In general, it seems that the 
genetic algorithm has difficulty with problems whose encoding grows too large (over 250 bits). This is 
consistent with the biases known to exist in the genetic algorithm. As noted already, hyperplanes 
represented by bits that are highly distributed over a long encoding are inadequately sampled by the 
genetic algorithm because of a higher rate of disruption during recombination. 

The graphs in Figure 1 show new parallel results for the 424 encoder and the fully connected adder 
using 10 subpopulations; the behavior displayed here is typical of that obtained on other problems. On 
numerous experiments the distributed algorithm has found solutions which we have not been able to 
duplicate with the serial version of GEN/TOR, despite the fact that we have spend far more time, effort 
and computer time developing and testing the serial version of GEN/TOR. In serial runs, we have also 
used population sizes on both problems that are up to 5 times larger than the population sizes used in 
the distributed genetic algorithms reported here with only very modest improvements over the smaller 
population sizes after much longer search times. 

5. Other Problems, Future Work 

We have also shown that this approach works on a number of other difficult Optimization problems. 
On a 30 city, 50 city, 75 city and 105 city Traveling Salesman Problem, the distributed genetic 
algonthm consistently found new best known solutions (See Whitley, Starkweather and Fuquay 1989, 
for non-parallel results on these problems). As noted, the parallel algorithm also easily finds the 
optimal solution to a problem that is is difficult for genetic algorithms to solve because of deceptive 
hyperplane information. | 

Recently we have used genetic algorithms to define the connectivity of neural nets with positive 
results. The GENITOR algorithm has not only found smaller nets, but also nets that learn much faster 
and much more consistently that fully connected nets. (Whidey and Bogart 1989; cf. Miller 1989.) 
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FIGURE 1. Graphs for parallel and serial runs of the genetic algorithm. On the adder problem, the parallel and 

serial-1 runs used a population size of 1000; serial-2 shows the effects of increasing the population size to 2000. 

On the 424 encoder problem, the parallel and serial-1 runs used a population size of 200, while serial-2 used a 

population of 500. The sample size for the 424 encoder was 20 runs each. The sample size for the adder was 

10 runs for the parallel, 5 runs each for the serials. 
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Using Verbs and Remembering the Order of Events 

Robert B. Allen 

Bellcore, Morristown, NJ 

rba@ bellcore.com 

The connectionist language users (CLUES) paradigm is applied to several relatively complex tasks 

involving actions and events in a microworld. In the first study, a network is trained to observe an object 
moving, and to describe the action in the past tense if it has been completed. of a verb. In the second. 
study, a network is trained to recognize actions and descriptions of those actions which involve the 

transfer of possession of an object. In the final study, a network maintains order information about events 

and answers questions about their relative order. Overall, these studies show that the CLUES model may 

be readily adapted to even fairly complex tasks involving the perception and labeling of events. 

1. The CLUES Model 
The addition of a memory to a back-propagation network [1] allows processing of temporal patterns. 
Allen (2, 3, 4] has proposed that temporal networks be used as intelligent agents. A particularly effective 
application of this approach is the use of the intelligent agents as connectionist language users (CLUES). 
The CLUES model has been employed in tasks such as generation of descriptions of objects and 
answering questions about objects. 

In many cases, the CLUES model includes a microworld to which the language can refer. Allen and 
Kaufman [5] applied CLUES to processing events which occur in the microworld. In particular, they 
report: (a) the ability to answer questions which include verbs of possession; (b) labeling simple motions 
of objects with action verbs; and (c), discriminating the order of two events which occur in the 
microworld. The research in this paper extends the earlier work with three additional studies on labeling 
actions and events. 

Output 

    
Figure 1. Temporal Network 2777777 
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2. Overview of Procedures 

As shown in Figure 1, the networks include the usual 3-layer back-propagation architecture, along with a 

layer of units which maintain state information. During error correction all of the weights shown in bold, 

including those between the hidden layer and the state layer, are updated. The other weights are fixed 

with B=1.0, and p=0.5. Three-level ( -1, 0, 1) encoding was used for the inputs such that when an object 

was absent (Sections 4 and 5), nulls were presented. The output codes were 0/1. Network parameters 

were set at n=0.01, a=0.9. 

3. Learning when to Make a Verb Past Tense 

One of the greatest controversies in the connectionist literature concerns the construction of the past tense 

of verbs given an encoding of their present tense [6, 7]. However another seemingly more natural 

approach to the construction of the past tense follows from the CLUES model. Thus, the effort here was 

to develop a network which learned to generate a past tense marker when the observed action has been 

completed. Essentially, this past tense model requires the network to begin learning a rule for the 

construction of regular endings. 

A corpus was developed in which objects could move left or right or stay where they were. In addition, 

objects which move during the first time step may stop moving after the second cycle, in which case the 

movement is described as happening in the past. In the example shown in Table 1, obj, moved to the 

right and then stopped while obj, stayed still. Because the probe asked about the object on the left 

(obj), the correct response to the probe is that obj, moved right in the past. [5] found that actions were 

more accurately labeled by a network when the ’background’ was moving than when the object moved 

across slots in the microworld. That approach was adopted here; however, to generate enough examples, 

two objects were present in different parts of the microworld and the network was required to answer 

about one or the other of them. A key aspect of the recognition task is the use of don’t care cycles [2] 

during which no error corrections were made. In Table 1 these are shown as *s in the response column. 

There were 8 objects and 6 slots. There were 1506 training patterns of which 8 were saved for the 

transfer tests. A (12/1)-30*-7 network was trained for 800K patterns. On the 8 transfer questions, the 

network yielded 4 bit errors, with only one error on the tense bit. 

Table 1. Example of Past Tense Generation Task and Coding 

  

  

  

  

        

cycle microworld verbal input response 

1 obj, slot, objp slot. * * 

2 obj, Slot, Objp slot, * * 

3 obj, slot, obj slot, * * 

4 * * left obj, right past 

1 11-1 -111 111 11-1 * * 

2 11-1 -1-1-1 111 11-1 * * 

3 11-1 -1-1-1 111 11-1 * * 

4 * * -1 001110 1 
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4. Transfer of Possession 
Another complex class of verbs are those which require both a direct and indirect object. In [5], verbs 
which describe possession were considered. It is also possible to model verbs which describe the transfer 
of possession between two objects in the perceptual field. There were 8 major objects (which possessed 
the other objects) and 4 minor objects. The major objects were coded in 3 bits each and the minor objects 
in 2 bits. When the minor object was absent it was coded with nulls. There were three possible actions 
(gave, received, and kept). Overall there were 15 verbal input terms each requiring 4 bit coding. Because 
the verbal input was up to 4 words long, the entire input field was 16 bits. The output, however, required 
only 1 bit. Three types of negative questions were employed: (a) when the other major object engaged in 
the action; (b) when some other minor object was being asked about; and (c), when the wrong action is 
described. Thus, to keep equal numbers of positive and negative questions only 1/3 of the negative 
questions were used. Altogether there were 2509 patterns and 15 of these were reserved for the transfer 
test. A (10/16)-50*-1 network was trained for 900K patterns. There were errors on 2 of the transfer 
questions. 

Table 2. Example of Transfer of Possession Task 

  

  

        

cycle microworld verbal input output 

*k * 1 Om, 0 

2 0,_ o,m, * * 

3 * * O, gave m, 0, yes     
5. Remembering Temporal Events 
Remembering and reasoning about the order of events is important for both language processing and 
planning [8]. In [5] networks were shown to be able to learn which of two events came first. However, 
processing of temporal events often requires determining the relative order of several events. In this 
section events are presented in four different time periods. On a fifth cycle the network is probed with 
pairs of events and required to report which came first. In this study, one pair of time periods was not 
included in the training set. Thus, in addition to the more complex patter of events, this study also 
examines whether the network can generalize to comparing pairs of intervals that were not trained. 

Table 3. Example of Event Order Discrimination Task 

  

  

cycle || microworld | probe || output 

1 obj, * * 

2 Objc * * 

3 Obj, * * 

4 Objpn * * 

5 * DC after               
There were 6 events or objects (A-F) which were each coded in 3 bits. The probe employed a second set 
of 3-bit codes to identify the events. A typical training sequence is shown in Table 3. Because Objpn 
appeared in the microworld after obj, the correct response is "after". A total of 4320 pattems were 
prepared; however, all 720 probes involving the relative order of events at t, and t; were withheld for 
transfer tests. A (3/6)-60*-1 network was trained for 150K trials. On the 720 transfer questions, the net 
made 7% errors. It seems likely that the network has developed a temporal representation for the events, 
and is able to apply that to answering questions about the relationship of a pair of intervals that it has not 
been exposed to before. 
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6. Conclusion 

Because the identification and discrimination of temporal intervals is a common problem across many 

areas of artificial intelligence, these results have broad implications. For instance, it is possible to apply 

temporal processing to connectionist models of plan recognition [9]. While the results also have clear 

application to language, these results are certainly not a complete model of human language acquisition 

or use. The full complexity of past tense formation has not been captured in Section 3. However, some 

extensions such as the generation of tenses involving the relative order of events should be 

straightforward. In addition to the cognitive issues, other networks should be explored. It would be of 

interest to employ models which move away from the discrete-trials procedure employed here and use 

more continuous intervals. 
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Visual Navigation with a Neural Network 
Nicholas G. Hatsopoulos & William H. Warren, Jr. 

Departments of Psychology and Cognitive and Linguistic Sciences, Brown University, Providence, 
RI 02912 

Understanding the control of locomotion is a major problem in psychology, neuroscience, and 
robotics. Among the perceptual systems involved in navigating through the environment, vision 
plays a major role in controlling locomotion in animals from insects to humans. In this paper, we 
focus on the information afforded by the changing structure of light at an eye due to the movement 
of an organism relative to a rigid environment, known as optical flow. It is of great practical and 
theoretical interest whether an organism can rely on optical flow to determine its direction of self. 
motion, or heading. We present here a simple linear network, based on the known architecture of 
areas MT and MST in primate visual cortex which models the low level brain process by which an 
organism could determine its heading as it translates in a planar environment. 

J.J. Gibson (1947)! was the first perceptual psychologist to point out the invariant radial 
pattern of optical flow emerging from translatory motion of an observer in a rigid environment. 
If the temporally changing optic array is represented as a vector field of optical velocities, the 
vectors form a radial pattern emanating from a center point, called the focus of outflow or focus 
of expansion. This global radial pattern is a natural consequence of optical perspective and is 
invariant with respect to the depth structure of the environment. Gibson claimed that this invariant 
is detected by the observer and used to visually control its locomotion. 

Our derivation of the optical flow produced by movement relative to an environmental element 
is based on that of Rieger (1983)? and relates the optical velocity of a point P expressed in terms of spherical coordinate basis vectors (6, ¢) to the observer’s movement: 

vp = aMV + NO 
(1) 

where a is a scalar consisting of a product of coefficients representing the observer speed and 
distance to the point P, V is a unit vector in Cartesian coordinates pointing in the direction of 
translation, M and N two non-square matrices of trigonometric quantities, and N = (W., W,, W.), the rotation of the observer. Since we are assuming pure observer translation, the rotation term goes to zero and equation (1) simplifies: 

Up = aMVv 
(2) 

The above mathematical analysis takes as givens the observer’s movement parameters and derives the flow produced by a point in the environment. The problem to be solved by the neural network is the inverse problem: given the flow at certain points in the ambient optic array, find the movement parameters of the observer. A two-layer linear network is adequate to solve this problem. Algebraically, the problem can be solved by finding the inverse of M: 

V= M~'v,/a 
(3)   

' Gibson, J. J. (1947) Motion picture testing and research (AAF Aviation Psychology Research Report No. 7). Washington, DC: Government Printing Office 
Rieger, J. H. (1983). Information in optical flows induced by curved paths of observation, 3, 339-344. 
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However, M is not square and, therefore, does not have a unique inverse. A second image point 

must be sampled to solve for these three unknowns. The basic two-layer feedforward architec- 

ture of the network was constant throughout the research described in this paper (Anderson, 1983)° 

and incorporated features of recent work by Sereno (1987)4. A set of neuron-like input nodes or 

cells representing the velocity field of a sample of the ambient optic array fed signals through a 

fully connected matrix of weighted connections to a layer of output cells representing the direction 

of heading. The input layer of nodes are modelled after the cells in the middle temporal area 

of the superior temporal sulcus. For simplicity, we used a triangular tuning curve for both speed 

and direction coding in the input layer instead of the gaussian-like curves found by Rodman & 

Albright(1987)5. In order to determine cell activity, we implemented a product rule (cell firing rate 

= speed activation x direction activation) in the network in order to match the neurophysiological 

data (Rodman & Albright, 1987) which indicates no interaction between speed and direction tun- 

ing. For computational reasons, we used cells with only four different primary direction selectivities 

and two primary speed selectivities for most of the simulations, making a total of eight input cells 

per visual field location. Also, we limited the visual field in our simulations to 20deg x 20 deg 

consisting of 4deg x 4deg non-overlapping input cell receptive fields. Therefore, the input layer 

consisted of 200 cells, 8 cells per receptive field region times 25 receptive field regions. 

The output layer of nodes corresponds to MST cells and represents direction of heading. We 

decided on a topographic coding of heading in which azimuth and declination are coded conjunc- 

tively and distributively. To be consistent with the input layer, We used 25 cells to form a 5 x 5 grid 

representing a 20 deg x 20 deg portion of the visual field. Each cell responds maximally to a par- 

ticular heading direction. Response drops off linearly as a function of Euclidian distance between 

the heading of maximal response and the heading direction to be coded: The inverse mapping 

from distributed coding of heading to azimuth and declination necessary during the testing phase 

required an interpretive rule. The azimuth and declination are calculated by taking the average 

of the azimuths and declinations of maximal response for all cells weighted by each cell’s level of 

activity. 

Twenty five simulations were performed in all, each defined with respect to the stimulus set 

used to train the network. The Widrow-Hoff error-corrrecting learning algorithm (1960)®. was used 

to train the network. We present the results of two simulations which are particularly informative. 

Simulation #1 

The training set consisted of 400 flow fields corresponding to 400 randomly selected heading 

directions. The network was first tested on the training set after learning had stopped. Average 

heading error (averaged over elevation and azimuth) was about 0.83 deg. It is crucial that the 

network generalize to flow fields produced by new random dot planes and new observer speeds. 

The network’s accuracy on 100 new flow fields corresponding to 100 randomly chosen headings was 

nearly identical, about 0.89 deg.’ 
  

  

>Anderson, J. A. (1983). Cognitive and psychological computation with neural models. 

IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, 13, 799-815 

*Sereno, M. (1987). Implementing stages of motion analysis in neural networks. 

Ninth Annual Conference of Cognitive Science Society, 405-416. 

°Rodman, H. R., & Albright, T. D. (1987). Coding of visual stimulus velocity in area MT of the macaque. 

Visual Research, 27, 2035-2048. 
®Widrow, B., & Hoff, M. E. (1960). Adaptive switching circuits, WESCON Convention, Record Part 4, 96-104 

"These new flow fields may correspond to novel heading directions although the chances are slim that many of 

them were not contained in the training set. 
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Simulation #2 

In simulation #2, the 400 training optical flow fields corresponding to 25 heading directions 
which were evenly spaced through out the 20 deg x 20 deg visual field. Remarkably, the network 
performed better on 100 novel flow fields corresponding to 100 randomly selected heading directions 
(0.77 deg) than it did on the training set (1.16 deg), and more than twice as accurately on optical 
flow fields for heading directions that were 2.5 deg out of phase with respect to those in the training 
set (0.49 deg). 

Since simulation #2 generalized so well to novel headings, tests of noise sensitivity were con- 
ducted with it. Two kinds of additive, independent noise were introduced: speed and directional. 
Additive noise was introduced into the optical flow field by taking each velocity vector independently 
and disturbing either its magnitude (speed) or its direction according to a probability distribution 
with a mean of zero and a specified standard deviation. Under various noise conditions, the per- 
formance of the network was hardly affected. These findings are very similar to those of Warren et 
al., 1989) ®, who found that human observers perform as well with flow fields whose magnitudes are 
randomly scrambled (heading accuracy of 0.9 deg) as they do with proper vector fields (0.7 deg). 
Thus, both the network and the visual system appear to have abstracted the fact that it is the ra- 
dial pattern of vector directions that provides information for heading, generalizing over variations 
in vector magnitudes. 

To examine the network’s noise tolerance in this radial pattern, additive directional noise was 
introduced by randomly perturbing the direction of each vector from its proper orientation within 
a specified envelope. A drop off in heading error was observed as a function of standard deviation 
which is qualitatively similar to the results of a human experiment conducted to test this predic- 
tion (Figure 1) (Warren et al., 1989). Nevertheless, heading accuracy was quite good even with a 
180 deg range of uniform noise, yielding a heading error of only 3deg. The network’s tolerance of 
noise again suggests that the redundancy in the global flow field is being used to solve the problem. 

In order to visualize the connectivity structure of the network, the weights connecting the in- 
put layer with the output layer in simulation #1 are displayed in Figure 2. The diagram shows 
the weights connecting all the low speed input cells to a single output cell, where the circle indi- 
cates the direction of heading to which the output cell is most selective. The orientations of the 
lines represent the directions of primary selectivity of the input cells, and their lengths represent 
the magnitudes of the weights; solid lines indicate positive weights, dotted lines indicate negative 
weights. It is clear that the output cells have become selective to radial patterns of optical flow 
similar to a class of cells that Saito et al. (1986)° identified in MST. Each output cell is maximally 
responsive to a radial pattern with a particular focus. 

By observing the resulting weighted connections between the input and output layers, it be- 
comes clear now why the network generalized so well to stimuli corresponding to new random dot 
configurations and to new observer speeds in simulation #1. The network’s output nodes are acting 
like a set of radial flow filters or templates. The output node whose template best matches the 
novel flow field will be most activated. A stimulus correponding to a novel random dot configuration 
differs from a training stimulus in that the random dots fall in different locations in the receptive 
fields of the input layer so that the flow vectors registered by each receptive field vary somewhat for a given heading direction. Novel random dot configurations produce a sort of directional noise 
in the flow field. However, it is a special kind of noise that decreases with visual angle from the 
  

* Warren, W.H., Jr., Griesar, W., Blackwell, A. W., Hatsopoulos, N. G., &, Kalish, M. (1989). On the sufficiency of the velocity field for perception of heading. Unpublished manuscript. 
*Saito, H., Yukie, M., Tanaka, K., Hikosaka, K., Fukada, Y., & Iwai, E. (1986). Integration of direction signals of image motion in the superior temporal sulcus of the macaque monkey. Journal of Neuroscience, 6, 145-157. 
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focus of expansion. Since flow vectors near the focus of expansion are not weighted very much 

and directional noise away from the focus is small, a stimulus corresponding to a novel random dot 

configurations will highly activate the output node corresponding to the correct heading. Moreover, 

the network generalizes to new observer speeds because they do not affect the radial pattern of the 

flow field. Only the magnitudes of flow vectors are affected. Since the network’s output nodes are 

particularly tuned to the radial structure of the flow field, variability in vector magnitude will not 

greatly affect the network’s performance. 

In conclusion, many of the results found in perceptual experiments with humans have been 

replicated qualitatively with the model. First, heading accuracies on the order of 1 deg were found 

using high density, noiseless optical flow fields which is similar to the results of human experiments 

done in our lab (Warren et al., 1988) '° Second, the network’s behavior in response to additive noise 

in the flow fields was strikingly similar to that of humans. Heading accuracy was hardly affected 

by speed noise, which is not only consistent with the human data but agrees nicely with Gibson’s 

radial outflow hypothesis. Likewise, the slight degradation of heading accuracy with increasing 

directional noise variance matches the human data described above (Warren, et al., 1989). 

There are three appealing characteristics of the neural model besides the close match with 

the psychological data. First, unlike many of the other computational models, it makes no as- 

sumptions about the structure of the environment, in contrast to many models that assume a 

smoothness constraint. Since the network is picking up the radial invariant structure, it succeeds 

in more complex non-planar environments. Specifically, the model has been shown to perform well 

under various speed noise conditions that approximate complex 3D environments. Second, the 

model is, on a crude level, biologically plausible. The brain contains simple velocity- sensitive 

elements working in parallel. In particular, there is neurophysiological evidence that a mapping 

from velocity-sensitive units to radial pattern-sensitive units exists in primate visual cortex. Third, 

the model is surprisingly tolerant of noise, unlike many previous approaches. This property makes 

it potentially useful for applied problems in computer vision and robotics. 
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‘Warren, W. H., Jr., Morris, M. W., & Kalish, M. (1988). Perception of translational heading from optical flow. 

Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human perception and performance, 14, 646-660. 
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Abstract 

A major goal of research on unsupervised learn- 
ing procedures is to discover an objective function 
that defines the quality of an internal representation 
without any externally supplied information about 
the desired outputs of the system. If such a function 
could be found, it should allow a hierarchy of rep- 
resentations to be organized bottom-up in a time 
roughly linear in the depth of the network. This 
would allow much faster learning than supervised 
procedures which are generally very slow in net- 
works with many layers of hidden units. Following 
(Gibson, 1950), we propose that a good objective for 
perceptual learning is to extract higher-order fea- 
tures that are coherent across time or space. This 
can be done by maximizing the explicit mutual in- 
formation between parameters extracted from spa- 
tially or temporally adjacent parts of the input. 

Introduction 

The intensity values in one patch of an image 
contain information about the intensity values in 
nearby patches, but this information is in a compli- 
cated form because the imaging process combines 
several different physical parameters to produce the 
intensity of each pixel. If we could first extract 
important, underlying, intrinsic parameters such as 
depth, reflectance, or surface orientation, we could 
then express the mutual information between neigh- 
boring patches in a simpler form. This suggests that 
we could insist on the mutual information being in 
a simple form and search for the parameters that 
must be extracted to allow this. One obvious sim- 
ple form of spatial coherence is for the underlying 
parameters for one patch to be equal to underly- 
ing parameters for the neighboring patch plus some 
gaussian noise. Another more interesting form of co- 
herence, which would be appropriate for the depth 
of slanted planes, is for a parameter value extracted 
from one patch to be the average of the values ex- 
tracted from neighboring patches. We describe a 
family of learning procedures that start by making 
an assumption about the form the coherence will 
take and then try to discover parameters that are 
coherent in this way. 

Maximize 
tree TT 

a n 
HIDDEN HIDDEN 

a ~ 
O;1/1/] 0 1/0 ;0/] 0 
Oo; O; 1) 1 O;1;,0j; 0 

Figure 1: Two modules that receive input from ad- 
jacent, non-overlapping parts of the image. Each 
module has one layer of hidden units. The learn- 
tng algorithm adjusts the weights in each module to 
mazimize the mutual information, over the ensem- 
ble of training cases, between the states of the two 
output units. 
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Some unpublished results of Peter Brown suggest 
that a good way to implement this general idea is to 
try to maximize the explicit mutual information be- 
tween pairs of parameters extracted from adjacent 
but non-overlapping parts of the input. The mutual 
information between two binary variables, a and 5, 
is given by 

I(a;b) = H(a) + H(b) — H(a,d) 

where H(a) is the entropy of a, and H(a, b) is the en- 
tropy of the joint distribution of a and b. The equa- 
tion shows that the mutual information between two 
variables can only be high if each variable has high 
individual entropy. This is one advantage of mutual 
information over measures like the correlation be- 
tween two variables. Mutual information forces each 
variable to convey a lot of information about the im- 
age. Figure 1 shows how this objective function can 
be used in a multilayer network. The derivative of 
the mutual information between the outputs of two 
local modules provides error signals that are back- 
propagated in order to train the modules. 
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A very simple example 

Our method works well for the task of discovering 
depth in an ensemble of very simple, binary random- 

dot stereograms. Each input vector consists of a one 

dimensional strip from the right image and the cor- 

responding strip from the left image. The right im- 
age is purely random and the left image is generated 

from it by choosing, at random, a single global shift. 

So the input can be interpreted as an approximation 
to a one-dimensional stereogram of a fronto-parallel 
surface at an integer depth. The only local prop- 
erty that is invariant across space is the depth (i.e. 

the shift). Hence, if one module looks at one area 

of the two images, and another module looks at an- 

other area, the only way they can provide mutual 
information about each other’s outputs is by repre- 

senting the depth. 

We used two global shifts (one pixel rightwards 
or one pixel leftwards) operating on binary image 

strips. Each pair of strips was divided into 4 by 2 

patches with a gap of one pixel between patches. 

Each 4 by 2 patch was used as input to a sepa- 
rate module that contained a layer of hidden units 

and one stochastic binary “output” unit, that used 

the logistic non-linearity to determine the proba- 

bility of outputting a 1. Each of the output units 

tried to maximize the sum of its mutual informa- 
tion (over the ensemble of training cases) with each 
of the other output units. The derivatives of this 

objective function are simple to compute using two 

passes through the training set (Becker and Hinton, 
1989). In the first pass we accumulate the proba- 

bility that each output unit is active, and also all 

the pairwise joint probabilities. In the second pass 
we use these accumulated probabilities to compute, 
for each training case, the derivatives of the objec- 
tive function w.r.t. the output of a module, and 
these derivatives are then backpropagated and accu- 

mulated to determine the direction of the vector of 

weight changes within the module at the end of the 
second pass. The magnitude of the weight change 
vector is determined by a crude line search along 
the direction of steepest descent. 

With random patterns and a small training set 

size there is a high probability that units will learn 

some of the random structure in the data in ad- 

dition to the shift; as the number of training cases 

increases, and as we increase the number of modules 

(and hence the size of the input), sampling error de- 
creases and units become more tuned to shift. The 

most shift-tuned network we tested had 5 modules 

and took about 500 passes for the learning to con- 

verge on a training set of 1000 random patterns. 

When we present the complete set of unambigu- 

ous binary patterns to a smaller network consist- 

ing of just two modules, we usually get output units 

that are pure shift detectors within about 300 passes 

through the training set. 

  

  

  
    
Figure 2: Part of a cubic spline fitted through seven 

randomly chosen control points, with randomly lo- 

cated features scattered on it, and the “intensity” 

values in the two images of the surface strip. The 

images are made by taking two slightly different par- 

allel projections of the feature points, filtering the 

projections through a gaussian, and sampling the 

filtered projections at evenly spaced sample poznts. 

The sample values in corresponding patches of the 

two images are used as the inputs to a module. The 

boundaries of two neighboring patches are shown on 

the spline. 

The learning is rather slow for two reasons. 

First, we are not specifying desired values for the 

“output” units—we are only specifying that their 

pairwise mutual information should be high. The 

derivative of this objective function w.r.t a weight 
depends on three other layers of adaptive weights— 
one other layer in the same module and two layers in 

the adjacent module. So in this respect the difficulty 

of learning resembles back-propagation through four 

layers of weights. Second, with random starting 
weights, the initial gradient of the objective func- 
tion is very small. The convergence speed is greatly 

increased by using a “bootstrapping” method that 

starts by applying the objective function between 

pairs of units in the first hidden layers of pairs of 

modules until these units are somewhat tuned to 

the shift. Then the gradients of the mutual infor- 

mation between the output units are much bigger 

and the objective function can be applied at that 

layer and the derivatives back-propagated. More 

globally coherent information can now be provided 

to the hidden units that failed to find any useful 

features in the bootstrapping phase. 

We compared the performance of the algorithm 

on a network with 2 modules, and 8 hidden units 

per module, on the “complete pattern set” with and 

without 50 bootstrapping iterations. After boot- 
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strapping, units were highly shift-tuned within 50 
learning iterations, and by 250 iterations the algo- 
rithm nearly always found a globally optimal solu- 
tion where the mutual information reached 1 bit (in 
43 out of 50 repetitions). Without bootstrapping, 
while the top-level units always became highly shift- 
tuned, only in 7 out of 50 repetitions did they con- 
verge to the global maximum. 

Modules with real-valued outputs 
The binary output units we used in our initial exper- 
iments are suitable for extracting binary features, 
but they make it difficult to represent depth in more 
realistic images that contain smoothly curved sur- 
faces which have real-valued depths. In the follow- 
ing simulations, we use images like those shown in 
figure 2 and modules with deterministic, real-valued 
outputs that learn to represent real-valued depths 
(disparities) with sub-pixel accuracy. 

We start by making the following very simple 
coherence assumption (which will be relaxed later): 
There is some locally detectable parameter which 
is approximately constant for nearby patches. So, 
given two modules A and B that receive input from 
neighboring patches, we want the output of A, a, 
to be approximately equal to the output of B, 5b. 
We can think of 6 as a signal that we are trying 
to predict and a as a noisy version of that signal 
that is corrupted by additive, independent, gaussian 
noise. If we assume that both a and b have gaussian 
distributions, the information (ignoring a factor of 
2) that a provides about b is determined by the ratio 
of two variances: 

  

_ 7. V(signal + noise) _ V(a) 

Za» = log V (noise) = log V(a—b) 

So, for a to provide a lot of information about 6 
we need a to have high variance but a — 5 to have 
low variance. For symmetry, we actually optimize 
the following function: 

* V(a V(b 
Ia: = Ig.5 + Iy.q = log Teo + log Tan 

Some possible variations of this objective func- 
tion are discussed in (Becker and Hinton, 1989). 

Speeding the learning using radial ba- 
sis functions 
Instead of using the bootstrapping method de- 
scribed above to speed the learning, we used an 
alternative method in which the adaptive hidden 
units of each module are replaced by a large num- 
ber of non-adaptive radial basis functions (Moody 
and Darken, 1989). Each radial basis unit has a 
“center” that is equal to a typical input vector se- 
lected at random, and gives an output which is a 

  

  

      

Figure 3: The activity of the output of a module 
(vertical azis) as a function of the disparity (hori- 
zontal aris) for all 3000 training cases using planar 
surface strips. 

gaussian function of the distance between the cur- 
rent input vector and the unit’s “center”. All the 
gaussians have the same variance which is chosen 
by hand. So the only adaptive weights in a module 
are those from the radial basis units to the output 
unit. In the experiments with curved surface strips 
each module had 8 by 2 input units connected to a 
layer of 100 radial basis units. Every module used 
exactly the same set of radial basis functions so that 
we could constrain all the modules to compute the 
same function. 

Discovering real-valued depth for pla- 
nar surfaces 
Figure 2 shows how we generate stereo images of 
curved surface strips. The same technique can be 
applied to generate images of planar surfaces with 
randomly chosen slants. Using 3000 training cases 
of this simpler type of input, we trained a network 
that contained 10 modules each of which tried to 
maximize J* with the immediately adjacent mod- 
ules. Each update of the weights involves two com- 
plete passes through the training set. In the first 
pass, we compute the mean and variance of each 
output value and the mean and variance of each 
pairwise difference between output values given the 
current weights. In the second pass we compute 
the derivatives of J* for each pair of modules, and 
use these derivatives to accumulate dJ*/dw for all 
weights, w, from the radial basis units to the output 
units. Then we update all the weights in parallel us- 
ing steepest descent with a simple line search. Af- 
ter each weight update, we average corresponding 
weights in all the modules in order to enforce the 
constraint that every module computes exactly the 
same function of its input vector. After 30 weight 
updates, the output of a typical module gave a good 
representation of the disparity as shown in figure 3. 
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More complex types of coherence 

So far, we have used a very simple model of coher- 
ence in which an underlying parameter at one lo- 
cation is assumed to be approximately equal to the 
parameter at a neighboring location. This model 
is fine for fronto-parallel surfaces but it is far from 
the best model of slanted or curved surfaces. For- 
tunately, we can use a far more general model of 
coherence in which the parameter at one location 
is assumed to be an unknown linear function of the 
parameters at nearby locations. The particular lin- 
ear function that is appropriate can be learned by 
the network. 

We used a network of the type shown in figure 4 
(but with 10 modules and with a contextual predic- 
tor unit for all modules except the two at the ends). 
We tried to maximize I* between the output of each 
module and the contextual prediction of this output 
that was produced by computing a linear function of 
the outputs of one adjacent module on each side. We 
used weight averaging to constrain this interpolat- 
ing function to be identical for all modules. We also 
back-propagated the error derivatives through the 
interpolating weights. Before applying this new ob- 
jective function, we first used a bootstrapping stage 
in which we maximized J* between adjacent pairs 
of modules as before, for 30 learning iterations. 

After having been trained for 100 iterations on 
3000 patterns, the two weights learned for the inter- 
polating function were .55,.54. The output of each 
of these units is similar to the response profile shown 
in figure 3, but even more finely depth-tuned. Thus, 
the interpolating units have learned that the depth 
at one patch on a planar surface can be approxi- 
mated by the average of the depths of surrounding 
patches. 

Discovering coherence in curved sur- 
faces 

As we introduce curvature in the surfaces, the pre- 
diction of depth from neighboring patches becomes 
more difficult; at regions of high curvature, a sim- 
ple average of the depths of 2 adjacent patches will 
under- or over-estimate the true depth. In this case, 
a better interpolator would base its predictions on 
more than two local measurements of depth, thereby 
taking curvature into account. 

We trained a network of 10 modules on 1000 
of the stereograms of curved surface strips, using 
the same architecture and objective function as for 
the planar surface task, for 30 iterations. We then 
added an interpolating layer; this time, however, the 
contextual prediction of a given module was a lin- 
ear function of the outputs of two adjacent mod- 
ules on either side. After 100 iterations, the four 
weights learned for the interpolating function were 
—.04, .64, .65, —.04. Positive weights are given to in- 
puts coming from the immediately adjacent mod- 

contextually 

predicted 
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Figure 4: A network in which the goal of the learning 

1s to mazimize the information between the output of 

a local module and the contertually predicted output 
that is computed by using a linear function of the 
outputs of nearby modules. 

  

ules, and smaller negative weights are given to in- 
puts coming from the more distant neighbors. The 
activity of these units is well tuned to disparity, as 
shown in figure 5. Given noise-free depth values, the 
optimal linear interpolator for the surface strips we 
used is approximately -.2, .7, .7,-.2. But with noisy 
depth estimates it is better to use an interpolator 
more like the one the network learned because the 
noise amplification is determined by the sum of the 
squares of the weights. 

Discussion 

Discovering how to predict one value from a lin- 
ear combination of nearby values is equivalent to 
finding a linear combination of all the values that 
always equals zero (Richard Durbin, personal com- 
munication). This amounts to discovering invari- 
ant higher-order properties by learning invariance 
detectors that have low variance even though their 
input lines have high variances (when weighted by 
the squares of the weights). One attractive aspect 
of this view is that the actual output of an invari- 
ance detector would represent the extent to which 
the current input violates the network’s model of the 
regularities in the world. This is an efficient way of 
transmitting information about the current input. 

An invariance detector that minimizes the ratio 
of its output variance divided by the variance that 
would be expected if the input lines were indepen- 
dent gaussian variables is a real-valued, determin- 
istic version of the G-Maximization learning proce- 
dure (Pearlmutter and Hinton, 1986) which finds 
regularities by maximizing the extent to which the 
independence assumption is incorrect in predicting 
the output of a unit. It also has an interesting rela- 
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Figure 5: The output of a unit (vertical azis) as a 
function of the local disparity (horizontal axis) when 
trained on 1000 curved surface strips. The unit 
learned to predict the depth locally extracted from 
one module as a linear function of the outputs of 
the 2 adjacent modules on either side. 

tion to Linsker’s learning procedure (Linsker, 1988). 
Linsker assumes the variances and covariances of the 
activities on the input lines to a unit are fixed (be- 
cause he does not backpropagate derivatives) and he 
shows that, with the appropriate gaussian assump- 
tions, the information conveyed by the unit about 
its input vector is maximized by using weights which 
mazimize the ratio of the output variance divided by 
the sum of the squares of the weights. 

We have described the learning procedure for 
modules which each have a single real-valued out- 
put. For modules with several real-valued outputs, 
the natural way to generalize the objective function 
is to replace the variance by the determinant of the 
covariance matrix. It remains to be seen whether 
this causes unacceptable problems with the learn- 
ing speed and whether it can be modified to avoid 
the difficulties that arise as the covariance matrix 
becomes singular. 

We have also ignored the ubiquitous problem of 
discontinuities. Images of real scenes have strong lo- 
cal coherence punctuated by discontinuities. We do 
not want our learning procedure to smear out the 
strong local coherence by trying to convey informa- 
tion across the discontinuities. We would prefer a 
module to make accurate predictions in continuity 
cases and no predictions in other cases rather than 
making rather inaccurate predictions in all cases. 
We can achieve this by letting each module use a 
mixture of two gaussian models to predict the out- 
put of a neighboring module. One part of the mix- 
ture model is for continuity cases, and the other 
part is for discontinuity cases. During learning, the 
module computes the probability that the current 

case is an example of continuity by comparing the 
probability densities, under both its continuity and 
its discontinuity models, of the observed output of 
its neighbor. The contribution to the accumulated 
gradient is then made proportional to the probabil- 
ity that the current case is a continuity case. This 
means that clear cases of discontinuity do not affect 
the weights learned by the continuity model. 

In this paper, we have used coherence across 
space, but the same techniques could be applied to 
coherence across time. The procedure we have de- 
scribed has several appealing properties. First, it 
builds into the objective function (and the architec- 
ture) a type of prior knowledge that is strongly con- 
straining but widely applicable to perceptual tasks. 
Second, using the bootstrapping approach it may 
be possible to train deep networks fairly rapidly, 
provided the domain is such that the very high- 
order features that exhibit very long-range coher- 
ence can be built out of lower-order features that 
exhibit shorter range coherence. 
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Abstract 

We describe a recurrent neural network, with psychologically motivated assumptions about 
the underlying architecture, that exhibits behavior consistent with that seen in living cog- 
nitive systems. In particular, we find that such a system models abstract cognitive maps 

of at least 2-dimensional cognitive space by showing evidence (1) of habit formation 

(increasing rigidity of behavior with repeated exposure); (2) of the effects of forced 
movements away from obstacles (external objects have nonsymbolic representations); and 
(3) of learning to "navigate" appropriately when contextual information was changed 
dramatically. Furthermore, the system is capable of showing "surprise" when there is a 
large mismatch between an anticipated event and an actual event (and is thus consistent 
with the neuronal model of Sokolov, 1960) and of recognizing a goal state (1.e., the system 
spontaneously switches to a new task upon reaching a goal, or it "waits" for a new input.) 

Although the system does not employ any novel architectures or assumptions, the interpre- 
tation of the system’s behavior is original. Because the system can be described as a 
highly nonlinear system of coupled difference equations, for example, it shows properties 

characteristic of such systems (such as the appearance of spurious attractors and of ex- 

treme sensitivity to initial conditions). These same characteristics, however, give the sys- 

tem the ability to engage in "daydreaming", to show creativity, and to "rehearse" solutions 

in short-term memory. 

Introduction 

In this paper, we describe a method that a cognitive system might use to construct a cog- 

nitive map (Tolman, 1948). The approach that we use is a bit unorthodox. We did not 

start out with a problem to be solved and invent (or discover) an appropriate trans- 

formation of the data, upon which an appropriate architecture was invented (or discov- 
ered) to map an I/O relationship. Rather, we started out with an architecture that we felt 
was defensible and observed the network’s behavior as it trained, and was tested, under 

conditions that we assumed were a plausible representation of a cognitive space. Thus our 

role was as much that of a trained observer as it was that of an active designer. We feel 
that this is an important role--that of observer--that is too often neglected in neural net 
research. (A parallel in animal behavior might be drawn between psychologists, who spe- 
cialize in experimental manipulations, and naturalists--ethologists, for example--who are 

relatively noninvasive observers of animals in their natural habitat.) 

We chose a model architecture that we felt satisfied the minimal conditions required of a 

system that could be expected to engage in "thoughtful" spontaneous behavior. This im- 
plied an input representation that was isomorphic with the output representation; that 1s, 
a transformed representation of the input would have to serve as the sole input to the sys- 

tem while it was daydreaming. (Daydreaming is defined as a free-running state in which 
inputs from the external world are blocked. Defined in this way, a Hopfield net 1s day- 

dreaming when it is engaged in associative recall. However, "associative recall" captures 
neither the architecture nor the cognitive spirit of our model.) We also wanted the model 
to be capable in principle of possessing (or even better, constructing) an internal represen- 
tation that permitted the solutions to problems that involve interactions in the input data. 
Finally, the model needed to be dynamic in nature, changing in "meaningful" ways over 
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time, to possess emergent properties that admitted to a cognitive interpretation, and to be 
both resistant and sensitive to stochastic noise. The latter requirement is quite frankly in- 
ternally inconsistent. Nevertheless, living cognitive systems are relatively resistant to 
noise (they persist in the face of distraction), and yet they can be exquisitely sensitive to 
initial conditions (they are "creative" and "inscrutable"). 

Methodology 

The network architecture during the learning process was that of an ordinary supervised 
feedforward network. Thus the net had full connectivity between adjacent layers and no 
lateral connections. Although we did use the generalized delta rule, the particular learn- 
ing algorithm was not especially important for our purposes, since we were more inter- 
ested in what the net did after learning the I/O map than we were in how it learned the 
map. On the other hand, the I/O representation itself was very important. The net had 3 
input nodes, 3 output nodes, and 10 hidden nodes. The input and Output vectors were 
isomorphic: one node represented a normalized horizontal component (in a range of 0 to 
1); a second node represented a normalized vertical component; the third node (not always 
used) represented the "context" and--although the context nominally represented a categor- 
ical variable--was also permitted to vary over the range from 0 to 1. During recall (but 
not learning), however, the net was recurrent: each output node fed back to its corre- 
sponding input node, and only that node. Although we varied the amount of feedback, 
we show here only the results in which the net’s current output (after an initial input) 
was strictly determined by its last output: ie., the net "daydreamed" without feedback 
from its environment. Because we did not want our net to become "lost in thought" as it 
constructed a cognitive map of its environment, it was important that the intermediate 
States in the internal representation (as exemplified by the hidden node activities) be ex- 
pressible in terms of the original environmental variables. It might be said that we are 
accepting Wittgenstein’s (1953) premise of the impossibility of a purely private language 
by assuring the recoding of an internal representation (the hidden layer) back into a 
representation that is in principle and in fact a transformation of the original input vari- 
ables. When the input nodes are completely determined by the previous output, and the 
input and output representations are isomorphic, then the system has the following useful 
properties: (1) all internal representations are directly expressible as environmental states 
(thus making it possible for one cognitive system to communicate about its internal states 
to another cognitive system); (2) the system can be viewed architecturally as a modified 
BAM during recall (the hidden layer constitutes one layer of the BAM and passes messages 
to the I/O layer through the hidden-to-output weights, and the I/O layer passes messages 
to the hidden layer through the input-to-hidden weights); (3) the weights can be formed 
through any defensible mechanism, including but not restricted to back-propagation; (4) 
the system can easily be "tuned" to trade off sensitivity to its own internal state against 
sensitivity to environmental assaults--clearly a desired result in any cognitive system. 
Thus, the system might be thought of as a 13-neuron brain that thinks about its past expe- 
riences after it has formed a cognitive map of its environment. 

All problems described in this paper involved the same basic procedure: use back-propaga- 
tion to "train" an homuncular system to follow a series of seven fixed paths, and then 
"test" the system by giving it several random starting points and observing the system’s be- 
havior as it "imagined" its environment. (Additional training was provided in some exper- 
iments to be described later.) The paths that all of our experimental systems learned 
about are shown in the first figure. There were some "implied objects" in the en- 
vironment as well. They are "implied" in the sense that the homuncular system (HMS) 
"Knows" about them only with respect to its own behavior in the region of the objects: 
thus there is a behavioral rather than symbolic representation of objects in the environ- 
ment. The second figure shows the implied objects explicitly. The large rectangular ob- 
ject might be thought of as a forbidden zone in which the HMS was either never placed, 
or punished (by immediate removal), for being inside the area. The smaller rectangle in 
the lower right-hand corner was in initial goal area; all initial paths terminated in that 
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region, as can be seen in the first figure. The secondary goal area, seen in the lower lef t- 

hand area, was an appropriate goal state in later experiments; it was visited only as a sec- 

ondary site after the initial goal had been visited. 

All training sets involved from 1200 to 1600 iterations 
through the approximately 300 points shown in the first 
figure. The targets were always the next point in the path 
(sometimes this included a context dimension, for a total of 

three output nodes) or, as noted below, three points ahead. 

We investigated the effects on the system’s cognitive map of 
learning larger steps, of being punished, of being trained on 
a secondary goal with and without a contextual dimension, 
and of being given information that was inconsistent with 
its history (i. e., a "mismatch" between an anticipated and 

an actual environment). The effects of the manipulations 

were manifested by changes in path efficiency (did the sys- 

tem learn to take short cuts spontaneously?), by gross behav- 

ioral changes in the vicinity of objects or goals, by evidence 
of chaotic behavior, and by the ability to generalize to 

novel situations. Our emphasis was on plausible psychologi- 

cal interpretation of a cognitive system that daydreamed af- 

ter spontaneously forming a cognitive map of two-dimen- 

sional space. 

  

  
  

  

        
Procedure and Results 

In this section we describe the manipulation and provide a brief interpretation of the re- 

sults. The reader should keep in mind that the paths shown are completely determined by 

the initial training set (which determined the weight matrix) and an initial point. 

Effects of Original Training 

co Gifecte of Origine! Training 

on —- Only three initial points are shown here, but several trends 

are clear. First of all, the HMS learned to take "short cuts" 

through forbidden zones, although it still tended to respect 
the zones. Second, the HMS learned to recognize a goal 
state; it did not wander aimlessly once it reached the initial 
goal. Psychologically, the fixed points of the system can be 

regarded as goal states. Simply recognizing a goal is an im- 
portant and nontrivial characteristic of a cognitive system: 

TT it is equivalent to a system that "knows that it knows" an 

answer, without an initial awareness of that answer. So our back-propagation has some of 

the same properties that we see in Hopfield networks (e.g., the presence of fixed points). 

Note that the HMS has generalized its goal-oriented behavior to include regions (such as 

the initial point in the lower-left corner) that it had never "seen" before. 

  

  

  

Effects of Anticipatory Training 

Effects of Anticipatory Training e e e e e e e ° e e 

, Anticipatory training is defined as training in which the 
  

  

    

      

ey a target vector is a point three steps ahead of the input vector 

oad fe _ (except near the goal). Psychologically, the system can be 
o a) (> ® " es 

et \ said to "look farther ahead" in the same way that we our- 

Be | selves look farther ahead when we drive our automobiles at 

, a higher rate of speed. There are three matters worth not- 

er ing here: (1) fewer moves are required to reach the goal 

STS aa = (cognitive effort is reduced); (2) even though fewer moves 
are required to go around the barrier, the barrier is 
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nevertheless better accommodated; (3) we see the emergence of spurious solutions. The 
last item is particularly interesting from a psychological point of view. Although spurious 
solutions developed without anticipatory training, there appeared to be fewer of them. 
An important point here is that we have one of the ingredients for a chaotic System: ex- 
treme sensitivity to initial conditions. The bifurcation that develops in the upper right- 
hand corner is a good example. The HMS is sensitive to a an initial condition in which 
an infinitesimally small change in the starting point results ultimately in a completely 
different solution or--as in this case--to either a solution or to capture by a basin of at- 
traction that was not explicitly introduced. As an abstract cognitive System, this should 
be construed as a crucial feature, since it introduces the possibility of truly creative 
behavior. Wrong perhaps, but creative nevertheless. And if noise (stochastic or otherwise) 
in the system is greater than our power to resolve the initial conditions, then the diver- 
gent solutions would appear to a naive observer as a manifestation of "free will". 

Effects of Punishment 

  We also tested the effects of "punishing" the HMS for being 
in the forbidden region. (In this and in the following sec- 
tions, anticipatory training was also in effect). Punishment 
was effected by placing the HMS slightly within the barrier 
at the top and the left and then immediately moving the 
HMS to a point slightly outside the barrier. The most no- 

ticeable effect was to cause the HMS to go around the bar- 
rier when it would otherwise have been drawn to the 

on | | | Strange attractor found in the previous figure. The effect 
was to cause the HMS to in some sense “think about the world" in a different way. On 
the plus side, the effect could be construed as increasing the probability of "good solu- 
tions"; on the negative side, it could be construed as a loss of creativity. 

  

        

  

Manual Context Switch 

.. Planval Context Seiten = 

In this condition a manual switch was added, corresponding 
to a context switch. (In this and in the following sections, 
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ed —_ anticipatory and punishment training were also in effect). 
Stl fs OS For the first time, a third input and output node were used. 
et ON | ~~ ~When the third node was "off", conditions were exactly as 
ad —~ — in the previous condition. However, an additional condi- 

CS OF dee Se tion was included as well; in this condition only, which was 
ies Se ts. signalled by the "on" state for the third node, the HMS was 
SEE Tee eee trained to go from the primary goal to the second goal. In 
the simulation (after training) shown here, the HMS was started in the two positions 
Shown in the top half of the diagram with the context switch set to "off". As might be 
expected, the HMS went directly to the first goal and stayed there. When the context 
node was changed "manually" (by forcing the third input node to "on" after the HMS had 
persisted in the initial goal), the system immediately moved to the second goal state, 
where it again persisted. Thus the "meaning" of an event could be changed by changing 
the context in which it was assessed; ultimate goals are a matter of circumstance. 

Internal Context Switch 

The results of the previous condition suggest an interesting question: can the System learn 
to change the manual switch internally? If so, the HMS might be able to "decide" what an 
appropriate goal state happens to be, use its cognitive map to approach the goal, change 
the goal state, and then to "imagine" approaching a new goal state. (It is the kind of thing 
that humans might be imagined to do when they, for example, think about going to the 
kitchen, which may "remind" them to go to the bathroom to wash their hands. We are not 
going to worry about returning to the kitchen--we have only a 13-neuron brain here.) The 
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internal Context Switch 

  training was similar to the previous condition except that 
whenever an output vector resulted in entry into the first 
goal state, an additional I/O vector pair was provided. The 

input vector of this new pair was the previous output vec- 

tor (this is nothing new), but the output vector was pre- 

cisely the input vector with only the context node changed. 
Thus, the context node effectively reversed itself if and 

only if the HMS was in the first goal state. It can be seen 

oes ° from the figure that the HMS did indeed learn to go to the 

first goal, "spontaneously" change the context, and then proceed to reverse the path over 

which it had just travelled to go to the next goal. Note also that a starting point near the 
second goal nevertheless resulted in an initial response pattern that, as appropriate, is di- 

rected toward the first goal. 

  

      

  

  

  

    

    

Mismatch 

ee _ Phemeton . 

ee a, ——_-———__ In the final condition reported here, we introduced a delib- 
MEY rately confusing circumstance: the HMS was placed in a 

ee region on which it had been trained to go to the first goal 
poe f/f |. S| state, but was told (by setting the context switch to "on") 

eed ON PE that the appropriate goal was the second. How would the 
eee er Soe : system handle the conflicting information? The most in- 
Na eee FT —| teresting response came from the initial placement in the 

“au sensnssestans aetna ge v = 7. upper right-hand part of the figure. It might be said that 
oT the HMS, which was now free to change any I/O node on 

the basis of its own cognitive meanderings, effectively decided that we had lied to it. 
The first response to that initial condition was to move into the forbidden zone and to 

completely reverse the sense of the context node. The HMS then began to move out of the 

forbidden zone, around the barrier to the first goal, once again change the context node, 

and finally to move to the second goal state, where it remained. Although this somehow 
seems a "sensible" thing to have done, it must be remembered that it had certainly never 
encountered this sequence before. Yet all of this happened without any external input 

save the first point! It is worth noting also that the initial point nearest the second goal 

state resulted in entry into the second goal state directly, bypassing the first goal state en- 

tirely. Yet this too seems sensible: the context was initially set to approach a goal state 

that it happened to be near. 

Conclusions 

The interpretation of complex systems can be as illuminating as the development of sys- 

tems that are designed to solve particular problems. That such a simple dynamical system 

as that described here shares, in an abstract way, the properties that we might expect to 

find in the development of cognitive maps in biological systems deserves further reflec- 
tion. There is nothing new here mathematically nor psychologically, but we believe that 
careful consideration of such simple systems is warranted, even imperative, to develop re- 

alistic psychological systems. 
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In this paper we describe a neural nctwork model that develops a piecewise internal representation 

of the topology of an image over tme. The internal representation is constructed in part from a local 
focus of attention window that moves from one focal point in the image to another to build a global rep- 
resentation, and in part from existing knowledge about the object’s topology. The model is part of a two 

track investigation of how visual depth perception is disturbed in schizophrenic patients. The two tracks 

in this investigation are as follows: 1) an empirical exploration of the various cues used in depth percep- 

tion and how they interact with each other, and in parallel to this track, 2) modeling of the observed phe- 

nomena. Performing visual experiments is costly and often contrary to the interests of a schizophrenic 
patient. Consequently, we view the modeling as an important element of this: project. We hope to show 

that it is a useful and efficient way of choosing what direction the empirical track should take. 

Conflicting cues in perception of depth 

The phenomenon we are currently concerned with is the perception of surface topology in a post cat- 

egorical image. In particular, we are interested in how top down information and bottom up information 

interact and compete with each other in the development of an internal representation. One experiment 
illustrates nicely this interaction (Yellot, 1981). When presented with the image of a hollow mask, that 
is, a mask of a human face seen from the inside, people perceive the mask as being convex. In reality the 
mask is concave and bottom up cues provide strong information to that effect. However, people possess 
the knowledge that human faces are convex and this top down information appears to override the bottom 

up percepton of the surface topology. Preliminary results from the empirical investigation (Emrich, et 
al., 1988) show that when such conflicts exist, a subject may observe the image for a period of several 
minutes before developing an impression that is consistent with his expectation of the surface topology. 
In addition, eye movements appear to play a critical role in the resolution of such conflicts (Gale & Find- 
lay, 1983). It has been suggested (Marr, 1982) that a small, high resolution focus of attention window 

moves about in a scene collecting local perceptions that are added to a composite perception, somewhat 
analogous to a blind man feeling a face with his fingers. This window is frequently but not always relat- 
ed to eye movements. Interestingly, in schizophrenic patients a conflict between top down and bottom up 
processing is often never resolved. 

Neural network for moving the focus of attention 

The neural network we describe here is a model of how this conflict directs the movement of the 
focus of attention window from one fixed focal point to another until the conflict is resolved. Although 
there are many visual cues uscd to decide the depth of a local area on a surface, we limit our model to 
two: 1) light and shading, and 2) stcrco disparity. The model is a five layer network that actually con- 
sists of two, three layer back propagation networks. The output layer of the first network serves as the 
input layer to the second (Figure 1). All units in the network assume continuous levels of activation in 
the range [-1.0, 1.0] and all connections fecd forward, except for a set of self inhibitory connections on 
the units labeled /nternal and a sct of sigma-pi connections from the layer labeled Focus to the connec- 
lions between input and Internal. Input to the network consists of two parts: 1) a pattern representing 
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the bottom up, actual information collected at fixed focal points, and 2) a pattern representing the top 

down, expected topology of the post categorical image. 

The representation of actual input is composed of a set of units that contain information about light 

intensity across a small strip of the surface at the current focal point. If we divide this strip into four 

equal squares, one unit in the input layer per square, then the activation of the first unit measures the 

light intensity on the first square, the second unit the light intensity on the second square, etc. A higher 

activation level indicates greater light intensity. Therefore, a pattern such as (.6, .2, .9, .6) would corre- 
spond to a prism shaped object that protrudes from a flat surface, where .6 on both sides is the flat sur- 

face, .2 the side of the prism farthest away from the light source, and .9 the side closest to the light 

source. This pattern of activity indicates a convex surface and holds if we assume the light source is fixed 

in the upper right. Lehky and Sejnowski (1988) describe how a network can learn to decide depth using 

light and shading. 

In addition to the pattern for light and shading, there is an additional set of four units for determin- 

ing depth from stereo disparity. This representation assumes that two points A and B have been identified 

and the correspondence between two retinitopic images of those points has already been determined (Marr 

(1982) describes how this might be done computationally). In our model, if the point A is represented 

by the activation value 1.0 and the point B by -1.0, then the four units can be used to identify the relative 

location of A and B on the left and right retinitopic images. The pattern (1, -1, -1, 1) indicates that the 

point A lies outside the point B in both images. If we assume that A is always to the left of B on the 

surface of the object being perceived, then this pattern indicates a convex surface. Similarly the pattern 

(-1, 1, 1, -1) indicates a concave surface. Activation levels between -1.0 and 1.0 indicate various levels of 

surface depth. 

The representation of expected input has the same form as the two layers labeled Internal and 

Expected. If we assume that focal points on the object’s surface have already been identified and are 

fixed, then cach unit in each of these representations corresponds to one focal point. Gale and Findlay 

(1983) show that in resolving ambiguous figures a limited number of focal points, corresponding to obvi- 

ous features such as the tip of the nose on a face, scems probable. In the model we describe here, we have 

used patterns with four focal points, although the number can be arbitrarily large within efficiency con- 

straints. Each of the units in these threc layers then, represcnts the degree to which the corresponding 

focal point in the observed image is considered to be convex or concave, whcre a value of 1.0 indicates a 

maximally convex local surface and -1.0 a maximally concave local surface. 

The layer labeled Focus has a similar correspondence between units and focal points. Focus serves 

as the output to the network and its pattern of activity indicates which focal point the focus of attention 
window should take input from in the next time step. The activation of these units is dictated in part by 
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conflicts between the internal represcntauon and the expected representation, and in part by Gaussian 

noise. Since the focus of attenuon can reside only at one point at a time, the activation of units in this 

layer is winner take all. Through the sigma-pi connections to the Internal layer the Focus layer gates 

input from the actual portion of the input pattern to the current focal point in the internal representa- 

tion. Therefore, the model should tend to focus attention at a point where the greatest conflict exists 
between expected and perceived input, but at the same time move around randomly from one focal point 
to another regardless of conflicts. As the internal representation develops a more stable form and con- 
flicts are diminished, random movement of the focus of attention should increase. 

Simulations of conflict resolution in surface topology 

The behavior of the model can be summarized as follows, then: The Expected layer receives activa- 

tion directly from the expected portion of the input pattern through connections with weights equal to 

1.0. One unit in the Internal layer at a time receives activation from the actual portion of the input pat- 

tern, but all units receive activation in parallel from Expected. Over time an internal representation of 

the surface topology is developed and conflicts with the expected pattern may arise. The unit in the 
Focus layer that corresponds to a conflict point will tend to activate and gate input in the next time step 
from the actual portion to the correct local surface in the internal representation. Over time activation 

from expected input increases in strength and eventually suppresses conflicting input from the actual 

input. In this model this was accomplished through a linearly increasing function of the net activation 

from expected input. 

The number of time steps required to develop a stable internal representation then, is a function of 

the number of conflicts between the expected and actual input patterns. Figure 2 shows this behavior in 
three different runs. In each case the curve shows the error as a function of time steps. Error is simply 

the sum of the differences squared between the Internal layer and the Expected layer. As the difference 

between the perceived and expected pattern diminishes, so does the error. Case 1 in Figure 2 shows a sim- 
ulation in which the starting difference is 0.0. A small conflict exists at the beginning in Case 1, howev- 
er, because the starting Internal pattern is random. As soon as all four focal points have been visited, the 

conflict is resolved. In Case 2 a conflict exists at focal point 4 and in Case 3 at focal points 3 and 4. A 

substanually larger number of time steps are spent at those points, 56, 59, and 44 steps respectively, 

because the movement of the focus of attention is driven by conflict. Cases 2 and 3 show how additional 

conflict increases the number of steps required to develop a stable interpretation of the surface. The irreg- 

ular error curve in these simulations is due to the movement of the focus of attention. If a conflict 

exists at point n, but the focus of attention is at point m, m # n, then no input is received from actual 
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input at n during those time steps. In other words, there can be no conflict when the focus of attention is 

not at point n. As the conflict is resolved, the selection of focus becomes more random. Even after a sta- 

ble interpretation is arrived at, however, decay of the internal representation still drives the movement of 

the window to maintain the composite interpretation. 

Conclusion 

This ‘neural network model represents the computational implementation of a hypothesis developed 

to account for the directed movement of the focus of attention during visual perception of depth. By 
weakening the connections from the expected, top down input, it can also be made to exhibit the inability 

to resolve conflicting information that was observed in schizophrenic patients in the preliminary empiri- 

cal section of this project. Based upon this model it has been decided that future experiments should cen- 

ter around two major areas: 1) the interaction of low level cues such as light and shading and stereo dis- 
parity with each other and with higher level cues such as top down knowledge, and 2) the role eye move- 
ments play in the development of a composite perception of depth gathered from local perceptions over 
time. The modeling in the project has helped test earlier hypotheses about the perception of surface 

depth, and will be expanded upon or used as a point of departure for more complete models as empirical 

results become more conclusive. 
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Abstract 
In this note we discuss a modification and implementation of a memory model originally proposed by 
Gardner-Medwin. This is an auto-associative partial matrix model with threshold used as a content- 
addressable memory. It is of the general type of the models of Willshaw, Kohonen and Anderson. 
Gardner-Medwin controls the recovery of correct and spurious memories by carefully changing the 
neural firing threshold. Simulation studies indicated that the original strategy for changing the threshold 
allowed too many spurious neurons in multiple cycles of recall. We modified the threshold Strategy so 
that the computation is both more effective and more plausible neurally. The memory network can now 
be used for recognition as well as recall. We report here on simulation studies of both the original and 
the modified model. The biological p:ausibility of our model as well as some implications for the 
significance of the cognitive evoked potentials N4 and P3 in the storage and retrieval of memories in 
the human hippocampus are discussed. 

Introduction: the Task 
Evidence suggests that in humans memory traces for recent memories reside largely within the 
hippocampal formation (HCF). Important questions in hippocampal neurophysiology are the 
relationships among memory formation, recognition and recall. Electrophysiological 
measurements at the scalp show evoked potential components that are correlated with the 
processing of complex meaningful stimuli. It has been suggested that these components 
represent a cycle of excitatory / inhibitory modulation of hippocampal interneurons (Halgren et 
al. 1983). This suggests an associative memory controlled in part by inhibition and for which 
the recognition of familiarity is part of the recall process. 

The Gardner-Medwin Model 
The work described in this paper was inspired by an almost forgotten but very enlightening 
paper by A. R. Gardner-Medwin (1976). This paper presented a mathematical analysis of an 
auto-associative partial matrix content-addressable memory model. In the Gardner-Medwin 
model, memory consists of N elements, which may be taken to be simple McCulloch-Pitts 
neurons. Each neuron receives excitatory input and when it fires it sends out an action potential 
along an axon (the output). The axon of each neuron gives collaterals which synapse to R of 
the other neurons. In general, R << N. There is also an overall inhibition which sets the firing 
threshold. The memory can go through several cycles of excitation and firing. Each of the 
Synapses is initially ineffective (zero weight). An event (a particular pattern of activation) is 
learned by making any synapse between two neurons in the event effective (weight one). Ina 
recall task a pattern of firing on the input, which can be considered as a cue into the memory, 
is given to the network and in one or more cycles of excitation and firing, a set of the neurons 
will be sending output. A general problem with a partially connected network is Setting the 
firing threshold for recall. Gardner-Medwin proposes a method for starting the threshold low 
and increasing it in later cycles based on computing Poisson tail probabilities. It turns out that 
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some of the simplifications in the mathematical analysis cause the amount of spurious recall to 
be seriously underestimated. 

Comparison with other work 
Associative models of memory have been studied in psychology, neuroscience and computer 
science in many forms (cf. Anderson & Bower, 1973; Hinton & Anderson, 1989). Linear 
matrix memory models similar to Gardner-Medwin are described by Kohonen (1972, 1977) 
and Anderson (1970, 1972). Kohonen analyzes the case of a partially connected linear model 
and Anderson studies the problem of recognition. However, neither of these models includes a 
firing threshold and so they do not deal with the resulting non-linearity. The present model is 
closest to that proposed by Willshaw et al. (1969). In both the Willshaw and Gardner-Medwin 
models, a memory trace is a pattern of on-off neurons. The trace is learned by setting synaptic 
connections and the recall mechanism is implemented as a cycle of activation followed by firing 
if the activation is above some threshold. Willshaw considers completely connected networks 
(R=N orN - 1) so that the threshold is always set equal to the size of a learned pattern. In an 
incompletely connected model (R < N ) the problem of choosing the threshold is more 
important. 

Simulation studies 
For a memory model intended to include recognition as well as recall, the problem of spurious 
recall is critical. In order to study the Gardner-Medwin model, we implemented it on a 
Thinking Machines CM-2 (Connection Machine). The memory had 4096 processors 
representing neurons and each neuron had 256 potential synapses with other (randomly 
chosen) neurons. Each event was a randomly chosen subset of size 10% of the total memory 
(about 400 neurons) and the memory first learned 10 such patterns. To test recall, subsets of 
size 10%, 20%,..., 90% of a particular pattern were given to the memory as cues and several 
cycles of excitation-firing were run. The percentages of correct and spurious neurons recovered 
were computed after each cycle. To test recognition, we gave the memory cues from no learned 
pattern. The threshold calculation proposed by Gardner-Medwin gave too many spurious 
neurons after a few cycles of recall with the number of spurious neurons larger with larger cues 
(Figure 1.) so we modified the threshold function to be a sum of two components. First, the 
threshold should grow proportional to the cue so that for small cues correct neurons can be 
rapidly recruited but as the cue grows spurious neurons are suppressed. This corresponds to a 
recurrent component of inhibition (Ir). Second, there is no optimal balance between rapid 
correct recall and low spurious recall. This parameter should be settable exogenously according 
to something like level of arousal of the organism. This corresponds to a general inhibition (Ig) 
such as is often seen coming from the brainstem. With this threshold function, we ran the 
simulations with a base value for Ig and also for values 50% higher and lower. 

Recall 
For the base value Ig and given a cue from a known pattern, the network recalled almost all of 
the pattern after at most three cycles (more for a 10% cue). Note that with only partial 
connectedness, there is no guarantee that all of an event will be recovered even with the whole 
event as cue if the threshold is high. But in all these cases 99% of the event is recovered. The 
number of spurious neurons grew very slowly through all the cycles computed, generally 
reaching a steady state of about 1-2% of the number of number of correct neurons (Figure 2.). 

Recognition 
We tested recognition by giving a cue from an unlearned pattern. For the base value of Ig, we 
found in every case, with cues from 10% to 90% of the size of a pattern that the cue died out 
completely in two cycles and in only a few cases were there any neurons cued after one cycle. 
Thus, the memory has a simple way of knowing after one cycle that this cue is not familiar. 
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Exogenous control of memory 
If the general (arousal dependent) inhibition, Ig, is cut in half in recall of a known pattern, 
correct neurons are recovered much faster with substantially all the pattern recovered after two 
cycles. However, the number of spurious cells rises much faster than in the previous case, 
rising to as much as 8% of the correct cells (Figure 3.). If, instead, Ig is increased 50% from 
its base value, the recruitment of spurious cells is almost totally suppressed. However, the 
recovery of correct neurons from the pattern is much slower, especially for small cues. For a 
cue of size 10% of the pattern, the cue drops to zero just as in the case of an unknown event 
and the memory is unable to recover a pattern (Figure 4.). For an unknown cue and the low Ig 
the successive cues drop very low after one cycle but then begin recruiting cells rapidly, so that 
after a few cycles and even with a small cue, more than 10% of all neurons in the memory were 
involved. Thus the exogenous control can set the memory to a more relaxed or more focused 
State. 

Neural plausibility and implications for hippocampal functioning 
A computational study (on a network level) of the basic mechanisms for learning/recall in the 
hippocampal formation (HCF) led us to the implementation of this model. Numerous studies in 
physiology and neuropsychology have shown the importance of this brain structure in the 
formation and retrieval of memories for recent events. The original Gardner-Medwin model 
and our modifications of it bear a number of structurally and functionally significant similarities 
to the HCF and also a number of differences (most of them due to oversimplification). One 
simplification is the hebbian type of learning used in this model which has not been identified 
in the brain. In the hippocampus synaptic plasticity follows the rules of long term potentiation 
(McNaughton, 1983) which are similar to the ones postulated by Hebb but with a constant 
component (Marr, 1971). 

An important similarity between our model and the HCF is the extensive and random 
connectivity between neural elements. Similarity between the HCF and our model however, 
extends beyond the level of connectivity to some aspects of functionality including the general 
inhibition and the recurrent feedback inhibition. Another important similarity is the 
modifiability of the neuronal firing threshold. The existence of modulatory processes which 
facilitate recall has been recently hypothesized (Halgren & Smith, 1987). Electrophysiological 
manifestation of these processes can be recorded as event related potentials (ERPs) on the 
scalp. In general ERPs are generated by quasi-synchronous activation of spatially organized 
populations of synapses. Two specific ERP components have been correlated with cognitive 
processing -- the N4 and the P3. They are generated in the HCF during memory formation and 
retrieval as well as in the association neocortex. Across a large number of psychological tasks, 
the N4 is correlated with associative activation to complex meaningful (or potentially 
meaningful) stimuli (words, faces) and the P3 with cognitive closure (Kutas & Hillyard, 
1984). The N4/P3 sequence has been suggested to represent a cycle of excitatory/inhibitory 
modulation of hippocampal interneurons (which in turn inhibit the hippocampal pyramidal 
cells) (Halgren et al. 1983). A functional analog of these hippocampal processes in our model 
is the sequence of falling/raising threshold. The network behavior which we observed while 
modulating the threshold during recall supports the hypotheses that the N4/P3 complex has a 
physiological significance rather than being simply an epiphenomenon measured on the scalp. 
In the brain, the most likely sites generating the N4/P3 are cholinergic or monoaminergic 
Synapses which receive input from the brainstem. Thus, the emergent recognition behavior of 
the modified Gardner-Medwin model discussed here is yet another evidence for its neural 
plausibility. 

Summary 
In a partially connected pattern associator, Gardner-Medwin suggested a method for choosing 
the threshold dynamically to keep down spurious recall. Simulation studies showed that the 
problem of spurious recall was more serious than originally estimated. We modified the 
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threshold function to make it more effective and neurally plausible and extended the model to 
include recognition as well as recall. We believe that this model provides a basis for studying 
the hippocampus. 
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Expertise acquisition through concepts refinement in a self-organizing 
architecture 
Philippe G. Schyns 
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1.Introduction. 
People often differ dramatically in the knowledge they have about the objects of a given domain in the world. 
Although we know that expertise develops through the repeated interaction with a specific part of the environment, 
how the differences between an expert and a novice reflect in their conceptual system is still an important issue in 
Cognitive Science. The purpose of this work is to show how a simple self-organizing architecture can give an account 
of expertise acquisition through the refinement of a conceptual representation. 
How the conceptual system of experts and novices differ has been given a careful theoretical investigation in Murphy 
and Wright (1985). Among the possible accounts for the conceptual organization of experts they consider, two are of 
primary importance for our work, they will be briefly described hereafter. 

The first theoretical hypotheses states that the difference between the conceptual system of an expert and a novice 
might just be a quantitative one. As experts are able to make finer segmentations between the objects of their domain 
of expertise, they must have a more specific representation of the categories composing the domain.These more finer 
representations would be made out of a larger number of low-level concepts. 
The second hypotheses stresses a qualitative difference in the categorical representation of experts and novices: Experts 
might have more differentiated concepts than novices. Experts might perceive more similarity (vs. contrast) for 
different exemplars of the same (vs. different) category than novices would do. So the categorical judgments made by 
experts might be more accurate, with less inter-category overlap, than those made by novices. 
Of course, as Murphy and Wright (1985) point out, "... the first two possibilities need not be mutually exclusive. 
Experts may have both more differentiated ... and more specific categories than novices.” 

2. Kohonen's self-organizing architecture. 
In this work, to model concept acquisition, we have used a variant of the self-organizing procedure described in 
Kohonen (1982, 1984). The prototypical Kohonen architecture is composed of a n-dimensional input vector fully 
connected to a two dimensional output map. This architecture is linked to a discriminant function, an adaptation rule, 
and a neighborhood topology that shrinks with time. The overall result of the system is to achieve a vector 
quantization of the input space according to a Voronoi tessellation (Kohonen, 1988). We have slightly modified the 
standard architecture to make it less unbiological, and the results obtained are, in general, similar to Kohonen's 
although less robust. Our architecture and its appendices will be summarized in the following paragraphs. 

2.a. discriminant function. 

Oo (t) = max; (mj! (1) i (t)) 

At time t, select the output unit o for which the inner-product of its weights and the input vector is the maximum. 

2.b. neighborhood topology and updating rule. 
Kohonen has suggested to update the weight vector afferent to the winning units as well as the members of a certain 
neighborhood topology. In order to achieve a convergence of the ordering of the map, the neighborhood size has to 
shnink with ume. Here, we propose an implementation of this constraint that might have some biological flavor: 
Each output unit has local, fixed, excitatory connections with its neighbors. The local connection strength between 
two Output units, Ic(x,y), is given by a Gaussian function of the Euclidian distance between a particular output unit 
and its neighbors. If the distance exceeds a given value, the connection is non-existent. 
With these little modifications, the learning rule becomes 

wi(t+1)=wj(t)+i(t) *[(1-[oj ()])) * le (oj, ow) ] fori inNo 
wi (t+ 1) = wj (t) fori notin No 

The weights afferent to output unit i will be added a fraction of the input i at time t. This fraction will be computed 
by muluplying the inverse of the activation of the absolute value of the output unit oj and the value of the local 
connection between the considered output unit and the winning output unit, Ic (0; , oy ).If there is no local 
connection between the winning unit and the considered output unit, the weight vector remains unchanged. 
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With this scheme, when the activation of the winning output unit will tend to its maximum, the modification of the 
weights will tend to 0. For this reason, and the gaussian local connections, we neither need a gain parameter nor a 
topology structure that reduce with time. The learning rule take them implicitly into account. By so doing, we can 
achieve a topological ordering of the map from global to local as in Kohonen (1982, 1984, 1988). 

3. The experiment. 
3.1. Parameters of the architecture: In this experiment, the input vector had dimensionality 100 and was fully 
connected to a two dimensional map of 10 x 10 output units. The maximal distance for the local connection was 2.83, 
and the sigma of the gaussian function had been set to 1.5. 
3.2. Stimuli: We constructed a taxonomy of four different categories each composed of three subcategories. This 
make a total of twelve prototypical stimuli. Each element of the input vector encodes the presence or absence of a 
particular component of meaning by being respectively “on” or "off" - 1 or -1 --. In order order to be able to interpret 
the results later on, we have represented the prototypes as simple drawings on a 10 x 10 array (cfr. figure 1). 

ee © bi & 
Figure 1: Prototypes from category 0, category 1, category 2, category 3. 

  

At each iteration of learning, the network was fed with a normalized distortion from one prototype. These distortions 
were made out of noisy features added to the initial prototype. The noisy features could be located anywhere on the 
contour of the drawing, and their size was given by a random value ranging from 1 to 10. In order to prevent the 
prototype to be composed of necessary and sufficient features, each of the units with a white, "on", value was 
effectively tamed on with a probability of 0.75. This last constraint should prevent the exemplars of being defined by 
singly necessary, and jointly sufficient, features. 
We assigned a different probability to each category — respectively 0.65, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05 for category 0, 1, 2, 3 --. 
Underlying this distribution of probability is the reasonable hypothesis that the most (vs. least) frequent categories 
should the ones for which the network should built the most (vs. least) refined categorical representations. Once a 
category was chosen according to this distribution, a subcategory was evenly chosen and the exemplar was computed 
from the prototype of this subcategory. 

4. Results. 
Previous simulations related to the organization of conceptual maps have given the following qualitative results. From 
now on, we will consider the activation states of the map as the codes built by the system to represent the category 
input space on a two dimensional representational space. 
4.a. Global organization into conceptual regions: With learning, the output map gets organized into 
contrasted regions that respond mostly to exemplars drawn from particular categories. When one region is activated by 
the presentation of an exemplar from a particular category, the activation of the other conceptual regions is a function 
of the similarity (measured by the vector_cosine) between the exemplar and the other categories. The topographical 
proximity of categories on the map encodes their similarity. 
4.b. Local organization inside a conceptual region: In a conceptual region, the organization follows the 
same principle than the previous ones but one level down: in each conceptual region different patterns of activation can 
be observed depending on the subcategory the exemplar is coming from. When a particular subregion is mostly 
activated, the activation of the other subregions is a function of the vector cosine between the presented exemplar and 
the prototype of the other subcategories. 
4.c. Prototypical organization inside the conceptual subregions: Each of the subregion is organized 
according to the same principle. One unit, usually around the center of the subregion, will respond mostly to the 
prototype of the concermed subcategory. The other units composing the subregion will respond mostly to specific 
distortions of the prototype according to the following general rule: the less similar the exemplar is from the 
prototype, the further away from the unit that respond maximally to the exemplar will be the unit that responds 
maximally to the prototype. 
4.d. The organization of the map proceeds from global to local;The categories are represented before the 
subcategories. This ts due to the global to local organization of the learning rule. : 
To summarize, going from global to local, the map is organized first into different, contrasted, conceptual regions. 
Then, inside each region, a differentiated pattern of activation can be observed for each subcategory of the category 
considered. Each of these differentiated patterns of activation will be centered on a unit. The distance of this unit from 
the center of the subregion will be an inverse function of the similarity of the exemplar presented with the prototype 
of the subcategory considered. These results hold for all categories of an equiprobable distribution. 
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The activation of each output unit is a function of its afferent weights and the sample exemplar. So, the knowledge of 
category Organization must be included in the weights underlying the output units. They have to pick out the general 
features that are characteristics of the categories and the specific features that characterize the subcategories. To see this, 
after the network had been presented different numbers of patterns, we saved the valucs of the weights of each output 
units. The learning rule proceeds so that the weight vector of the winning unit and its neighbors rotate in direction of 
the presented input. We should be able to have a clear account of the filtering done by the weights on the inputs. Since 
each subcategory is characterized by having some particular features, we should be able to see if some weight vectors 
have been able to pick them out, and if so, with what strength. 
The next figure shows the weights afferent to each output unit after 0, 10 , 50, 1000 iterations of leaming. The 
connection strength is coded with levels of grey: black and white mean respectively maximally inhibitory and 
maximally excitatory connection. 
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Figure 2: The weights afferent to each output unit after 0, 10, 50, 1000 iterations 

We can observe from the figure why the organization of the output map proceeds from global to local: The features 
common to all members of a given category are first picked out by the weights. Then, as time goes on, more specific 
features, charactcristics of the subcategorics, are picked out and the subcategories get organized. At that time, the 
system should be able to make much finer segmentations among the exemplars of the domain it is confronted to. It 
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should also be observed that with time the relevant features get more and more distinct, white or black. The irrelevant 

features, with respect to the underlying structure of categories, are simply not picked out. 

To synthesize these first observations, we can say that the weight vectors notice more and more of the features that 

characterize a category. As a result, the output developed on the map should get more and more contrasted, allowing 

another layer, added on top of the current architecture, to name these representations more accurately and more easily. 

These observations are true only for the most frequent categories. What about the others? 
The learning rule has the interesting side effect that the representation of each category on the map is attributed a 

number of output units that is a function of the distribution of probability of the categories. This can be observed on 

the previous figure, where category 3 has been allocated a smaller number of output units than category 0 for example. 

Now, the bigger (vs. smaller) the number of units dedicated to the representation of a category, the more (vs. the less) 

the underlying weights will be able to pick out the relevant features that discriminate among the members of the 

category. On the previous figure, we can see that, for category 3, the weights have not been able to pick out any of the 

features characteristics of the subcategories, while for category 2, the weights have picked out two out the three 

subcategories. So, the map won't be able to represent the different subcategories of category 3 by differentiated output 

patterns. Each subcategory will have a similar output pattern. This is of course contrasted with the output map 

obtained for category 0 where each subcategory is clearly differentiated (cfr. figure 3)     WAC WE cocececeres: 
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Figure 3: output on the map for exemplars from the three subcategories of category 0 (left) and 3 (right). 

5. Conclusion 
In this short paper, we have shown that a self-organized network could display various degrees of expertise in different 

conceptual domains. We have shown that the characteristics of this expertise acquisition reflect in the hierarchical 

conceptual organization of a system both as a quantitative and a qualitative difference. Here, the quantitative difference 
is due to the extraction of relevant features by the network that enable the system to have more concepts, thereby 

allowing finer discriminations in the domain of expertise. To the contrary, such discriminations are not possible for 

the categories the system is a novice of. The qualitative difference in the conceptual representation is related to the 

contrast between the features in the weights: the more the features are contrasted, the better will be the contrast of the 

conceptual representation on the output map. 
So far, our work has concentrated on a suitable self-organized representation for categories. Others have worked in 

concept learning using different architectures to name the representations of categories (Knapp & Anderson, 1984; 

McClelland & Rumelhart, 1985; Anderson & Murphy, 1986). In the future, we will add another layer to the 
architecture and model some psychological effects related to the acquisition of a lexicon. 
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POSSIBLE MECHANISMS OF EXPERIENCE-DEPENDENT SYNAPSE 
MODIFICATION IN THE VISUAL CORTEX 

Mark F. Bear 

Center for Neural Science 
Brown University 
Providence, Rhode Island USA 

The cat visual cortex has proved to be a valuable experimental model for the purpose 
of determining how neural networks modify according to experience. Neurons in the 

primary visual cortex, area 17, of normal adult cats are sharply tuned for the orientation of 

an elongated slit of light and most are activated by stimulation of either eye. Both of these 

properties -- orientation selectivity and binocularity -- depend on the type of visual 
environment experienced during a critical period of early postnatal development (reviewed 
by Frégnac and Imbert, Physiol. Rev. 64: 325; 1984). For example, monocular 

deprivation (MD) during the critical period [extending from approximately 3 weeks to 3 
months of age in the cat] has profound and reproducible effects on the functional 

connectivity of striate cortex. Brief periods of MD will result in a dramatic shift in the 

ocular dominance (OD) of cortical neurons such that most will be responsive exclusively to 

the open eye. 

The consequences of binocular deprivation (BD) on visual cortex stand in striking 

contrast to those observed after MD. While 7 days of MD during the second postnatal 
month leave few neurons in striate cortex responsive to stimulation of the deprived eye, 
most cells remain responsive to visual stimulation through either eye after a comparable 
period of BD. Thus, it is not merely the absence of patterned activity in the deprived 

geniculocortical projection that causes the decrease in synaptic efficacy after MD. 
Gunther Stent, in an influential 1973 paper (Proc. Natl. Acad Sci. USA 70: 997), 

Suggested that the crucial difference between MD and BD is that only in the former case are 

cortical neurons active. According to this "learning rule", postsynaptic activation is 

necessary for all synaptic modifications and the sign of the change (+ or -) is dependent on 

the concurrent level of presynaptic activity. However, subsequent work Suggested that the 
generation of action potentials in a cortical neuron does not ensure that ocular dominance 

modifications will occur after MD. To reconcile these data with the Stent model, Singer (In 
FO Schmitt and FG Worden (eds) "The Neurosciences Fourth Study Program," 

Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, pp 1093-1109; 1979) introduced the idea that there is a 

critical level of postsynaptic activition that must be reached before experience-dependent 

modifications will occur, and that this threshold is higher than the depolarization required 

for somatic sodium-spikes. 
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This hypothesis was recently tested in a study by Reiter and Stryker (Proc. Natl. 

Acad Sci. 1988). They infused continuously the GABAag receptor agonist muscimol into 

striate cortex as kittens were monocularly deprived for 7 days. With the muscimol still 

present in cortex, they mapped the cortex to determine the extent of activity blockade. They 

found that all cortical cell responses were eliminated within several millimiters of the 

infusion cannula, even though LGN fiber activity was readily demonstrated. When the 

muscimol wore off, they performed an ocular dominance assay in the zone of cortex whose 

activity had been blocked. They observed an unexpected ocular dominance shift toward the 

deprived eye; that is, most neurons were no longer responsive to stimulation of the retina 

that had been more active during the period of MD. These data suggest that patterned 

presynaptic activity can lead to either an increase or a decrease in synaptic strength, 

depending on whether or not the target neurons are allowed to respond. 

The results of this study are inconsistent with the Stent-Singer model because 

synaptic modifications were observed in the absence of demonstrable postsynaptic activity. 

However, they are compatible with an alternative theoretical solution to the problem of 

visual cortical plasticity, developed by Leon Cooper and his associates at Brown University 

(reviewed by Bear, et al., Science 237: 42; 1987). According to this theory, the efficacy of 

active synapses increases when the postsynaptic target is concurrently depolarized beyond a 

“modification threshold", 6. However, when the level of postsynaptic activity falls below 

9, then the strength of active synapses decreases. Thus, "effective" synapses are 

strengthened and "ineffective" synapses are weakened, where synaptic effectiveness is 

determined by whether or not the presynaptic pattern of activity is accompanied by the 

simultaneous depolarization of the target dendrite beyond the modification threshold, 8. 

An important feature of this model is that the value of the modification threshold is 

not fixed, but instead varies as a non-linear function of the average output of the 

postsynaptic neuron [the time over which postsynaptic activity is averaged can be inferred 

to be in the range of several hours]. This feature provides the stability properties of the 

model, and is necessary to explain why the low level of postsynaptic activity caused by 

binocular deprivation does not drive the strengths of all cortical synapses to zero. 

Analysis and computer simulation have shown that virtually all of the available data 

on the experience-dependent modification of striate cortex can be explained by this simple 

learning algorithm (Bienenstock, et al., J. Neurosci 2: 32; 1982; Clothiaux, Bear and 

Cooper, unpublished). While this is satisfying in its own right, the critical question 

remains as to whether this form of synaptic modification has a neurobiological basis. 

Recall the following three distinctive features of the theory. 
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(1) The sign of the synaptic modification depends on whether the postsynaptic 

depolarization is greater or less than 0. 

(2) The rate of the synaptic modification depends on the concurrent level of presynaptic 

input activity. 

(3) The value of 6 varies with the average activity of the neuron. 

This leads to the following 3 questions that we have begun to address experimentally. 

(1) When input activity is high, what distinquishes postsynaptic depolarizations greater 

than @ from those less than 6? 

(2) When postsynaptic depolarization is less than @, what distinquishes high from low 

input activity? 

(3) What is the molecular basis of the sliding modification threshold? 

My lecture constitutes a status report on our efforts to answer these questions. 
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CHAOS IN THE BIODYNAMICS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION BY NEURAL NETWORKS 

Walter J. Freeman and Yong Yao 

Department of Cell & Molecular Biology, University of California at Berkeley, CA 94720 

Abstract: Through an appropriate choice of the 
values of its parameters, a distributed olfactory 

model maintains a low dimensional global chaotic 

attractor with multiple “wings". The central part of 

the attractor is its basal chaotic activity, which simu- 

lates the EEG activity of the olfactory system under 

exhalation. Each of the wings may be either a near- 

limit cycle or a broad band chaos, which simulates 

the EEG activity under inhalation. The reproducible 
spatial pattern of each near-limit cycle is determined 
by a template made in the system. A novel input 

with no template activates the system to activity 

without a reproducible spatial pattern of either near- 

limit cycle wing or a broad band chaotic wing. Pat- 

tern recognition in the system may be considered as 

the transition from the basal state to a wing or from 

one wing to another, as demonstrated by computer 

simulation. The computer simulation also shows that 

the adaptive behavior of the system is scaling invan- 

ant, and it is independent of the initial conditions at 
the transition from one wing to another. These pro- 
perties enable the system to classify an uninterrupted 

sequence of contiguous stimuli at an interval of 200 

milliseconds per each stimulus. Using this chaotic 

system, we have obtained decent results for classify- 
ing sets of industrial data, which are not solved as 
well by other methods tried. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Physiological studies have been made of the 

dynamics of the olfactory system during learning by 

animals to discriminate odors under reinforcement. 

The neural activity has been recorded in the form of 

electroencephalograms (EEG). For each odor that is 

discriminated a characteristic spatial pattern has 

been found when that odor is presented, which can 

serve to classify that EEG segment. The time series 

of the EEG shows a brief episode of high amplitude 
oscillatory activity called a "burst", during the inha- 

lation by which the odor is taken in. It has a degree 

of regularity that might suggest convergence to a 

near-limit cycle attractor, if the odor is discriminated 

by virtue of prior training. Otherwise the burst ts 
aperiodic. So also is the time series of the EEG 
between the inhalations and at rest, which is called 

the basal state. This basal state appears to be 

chaotic, because the digitized EEG has a Gaussian 

amplitude histogram, an autocorrelation that rapidly 

approaches zero, and a broad power spectrum. The 
widespread spatial coherence shows that this activity 
manifests a chaotic attractor in the nonlinear 

cooperative dynamics of the neural system [1][{2). 

This report describes computer modeling of 

the olfactory system and aims to determine the role 

of chaos in the process of pattern recognition. The 
model is distributed, and it is described by sets of 

coupled nonlinear differential equations [3}-[4]. It 1s 

a natural extension of the lumped olfactory model 
[5] and a distributed bulb model [6]. The lumped 

olfactory model showed how to generate a EEG-like 

chaos; the distributed bulb model showed how to 

classify patterns with Hopf bifurcation. The layers of 
the system are simulated with distributed arrays of 
elements, the correlation rule is applied, and the 

long connections with delay are structured so as to 

yield chaotic solutions in the steady state and in 

bursts caused by inputs on simulated inhalations. 
The connections and boundary conditions are 

modeled on the functional anatomy. The values of 

parameters in the model are identified by computer 

experiments under the insights from neurobiology. 

2. AN ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY NETWORK 

Our computer simulation shows that the dist- 
buted olfactory model acts like an associative 

memory (see Fig.1). The difference between the 

associative memory studied here and others in the 

literature is that the former is of chaotic dynamics, 

which is much closer to the functions we found in 

the biological systems. 
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a) The spatial amplitude pattern corresponding to the 

input Patt A =(1 00100 1 0), ie. the input is 
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given to all the template Patt A channels; 

psa Ai ! 

b) The spatial amplitude pattern corresponding to 
the input Patt B =(0 100100 1). If the trace with 
a high DC offset is considered "1", otherwise "0", 

the array of the traces in Fig.la gives rise to the 

vector (100100 1 0), ie. Patt A. The array of the 

traces in Fig.1b is Patt B. 
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d) Patt B is retrieved by the input (0000100 0). 

Fig.1. The output waveforms from the 8 channel 

array of G-cells. The stimulus inputs are added in 
the period 400ms to 800ms. Different inputs give 
rise to different spatial patterns. The "on" channels 
have high DC offsets, while the "off" channels have 
low DC offsets. By retrieval it means that the Fig.la 
and Fig.lc, and Fig.1b and Fig.1ld have the same 

high DC offset channels and the same low DC offset 

channels, respectively. 

3. INDEPENDENCE OF INITIAL STATES 

An artificial system can be returned repeatedly 

to a particular initial condition. However, this is 
nonsense for a living animal. It is found that the 
convergence of the olfactory model is independent 
of its initial conditions. The system comes back to 
its basal state whenever the input is terminated. The 

inputs drive the system back and forward among the 

wings and the basal state. 

    

          
  

Fig.2. Each of the pictures is the phase portrait of a 
“mitral cell" against a “granule cell". It is composed 

of 2000 points and its time duration is 1000ms. The 
top left plot (from 500ms to 1500ms) and the bot- 
tom left plot (from 2500ms to 3500ms) appear like 
each other, which corresponds to the phase portrait 
of the basal state. The top right (from 1500ms to 

2500ms) is the phase portrait of Patt A, while the 

bottom right (from 3500ms to 4500ms) is the phase 

portrait of Patt B. Patt A and Patt B are defined in 
Fig.1. Patt A is presented during 1500ms to 2500ms, 
and Patt B is presented during 3500ms to 4500ms. 
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4. SCALING INVARIANCE 

Fig.3 shows the scaling invariant property of 

the distributed olfactory model. This is crucially 

important for practical applications and for the plau- 

sibility of the model. As we can see, the system 

jumps to a high-level chaotic activity from its low 

chaotic basal activity when a stimulus is given, and 

it returns to the basal activity when the stimulus is 

terminated whatever the number of its channels. 

A anplyheuy 
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Fig.3. The first trace is from one of the four G-cells 

in a 4 channel case; the others are 8 channel, 16 

channel, and 32 channel cases. The system dimen- 

sions of these cases are 58, 98, 178, and 338, 

respectively. Here there is no template built into the 

system. However, this scaling invariant property also 

holds for the system with templates. 

  

$4 

5. FRACTAL AND 1/f NOISE 

Physiological experiments show that the spec- 

tra of brain waves are broad with low and variable 

peaks consistent with 1/f noise [1], and the correla- 

tion dimension of the waves is fractal [7]. 
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Fig.4. The time series consists of 2,500 points sam- 

pling from the basal activity in Fig.1. a) The slope 

of the linear region is the measurement of the corre- 

lation dimension of the time series. 
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b) The power spectrum of the time series fluctuates 

on a straight line, which implies a "1/f noise”. 

The spectrum analysis and the correlation 

analysis provide similar results with respect to the 

time series of the model (see Fig.4). 

6. INDUSTRIAL DATA RECOGNITION 

Let us consider an industrial data recognition 

problem (8]. There are 20 phase vectors in 64 

dimensional feature space corresponding to 20 

screw-driver heads. The classification results by 

using a minimum distance classifier is listed in 

Table I. 
  

  

  

    

Apex: No involvement of the models 

with the geometrical method 

input # class # D_bad D_good labeled # 

l 0 8.32 28.76 0 

2 0 13.12 13.56 0 

3 0 6.92 29.76 0 

4 0 10.92 27.76 0 

5 0 11.12 15.56 0 

6 0 19.92 13.56 1 

7 0 9.52 27.96 0 

8 0 7.12 29.96 0 

9 0 14.72 18.36 0 

10 0 21.72 11.76 l 

11 1 27.72 6.16 I 

12 1 25.82 6.36 1 

13 1 29.12 5.16 1 

14 l 24.92 7.36 l 

15 l 8.92 26.16 0 

16 1 8.52 28.56 0 

17 1 22.32 9.16 1 

18 1 13.32 25.36 0 

19 1 8.92 28.96 0 

20 I 15.32 23.36 0 

D=3.61 SD_bad=0.70 SD_good=1.36 

80% for the bad, 50% for the good   
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The results are substantially improved after the 
feature enhancement with the olfactory model (see 
Table II). 

  

  

  

      

Apex: Using the olfactory model 
with the geometrical method 

input # = class # D_bad D_good labeled # 

1 0 6.35 628.55 0 
2 0 67.48 389.19 0 
3 0 6.88 622.57 0 
4 0 7.14 621.40 0 
5 0 2.72 578.83 0 
6 0 52.21 401.00 0 
7 0 11.55 670.96 0 
8 0 5.38 617.93 0 
9 0 6.77 618.99 0 

10 0 7.72 583.80 0 
it 1 68.02 299.62 0 
12 I 75.33 285.80 0 
13 1 1180.63 124.51 1 
14 l 1356.28 194.72 | 
15 1 1075.30 100.92 I 
16 I 1015.71 90.85 I 
17 l 1559.51 280.66 I 
18 l 1091.19 107.37 I 
19 1 1013.78 91.43 I 
20 l 1021.81 93.64 l 

D=23.45 SD_bad=2.23 SD_good=3.34 
100% for the bad, 80% for the good 
  

7. CONCLUSION 

Our computer simulation results provide sup- 
port for the following properties of the distributed 
olfactory model. First, with the change of its “adap- 
tive" parameters, the model can store different pat- 
terns. These patterns are retrievable by using partial 
information. Second, there is a global chaotic attrac- 
tor in the system. Its stability is shown by the repro- 
ducibility of its geometric form in state space. The 
attractor may be described as composed of a central 
part and multiple wings. The transition back and 
forth between the wings and the central part stands 
for phase transition in the sense of physics and for 
pattern recognition in the sense of neural networks. 
Third its scaling is an invariant property, which 
implies the plausibility of the model. A fourth is the 
independence of initial conditions, which implies 
that each wing has its own basin. This may make it 
possible to do successive pattern recognition as well 
as pattern completion. A fifth is that the olfactory 
System reveals a spatial coherence across the array, 
which is expressed in the reduced dimension of 
model states, i.e. the dimensions of the model 
activities are much lower than the number of the 
related elements. The dimensions are fractal and 
may vary with the complexity of on-going behavior. 
In the above five respects the model simulates the 

corresponding properties of the olfactory system. In 
two important respects the model fails to do so. 
First, in the model the response component that best 
serves to describe the convergence to a reproducible 
spatial pattern is the baseline shift, whereas in 
bulb’s output it is the amplitude of the burst oscilla- 
tion and not the baseline shift. Second, whereas in 
the bulb the transition time required to go from an 
interburst state to a burst state is Only a few mil- 
liseconds, in the model the transition often required 
up to 50 msec. 
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Feature Linking by Synchronization in a Two Dimensional Network 
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G. Hartmann, S. Drue 

Fachbereich Elektrotechnik, Universitat Paderborn 

Pohlweg 47-49, D4790 Paderborn 

Abstract 
By our simulations we can show, that large numbers of neurons can 

be synchronized by a fully distributed mechanism. We used a 

network with exclusively local interconnections. A two dimension- 

al example shows, that an exploding number of meaningful combina- 

tions between neurons can be linked by a constant number of 

interconnections per neuron. There are first hints, that this 

interconnections may be learnt. 

Introduction 
Models for feature linking by temporal codes have been proposed 

by several groups [1], [2], [3], and neurophysiological experl- 

ments [3], [4], [5] are supporting this concept. Synchronisation 

between neurones, representing similar or matching features, 

provides a powerful tool for neuronal information processing. 

This mechanism is not restricted to processing of continuous 

lines as in our example. 

The Synchronization Mechanism 

Our model neurons are of the well known type, described by French 

and Stein [6]. In detail, the incoming spike signals are multi- 

plied by a synaptic weight and temporally integrated by a_ leaky 

integrator. The signals of all the integrators are summed up to 

yield the membrane potential, which is compared with a dynamic 

threshold. As soon as the membrane potential exceeds the thresh- 

old, a spike is generated, and the threshold is increased by a 

fixed step. The threshold decayes exponentially to its normal 

value within a refractory period. 

To explain the synchronizing mechanism, we restrict our two- 

dimensional network to a chain for a moment (fig. 1). The neuro- 

nes are driven by afferent signals at feeding inputs. The synap- 

tic weights at these inputs are relatively small and the time 

constants are relatively long. As a result, a simple spike will 

not cause a major change of the membran potential and activation 

will result from the temporal integral over many spikes. In 

addition to the afferent signals, each neuron receives signals 

from its next neighbours (fig. 1) at trigger inputs. The synap- 

tic weights at these inputs are higher and a single spike may 

increase the membrane potential significantly. So a neuron may be 

stimulated by a single spike at a trigger input if its membrane 

potential is close to the threshold. In other words, a neuron can 

only be triggered, if it receives signals also at its feeding 

inputs. A neuron, however, will not be activated only by trigger- 

ing-signals independend of the rate. This is due to a very short 

time constant at the triggering inputs, preventing significant 

temporal integration. 

*) This work was supported by a BMFT-Grant. 
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Now we can try to understand the behaviour of the simple network 
in fig. 1. Suppose, all neurons of the chain receive feeding input and neuron 1 happens to be active first. It will triqger neuron 2, and after a short delay of ims, neuron 2 will send a spike to neuron 3 etc. This situation is explained by fig. 2a and one can easily see the cumulation of delays. The total delay may be reduced, if a neuron in the middle of the chain happens’ to fire first, and if neighbours are triggered at both sides (fig. 
2b). But these simple examples do not take into account the stochastic nature of the system. A neuron may fire input-driven, it may fire due to stimulation by its neigbour, or it may be in its absolute refractory period during stimulation. In fig. 2c, neurons 3, 6 and 10 are firing input driven, all the other neuro- nes are firing due to stimulation. Neuron 3 triggers its neigh- bours 2 and 4, neuron 2 triggers neuron 1, and neuron 4 would like to trigger its neighbour 5. But neuron 5 has been triggered just before by 6 and so it is in its absolute refractory period. Simularly, a neuron can never be re-triggered by that neighbour, which was triggered by it before. 
In a chain with n neurons, i neurons will fire input-driven and s=n-1 will fire due to stimulation. From each of the i input driven neurons, two wave fronts of triggering signals are start- ing, travelling up and down the chain. A wave front stops, as soon as it collides with another front, travelling in the oppo- Site direction (fig. 2c). The mean number of neurons, triggered by one wave front is n/2i, which is obviously independent of the number n of neurons in the chain. This number n/2i multiplied by the delay between triggering Signal and output spike, is a good measure for the time interval, within which all neurons of a 
chain are firing. 
We adjusted the parameters of our model neurons to values comn- patible with biological neurons. The total input rate, summed up over all feeding inputs of one neuron was 200 spikes/second. The increase of membrane potential was adjusted to 4 mV per spike at a feeding input and 10 mV per spike at a trigger input. The time constant was 30 ms at feeding inputs and 2 ms at trigger inputs. The delay time between a triggering spike and a stimulated spike 
was adjusted to lms. With these parameters, we immediately a- chieved good synchronization (fig. 3). With different parameter settings we could show, that the synchronization effect is not limited to a small parameter space. 

Continuous Contours: an Application of Synchronization 
To show the computational power of Synchronized networks, we decided to simulate a two-dimensional network, representing a small visual field. This visual field was subdivided into 16x16 subfields, arranged in a hexagonal grid (fig. 4). For each subfield there was a complete set of detector neurons with orien- ted receptive fields. These detectors are described more precise- 
ly in previous publications (Hartmann [7]). In our simulations we have simplified the feeding inputs and we have also reduced the complexity of the detector set by omitting detectors with highly curved receptive fields. We have added, however, the interconnec- tions, necessary for synchronization. 
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Suppose a bright line is running through subfield A, B, C, D, E, 

F, G in fig. 4. The line shall fit to the receptive fields of 

neuron 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, so that these neurons are excit- 

ed. As in our chain configuration, neuron 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 

all the other adjacent pairs shall be mutually intérconnected. As 

we have seen in the last chapter, all the neurons of this chain 

will synchronize their spikes. 

Now we change the input pattern to a slightly different contour, 

encoded by the neurons 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, and 7 (fig. 4). In this 

case neuron 2 must be connected with neuron 8 instead of neuron 

3, and similarly neuron 7 with neuron 10 instead of neuron 6. 

There may be other lines, requiring connections between neuron 2 

and 11 or 12 or 13. Generally spoken, each neuron in a subfield 

must be mutually connected with two groups of fitting neurons in 

two adjacent subfields. 
As all neurons with "fitting" receptive fields are mutually 

linked now, also those neurons will always be connected, which 

are activated by any arbitrary continuous line. But the above 

discussed chain is just a subset of the complete interconnection, 

and so we only have to prove, that the additional connections 

will not disturb the synchronization of the chain. We have to 

discuss two cases. Firstly, a neuron with full interconnection 

will not only send triggering spikes to its active neighbours in 

the chain, but also to inactive fitting neighbours. But a trig- 

gering spike can not excite a neuron without sufficient feeding 

input, and no neurons outside the chain will be synchronized. 

Secondly, a neuron with full interconnection can not only receive 

triggering spikes from its neighbours, but also from its neigh- 

bours outside the chain. These outside neighbours, however, are 

not active and so they will not influence synchronization. 

we have simulated this two dimensional network and presented 

different continuous lines activating up to 137 neurons. Syn- 

chronization was as good as in the case of simple chains. The 

synchronization was not significantly influenced, when we simu- 

lated spontaneous activity of "outside neighbours". 

Self organization of synchronizing networks could start with a 

full interconnection between all neurons of neighbouring 

subfields. According to the Hebbian rule, weights of connections 

between those pairs of neurons would decrease, which are never 

driven simultaneously by a continuous stimulus. 
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Fig. 1: The synchronizing 
connections in a chain of 

neurones. 

Fig. 2: The synchroniza- 
tion mechanism in a chain 
of neurones. Without 
input driven activity of 
the stimulated neurones, 
delay would cumulate 
proportional to the 
length of the chain 
(a,b). With input driven 
activity, wave fronts 
start from different 
points of the chain and 
stop at refractory neu- 
rones (c), (da). 

Fig. 3: Result of a sinm- 
ulation with 34 neurones. 
Notice, that the whole 
assembly is and remains 
synchronous after three 
spikes, when the stimulus 
is presented. 

Fig. 4: The synchronizing 
connections in a two di- 
mensional assembly of 
neurones. Only part of 
neurones is_~ shown for 
clearness. Also for 
clearness, the two con- 
nections between a pair 
of neurones are _ symbo- 
lized by one (box top 
left). Similarly mutual 
connections between 
groups of neurones. are 
symbolized (box bottom 
left).



SOME SIMILARITIES BETWEEN SINGLE-CELL RECORDINGS OF THE MOTOR 

CORTEX AND NEURAL NETWORKS: BROAD TUNING AND (POSSIBLY) TASK- 

MODULATED CHANGES IN NEURONAL OUTPUT 
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James Sims 
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Abstract 

A neural net was trained to produce a 2-dimensional output vector that either matched an 

input vector or was displaced from it by 90°. The behavior of the elements of the system 

paralleled the output of neurons in the motor cortex of monkeys engaged in a task 

requiring directional judgments in 2 important ways: (1) neurons from both the neural 

network and the motor cortex acted as broadly tuned orientation detectors; and (2) the 

time-dependent changes in activity of the output neurons of the neural network reflected 

the time-dependent changes in the angle encoded by the population vector of cells in the 

motor cortex. In addition, we found that the amplitude of the response from output 

neurons was modulated by the task requirement even though the hidden nodes continued 

to retain their directional specificity. 

Introduction 

The neural representation of an input vector, and the pattern of neural activity generated 

as an organism responds to that input, are classic problems in neuroscience. In this paper 

we describe some parallels between the activity observed in individual neurons of the 

motor cortex of a monkey engaged in a visual-motor task, and the activity of individual 

neurons at the hidden and output layers of an artificial neural network. 

The development of the neural network model was inspired by the work of Georgopoulos, 

et al. In one study (Georgopoulos, Schwartz, and Kettner, 1986), rhesus monkeys were 

trained to place their hand in the center of a sphere and then, when a light indicated the 

appropriate position, to move their hand to one of eight points that were strategically 

located on the interior surface of the sphere. The monkeys were able to accomplish this 

simple task quickly and accurately. What is important for our purposes is that single-cell 

recordings from the motor cortex indicated that a large number (224 were sampled) of 

neurons were active preceding the behavioral movement, that these neurons were quite 

broadly tuned (i.e., the frequency of firing for any particular neuron was a function of 

the angle of movement, but increasing deviations from the angle of maximum activity 

still resulted in substantial but declining firing rates), and that trigonometrically 

combining the individual activities resulted in a population vector that accurately 

predicted the final direction of the animal’s arm. 

In a later, related study (Georgopoulos, Lurito, Petrides, Schwartz, and Massey, 1989), 

rhesus monkeys were trained to move their arm in a direction counterclockwise and 

perpendicular to a line defined by the current position of the animal’s hand and a 

stimulus light. Single-cell recordings from the motor cortex indicated that the combined 

population vector, as before, accurately predicted the final movement. In addition, the 

changes in the population vector during the time between the stimulus onset and 

movement (i.e., the reaction time) provided physiological evidence for the mental rotation 

model of Shepard and Cooper (1982). 
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In the first of the two current experiments, we trained a supervised neural network to 
perform a simple task: reproduce a 2-dimensional input from a distributed representation 
in the hidden layer (which corresponded to cells in the motor cortex) that had been built 
up during a training procedure. Because the input and output representations were 
isomorphic, this seems like an easy problem. In fact, it is easy to show that this "problem" 
can be solved without a hidden layer at all if the network is linear and the inputs are 
linearly separable. The fact that we had a third, "context node" for both the input and 
output representations, however, required the use of a hidden layer. The third node was 
used to indicate the presence or absence of the task variable: if that node were "off," the 
target output was identical to the input vector, and if "on" to rotate counterclockwise by 
90°. 

Our hypothesis was that the broadly tuned neurons seen in the animal studies would 
emerge here as broadly tuned feature detectors in the hidden layer of the experimental 
network, and that the broad tuning would persist with changes in the number of hidden 
nodes. 

A second experiment was conducted in an attempt to replicate the "mental rotation" aspect 
of the second Georgopoulos, et al. (1989) experiment. In the second experiment, we used a 
recurrent network during the testing phase. 

Method 

We trained an ordinary multilayer feedforward network (Rumethart, Hinton, and 
Williams, 1986) using back propagation to learn to predict a 2.5-dimensional output vector 
given a 2.5-dimensional input vector. (The "half-dimension" is the context node that 
indicated the presence or absence of the task variable. We avoid using the term "3- 
dimensional" because that would imply three spatial dimensions, which we did not 
investigate.) Two of the three elements of the input vector represented the horizontal and 
vertical components of a modified unit vector that was normalized and centered at (0.5, 
0.5). Two of the three elements of the Output vector (and therefore the target vector as 
well) were interpreted in the same way. Thus, (0.0, 0.5) would represent a half-unit vector 
pointing directly to the left, and the point (0.146, 0.146) would represent a half-unit 
vector directed to a point 135° counterclockwise from the vertical. These values were 
chosen so that neither the input vectors nor the targets used during training would fall 
outside the "unit square universe." 

The third input node (the half dimension) was used to represent a task-specific context. 
When this node was 0.0, the net was trained merely to reproduce the input at the output 
level. When the context node was set to 1.0, the network was trained to move to a point 
90° counterclockwise from the input. Without exception, the third target node was always 
identical to the third input node. 

The training set for the conditions above consisted of 32 patterns--16 with the context 
node turned off and 16 with the context node turned on. The 16 points in each of the 
two major conditions were fairly evenly-spaced points (approximately 22.5° apart) on the 
modified unit circle described above. We investigated the behavior of the network with l, 
2, 4, 5, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 hidden nodes. 

In a second experiment, the context node was ignored. The target was always a point 
22.5° closer to the goal (which was, arbitrarily, the 0° point) from the current point. 
Details of this procedure, which involved a recurrent feedback loop during the testing 
phase, can be found in Hutton, Sigillito, and Egeth (1989). 
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Results and Discussion 

The results are summarized in the first figure, in which we show the outputs of the 

hidden nodes in the 5-hidden node case for both the no-task (left half of figure) and task- 

imposed (right half) condition. The 10 (5 hidden nodes per condition, times 2 conditions) 

bottommost figures are the output values (after the logistic function had been applied to 

the respective activations) for each of the 5 hidden nodes. The topmost pair of figures 

are the arctan transformations of the transformed output neurons. The horizontal axis 

ranges over an angle slightly larger than the full unit circle (i. it begins to double over) 

to more clearly show the peaks for each hidden node. Note that the horizontal axis 1S 

presented twice, once each for the two major conditions in the first experiment. 

It might be noted that the hidden nodes arranged themselves approximately equally 

around the unit circle: one hidden node was “dedicated” to an angular area centered 

approximately every 70° We found that was not true in general: as we increased the 

number of hidden nodes, they tended to space themselves out unequally. 

sa Hidden Node. Activities (motor cortex) 
" en Pike tees OS Piegh 18,3 inputs ae a a Dt Three significant features are evident from 

4 the first graph. The first, as noted, is that 
_|. the hidden node neurons are very broadly 

tuned: although there are regions of relatively 
high activity, no neurons were quiescent at 
any point. Second, note that the effect of the 

task variable was to modulate the activity of 

a hidden node across its range, but not to 

shift the point of maximum sensitivity. 
Although this is not too surprising in 
retrospect, this observation was not reported 

SO SNER 2S 7 in the motor cortex studies. If a similar 
me Se eee mea ome sw wt ~=—siédf inning is verified, that may imply that 

individual neurons in the motor cortex are integrating both position and task information. 

Third, although the hidden nodes are “fuzzy” distributed representations, they can be (and 

are) accurately integrated by the output neurons (see the top two lines in the first figure) 

across more than one context. Thus, the internal representation is in principle available 

to any output vector that can exploit that representation. Here we formed the internal 

representation through the delta rule. There is of course no reason why an unsupervised 

network (competitive learning or a Kohonen network, for example) could not have been 

responsible for forming the weights between input and hidden layers. 
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point represents the horizontal and vertical 

weight component for one hidden node in a 

particular condition. (For example, there are 

four points shown for the 4 hidden-node 

condition. Each of those points represents the 

weights from the horizontal and_ vertical 
input node for one of the four hidden nodes.) 

The figure shows data for conditions with 4, 

5, 8, 16, and 32 hidden nodes; all were run for       ~5   

a rr ee: 1200 iterations. Although we expected the 

o Ones tuning to sharpen, this did not happen. The 

standard deviations for the weight vectors going to a particular hidden node from the two 

input nodes did not change in a systematic way for the cases (4, 5, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 

hidden nodes) that we checked. If there is any trend to be discerned from our data, it 1S 

that increasing the number of hidden nodes (and thereby more closely approximating the 

situation found in the motor cortex) actually broadens the tuning curves. The second 
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figure also indicates that most of the hidden nodes are relatively uncommitted to a 
particular orientation. (The "degree of commitment" can be estimated by the magnitude 
of the vector emanating from the center, at which point the horizontal and vertical 
components are respectively zero.) We also found that a larger number of hidden nodes 
required a much larger number of input presentations to learn the task. With 4, 8, and 16 
hidden nodes, the proportion of variance accounted for in the target data approached 
100% within 100 iterations; with 128 hidden nodes, the network had not learned when we 
stopped at 1200 iterations. It is reasonable to distinguish between producing an efficient 
representation, which our network needed to do, and recruiting an existing representation, 
which would be the case for a biological neural network. On average, our hidden nodes 
were less active (but neither consistently silent nor consistently active) if they were 
members of a larger hidden layer. 

The effect of training to make gradual movements on the unit circle to a predetermined 
point produced two interesting results. First, the system, which recurrently fed back its 
own output as the sole input to the network (after being given an initial position) learned 
to move to a fixed point (the goal) regardless of its initial position on the unit circle. 
Second, initial positions outside the unit vector quickly resulted in movements back to the 
unit circle and subsequently toward the fixed point to which training had been directed. 
Thus, the net showed evidence of "habit formation" that permitted more rapid solutions to 
dynamic tasks. 

Conclusions 

The network described here clearly is too simple to capture the details of movement in 
any task approaching the complexity of even very simple motor tasks. Nevertheless, there 
are nontrivial similarities between the output of individual neurons in the motor cortex 
and the output of individual nodes in the hidden layer of our simple network: the broad 
tuning, the effective recruitment of a large percentage of the available cells, and the 
gradual changes in the output representation as an input vector was "mentally" rotated to 
an ultimate destination. We also found that the effect of introducing contextual 
information was to modulate the activity of directionally sensitive neurons in the hidden 
layer of our neural network. It would be interesting to see if this effect is found for 
neurons in the motor cortex of monkeys who are engaged in appropriate tasks. 
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Introduction 

The premise of this work is that computational principles evolved by biological systems are applica- 

ble to engineering devices. Our approach is based on detailed neurobiology, and we have chosen to study the 

baroreceptor vagal reflex. We experimentally determine facts of neural architecture and connection, and the 

biophysics of neural computation. These facts become models, and are run as computer simulations. Based on 

observation of real and simulated neuronal networks, it is our conviction that the brain is a highly nonlinear 

dynamical system that “computes” by virtue of its time-dependent traversal of state space; we analyze and in- 

terpret network function in these terms. Inasmuch as the model network incorporates the present knowledge 

of the baroreflex, we are using results of the simulation to guide new biological experiments. Thus, by con- 

tinually refining our model of the reflex, we aim to distill the computational essence of the network. 

System Description 

The mammalian baroreceptor vagal reflex is of interest because it performs non-linear, analog, dynam- 

ical, adaptive signal processing, and is accessible to detailed experimentation. Three factors make this an ideal 

model system: (1) anatomical and functional access to inputs and outputs via peripheral nerves, (2) a relative- 

ly small number of neurons comprising the system, and (3) effective in vitro as well as in vivo experimental 

preparations. 

In vertebrates, heart rate and contractility are under beat-to-beat regulation via the vagal baroreflex. 

Anatomically, the reflex circuitry lies in the brainstem, principally within the Nucleus Tractus Solitari 

(NTS). First order neurons (cells incorporating stretch receptors in the major blood vessels) convey blood 

pressure and pulse rate information via peripheral nerves directly to second order neurons in the NTS. Neu- 

rons within the NTS project to the Nucleus Ambiguus (NA) which contains most of the output neurons to 

the heart. Altogether, there are perhaps several hundred neurons comprising the baroreceptor vagal reflex. 

Biological Experiments 

The anatomy of the reflex forms the framework which guides the rest of the experimental approach. 

The majority of the reflex circuitry lies within restricted levels of the brainstem, near the level of the obex 

[1,2]. Anatomical studies [3] have refined the location of the first order inputs to a distinct subdivision of the 

NTS. Within this subdivision, we are determining the pattern of connection of first order to second order neu- 

rons, and the size and extent of the second order population. 

Based on the anatomical information, we are conducting electrophysiological experiments to charac- 

terize the biophysics and functional responses of second order neurons. The electrophysiological experiments 

are performed in an in vitro NTS slice preparation [4]. The biophysical characteristics measured include (a) 

resting membrane potential, (b) membrane resistance, (c) membrane time constant, and (d) voltage-dependent 

ionic conductances (such as post-inhibitory rebound currents, delayed rectifier currents, etc.). Network archi- 

tecture and dynamical behavior are obtained from analysis of the time variation of intracellular events in re- 

sponse to various artificial stimuli. In particular, the fibers which encode blood pressure and heart rate [5] are 

accessible to stimulation in the slice using an extracellular electrode. Figure 1 shows intracellular recordings 

from an individual dorsomedial NTS cell. The upper trace shows response to stimulation of input fibers, 

while the lower trace shows response to :ntracellular depolarization. The excess of response in the case of ex- 

trinsic as compared with intrinsic stimulation is a network property, and analysis can, in principle, yield con- 

nectivity and dynamical information on the reflex network. 
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¢ Figure 1. Intracellular re- 
 cordings from the NTS slice. 
@ Upper trace: stimulation of 
a fibers in the tractus solitari- 
3 us with bipolar electrode. 

Lower trace: intrinsic depo- 
larization to threshold. Time 
scale is 10 ms per small tic. 

f Insets show the same data 
— on an expanded time scale. 
i Note the difference in the 
f two recordings, particularly 
a within the first several hun- 
§ dred milliseconds poststimu- 

lus. 

    
  

  

  

  

              
Simulation 

Simulation determines the computational meaning of biological data in the network model. Indeed, 
simulation allows us to extract computationally relevant aspects of network structure and function. Further, 
some experiments are infeasible in a biological preparation. 

Simulations are written in an object-oriented language (C++), which provides for the encapsulation 
of the behavior of individual objects in a convenient way. Within this paradigm, arbitrarily complex collec- 
tions of interacting objects are easily assembled. In our case, the basic objects are Neurons and Synapses. 
Since the second order cells we study receive primarily somatic inputs (as noted above), we presently use a sin- 
gle-compartment model [6], with intrinsic voltage-dependent sodium and potassium conductances generating 
action potentials (Fig. 2). Synaptic conductances take the same numerical form, but depend on a presynaptic 

action potential rather than _ intrinsic 
  

  

            

membrane potential for initiation. All 
Neuron Synapse 

conductances are assumed to follow a Sneed cetelete cee elated ated ele elie edie eee fade detaeleteteteteetetetstated tetetetetetetetetetetetetatetetetetes Synapse(s) 

Bte time course upon initiation [7]. Vin : 
Simulation starts with build- é 

ing up instances of objects whose intrin- 
Sic parameters correspond in a statisti- ef a 
cal sense to their biological counter- SS om Gin Gna GK : G 
parts. The coupled differential : 2: eee 
equations describing the ensemble of ob- : _* _- eos 
Jects is then automatically solved by up- : iV. Va Vic : : VF 
dating the state of each element. We : —— ——- 
drive the biological and simulated SyS- _ seoienentunnt siuannuseasmsameateensteeesee TEESSIDE ESSE IL LE Cu inches 

tems in similar ways and look for corre- Figure 2: Circuit diagram of an individual model neuron. 
spondence of behavior. An example of Excitatory vs. inhibitory synapses differentiated by the 
such a simulation is seen in Figure 3. sign of the V.. 
In this case, the purpose of the simula-       
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tion was to determine the influence of the amount of interconnectivity within the various neuronal pools. 

The integrated activity of the second order pool was monitored as a function of the number of random synap- 

tic contacts between second order neurons, as well as the number of synapses connecting the second order pool 

to a discrete population of inhibitory interneurons. Afferent to second order synapses were held constant at a 

ratio of 1. 

Analysis 

Our results strongly suggest that biological neural networks compute by virtue of their nonlinear dy- 

namical properties. Individual neurons (simulated as well as biological) are intrinsically highly nonlinear due 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        
  

Figure 3. Simulation of Intracellular activity. 

Simulated network consists of 200 afferent neurons, 200 2nd order neurons, 10% of which are sponta- 

neously active, and 30 inhibitory interneurons. Total of 4600 synapses, 4000 of which are lateral con- 

nects within the 2nd order pool. Upper trace is simulated “field potential". Lower traces are intracellu- 

lar recordings from randomly chosen 2nd order neurons. Each small tic on the horizontal axis is 10 ms, 

and on the vertical axis is 10 mV. Simulated afferent shock applied approximately every 200 ms.   
  

to active processes inherent in their membrane biophysics. Dynamical behavior of an ensemble of such devices 

is dominated by the high dimensionality of the state space created by their coupling. 

We are trying to characterize the dynamical behavior of neurons using methods from the field of cha- 

os. In particular, phase plots, such as seen in Figure 4, permit visualization of the time evolution of the state 

of the system. Loops in phase space correspond to post-synaptic potentials; in general clockwise loops belong 

to excitatory post-synaptic potentials (epsp’s), while counter-clockwise means inhibitory (ipsp) events. 

While the two phase plots seem qualitatively similar, they are different in important respects, indicating to 

some extent lack of correspondence between the dynamics of the simulation and the slice. The phase space tra- 

jectories developed in such a signal can be quantitatively described by the dimensions and entropies of their un- 

derlying attractor [8]. The order-2 information dimension (D.) of a slice neuron is 2.5 0.2 and that of a 

model neuron is 3.1 0.2. D, for several model neurons was found to be indeterminate. We are currently 

refining the simulation parameters to improve quantitative correspondence. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

This paper discusses our initial efforts to understand computational pminciples, mechanisms, and archi- 

tectures found in the vertebrate brain by modeling and simulation of a neuronal system of intermediate com- 

plexity: the baroreceptor vagal reflex. We propose that, unlike most artificial neural network implementa- 

tions, the brain is a highly nonlinear dynamical system that "computes" by virtue of its ume-dependent tra- 

versal of state space. Many network models created with the goal of understanding their biological 

counterparts are highly abstract, and succeed in elucidating limited aspects of biological systems. The present 
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Figure 4. Phase plots of (left) 2nd order NTS neuron electrophysiologically recorded in the slice, and 
(right) a simulated 2nd order neuron. In both cases, the vertical axis is the intracellular membrane poten- 
tial at time t+t, while the horizontal axis is the same potential at time t, where t is chosen to be 1.0 ms. The 
simulation parameters are described in the caption of Fig. 3.     
  

alternative is to model biological systems with a significant degree of realism, and via computer simulation 
and VLSI emulation, elucidate the essential features of brain function within the context of specific function- 
al circuits. 

In general, any neuronal network constantly receives many parallel inputs, and continuously maps 
them to a set of parallel outputs. The relationship between inputs and outputs is often complex, and a task in 
emulating biological networks is to first find this relationship, and then understand the dynamical computa- 
tional mechanisms underlying it. Once this is achieved, simulation provides a powerful method for investigat- 
ing mechanisms and principles of computation not heretofore possible. With insights thus developed, we be- 
lieve that systems can be constructed in silicon that embody dynamical properties similar to the model neuron- 
al system. 
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Abstract: A hidden Markov model is employed to identify the synaptic connectivity in neural 

networks. This new approach can substantially reduce the computational burden involved in the 

conventional correlation methods, and is suitable for either nonstationary or stationary neuronal 

firings. In the first phase, a postsynaptic spike train is used to estimate hidden parameters of 

the model such as the initial state probabilities and the state transition matriz, where the state ts 

a variable representing the accumulated membrane potential. The optimal state path (the mem- 

brane potential process) is then estimated using a modified Viterbi algorithm, again, based on the 

post-synaptic spike train. In the second phase, a presynaptic spike train is transformed into a con- 

tinuous postsynaptic activity. This activity becomes the standard against which the hidden Markov 

model estimate of postsynaptic activity is compared. The results of this comparison determine the 

connectivity parameters. 

1. Introduction 

Correlation analysis of simultaneously recorded spike trains provides the information necessary 

to measure the internal structure of the biological neural networks. The conventional methodo- 

logy used for this purpose includes cross-interval histograms, cross-correlation histograms, cross- 

covariance histograms and joint post-stimulus-time (PST) histograms [1]. By carefully choosing a 

normalization procedure, one can use the joint PST histogram to quantitatively measure the synap- 

tic connectivity between a pair of neurons for a given model [3]. Nevertheless, the computational 

complexity involved is very large. The object of this paper is to present more efficient algorithms 

for computing pairwise connectivity. 

In this report, we propose a new two step approach to determine connectivity in biological 

neural networks, an approach which can tremendously reduce the computational burden. This 

method, which is universal for stationary or nonstationary firings, uses a hidden Markov model to 

estimate the intensity process (membrane potential) of a doubly stochastic process (spike train) so 

that the synaptic connectivity between a neuron pair can be readily revealed. 

Many signals can be modeled as probabilistic functions of Markov chains in which the observed 

signal is a random variable (or vector) whose probability density function depends on the current 

state of an underlying Markov chain. Because the current state of the underlying chain can not 

be determined by observation, such models are called Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). In other 

words, an HMM is a doubly stochastic process associated with an underlying Markov chain which 

is not observable, and each state in the chain is associated with a probabilistic function. 

Our major concern here is to use the HMM to model a neuron so that we can estimate the 

membrane potential (state) from the observed firing sequence and, hence, identify the connectivity. 

In the first phase, we use a hidden Markov chain to model the behavior of the neuron so that the 
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membrane potential sequence can be estimated based on the observed postsynaptic spike train. 
In the second phase, we analyze correlations between the estimated membrane potential and the 
presynaptic spike train to obtain the connectivity information. This procedure is described in 
Fig. 1, where {7}, 72,---} is the presynaptic spike train and {Yo,Y2,---,Yr-1} is the postsynaptic 
firings; V; represents the membrane potential and A(t, s) is the synaptic connectivity with V; and 
A(t, s) denoting the estimators of V; and h(t, s), respectively. 
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Figure 1. A systematic diagram of the identification scheme. 

  

  

      

  

  
      

2. A Hidden Markov Model for Neurons 

In order to analyze the observed spike train, discrete time bins are imposed so that the train 
may be represented as a point process. The bin width is chosen to be very small so that the spike 
train is converted into 0-1 process. 

Let T be the length of the observation sequence. The membrane potential is discretized into 
N levels on Q = {q0,91,-+*,Qn-1}. Therefore, a Markov chain of N states is associated with the 
discrete 0-1 process {Yo,¥i1,---, ¥r_1}. Since the membrane potential in extracellular recording is 
an unobservable quantity, the Markov chain is hidden. Denote by X; the state of the chain at time 
t, the state transition probability distribution matrix is expressed as A = {a;;}, where 

ay; = Pe(Xe41 = qj|X¢ = qi) (1) 

with the initial state distribution 

r= P,(Xo = qi). (2) 

Let b;(k) be the observation probability distribution in state j, then 

b;(k) = P,(Y: = k|X: = q;). (3) 

Since the spike train is represented as a doubly stochastic process, the outcome depends fully on 
the current state, namely, 

T-1 

P,(Yo, Yi,°° +, Yr-1|Xo, X},°° +, X7-1) = Il P,(Y:|Xe) (4) 
t=0 

with 
e~ Xe k=0 

P,(Y; = k|Xt) = (5) 
l—-e7*!, k=



where the state of chain X; = Se V,dr represents the accumulated membrane potential with to 

denoted as the occurrence instant of the previous spike. Formulas (4) and (5) imply that the 

outcome sequence is generated based on information about the membrane potential process received 

via a “memoryless channel”. The complete derivation of the doubly stochastic point process neuron 

model can be found in [4]. 

Our purpose at this stage is to find a path of the membrane potential process, or equivalently, 

to find the state path based on a given pattern of the spike train process. We can establish this 

by using the Viterbi algorithm [2] for finding the best state path, if the criterion is to individually 

optimize each state. 

Let a realization of the membrane potential process be (Xo,X%X1,°°:,XT-1) = 

(Gigs Vixs*** Vip_, )- The Viterbi algorithm can be used to find the best state path (75, ¢],---,¢p_,) 

in the sense of 

P,(Y, xX = (is, Gits** > qis_,)) = P,(Y, X), VXE Q’. (6) 

Before the Viterbi algorithm is implemented, the hidden parameters, {7;} and {a;;}, have to be 

estimated. This estimation is carried out by the forward-backward procedure and the Baum- Welch 

reestimation formulas [2]. We found that the forward-backward procedure can be implemented by 

an artificial recurrent neural network. 

The general Markov chain has essentially a full state transition probability matrix. However, the 

Markov chain structure of our neuron model is a left-to-right model. During the interval between 

successive spikes, the state evolves monotonically from a low level to a high level until a spike is 

triggered. Immediately after the spike, the state returns to the lowest level gg. Thus the transition 

matrix has the form 

aoo0 a@o1 °°°* ao,N—1 

210 @11 a@1,N-1 
A= . (7) 

an-io O aN-1,N-1 

Since Xo = 0, we have go = 0. This implies bo(Y; = 0) = 1, i-e., the neuron does not generate 

spikes at X; = qo, which reflects the absolute refractory effect. 

Because a spike in the postsynaptic neuron (described as Y; = 1) means that the accumulated 

membrane potential at the next instant returns to the resting level (described as X:41 = 0), the 

Viterbi algorithm should be modified for this application. 

3. Identification of Synaptic Connectivity 

Let us denote by {7}, 72,---} the observed presynaptic spike train with T;, representing the time 

of the occurrence of the k-th spike. The associated counting process N(t) represents the number 

of spikes in the time interval (0,t]. Let At be the time bin width. Then a discrete version of the 

state can be described as 
t 

k=0 
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so that 

Xe + g( TV A(t, T,))At, Y; = 0 
Xt+1 = (9) 

0, ¥,=1 

where the sigmoidal function g(u) is quantized to take values on {0,qi/At, q2/At,--+,qn—1/At}. 
Since the accumulative nature of X;, the value of the largest state level gy_ is not fixed, rather, 
it has a dynamic range of [qn-1, oo). This means that whenever X; > qN-1, X¢ is considered to 
be at state qy_}. 

After the optimal state path is determined by the modified Viterbi algorithm, the membrane 
potential sequence is evaluated as 

N(t) 
Xtyi —-X Vi = 9( D7 A(t, Te)) = SO, for Y, =0,t=0,1,---,T—-2. (10) 

k=1 

Suppose that the connectivity has a specific form, for instance, h(t,s) = we~7('-s) where the time 
constant o is sufficiently large. Then we can identify the connectivity parameters by the estimators 

  

  

. 1, XAT, 41 — AT, 
w= 3 g 1( s At =) (11) 

k:Y7, =0 

and 
-_ —1 1 a | Xt42 
og= Zs t + 1 _ T:, log wD” ( At ) (12) 

where Tj, = max(T;, : T, < t+ 1). This example suggests that the nonlinearity g can reduce the 
number of computations required. We are now investigating whether this method can be generalized 
to estimate pairwise connectivities for larger groups of neurons. | 
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WHY TWO HIDDEN LAYERS ARE BETTER THAN ONE 
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1 Introduction 
With the introduction of the back propagation algorithm by Rumelhart, Hinton and 

Williams [5], the feedforward neural net has become a popular architecture for practical 

applications. This architecture, consisting of an input layer, one or more hidden layers and 

an output layer, is widely believed to be more powerful than perceptrons, which have no 

hidden layer. This belief was strengthened when several people ((2], [4]) pointed out that a 

net with two hidden layers can compute any continuous mapping. Building on a result by 

Irie and Miyake [3], Funahashi [1] proved that any continuous mapping can be approximated 

by a net with one hidden layer, assuming only that the transfer function computed by a 

neuron is nonconstant, bounded, continuous and monotone increasing. 

One might interpret this result to mean that one hidden layer 1s sufficient for any 

practical purpose and there is no need for more than one hidden layer. This interpretation, 

however, is wrong. Funahashi assumes that the function to be approximated is given and 

that an unlimited number of neurons are available. Both of these assumptions are violated 

in most practical applications of feedforward nets. This paper shows that when a net 1s 

trained on a finite sampling of points in the domain of a function to be approximated, the 

resulting net may be very different from the nets referred to in Funahashi’s theorems. And 

even if it were similar, the number of neurons in a net with one hidden layer might have to 

grow without bound to improve accuracy, while a simple net with two hidden layers might 

achieve any level of accuracy with just the adjustment of a few parameters. 

For our purposes we will assume that a neuron with n inputs computes a function 

¢(aD? X + b), where a and 6 are scalars, X is a vector in (Euclidean) n-space, D is a unit 

vector in n-space and ¢ is a nonconstant, bounded, monotone increasing function. (Note 

that continuity is not assumed.) In a multilayer net, the input layer just provides the input 

X. The neurons in the first hidden layer compute on this input, producing a vector of 

outputs, which is the input to the neurons in the next hidden layer, and so on. Without 

loss of generality we can assume that the output layer just forms a linear combination of 

the neural outputs in the last hidden layer. Thus, the function computed by a net with one 

hidden layer can be represented by 

N 
y(X) =d+ > c¢;(a;D7 X + b;) 

t=1 

where N is the number of neurons in the hidden layer and d is a scalar. (Note here that 

each neuron can have its own transfer function ¢. They need not be all the same.) 

Feedforward nets are usually trained by presenting them with sample inputs and 

corresponding values called targets indicating the desired outputs. If X is a sample input, 

the corresponding target will be denoted by t. A finite set of input-target pairs is usually 

called a training set. These sets may be constructed by hand in simple experiments (e.g., 

the classic XOR problem), but the more interesting case is when training sets are constructed 

from empirical data, when the desired function is unknown (e.g., stock prices as a function 

of various parameters). (The fact that the data is empirical raises the issue of noise in the 

data, but that will be ignored in this paper.) 
Suppose a net computes a function y and ¢€ is any number > 0. For any given training 

set, we shall say that the net e-computes the set if for each input X in the set, ly(X)—t|] <e. 
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2 The Illusion of Accuracy 
What kind of net will we get if we train it on a given training set? Consider the case 

when the net has one hidden layer and no restriction is placed in advance on the number 
of neurons in the hidden layer. We first consider the case when the input space is one- 
dimensional. Let us say that a net e-interpolates a training set if it €-computes the set 
and, assuming 2 is the smallest input and z, is the largest input in the set, the output y(z) 
for the net satisfies |y(x) — t,| < € for x < x, and |y(z) — t;| < € for z > zy. It is obvious 
that if there are only two input-target pairs in the training set, only one neuron is needed in 
the hidden layer and for any € > 0 the parameters a, 6, cand d can be found to e-interpolate 
the set. Suppose that for any « > 0 and any training set having k > 2 input-target pairs 
there are nets with one hidden layer that e-interpolate the training set. Then for a given 
training set S having & input-target pairs, there is a net NV; that ¢/2-interpolates the set. 
The function computed by M, can be assumed to be 

k-1 
ye(t) = de +) ci;(a;a + 8;). 

1=1 

Assuming without loss of generality that the input 2,41, with corresponding target tx41, is 
larger than z,, there is a net with one neuron in its hidden layer that ¢/2-interpolates the 
two-pair training set which pairs ¢, with input z, and t.41, with input r,4,. Let the function 
computed by this net be represented by 

y(z) = d+ cydy(apzr + by). 

Then this net can be combined with MV; to form a net N41 that €-interpolates the training 
set formed by adding the & + Ist input-target pair to S and computes the function 

k 
Yeti(Z) = de +d—th +) cid;(a;r + bj). 

t=1 

Thus, by the principle of induction, we have proven that for any € > 0 and any training 
set containing k > 2 input-target pairs, there is a net that e-interpolates the set and which 
contains & — 1 neurons in its one hidden layer. 

The multi-dimensional case can be reduced to the one-dimensional case by noting 
that for a given finite set of points, a line can always be found onto which the points can 
be uniquely projected. If these points are the inputs in a training set S, the corresponding 
targets can be paired with the projections of the points on the line to make a training set 
S" with one-dimensional inputs. For any € > 0 there is a net with one-dimensional inputs that €-interpolates S’. Assuming, without loss of generality, that the map from the input 
space to the line is the function D? X, this net can be transformed into the required net with 
multi-dimensional inputs by substituting D?X for z in its functional description. We have 
thus proved the following 

Theorem 1 For any € > 0 and any training set containing k input-target pairs, there is a 
net having one hidden layer and k—1 neurons within that layer that e-computes the training 
set, that is, if y is the function computed by the net, then for any input X in the training set 
with corresponding target t, |y(X) —t| <e. 

If a feedforward net that has been trained on a particular training set is only given 
inputs that appear in the training set, the net can calculate the targets to any required degree of accuracy; the above theorem states that one neuron for each input-target pair in 
the set is sufficient to do this. As a practical matter, however, a table lookup would be a 
more efficient way to compute such a set if that many neurons are needed. A neural net is 
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potentially worthwhile, however, if the number of neurons in it is much less than the number 

of pairs in the training set and the net is going to be applied to new inputs not in the training 

set. 
The above theorem suggests that the input-target pairs in a training set can be 

computed to any required degree of accuracy, but this accuracy is an illusion as soon as 

new inputs not in the set are fed to a net. The theorem says nothing about what values 

will be returned on such inputs, and, as will be shown, any value can be returned when the 

net has only one hidden layer. Let us call a training set a pinnacle set if its inputs are 

two-dimensional, one input is [0,0]? for which the corresponding target is 1, all other inputs 

are outside the unit circle and their corresponding target is 0. We will show that for all 

« > 0, all pinnacle sets can be e-computed by a net having a single hidden layer that consists 

of two neurons. Moreover, there will be inputs outside a pinnacle set, and outside the unit 

circle, for which the net will evaluate to 1, no matter how the inputs in the pinnacle set are 

arranged. 
Suppose a pinnacle set S and € > 0 are given and two neurons have the same transfer 

function @. Let bbe such that 4(b)—¢(6+1) is maximal. Let c be such that c(¢(b)—¢(6+1)) = 

1. Now let D be a unit vector pointing in the direction of a line passing through (0, 0]? but 

not through any other input in S. Finally, let N be the net constructed from these two 

neurons and described by 

y(X) = e(d(aD7X + b) — ¢(aD7X + 6 + 1)). 

Note that y({0,0]7) = 1 and for large aD7X, y(X) approaches 0. Since the line associated 

with D does not pass through any input in S other than (0, 0]7, the scalar a can be increased 

until W e-computes S. But notice that for any input X on the line perpendicular to D, 

DTX = 0 and hence y(X) = 1 everywhere on that line. Thus, no matter how the inputs in 

S are arranged, or how many there are, NV can be adjusted to ¢-compute S and yet there 

will still be a ridge where the output of WV rises from near 0 all the way to 1. So even if our 

intuition tells us that the only reasonable smooth functions that compute the input-output 

pairs in S are those that peak at [0,0]? and are 0 everywhere outside of the unit circle, N 

will be nowhere close to approximating any of them. Hence the accuracy that appears to be 

achieved by tuning V until it e-computes a training set is illusory. 

3 The High Cost of a Single Hidden Layer 
Let us call a smooth function peaking at [0,0]? and evaluating to 0 everywhere outside 

of the unit circle a pinnacle function. If two neurons are not enough to approximate a 

pinnacle function, how many neurons must be added to do so? To find the answer, consider a 

net NV having one hidden layer. Each neuron in the hidden layer has an associated direction 

vector D. All the neurons with the same vector D (or —D) can be lumped together and 

thought of as computing some univariate function f applied to the projection of X onto the 

line having direction D. Thus the output of N can be described by 

y(X) =d+ > f(D? X) 
1=1 

where k& is the number of distinct lumps of neurons. Each function f; has the characteristic 

that it varies when its argument is somewhere near 0, but approaches a limit as its argument 

approaches either +o0 or —oo. Since each direction D, is distinct, if X is sufficiently far 

out from the line having direction D; while still being nearly perpendicular to it, the local 

variation in y(X) will be due to the variation in f; and not to variations in the other functions. 

Letting marvar be a functional that evaluates to the maximum variation in a function, we 

note that . 

1 < marvar(y) < S > mazvar( fi) 
1=1 
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Consequently, the largest value of mazvar(f;) must be at least 1 /k. If, for a given € > 0, 
we want this to be < ¢, k must be at least 1/e. But there must be at least k neurons in the 
hidden layer of NV’, so there must be at least 1/e€ neurons in a single hidden layer if the net 
approximates a pinnacle function to within € of the required values. 

4 The Advantage of a Second Hidden Layer 
The advantage of a second hidden layer may now be seen; while increasingly better 

approximations to pinnacle functions can only be achieved by adding more neurons to a net 
with one hidden layer, a net with two hidden layers can approximate pinnacle functions with 
arbitrary accuracy (at the center and outside of the unit circle) with just four neurons in the 
hidden layers. Let D,, D2 and D3 be three unit vectors in 2-space that point in directions 
120° from each other and suppose that four neurons have the transfer function ¢ such that 
the output range of ¢ is [0,1]. Three of these neurons can be put in the first hidden layer 
and the fourth can be put in the second hidden layer so that they compute the function 

y(X) = g(a(.5 — d ¢(a(D; X — .1)))) 

where a is an adjustable parameter. For any € > 0, a can be made large enough so that for 
most of the points X in the equilateral triangle defined by D?X <.1,7 =1,2,3, the neurons 
in the first layer output 0 approximately, while for most of the points outside of that triangle 
one or more of them outputs 1 approximately, so that |y([0,0]7) — 1| < € and for any point 
X outside the unit circle, |y(X)| < e. 

5 Conclusion 
The problem with a single hidden layer is that the neurons therein interact with 

each other globally, making it difficult to improve an approximation at one point without 
worsening it elsewhere. With two hidden layers it is possible to have some of the neurons in 
the first layer partition the input space into small regions (e.g., the equilateral triangle above) 
and other neurons therein compute the desired function within those regions; then for each 
region a neuron in the second hidden layer can combine the outputs of corresponding first 
hidden layer neurons so that it computes the desired function within that region and outputs 
0 everywhere else. In this way the effects of the neurons are isolated and the approximations 
in different regions can be adjusted independently of each other, much as is done in the 
Finite Element Method for solving partial differential equations or the spline technique for 
fitting curves. 
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10 #£=Introduction 

In this paper we show that a second order perceptron with sigmoid nonlinearity can 

implement the exact form of the a posteriori probability for the two class Gaussian problem. 

Further, we show that if the weights of the perceptron are chosen to minimize the mean squared 

error performance criterion, the mapping that results is exactly the a posteriori probability. This 

has two important implications. First, this means that the sigmoid perceptron can be trained to 

implement the optimal Bayes classifier. That is, for the two class Gaussian problem, minimizing 

the MSE is equivalent to minimizing the classification error. Second, unlike other perceptron 

models, the sigmoid perceptron, in computing the a posteriori probability, provides a statistically 

accurate measure of the confidence in the classification assignment. 

The relationship between neural networks and a posteriori probabilities has been 

discussed by Asoh and Otsu [1]; however, we are not aware of any formal proofs like those given in 

this paper. 

2.0 Background 

For a two class classification problem, Bayes classification rule is given by, 

P(@iln & Pod» (@1 Ss (M2 (1) 

where P(w;!x) is the a posteriori probability that a given data sample x belongs to class w;. The a 

posteriori probability can be viewed as a measure of confidence of class membership. 

Simplification of (1) often leads to linear or quadratic discriminant functions. Linear 

discriminant functions are of the form, 

d(x)=w!x (2) 

where x is an augmented data vector given by x = (x, Xq ... X, 1)? and w is a vector of scalar 

weights. A decision boundary is formed when d(x) = 0 which partitions the pattern space into two 

regions with an n-dimensional hyperplane. 
Similarly, quadratic discriminant functions are of the form, 

d(x)=xT Ax+b x+c (3) 
where x is not augmented, A is a symmetric matrix, b is a vector, and c is a scalar bias weight. A 

quadratic decision boundary is formed when d(x) = 0. Although (3) is quadratic in x it is linear in 

the weights and thus can be expresses in a form similar to (2) given by, 

d(x)=w!z (4) 
where, 

—~(y2 2 2 T Z=(XL XX, ee Ky XQ ee Kn XX ee Xa 1) (5) 

and, 
T 

w=(A,, (A,,+4,) - CApnt Ag? Ag. + Ann 5, by «+ Dy ©) 

For the sake of clarity it will be necessary to use both the form in (3) and in (4) for quadratic 

discriminant functions during the foregoing discussion. Note that the appropriate equation can be 

identified by the notation being used. 

  

This work was supported in part by Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

under contract number 05-8801. 
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The most common nonlinearity used in perceptrons today is the sigmoid function, 
-1 

f(x)=[1+ e7*] 
Justification for using this function is that it is computationally convenient, motivated by 
biological systems, and simply that it is a continuous function that closely resembles a hard 
limiter. All of these may be true, but the goal of this paper is to show that this function has 
important statistical properties as well. 

We will define the sigmoid perceptron as a second order perceptron [2, 3] which computes 
a single output, u, from a vector of inputs, x. The transfer function is given by, 

u(x) = f(xT Ax+b x40) 
or equivalently, 

u(x) = f (w! z) 
where f(-) is the sigmoid function. 

The mean squared error criterion function is given by, 

J(w,x)= Le{ (r(x )- ux))} 
Its gradient is given by, 

VwdI(w,x) = El{(r(x) - u(x)) u(x) d- u(x))z} (6) 

1 XE Q, 
rx)= 

0 x € 0, 

where, 

3.0 Two Class Gauss: ori Probabilit 

The conditional probability density function of a Gaussian function is given by, 

+ exp[ -2 & — m ,)7 C7" (x-m ,)] (1D 
(2n)" 1C,1° 

where n is the dimension if the data, m; is the mean and C; is the covariance matrix for class 0. 
For the two class Gaussian problem we can apply Bayes Rule to determine the a posteriori 
probability of class one as follows, 

p(xlo)= 

~1 

  
  

P(@,) p{xla,) P(@,) p(xla,) 
P (@ |x) = =/1+ (8) P(@,) p(xlo,)+ P(@,) p(x la, ) P@,) p({xla,) 

substituting (7, yields, 

P(j@ Ix) =[1+ exp[-} (x —m ol -m_)+1(x—-m C'(x-m_) 1 2 2 2 2° 2 1 1 1 

1 977° 
in| Pe, I c1'|-aal P@, 16,17] || 

This equation corresponds to the form of a sigmoid perceptron where, 
_1 -1 -1 

A =i(¢;'- ¢") 
b =C,m,-C, m, 

1 L 
c = {a 7Cim, -mTC'm, — in| P(o,) IC, | ly I P@,) 1c,17]) (9) 

When the covariances are equal, the problem reduces to a first order perceptron. Note also that 
these weights, when used in equation (3), provide optimal classification. 
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40 Bayesian Weights and the Expected § | Exror Criterion Functi 

The previous section showed that a second order perceptron has the correct form for 

computing the a posteriori probabilities in two class Gaussian classification problems. This 

section shows that minimizing the expected squared error criterion function results in the weights 

given in (9). To check the first order necessary condition, we must set the gradient with respect to 

the weights equal to zero and solve for the weights. Substituting for r(x) in (6) gives, | 

VwJ(w,x) = P(o,) E{[1- a(x)] u(x) [1- a )] z Ix € @ } 

+ P@,) E { - u(x)u(x) [1 - ux) zixe a, \ 

substituting the sigmoid yields, 

-2w? Zz e ew’? 

va darn) = Pa) Bf - reine a| — Poe) | - Hixeah 

(1+ ev") (i+ e¥"?) 

  

  

  

~ = = P(g )e-2¥"* p(xla,)- P(a,)e-™ ® p(xla,) 
= J f... J , ? . 2 ° a, dx, dx, ... dXn 

3 

ee Gi¢e"" :) 

This integral evaluates to zero when, 
ewe P(@,) p(xla,) 

- P(@,) pla,) 
  (10) 

So that, 
-1 

[1 ws] \ P(m,) p(xla,) 

Te EP @,) pla) 
which is equivalent to the expression in (8). Thus, when the weights of the perceptron are set 

according to (9), the integral evaluates to the zero vector satisfying the first order necessary 

condition. 

Next, to show that this value is actually a minimum (as opposed to a maximum or saddle 

point), the second order sufficient condition must be proved by showing that the Hessian is positive 

definite. Differentiating (6) gives, 

V2 sCw,x) =-2E{ [r(x) — 2u(x) — 2r x ux ) + Bux )”] ax) [1 - ax )] 227 F 
Substituting for r(x) gives, 

V2 J(w,x)=-2E4 [1- du(x )+ 3u(x YJ ucxp[1- wey] zz? Ixe o,f 

-2E{[-2u(x) +3ucx y'] u(x )[1- u(x] 227 1x @, } 

Substituting the sigmoid and simplifying yields, 
-2w' 2( .-w' _ 

ve youny=-2F@pe | (e -2) zzt ea 

(i+ ew"t) 
-w't _ -wit 

-2Pt0, 8)" (1 - 26 ; ) atixea| 

G1 tev r) 

  

  

  

which can be expressed as, 
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Ve I(w x)=2] J... f a(x) 2z™ p(x) dxdx,...dx,=2E{a(x)z™} = an 
To show that this matrix integral is positive definite, we must show that, 

eT f ff a(x) zz? p(x) dx, dx, ... axl = f ff a(x)(é72) P(x) dx, dx, ... dx,> 0 

Since eT z defines a manifold of dimension less than x, eT, is almost never zero for an 
arbitrary vector §. Since we know p(x) is never identically equal to zero, the problem reduces to 
showing that a(x) is never identically zero. o(x) in (11) can be written as, 

ew’ *| P(@,) p(xla,e™ * Ce" #2) + P(w,) p(xla, (1- 2") ] 
a(x) =-   

4 

( P(@,) Xx1o,)+ P(a,) A xto,))(1+ ow" } 

  

-w’ 2 -w! Zz -w? Zz P(@,) p(x |@,) -wi Zz e c (¢ ~2) + Pio ypcxta,yl~ ) 

P(@,) p(xlo,_) r\4 
1+ 2 2—Ai+ 9) 

P(@,) (xlo,) 

Using the result in (10), this expression simplifies to, 

-2w' sz 2 

e 7 =| PC o,1x)P Co, Ix) | 

  

  

a(x) =   

(1 +e" r) 
which we know is not identically zero for all nontrivial problems. Thus (11) is always positive 
definite satisfying the second order sufficient condition. 

2.0 Summary 

We have shown that minimizing the Mean Squared Error (e.g. by using back- 
propagation) for a second order perceptron with sigmoid nonlinearity is equivalent to minimizing 
the Bayes classification error for the two class Gaussian problem. This solution corresponds to the 
perceptron computing the exact a posteriori probability of class membership giving the optimal 
measure of classification confidence. 
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1 Introduction 

We discuss here a model which has an ability to recognize spatio-temporal patterns like 

formant patterns of speech signals. Many factors such as difference of speakers, speed of 

speaking, and noise in surroundings, disturb the aspect of speech signals and they make the 

speech recognition very difficult. Several neural networks have been developed for recognition 

of speech and show good performances(1],[2] but they seem not to have overcome these factors 

fully yet. 

We propose a model which recognizes spatio-temporal patterns with an ability to tolerate 

shift in frequency, deformation in shape, and noise. 

2 The Structure of the Model 

Fig.1 shows the structure of the model. The model is a multi-layered neural network in which 

each layer consists of several one-dimensional arrays of neurons along spatial (or frequency) 

axis. We call the array a “cell-plane”. In Fig.1, rectangles drawn with broken lines represent 

the layers and thin rectangles with thick lines represent cell-planes. The model has two 

sub-networks, temporal feature extraction sub-network and recognition sub-network. 

2.1. Temporal feature extraction Sub-network 

The temporal feature extraction sub-network extracts several kinds of features which are 

specific to temporal patterns such as onsets and offsets of signals, or frequency modulated 

(FM) portion in the formant pattern. Neurons arranged along spatial or frequency axis 

(vertical axis in Fig.1) analyze temporal signals in their own position or frequency and 

extract these features. These kinds of neurons has been found in the early auditory neural 
  

*Present address: Department of Biophysical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering Science, Osaka Uni- 
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Figure 1: The structure of the model. 

pathway[3}],[4]. and, based on these physiological data, we have proposed a neural network 
model which can extract these features from voice signals(5]. 

In this model, we use a simplified version of the model which extracts just onset and offset 
of input patterns (Another feature, FM portion will be extracted later in the front end of 
the recognition sub-network). 

2.2 Recognition Sub-network 

The recognition sub-network has similar structure to that of a neural network model of visual 
pattern recognition “Neocognitron” [6]. The input layer is an array of delay-lines which acts 
as an narrow window to the flow of spatio-temporal patterns, which is denoted by “D” in 
Fig.1 (the width of the window is three time-units). Then follows a structure in which two 
types of layers are alternately connected in cascade. 

2.2.1 P-cell 

One of the two types of layers is a feature extraction layer named “P-cell layer”, neurons 
in which extract spatial local features at each moment. All neurons in a cell-plane have 
identical connections. This makes it possible that at least one of the neurons extracts the 
local feature corresponding to the connections whichever spatial position the feature appears. 
This type of cell is similar to an S-cell in the Neocognitron. 

Neurons in the first P-cell layer have connections of size 3 by 3 between input delay-line 
layer, which can extract local slant lines or frequency modulated signals in spatio-temporal 
patterns. 
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2.2.2 T-cell 

Another type of layer is a temporal summation layer named “T-cell layer”, which has the 

same number of cell-planes as those of the preceding P-cell planes, corresponding one to one. 

Neurons in this layer has two functions. 

One is to receive responses from neurons of the preceding P-cell plane. Because of these 

connections of neurons, responses of preceding P-cell plane will be blurred in the T-cell plane, 

which enables a succeeding P-cell to tolerate positional errors of local features extracted in 

the preceding P-cell layer. 

The other function is to prolong the responses of P-cells with adaptive decay time. It 

is realized by extra connections between a T-cell and preceding P-cells in other cell-planes. 

A T-cell shows constant decaying response when the P-cells in other planes have not been 

showing any responses. If the P-cells have been showing any responses, to the contrary, the 

T-cell will show bigger and therefore prolonged response because of these extra connections. 

Because the response of the T-cell itself gates the input from those connections and therefore 

this enhancement of response happens only when the T-cell itself has been showing some 

response. 

3 Computer simulation 

Fig.2 shows a set of training patterns which are moving continuously from right to left and 

the time course of responses of five neurons in the final layer after finished training. The 

network was trained layer by layer from lower to higher, presenting the patterns twice for 

each layer. The learning algorithm used here is a” winner-take-all” rule on which connections 

of a neuron showing the maximal output will be reinforced and all other neurons in the same 

cell-plane will get the copy of them. Fig.2 shows that each of the five neurons in the final 

layer correctly responds to each of the five patterns. | 

Some examples of responses for deformed patterns are shown in Fig.3. The neurons in the 

final layer show correct responses to the patterns although they are prolonged or shortened 

in time domain, or are shifted in frequency (spatial axis), or are contaminated with noise. 
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Figure 2: Training patterns and responses of the five neurons in the final layer. 
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Figure 3: Responses of the model to deformed patterns. 

4 Discussion 

The model shows an ability to recognize spatio-temporal patterns even though they are 
shifted in frequency, distorted in shape or contaminated with noise compared with training 
patterns. The prolonged responses of neurons in T-cell layers and integration in the suc- 
ceeding P-cell layer endows the network with the ability to recognize temporal patterns even 
with a very narrow window. Instead these mechanisms might cause a problem of confusing 
the order of appearing local features. In most cases, this confusion is avoided because the 
network extracts temporal features such as onsets, offsets, and frequency modulated portions 
of signals, which detect the cause and effect of signals. 

We think that the flexible recognition ability of this model is suitable for speaker indepen- 
dent speech recognition. 
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1 Introduction 

Clustering is an important problem in many field, such as image analysis, astrophysics, biology, etc. By 

clustering we mean partitioning N points (or objects) into K groups, such that the members of each group 

are more similar to one another than to those of other groups. The problem can be stated more formally if 

the objects are represented as points in a D-dimensional metric space: Partition N points among K clusters 

such that the sum of within cluster variances is minimum. Since there are approximately K N/K! ways 

of partitioning N points into K clusters [1], when N is large finding the best solution through exhaustive 

search becomes impractical. Therefore, many heuristic techniques have been developed to tackle this 

problem (see [(5]). 

In this paper we present a method for solving the clustering problem with a neural net and investigate 

its performance. The intuitive motivation for studying the feasibility of neural nets for solving this problem 

is that clustering involves collecive decision making, as the points must decide among themselves how best 

to partition themselves, and a neural net with its many connections among the neurons provides a technique 

for this. Another reason is that by using an analog neural net we embed a discrete optimization problem 

in a continuous space, the state space of the analog network. This embedding generally helps in finding 

better solutions. 

Our approach here is similar to the Hopfield and Tank solution of the Traveling Salesman Problem 

(TSP) [4]. This approach has been criticised [11]. We have also found that neural nets are ill-suited for 

solving the TSP for which the network must satisfy strongly conflicting constraints [7], but in solving the 

clustering problem, where costraints are much easier to satisfy, the results have been quite successful [6]. 

Here we apply our neural net algorithm to clustering Anderson’s data (tabulated in (2]) on three species 

of Iris. There each Iris flower is characterized by four attributes, the width and length of petals and the 

width and length of sepals. This 4-dimensional data set is frequently used as a test of clustering algorithms. 

We ae the neural net results with those obtained with an often used K-means algorithm proposed 

by Forgy [3]. 

2 The Neural Net 

We want to partition a set of N points in a D-dimensional space into the best K clusters — best in the 

sense that sum of the squares of the distances of the points from their respective cluster centroids (i.e. 

sum of within cluster variances) is minimized. We formulate the problem in terms of minimizing an energy 

function, which can be mapped on a neural net. 

The energy function will consist of two parts: (i) constraint terms which make certain a point, at the 

end of the search, belongs to one and only one cluster; and (ii) the cost term which is the sum of the 

residuals and is the function we actually wish to minimize. We assign K neurons to each data point, 

-e. the network has a total of n = K x N neurons. We denote the neurons by two indices (p, 1), where 
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p=1,-:--,K and: =1,---,N refer to clusters and points, respectively. The activity Vp; of neuron (p,t) then represents the strength of the hypothesis that point ¢ belongs to cluster p. The energy of a neural net that can solve this clustering problem can be written as (for more details see (6]) 

A N K K B N K C K N 

B= FLL Levee + FL Va - 1? + 50D Rav Z. (1) s=1 p=1 gfp i=1 p=1 p=1:=1 

Here the coefficients A, B, and C are positive constants. The A- and B-terms together enforce the constraints (or syntax). During the network’s search for a solution all points belong to all clusters because in general all neurons are partially active, i.e. 0 < V,; < 1. However, at the end of the search the network must reach a state that unambiguously decides which point belongs to which cluster, i.e. if point 1 belongs to cluster p then V,; = 1 and the rest Vas = 0, g # p. When a valid solution that satisfies the syntax is found the A- and B-terms become zero, and the energy E reduces to just the C-term, which is the cost and is the function we actually wish to minimize. Therefore the deep minima of E correspond to good solutions, and the deepest minimum to the best solution. Here Ry denotes the square of the distance of point t from the centroid of cluster p (i.e. the residual) and is given by 

D N N 

Ry = >, (zai — ap)” with Xap = dL ZaiV ps / > Vp ) (2) 
a=l s=1 t=] 

where zg; are the coordinates of point t, and Xqp are those of the centroid of cluster p. Here we have chosen the Euclidean distance as the metric, but one can define any metric one wants. 
The network dynamics, obtained from —0E/AV,;, are described by 

dup; 1 x x “He pte ADL Vai — BIDS Ves — 1) — OR: Vps + Iyi- (3) 
qFPp q=1 

Here up; is the input signal of neuron (p,1), r is the self-decay time of the neuron and I¢ 1s the external bias. Fo: the gain function of the neurons we have taken the standard sigmoid function which is 

Voi = (1 + tanh“), (4) 
0 

where uo is the steepness of gain. 

3 Results and Discussion 

To simulate the performance of the network in finding solutions we choose an intial state at random and let the network evolve according to the equations of motion (3). Since the energy of an analog neural net is Lyapunov the network evolves towards states of lower energy and stops eventually once it finds a solution. Among the variety of techniques for solving initial value ordinary differential equations (e.g., see (8]) we 
have used the Euler method. 

For simulations we let r = 1, so that the convergence times are measured in units of r. We have chosen the following values for the parameters of the energy function: A= B=1,C = 1/ Ravg, all I,; = 1. These parameter values are obtained from analyzing the stability of valid solutions. Scaling the parameter C with the average residual Rayg is necessary to ensure good solutions, because as the network evolves, the residuals become generally smaller and the cost term becomes less effective in driving the network toward good solutions. This rescaling of parameter C keeps the cost term of the same order of magnitude as the syntax terms. The results are not overly sensitive to these parameter values. However, the network appears to be more sensitive to the steepness of the gain function, uo. The results we give here are with 
uo = 0.01. 
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In computationally hard problems one usually finds several solutions and then takes the best one as the 

solution. Since with a neural net one cannot still guarantee finding the best solution (although it enhances 

the chance of finding good solutions or the best solution), one has to run the network several times. The 

results given in the Table below are obtained from 100 trials. K-means refers to Forgy’s iterative algorithm 

[3]. We have used the 4-dimensional Anderson data on three species of Irises (2]. 

  

  

  

Neural Net K-means 

K || Best | x2,, | Synt% | Time | Best | xa,, | Iter 

2 100 | 152.3 100 0.9 | 100 | 152.3 6 

3 || 100} 78.9 85 2.4 78 | 93.7 9 

4 92; 58.1 93 1.5 7 | 65.3 11 

5 7 {| 49.1 78 3.0 O; 54.4 9                   
  

The results obtained with neural net are consistently better than those found by the K-means algorithm 

in two respects: (i) The network finds the best solution more frequently (Best column in the Table is the 

percentage of the 100 trials yielding the best solution), and (ii) the average sum of within cluster variances, 

Xoug? are significantly lower for K = 3,4,5 for the neural net indicating that it has a better chance of 

finding good solutions. For K = 2 the clusters found are well separated and both methods find identical 

solutions. 

The Time column in the Table gives the average convergence times in units of r, the characteristic decay 

time of neurons. These are order of magnitude estimates, because they depend on various parameters such 

as the time step size in Euler method, and the convergence criterion. Note that the convergence time of the 

network should not be compared directly to the average number of iteration for AK-means. For example, 

when K = 3 the convergence time of 2.4 requires 2400 network updates (since time step was 0.001), while 

K-means needs only 9 iterations. Hence, the neural net algorithm is much more expensive to run on regular 

machines than the conventional K-means. They become practical only when they are mapped on analog 

VLSI neural nets, which are expected to have processing time r = 10-* to 10~§ sec [9]. 

The Anderson data consists of 150 samples, 50 samples from each of the 3 Iris species. In Figure 1 

we show two 3-D projections of the unclustered points and in Figure 2 we show the best cluster found 

by the network for K = 3, also as 3-D projections. The data points in Figure 2 are connected to their 

respective cluster centroids. The samples from one of the species are well clustered, but the other two 

clusters are close to each other and there is partial overlap between them. Because of the overlap correct 

classification of the samples has been problematic. For example, Fisher [2] uses the information about the 

original data to define a different metric, and Tukey and Tukey [10] use the projection pursuit technique, 

both with limited success. Our method, too, fails to find the true clusters, for the reason that the true 

clusters have x? = 89.3 which is not the optimum solution found by the network with x? = 78.9. To find 

the true clusters one has to have additional information about the shapes of clusters. In the absence of 

such information we have assumed the simplest shape possible, i.e. convex compact clusters as reflected in 

the metric (2). In case shape information is available one can add additional terms in the energy function 

to encourage clusters of a particular shape. 

Another important question is: How many clusters? We had found previously [6] that the percentage 

of times the syntax is satisfied is a a good indicator of the presence of background noise. Our motivation 

here was to see if there exists a trend in the syntax percentage as we vary the number of clusters. There 

does not appear to be such an indicator. However, efforts are under way to incorporate the number of 

clusters directly into the energy function. 
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Abstract 

Given the first few terms of an infinite sequence of 0’s and 1’s, build a network that reproduces the 

rest of the sequence. To accomodate this learning task, a framework is developed for learning, general 

enough to include learning of finite-length input, finite-length output as well. The similarities between 

the finite and infinite learning tasks are considered and parallels are drawn to the speech recognition 

problem. Several properties of infinite length learning are obtained, using Hidden Markov Model theory. 

1. Introduction: Consider the following learning problem: build a network that, given the first few terms 

of an infinite sequence of 0's and 1’s (call such a sequence a Boolean sequence), will output the rest of the 

sequence. The network, will be trained on one or several finite (but possibly quite long) valid sequences. 

This problem is similar to a standard connectionist learning problem: given input/output pairs train a 

network that will, when presented with an input, produce the correct output. In this paper I will propose 

a learning framework that accommodates both the finite and infinite case; also stochastic and deterministic 

learning by connectionist networks (henceforth CN) can both be tretated. I will argue that the stochastic 

case is more general and interesting. 

An apology is due: because of the very limited space, I have only presented the general rationale behind the 

theory and some of the theoretical results, but without proof. The proofs and very encouraging computational 

results will be reported separately. 

2. Learning by Computing Probabilities: The pattern learning problem can be phrased as follows: 

given a learning universe L C U x Y (ie. a set of input/output pairs (u, y)), build a network (and train 

it) that, when given an input u € U, will output the ‘correct’ yE Y. 

The concept of ‘correctness’ is generally not unambiguous and, in fact, this is an advantage. E.g., given 

an input, it is possible that more than one outputs would pass as ‘correct’ in some sense. Also, given an 

unambiguous training set T = {(u,y)}, such that we can build a network that will reproduce the training 

pairs exactly but will generalize poorly (Huy]. In fact, the power of generalization that CN’s exhibit can be 

partly attributed to their tolerance of errors. 

Let us then change the learning problem so that more than one correct answer is possible. The entity to 

be learned is a conditional probability measure P(y | u) , where u is a U-measurable random variable y 

is a Y-measurable random variable, UW is a o-algebra on U, Y is a o-algebra on Y. u, y are the input and 

output random variables; the idea is that, given some input, the output is a random variable with probability 

conditioned on the input. This prompts the following: 

Definition 1 Given random variables x, y, 2 on an appropriate probability space. x and y are satd to bez 

input equivalent iff Prob(x | z) = Prob(y | z). 
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3. Network Architecture: We will consider connectionist networks, that is, networks of numbers of 
simple, identical, interconnected units. The building units will be Stochastic Threshold Units (STU). 
These units have the following input/output law: 

Prob(y = 0|u= u) = Prod(n > u). 

Here 7) is a random variable distributed uniformly in [a,6]. By proper choice of a,b we can get deterministic 
output. A network built of such units accepts an input u and produces output y with probability Q(y | u). 
As the output is exclusively 0/1, call such a network a Boolean CN. The network is, in general, stochastic. 
Of course, nothing precludes that Q is a trivial measure, concentrating mass 1 to one element y and zero to 
all others (deterministic case). It is useful to think of the connectionist network itself as equivalent to the 
conditional probability measure Q(y | u). 

4. Learning Finite Output: The finite input/output problem has been studied by many researchers, 
usually as a deterministic problem. (But see [Bar], [Pea], [Lin], [Sol] for probability learning approaches.) In 
essence we want to learn a Boolean function from a subset of its graph. The introduction of deterministic 
Linearly Graded Units (LGU’s) offers more flexible solutions but still an exponentially large number of 
units and exemplars, is needed for perfect learning [Huy]. Once again, the argument for stochastic learning 
presents itself: if exact learning requires oversized networks, learning the statistical properties of the output 
(which ispossible on a smaller network) is preferrable. Indeed, I submit that the most succesful case of discrete 
input/output learning is done by connectionist methods but outside the traditional connectionist research 
community. The example I have in mind is speech recognition by Hidden Markov Models (henceforth HMM) 
[Lev]. Here exact learning of the input/output relationship is out of the question (because the input/output 
function is unknown and the training set is too large for exact, deterministic learning). The HMM modellers 
have resorted to a probabilistic model, which can produce rich input/output behavior with few connections 
exactly because each unit can produce probabilistically many different outputs. On the other hand, I 
have argued elsewhere [Keh] that the HMM is exactly analogous to a connectionist network and can be 
implemented as one. Set the intial state of a HMM to u and let it run for a finite time N. The state 
sequence of the underlying Markov Chain y = y},...,yn is a random variable. By identifying sequences of 
outputs of a Boolean CN with the (finite) number of states of a HMM, we can easily prove the following: 

Theorem 1 To every Hidden Markov Model corresponds au input equivalent connectionist network of 
STU’s. 

As for the training algorithm: back propagation is an option, the backward-forward HMM algorithm is 
another '. In fact any kind of descent algorithm that utilizes gradient information will benefit from a 
forward-backward derivative-computation. This follows from the staged character of the architectures we 
have proposed and the use of Lagrange multipliers optimization [Keh]. It is also true of time-evolving 
networks which we will use for the infinite output case. 

5. Learning Infinite Output: Consider the infinite output case. The STU-networks that we have been 
considering can be in an on or off state. It follows that the complete state of an M-unit network can be 
characterized at any given moment by an M-long state vector of 0’s and 1’s, indicating which units are on 
and which off. Evolution of the state vector in time is described by the network acting on the initial state 
vector’. Time is not of great importance in the finite case, because the network is static. However, if we 
want an infinite output, we must build an infinitely large network or else trade space for time and obtain the 
output sequence as the output of a time evolving network?. The problem of learning an infinite sequence is 
the following: we are given the initial part of one or more valid sequences and we want to build a network 
that when presented with the beginning of a sequence will produce correct (infinitely long) output. The 
natural way to think about the problem is that of building a network that will accept an input and then 
will run on its own until infinity, producing output. This is like a dynamical network where we specify the 
  

1 Generalization of the Backward-Forward algonthm to CN’s is possible: results will be reported elsewhere. 
2 Another useful state-network characterization is the one based on the state probability vector. This will not be presented 

here, for brevity. 
3Such networks are called recurrent; they have been considered in the literature [Pin], but usually only as they evolve to 

a steady state, that is, as all units settle down to either 0 or 1 output for all time. 
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initial conditions?. In the proposed general framework, the input is the initial states. The learning task is, 

in general, to learn a probability measure P(- | u), where u is the input. It would be nice if the output yn 

at time n depended on a finite number of past outputs. 

Prob(yn = 7 |Yn-1 = 91)--5¥1 = On-1) = f(o1, ..-; 0m) (1) 

Here f is a Boolean function of m arguments. This is a highly desirable situation, as we can take this 

sequence as the output of a STU-network with, at most, However its also conceivable that 

Prob(yn = 7 | Yna1 = 01) -s¥1 = Ont) = f (1) 4 n-1) (2) 

The network as described by equation (1) is an m-th order Markov chain, equivalent to an HMM, which 

can be trained by the powerful Backward-Forward algorithm. It can also be implemented as a STU-network 

with at most O(2”) units. We will also use the term Boolean Dynamic Network. The next question is 

whether the sequence is determinstic or stochastic; consider the case where we are given a finite part of a 

sequence and must compute the next terms. We do not know whether it is stochastic or deterministic. Of 

course the following fact is true: 

Theorem 2 For every deterministic Boolean dynamical network with output yi, yo,..-, 1 N such that yny1, 

YN42, --- 18 periodic?. 

However, the period may turn to be exponentially long, so given a relatively short training sequence lack of 

periodic behavior does not determine whther the inifinite sequence is deterministic or stochastic. That 1s, 

we may see any finite substring of 0’s and 1’s followed by either a 0 or a 1; this would still not show that 

the sequence is stochastic. In short, we have no basis to decide whether the sequence is deterministic or 

stochastic and the reasonable assumption is to try to model it as stochastic. 

Definition 2 A aggregate of a stochastic process {Xn} ts another process {Y,} s.t. Yn = F(Xn). 

A HMM is a aggregate of a Markov chain; the output of a connectionist network is a aggregate of the state 

vector and, since the state vector is a Markov chain, the output of the connectionist network is the observable 

of a Hidden Markov Model. 

Definition 3 A Boolean stochastic process is a probability measure on the set of sets of infinite sequences 

of 0’s and 1’s (call every such sequence a realization of the stochastic process), that is, P(x = 815z....). 

With each realization we can associate a number s in the interval [0,1]; we do this by taking s = .s152... 

in binary notation. © The measure P is thus well defined on dyadic intervals and can be extended by 

Kolmogorov’s Theorem on the Borel sets in [0,1]. Hence the stochastic process x is equivalent to a a random 

variable x taking values in [0,1], or, which is really the same thing, to a probability measure on (0, 1}. As 

the CN produces a stochastic process depending on the initial conditions, by the same process as the one 

outlined above, we have a conditional probability measure P(- | u) associated with each input u. 

Now we can apply the same steps as in the finite learning task: we must find a probability measure Q(- | -) 

that will approximate P(-|-). Many approximation schemes are available, but it is useful to establish first 

that an arbitrarily close approximation is possible. 

Theorem 3 Given a Stochastic Process, that is, a measure on [0,1], tt can be weakly approrimated by a 

sequence of Hidden Markov Models. 
  

4We can go up one degree of generality: Imagine an infinite input as well an infinite output. This would correspond to a 

network where we have input at every time instant. We can certainly build such a network. I do not give details here, for lack 

of space, but also because it turns out many of the properties of the input network will be similar to the no-input network. 

However there are interesting peculiarities, too. Roughly, the no-input network corresponds to a free dynamical network and 

the input network corresponds to a control network. 

5 There is a subtlety here: the actual evolution will depend on the initial conditions. So for different initial conditions the 

network may get attracted to a different periodic sequence ‘This is similar with limit cycles in real-valued nonlinear dynamical 

systems, as well as with non-ergodic Markov chains. 

6 The correspondence is not one-to-one. However, for all interesting cases, we can turn it to one-to-one by dropping out 

realizations of probability 0. 
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Given that there exist HMM’s and hence CN’s that can approximate a stochastic Boolean sequence arbitrarily 
close, how does one go about finding them and, probably most important, how does one train them? I have 
used several schemes; one, call it structured, is the following: the training sequence is used to estimate the 
joint probabilities of x1, r2, ..., Z2m41 , for some prechosen m; then from these the transition probabilities 
P(2nim | Zntm-—1,---:2n) are computed. It is easy to implement a CN that has 2" +m STU’s and the 
above computed transition probabilities. The training of such a network consists in updating the estimates 
of the transition probabilities as new data is collected; when these probabilities are known the weights of the 
connection can be immediately computed. In this respect it is important to have ergodicity of the teaching 
sequence, or else samples from all the ergodic elements. This architecture yields large but easily trainable 
networks; yet output is pretty good even with rather small values of m. Another possibility explored is less 
structured architectures where a more or less random choice of connectivity is made and then weights are 
computed by some backpropagating algorithm. The actual criterion used was either cross entropy between 
desired and actual probability function, or the following weighted quadratic criterion: 

N P(z,) — Q(z,))? eye ro )) (3) 

Results were again quite good, with no noticeable differences across learning algorithms and criteria. 

One last point must be raised: we are essentially looking at high order sequences and attempt to approximate 
them by aggregates. This alleviates certain problems (estimation, size of networks) but, inevitably, produces 
some faulty sequences. The degradation in terms of spurious sequences being produced by the approximating 
network can be quantified in terms of the entropy H of the model as compared to the entropy of the original 
sequence. This is the subject of the following Theorem; remember that an appreximation is a aggregate of 
the original sequence. 

Theorem 4 /f a stochastic process x is a aggregate of a stochastic process y, then H(x) > H(y). Ify, -y, 
then H(yn) | A(y). 

This is yet another way of saying that there are approximating networks that will approximate the original 
sequence arbitrarily well. 

6. Conclusion: I have presented an outline of a framework for learning that involves infinitely large learn- 
ing universes. The basic idea is that as the learning(and training) universe get large it is not feasible to 
learn deterministically, especially when it is not clear that the objects being learned behave deterministi- 
cally. Therefore stochastic learning methods are proposed; several theoretical results indicate that stchastic 
learning is feasible and practical. Computational results are also very encouraging, but were not presented 
for lack of space. 
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Recently, much attention has been paid to the studies of recurrent 

neural networks to perform sequential data processing tasks [1] [2] [6] 

such as sequential symbol predictions, isolated and continuous speech 

recognition, and robotic arms control etc. In general, it is believed 

that a recurrent neural network is much more powerful than a network 

without recurrent connections due to its ability to form internal states 

and to form transition loops among states. These internal states hold 

informations about the past history of the input strings and allow the 

recurrent neural network to react in accord with the full history of the 

input string regardless of its length. In this regard, the recurrent 

nueral network is acting like a sequential state machine [3] In models 

with discrete neuron states as in the McCulloch-Pitts threshold unit, 

the number of states is always finite and a neural network is equivalent 

to a finite state machine. Recurrent connections would then allow the 

finite state machine to have loops which would endow it the ability to 

process sequential data of arbitrary length. In the case of analog 

neurons however, it is not yet clear how many internal states could be 

represented by a fixed number of neurons. It neverthless is a crucial 

question needs to be answered to allow us a decision on the number of 

Neurons and weights needed to simulate a particular state machine. On 

the otherhand, it is well known from the theory of computing [4] that 

finite state machine is but the simplest kind of a hierarchy of 

sequential machines. These more sophiscated machines contain a finite 

state machine as a controller with an additional infinite memory tape or 

stack. 

The language recognized by a finite state machine is called a 

regular language. Other more involved language such as context free and 

context sensitive language would only be recongnized by a push down 

automaton or a Turing machine. 

In this paper, we would like to discuss the possibility of using 

recurrent neural networks to conduct the task of regular grammar 

inference [5]. That is, from a finite set of positive and negative 

examples, the neural network has to learn the task of recognizing the 

legality of new examples, usually of arbitrary length. It is 

interesting to note that in case the neural network learned the 

inference task the generalization power would in effect be infinite 

since the size of the training set is finite and the test set could be 

infinite. This is usually the case after we quantized the learned 
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weights and the internal states to obtain the finite state machine from 
the neural network. 

As an example, let us consider the dual parity problem. A binary 
string of arbitrary length is considered legal and therefore accepted by 
a finite state automaton if it contains an even number of O”°s and an 
even number of 1°s. Otherwise it is an illegal string. The task for 
the neural network is to learn from a few examples to recognize the 
legality of new strings. 

It is obvious that this problem cannot be handled by a feed forward 
network since it can only accomodate a time window of fixed size and 
thus cannot handle sequential patterns with various length. In a 
recrurrent network, the iteration of the neurons can be viewed as 
transitions among internal states represented by the activity patterns 
of the neurons. Starting with a fixed initial state, the network is 
iterated with an input string presented sequentially through a few 
additional input neurons to the recurrent state neuron. At the end of 
the input string an end symbol is presented and the activity of a 
particular state neurons is taken to indicate the "acceptance" (or 
rejection) of the input string if this activity is close to "1" (or 
"o"). 

Using second order connections, the recurrent formula for the 
neurons can be written as 

ttl t .t 

S5 = BG Wis 83° Ty + 84) (1) 
where sf is the activity of the i., neuron at time step t, 1° is the ken 
component of the input symbol at time t, and g is the sigmoid function 
for analog soft neurons. In our system, we use three state neurons and 
three input symbols (0,1 and "e" the end symbol). 

An online real-time learning algorithm for the network similar to 
that of Williams and Zipser [6] was derived in which the weight change 
(error prediction) is propagated forward and updated at every time 
step. At the end of the input sequence, the predicted error is compared 
with the actual error obtained through the classification information 
and updating of the connection weight made only at this time. This 
procedure therefore departs Significantly from other works that trained 
State machines with supervision at each time step. 

In our opinion, we are training the neural network to self organize 
into a finite state machine structure (transition rules and internal 
states unknown beforehand). This is significantly different from 
simulating a given finite state machine by providing information 
regarding the number of states and their transition rules. As a matter 
of fact, there is a well-known receipe to construct a neural network to 
simulate a given finite state machine [3]. However, we should note that 
the constructed neural network is of higher order type as indicated in 
Eq- (1). We can show that networks with only binary connections cannot 
simulate "all" finite state machines. It is the main reason why we 
choose higher order network for our grammatical inference task. 
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For the training samples we begin with all the binary strings 

shorter than a length of 4 digit. There are 30 of them. After these 

were learned, we tested the system on some new strings with longer 

digits. Usually, this first round of learning is not perfect. We found 

a few incorrect recognitions of strings in length 6,/7,8 etc. These 

strings were then added to the training set for the second round of 

training. After three or four rounds of training, the total number of 

training patterns would be accumulated to around fifty and the learned 

network performs almost always perfectly (systematically testing strings 

of length up to 20). Usually each round of training requires less than 

500 sweeps of presentation to converge. 

Since we use analog neurons and weights, it is actually impossible 

to conclude that the trained recurrent network would not make errors in 

its recognition of an arbitrarily long strings (with length >> 20, there 

are more than 10 binary strings with length 20). However, after we 

quantized the internal states to 1 bit acuracy, we found a discrete 

finite state machine with four states as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, 

if we also quantize the weights to 1 bit per weight, we found the 

network state machine remains intact. The learned network is rather 

robust indeed. 

Q 

Oo 2) Fig. 1: A four state 

Machine learned from 

examples, state | is 
both the start and the 

| final state. 

As mentioned earlier, there is no guarantee that a recurrent 

network with "binary" connection weights would learn a finite grammar. 

As a matter of fact, one can easily show that the 4 state machine in 

Fig. 1 cannot be implemented with the "binary" network. Nevertheless we 

found that a binary network did learn to recognize the dual parity 

string. The machine has 16 states. It enjoys much less fault tolerance 

and requires much longer time to learn (about 4 or 5 times longer). 

As a curiosity, we also tested the inference of nonregular grammars 

on the recurrent neural network without any external stack or tape 

memory. An example is the problem of parenthesis checking. The 

parenthesis checking problem is a problem of context free grammar which 

cannot be solved in general by any finite state machine. Nevertheless 

if we limit the length of the string then a finite state machine may be 

expected to handle it. Using the neural net with the same topology as 

for the dual parity problem, we found it can recognize almost all 

strings up to length 10 (with only two errors). However the internal 

states structures are vey irregular. We cannot extract a finite state 

machine from it. 
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In conclusion, we have trained recurrent neural network to do 
inference on regular grammar. A real-time learning algorithm can lead 
the network to form a finite state machine automatically. Second order 
connections are most natural for this problem since a constructive 
reciepe exists for a second order neural network to simulate any given 
finite state machine. First order network is not able to implement 
certain finite state structure and is also more difficult to train in 
general. Much more work are needed to clarify the question regarding 
the following: How large a finite state machine can be implemented in a 
given network? How many different finite state machine can be 
implemented in a given network topology? How to deal with inference 
problems with more sophiscated grammers such as context free and context 
sensitive grammers? etc. As for the last question we have constructed a 
neural network push down automaton to recognize simple context free 
grammar as reported in a separate paper [7]. 
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Gorman and Sejnowski [3] demonstrated that a learning algorithm such as back-propagation in a multilayered 

neural network (NN) can be an alternative to traditional pattern classification techniques. In their study, a trained 

network's performance was compared with that of a nearest neighbor classifier, and they found that the NN 

could classify input signals somewhat better than the latter technique. Since the probability of correct classifica- 

tion for the nearest neighbor technique can be used to obtain upper and lower bounds on the Bayes probability of 

correct classification [1], the performance of the network may have approached that of a Bayes decision rule, 

which is an optimal classifier. This hypothesis is interesting since Bayesian estimators require a priori 

knowledge regarding the underlying statistical nature of the classification problem, and simplifying assumptions 

must be made in order to apply such estimators in a sparse data environment. A comparison of the two tech- 

niques would be valuable since NNs have the advantage of requiring less restrictive assumptions in representing 

an unknown system, making them potentially easier to apply in a sparse (and usually noisy) data environment. 

It is in such an environment where we have compared the performance of a NN estimator to that of two sta- 

tistical techniques: a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator, and a Bayesian maximum a posteriori probability 

(MAP) estimator. The estimation problem was that of predicting model parameters of a pharmacokinetic system 

(e.g., systems that define absorption-elimination dynamics of drugs in patients). In this area, Bayesian estima- 

tors have been successfully applied [6], partially due to the fact that a prior distribution of the unknown parame- 

ters is generally available. 

In addition to the parameter estimation problem, the estimators were asked to predict the noise present in each 

of the measured data samples. We compared the noise model developed by the NN with that of the ML and the 

Bayesian estimators. Our results show that the NN's performance in both the parameter estimation and the noise 

estimation problems was better than the ML estimator, and was comparable to the optimal Bayesian estimator. 

Estimation Problem   

In the process of acquiring FDA approval for a new drug, it is necessary for the developer to suggest a phar- 

macokinetic (PK) model that relates dosage to the drug's response in the patient (e.g., a compartmental model 

that describes the dynamics of drug uptake and removal in various organs). One objective of such a model would 

be to estimate how much drug a physician should administer (and at what intervals) in order to achieve a given 

drug concentration in the blood stream of the patient. The distribution for the parameters of these PK models are 

calculated from data in a large number of patients. The developed population model is then used to regulate initial 

dosage to new patients after the drug has been approved by the FDA. 

For many drugs that can produce life threatening toxicities, a patient's dosage regimen is often adjusted based 

on feedback from blood samples. This feedback is used for estimating the PK model parameters of the patient, 
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given the prior distribution of parameters from the FDA approval studies. In the clinical setting, the particular 
patient's model parameters must be estimated from a limited number of blood samples: sampling procedures are 
generally expensive, and are influenced by errors associated with the drug assay techniques. In summary, the 
estimation problem is to predict the PK model parameters of a given patient based on a sparse set of noisy sam- 
pled data, in order to keep the plasma concentrations of a drug at a desired level. 

Because of the sparse nature of this estimation problem, nonlinear state estimation algorithms are thought to 
be unsuitable [2]. However, Bayesian methods have been proposed [6] and successfully applied [7]. In our 
approach, we view the NN as an estimator which maps the noisy sampled data from a particular patient into that 
patient's PK model parameters. We also require the network to estimate the noise present in the sampled data. In 
what follows, a NN estimator is developed and its performance evaluated for a specific drug (theophylline, a 
bronchodilator) and clinical application (continuous intravenous therapy). 

Pharmacokinetic Model 

The PK model considered here has two parameters, a distribution volume V (liters), and an elimination clear- 
ance CL (liters/hr). Input to the model is the rate of drug dosage r(t) (mg/hr). Model outputs are drug concentra- 
tion x(t) (1g) in the patient's body, and concentrations in the patient's blood y(t) (g/ml). 

  

dx(t) CL _ x(t) 
“ad Vv x(t) + r(t) yt) = 

Above model is used to describe the plasma concentrations following an initial loading (7,) and maintenance (7,) 
infusions of the drug. It is assumed that in the drug-approval studies, the distribution of the two model parame- 
ters V and CL are found to be log-normal with the mean, p= { py; }, =1,2, uy = 35, [2 = 2.7, respectively, and 
covariance, (2 = { Wj }, =/=1,2, @1; = 125, @22 = 1.72, @2) = @)2 = 7.34. 

For a particular patient, we would like to produce a concentration of 10 ug/ml at 30 minutes after the initial 
infusion of this drug, and keep this concentration constant for 24 hours. In order to calculate the dosage regimen 
for this patient, it is initially assumed that the patient's PK model parameters reside around the mean values of the 
population distribution. Based on this assumption, infusion rates of r, = 700 mg/hr over the interval of 0 <t< 
30 minutes, and 7. = 27 mg/hr for 0.5 < t < 24 hours are selected. 

To estimate the patient's actual PK model parameters, two plasma samples are taken and the drug's concen- 
trations are measured by an assay technique. This technique adds an error term to the true concentrations of the 
drug: Measurements, z(t,) and z(t), are related to the true concentrations of the drug, y(t,c) (ug/ml), as follows: 
2(t) = y(t,) + e(t), where a = [V CL]', and e(t) is the error. The measurement error is assumed to be Gaussian 
with zero mean and a standard deviation of o,(@) = 0.15*y(t,a@). It is assumed that the samples are taken at t, = 
1.5 hrs and t, = 10.0 hrs. Given samples z(t,) and z(t), the problem is to (1) estimate this individual's model 
parameters, and (2) estimate the noise present in each sample. 

  Estimation Procedure 

Two traditional statistical approaches are used to solve such estimation problems for sparse data systems: 
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation and a Bayesian procedure which calculates the maximum a posteriori prob- 
ability (MAP). The first is based on Gauss's suggestion that " ... the most probable value of the unknown 
quantities will be that in which the sum of squares of the differences between the actually observed and the com- 
puted values ... is aminimum.” For the notation defined above, the ML estimate, Qu, 1s defined as follows: 

  

y (2(t;) — y(t;, a)? 
5 + In O;, (a) 

i=] O;, (@) 
Oy, = arg { min Out } Ou. = 

The second estimator, MAP, is a Bayesian point estimator which can be calculated in a computationally 
Straightforward manner, given that certain distributional assumptions are met [2]. For the system model and 
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error variance described in the previous section, the MAP estimator is given by Q&yap below, where v= {Vj },1= 

1,2, and ® = (@;;}, i=/=1,2, and v; = In pj — ¢/2, i = 1,2, where $y = In (@j/ Mig + 1), Lf = 1,2. Details of 

above procedures are given in (2]. 

  

2 2 
Ousp _ y [ (2(t;) EA a)) +In Oj, (a) | 

Oy ap = arg { min Ousr } ist %; (@) 2 

+ [In o-VIT@"! [In a- Vv] +2 > In a, 
i=1 

A NN estimator was also designed and trained for this problem. The network was of the standard feedfor- 

ward variety, consisting of three layers: two input units, seven hidden units, and four output units. The number 

of hidden units was arrived at empirically based on the change in the performance of the network as a function of 

the number of hidden units. The inputs to the network were the data samples 2(t,) and z(#2). The four outputs of 

the network consisted of estimates of the PK model parameters V and C'L for an individual patient, and estimates 

of the actual value of the data samples (noise-free) y(t,) and Xt,). 

The training procedure for the NN estimator was as follows: From the log-normal population of V and CL, a 

training set of 150 pairs of model parameters were selected. For each parameter pair (representing one patient in 

the pre-approval studies), and for the given 7, and r. and assumed PK and noise model, data samples z(t,) and 

z(t>) were given as input to the network. The errors in estimating model parameters and noise components of the 

sampled data were fed back using the back-propagation algorithm [5]. Both parameters of this algorithm were 

adjusted empirically based on rate of decline and asymptotic value of the sum of the absolute error. Increasing 

the size of the training set provided no appreciable improvements in estimation performance of the network. 

Performance of the Estimators 

To evaluate the performance of the trained NN estimator with that of the ML and the Bayesian (MAP) estima- 

tors, a test set consisting of 1000 measurement & parameter vectors was generated. The training and test sets had 

similar means and variances. To quantify the performance of these estimators, we calculated a prediction error 

term (pe;) for each estimation point in the test set, e.g. for V, pej = (v; — V;)*100/V;, i=1, ... , 1000, where vy; 

and V; are the estimated and true values for the i-th entry in the test set. Performance of the estimators over the 

entire test set was expressed as the mean and root mean square of the error (Mpe and RMSpe, respectively) for 

each predicted variable. Mpe reflects the bias of the estimator, and it is given below: 

} %%) ve) CL V 

  

Table 1. Mean prediction error   

as a percentage of the actual NN 0.6 2.3 3.8 4.7 

value of the parameter, for the ML -1.1 -3.0 3.4 2.5 

three estimators. Bayesian 0.8 1.5 6.1 1.0 

Results from Table 1 indicate that: (1) Biases of the three estimators were small for all variables, and (2) Biases 

were not significantly different among the three estimators (ANOVA p > 0.05). Since the mean error term is in- 

fluenced by the cancelling effect of under- and over-estimation, we also examined the RMSpe. The results are 

plotted in Fig. 1. Based on this measure, the NN consistently performed better than the ML estimator, and ap- 

proached that of the MAP estimator, which is an optimal classifier in terms of probability of correct classification. 

We also compared the performance of the noise models developed by the NN and the Bayesian estimator. 

This is reflected in the Mpe of y(t,) and y(t,) in table 1, and RMSpe of y(t,) and y(¢) in Fig. 1. There appears to 

be little or no differences in the performance of these two noise models. We have plotted in Fig. 2 the 95% 

confidence interval for the three estimators: the error associated with the predicted value of a parameter will be 

bounded by this interval with a probability of 95%. This measure of performance is useful because it indicates 

how bad the worst predictions of these estimators were. For example, for CL, ML's worst estimates were about 

+100% off the actual value. This compares with the NN's worst prediction errors of about 60%, which is very 
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Figure 1. RMS of the error associated with predicting the Figure 2. 95% confidence interval (see text) of the four 
variables, expressed as % of actual value, for the estimators. variables by the three estimators. 

similar to the Bayesian estimator's errors (Fig. 2). The entire test set and the predictions of the NN and Bayesian 
methods are plotted in Fig. 3 for the parameter V. 

Arguments can be made that the process of supervised learning in a NN is a form of describing a Bayesian 
estimator. We have provided some evidence here that for the particular application of estimating parameters in a 
sparse and noisy data environment, the NN's performance approaches that of the optimal Bayesian MAP 
estimator. We now point out a potential advantage of the NN over Bayesian methods: More realistic kinetic 
models would require multiple compartments and a larger number of parameters. With only a few data samples 
available from such a system, significant simplifying assumptions are required in order for the Bayesian estimator 
to be constructed. It may be possible however to train a NN on simulations from a more complete model, while 
still producing estimates of a few unknown parameters that are of interest to the developer. 
(1] Cover, T.M., & P.E. Hart (1967). Nearest neighbor pattern classification, IEEE Trans on Inform. Theory, IT-13, 21-27. 
[2] D'Argenio, D.Z., & D.C. Maneval (1988). Estimation approaches for modeling sparse data systems, [FAC Modelling and 

Control in Biomedical Systems, Italy, 61-67. 
[3] Gorman, R.P., & T.J. Sejnowski (1988). Analysis of hidden units in a layered network trained to classify sonar targets, Neural 

Networks, 1, 75-89. 
[4] Mallet, A. (1986). A maximum likelihood estimation method for random coefficient regression models, Biometrika, 73:645-56. 
[5] Rumelhart, R.E., G.E. Hinton & R.J. Williams (1986). Learning internal representations by error propagation, Parallel 

Distributed Processing, Eds: D.E. Rumelhart & J.L. McClelland, 318-362, MIT Press. 
[6] Sheiner, L. B., H. Halkin et al. (1975). Improved computer-assisted digoxin therapy: a method using feedback of measured 

serum digoxin concentrations, Ann Intern Med, 82:619-627. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to present a neural network that solves the general Linear 

Programming (LP) problem. In the first part, we recall Hopfield and Tank’s circuit for LP and show 

that although it converges to stable states, it does not, in general, yield admissible solutions. This is due 

to the penalization treatment of the constraints. In the second part, we propose an approach based on 

Lagragrange multipliers that converges to primal and dual admissible solutions. We also show that the 

duality gap (measuring the optimality) can be rendered, in principle, as small as needed. 

1. Introduction. The contribution of neural networks to Optimization Theory has been mainly 

dedicated to NP-complete problems so far, and in particular to the Travelling Salesman Problem [1] (see 

also [2] for an excellent account). Here, we consider ”simpler” problems, like Linear Programming (LP) 

and its variants, for which low-order polynomial algorithms are already available [3]. Although some of 

these simpler problems are combinatorial by formulation (like the Assignment Problem [4]), their struc- 

ture is inherently continuous and seems well adapted to a neural network solution. 

The only attempts we are aware of, concerning continuous optimization problems are Hopfield and Tank’s 

circuit for LP [5], its application to Analog Decoding [6], the work of Jeffrey and Rosner [7] for the so- 

lution of variational problems, and our recent application of sigmoidic functions to general optimization 

problems(8,9]. In the next Section, we give some properties of linear programs. In Section 3, we recall 

some background on Hopfield and Tank’s LP network and discuss its connection with standard optimiza- 

tion methods. We note that it converges to stable states which are not, in general, admissible solutions of 

the problem. In Section 4, we propose a new network that, in handling the constraints, relies on duality 

instead of direct penalization. This network always converges to primal and dual admissible solutions, 

and the associated duality gap can be rendered as small as desired. 

2. Linear Programming. We intend to solve the LP problem 

(1) min<c,zr> subject to Az> 6, 

where c and z are vectors in R", b is a vector in R™, and A is an m x n matrix, with m < n. The 

brackets < .,. > denote the scalar product in R". We assume that problem (1) has a bounded solution 

z* and, for the purpose of the forthcoming derivations, that the rank of A is m. We define the operation 

[.}>: flo =y if y<0, [y]J7 =0 if y>0, and apply it componentwise, if y is a vector. In the 

following, a vector z such that Az > b will be called admissible for (1). It is common, when dealing with 

LP problems to introduce their dual problems. The dual problem associated with (1) is 

(2) max<b,p> subject to A'p=c, and p>QO, 

where AT denotes the transpose of matrix A. Note that we have also denoted the scalar product in R™ 

by <.,. >. The fundamental result of duality is (for a proof, see [10]): 

Proposition 1. If £ is admissible for (1) and p is admissible for (2) (that is A’p=c, p> 0), then the 

duality gap 6 :=<c,i > — < b,p > is positive. If 6 =0, then Z ts a solution of (1), and p 1s a solution 

of (2). 
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3. Hopfield and Tank’s Neural Network for Linear Programming. The neural network 
proposed in [5] for the solution of (1), contains n neurons with internal states u;, output values 2; = g)(uj), 
and time response 7. We denote them as neurons (uj,2z;), (i = 1, ..., n). The function g is assumed 
linear and increasing (g,(u) = Au, A > 0). We also have m neurons (with no time response) with 
internal state y; = )/; Ajizi — 6; and output values y~; = (y; )?. There are no connections within the set 
of {(u;,2;)}; neurons nor within the set of {(y,;, ~;)}; meurons. On the other hand, each (u;,z;) neuron is 
connected, with connection strength Aj;, to the neuron (y;, ~;) . The dynamics of the {(u;,z;)}; neurons 
is given by the equation (that we directly write in vector form for the whole set) 

du _ u T _ (3) = Te- = ATAe- oY. 

An energy functional is associated with (3) 

(4) E(2) =< 2 > +5II[42— 5" |? + lel? 2 2AT 

We now prove the convergence of the network and address the optimality of the procedure. 
Proposition 2. The functional E(z) is a Lyapunov functional for (3). 
Proof: E(z) is bounded below since it contains a quadratic term in ||z||. Also, we have 

  

dE(z) _ dr T _ dr 1 dr 

a Sg 7 TSAO ty <a> 
1 dz du dz du_ T - 2 = ~b)- + —2, — >= -— < —, — d= NII I? <0. <e+ A [Ar — by + a, m= — < ag P= All’ <0 

d d 
Thus E(z) is decreasing along the trajectories of (3) an oe) = 0 implies that — = 0. a 

The network driven by (3) is designed to solve the problem min E(z), where one attempts to satisfy 
Zz 

the constraint by penalization. We will show that, in general, this does not imply that the network solves 
the original problem (1). Let (u,z,¥,~) be a stable state. Then Z is solution of the fixed point equation 

(5) c+ B+ ATLAS — 8)" = 0 

We can state 

Proposition 3. Two necessary conditions (on AT) for = to be admissible are 

(6) A\r< ann a and \rAc < —b. 
c 

Proof: Indeed, if = is admissible, then we get = —Arc from (5). Since the solution z* is such that 
<c,z" > < <c,z > for every admissible z, we must have < c,z* > < —Ar||e||?. By applying the 
matrix A to (5) and by using the admissibility of z, we get the other condition. a 
Corollary. In general, the solution of (5) is not admissible for (1). 
Indeed, since Ar is strictly positive, whenever < c, z* > is positive or equal to zero, one cannot obtain an 
admissible z. Even if < c,z* > is negative, the second condition of (6) implies Ar < Ac,b> < —|]b||? , 
which is not satisfied whenever < Ac,b > > 0. Counterexamples can be easily constructed. 

4. A Primal-Dual Neural Network for Linear Programming. We now propose a neural 
network named Primal-Dual because it provides admissible primal (Z) and dual (p) vectors . Moreover, 
we will show that the duality gap can be made as small as desired. We consider n neurons of the type 
(u,z) and m neurons of the type (v,p). We assume that 

(7) z=RG)(u), p=gy(v), with A>0, R>O0, Gi(u)>0, g,(v)>0, g,,(v) > 0, 
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where Ris a large bound on ||z|| which has not to be known precisely. Although the following derivations 

do not use their explicit form, the functions G, and g, can be chosen as G)(u) = tanh(Au) (with 2 not 
pu 
  

. eyeae e . . 

too large in order to prevent instabilities) and g,(v) = . The latter choice of g, was proposed in [6]. 

It may have, however, a natural tendancy to produce numerical difficulties. 

The evolution equations of these neurons are assumed to be 

dv p 
Go prt Ae 

du 

(8) at =-ct A’ p, 

The main differences between (8) and (3) are the following: (i) the neurons (u,z) have no time 

constant, and the relation between u and z is not totally linear, (ii) the constraints are ”softly” penalized 

by the output values of the neurons (v, p), (##/) unlike the neurons (7, y) of the Hopfield and Tank model, 

the neurons (v, p) have an explicit evolution as independent state variables, and have a time constant. 

These differences do not affect significantly the feasibility of an analog implementation [11]. 

We now address the convergence of the network and the optimality of its fixed points. 

We choose the Lyapunov functional 

Ill? 
(9) E(z,p)=<e2>—<p,Ar—d> +077 

Convergence: E(z,p) is bounded below because ||z|| is bounded by /nR and E contains a quadratic 

term in ||p||. It decreases along the trajectories of (8). Indeed, 

— = — o=_eee — — — — = -_ e — e < . HT n< cA PG >< Gy de—b- a> DUNG) dm G) <0 

dE(z) du dv 
= 0 implies — = 0 and — = 0. a 

  Thus, 

Consequently, the network defined by (7) and (8) converges to a stable state (4%, Z, v, p). 

The admissibility and optimality of the fixed points is addressed in 

Proposition 4. The fired point Z is admissible for (1) and the fized point p ts admissible for (2). The 

associated duality gap 6 =< c,z > — < b,p> is equal to eo Moreover, if the rank of A ts equal to m, 

p is bounded and the duality gap has a magnitude of order O(-). 

Proof: From the fixed point equations, one gets AZ — 6 = - > 0. Thus Z is admissible for (1). Also, 

we have A’ p = ¢ and since p = g,(v) > 0, p is admissible for (2). If we multiply A’ p=c by &, we get 

<¢,F>-—<b,p>= — lla? 
If the rank of A is equal to m, then (AAT) is an mx m positive invertible matrix. Its eigenvalues (ordered 

, , , ; wae 1 
by increasing size) a),...,@m are stricly positive, and from A’ p = c, one gets ||p|| < —|le|| < M < +00. 

ai 
1 

Thus, <c,r>—<b,p>< a a 

Application. In order to get an approximation of the optimal cost, < c,z* >, with an absolute 
2 

precision € , one can choose pp, = ——. One might expect, however, that due to the form of g,, some 

bifurcation behavior can appear (See [9] for typical examples). It will thus be advisable to start the 

network with a moderate pu and increase it progressively to the value ,. This procedure would bear 

some analogy with an ”annealing” technique [1,9]. 
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5. Conclusion. In this paper, we have studied two neural networks models for Linear Program- 
ming, the Hopfield and Tank network, and the Primal-Dual network. We have shown that the Primal-Dual 
network converges to admissible solutions and can be used to get a very good approximation of the op- 
timal cost. Throughout the paper, we also addressed some implementation issues. Extensive numerical 
simulations and analog circuit implementation will be our next focus [11]. 
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Amari and Takeuchi (1978) presented an interesting theory of category 

formation for a single perceptron-like unit under the influence of changing 

environmental input and Hebb-like unsupervised learning. The present paper is a 

more rigorous foundation for a version of their theory, together with further 

analysis of the categories that can develop. 

Our unit has nm input lines and a weight vector W<CR". There are m input 

patterns Xg ER", a=1, ... ,m. The output is g(W-Xq —8q) where g is a sigmoidal 

function and 0, is a threshold (or bias) which can depend on the input. (This might 

arise from an inhibitory signal passed to the unit from another unit aroused by Xq, 

whose weights are constant in time.) In contrast to Amari and Takeuchi, we assume 

g is continuously differentiable, with positive derivative. For definiteness we 

assume g(x'=o(Yx} where o(x) is a standard sigmoid such as the logistic function, 

and Y>O is a system parameter called the gain. The limiting values of g(x) as x — 

4+oo or —oo are respectively 1 and 0. (For Amari and Takeuchi the gain is infinite, 

that is, g is the discontinuous Heaviside function. This makes Equation (1) below 

easy to analyze; but (2) is then very difficult; moreover it is unclear whether (2) is 

a good approximation to (1).) 

The weights evolve as follows. At presentation of the k’th input Xq let the 

weight vector be W{k—1). After the output is computed, the weight changes 

according to the vector differential equation 

ldW/dt = —W + e(W-Xq—O@q)Xa, k-I1 <t <k. (1) 

where the system parameter \>0 is the learning rate. The new weight is W(k). 

We assume successive inputs are chosen according to an infinite sequence a(k) aking 

values in {1, ... ,m}, k=1, 2, --- . Piecing together solutions of (1) for successive k 

gives a continuous W(t), 0<t<oo. 
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The basic assumption on the input sequence {X 5K) is that in the long run 

the proportion of k such that a(k)=j approaches a limit Pp, 9 < p, < 1, for each 

j=1, ... ,m. The aik) may be chosen either deterministically or stochastically. In 

the latter case, for many stochastic processes {a(k)} some form of the Law of Large 

Numbers, or an Ergodic Theorem, implies the existence almost surely of the limits 

p,, Amari and Takeuchi require a deterministic sequence for their application to a 

model of development of feature detectors in the retinal cortex. 

The key to analyzing equation (1) is to use the Averaging Theorem: Given 

T>0 and « >0 there exists \,>0 such that if O<A<A, then the solution to (1) is 

within € of the solution with the same initial value to 

1dW/dt = —W + > paeW-Xq—0a)Xa , k-l <t <k. (2) 
a=] 

for O<t<T/\ . (The proof requires that g be continuously differentiable.) From 

now on we study (2), identifying W with W. Note that if p3=0 then X 8 does not 

appear in (2). Thus inputs that are sufficiently infrequent have no effect on the 

long-term development of the weight vector. We might as well assume all pg >-0. 

Equation (2) is of gradient form: the right hand side is the gradient of the 

“energy” function 

m 

E(W) = —3IWi? + > pa G(W-Xx 0g) 
a=) 

where G(x) is any antiderivative of g(x). It follows that every solution converges 

to an equilibrium, and under plausible “generic” assumptions almost every solution 

tends to some stable equilibrium, i.e. a local maximum point for E. It is easy to 

see that W(t)-Y -—+ 0 exponentially for any solution W(t) and any vector Y 

orthogonal to all the inputs. 

Suppose a solution W(t) of (2) converges to a stable equilibrium W,. It is 

important to realize that the weight is not really frozen at W.; in reality it 

changes according to system (1) as the different inputs are presented. But the 

actual solution W(t) to (1) is close to W. for long periods of time; and it can be 

proved that for high enough gain it is as close as desired ator all sufficiently large 

times ¢. 
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Insight into (2) is obtained by introducing the recal/ variables ug =W-Xq. 

Define a symmetric mxX<m matrix T by T gq =XaXg: and sigmoids gq(x)=Ppoqe(x — Aq). 

Dotting both sides of (2) with Xg gives the system 

m 

idup/dt = —ug + > Tggealug), S=1,....m. (3) 
a=] 

This describes the activation dynamics (not the weight dynamics!) of the well known 

class of recurrent additive nets with symmetric weight matrices. The “net” 

corresponding to (3), with activations ug and weights Tag is only conceptual; but 

that does not prevent us from applying the crucial Theorem of Hopfield (1984): If 

the gain Y is sufficiently large then for any stable equilibrium u of (3), Zqluq) is 

close to one of its limiting values. In terms of (2) this says: For sufficiently high 

gain, if W» is a stable equilibrium then g(W,-Xq) is close to 0 or 1, for every oa. 

This can also be proved directly from (2). Notice that when m<n, (3) has fewer 

equations than (2). 

From now on we assume very high (but not infinite!) gain and very low 

learning rate \. For each stable equilbrium Wy, of (2), Amari and Takeuchi define 

the category S(W,,)=S to be the set, possibly empty, of those Xq such that 

g(Wy-Xq)#1. Thus Xg€S means that when the long-term memory state is W. then 

the unit fires whenever pattern Xqg is input. We may say that in this case the unit 

“recognizes” Xq. 

A category represents a possible mode of long-term development of the unit; 

Amari and Takeuchi interpret a category as a feature detector. Different initial 

values of W and different thresholds 0, may lead to different categories. It is 

likely, but not known, that different stable equilibria can determine the same 

category. In any case, in functional terms it is the categories, not the stable 

equilibria, that characterize the developed network. 

Amari and Takeuchi analyze the structure of categories in terms of various 

parameters. Analogs of some of their results can be obtained in the present setup. 

Here however we present a new result expressing a set-theoretic property of the 

set of all categories, under the special assumption, biologically plausible, that the 

components of the vectors Xq are nonnegative. 
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This makes (2) (also (1) and (3)) into a cooperative system: Denoting the 

right hand side of (2) by F(W), we have OF /aW, > 0 for ij. Using the order- 

preserving properties of the solution flow of a cooperative system (Hirsch 1982, 

1989), the following result can be proved: 

The union of two categories is contained in a category; the intersection 

of two categories contains a category. 

As a consequence, if there is a long-term memory state W. recognizing Xqg, 

and another recognizing X gs then there is one recognizing both Xg and X g- If 

every input pattern is recognized by some W, then the set comprising all inputs is a 

category, and so is the null set. In any case there is a unique maximal category and 

@ unique minima! one. 

Units of the type considered here can be cascaded to form a feed-forward net 

in which each unit develops its own category of those Signal patterns, from earlier 

layers of the net, which it recognizes. 
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STATE EVALUATION FUNCTIONS FOR NEURAL NETWORKS AND 
POSSIBLE LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 

Youichi Kobuchi 
Department of Electronics and Informatics 

Faculty of Science and Technology 
Ryukoku University, Seta 

Oe-cho Seta, Otsu-shi, 520-21 JAPAN 

Hopfield[3] was the first to show that there is a Lyapunov function for a given symmetric neural 

network which operates asynchronously where each component model neuron is basically that of 

McCulloch and Pitts[5] or its continuous counterpart. It corresponds to the "energy" of the 

network which decreases as time elapses.(See, for example, Feldman{1].) We examine the alleged 

proposition that the neural networks should have symmetric weights to have Lyapunov functions. 

For that purpose, we start by defining a state evaluation function which is a mapping from the set 

of state configurations into the set of real numbers. Then the difference function of such state 

evaluation function is introduced and conveniently characterized. An application of the properties 

of difference functions reveals that there is a slightly extended class of asynvnetric neural networks 

which have Lyapunov functions. 

  

1. State Evaluation Functions and Their Difference Functions 

Consider an arbitrary network composed of n elements each of which takes one of the two states 

{0,1}. A generic configuration is denoted as s = (S/,S2,...,S,) where sj is in {0,1} forie Na 

and N, = {1,2,....n}. We first assume that there is a function E(s), called a state evaluation 

function, from {0,1}" to R where R is the set of real numbers. Note that the framework here 1s 

quite general that we are not concerned with any particular network dynamics at present. Let J bea 

subset of N, . Then sy denotes a configuration such that sy = (s'7,S'2,...,8'n) where Sj = Sj; = 1 - 

sj if i is in J and s'j = sj otherwise. For any], KON, leJ®K={ie N, |(ie Jandi¢ K) 

or (ie K andi¢ J)}. Now we define a difference function as follows: For J& Ny, let AE,(S) = 

E(s) - E(sy). In passing, note that AE,(s) is a kind of state evaluation function with parameter J. 

A basic relation which must hold among these difference functions is that AEj(S) = AEx($) + 

AEx @(SK) for any J, K & Ny. In fact, this relation is shown to hold if it holds for any J & Ny, 

and any singleton set K € Ny. The relation also tums out to be a sufficient condition for the 

existence of a function E(s)such that AE(s) = E(s) - E(sy). That is, consider a family of state 

evaluation functions AF,(s) from {0,1}® into R with parameter J © N, such that the above relation 

for AE;(s) holds. Then define a function E(s) : {0,1}" — R by E(s) = AF/s)(s) +C where Cis a 

constant in R and I(s) denotes the set of integers i such that s;= 1: I(s)={ ie Ny | Ss; = 1 where 

S = (S],S2,...s5n) }. Note that AFys)(s) is a function of s since the parameter part I(s) is also 

determined by s. Now we can reduce the basic relation still further to obtain the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 1, Let AE;(s) : {0,1}" +R be given for each ke Ny. The following preservation 

conditions are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a function E(s) : (0,1}" > R such that 

AE ;(s) = E(s) - E(sy) where AEj(s) = 2 AE;,(sy,) for Jr = U1 J2.--dr-1}, 57 = ¢ and J =JIm+s : 

For any j and kin Ny, AE((s) + AE;(s;) = AE,(S) + AESy) (2nd order condition), 

AE;(s) + AE;(Sx) = O (1st order condition), and 
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AE 4(s) = 0 (Oth order condition). 

The theorem says that the preservation conditions of order less than or equal to two are sufficient 
for the basic relation to hold. The state evaluation function E(s) can be a Lyapunov function for a 
network with certain dynamics such that AE,(s) is nonnegative whenever s changes to S;. 

2. Neural Network Definitions and Searching for Lyapunov Functions 
Using the above theorem, we examine what are the conditions for neural networks to have 

Lyapunov functions, if any. Assume that there are n McCulloch-Pitts neurons numbered 1 
through n in a network, and also assume an asynchronous operation for the time being. Let s;(t) 
be the state of neuron i at time t, taking the value 1 or 0, and let s = (s7(t),S2(t),...s,(t)). If we 
write the weight connecting i to j as wi, and the threshold value for i as 0;, the next state of 
neuron k can be defined as follows: 

Evaluate d;(s) = > WijSj(t) - Ox , then s;(t+1) becomes 1 if d;,(S) is positive, and 0 if it is 
a 

negative. We have assumed as in Goles [2] that for every i, >, wysj- 8;#0 for any sj; € {0,1} i, j 
FA 

= 1,2,....n. The state transition rule means that s, changes to 3; if and only if S¢ dg(s) < O where 
Sx = Sx - Sx . In order to have a Lyapunov function E(s) for this network, it is necessary that E 
value should decrease when s changes to sz , which implies §; dy(s)< 0. That is, the difference 
function can be appropriately expressed as AE;(s ) = fi(- 5 dy(S)) = - Sx fy(dy(s)) where fy is a 
sign preserving function. Then the preserving conditions in the previous theorem yield the 
following relations. 

For any /and k inN,, 

Se(fi(de(s)) - fe(di(s) - weiS)) = SX£Xd,(S)) - f(dS) - WuSe)) (2nd order relation), and 

fx(dg(S)) = fx(dy (S) - Se Wi) (1st order relation). 

Now we analyse these relations in general terms. From the Ist order relation, we have the 
following necessary condition because f, is a sign preserving function as required. 

dx(S)(dg (S) - Sk Wix) > 0. 

From this inequality, we can have a condition on wy under which a network under 
consideration behaves just like a network where wy, = 0. Conversely, wz = 0 trivially 
ensures the lst order relation. In short, the 1st order condition requires something like a point- 
wise stability. We call the property wy = 0 (k = 1,2,...,n) as zero-diagonal condition. 

In the above expression, the 2nd order relation is required for every possible s. It can be 
easily seen, however, that the relation holds if it is satisfied for the cases where se=s, =0. If 
we write sy, and sj component of s as s(sx, s/) then the relation can be rewritten as 

fe(dx(s(0,0))) - fe(de(s(0,0)) + wiz) = f(d(S(0,0))) - fi(d,(S(0,0)) + wx) | 

To be more concrete, we consider the case where each f; is a linear function, le., f(x) = Cyx 
for a positive constant cy. Then we have cpwy =c,wy. The relations ChWa = Cwy (k, | = 
1,2,....n) can be written in matrix form as CW = WIC where W = [wij] and C is a diagonal 
matrix whose t-i element is cj for i = 1,2,....n. Since C = Cl, this means that CW is 
symmetric. We call a matrix W quasi-symmetric (with respect to C) if CW is symmetric for 
some diagonal matrix C. A diagonal matrix is said to be positive if all of its diagonal elements 
are positive. We give several characterizations of quasi-symmetric matrices. 
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Lemma. Let W and C be a matrix and a non-singular diagonal matrix, respectively. Then 

the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) CW is symmetric. 

(2) W = C_!U for some symmetric matrix U. 
(3) W = VC for some symmetric matrix V. 
(4) W = BSA for some symmetric matrix S and non-singular diagonal matrices B and A. 

To sum up, we have shown that, under the linear assumption, neural networks must satisfy both 

zero-diagonal condition and quasi-symmetric condition with respect to a positive diagonal matrix in 

order to have some noncontradictory energy function. 

3. Lyapunov Functions for Quasi-Symmetric Neural Networks 

Here we calculate the desired Lyapunov function for a neural network satisfying zero- 

diagonal condition and quasi-symmetric condition with respect to a positive diagonal matrix C 

=[c;]. For a given s = (s/,S2,...,Sn), let I(s) be the set of index i: such that s; = 1 as introduced 

before. Then AE; s)(s) = E(s) - E(Sisy). By definition, sj(s) = 0 = (0,0,...,0) and let E(O) be 

the reference value in evaluating E(s). More simply put, assume that E(0) = 0 and define E(s) 

= AEs)(s ). Let Wei = scesiwei for k,l = 1,2,....n then we have 

E(s) = AE\s)(S) 

y) AE,(s) +} Ss) cw 
iel(s) iyel(s) 

n n 

y AE;(S) 8; +t) CiWijSiS; 

i=l ij=l 

n n 

=- y cd; Ss; +5 2d CiWi jSiSj. 
i=1 ij=l 

n n n 

Substituting d; = »y wijSj - 8; we have E(s) = - 5 CiwijSiSj + y c;s;9; - 

j=l ij=l i=1 

Multiplying by two, for notational convenience, we have a desired Lyapunov function as 

below. 

Theorem 2, 

Let a connection matrix W be a zero-diagonal and quasi-symmetric with respect to a positive 

diagonal matrix C whose i-i element is c; for i = 1,2,....n. Then under asynchronous operation 

mode, the following function is monotone non-increasing. 

E(t) =- >, qwysi(t)s(t) + 2), cisi(t)®; 
ipl i= , 

Following an argument in Goles[2], we can also show that the following is a Lyapunov function 

for synchronous quasi-symmetric neural networks. 

E(t) =- ¥, cywysit)s(t-1) + Y) ci(si(t) + si(t-1))6; 
i=l | . 
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In fact, we have 

n 

E,(t) - E,(t-1) = - » cidj(t-1)(s;(t) - s;(t-2)) where d;(t-1) = y Wi jSj(t-1) - 0;. 
i=l j=! 

If dj(t-1) > O then s;(t) = 1 which means s;(t) - s;(t-2) > 0. If d;(t-1) < O then s;(t) = 0 which 
means Sj(t) - sj(t-2) <0. In both cases, we have cid;(t-1)(s;(t) - si(t-2)) 2 O because c; is positive. 
Thus E,(t) is a monotone non-increasing function of t and we have then that the cycle lengths of the 
corresponding global state transition are at most two. 

4. Concluding Remarks 
It has been known [3] that there is a particular Lyapunov function for asynchronous model neural 

networks with zero-diagonal and symmetric connection matrices. Our questions are : why these 
restrictions are necessary and why that particular form for Lyapunov function. To answer these 
questions we first characterized the existence of state evaluation functions throu gh the properties on 
their difference functions. Then we have shown that there is a class of asymmetric neural 
networks which have Lyapunov functions. The class is called quasi-symmetric because the weight 
matrix W should be such that CW is symmetric for a positive diagonal matrix C. The result was 
obtained by assuming linear functions for the definition of difference functions. The other 
possibilities have to be examined in order to see if there were other classes of neural networks that 
have Lyapunov functions. 
The analyses of possible forms of energy functions for asynchronously operating neural 

networks done here are also relevant when we want to speed up the network operation. That is, 
the formulas for the energy difference given here enable one to decide easily when it is possible to 
Carry Out parallel state transition keeping an energy function decreasing. 
We have also shown that quasi-symmetric neural networks have Lyapunov functions under 

synchronous operation mode. 
Although the class seems to be still rather restrictive, it has been shown elsewhere that an 

interesting class of neural networks with effector and receptor parameters has common elements 
with it[4]. 
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1. Introduction 
Associative memory has been one of the main subjects in the history of 

artificial neural networks. In its basic paradigm, a given set of pairs of 

patterns (s‘™,y‘")) (m=1,..,M), sometimes referred to as_ prototype 

patterns, are stored in the form of strength of connections linking 

neuron-like elements (neurons), and when the network is given a noisy or 

incomplete pattern of s‘™) as a key pattern, it produces or recalls, 

ideally, the corresponding output y‘™’. 
From the viewpoint of the principle of the association, associative 

networks can be classified into two types, the correlation type and the 

orthogonal projection type. It is well known that the latter type of networks 

have a desirable associative ability than the former type, but, in 

conventional models, the weights of connections cannot be determined by local 

calculation as correlation calculation for the prototype patterns, requiring 

inverse or pseudoinverse calculation. Although the connection weights can also 

be determined by learning based on some error correction paradigm, some 

sophisticated mechanism may be required to embody this in hardware. 

This paper proposes anew model of associative networks in which the 

orthogonal projection operator is implemented in a particular structure of 

cross connections between neurons. As aresult, this network has several 

advantageous properties compared to conventional models from practical points 

of view. 

2. Proposed Model 
If prototype pattern vectors s‘™) (m=1,..,M) are linearly independent, 

the optimal associative mapping for the pairs (s‘™’,y‘™’) (m=1,..,M) is 

given by 
y = Y(STS) 3STs = YS*s (1) 

[Kohonen 1987]. Here, s and y are a key (input) pattern vector and an output 

pattern vector, respectively. V4fy,..,y J, SAfs0,..,8 J." 

represents the pseudoinverse of a matrix. Obviously, (1) can be realized by a 

two-layered network with feedforward connections as shown in Fig.l. 

The same mapping can be embodied by a dynamic network shown in Fig.2 

(solid lines). It consists of four layers; input, recognition, supplementary 

and output layers. The function of the input neurons is only to sense external 

signal s and transmit it to the neurons on the recognition layer. The 

recognition neurons, whose number is the same as that of the prototype pairs, 

receive the signals from the sensing layer and from the supplementary layer 

with certain weights, and send the output x to the supplementary layer and to 

the output layer. The supplementary layer with the same number of neurons as 

the input layer receives the signal from the recognition layer and negatively 

feeds the output v back to the recognition layer. The output neurons sum up 

the signals from the recognition neurons and emit the output y. 

The recognition neurons are integral elements and the others are all 

static linear elements. The network equations are 

tdx/dt = S™s - S'v (2) 

v = Sx (3) 

y = Yx. (4) 
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Here, t is a time constant that specifies the response time of the 
recognition neurons. [In case that, for the recognition neurons, we adopt the 
familiar elements with time lag of first order, we have only to add 
self-excitation to them; 1 dx/dt+x=S"s-STvtx. ] X, v, and y converges, for 
constant s, to the following stationary state: 

x(co) = Sts (5) 
v(co) = SS*s (6) 
y(oo) = YS*s = YS*v(co) (7) 

If the time constant, t, is small enough for the network state to converge 
quickly to the stationary state, this network may be considered to have 
virtually the same characteristic as (1). (6) shows that the final pattern of 
the supplementary layer v(°c) becomes the orthogonal projection of s onto II., 
the space spanned by s‘™) (m=1,..,M). From (7) one can see that the orthogonal 
component to II, in s, possibly noise, is eliminated by this operation. 

An interesting aspect of this network is that the neurons on the 
recognition layer behave as the so-called “grandmother cells" for the 
prototype inputs. Indeed, substituting s=s'™’ into (5) leads to 

x(oo) = § (™, (8) 
where 5‘™) is the vector the mth element of which is unity and the others 
are zeros. 

The total number of the connections of this network is M(3I+J) (M, I, J: 
numbers of the neurons in the recognition, input (supplementary), and output 
layers). If M is much smaller than I and J, the connection number is smaller 
than that of Fig.1 (IJ). 

3. Properties of the Model 
Although, as far as the stationary state is concerned, the present network 

is mathematically equivalent to the forward-connection network (Fig.1), there 
exists several important distinctions between them from practical points of 
view. 

Property 1 In order to obtain the connection weights of the network, no 
(pseudo) inverse nor correlation calculation is necessary. They can be 
determined directly from the prototype patterns without any calculation. 

Property 2 Asa result, addition or deletion of some prototype patterns is 
made by local modification of the connections. Suppose that the prototypes 
(s‘™),y"™)) (m=1,..,M) have already been memorized and then another pair of 
prototype patterns (s‘™*'),y‘“*1)) is newly presented. In the present model 
the new network can be constructed simply by adding a new recognition neuron 
and connecting it to the other neurons with appropriate weights, requiring no 
modification for the old connections. In the model of Fig.l, on the other 
hand, the old weight of every connection needs to be altered completely again. 

Property 3 The signs of the connections can be fixed if al] components of the 
patterns to be memorized take nonnegative values. In (1) the components of YS 
“ take positive as well as negative values in general. As for the present 
model, on the other hand, the connection weights from the supplementary layer 
to the recognition layer are all nonpositive, and the other connection weights 
are all nonnegative. This property is convenient when one tries to design the 
network in hardware. 

Property 4 Suppose that it is known that some elements of the input, say the 
Jiy-+,Jn-th elements, has an defect. Then, the optimal estimation of y 
based on the remaining data becomes 
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y = YS’*s’, (9) 
where S’ and s’ are the matrix and the vector which are obtained by removing 

the j:,-.,dn-th rows from S and s, respectively. (9) can easily be 

realized by setting the values of the ji,..,jn-th elements of the input 

and supplementary layers at null. In the network of Fig.l the connection 

weights need to be altered to achieve this. 

Property 5 The orthogonal projection operator, SS’, itself has no function 

to eliminate the noise component in s_ which is parallel to IIs. However, if 

the patterns to be recalled are binary, i.e. y;(‘™=+1, the performance 

of the network are considerably enhanced by adding binary threshold elements 

to the output layer (Fig.2, dotted lines, top). The characteristic of the 

threshold elements under consideration is 

yi; =2(yi) = 1 (yi20) 0 (yi=0) -1 (y:<0), 

where y’ is the output pattern of the threshold elements. Namely, the outputs 

of the linear elements are rectified to take +l or -1l by the threshold 

elements. This network has an interesting property. Just after the input is 

presented to the input layer, the output becomes with x(0)=0 

y’ = gly) ~ g(WS'st) = g(YS's) (t<€ rt), (10) 
For t-©°°, on the other hand, v approaches 

y’ ~ g(YS‘s). (11) 
These relations imply that the single network works as a_ correlation type 

network as well as an orthogonal projection type network, depending on the 

time when the output is observed. 

Property 6 If the prototype inputs are binary, 1.e. s,'™= +1, the network 

can be modified to a feedback type of network, which is a variation of the 

model proposed by Personnaz et al. (1985) to hetero-associative memory. It is 

obtained by adding the threshold elements to the supplementary layer and 

connecting them back to the input terminal (Fig.2, dotted lines, bottom). 

Here, the nonlinear elements do not only function as threshold elements but 

also as sampling and holding elements, which hold the output of the 

supplementary layer at g(u(kT)) during time interval kTSt<(kt+1)T 

(k=0,1,2,..). The network equations are 
tdx/dt = S'v’ - Stv (12) 

v = Sx (13) 

v’ (t) = g(v(kT)) (kTSt<(k+1)T) (14) 

y = Yx. (15) 

In this network, the key pattern is given as the initial values of the 

threshold elements; i.e., v’ (t)=s (OSt<T). 
If T is large enough (or t is small enough) and, thus, u(t) converges 

nearly to a stationary state for v=g(u(kT)) during each interval, v(kT) 

evolves approximately as 

v((k+1)T) = g(SS*v(kT)) . (16) 
This is just the same as the model proposed by Personnaz et al. (1985). 

If v converges to some s‘™’, y converges to the corresponding prototype 

pattern y‘™. 

4. Conclusion 
We have derived a novel associative memory that performs optimal 

associative mapping (orthogonal projection), and have showed that it has 

several advantageous properties from practical points of view. 
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Fig. 1 Two-layer network. 
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Abstract - An efficient algorithm for annealing schedules in Boltzmann machines is developed and demonstrated. A 

current deficiency of Boltzmann machines is the difficulty in determining good annealing schedules, consequently 

empirical determinations have been applied in practice. Theoretically no finite length annealing schedule guarantees 

that the optimum determined is the global. However, different schedules yielding the same probability of finding the 

global optimum can vary by orders of magnitude in computational effort. The algorithm developed here takes 

advantage of properties of Boltzmann machines known to be important to annealing schedules but often ignored. 

1. Background 

The Boltzmann machine (BM) offers a generalized computational approach that can be applied to the basic 

research issues of search, representation and learning and has a rigorous mathematical formalism. It can also be 

considered a model for a massively parallel implementation of the simulated annealing algorithm [Aarts & Korst, 

1989a] which can be used to solve combinatorial optimization problems. Optimization is performed by the units 

which make up the BM attempting to reach a maximal consensus about their individual states, subject to the 

constraints set by the connection strengths, the connections having been learned for a particular problem. The units 

adjust their states (0 -> 1 or vice versa) to the states of their neighbors, i.e. the units to which they are directly 

connected [Aarts & Korst, 1989a]. 

To adjust the states of the individual units a probabilistic state transition mechanism, which is a function of the 

randomness, T, is employed. Randomness is necessary to avoid local optima. The randomness is described by the 

randomness parameter, which starts at high randomness (i.e. perturbations that cause a better solution are chosen with 

virtually equal chance as those that cause worse solutions) and is slowly decreased to zero randomness (i.e., only 

perturbations which cause better solutions will be chosen). When the randomness reaches zero the optimization is 

complete and a local optimum has been reached. The local optimum's degree of optimality is highly dependent on the 

path used from high randomness to zero randomness. This path is termed an annealing schedule. 

A weakness of Boltzmann machines is that the proper path from high randomness to low randomness, has been 

difficult to determine. Many attempts have been forwarded both theoretical and empirical [Van Laarhoven & Aarts, 

1987], however much room for improvement still exists. Theoretically no finite length path will guarantee that the 

optimum determined is the global optimum [Geman & Geman, 1984], however, annealing schedules having similar 

probabilities of discovering the global optimum may vary by orders of magnitude in computational effort required to 

complete the annealing process. To help ensure that a global optimum has been found, multiple runs are made to see if 

a better result is forthcoming. 

Merit of an annealing schedule is determined by the probability of determining the global optimum given 

equivalent computations. 

2. Annealing Schedule 

In order to avoid local minimum or to escape from one, the Boltzmann machine allows for jumps to 

configurations of higher energy as long as the randomness parameter is greater than zero. An algorithm with this 

property was introduced by Metropolis (Metropolis, et al, 1953] to study average properties of thermodynamic systems 

and has since been applied to problems of constraint satisfaction (Kirkpatrick et al, 1983]. A form of the Metropolis 

algorithm that is suitable for parallel computation has been adopted for the Boltzmann machine [Hinton, Sejnowski & 

Ackley, 1984]. 

The transition rule is shown in Equation Set 1. 

At high randomness, the BM performs a search of the coarse overall structure of the space of global states, and 

will find a good minimum at that coarse level. As the randomness is lowered, it respond to ever smaller energy 

differences and will find one of the better minima within the coarse-scale minimum it discovered at high randomness. 

Kirkpatrick [Kirkpatrick, et al, 1983] has shown that this way of searching the coarse structure before the fine is very 
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(/ If the energy gap between the on and off states of the kth unit \)\ effective for combinatorial problems. 
is AE. then regardless of the previous state, set S,=1 with The problem lies in finding efficient 

annealing schedules. 

  

robability, 
. P my 1 As has been noted by Kirkpatrick 

prob ability(s, (1) =1) = (2.1) and others there are properties that can be 
A exploited in the search for better annealing 

1 + Exp — ) schedules. Most important of these is the T Pp 
t-1 specific heat, Cy’ and the “heat output”, Q, 

where; Te = Randommess parameter at time t-1 see Equation Set 2 for definitions. 

Activation of unit k - value is 1 or 0 ‘k 
3. Properties of an Illustrative 

, Boltzmann Machine The energy gap between the on and off states of the kth unit di I ; 1S AE, and 1s calculated by assuming the kth unit is on and then To gain a understanding of the 
taking the negative sum of the weights of all connections to other problem to be solved, quantitative values 
units which are on, that is, of the important properties of an illustra- 

tive Boltzmann machine are determined. 
AE, = 2; connected to k Wik sj 1. (2.2) To see how energy and specific heat of the 

Boltzmann machine change as a function 

of the randomness, measurements were 

made for the simple annealing schedule of 
T(t+1) = 0.99T(t), see Figure 1. Note that 

the energy values have been scaled so the 

At low randomness there is a strong bias in favor of states 
with low energy, while at high randomness the inclination toward 
making the move towards lower energy approaches that of a fair         
  
  

  
  

  

        

coin toss. ; Equation Set 1 lowest possible energy is 1. It can be seen 
J that at higher randomness values that the 

\ energy fluctuates greatly. 
= aD As mentioned, the specific heat gives 

an idea about how slow or fast the random- 
9 ~~ ness should be decreased. The effect of the 

YE - {de} specific heat is not immediately clear from 
c(T) = [sum over all units} (2.3) Figure 1. After an area of high specific 
P heat, it is the peak of the energies that is 

72 changed, that is the peaks of the energics 
2 will never reach there previous peaks again. where; dE = The average of the energy squared at For example, at randomness values higher 

randomness T than 1.3 the peaks do not seem to be de- 
{ XE} 2 = The square of the average energy at creasing significantly from the starting ran- 

randomness T domness of 2.5, however after the high spe- 
E = The energy of unit k = cific heat near 1.3 the peaks are never again 

Y. We ss. as high as they were before the region of 
j connected tok “jk *j *k high specific heat. 

This is a global property of the Boltzmann machine which is 4. The Algorithm 
proportional to the rate at which entropy - disorder - decreases as 
the randomness decreases [Smolensky, 1986]. The foundational works of all Boltz- 

mann machine annealing schedule research 
_ include; 1) the research by Metropolis 

Q - J “p oT . (2-4). (Metropolis, et al, 1953) where ’ the 
Equation Set 2 | stochastic relaxation technique was first 

\ yy developed. 2) The application of the 
  
  Stochastic relaxation technique developed 

by Metropolis to problems of combinatorial optimization by Kirkpatrick [Kirkpatrick et al, 1983], this optimization 
technique was termed “simulated annealing”. 3) The two papers that introduced the Boltzmann machine neural 
network model, by Hinton, Sejnowski and Ackley [Hinton & Sejnowski, 1983],[Hinton, Sejnowski & Ackley, 1984]. 
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These papers estab- 

lished the Boltzmann 

machine model as one 
which could implement 
simulated annealing opti 
mization in massive paral- 

lelism. 
This development 

furthers the recent 

advances made by Aarts, 

Korst and Van Laarhoven 
(Aarts & Korst, 1989b], 

[Van Laarhoven & Aarts, 

1987]. The algorithm is as 
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follows with the develop- Figure 1: Specific Heat’s Effect on Energy 
ment shown in Equation 

Set 3.   

  30 
  Energy 

a Specific Heat 

  

  

    
  

  

  
      

  

  
Randomness, T   
  

  
> gr 

7 The main assumption is that quasi-equilibrium holds. Quasi- ~ 

equilibrium states that for a small enough change in randomness, if _ 

the original vector of configurations at randomness T, q(T), is in t+] T; * B 

equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium, then at randomness T,, ;, 1+ pe 

q(T,, 1), will be in quasi-equilibrium. That is q(T,, ;) 1s 0 

‘sufficiently close’ to the true equilibrium at T,, ;. 

N q(T) - q(T,,pl <e 
for some small positive value of € and for all t greater than zero. 

With this assumption Aarts and Korst [Aarts & Korst, 1989b] have 

shown the following holds, 

  

qT, 
e
e
 

T (4.7) 

  

c oT + 3T,Ve (0) 

(4.1) The only parameter which can not be 

determined is the constant B. By increasing 

B a faster annealing schedule will result but 

with a lower probability of finding the 

global optimum. 

T t 

Th = T *B (4.2) 5. Numerical Results 
+ —_—_— 

EW) Fopt Annealing schedule algorithms that 

Of course, the weakness of this equation is that the function’s utilize specific heat have been demonstrated 

optimum needs to be known. To alleviate this problem a best to be advantageous in the simulated 

estimate is made of E(t) - E opt’ which is bounded above by [Van annealing literature [Van Laarhoven & 

Laarhoven, 1989}, 

E(t) - Egy S <E(0> - Ey, + 37, Vo, opt > 
Where <E(t)> is the expected energy, and is defined as, 

Td) 
E. af” 0 cy oT. 

The best estimate for the E opt term is then, 

E opt ~ Ea) . 0 cy oT. 

Substituting (4.5) into (4.3) and taking the < as an equality yields, 

T(t) 
EQ) -Ey=J. | opoT +37, Ve, (0). 

Substituting this into (4.1) yields the annealing schedule algorithm, 

shown in equation (4.7). 

Equation Set 3 

\ 

Aarts, 1987]. The benefit of considering c p 

(4.3) grows as the difficulty of the problem 

increases. Not surprisingly, past 

comparisons have used more difficult 

(4.4) problems. The comparison here uses the 

relatively simple BM mentioned above, and 

the proposed algorithm is compared with 

(4.5) the simple but highly efficient schedule, 

T, += % T, In this schedule @ is a 

constant, having a similar effect as B in the 

(4.6) proposed algorithm. The results of these 

two schedules is displayed in Figure 2, note 

that the logarithms used in the curve fit are 

to the base 10. Even with the minimal cues 

present for the proposed algorithm to ex- 

ploit, a consistent improvement is found.     _, 
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6. Conclusions 
  100 

y = - 155.34 + 54.288*LOG(x) R42 = 0.959 The algorithm presented ] y 
here is advantageous over 80 - 
empirical schedules and is 
shown to be better than a 

highly efficient algorithm 
which does not use the 

Boltzmann machine’s global 
properties to benefit. Theory 
provided the guide in the pro- 
posed algorithm’s develop- 
ment. From this has come the 

60 = 

40 + gs A - 157.17 + 53.811*LOG(x) RA2 = 0.942   
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205 
E New Annealing Schedule 

first algorithm to not only ’ ® T=constant * T Annealing Schedule utilize specific heat, but also 0 
. t heat output. Of course, only ; . ; 0 10000 20000 30000 further investigation will de- Cycles 

termine if this theoretical 
approach is the best in 
practice. 

As with all annealing 

schedule algorithms the 
proposed algorithm leaves a parameter for the user to vary (B). Unfortunately as with previous algorithms the correla- tion between the values of the parameter and the probability of discovering the global optimum are not known a prior. 
However, for any probability of discovering the global optimum the proposed algorithm will use the least cycles. 

The greatest virtue of this algorithm is its general applicability to all Boltzmann machines. While a particular 
empirical annealing schedule, such as the T, +] =o T, example used above, may be efficient for certain BMs, there is 

      
Figure 2: Comparison of Proposed Annealing Schedule and Good 

Empirical Schedule       
— 

no guarantee that it will be efficient for others. Just as neural networks are adaptive, the proposed annealing schedule 
algorithm will tailor itself to maximize its efficiency for every particular Boltzmann machine. 
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Abstract 

We analyze the learning power of networks with one hidden layer and the additional con- 

straint that each node in the hidden layer can have at most a constant number of connections. 

We give conditions which guarantee with high confidence that the following training strategies 

are optimal: (a) Fixing the connections and weights of the hidden layer nodes and training the 

output node with the perceptron algorithm. (b) Choosing the connections of the hidden layer 

nodes at random and training the output node with the perceptron algorithm. We also show 

that networks of this type are capable of learning (in the sense of Valiant) nontrivial classes of 

boolean formulae in conjunctive and disjunctive normal forms. 

1 Introduction 

Models of neural nets can be characterized by the net topology, node characteristics, and learning 

algorithms. The simplest model of this type, the perceptron, has only one node with trainable 

weights. The perceptron power to express complicated functions of its input has been analyzed by 

Minskey and Papert in [8]. 
Multi-layer neural networks (see, e.g., [9]) were suggested as natural generalizations of percep- 

trons. Even though they are superior to perceptrons in computing complicated functions, they 

appear to be much harder to train. Recent results point out some inherent difficulties in both 

the loading problem [4,2] (determining weights for correct classification of the training examples) 

and the generalization problem [1,6]. This suggests that networks should be designed with some 

“hardware constraints” to enable efficient learning. The constraints that we consider here are: 

Each node in the hidden layer can have at most k connections with non-zero weights, 

where k is a constant independent of n, the number of input variables. 

We call networks that meet these constraints k-fan-in networks. An example is shown in Figure 1. 

Notice that the constraints do not imply that the connections are hard-wired. Both the connections 

and the coefficients are to be determined during the training. The question that we consider here is: 

can a k-fan-in network be trained efficiently and learn (in the sense of Valiant ) non-trivial classes 

of boolean functions? 

We observe that potentially any network can be considered as a k-fan-in network by taking k 

to be the maximum fan-in of a hidden layer node. However, since the asymptotic complexity of 

our techniques is proportional to nk, they are impractical for large values of n when k is nota 

constant. We show that if the network computes Boolean functions then: 

e There is a k-fan-in network with a hard-wired hidden layer of o(n*) nodes and with fixed 

(non-trainable) weights that is as powerful as any k-fan-in network. 

e With high confidence, the same computation power can be obtained with randomly chosen 

connections of o(n* log n) hidden nodes with fixed (non-trainable) weights. 

e These networks are capable of learning (in the sense of Valiant) k-CNF and k-DNF formulae 

by using the perceptron algorithm. 
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Figure 1: A 2-fan-in network. At most 2 incoming connections to nodes in the second layer 

2 Representation power 

We denote the input variables by 21,---,2,, the values of the hidden layer nodes by y1,---, Ym, 
and the value at the output node by z. (See the example in Figure 1.) The values of these variables 
are either 0 or 1. As usual, each node computes a weighted linear summation and a threshold. 
The boolean functions that are computed by the network can be expressed in an algebraic form as 
multilinear functions. 

Claim 1 If y = 1 whenever yey a,x; > 6 and 0 otherwise then y can be expressed as a multilinear 
function of degree no greater than k of the variables {21,--+, Zn}. 

Proof: See [8]. Example: 23 +22>0© y=2,+22-2) r2 a multilinear function of degree 2, and 
t, — 0.572 + 0.523 > 0.16 y = 21 +23 -— 2323 — 2223+ 412223, a multilinear function of degree 3. 

Claim 2 k-fan-in networks compute functions of the type L,(21,+--, Tn) > 0, where Ly(21,---,2n) 
ts a multilinear function of degree bounded by k of the variables Z1,°°*, En. 

Proof: (sketch) It follows from Claim 1 and the fact that the node z computes a linear function 
of its input before thresholding. 

Remark: Therefore, k-fan-in networks are no more powerful than the order-restricted perceptrons 
of Minskey and Papert [8]. 

We conclude that no k-fan-in network can be more powerful than a network in which the set 
Y1,°**,Ym Spans the vector space of all multilinear functions of degree bounded by k. We denote 
by &(n,k) = DF (") the dimension of this vector space. (For a constant k, (n,k) = n*.) 

Claim 3 Let Ny be a network with m = ®(n,k) nodes in the hidden layer, such that (a) there are 
hard-wired connections from each node {y;} to a different subset Of 21,°-+,2n, of size bounded by 
k. (b) All the hidden layer connections have weights 1 and thresholds 0. Then N H 18 as powerful 
as any k-fan-in network. 

Proof: (sketch) Since the dimension of the vector space of all multilinear functions of degree 
bounded by k is ®(n,k), it is enough to show that the functions Y1s°**s Yo(n,z) Of Ny are linearly 
independent multilinear functions of degree bounded by k. If y; is connected to {vi1,-°-,Zir} 
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(r <k) then y; = 1 if and only if poja1 Tiz > O. (It is easy to see that in fact, yj = Zi V-::V Li.) 

The proof follows from Claim 1 and the fact that the functions y,; defined as above are linearly 

independent. 

Remark: Other choices of threshold values are also possible. The simplest choice is: DV j=1 Li; > 

r — 1, since then we have y; = 2;,-...: Zir- However, Choosing 0 as threshold allows us to choose 

the same threshold for all nodes in the hidden layer. 

The computation power of the network Ny in Claim 3 appears to be the result of its carefully 

chosen hidden layer connections. In choosing these connections each node has to know the connec- 

tions of all other nodes. Therefore, choosing the connections for Ny cannot be done in parallel. In 

the following claim we describe a reliable distributed technique for choosing the connections. 

Claim 4 Let Np be a network with (1+€)k®(n, k)logn nodes in the hidden layer. The connections 

and weights of Nr are determines in the following way: each node chooses at random! a subset 

of at most k variables and forms connections with weights of 1 and threshold of 0. Then, with 

probability of at least 1 — O(1/ log? n) Np is as powerful as any k-fan-in network. 

Proof: (sketch) It is enough to show that with probability of at least 1— O(1/ log? n) each subset of 

{xz1,-++, Zn} of size bounded by k is chosen at least once. This is an instance of the coupon collector 

problem (see, e.g., [3] page 225). The expected number for getting all subsets is 6(n, k)(1 + o+5t+ 

veep ony) ~ &(n,k) log &(n, k), and the variance is -B(n, k)? — B(n, k) log ®(n, k) + O( ®(n, k)). 

Claim 4 follows from the Chebyshev inequality, using the fact that ®(n,k) = nk, 

3  Learnability 

We have shown in the previous section that when the number of hidden layer nodes is large enough, 

k-fan-in networks can be trained by (a) Fixing (or randomly choosing) the connections and weights 

of the hidden layer nodes. (b) Determining the weights of the connections of z, the output node, 

by some training procedure. Since there is only one node with trainable weights we can use the 

perceptron learning algorithm. This guarantees (see, e.g., [8]) that whenever a solution exists, the 

training converges after only a finite number of mistakes. Unfortunately, this does not guarantee 

efficient convergence. 

From Theorem 11.1 in (8] it follows that if there are weights wj,---,Wm such that z = 1 

whenever 5°, wiyi > 0 and 0 otherwise, and }7j21 wiyi > 6 > 0 for all positive examples, then 

the number of mistakes of the perceptron training procedure is bounded by: 

m 2.s7m_,?2 
i=) WP Qa Yi ee (1) 

Thus, the efficiency of the perceptron algorithm depends on the size of 6. 

3.1. Learnability in the sense of Valiant 

Valiant [10] suggested a complexity based definition of learnability. A class of concepts is learnable in 

the sense of Valiant only if there is a learning algorithm that runs in polynomial time? independent 

  

1 All subsets (of size bounded by k) have the same probability. 

2The polynomial growth is with respect to some “natural” parameters of the concept class, such as n, the number 

of input variables and the concept size. 
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of the probability distribution of the examples. In this model, the perceptron does not always 
learn fast enough, because 6 may be shrinking exponentially fast. However, as was observed by 
Littlestone [7], it is possible to prove learnability in Valiant’s sense for specific concept classes. 

By using the results of [1] one can compute a number NV (€) such that if a network produces 
correct classification for N(e€) examples chosen from an arbitrary probability distribution it will 
correctly classify at least a fraction of 1 — € of the examples with confidence approaching certainty. 
This guarantees learnability in the sense of Valiant whenever NV (€) is polynomial. In the case of 
k-fan-in networks N(e) is always polynomial. 

Claim 5 Let N(e) be the number of examples that are required for valid generalization (see [1]) 
m m™ w?-S™ 3 then the perceptron learning procedure requires no more than N (€) - deter ea ezamples. 

Proof: (sketch) This number of examples guarantees that at least one run of N (€) examples are 
correctly classified. 

Corollary: A concept class in learnable in Valiant’s sense by a k-fan-in network whenever the 
separation 6 tn Equation 1 is inverse polynomially related to n, the number of input variables. 

3.2  Learnability of k-CNF and k-DNF 

Boolean functions can be expressed in disjunctive normal form (DNF) and conjunctive normal form 
(CNF). DNF/CNF functions with bounded size of terms/clauses (k-DNF/k-CNF) are learnable in 
the sense of Valiant, while generalizations in certain directions lead to computational intractability 
[5]. Littlestone described in [7] a set of transformations that transform k-DNF and k-CNF into 
linearly separable functions. It is easy to see that the resulting functions can be computed by a 
k-fan-in network, and the separation 6 is inverse polynomially related to n. 
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Colored Noise Annealing Benchmark by Exhaustive Solutions of TSP 

Harold Szu, Naval Research Laboratory, Code 5756, Washington, D.C. 20375-5000 

Abstract: The shortest distances can be stochastically determined in a polynomial time for the Travelling 

Salesman Problems (TSP), employing the color noise generated by the fat-tail Cauchy probability density, T/n 

(T2 + X2), which must be quenched with an inversely linear cooling schedule:T= To/ (1+ t) [Phys. Lett. A122, 

157, and Proc. IEEE 75, 1538]. The quenching of Cauchy colored noise must be consistently used in every iteration 

t-steps both in generating new states and in visiting some of the states only after passing a Cauchy acceptance 

criterion. Such an algorithm is known as Fast Simulated Annealing (FSA) [AIP Conf. Proc. V. 151, p.421 

Snowbird 1986]. The FSA is t/log(t) faster than the Gaussian white noise simulated annealing algorithm being 

already better than the Monte Carol method held at a constant noise temperature. The performance of FSA is 

absolutely calibrated by comparing with the results obtained by a brute force search through all possible TSP 

solutions. The complete energy spectra that consist of all round-trip distances are computed for 4 cities up to 10 

cities. While the FSA used about ten minutes or less to find global minima, the exhaustive search through 

hundred thousand possible cases had used several hours of CPU time on a Mac Il (e.g. five hours for ten cities 

implies 50 hours for 11 cities). The shortest tours agreed with those found by FSA. FSA is superior because 

search for global minima required sampling less than 1%, with another 2% sampling to verify the stability. 

Thus, the traditional random sampling should be replaced with the better FSA algorithm, and with the best 

parallel Cauchy neural network Machine useful for Image Processing [Szu, Scheff,"Simulated Annealing 

Feature Extraction from Occluded and Cluttered Objects,"IJCNN-90, Wash. D.C., Jan. 15-18,1990]. 

KEYWORDS: Simulated Annealing, Cauchy Machines, Travelling Salesman Problem, Random Sampling 

1. Cauchy Machine: Neural networks for computing can mimic the liquid-solid phase transition which 

promises the minimum energy crystal state. Metropolis et al. (1] studied the phase transition by a numerical 

annealing algorithm in 1953, which had been recently adopted by Kirkpatrik et al. [2] for a VLSI circuit layout 

optimization in 1983. Then the neural network embodiment in Boltzmann Machine had been simulated by 

Hinton and Sejnowski(3]. A sufficient condition for the convergence was proven to be too slow to be useful; the 

temperature T(t) must be slowly cooled down to the zero degree according to the formula T= To/ log (1+t) of 

Geman and Geman(4]. Thus, in the interest of speeding up the annealing process and yet still finding the global 

minimum, $zu [5] applied the Cauchy colored noise to similarly derive the annealing schedule T= To/ (1+t) to 

insure the complete search space available at all temperatures. This is known as the Fast Simulated Annealing 

(FSA), as opposed to the Gaussian white noise annealing known as the Classical Simulated Annealing (CSA). 

Since then the FSA has been studied for the termination formula: AE At = Order(1) in nonconvex optimizations 

[6], and applied to the N-dimensional bearing-fix problem [7,8]. Although the one-dimensional optical neural 

network embodiment of the FSA had been already referred to as a Cauchy Machine [9], the VLSI design was not 

completed. This shortfall is not because of any intrinsic property of the electronics versus the optics; but rather 

because a new Cauchy against-force acceptance criterion, which was not derived until recently {10], turns out to 

be local and thus can be distributed to each neurons taking the full advantage of parallel computing. 

The total input firing rate uj being summed at the ith tree of dendrites with thousands of concurrent 

channels with the dentrite weights Wij has been propagated by ions and peptides through synaptic gaps to 

receivers, from thousands other neurons with output firing rates vj: 

uj = 2j Wij vj + OL (1) 

The total output vj is transferred from the total input uj Eq(2a) after passing the ith (axon hillock) threshold 

9;. Recently, to model interconnect growth or pruning, that is useful for dynamic reconfigurable layer nets, the 

author has extended the McCulloch-Pitts neuron to include the independent protein-actin-driven activity[14]. 

Vi= 1/(1+4 exp( 4i/ T (t)); Tij= UV (1+ expC Wij/ T (0) (2a,b) 

To adopt Eq(2b)for a binary interconnect as the control parameter T-0, the author must furthermore generalize 

the Hopfield-like energy E(vj) to include E(v;,Tij), a second set independent variables: the axonic weights 

Tij(e.g. in a top-down design fashion for the mini-max pattern clustering energy). In order to prove the 

convergence of the parallel asynchronous dynamics in the Lyaponov sense [14]: 

dE/dt <0 (3a) 

the following Hopfield hard-wired Eq(3b) coupled with Rumelhart soft-wired learning rule: dWij /dt= - 

dE/dWij must be slightly generalized by a brittle-wired Eq(3c) to include the transfer from Wij to Tij Eq(2b) 

duj /dt=- dE/dvj; dWij /dt= - dE/dT ij (3b,c) 

Proof of Eq(3a): By the fact (energy gradient)* > 0, and the following chain rules: 

dE/dt =(8E/dvi)( dvj/duj)(duj/dt) + (@E/aTij yd Tij /dWij (dWij /dd 
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we eliminate the above time derivatives in favor of the energy gradients using the righthand sides of Eq(3b,c). 
Only the positive nature of the transfer function slopes Eq(2,ab) is required for the absolute convergence. Q.E.D. 

Using stochastic and cooling nature of neurons, neural networks have been referred to as Boltzmann 
Machines [3], demonstrated by the celebrated Net-Talk. Unfortunately, the learning is slow, and for the 
Gaussian white noise model, one can not integrate the Metropolis acceptance criterion to an elementary function, 
which gives, by using steepest descend approximation for the energy gain=(Enew - Eold) incured by neuronic 
decisions, the famous energy landscape up-hill acceptance criterion: 

PT = 1/[1+ exp(gain/T)] 
Such an energy landscape formula works all right on a conventional serial machine for one neuronic decision at 
one time. Efforts have been attempted by Hinton and Sejnowski to circumvent this shortfall, interpretating 
Eq(2a) as a local decision rule for individual Hopfield-like neurons in order to derive a specific hidden layer 
probabilistic learning in terms of weights(c.f Appendix of ref.[3]). Fortunately for Cauchy neurons, both the 
output vj and the axonic weight Tjj are locally set to be one only if random numbers generated within [0,1] are 
less than acceptance functions computed also locally: 

PT(uj) = =(1/xT) J d X /[1+((X-uj)/T )2] = (1/2) + arctan(uj/T(t)) /x (4a) 
0 

PT(Wij) = (1/2) + arctan(Wjj/T(t)) /x (4b) 
Eq(4a) is integrated using the identical Metropolis formula{1] for the Cauchy state generating probability 

Grtx' | x'=x + X) = [T/n(T2 + 1X12)] (4c) 
The random variable X is the distance between the old x and the new x’, or for uniform angle between +n/2 

X = T tan (8) (4d) 
Proof of Eqs(4c,d): Using dtan(®@)/d0 = 1/(1+tan(6)2), we replace tan(8) with X/T giving Eq(4)) Q.E.D. 

Moreover, the temperature is stepwise reduced [5-8]from an arbitrary initial temperature To: 
T(th= To/ (1+ t). (5) 

Both random walks and random flights (long jumps) are responsible for the Cauchy variance divergence, which 
however turns out to be exactly integrable for the Metropolis new state acceptance criterion, Eq(4a,b). 
2. Factorial Number Representation: A good mapping of a 2-D TSP on to a 1-D search space should preserve a 
neighborhood smoothness relationship. A smoothness spectrum would be desirable for a gradient descent 
method often used for a heuristic search technique. While a good mapping is desirable for a local gradient 
method, it is not needed for a semi-local FSA technique except a lower initial temperature Tg and thus earlier 
termination time in reaching the ground state within the spectrum resolution. 

A good coding scheme must be 1-1 unique. Because the combinatorial nature of the TSP, a factorial 
number base system is adopted for the simplicity: (A) The real line x is sampled by the set of real integers x, 
using the function: Int( ); (B) Then, integers are made periodically in the module base set of (N-1 )!, using the 
function: Mod(, ); and (C) Such an integer number can represent a state of a valid tour since a factorial base set is 
related to the tour order permutations. Thus, one represents the integer in term of the factorial number base 
system by calculating the most significant numbers denoted by index( ,, ,...). 

Xnew =2n indexn x n! (6) 

sequentially for all n beginning with N-1 downto 0. For example, if five cities denoted by #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, and 
Xold= 0 = (#1,#2,#3,#4,#5) indicates the tour order that city #1 is visited first, etc., then one finds 

Xnew= 15 = OxO! + 1x1! + 1x2! + 2 x 3! + Ox4! = (#1,#4,43,4#5,#2) 
The representation index=(0, 1, 1, 2, 0) is obtained with respect to the base set(0! ,1!, 2! 3!, 4) sequentially 
decoded from the most significant bit first: (1) At step 1, the city at (1+0)-th position is the city #1 that is pick 
up to move 0 (meaning no) step to the left, and the rest is (in this case is not) push down, which is identical to: 
(#1,#2,#3,#4,#5); (2) At step 2, the city at the (2+2)-th position is read off by adding 2+2 to be the present 
city#4 that is pick up and move to the left by 2 positions, and the rest, city #2 and city#3, are push down, 
resulted in (#1,#4,#2,#3,#5); (3) At step 3, the city at the present (3+1)-th position is now the city#3 that is 
pick up and move 1 position to the left, and the rest, city #2, is push down, resulted in (#1,#4,#3,42,45); (4) At 
step 4, the city at the present (4+1)-th position is now the city #5 that is pick up and move 1 position to the left, 
and the rest, city#2, is now push down yielding finally (#1,#4,#3,#5,#2). [cf.Appendix A for 24 possible 
clockwise and counter-clockwise tours for 5 citis:5x4x3x2/5=24] 
3. Applications: The FSA can reduce the running time from 5 hours to ten minutes for 10 cities on Mac IL. 
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3.1 Exhaustive Search Technique: Exhaustive search techniques are useful, before the computational time 

limit, benchmarks calibrating the performances of other heuristic techniques. Results from 4 cities upto 10 

cities are given in Figs.1. Divide n! by n possible home city, we take clockwise tours different from the counter 

clockwise tours for the sake of easy book keeping in the FSA. 

3.2 Fast Simulated Annealing Search Technique: Since Cauchy Machine is based on the local force field,uj 

rather the total energy, then the decoupled processors can be much faster than the serial simulation. Fig.2 has 

the search, the accept, and the energy plotted against the time steps giving correct answers. 

Appendix A Table for all 5 city 24 tours obtained by the coding scheme Eq(6) 

State #city tour factorial-base State #city tour factorial-base 

(x) (orders) (representation) (x) (orders) (representation) 

0 (#1,42,#3,#4,#5), (0,0,0,0,0) 12 = (#1,#4,#2,#3,#5),  (0,0,0,2,0) 

1 (#1,#2,43,#5,#4), (0,1,0,0,0) 13. (#1,#4,#2,#5,#3),  (0,1,0,2,0) 

2 (#1,#2,44,#3,#5), (0,0,1,0,0) 14 (#1,#4,#3,#2,#5),  (0,0,1,2,0) 

3 (#1,#2,#4,#5,#3), (0,1,1,0,0) 15 (#1,#4,#3,#5,#2),  (0,1,1,2,0) 

4 (#41,#2,45,#3,#4), (0,0,2,0,0) 16 = (#1, #4,#5,#2,#3),  (0,0,2,2,0) 

5 (#1,42,#5,#4,#3), (0,1,2,0,0) 17 (#1, #4,#5,#3,#2),  (0,1,2,2,0) 

6 (#1,#3,#2,#4,#5), (0,0,0,1,0) 18 (#1,4#5,#2,#3,#4), (0,0,0,3,0) 

7 (#1,#3,#2,#5,#4), (0,1,0,1,0) 19 (#1,45,#2,#4,#3),  (0,1,0,3,0) 

8 (#1,43,#4,#2,#5), (0,0,1,1,0) 20 = (#1,#5,#3,#2,#4),  (0,0,1,3,0) 

9 (41,43,#4,#5,#2) (0,1,1,1,0) 21 39 (#1,#5,#3,#4,#2),  (0,1,1,3,0) 

10 «= (#1, #3,#5,#2,#4), (0,0,2,1,0) 22 = (#1,45,#4,#2,#3),  (0,0,2,3,0) 

11 = (#1,#3,#5,#4,#2),  (0,1,2,1,0) 23 (#1,45,#4,#3,#2),  (0,1,2,3,0) 

[1] N. Metropolis, A.W. Rosenbluth, M. N. Rosenbluth, A. H. Teller, J. Chem. Phys. Vol.2L pp.1087-1092, June 1953. 

[2] S. Kirkpatrick, C. Gelatt Jr, M.P. Vecchi, “Optimization by Simulated Annealing,” Sci., 220, 4598, May 1983. 

[[3] G. E. Hinton, T. J. Sejnowski, In:PDP Ed by Rummelhart,McClelland MIT Press, 1986, Ch. 7,pp-282-317 

[4] S. Geman, D. Geman,, IEEE Trans. on Patt. Anal. Mach. Int.,vol. PAMI-6, pp. 721-741,Nov« 1984. 

[5] H. Szu, "Fast Simulated Annealing,” Neural network Conf. Proc.AIP, Vol. 151, pp.420-425,, Snowbird UT, Ed.Denker, 1986. 

[6] H.Szu, “Nonconvex Optimization,” SPIE Vol. 698, pp.59-65, 1987 

(7] H. Szu,R. Hartley, “Fast Simulated Annealing,” Phys. lett. A, Vol.122, pp.157-162, June 1987. 

[8] H. Szu, R. Hartley, "Nonconvex Optimization by Fast Simulated Annealing,” Proc. IEEE, Vol. 75,, pp.1538-1540, Nov. 1987. 

[9] K. Scheff, H. Szu, “1-D Optical Cauchy Machine Infinite Film Spectrum Search,” ICNN-87 , p. I11-673,San Diego 1987 

(10] Y. Takefuji, H.$zu, “ Parallel Distributed Cauchy Machine," IJCNN-89, p.1-529, D.C. , June 18-22, 1989 

(11] J.J. Hopfield, D. W. Tank, “Neural Computation of Decisions in Optimization Problems,” Bio.Cyb., 52, pp. 141-152, 1985. 

[12] D. W. Tank, J.J. Hopfield, IEEE Trans.Circ. Sys., Vol. CAS-33, No.5, pp.533-541, May 1986. 

(13] S. Foo, H. $zu, " Solving Large Scale TSP by divide-and-conquer, ” IJCNN-89, p. 1-507, D.C., June 18-22, 1989 

[14] H. Szu, “Reconfigurable Neural Nets ... JCNN-89, pp. I-485-496, Washington D.C. , June 18-22, 1989 

115] H. Szu, S. Foo,"Space-Scanning Curves for Spatiotemporal Representations, ..." IJCNN-90, Wash. D.C., Jan. 15-18,1990. 

[16] H. Szu, K.Scheff,"Simulated Annealing Feature Extraction from Occluded and Cluttered Obiects,"ITCNN-90, Wash. 

Traveling Salesman Distance Spectrum for 10 cities 
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Nonlinear dynamics of analog associative memory neural networks 

F. R. Waugh, C. M. Marcus, and R. M. Westervelt 

Division of Applied Sciences and Department of Physics 

Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Parallel dynamics is essential for fast computation in large artificial neural networks. Networks 

of two-state neurons, often studied because of their formal resemblance to Ising systems, must be 

updated serially to prevent oscillation and as a result perform computational tasks slowly. In 

contrast, networks of analog neurons with a smooth graded response can be updated in parallel 

with guaranteed convergence to a fixed point. 

In this paper, we analyze the dynamics of discrete-time analog associative memory neural 

networks updated in parallel. Using global stability analysis, we derive phase diagrams describing 

the network dynamics as a function of the fraction @ of stored memories and of the gain or 

maximum slope B of the neuron transfer function. We show that, for a range of values of & 

and f, such networks can function as reliable and stable associative memories. The results also 

suggest the possibility of "annealing" a network deterministically by varying the gain so as to 

decrease the likelihood that the system becomes trapped in undesirable local minima. Numerical 

investigations confirm both the phase diagrams and the analog annealing concept. Details of the 

results presented here will appear in a subsequent publication. ! 

The network we study is the iterated map described by the N coupled nonlinear equations2 

N 

soon =a[ S00). i=1,...,N (1) 

j=l 

where x;(t) denotes the output of neuron i at time step ¢ and F; is the neuron transfer function, 

which may be different for each i. In Ref. 2 we proved two general properties of the dynamical 

system (1). First, if 7; is symmetric and if all F; are single-valued, monotonically increasing 

functions rising less rapidly than linearly for large arguments, then all attractors of (1) are either 

fixed points or period-two limit cycles. Second, if the system obeys the condition B; < |1/ Amin | 

for all i, where B; > O is the maximum slope of F; and 7,in the most negative eigenvalue of 7; 

then all period-two limit cycles are eliminated and convergence to a fixed point attractor is 

guaranteed. 

In this paper, we apply these results to two well-studied models of associative memory, the 
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Hebb rule3 and the pseudoinverse rule.4; 5 For the Hebb rule, the connection matrix is given by 

1 4 i, 
Ty= Leite P, i# js Ty =0, (2) 

aN 

» gi*(C ei , #7; 7; =0 (3a) 
v= 

» Pe” . (3b) 

In Eqs. (2) and (3), the €;" are random, unbiased binary variables (€” © {-1,+1} for all i and 
Lt). We choose F;(x) = tanh ( Bx ) for all i and consider the dynamics of (1) for large N. Using 
the results of Ref. 2 and the eigenvalue spectra of the matrices (2) and (3a),>» © we find that 
period-two limit cycles are eliminated from the system (1) for both learning rules when 

B<Va (4) 

and that the origin is the only attractor of the system for the Hebb rule when 

B <W(1+2Va) (5) 

and for the pseudoinverse rule when 

B<iW(i-a). (6) 

We also derive the maximum storage capacity of the system-as a function of B for both learning 
rules by examining the dynamical stability of the memory recall states. For the particular choice of 
neuron transfer function given above, the maximum storage capacity agrees with the results from 

the thermodynamical treatment at temperature 1/8. / 

We use these results to compute the phase diagrams shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Figure 1(a) 
Shows the phase diagram for the system (1) in the limit of large N when F;(x) = tanh ( Bx ) and 
Tj; is given by the Hebb rule (2). In the region marked "origin," the system possesses a single 
fixed point attractor at its origin (x; = 0 for alli). The boundary delineating this region arises 
from the condition (5). In the region marked "sg," the system converges to fixed points with 
negligible overlap with the stored memories (‘spin glass states"). In the region marked "recall," 
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fixed points appear which have macroscopic overlap with a single stored memory (“recall states"). 

Because the basins of attraction of the recall states are large, the system works reliably as an 

associative memory in this region. The boundary separating the spin glass and recall regions is the 

maximum storage capacity (see above). Finally, in the region marked "osc," period-two limit 

cycles ("oscillatory states") appear along with recall and spin glass states. The boundary 

delineating this region arises from the condition (4). 

Figure 1(b) shows the analogous phase diagram for the system (1) with the pseudoinverse 

matrix (3a). The regions marked "origin," "recall," and "osc" have the same meaning as in Fig. 

1(a). Their boundaries are given by conditions (4) and (6) and by the maximum storage capacity; 

the boundaries arising from condition (6) and from the maximum storage capacity are coincident. 

The system does not exhibit a spin glass region. 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show typical results of numerical investigations of networks of 100 

neurons. Each figure represents an average over 20 matrices 7;;. For each matrix, B was varied 

from B = 0.3 to B = 90.0. For each value of f, the system (1) was started at 50 random points 

(x,(0) € {—1,+1} for all i) and iterated until convergence to a fixed point or period-two limit cycle. 

The vertical axes of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) represent the fraction of iterations which converged to the 

origin, recall states, spin glass states, and oscillatory states; the bars across the top of the figures 

indicate the corresponding regions of the phase diagrams. For both learning rules, the data agree 

well with the phase diagrams. The relatively low number of spin glass states in the recall region at 

low values of B, furthermore, suggests the possibility of annealing the network deterministically 

by starting B at the lower boundary of the recall region and increasing it to the upper boundary 

while the network iterates.8 

One of us (F.R.W.) acknowledges support by the U. S. Army Research Office as a JSEP 

Graduate Fellow. This work was supported by the Joint Services Electronics Program, contract 

N00014-89-J-1023, and by ONR contract N00014-89-J-1592. 
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MODELING OF FAULT-TOLERANCE IN NEURAL NETWORKS 

Lee A. Belfore, I Barry W. Johnson James H. Aylor 
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Abstract -- Neural networks are finding a wide range of engineering applications in areas such as adaptive 

control, machine vision, and pattern recognition. In order to use neural networks in applications requiring high 

reliability, a method for fault tolerance analysis must be developed to allow the prediction of a network's 

performance in the presense of faulty elements. This paper presents an overview of an analytic technique for 

assessing the fault tolerance of neural networks. The basis of the technique is developed through an analogy with 

magnetic spin systems using statistical mechanics. A Markov model is created using the statistical mechanics 

analogy, and the results are compared with simulations. The primary example presented in this paper is an 

autoassociative memory. 

Key Words -- fault tolerant computing, fault tolerance analysis, neural networks, redundancy, VLSI 

This work was supported by the Virginia Center for Innovative Technology Development Center grant to the 

Center for Semicustom Integrated Systems. 

1. Introduction 

As neural networks emerge as viable solutions to many engineering problems, some shortcomings exist in 

their engineering analysis. Among the many engineering design goals is fault tolerance. Without some analytical 

technique for accurately assessing fault tolerance, the usefulness of the neural network in certain high reliability 

applications is questionable, even though the neural network may actually have the appropriate fault tolerance 

properties. This paper provides an overview of results using an analytic technique for the assessment of the 

performance of faulty neural networks which was developed in [Belf89]. 

Many researchers address the fault tolerance of neural networks in a qualitative fashion, however little work 

has been done to analytically assess the performance of neural network in the presence of faults (Jack86, Fuku75, 

Litt75, Pere86a, Hopf82, Cart88]. The networks appear to be fault tolerant, however previous research either 

assumed system learning will provide fault tolerance or simply stated the network to be fault tolerant without any 

further analysis. The research presented in this paper has taken the position that it is important to be able to assess 

the performance of the neural network in the absence of leaming since it may not be possible for relearning to occur 

in the network during the time following a fault. 

2. Overview of the Analytical Technique 

A statistical mechanics analogy can be made between the Ising magnetic spin system and a model for a neural 

network [Lin74, Shaw74, Litt75, Lin78, Pere84, Pere86a, Pere86b]. The magnetic spins are analogous to the state 

of the neuron, either firing or not firing, and the magnetic interactions are analogous to the interconnections between 

neurons. Each neuron will have a firing transition probability defined by 

pi(@lv = l (1) 
N 

(y wi V))-0; 
I+exp| __s=0 

  

  

where V’ is the initial state from which transition probabilities are computed, vi is the initial state of neuron j, w;; is 

the interconnection weight from neuron j to neuron i, @ indicates the neuron is to fire, 9; is the threshold for neuron 

i, and T is the parameter adjusting the randomness of the transition. 
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The fault polynomial representation developed in [Belf89] and summarized here allows one to describe the 
behavior of the neural network in terms of state transition probabilities in the presense of faults. The fault 
polynomial representation includes all outcomes of possible faulty behavior and averages their effect with respect to 
a degree of faultiness. Faults in this model are represented by the absence of weight connections between neurons. 

The smallest building block is each neuron in the network. A fault polynomial representation for each neuron 
is generated by considering the probability of the neuron transitioning to either firing or nonfiring states. This 
representation is generated by looking at each possible degree of faultiness for the neuron. Each neuron has ki 
inputs and can have 1,...,f,...,k! inputs faulted, and the coefficients for the fault polynomial are generated by 
taking a cumulative sum of a Petre of the neuron transitioning to a firing. The divisor polynomial 
coefficients are, therefore, D/= ; i mF )! which is simply, the number of possible ways that FEF 
neuron i can have f faulted weight connections. The nonfiring transition probabilities for a neuron are computed 
similarly. 

The degree of each term in the fault polynomial representation corresponds to the number of weight faults 
inserted at the input to each neuron. Suppose there are f faults inserted, and we want to know the average behavior 
of the neuron in the presence of f re We need to average together all ver | ie of there being f faults. If 

where 

"| cases of the neuron having f faults, where |“! is the number of combinations f f 

of f inputs chosen faulty out of k‘ possible inputs. Therefore, taking an average of . neuron transition 
probabilities is necessary. Since we are taking the cumulative total of the neuron transition probabilities for there 
being f faults, we can extract the neuron transition probability if we also keep track of the number of outcomes of 
there being f faults. The coefficients of C(r) are computed by summing over all outcomes of neuron i having f 
faults. Specifically, 

Cig = Spill WO Ce {neuron i with f faults} (2) 
all 

where p‘(@If ,V’ ,C) is the probability.of neuron i firing given a particular trial C of a level of faultiness f from 
starting state V’. The cumulative polynomial for this case would take the form 

the neuron has &‘ inputs, there are 

, ke 
Cia) = ¥Cifr’. (3) f= 

The coefficients of the divisor polynomial can be computed, knowing the number of inputs to each neuron i, as 

Di¥ = F , 
(4) 

Thus, the divisor polynomial is simply 

D(r)=D'v rf, 
(5a) 

ke kK 

f= 

The average probability of neuron i firing given a starting state V/ is given by 

; Cc! 
p@lf,Vv/)= oa (6) 

Thus, to get the neuron firing probability for all degrees of faultiness f , the cumulative polynomial is divided, term 
by term, by the divisor polynomial. The fault polynomial representation for a neuron not firing is developed 
similarly by considering nonfiring probabilities instead of firing probabilities in the above development. 

If the individual neuron transition probabilities are considered independent, the transition probabilities to the 
neural system states are composed of the product of transition probabilities over all neurons to their respective 
States. It can be shown that the fault polynomial representation for the network is determined vy a product of the 
fault polynomial representations of the neurons [Belf89]. The assumption of independence for the neuron transition 
probabilities is justified by considering that the neuron makes its transition based only on the input at a particular 
ume and the statistics of that particular neuron. In order to generate the transition probabilities from one state to 
another state and more importantly the Markov transition matricies, the fault polynomial representations for each 
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state transition are computed. Thus, the average faulty behavior for the system is captured for specific state 

transition probabilities. 

3. Analysis of the Fault Tolerance of a Neural Network Implementation 

An autoassociative memory was chosen for analysis because of the simple storage algorithm and regular 

structure that makes it straight forward to analyze. The storage algorithm used in this analysis is a modified form of 

(Hopf82] and is as follows 

M 
wij = S35? fori, j=l ,....N (7) 

s=l 

where Sé is the i* bit of the s” pattern being stored in the memory and wj; is the interconnection weight from the 

output of neuron i to the input of neuron j. The pattems stored in this network are S'-@eiseLTD0 and 

S2={eSI LISS. The fault polynomial representation was applied to the autoassociative memory with these 

patterns stored, and analytical results are compared with simulated results. 

Applying the fault polynomial representation and approach to the autoassociative memory is a Straight 

forward process. First, the performance has to be defined. For the results presented here, the performance is 

measured by 

Tf A) =p (St 1 V! € {states Hamming distance h from S*}, f), (8) 

which is the probability of resulting in one of the stored patterns S* given an initial state V! that is a Hamming 

distance h from the stored pattern S* and f faults. For the 8 neuron neural system, Figure 1 shows the performance 

plotted, as the solid curves, for different Hamming distances from either S! or S*. The horizontal axis represents the 

level of faultiness in the neural system measured by the number of weight connections removed. The vertical axis 

represents the performance of the neural system measured by the probability of resulting in S*. Figure 1 has four 

plots corresponding to Hamming distances of 0, 1, 2, and 3 from one of the stored patterns. A temperature of T=1.0 

was chosen to show the behavior at a temperature that is large enough to capture the random behavior yet small 

enough so that the system functions intuitively. Figure 1 has a number of interesting features, foremost is the 

smooth degradation of the performance as the number of faults is increased. 

The simulations performed used neurons whose form is identical to that used in the analysis performed. This 

approach has two motivations. The first is an informal verification of the analytical approach. If all the neuron 

parameters are identical, the simulation results should agree favorably. The second is a demonstration of the fault 

tolerance of the autoassociative memory. 

The parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 1. 

  

parameter value 

temperature T=1.0 

transition relation Boltzmann pdf with neurons having outputs of 1 and -1 

iterations 5 

initial states for each hamming relation, bits chosen in a uniform random fashion 

faults for fault level, faults chosen in a uniform random fashion 

simulations per data point 512 

TABLE 1. Boltzmann Simulation Parameters 

Figure 1 shows the results of the Boltzmann simulations as the data points superimposed on the analyucal 

results, and as expected, the analytical method accurately predicts the simulated results. 

4. Summary 

In summary, this paper presents the analysis of the fault tolerance of neural networks using a statistical 

mechanics model. Simulated results are compared with analytical results showing that the analyucal model does 

indeed conform to the simulation model. 
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I Introduction 

In the past few last years the interest in learning and recognition of temporal sequences of patterns has 

increased. ([PINE87],|DEHA87],[DOYA89],[UCHI89|.Hopf bifurcations have been use to achieve limit cycle 

attractors [BAIR89|;some other have tried to process temporal patterns by means of "leaky integrator’, 

which are neurons which have continuous outputs.But, in each case the exhibited results are not very 

efficient. The aim of our paper is to give a framework for temporal sequences recognition by examining 

several interesting properties that we have experimentally shown on a very small network which consists 

of only five nodes.After the presentation of this network and its properties we show that using an assem- 

bly of five nodes networks” (5NN) and given a set of possible inputs, we are able to recognize each of 

these inputs.Moreover we also show that another set of 5NN enables us to determine what the previous 

input was using a recursive method. 

Il The” 5NN” architecture and its activation rule 

The architecture is very simple and is shown in figure | 

S 

1-jt 

bX) 6° 

FIGURE I 

The activation rule is a slight generalization of the competitive activation mechanism [REGG87]. 

Let a;(t) be the activity level of node (7; at time t and w;;the strength of the link between U; and 

U'; (a; €|0.1]).The activation rule is based on the following differential equation: 

w,; a; (¢) da, ae Q. si | 1 

Fe Sy PT as) A sin ot a0 
k 

With the constraint: })6; =O which implies that Sj Log (1 a; )=- Co .2; for some constant C9 

1-- 1-d 1) and p= Ut) 

Because of constraint '2) b and b’ must not equal 1.0.The equations, of which the sclutions are the coor- 

t 

Let. ype 

dinates of the equilibrium points of a 5NN. can be written as follows 

db 5 —-.a -b +O, 013) 

dy, 
Od By 04 

ds oo 
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ds a a’ 6, 8 Oy 
" 1)s (1-5 6, (1-—-s ){5 dt stva s-+ud' )s ( 5 )+(—— st+va +9, )(1-s )[5| 

da va 8 va 0, 
— =—— 1 _ 6 _ [6] 

dt (stoa * wap ja (I a)+(-—— + a (1 a )| 

dd val ps vd by 
= 1 i l-d 6 1- ! 7 

dt (sa r a+t+pad ja’ ( }+( 5 t+ud +64 )(1-a )I7| 

Given 6, fy we can easily compute 6, 0, ,0, in such a way that there is an equilibrium point out of 
the planes 0, =1.0, =1,0¢ =1,0, =1,0, =1-For this purpose we can solve the two folowing systems,in 
order to get. a particular solution. 

  

  

System I 

a a’ 
+ 1=0'8 

s8+va s-+ud' 8) 

va 8 
1=0|9 

8 +va r a +pa' 9) 

! 

<< p’—-1=0(10)   + 

s+va apd 

which gives the values of s,a,a° which are used to solve the system II. 
System II 

  

  

6, § by § 

+ —+6, =0/11] 
S+va s&+va 

0, 
+0, =0(12| 

$’+va 

va’ 6 
“+64 =0[13) 

Ss+va 

which gives 0, .6, 07 

When 6, 6, 04 are computed the differential equations which are defined in equations '3} through {7} are 
used to compute the next state of the "5NN”. 

[[IProperties of the ~5NN” 

An extensive experimental study of the "5NN” behaviour enables us to claim the three following proper- 
ties: 

1) Given the parameters (\ .u Jof a “5NN” and its starting point —_s(0).a(0).a'(0).b(0).b(0)  , three of its 
nodes oscillate between two extreme values which are different for each node whereas the two other nodes 
remain constant.The sets of oscillating nodes are either s.a.b or s.a\b’ 

  

  

  

a ae? 2)the set of oscillating nodes ix determined by the value of r (0)= aa (0) i’ (0) 
a . . 
(V(r 

If r(0) 1 then s.ab — oscillates. whereas — s.a .b oscillates when r(0)  1.Moreover r(t}1 has the 
same sign as r(O}1 for the same inputs 6, .0y 
3)r(0)= 1 is a manifold which split the hypercube of dimension 5 into two parts.The hypercube is defined 
by the activity value of each node. If the starting node is on one side of the manifold the points which 
represent the states of the “5NN” stay on this side until the Inputs are changed.A more detailled report of 
the experimentally observed properties of the “5NN*” can be found in IBOUR89: 
IV Inputs sequence determination by an assembly of “5NN” 
Given a finite set © of possible inputs {(6;'04) )..... (0008 )} it is possible to detine p “5NN7 such that if 

2? k there is only one possible input remaining such that the trajectory projection on the plane (a.b) of 
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the "5NN” states is not reduced to a single point.Thus, with enough well chosen ”5NN” it is possible to 

identify without. a doubt what the input is.(see Figure Il). 

The search of the previous input is not so simple.It is based on the definition of a ”"5NN” which allows 

oscillations of a set of nodes for two and only two pairs of inputs among those which are allowed.First we 

can remark that the constraint ({2] implies that s,a,b,a’,b’ cannot be too close to 1.0 because Log(1- 

s),Log(1-a),..would overflow.So,there is an € ,computer dependant, such that. s,a.b.a’,b’ < 1-e ([14].Thus we 

can deduce that s,a,b,a’,b’ >I [15], where | stands for 1- e* n’.With 1 such that a’,b’> 1-7 

K 9>=Log (1-a9)+Log (1-6 9)+Log (1- ag )+Log(1-bo \+-Log (1- $9). 

  

  

a r1(0) > 1 ri(O)< 1 
| 4 

| 
| | 
| | 
| | 
| | 

618, ' | 9, 30, 

| 

  | | 
| |b 

O,20y » r2(0). 1 r2(0)>1 
FIGURE II 

Let rj(0) be the value of r(0) for a given "5NN” defined by +, p, and an input 6, 9y If we can prove 

that either r¢(0) ~-1:rg(0)>-1 and rg(O)< 1 for all IF i,j/16];or that ri(0). 1 and rg(0)< 1 and rx (0) > 1 for 

all 154 ij|17! ;then the only the only possible input previously sent. before the present one Oy, by . is 

6, Oy .The search of solution space of inequalities '16],{17! is done in the following manner. 

oe | da; (0) 2 db (0) : 
dt dt 

  

  

  

  

‘16, =for all I i.j re (0)~ 1= ie Ho) W fo) 1 
\2./ k » 

a 7 a T ) | 

da He ), ,dbe(t) , da *(t)». , 4h elt). 
- = for all 154 1,) (—— . yr +( 7 )° (= = LP (—— )? 

Let U(f),.L(f) be an pe ( lower) pound of (Then we have: 

           

    

t db! ‘(t — 
for al ij L(Y (AO) oO (AMO) 108 

t at t) » da’ '(t db! “ ty). 
for all Aig UU a me ir ol a a (SO y= A171 

a! 

The computats jor U ( dis calculated by determining the upper and lower bounds of 

saa piven in a a 15) Then the derivatives with respect to v and p_ of 
rl 

(5 —} y-U (4 )v (ee are linear in —-—and —2&—.Thus we can maximize ( 
dt ptt          

minimize) r M0)ln Fact we only | prove that if there has been a previous input then it could not be different 

from (0, .0y ).Therefore our assembly of 5NN can only be used when we know how many inputs have 

already be applied to the network.(see Figure III) 

V Conclusion 

It is not obvious how one can find a 5NN which, given a set of inputs will have its ratio (0) 1 for only 

two given inputs.Actually what we have done is to define a set of 5NN and look for a set of inputs such 
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that any pair of these inputs may only be recognized by one of the 5NN.A lot of others problems have 
arisen which cannot be detailed here,especially the determination of € and | for a given computer and its 
software.At last the properties which have been presented in section III should be mathematically 
proved.We hope that some readers will be interested by the amazing properties of our 5NN and will help 
us to solve some of the remaining open problems, the most important of which is:Can a 5NN learn to 
have three oscillating nodes for two given inputs and a different set of oscillating nodes for the n-2 other 
inputs? 

  
  

  

  

  
  

  

(6, 19,’ => 6, 29, | \0, 24, => 6, 9," | Input—9, 39, ! 

| | | re 
| | | | l . 

— \ 

8, (0)=5m (¢ ) ( N 
a, (0)=a,, (t ) SA’ ,B , A’ oB 5 

bY ,(0)-=6' ,,(t) | ] 

(0, 28, => , 1951] |, 30, ! = 4,9, ' | SET OF 5NN OF DETERMINATION | 

| | | | | | 

FIGURE Tl 
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ABSTRACT 

We are studying a particular dynamic architecture of neural network founded on the neurophysiological evidence 

and on the «spin-glass oriented» modelling. The key-concept of our model is to distinguish among the coding 

function of the input at the level of short-term memory (by a small and fast variance on the fixed weights extracting 

dynamic invariants), the long-term storage of the codes (by a learning on the weights) and the recognition function 

(by a matching process between new codes and learned codes). In this way, we can make the net capable of 

reckoning with non-steady inputs without falling in the «oscillatory catastrophe» or in the «noise catastrophe» 

during the learning phase on the weights (LTM). In this paper, after a general presentation of the architecture, we 

discuss a 2D asymmetrical spin-glass model of LTM. The main property of this model is its capability of making 

stable, under given conditions, unstable equilibrium points of a chaotic dynamics (chaotic filtering). 

1. FAST CODING IN SHORT-TERM MEMORIES 

In the classic paradigm of static neural networks, the coding function of the input is generally devoted to the LTM 

connection weights, acting as a sort of «gate» on the STM activations. 

Generally, the learning of the LTM traces and/or the self-organization capacity of the net follow an Hebbian rule. 

Many problems arise when such an architecture must reckon with non-steady inputs. The radical solution would be the 

attribution not only of a buffering function to the STM as in Grossberg’s ART architecture [1], but the attribution also 

of a coding function to it, so that the LTM has to learn and/or to recognize only pre-processed codes. But if we want to 

ascribe a pre-processing function to a layered STM extracting in real time, step by step, even more general dynamical 

invariants from the continuous statistical input, we need another variable in addition to the activations and the weights 

of the classical models. 
The neurophysiological evidence suggests the hypothesis that each neuron could be considered as a coincidence 

detector in the time domain [2]. A network of coincidence detectors could thus exhibit another form of fast cell 

assembling, different from the Hebbian one, called synaptic patterns. Different synaptic mechanisms, related to the 

releasing of the mediator at the dendritic spine [3-4], could grant the the capacity of the synapse of defining and 

continuously modifying a «temporal window» within which all the impinging stimuli can be considered as simultaneous. 

This further control on the strength of the transmitted impulse for every cycle could thus allow the fast establishment 

of good timing relationships among cells. In the meanwhile, it could furnish us with the supplementary variable that 

we are searching for. Finally, the metastable character of the net could grant the immediate resetting of the memory for 

the next detection. To sum up, if we want only a dynamic STM storage in the net to perform input driven coding 

operations, we must suppose a net with fixed synaptic weights s and fast variable synaptic strengths w. On the contrary, 

if we want a static LTM storage, we must also modify the permanent synaptic weights s. 

At present, different examples are already available of this dynamic preprocessing of the input at the STM level in 

the mammalian brain. For instance, the multilayered structure of the mammalian visual cortex grants very naturally the 

extraction of position invariants of the input features by the simple loss of retinotopy of the stimulus among successive 

layers of the visual cortex [2]. Moreover, the evidence of a synchronization in phase (after a chaotic state during the 

resting phase for the resetting of the STM) of the oscillatory behavior of the cells within the same column of feature 

detectors or among homologous columns in the primary visual cortex of the cat, might be a way to establish relations 

between features in different parts of the visual field [4-7]. 
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2. ASYMMETRIC SPIN-GLASS CONTINUOUS MODELS OF DYNAMIC STM AND LTM 

Our STM model requires that the synaptic weights are fixed, and only their Strengths are fast variable within a finite 
range. Essentially this architecture can be modelled in a continuous form by considering that each weight Jjj in the 
network is a random (Gaussian) variable with a given mean (e.g_J = 0) and a specified variance Uy? ij|j. H. Sompolinsky 
and his colleagues [8] recently proposed a modified Hopfield model incorporating such a condition and constituted by 
N non-linear oscillators interacting via random asymmetric couplings. The dynamics of the net consists of N coupled 
first order differential equations: 

N N 

h;= hit BIgSj= hit BIO hy (1) 

where Jij is the synaptic efficacy (i.e., Von der Malsburg’s synaptic weights s), hi is the local field associated to each 
neuron: — ee < hi <+ co; (x) is anon-linear gain function defining the input (A,) — output (S;) characteristic of the 
neuron: (x) = tanh(gx). Such a dynamics, governed by the dimensionless control parameter gJ, shows a chaotic 
behavior for g/J >1. Particularly, with N 2100, as gJ is increased above unity, the system pass through different limit 
cycle attractors, till for g/>2, the system falls in a chaotic attractor. Such an architecture shows a (metastable) temporal 
coding of the input (limit cycle) made progressively invariant by a sequence of layers obeying to Eq.(1) (see above, 
Sect.1). In this way, the periodic final output of this «global STM» is a compressed code ready to be learned (if it is 
stable for a sufficient long time) and/or recognized by a «global LTM» [9,10]. This global LTM [11] is another Hopfield 
asymmetric net having this time a modified Hebbian rule: 

d J ij (t) — — — — 
“a TE Milt) + S51) SD IFS) S(t) ) 

__ T 

S(t) = 2 | S,(t- tT) dt 
0 (2) 

The correlation function f in (2) makes the net capable of switching off the learning for unstable inputs (transition to 
chaos). The net is thus able to distinguish dynamically between successful (recognition or learning) states (=limit cycle, 
time independent states) and unsuccessful states (=chaotic, time dependent states). This use of the chaos as a «safety 
device» preserves very naturally the LTM traces from the «oscillatory catastrophe». 

3. ASTUDY OF THE FILTERING PROPERTIES OF THE TEMPORAL CORRELATION IN 
AN ASYMMETRICAL 2D SPIN-GLASS MODEL OF LTM 

We have studied a bidimensional asymmetrical spin-glass model of LTM that, under given conditions, can make 
stable unstable equilibrium points of a chaotic dynamics. We defined this property as chaotic filtering [12-13]. The 
dependence of the stable output of the net on the correlation with a series of precedent states is the main characteristic 
of our net. We define this characteristic as the inner dynamic memory of the net. 

Let be Sif © M Nan (2) the state of the spin at the time step (n), where M (2) is the bidimensional matrix of the 
states and = 4-1, 1}. | 

If we indicate with Fijmt!” the connection weights of our 2D net, then the state dynamics is given by: 

SC =TyfH (S)] 3) 
where 

+1 if py Tin 1X mi 0 
Tl X] = mi (n) 

-1l if 2 JipmiX my <0 (4) 

with 

Nmem (ny, NR! nk) H;""(s™)=2 2% Si 
7 K=0 (>) 
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H is the filter operating the time correlation with dimension Nmem. The dynamics of the weights is given by the 

following asymmetrical evolution including a modified Hebbian rule: 

(n) ¢ nc hmmis™) lev 
(n+ 1) Jijm | ij ml ‘ 

iim i = (6) 
(n) N. 

(T=) Sjmi+ MGS) Cimm if A CHS 12 V 

where Cij m “is the following correlation: 
N Nmem - 1 (n-k) (nek) 
mem - An- 

Cimt = 2s Sy Sm ” 

V is the correlation threshold and f is the sigmoidal function : 

1 
f(x) = 1+ e IT (8) 

where T is the temperature of the system. The presence of the term His memmS(n)) makes asymmetrical the learning rule. 

The properties of the time-correlation typical of this kind of dynamic filtering (i.e.,«chaotic filtering») [12-13] depend 

on the dynamics of the state evolution as well as on the dynamics of the weights. The filtering grants the stabilization 

(i.e.,a learning) fora sufficient extension of the dynamic memory (Nmem). On the contrary, with an insufficient memory, 

the asymmetrical term predominates, so that the net exhibits a chaotic behavior. The metrical parameter df" 

a7) 2 Dig tt? _ 6M (9) 
g 4 i 

represents a measurement of the difference between successive outputs of the net. In the Figures I and 2, the temporal 

evolution of this parameter is represented for different memory dimensions (Nmem) and N=7. For a sufficiently high 

dimension, the output is stable, for a low dimension, the output is chaotic. The chaotic behavior is enhanced in the 
  

  

[] Nmem=8 

, i Nmem = 10 

_ Z\ Nmem = 20 

       
  

Fig.1. d vs. time for different Nmem Fig.2. As Fig.1. Irregular case for Nmem = 4 

Figure 3 describing the evolution, for a memory of dimension 1, of a typical parameter of this net: the spatio-temporal 

correlation parameter z'"*/? 
1 (n+I1) (n) . ; 

gin+l) = y 2 S; - Si | * *] (10) 

In this net, the correlation is indeed a function not only of the time, but also of the position of the interacting spins. 

To sum up, with respect to the other classical learning rules, the essential feature of our model is the presence of an 

inner memory granting a dynamic processing of the information. Moreover, it is this same characteristic that grants the 

self-stabilizing property of the net. In particular, it can avoid the oscillatory catastrophe in presence of too oscillaung 

inputs, by the presence of the term Cijm/””“” of Eq.6. Its function in our model is very similar to that of the correlation 

integral of Parisi’s model in Eq.2. Nevertheless, there are two main differences: /) the chaotic filtering is something 

more than a simple correlation; 2) the net is always asymmetrical also after the learning. 
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4. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

Generally, the comprehension of the cognitive function of a chaotic dynamics in a neural net is today blocked within 
an insuperable dichotomy. /) If we suppose that the incoming stimulus is inserted into the initial conditions of the 
dynamics, we obtain an high selective power of the net, but we loss any categorization property of it, owing to its strong 
dependence on the initial conditions. 2) On the other hand, if we insert extrinsically the input in the control parameter 
Switching the dynamics from a chaotic to a stable state, we obtain a sort of categorization property (similar inputs are 
mapped into close limit cycles), but in such a case we do not obtain any appreciable advantage with respect to more 
classical models such as a static Hopfield net. The necessity of an external teacher is requested in both the cases. 
  

  

On the contrary, in our maps, owing to their self-filtering 
Capacity, it is granted that similar inputs are mapped in very 
similar ways, though they are inserted into the initial con- 
ditions of the dynamics. Indeed, the mapping or the self-sta- 
bilizing function of the map corresponds here to an extrac- 
tion of some essential invariant of the ongoing dynamics. 
In this sense, it is obvious to expect that two correlated maps 
of this type receiving a similar input will oscillate in phase     

Fig.3. Chaotic behavior of z vs. n(Nmem=1, N=7) only when they detect the same invariant. The synchroniza- 
tion of the oscillating behavior of the neural feature detec- 

tors of the mammalian brain (see above, Sect.1) could have thus in the chaotic filtering properties its more natural 
explication. 

At present, we are studying a more sophisticated version of the model presented here, that is, a net exhibiting a 
non-autonomous evolution depending on the oscillation of its capacity of dynamic memory (Nmem). 
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Abstract 

An important consideration when implementing neural networks with either limited precision digital 

or analog hardware is the sensitivity of neural networks to weight errors. In this paper, we derive an 

approximation for the sensitivity of layered feed-forward networks of Adaline elements (threshold logic 

units) to weight errors. It is shown that for large networks with small weight errors, the probability that 

an output neuron makes a decision error can be approximated by 
Ww 2gi-L 

PEL = x |AW| 
x2 | 4 [Ww 

° AW . ° e h « ° h 

where L is the number of layers of the network, and aan is the normalized weight error or the “weight 

perturbation ratio.” The probability of error increases with ZL and with Br, but is essentially inde- 

pendent of the number of weights per neuron and of the number of neurons per layer, as long as these 

numbers are large, on the order of 100 or more. 

1 Introduction 

The input-output function realized by a neural network is determined by the values of its weights. When 

using analog hardware to store the desired weights, an important issue is that of weight sensitivity; how 

sensitive is the input-output mapping of the neural network to weight drift? In this paper, we investigate 

this question for neural networks with Madaline structures [5]. 

The Adaline (adaptive linear element) (5] (also known as a linear threshold unit) is the basic building block 

of the Madaline (many Adalines) network. Figure 1a shows an Adaline with n variable inputs: 2), 22,..-,n- 

The inputs take on binary values of either +1 or —1. The bias input, zo, is fixed at a value of +1. Associated 

with the Adaline are n + 1 adjustable analog weights: wo, wi,.-.,Wn- The weights of the Adaline scale the 

corresponding inputs, the scaled inputs are summed, and the weighted sum is input to a threshold device. 

The threshold device outputs a —1 for negative inputs and a +1 for positive inputs. The output of the 

threshold device is the Adaline output. In geometric terms, the Adaline output is +1 if the angle between 

: . A . . 
the input vector X 2 [zo ...2,] and the weight vector W = [wo... wa] is less than 90° and —1 if the angle 

between these two vectors is greater than 90°. 
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Figure 1: (a) The Adaline (b) A three-layer Madaline 

A layered network of Adaline elements (a Madaline) is shown in Figure 1b. The inputs to the network 

are presented to each of the Adalines in the first layer. The outputs from the first-layer Adalines then serve 
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as inputs to the second-layer Adalines, and so on. The Adalines of the final layer (in this case, the third 
layer) are called the output Adalines. Their outputs are the outputs of the network. 

2 Effects of Weight and Input Errors on the Adaline Output 
As stated in the previous section, the angle between the input vector and the weight vector determines the 
output of the Adaline. Changes in either the input vector or the weight vector can cause the angle between 
these two vectors to change. In this section we report some recent findings regarding the probability that 
the Adaline output changes state as a result of errors in either the weight vector, the input vector, or both. 

Consider an Adaline with weight vector W and input vector X. We first discuss the effects of errors in 
the weight vector on the Adaline output response. For this purpose, we consider a perturbed weight vector 
W, which can be expressed as the sum of the original weight vector W and a randomly oriented perturbation 
vector AW: W, = W+ AW. Using the concepts of higher dimensional geometry (3, 6, 1, 2], it can be shown 
that the probability of change in the Adaline output state as a result of the weight vector perturbation AW 
is given by +Oww, where Oww, is the angle between W and W,- Given the length of the perturbation vector 
|AW|, the expected value of this angle is approximated by the weight perturbation ratio, al. Hence, the 
probability of change in the Adaline output state due to a randomly oriented weight vector perturbation 
AW is approximated as: 

; 1 |AW 
P(Adaline Error) ~ oa (1) 

As intuition would suggest, errors in the input vector have the same effect as errors in the weight 
vector[4]; intuitively, this is because it is the angle between these two vectors that determines the Adaline 
output response. Thus, the probability that the Adaline output changes state due to a randomly oriented 
input vector perturbation AX is given by: 

P(Adaline Error) ~ eT (2) 

When both input errors and weight errors are present, we can define an equivalent net perturbation 
ratio. This equivalent net perturbation ratio is approximated by the square root of the sum of the squares of 
the input perturbation ratio and the weight peturbation ratio[4]. The probability that the Adaline output 
changes state due to an input vector perturbation AX and to a weight vector perturbation AW is given by: 

2 2 
P(Adaline Error) = i net perturbation ratio) ~ i |AX| + |AW| 3) T ug |X| |W | 

  

The approximations made in this section are valid for large numbers of Adaline inputs and small weight 
and input perturbation ratios. 

3 Effects of Weight Errors on a Madaline Output 
We now investigate the sensitivity of a network of Adalines to changes in the weights. Consider a Madaline 
network with n, first-layer Adalines, ny second-layer Adalines, ..., and nz L**-layer Adalines, where L is 
the number of layers in the network. Suppose the weight vector associated with each Adaline of a multilayer 
network is perturbed in a random direction by an amount which results in a weight perturbation ratio, cal , 

Then the probability that a first-layer Adaline makes an error, PEy, is given by: PE, ~ ti Assuming 
the weight vectors of the first-layer Adalines to be independent, the expected number of first-layer Adalines 
which make decision errors is n, PE,. The input perturbation ratio corresponding to k out of n + 1 binary- 
valued (+1) inputs being in error is ate. Substituting n; PE; in place of k results in an input perturbation 
ratio for the second-layer Adalines of: 

Sa) 4n, PE; ——- x = \/4PE 4 
( |x| 2"4_layer n+l 4) 
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The probability of error for a second-layer Adaline, PE2, is found by substituting this expression for the 

input perturbation ratio in Equation 3. 

1 awly 1 |AW] 4 |W 
PE, + — — Pp a —_ ——__ 

2 1 ( |W | + 4PEy x |W| 1+ x |AW| (5) 

  

Continuing to propagate the probability of error from one layer to the next in this fashion, it is found that 

the probability of error for an output of a Madaline with L layers of Adalines is approximately: 

  

  

  

_ 1|AW| 4 |W| 
~~ a [WI 

4 simi lf, 
x |AW| 

1 4 Wy 
+ x AW] 1+ TC TAW] (6) 1+ 

where the number of square roots in this approximation for PE, is L —1. For small weight perturbation 

ratios, 4h is much bigger than 1 and Equation 6 can be approximated as: 

gl-1 
1 |AW] (: \W] rr 4 [slay PE, x lot (Se = 

1™ a |W] \w|Aw m2 14 |W 
(7) 

This last simplification has the advantage of resulting in a closed-form expression and is a good approximation 

to Equation 6 for values of WT lL < 10%. 

4 Simulation Results 
Two computer simulations were written to obtain experimental results for comparison with the theoretical 

results of the previous sections. 

The purpose of the first simulation was to experimentally determine the relative frequency of Adaline error 

as a function of various combinations of weight and input perturbations. To do so, a reference weight and 

input vector were randomly generated. The reference vectors were then perturbed by randomly generated 

vectors of the desired length. The outputs of the reference and perturbed Adalines were compared to 

determine whether or not the perturbations resulted in an Adaline decision error. The experimental frequency 

of Adaline error is computed based on data from 18000 such trials. 

The experimental results from the first simulation are compared with the theoretical results (Equation 3) 

in Figure 2a. The results shown are for an Adaline with 99 variable inputs (100 total inputs). The continuous 

curves illustrate the theoretical results whereas the data points depict the experimental results. Each curve 

shows the probability of an Adaline decision error as a function of weight perturbation ratio for a specific 

input perturbation ratio (given in terms of the number of input errors). The comparison indicates that 

agreement between the theoretical and experimental results is good. From results not shown, we see that 

good agreement holds for Adalines with as few as 9 inputs and for weight and input perturbation ratios as 

big as 50%. The derivation of Equation 3 assumes a large number of Adaline inputs as well as small weight 

and input perturbation ratios. 

The second simulation found the experimental frequency of error for a Madaline output as a function 

of the weight perturbation ratio. A randomly generated weight vector was assigned to each Adaline of 

a reference network. A perturbed network was then generated from this reference network by adding a 

randomly oriented perturbation vector of desired magnitude to each of the Madaline’s weight vectors. A 

randomly selected input vector was then presented to both networks and their outputs were compared. The 

experimental frequency of error is based on over 4000 such comparisons. 

The results of the second simulation (for a Madaline network with 99 Adalines per layer) are compared 

with the theoretical results of Equation 6 in Figure 2b. Again the continuous curves represent the theoretical 

predictions and the data points depict the experimental results. The four curves shown correspond to 

networks with one, two, three, and four layers of Adalines. The experimental and theoretical results are in 

close agreement for weight perturbations as big as 50%. For networks with fewer numbers of Adalines per 
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(a) Adaline with 99 variable inputs ; (b) Madaline with 99 Adalines per layer ’ 7 ’ . 4 ’ . , ’   
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Figure 2: Comparison of theoretical and experimental results. Continuous curves illustrate theoretical results, 
data points depict experimental results. (a) Probability of Adaline decision error vs. weight perturbation ratio 
for various input perturbation ratios. (b) Probability of Madaline output error vs. weight perturbation ratio for 
networks with various numbers of layers. 

layer, the experimental results for small weight perturbation ratios (less than 5%) start to drop below the 
theoretical results predicted by Equation 6. If more accuracy is desired for the smaller weight perturbation 
ratios, a more complicated approximation[4] can be used. 

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented the results of our analysis on the sensitivity of a Madaline’s input-ouput 
mapping to errors in the weights. We have presented a simple formula which approximates the probability of 
a Madaline output error as a fucntion of the weight perturbation ratio and number of layers in the network. 
This approximation is independent of the number of Adalines per layer; simulation results showed that for 
networks with 99 Adalines per layer, the approximation accurately predicts the performance of the networks 
for weight perturbation ratios between 5% and 50%. As the number of Adalines per layer increases, the 
approximation improves for the smaller weight perturbation ratios and maintains its good performance for 
weight perturbation ratios as high as 50%. In a forthcoming paper, we present our theoretical results in 
more detail and present a more precise approximation for the probability of a Madaline output error as a 
function of the weight perturbation ratio. 
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Abstract. A method is proposed for improving the performance of the commonly used 

simulated annealing(or SA for short) techniques. It produces the better solutions and can 

reduce the computer time. The similar improvement is also made on Boltzmann machine. 

The advantages of such an improvement are shown by computer simulation on attributed 

graph matching problem. 

1. Introduction. SA not only has many applications[1][2], but also has many variants and 

extensions [3]. SA and its variants have also been used to simulate the networks’ dynamics 

of the symmetrically interconnected neural networks. Boltzmann machine and its variant 

are such examples [4]. In this paper, a method is proposed which can improve the perfor- 

mance of SA and its variants. It can guarantee to always yield a better solution than that 

yielded by those original SA methods. It is useful especially in the following cases (which 

are often encounterd in actual applications ) : 

(1). The time spent on each temperature is not long enough to let Metropolis Sampling(or 

MS for short) process reach its equilibrium state. (case(1) is only suitable for the station- 

ary annealing way as used in [1][4], but not for the nonstationary annealing way as used 

in (3] where temperature decreases at each step). 

(2). the speed of the annealing is too fast. 

(3). The temperature specified for stopping the annealing process is not low enough. 

In these cases, the original methods will usually find a bad solution, while the 1m- 

proved methods can still obtain a quite better one. In addition, The improvment also 

supplied a simple but effective way to decide when a MS process can be finished to start 

another MS process(only for the sationary annealing way) and when the whole annealing 

process can stop such that time cost is reduced but the solution is still satisfactory. 

Furthermore, the method is introduced into Boltzmann machine for improving its 

performance for combinatorial optimization use. The advantages similar to the ones given 

above are again obtained. In fact, the method probably gives a general strategy which 

is also suitable for improving some other neural network methods which relate to SA or 

even some stochastic combinatorial optimization methods. Finally, computer simulation 

on an attributed graph matching problem is briefly introduced to show the advantages of 

our method in comparision with the original ones. 

2. An Improvement On Simulated Annealing Methods. 

Where It Needs to Be Improved. It is intereseting to relate SA methods to the 

classical iterative improvment algorithm (or IIA for short) which iteratively chooses a po- 

tential state s’ and compares its cost E(s’) with that E(s) of the current state s, and 

then replaces s by s’ according a accepting rule of AE = E(s’) — E(s) < 0. With 
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ITA, the current state will never reach a state which is worse than those reached before, 
and the current soultion updating(or CSOU for short) sequence | E (s)] is a monotonically 
unincreasing sequence, as a result, the current state is easy to be stack at a local minimum. 

However, with SA methods, s’ is permit to replace s with probability P(s’) even 
when AE > 0 (this could be considered as a generalized accepting rule of the above men- 
tioned), this P(s’) deponds on AE and a parameter T (called temperature). The smaller 
AE and the higher T gives the larger P(s’). In order to reach a global optimal state, T 
should start at a high value and gradually decreases to a very low value in a way which 
imitates the annealing process of a physical system. As a result, the current state has 
a chance to escape from the local minimum, but in the same time, [E(s)] is no long a 
monotonically unincreasing sequence. Theoretically speaking, when T is slowly reduced 
by a strict cooling schedule and T — 0 , the final current solultion will be the global 
optimal one with probability one. 

But, practically, it is difficult to decide how high T should start and how low T sould 
stop. Furthermore, for the stationary annealing way, it is also difficlut to decide when a 
MS process at each T reaches its equilibrium and how slowly T should decreases from one 
to the other; or even for the nonstationary annealing way, although there is a theoretical 
formula (e.g., (3) in [3]) which indicates how to reduce T at each step, it is too slow to be 
practical. Instead, some fast cooling schedule are usually used. Because of these reasons, 
actually, the final current solution is probably worse than some solutions it ever encoutered 
before. This explains why the solution by SA methods sometime is even worse than that 
by some heuristic methods, and it also interprets the curve phenomenon in Fig.7d of ref. 
[2]. 

How It Can Be Improved. With both IIA and SA methods, the current state up- 
dating (or CSTU for short) track has two functions simultaneously. one is as the searching 
control track to indicates which states are searched, the other is as the CSOU track to 
indicates how the current solution is renewed. With ITA, the CSTU track acts as a bad 
searching control track since it is easy to be stack at a local minimum, but it acts as a good 
CSOU track since its current solution is the best one of those ever met before. Oppositely, 
with SA methods, the CSTU track acts as a good searching control track since it can 
escape from a local minimum, but it acts as a bad CSOU track since its current solution 
can be worse than those ever met before. 

However, for SA methods, it is not neccessary to bundle up the two tracks. We can let 
the CSTU track be only as the searching control track so that all its good characteristics 
are retained, and construct a good CSOU [E(8)] on which the current solution E(8) is 
updated(i.e., § is replaced by s’) only when E(s’) < E (S$) so that the current solution is 
always the best one of those ever met before. This change only increases very few addi- 
tional computer cost , but brings the following advantages: 

(1). As stated above, not only all the good features of the original SA methods can 
be retained, but also the better final solution can be obtained. 

(2). The track [£(8)] supplies a way to stop the annealing process through checking 
if E(S) remains unchanged for the po successively reduced T’s.(if so, stop) 

(3). For stationary annealing way, | £(8)] also supplies, at each T, a way to stop the 
MS process to start a new one through checking if E(8) remains unchanged for the Jo 
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succesive steps. (if so, start a new MS) 

An algorithm for improving the conventional SA [1] is given as follows: 

(Initially, randomly choose a state s as the current state, set T, Tmin, Jm- Let 

p=0,qg=0,j =0, 8=s8,E= E(s), Es =E, Ey = E.) 

step 1: If j > jm, goto step 6. otherwise, 7 = j + 1, randomly make a small pertur- 

bation As which results in a new state s+ As with AE = E(s+ As) — E(s) 

step 2: If AE > 0, generate a random number € which is a sample of the uniform 

distribution over [0,1]. If e(-44/7) < €, goto step 1. 

step 3: s+ As replaces s as the new current solution, E«- E+ AE. 

step 4: If E < Ej , then Ej «+ E, §+ s+ As, q=0. Otherwise q+ q+ 1. 

step 5: If q < qo , goto step 1. 

step 6: If E; < E; , then E;,+ E; , p=0, ifnot, p+p+l. 

step 7: If p < po and T > Tmin, reduce T by some means, let q = 0, 7 = 0. goto 

step 1. otherwise, the current E() is taken as the final solution, stop. 

Where Tynin is a given threshold for the minimum T and jy is also a given threshold 

for the maximum time of a MS at each 7. The two thresholds togather with go and po 

control when a MS at each T finishes and when the whole annealing stops. 

3. The Improvement On Boltzmann Machine. The symmetrical interconnected neural 

networks has been applied to many combinatorial optimization problems [5]. In such net- 

works, a global state is considered as a set of binary neurons c,’s with its enery E as 

given in formula(1) of Fig.2. The E is governed by an additive STM equation which re- 

laxes the network Usually, it hopes that the networks could be relaxed to the state of its 

global minimum energy, for this end, Hinton [4] developed Boltzmann machine in which 

SA technique is used to avoid the local minimum of E in the following way: 

Select a neuron ¢;, calculate its energy gap AE; (i.e., the difference between the en- 

ergy of the two global states, with c; off and on repectively) by formula(2) in Fig.2. and 

let the neuron ci take value c; = 1 with probabilty p; = 1/(1+e~4"/T) Then, select 

another neuron and repeat the same process untill the equilibrium is reached. This process 

starts at a high temperature J, and with T gradually decreasing to a low enough value, 

the process stops with the current networks’ global state being taken as the state of the 

global minimum energy. 

In Boltzmann machine, its CSOU track is also identical to the CSTU track. So the 

improvement similar to that given in sect.2 could be also obtained by constructing a new 

CSOT track as follows : In addition to a binary matrix A which indicates the current 

global state of the network, another binary matrix B is used to record the global state 

of the current minimal energy. Initially, A = B both record a randomly chosen global 

state, and then A will be updated once each neuron ci changes its value according to 

probability p;, but B is updated by B = A only when the energy of the current global 

state is lower than the energy of the state recorded in B. In this way, a montonically 

unincreasing energy sequence of the current solution is obtained. When the whole process 

is stoped, the current state recorded in B could be taken as the final solution. Similarly, 

the three advantages mentioned in sect.2 are still true here. 
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8. Simulation Examples. Attributed Graph (AG) have been widely used in computer vi- 
sion. In [6], we used the methods of SA and Boltzmann machine to solve the AG matching 
problem. Due to the limited space, here, we only briefly mention an example which is 
done by the improved Boltzmann machine in comparision with the original one(both in 
the stationary annealing way). The details and more examples are refered to (6]. 

As shown in Fig.1, two AGs, G and G’, each has 8 nodes v,’s with attributes avis 
and 10 edges U;U;s with attributes ae,;;’s. The end is to set up an one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the nodes of G and G’ so that the total cost E, as given in formula(3) of 
Fig.2, is minimized. In the formula, u,;’s are 0-1 variables, u;; = 1 denotes that v; of G 
corresponds to vy of G’ and its cost is (av; — av’)? . UsjUi~p = 1 denotes that edge v;v; of 
G corresponds to edge v/v} and its cost is (ae, — ae’,)”. In effect, the formula is just a 
version of formula(1) of Fig.2 and each U;; is just a neuron. 

By the original Boltzmann machine with the starting T = 2000, the final Tynin = 
0.01, and T is reduced by T + 0.96T, when the annealing process finaly stops after 
119194 steps, a bad and unfeasible (there are one-to-many correspondences) solution with 
cost E = 1125 is obtained. However, by the improved Boltzmann machine with the 
Same parameter set, the annealing process finaly stops after 11253 steps at approximately 
T = 800 (due to the new stoping way, see sect.2), the global optimal solution is obtained 
with cost E = 0.5, so the example shows that the improved Boltzmann machine can get 
a much better solution with much less cost. 
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PROGRAMMING NEURAL NETWORKS: A Dynamic-Static Model 
Yong Yao, and Qing Yang 
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We propose a dynamic-static model of neural net- 

works (DS_net). The circuitry of the mode] is 

presented. Theoretical analysis shows that the set of 

the equilibria of the DS_net is associated with the 

set of the minima of a certain energy function. The 

energy function may be more general than that of 

the Hopficld-Tank network. Applications of the 

DS_net have been made to solve linear program- 

ming as well as quadratic programming problems. 

1. Introduction 

Using neural networks to solve optimization 

problems has been pioneered by Hopfield and Tank 

(1].{2]. In an appropriate neural network, the 

dynamic processing trom its initial state to its final 

state may be considered as a computation for a cer- 

tain optimization problem. The final state is one of 

the solutions of the problem. From this concept, we 

are going to develop a more general model which 

includes Hopfield-Tank model as a special case. The 

main property of our model is to associate the set of 

the minima of a certain optimization problem with 

the set of the equilibria of the model. 

In a earlier work [3], a fast-slow neural net- 

work model (FS_net) was discussed. The idea of the 

FS_net is to introduce different time scales, i.e. the 

network is composed of several subnetworks, some 

of them have faster dynamics than others. This idea 

was suggested by analyzing the dynamics of a real 

brain. For instance, the process of recognition 1s 

usually much faster than the process of learning in 

the brain. The time scales of the changing of 

synapse weights and the changing of axon hairs 

might not be identical, ¢.g. those changings are 

treated by using different differential equations in 

[4]. Although in the brain it is not necessary that 

physically those subnetworks with different time 

scales are separated since the brain is of three- 

dimension. For example, in an olfactory bulb, Stel- 

late cells, which are considered as supporting neu- 

rons, are embedded into the network composed of 

Mitral cells and Granule cells [5]. It is plausible to 

consider that the time scale of the Mitral-Granule 

cell network is different from that of the Stellate cell 

network. In this paper, we discuss a particular case 

of the FS_nct. In this case the time scales of the fast 

subnetworks are considered as infinite. That is, the 

dynamic processing of the fast subnetworks is negli- 

gible. This kind of FS_net is called a dynamic-static 

neural network (DS_net). 

2. A Dynamic-Static Model 

Fig.1 shows a DS_net with one dynamic sub- 

network and one static subnetwork. The left subnet- 

work is dynamic with a bypass RC circuit, and the 

subnetwork on right is static. R, simulates the 

transmembrane conductance. C; simulates the 

transmembrane capacitance. I) is the external input 

to the dynamic subnetwork, while I‘) is the external 

input to the static subnetwork. 
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Fig.1 The circuitry of a dynamic-static neural 

network (see the context for the details). 

In Fig.1, D;, S, are nonlinear elements of the 

DS_net. They may be referred to "neurons". The 

neuron D; and the neuron S,; may be of different 

functions. But D, Dy,...Dy are identical. S),S5,..Sy 

are identical. The functions f, and g are used to 

denote the input/output relationships of the D-type 

neuron and the S-type neuron, respectively. That is 

V; = f(u;), and V, = g(/,). T;; represents the 

synaptic strength from D, to D,. We, Ho 4, He: 

have the similar meanings to 7,;. Thus the matrices 

T, W, H®), and H®? are the connection matrices 

from D to D, S to S, S to D, and D to S, respec- 

tively. Mathematically, the DS_net can be described 

by the following differential-algebraic equations 
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ct =e tkT Vi + 1804 FH), 7, (1) ‘ dt “uj V; 8 < s 

M _ 
I, = SHO, +S Wat (2) 

j=) f=] 

Although generally the collective behavior of the 
DS_net is unknown, the network can be proved to 

be of Lyapunov-type ° if it satisfies the following 
conditions: T is symmetric, H™) equals to the tran- 
sposition of H®, W is a zero matrix (i.e. there is no 
feedback from the static subnetwork to itself), the 
I/O relationship of the D-type neuron, i.e. the func- 

ton f, is a strictly monotonically increasing func- 

tion, and f and g are integrable. 

To see this, let us consider the following func- 
tion 

N N N 

Wad YT WV.V,— SUP, 
' 

+ Yue, [r '(v)dv — Sou (3) 

where the function G(z) is defined by 

G(z)= fecx)dr. Since V, = f(u,), 
0 

  

dt Aj 0V; dt 

N. dV; 
= ale - YT yvj-u- ¥ HO, 0 (114) 

i=] i=l 

Notice V, = g(/,), He = (H))’, where ° denotes 
th : dV; df du; 

tr tion of a matrix, —— = —~—,, we e transposition matrix, i du, dt 

have 

dE Ly mM | c ah a“) 

“Ai dt OF 

N df du; 4 

=- ) C;——(—-»)-. 5 2, dud (5) 

Furthermore f is supposed to be monotonically 

te) 

  

increasing, i.e. is positive. This yields 

  

"A dynamic system is called Lyapunov-type if there exists a 
function so that the value of the function is strictly decreas- 
ing along with every dynamic flow of the System except at 
the equilibria of the system. The function is called the en- 
ergy (or Lyapunov) function of the system. In terms of the 
definition, there is not any kind of oscillation in a Lyapunov 
system. 

dE dE du; 
<0, —— = Oif and only if — = 0. a it if and only i a 0. (6) 

This shows the function E in (3) is an energy func- 
tion of the DS_net under the above conditions. The 
equilibria of the DS_net and the minima of E are 
equivalent. In other words, the neural network in 
Fig.1 may be used to seek the minima of the func- 
tion E. 

The similar proving procedure may be applied 
to show the DS_net in Fig.1 is of Lyapunov-type 
under the conditions: T= T’, H!)=0, ie. the 
dynamic subnetwork is symmetry and independent 
of the static subnetwork, f is a strictly monotoni- 
cally increasing function, and f and g are integr- 
able. In this case the energy function is chosen to be 

N 

E = 2557, iViVj-— MIP v,; 
é=1 t=) 7=1 

+ y VR; | f-\w)dv (7) 
i=] 0 

Since under the conditions the equation (1) is 
reduced to be 

du; Ui; 
is =~ Re DT yy rH (8) 

‘ j= 

and 

dE _< 
“dt. = ya r ij V;- 1?) 

s=] R; 

du; 
--yo £4 =) (9) 

This yields the conclusion (6). For summary- 
ing, we have the following theorem about the 
DS_net 

Theorem: Let the functions f and g be integrable, 
and f is strictly monotonically increasing. The 
DS_net in Fig.1 is of Lyapunov-type if either of the 
following two sets of conditions is satisfied: (i) 
T = T’, H®) = (H©)’, and W = 0; (ii) T = T’, and 
H‘?) = 0. 

Remarks: (i) There is no restriction to be 
added to the function g¢ to guarantee the DS_net to 
be of Lyapunov-type provided g is integrable. g is 
mainly related to the static properties of the net- 
work, while the Lyapunov-type property is related to 
the dynamic processing. But in the next sections we 
will find that an appropriate choice of the function g 
plays an important role to implement constraints in a 
constrained programming problem. 
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(ii) The DS_net includes the Hopfield-Tank 

network as a special case, ie. when M =0. In 

addition as it was pointed out in [2] that the 

Hopfield-Tank’s linear programming network does 

not belong to their general model, this network can 

be deduced from the DS_nect model (see the next 

section). 

3. Linear Programming 

A linear programming problem can_ be 
described to attempt to minimize a cost function 

o(V)=ATV (10) 

subject to 

E;V2>B,, j=1,2,...M or 

E'v-B 20. (11) 

where V is a N-vector variable, A is a N-vector, E 

is a NxM matrix, and B is a M-vector. In Fig.1, let 

T,;=0, Wi =0, i=-B,, [=-A,, HSP=HMO=E;, 

f be an appropriate sigmoid curve, g be the follow- 

ing function: 

0 if=20 5 

S)= | _ x ifz<0 (12) 

where y is positive and large enough (see [6] for the 

detail discussion about the choice of the parameter 

y. In this case, S is a nonlinear negative resistor). 

Under the setting of the parameters, the equa- 

tions (1)-(3) are reduced to be 

ca “A SE v 13 — = -— -A; + . i dt R, t a url ( ) 

N 

l, = SERV) — Bi = EIV _ B,. (14) 

J=l 

N N V, M 
E = SAV + DUR | f"W)dv- SGU) 

i=] O l=) 

N vs M 
=ATV+ DUR,| fav — >) GL) (15) 

0 f=] sx] 

Substituting (14) into (13), we have 

Cc at “ A SE E,V-B 16 —————a = — — es of . —_ 

‘ dt R, 1 i itd ( t 1) ( ) 

Since the condition (i) of the theorem are held 

under the setting of the parameters, the equilibria of 

(16) are equivalent to the minima of the function 

(15). Then as long as we can show the equivalence 

between (15) and the linear programming (10) and 

(11), we also show the DS_net under these condi- 

tions can be used as a linear programming network. 

That is, a stable output of the network is a solution 
f, 

of the lincar programming. Notice G(/;) = Jg(=)a:. 
O 

According to the definition of the function g, we 

have 

  

0 if7,20 
G(I,) = “x2 ifh<0 (17) 

n°! 

-Al A2 -AN BI B2 13M 

EIM [2M ENM 

Ell | E21 
  

  

Ev] [WI [42 EWM 

: Ell fl2 IM 
  

  

            
      
        

  

          ly 4 Vv V1 | v2 Va 

Fig.2 The circuitry of a linear programming 

neural network. Here D is a near-ideal amplifier, S 

is a nonlinear negative resistor defined by (12), 

which is different from that in [2]. 

Since y is assumed to be large enough, J, (1=1,2, 

....M) must not be less than zero in order to minim- 

ize the function E. This implies that the constraint 

(11) is satisfied. On the other hand, if the gain of the 

sigmoid curve f is high enough, the middle term on 

the right side of (15) can be neglected (1). That is 

min E = min A’Y, (18) 

subject to the constraint (11). The linear program- 

ming neural network is sketched in Fig.2 which is 

similar to that in [2]. The differences between the 

network presented here and that in [2] are the non- 

linearity (12) and the matrices H and H®?. In [2], 

y=1 and H®) = (H&S)? = — E. Mathematically, 

y = 1 is not sufficient. 

4. Quadratic Programming 

A quadratic programming problem can be 

described to attempt to minimize the following cost 

function 
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o(V) = ATV+ 12V'GV (19) 

subject to 

E’V-B > 0. (20) 

where G is a NxXN_ symmetric matrix, and 
V, A, E, B have the similar meanings to those in the 
linear programming. In Fig.1, let 

[= Aj,.. df= An, HO=-B,,..1f =-Bay 

We=0, USP wim=— (Ex)wea> 

(Tiwxn=— (Gijdwan (HE )Man=— (Ee) bcos 

  

  

  

  

          

-\} -A2 -AN -BIl  -R2 - BM 

“Fim |-1:2M H Eyed 

EU pete -EM! em [G2 Eat 
GW TOW Gav: fend FEN2-LE 1 

eg le ay loa 
| ul CTHU?HCH Uw coh | 2 

— -|-   WW iY         
    

  

            
Fig.3 The circuitry of a quadratic program- 

ming neural network. The neurons D and S§S are as 
the same as those in Fiy.2. 

Further if the neuron D, (i=1,2,...,.N) is chosen to be 
an appropnate sigmoid curve, and the neuron S, ( 
k=1,2,....M) is defined by (12). Then the equation 
(1)-(3) is reduced to be 

du, la; N M ~ 

C,— =-—-)G,V,-A,- > E,V, (21 dt R, 2 iia) 2 “v7 ( ) 

N 

hh = YD EnV)— By = ELV - By. 
=! 
N ON N 

t=] s=ly=l 

(22) 

N Vi M 

+ DUR, [f-w)dv- YG) 
0 f=] — 

—_ 

= ATV + 1/2V’GV 

N V, M 

+ > UR, Js day ~ 2G) (23) 

  

Since the connection matnx of T is symmetric, the 
matrix H®) equals the transposition of the matrix 
HS) and no connection from the dynamic subnet- 
work to the static subnetwork, the network will con- 
verge to one of the minima of the function (23) in 
terms of the theorem. On the other hand, with the 
same reason as in the linear programming case, the 
minimization of (23) is equivalent to the quadratic 
programming problem (19) and (20). Fig.3 shows 
the circuit implementation of a quadratic program- 
ming neural network. 

Notice: (i) Because of the limitation of the space the 
simulation results are not presented here. (ii) The 

concept of FS_net can be applied to somewhere else. 

For instance, the fast subnetworks may be used to 

store different characters with the same codes so that 

there are not two different characters sharing a same 

code in the main subnetwork [3]; In the implementa- 

tion of the dynamic tunneling algorithm [6], the 
minimization phase can be accomplished by the fast 

subnetwork, while the slow subnetwork can be used 

tO assign new starting points to the fast subnetwork. 
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Theories on the Hopfield Neural Networks with Inequality Constraints 

Shigeo Abe Junzo Kawakami 

Hitachi Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd. 
4026 Kuji, Hitachi, Ibaraki, Japan 

Introduction 

The Hopfield neural networks [1], whose convergence characteristics have been 

clarified [2], are well suited to solving a combinatorial optimization problem, 

provided it has no inequality constraints. 

In this paper, inequality constraints are introduced into the Hopfield model, and 

the convergence characteristics for the extended model are clarified. Then the 

algorithm to determine the weights in the energy function is discussed. Finally, 

convergence of an _ ill-conditioned problem such as a transportation problem is 

shown to be improved by the introduction of the inequality constraints. The results 

are also verified by computer simulations. 

Problem Formulation 

Let the inequality constraints be expressed by 

n n 

d= Dwjxj or Ywjixj2d where d > 0, xj = 0, 1. (1) 

i=] i= 1 

By introducing variable y, the two equations in (1) become, respectively, 
n n 

dy -Zwixj=0, 12y20 ordy-Xwjxj=0, y2 1. (2) 

i=1 i= 1 

Now a combinatorial optimization problem with inequality constraints can be 

formulated as minimizing the energy E’ expressed by 

E’'= 1f2xtT x+b'x (3) 

with the constraints: 

n 

diyj -Xwixj=0, 12yj20,oryj2 1 for i =1,...,k (4) 

i=] 

where x, b are n-th variable and input vectors, respectively, and T’ is an nxn 

symmetric coefficient matrix. 

Adding the square of (4) divided by 2 to (3) gives 

T Vit x 

E= 1/2x, y)é +btx (5) 

Vi DjLy 

where y is a k-th vector, T = T’ + W, and 

rwi12 seseeseess Lwinwil dj 0 d\w]1]....dkwk] 

W= D= ws . V=- \ 

t ~ t ' 

LWjLWin oe Lwin 0 dy2 diwin...dkwkn 

The Hopfield model for (5) is given by 

xj= 1/2(1 + tanh uj), = yg = 1/2(1 + tanh vj) for 1 2 yj 2 0, 1 + exp(vj) for yj 2 1 (6) 
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du/dt T Vilx b 

        

— - 
(7) 

dv/dt VED} ly 0 

Eigenvalue Analysis 

Eliminating u and v from (6) and (7) gives 

2(1-x1) o)f 
dx/dt oN T V x b 

= - 2(1-x,)Xpn + (8) 
dy/dt fly) , 

eS vi DI ly 0 
0 LE fYk), L J 

where f(yi) = 2(1 - yfyj for12yj;2 0, (j - 1) for yi2 1. 
The solutions obtained by integrating (8) are singular points of (8) given by 

(i) xj = 1, 0, and yj = 1, 0, or 1; 

(ii) the solution of Tx + Vy + b = 0, and V'x + Dy = 0; and 
(ii1) combination of (i) and (ii). 

The singular point (ii) is given by 
y=-D-lv&, and(T-VD-!vtyx+b=T' x4+bd=0. 

_Thus_ the following theorem holds: 
[Theorem 1 If, for singular point (ii), y satisfies 1 > yi2 Ooryj2 1 forl <i<k,x 
corresponds to the singular point without inequality constraints. 

The desired solution is 

xj=1,0 f=1,...,.n, 12 yj 20, or yj2 1, jf = 1,...,k. 

To derive a linearized equation of (8) around the above solution, substitution of 

xX=x'+c, cj =1,0, andy=y’+e, l2ej20orej2 1 

into (8) gives 

2(2c1 - 1) Tic + V1 e€ + b}) 0 
dx'/dt = ‘. x’ (9) 

0 2(2cn - 1) Tn c+ Vy e€ bn) 

fle1)di2—sOO fle) 0 
dy'jdt= - a y’- oS Vix’ (10) 

0 flexdz2 0 flex) 
Thus the eigenvalues concerning x are given by 

Aci = 2(2c;- 1M(Tic+Vie+bj) i= 1,...,n (11) 

Since the coefficients of y’ are negative, the solution (c, e) is stable if 

Ac,i <0 t= 1,..,n (12) 

holds. This means that y is a dependent variable vector and does not influence 
convergence of the solution. The following theorem can be easily derived: 
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Theorem 2 If vertex c = (c],....Cy) satisfies inequality constraints (2), the 

eigenvalues given by (11) are the same as_ those without inequality constraints. 

Namely: 

Ac j = 2(2cj-1)( T jc + bj) i= 1,...,n (13) 

Let the solution that satisfies equality constraints be c and the solution c(i) be the 

one with the i-th element of c converted from cj; to l-cj. Then if all vertexes c, and 

c(i) satisfy constraints all the theorems shown in [2] hold. Further the following 

theorem can be_ derived: 

Theorem 3 Let T’;jj = 0, fori = 1,....2 and vertex c_ satisfy inequality constraints. 

Then if, for energy E’ given by (3), 
E’c< E’c(i) for i= l,....” (14) 

lholds, vertex c_is_stable. 

Determination of Weights 

Let the energy be given by 

E=A f(x) +B g(x)2+C h(x.y)2 (15) 

where f(x) is an objective function, g(x) are equality constraints, h(x,y) are 

inequality constraints, and A, B, C are weights. 

So long as the solution satisfies the inequality constraints, they do not influence 

the stability of the solution as seen from theorem 2. Thus, the method to determine 

weights A and B is the same as that without inequality constraints. Namely 

(1) Convert xi2 in f(x) and g(x)2 into xj. Let f(x) and g(x) be thus converted. 

(2) Determine B so that 

A fic(i)) + B g(c(i))* > A fic) 

holds for arbitrary vertexes c and c(i). 
Weight C is determined so that the solutions that do not satisfy the inequality 

constraints are unstable. 

Convergence Improvement of Transportation Problem 

Introduction of inequality constraints can improve convergence for a problem 

which does not require inequality constraints. One example is a transportation 

problem in which a commodity must be transmitted from one point to another in a 

network with minimum distance. 

The energy function of the transportation problem is given by 

n n n 

E =A/2 X(1j + U(bji - bij))2 + B/2X Lbjjbjj+ D/2X XU (bij + Hji) Cij (16) 

i=1 jeN(i) i=1je N(i) i=1je N(i) 
where the first term specifies that the summation of the flows into and out of a node 

is zero, the second term inhibits simultaneous flows from i to j and j toi, the third 

term is the objective function and 
I; : injection to i-th node (1: start point, -1: end point , 0: all others), bjj: flow 

from node i to j(1: with flow, 0: without flow), Cjj: cost from / to j, n: the 
number of nodes, and A, B,D: weights. 

Since no inequality constraints exist, the problem can be solved by the Hopfield 

neural networks. Weights A,B, and D can be determined as follows: When the output 

of any one neuron is changed from 1 to 0 or O to 1 for any feasible solution, the 

energy for the first and the second term in (16) increases, respectively, by A and B. 

Thus let A = 8B. Then the minimum increment of the energy, unde: the above 

condition, for the first and second terms in (16) is A, and the maximum decrement of 

the third term is D max Cjj. Therefore, weights A and D be chosen so that 
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A >D max Cij (17) 

holds. For this problem, all the elements of input vector b in 
(3) are positive, if the adjacent nodes are not selected as the 
Start and end nodes. This means that the origin 0 becomes a 
stable point. This can be avoided if the inequality constraint 
is introduced: 

  

      
  

n 

x Lbjj2 1 (18) 
i=lje N(i) n 

thus the energy is E’=E+ F/2(y- © =bjj)2, y2 1. (19) 
i=1je N(i) 

According to the eigenvalue analysis the origin becomes END 
unstable if 

Fig. 1 A NETWORK MODEL 
F > D max Cjj /2 (20) 

“ ’ 
re] ‘ FEASIBLE “Y 0.8 

2 ‘ SOLUTIONS OBTAINED go 
: J < 0.8 3 e | < 

J > 
< \ pan] 0.6 

bond ' ; < 
F 0.6 e ™ 
z, 2 
~ — 4 = 0.4 | 

0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 

WEIGHT A WEIGHT F 

FIG. 2 CONVERGENCE TO OPTIMAL FIG. 3 CONVERGENCE IMPROVEMENT BY 

SOLUTION INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT(A = 3.0) 

Consider the network model shown in Fig. 1. Assuming D = 1, weights A and F 
should be, respectively, larger than 2.5 and 1.25 from (17) and (20). Figure 2 shows 
the convergence to the optimal solution without the inequality constraint by 
varying all the initial values from 0.05 to 0.95 with the increment of 0.05. The 
convergence region is very small. When the initial values are selected as smaller 
than those for the optimal solution, the solution converges to the Origin. Figure 3 
shows the convergence to the optimal solution with the inequality constraint and A = 
3.0. The convergence is improved drastically. Without the inequality constraint the 
optimal solution for A = 3.0 cannot be obtained. 

Conclusion 

The convergence characteristics of the Hopfield neural networks with inequality 
constraints were clarified. Determination of the weights in the energy function was 
derived. The result was tested for the transportation problem and significant 
convergence improvement was obtained. 
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Adaptive Junction: A Spatio-Temporal Neuron Model 

Yoshiaki Ajioka, Yuichiro Anzai and Hideo Aiso 

Department of Electrical Engineering, Keio University 

3-14-1 Hiyoshi, Kohokuku, Yokohama 223 JAPAN 

ABSTRACT Adaptive Junction is a neural network that can discriminate simple spatio-temporal pat- 
terns. In this paper, we show how Adaptive Junction can discriminate signals moving along either vertical 
or horizontal direction in the two dimensional plane. 

1. Introduction 
In this paper, we describe a neural model called Adaptive Junction for discriminating simple spatio- 

temporal patterns moving along either vertical or horizontal direction in the two dimensional plane. We 
believe that construction of such models are among important steps towards realizing mental actions such 
as thinking, reasoning and association by neural networks. 

2. Definition of spatio-temporal patterns 
Spatio-temporal patterns are defined in the following way. Consider two lamps, lamp-A and lamp-B. 

Either lamp may be completely off (with an activation value of 0), maximally bright (an activation of 1), 
or at some intermediate brightness. The brightness of a lamp may be changed exponentially with a time 

constant Tf. 

Now, consider the two lamps to be at an intermediate brightness level with the value of 0.5. Next only 

lamp-A is maximally bright and lamp-B is turned off. This state (lamp-A at 1 and lamp-B at 0) remains for 
T seconds. Then, lamp-A is turned off and lamp-B is maximally bright, remaining so for T more seconds. 
This pattern of lights (a gradual change from both neutral, to only lamp-A bright, to only lamp-B bright) 
will be called the spatio-temporal pattern AB (or pattern-AB). 

3. Network 
In the above example, consider the case where we must distinguish four patterns (as defined above): 

pattern-AA, pattern-AB, pattern-BA and pattern-BB. 

The network of Adaptive Junction has three layers: (1) the sensory layer (S-layer), (2) the response layer 

(R-layer), and (3) the teaching layer (T-layer). The S-layer consists of sensor neurons (S-neurons), which 
correspond to the lamps discussed above. In the current situation, the S-layer has two neurons, S4 and Sg. 

The R-layer consists of response neurons (R-neurons), which respond what the input pattern is. Thus, the 

R-layer needs response neurons Rag, Rag, Rg and Rgg. For example, if the pattern in the S-layer is 

pattern-AB, only Rag is excited while the other R-neurons are inhibited. Finally, the T-layer consists of 

teacher neurons (T-neurons), which supply teacher signals used for supervised learning. 
The connections of the network are set up as 

follows: (see Figure 1) 

e The output of each S-neuron is connected to 

any R-neurons.   

e The output of each R-neuron is connected to 

any R-neurons, but there are no self-loops. 

e Each R-neuron has aconnection from its cor- 

responding T-neuron.   
Overall, the network does not have any hidden 

unit. 

    
Fig.1 A network of Adaptive Junction. 
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4. Neuron model 
The input-output relation of an R-neuron in our model is formulated as follows. For the R-neuron j, net; 

and O; are defined by the equations: 

net ;(t) = » w;iO;(t) (1) 

7 2Oi) = —O;(t) + f(net;(t)) (2) 

where, w;; is the weight from a neuron i to j, O; represents the output of j, and f(-) is the sigmoid function. 
In addition, S-neurons and T-neurons output the time-lag signal of the input. 

  

5. Learning rule 
The rule for updating the weight w;; per unit time of the simulation (t << r) is defined by the following 

function: 

Awji(t) = nues(t)f/(nets(t))O;(t) At (3) 
where ny is the learning rate, which is a small, positive constant, and €; is the estimation value, derived 
using the following equations: 

ex(t) = (Tilt) — O;(t)) + G(0) — Flnetj(0)) (4) 

C(t) = 7;(t) + (5) 
where C; is called the criterion value and is equal to the input of the T-neuron j. Finally, T; represents the 
output of the T-neuron j.({1]{4][5][6}[8] 

6. Simulation 
Here, let us describe examples of simulations for the model, particularly which show how Adaptive Junc- 

tion can discriminate signals moving along either vertical or horizontal direction of the two dimensional 
plane. 

Suppose that nine S-neurons, named A to I, are laid out along two dimensions as shown in Figure 2. A 
signal is made to appear, and move, by firing only one S-neuron at a time, as shown in Figure 3. In all, 
there were twelve patterns used. A signal might move to left along one of three rows (e.g., pattern-IHG), 
from top to bottom along one of three columns (e.g., pattern-BEH), or from bottom to top along one of 
three columns (e.g., pattern-GDA). The task for Adaptive Junction is to discriminate four directions that 
the signal moved to. The simulation results for this problemare shown in Figure 4. 

ABC) coe e030e eed 

DO) cee cee cos 
(G) (H) (1) A B C 

Fig. 2 S-neurons laid out Fig. 3 Spatio-temporal pattern-ABC: A white circle corresponds 
along two dimensions. to an exciting neuron, and a black circle to an inhibitory neuron. 
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Fig. 4 The results of the discrimination of spatio-temporal patterns:Each graph shows the activation of 

a neuron changing with time. The first row of the graphs of R-layer and T-layer shows the directions, 

and others show the feature detections. The columns correspond to up, down, left and right directions, 

respectively. 
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7. Discussion 
Adaptive Junction is successfully able to discriminate among the four directions created via the twelve 

patterns. However, during the simulations the following were noted:(a) Adaptive Junction can not discrim- 
inate the four directions using only four R-neurons (one corresponding to each of left-wards, right-wards, 
upwards, and downwards). Thus, Adaptive Junction needs neurons for ”feature detection” in R-layer. (b) 
When the direction of the input pattern is obvious even though the full sequence of input patterns is not 
yet given, Adaptive Junction is able to decide on the correct direction. 
These results support our previous hypothesis about the number of feature detection neurons and the be- 
havior of Adaptive Junction. As such, by adding more S-neurons to Adaptive Junction, it may be able to 
discriminate the directions of a signal’s movement. 

8. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented a spatio-temporal neuron model, Adaptive Junction, and showed that it can 

discriminate the direction of a signal’s temporal movement along one of two spatial dimensions. Although 
it is necessary to add R-neurons, i.e., teacher signals, for feature detection, and to initialize all the neurons 
before learning and perception, we suggest the following: 

1. Adaptive Junction runs on real time, not on step time. 

2. The network and the learning rule have very simple structures. 

3. Adaptive Junction needs only the same number of memory elements as neurons, different from various 
types of recurrent networks(9] etc. 

4. If the input signals are fixed, the output signals are also fixed, that is, Adaptive Junction has stable 
states. (2](3][7] 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we describe a method for implementing connectionist theory on visual pattern 
recognition. Our basic connectionist model is based on a modified competitive learning 
weight modification rule. In this work we have usedthe modifiable threshold technique from 
our previous work on the Dynamic Performance Training Algorithm. The resulting basic net- 
work provides the required stability and it performs succesfully for a character recognition 
task. Finally, a method based on parallel scanning of a digital image along with the use of the 
basic network is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Several attempts have been made to apply the powerful properties of parallelism and fault tol- 
erance which neural networks demonstrate, for pattern recognition[1][2][3][4][8]. The neural 
network we consider here has a layered architecture and is ruled by the competitive learning 
(winner-take-all)[S5]}weight modification rule. We describe how this synaptic modification rule 
is applied for pattern recognition tasks and we demonstrate how information persistence 
problems appear when certain conditions of the training data are not met. Then, we borrow 
the modifiable threshold technique from the Dynamic Performance Training Algorithm[6] 
and we explain how information persistence problems are resolved. Having described the 
construction and training of a primary network we propose a method for recognizing 
overlapping patterns regardless of their position on an digital image(position invariant). The 
theoretical discussion of this work is coupled with simulation results. The set of patterns used 
in our simulations consist of the capital letters of the English alphabet represented as bitmap 
images(see figure 1). 

2. COMPETITIVE LEARNING AND INFORMATION PERSISTENCE PROBLEMS 

First let us give an outline of the set of patterns where the network will be applied. Assume a 
finite number of two-dimensional patterns each having a fixed size of NxM. Each pattern 
consists of on and off elements and it is translated into a K = NxM size vector of 1's and -1's 
when it is encoded in the network(figure 1(A)). Alternatively we can also include a density 
measure for the patterns where each element is allowed to vary within a range of possible 
density values(figure 1(B)). In this case the corresponding vector representation is no longer 
binary but consists of real numbers. The simulation results described in this paper were 
achieved using this second form of representation. 

Figure 1. 
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Consider a network whichconsists of two layers of units. The input units layer and the output 
units layer. Competitive learning networks support local knowledge representations . That ts, 
for a number of patterns to be encoded in the network an equal number of units should be made 
available in the output layer. The number of units in the input layer depends on the size of the 
data. For every element of the vector{figure 1) an input unit should be made available. Every 
input unit is connected to every output unit with a link which has a weight value. The network 
is asked to store the patterns and then to be able to recall them. The storage of the patterns is 
achieved by the modification of the weights. The weights are modified according to the 
competitive learning scheme described in [6]. This training scheme is expected to assign one 
output unit to every pattern to be encoded. It is questionable here whether this encoding 
scheme is efficient. For example if we want to encode 2000 patterns then we have to use 2000 
output units. It is not within our intention to discuss this issue any further, however it should 
be noted that distributed representations[7] would certainly require an even larger number of 
units for the same purpose. Assume that we completed the weight modification phase and we 
want to use the network. The following algorithm shows how this is done: 

Present the pattern to be recognized to the input units. 
Calculate the activity of every unit in the output layer as shown in (1). 
Find the winning unit among the units of the output layer. 
Calculate the activation of every input unit(i) as follows : 

Activation of input unit (i) = activation of the winner-unit * weight of the connection between 1 
and winner-unit. 

The activation of every input unit could now be translated back into a bitmap representation. 
Alternative uses of the network emerge from the fact that there is only one winner-unit for 
every pattern. One may want, after the winner is found, to propagate a signal to a next layer or 
through a mapping table to initiate a process. For example, in the case of alphabetical 
characters, we may assign the ascii value of the character to the corresponding winner-unit 
and create in this way an ascii file. The computation of the activation levels of each unit 
depends on locally available information and therefore the activation level of all the units is 
computed in parallel. In addition to parallelism the bias of a particular output unit to a 
particular pattern, expressed by the weights, allows the network to find the correct winner-unit 
even if the pattern presented has noise or it is corrupted. 
The network functions properly under the assumption that every pattern is assigned to only 
one winner unit. It is simpleto prove that this is not always the case. Consider the following 
example. We have two patterns (1,1,1) and (1,-1,1) and a network with three input and two 
output units. Initially the weights are set to zero. We clamp the first vector at the input units 
and we calculate the activation of each output unit. Since the weights are zero, both output 
units have activation equal to zero. We choose the first unit to be the winner. We increase the 
weights on the connections between the winner-unit and the input units by 10. We clamp the 
second pattern (1,-1,1) at the input units and we calculate the activation of the output units. 
The first unit has an activation of 10 while the second has an activation of 0. According to the 
competitive learning synaptic modification scheme the winner-unit is the first output unit. 
The network failed to assign the second output unit to the second pattern. If we allow weight 
modification according to competitive learning information about the first pattern will be 
lost. In order to avoid this, an information persistence mechanism has to be found. 
We introduce for every output unit a threshold value. Every time we modify the weights on a 
particular output unit we compute the activation level that the unit would have with the new 
weights and we assign the resulting value to the threshold. We augment the conditions under 
which a unit is a winner-unit by requiring its activation level to exceed or to be equal to its 
threshold. Consider the previous example. The activation level of the first unit after the 
modification of the weights, is 30. We set its threshold value to 30. When the second pattern is 
clamped at the input units, the first output units activation level is 10 but because it is under its 
threshold level it cannot be assigned as the winner. Therefore the second unit is assigned as 
the winner, since it meets the restrictions(initially threshold values are set to a negative 
value). It is obvious that setting the threshold value of a unit to its activation level reduces the 
fault tolerance properties of the network drastically. A unit will only be a winner if the com- 
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plete corresponding pattern is available. For this reason the threshold value should be a 
percentage of the activation value. Again consider the example we discuss. If the threshold 
value of the first unit is set to 20 information will still be encoded properly and will also allow 
33% fault tolerance. 

3. A NEURAL NETWORK MODEL FOR CHARACTER RECOGNITION 
We choose our domain to be the set of patterns representing the capital characters of the 
English alphabet(figure 2). 

hus. FIBEDERGHTIREH 
HEPRRSTOU Mae 

As we mentioned earlier we need an output unit for every pattern. Therefore the network has 
26 output units. Each character is represented in a 5x7 grid. The size of the input vector is 
35(5x7) and therefore the number of input units is 35. A full connectivity pattern is ap- 
plied(figure 3). 

Figure 3. 
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During the weight modification phase each pattern was presented to the input units. For every 
pattern an output unit was assigned as a winner and the weights were modified as described 
earlier(2.) together with the provision of setting the threshold value of every output unit 
appropriately. Threshold values were set to 80% of the activation value of every output unit. 
This means that during evaluation noise up to 20% will be eliminated by the network. Further 
refinements on the threshold values of specific units would allow greater fault-tolerance for 
specific patterns. We tested the network with several noisy patterns and the network 
responded with the correct pattern in all of the cases where the error was less than 20%. Some 
examples of the patterns we tried are shown in figure 4. 

Figure 4, 

  

  
  

4. RECOGNIZING OVELLAPING PATTERNS ON A DIGITAL IMAGE 

So far in our discussion, we constructed a basic network that recognizes the patterns presented 

to it during training. Unfortunately, the network is only able to recognize a character when it 
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is presented in the specified format at the input units. S.Grossberg and G.A.Carpenter in their 
work on Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART)[8] describe a three stage preprocessor that trans- 
forms the input data into the required form for the final network ART2[8] to recognize them. 
The basic network we described can be used in the same way ART2 is used at the top of the pre- 
processor The first stage of the preprocessor is responsible for extracting the pattern from the 
image. In the case were two patterns overlap each other extraction of one pattern, although it 
is desirable, it is not possible. In order to solve this problem we take a rather different ap- 
proach where scanning of the image is performed in parallel. The method requires a fine- 
grain parallel architecture computing device in order to perform efficiently. Assume a digital 
image of size NxK pixels. Also suppose that the size of our original patterns is LxM. Assume 
that we have trained the appropriate network to recognize the patterns. We assume that the 
patterns in the image are of size LxM. The algorithm is based on the idea of examining every 
possible area of the image where a pattern could exist. Every search area has size LxM. The 
total number of possible search areas is (N-L+1) x (K-M +1). Using a copy of the basic network 
described in (3.) for every search area the computation could be done in parallel for all the 
search areas. Given (N-L+1) x (K-M +1) computing agents, the computation is performed in one 
machine cycle. Furthermore, the method takes full advantage of any degree of parallelism 
available. The main advantage of the method is the ability of recognizing patterns even when 
they overlap each other. Figure 5 is one of the test images we used for testing the algorithm. 
The example given in figure 5 has some noisy Figure 5, 
characters like A,Q, and O and overlapping 
characters like H and L. The method we 
described together with the basic network did 
recognize all the characters of the image. 

6. FURTHER ADVANCES 
This method requires that the characters on 
the image have to be of the same size as the 
characters upon which the basic network was 
trained as well as that they have to be in the up- 
right position. These are severe limitation 
towards the implementation of the model for a 
real-world pattern recognition task. Our 
current research is concentrated on these 
problems.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A major difference between humans and machines is the capabilities of 

the former to naturally store a great amount of knowledge, always immediatly 

at hand, and to use it to detect consciously novelty emergence in a great 

variety of situations. 
In this paper we shall first recall the Fractal Chaos model previously 

presented in the INNS 1988 Boston Conference _/BER88a/. Then we shall 

explain the use of this model as a _ spatio-temporal novelty detector. To 

illustrate this property we shall finally present an application: loop detection 

in dynamical signal analysis (analog signals). 

II. THE FRACTAL CHAOS MODEL 

The Fractal Chaos model is a dynamical system with a discrete time, 

discrete space and continuous states. It is a nonlinear model, which consists 

of succesive parallel procedures on a network. In the present paper we will 

use the following diffusively coupled model: 

Xe G5) = (L-e)£(x_ G0) + e/4 (Exp U-1,5)) + Og, 441,5)) + 
f(x (4,j-1)) + £(x,C,5+1))) (1) 

where n is a discrete time step 
(i,j) represents a network site (i,j=1,...,N=system size) 

and e is the coupling strength within the range (0,1). 

The function f(x) is a nonlinear mapping, the logistic map, that is: 

f(x,) = 1 - anx,2 (2) 

where x, represents the state of the function at time n within the range 

(-1,1), and a, is the nonlinearity parameter of the function at time n within 

the range (0,2). The evolution of a is governed by the following equation: 

an+1U.J) = ag(i,j) + ¢ * LD(i,)) (3) 

where c represents the updating rate of the array a and LD(i,j) is the local 

difference between the state of site (i,j) and the states average of its four 

neighbours. 
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Here we apply a two-dimensionnal periodic boundary condition on the 
network, that is, each site communicates via a Von-Neuman neighbourhood. 
Thus, the network (an N*N array) can be viewed as a torus. 

This model and its properties have been investigated elsewhere 
(/PER88/, /PER89/,/BER88b/ and /BER89/). Here we shall only summarize the 
main features it provides: 

(a) The use of a highly nonlinear transformation realizes an elementary 
component with an_ infinity of possible responses depending on the 
disturbances the site receives from the external environment. In the case of 
the logistic map, the fractal may reach a single attractor which can be a 
fixed point, a limit cycle or a chaotic attractor depending on the value of the 
nonlinearity parameter a. 

(b) The use of a recursive function provides a component capable of 
integrating the history of its coupling with the external environment. 

(c) The coupling of several maps gives to the system an exponentially 
increasing number of attractors depending on the nonlinearity parameter set 
a, the coupling strength e and the size N of the network. These attractors 
are all potentially reachable. The choice of a particular attractor lies on the 
coupling history of the system, that is, on the "inputs" or disturbances we 
have submitted it to. Note that the attractor depends on the initial conditions 
but also on the particular system context. Further analysis have been done 
showing that these attractors may be hierarchically structured /KAN89/. 

In fact, the points (a) and (b) shows that the system dynamics can be 
viewed as a model of autonomous behaviour /VAR80/. All these points lead to 
a system that has the capability of compressing a great amount of information 
while creating its own internal dynamical representations (unsupervised 
learning) summarizing the spatial distribution (communication process) and the 
temporal organization (context dependance) of the external disturbances. 

This system can just be viewed as an illustration of the high 
dimensionnal chaotic phenomena properties: 

- data compression and history integration 
- great selective power essentially due to the property of sensitive 

dependance on initial conditions 
- spontaneous information and order generation. 

Now let us focus on the problem of novelty detection in dynamical 
signal processing. 

III. THE NOVELTY DETECTOR 

Here, we will introduce the problem of novelty detection by 
considering a very simple example (Fig 1). 

Consider a 3*3 array of sensors observing a process and providing 
our net with analog values within the range of (0,1). At each discrete time 
step these sensors will send disturbances to our system. In this example we 
have N=3, the sensors correspond to the inputs x given to ths network. 
During an a priori unknown time interval the successive informations provided 
by the sensors are not related with each other. Suddenly, the process 
becomes cyclic with an a priori unknown period T (Fig 2). The probleia 
consists then, to analyse the behaviour of the process via the sensors 
informations and to detect in real time the cycle apparition in order to advise 
the process supervisor. 
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The system compresses the sensors informations in its nonlinearity 
array a (Fig 3) and then acts just as a recall memory ("déja vu"), that is: 

If the external disturbances have been already sufficiently seen by the 
system, that is, no novelty appears in these informations, the system then 

has nothing to learn and the a array remains constant. 
On the other hand, if these disturbances present some novelty 

according to the system past then the latter one has to adapt itself to this 
new configuration. This adaptation involves the modifying of the a array 

which becomes unstable. 
In fact, all the supervisor has to do is to observe the net behaviour. 

When this behaviour becomes stable (a array), it has to determine more 
precisely which attractors path the system passes through in order to check 
what is going on and to take the appropriate decisions. The figure 4 shows 
an example related to the detection of a cycle with period 72. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented a simple novelty detection application 
dealing only with loops involving the whole set of sensors. We think that this 
kind of model can also deal with much more complex structures such as 
embedded sequences, sequences involving subsets of sensors... 

This could be an issue to by-pass the very well known problem of 
Artificial Intelligence : the way to handle embedded levels of knowledge 
(meta-knowledge) /HOF80/. We have studied the model capabilities to 
dynamically generate hierarchically organized attractors, and our conviction is 
that these hierarchical structures are closely related to the system history so 
that with finer observation tools we could detect much finer organization 
among the environment disturbances. 

Another emergent feature appears within the model's nonlinearity array 
(a array). This internal memory like component .shares some interesting 
properties with optical holograms. This array is created via the competition of 
two antagonist processes : an autonomous chaotic process in each fractal 
(data compression in the time dimension) and an autonomous communication 
process involving the whole network (data delocalization in the space 
dimension). So in fact, as in a hologram, we mix together on the same 
support spatio-temporal information. As a result, each site of the network 
integrates a kind of summary of the whole system dynamics. 

Fractal Chaos model offers a lot of interesting perspectives. Actually 
we focus our reseach on the embedded levels of knowledge in order to realize 
the coupling of Fractal Chaos with an Expert System, and later to realize an 
Informal Expert System acquiring its knowledge from experience based 
learning. 
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SUMMARY 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the dynamics of a class of boolean nets, Additive 

Automata [3], on the basis of laws of the theory of Cellular Automata [8,11], and present 

a learning rule for such class to accomplish Associative Memories. We shall refer to the 

deterministic and discret model of neural network presented by Caianiello in 1961, [1], 

which has been adapted to accomplish Associative Memories (2,4,5]. In particular, in the 

model under consideration the function computed by each neuron can been seen as the 

direct correlation of some characteristic stimuli given in input. In formula 

gtr = I] th (1) 
keK; 

where ¢' € {—1,1} is the state of the 1 — th unit at the time t, r is the synaptic delay 

and K; C {1,...,N}. The dynamics of this class is similar to that of Additive Cellular 

Automata. In fact after a simple transformation (1) becomes 

ritr =.) xh (2) 
kEkK; 
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where x? € {0,1} ,1 <1 < N, which written in vectorial form is 

xt" =, Az’ x‘ € {0,1}% (3) 

where A is a matrix with a;; = 1 if 7 € K;, a; ; = 0 otherwise. This formulation yields a 

very simple solution of the “Inverse Problem”, i.e. given a priori a set of state transitions 

of type (3), to determine the additive automaton which accomplishes them. It can be 

obtained as follows: 

A =2 M'M"! (4) 

where M is an N x N matrix whose columns are linearly independent states, M’ is the 

next—state matrix, and the inverse of M is calculated in algebra modulo 2. 

The main feature of an iterative dynamical system as that described above is the 

existence of transient and cyclic states, which are easily outlined from the permutation 

matrix Py such that 

‘= Pn 

where $,%., = | oe | mod 2, O<kK< N-1, 0<h< 2% -1, $ contains all the 
N-component binary states and ¢’ is the next-state matrix. It has been shown that the 

characteristic equation of Py is given by 

Ano T](A* — 1)" =0 (6) 
. 

t 

where n;, 2 > 1, is the number of cycles of length I; and no the number of transient 

states. Let be r = rank(A) and m the least integer such that rank(A™) = rank(A™+!) 

we have the following properties: 
’ 

i) the number of transient states is 

No — oN _ gmr—(m—1)N. 

ii) any state reaches a cycle in at most m steps; 

iil) the attraction basin of the O state has cardinality 

oN 

  

Qmr—(m—-1)N — am(N—r); 

iv) the cardinality of each attraction basin is a multiple of 2"(4—"). 

v) the cyclic lengths divide k = maz{i: n,; 4 0}; 
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A study in the case |; = 1 has been developed to accomplish Instantaneous Associative 

Memories (I.A.M.), defined as dynamical systems such that 

Py = P2 

For the class under consideration the following holds: 

Theorem 

A necessary and sufficient condition to obtain an I.A.M. is that r = N — v, with 

r = rank(A) and v = rank(A+ J). 

For these systems we have determined a learning rule which permits the net to storage 

an input state x“). It looks as, set ai? = 0 and r,(A) the j — th row of matrix A: 

A®) = AG-D +1 (AC—Dz) + 2) (p) +1,(AG)))7 (7) 

where the operations are intended modulo 2 and, set zl) = AG-Del) 4 2, p\*) 

presents only one non-vanishing element in the j — th position such that z; 40 fory ¢ K, 

K being the set of indices of the components choosen as characteristic stimuli in the input 

pattern z*), Some results are shown to validate the correcteness of this rule. This learning 

rule permits the storage N states or their associations with only N? bits. Furthermore the 

matrices A“) are processed to obtain structured attraction basins. 

The last section is dedicated to the interesting case gtr = +5, for some fixed 7. The 

rule for this class is as follows: 

AQ) = ey)? (8) 
. . ] ; -_ . -\T . 

A) = AGHD 4 \_ = (€' ) —,, Ae el) ys (i> 2) 

j 

where —x, is a predefined operator. The computational complexity of (8) is linear in 

the number of neurons in the most significant cases, (8], using a suitable representation of 

matrix A called “columnar”. 

Finally, the paper opens the way to a study of applications of these rules, e.g. in the 

field of Pattern Recognition. 
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On the training of a multi-layered Neural Net 
C. B. CHITTINENI 
Du Pont Company 

600 Eagle Run Road 
Newark, DE 19702 

Abstract 

An iterative algorithm for the training of a multi-layered Neural Net is presented in this paper. The 

algorithm is based on Taylor's series expansion and the prinicple of minimum disturbance. 

Conditions under which the algorithm converges are derived. Furthermore, the use of apriori 

information and handling of noisy observations are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years there has been increasing interest in the problem of learning a general input-output 

relation using layered Neural Net. Iterative algorithms with error back propagation based on mean 

squared error minimization are proposed [1-3]. For some special classes of nets such as Boltzman 

Machines [4], some theoretical results have been obtained for a qualitative understanding of their 

long run behaviour. Very few general results have been obtained on the convergence properties of 

the training algorithms. The objective of this paper is to present a training algorithm for multi- 

layered Neural Net and study its convergence properties. Also discuss approaches for taking into 

account apriori information and handling of noisy observations. 

2. The training algorithm 

In this section, after presenting the basic network equations, we derive a training algorithm and 

analyze its convergence properties. 

2.1. Basic Network equations 

A Neural Net with a hidden layer is shown in figure 1. 

  
input 1 Wii j Wij «k 
pattern input hidden output 

layer layer layer 

Figure 1. A layered Neural Net 

The basic equations describing the net are 

Net; = Wii Oj and O}; =f (Net;) (2.1) 
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Where Wii are weights and Oj are responses at input-layer. 
Similarly for the output layer k, 

Net, = = Wij Oj and Oy =f (Netz) (2.2) 

2.2 The training algorithm and its convergence properties 

The weights are adjusted iteratively so that the net responses will be equal to the desired responses. 

At iteration r, the corrections AW, to the weights Wij , are Chosen so that the desired responses dx 

will be equal to the estimated responses. Using the principle of minimum disturbance, the 
correction terms are obtained as 

0, 90%? 304 
AW, = (Ad; ——) /( ) (2.3) saw, awh. AW, 

Where Wy iS a weight vector, Ad, = dy - Ox(W, )s and 

OK (20 dO; 00, 2k vp 

aw owt, aW_5 ” owt, 

computed as an average of correction weight vectors for all the training patterns. 

  

  The effective correction weight vector at iteration r is 

Treating the net responses as a function of (Wi }, we obtain 

Ady = =F; ~ Oj; Wig f (Net) f' (Nety) AW; (2.4) 

Using the principle of minimum disturbance, the correction terms AW: can be shown to be 

AW;, = Ad? ay: (PP af ) (2.5) 

Where Adt = =» Ady, 05 = Ojif et)? Wig f (Net,) and Ady =~ ve Oj Wij f’ (Net;) f (Net) 

AW; The individual pattern based corrections are combined to yield a overall correction term. At 

rthi iteration, for the jth component of weight vector, equations (2.3) and (2.5) are of general form 
2 

WH = W5 +S) 3 (85, Ad CBN) 2.6) 
reo 

Where Sj is the step size and Ad: = dj - 2X9 B oi W 9 At the convergence of (2.6), we have 

1 1 1 1 
(D2 BIT)T (@2 BrT) W =(D2 BIT)T D2a (2.7) 
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Where DY is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Di =1/ » pr , WT is a weight vector and 

1 1 

BT is a matrix. If (~2prT)T (2ptT)) has full rank then the weight vector W converges to a 

ique solution. But that solution depends on the inital weight vector. In general, this will more 

likely be the case if the number of patterns is far greater than the number of pattern components. 

Let S be a diagonal matrix. We can write 

wrt+l=j{wt+SprDrel (2.8) 

Let the diagonal elements of matrix ET contains the eigenvalues My and let the columns of matrix TT 

l 1 

contains the corresponding eigenvectors of S2 BF Dt PTT $2. Then (2.8) reduces to 
l 1 1 

Urtl =(1-E) UT+ TIT $2 pr D2 DI2d (2.9) 
Interms of the components of vectors UT, the recursions are decoupled and are split into one 

dimensional recursions. Let the first m eigenvalues be non zero and let the remaining eigenvalues 

be zero. Then we can write 
r+1 U _ Wy ut" r r+1 r 

9 =F 4%) Nyt cy for1sOsmandU , = g ford >m (2.10) 

1 1 1 
I — =_ —_ 

Where c,, is the ® th component of (ITT §2 Br Dt2 Di2q. The above equation can be expressed 

interms of initial guess as 

r+1 r s..o Tole r sr 
U = 1-A,)] Uy + c 1-A,l¢ec, (2.11 lac Hye abr Egil, thay aed ean 

hence, for convergence the eigenvalues should lie in the range 0 S dy $2. 

2.3 Use of apriori information 

The apriori information about the Solution vector in solving the estimation problem can be taken 

into account as follows. Suppose apriori we know that the solution weight vector W is Close to 

vector Wo and the covariance of W is given by Cp. Now the problem can be formulated as finding 
W by minimizing 

(W - Wo)! Co! (w - W,) subject to the constraints o(W) = d. Fixed point 

interative solution of this optimization problem is 

wr +1=Wt+CoF (FICoFy! [FI (Wt - Wo) - (0 (W4) -d)] (2.12) 

Where F=22. 
oW 

2.4 The case of noisy measurements 

When the measurements are contaminated with additive noise, the system of equations (2.4) can be 

written in the form 
A x +n=y (2.13) 
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Where x is the weight or parameter vector, n is noise and y is the observation 
vector. Using the statistical approach, an estimate for x can be obtained as A 

eZ OAT (Ax AT+ O@,y1Y (2.14) 

Where ®x = E (xxT) ,®, =E (xnT) and E (xnT) =0 

If the covariance matrixes ®, and ®, are diagonal with equal diagonal elements 0 and o 

  

respectively and y= o*/ 0%, then x can be obtained as a solution of the system of equations 

(ATA +yD*=ATy (2.15) 
x 

Let y be the noise to signal ratio. Let g= AT y. Then an estimate for Y can be obtained as 
E (gl g) tr (ATA) - E (yTy) tr (ATA ATA) 

Y= yTy) tr (AAT) - NE (eT ¢ (2.16) E (y*y) tr (AA *) - NE (g‘g) 
Where N is the number of data observations. Also in terms of number of weight vector 

A A 

components m, noise vector n=VY- y where | is the estimate of observation vector y, the noise 

  

y 
to signal ratio can be estimated as 

2 T T* oO, tr (ATA) E (yl) 
+= 2.17) 2 x ( O, (N-m)E (yTy)-NE(yT) 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, we presented a training algorithm for layered net based on Taylor's series expansion 
and the principle of minimum disturbance. We have shown how the algorithm converges and 
presented the conditions of its convergence. We discussed the use of apriori information and 
handling of noisy observations in Network training. 
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Classitron: A Flexible Generalization of the Perceptron 
Tomas B. Co 
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1 Introduction 

The perceptron is an important pattern classification structure devised by Rosenblatt ( 1962 ) but is limited 

to solve only linearly separable problems ( Minksy and Papert, 1988 ), ie. cases where the n-dimensional 

feature space containing both positive and negative instances can be separated by a single n — 1-dimensional 

hyperplane. Several modifications of the basic perceptron structure have been proposed in order to allow 

effective separation of non-linearly separable problems including: multi-layer perceptrons ( Rumelhart, et 

al., 1986 ), ®-machines ( Nilsson, 1965 ), multithreshold perceptrons ( Takiyama, 1978 ) and decision- 

tree layered perceptrons ( Koutsougeras and Papachristou, 1988 ). All three methods have problems in 

their architectural designs, however: how many hidden nodes, what nonlinear ®-transformations, and how 

many threshold levels the devices should contain prior to learning the classification problems, respectively. 

Although the decision-tree perceptrons address the problem of architecture through structural fexibility, the 

learning rules depend on the minimization of certain entropy measures; this turns out to be a very difficult 

problem by itself. 

In this paper, we propose a different structure that unifies the three modifications of the basic per- 

ceptron structure we have cited above, and we refer to this new structure as the classitron. The classitron 

structure involves the introduction of a nonlinear mapping box located between the summing junction and 

the threshold box of the perceptron (see Figure 1 ). This structural change allows us to decompose the learn- 

ing procedure into two parts: the first part involves the adjustment of the weights, W, while the second part 

involves the construction of the nonlinear mapper, f. Consequently, we obtain two important advantages: 

1. The search for the vector of weights is effictent. A sufficiently smooth objective function can be 

formulated such that the search space is only n — 1-dimensional and compact, where n is the number 

of input nodes. 

2. The structure is flezible. If the problem is linearly separable, we can simply set f(w) = 7 —w, where w 

is the scalar input to the nonlinear mapper and 7 is the threshold value. Otherwise, the functionality 

of the nonlinear mapper can be constructed using direct ( i.e. noniterative ) algorithms. 

2 The Classitron 

Assume that the number of input nodes is fixed and, without loss of generality, we have only one output 

node. The problem can then be formulated as: 

The Classitron Problem: Given a set of n-dimensional training instances, 

Uli 

U = {U,,U2,...,Um} 3 Ui= 

Uns 

which can be partitioned into two disjoint sets, 

P = {P,,Po,..., Pe} CU ; N = {N,,No,..-,Nm-k} CU and PNN =0 
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VARIABLE 
WEIGHTS 

    
   

  

  

f | 

SUMMING NONLINEAR THRESHOLD 
JUNCTION MAPPER 

        

INPUT       

Figure 1: The classitron structure. 

find the vector of constant weights, W, and the nonlinear functional, f, such that 

f(P}W)>0 and f(N}W)<0 forl <i <k,1<j <m-—k (1) 

Implicit in the problem formulation is the sequence in which the problem can be approached. Observe 
that the arguments of the nonlinear mapper, f, are the scalar inner products, U'W. Thus we could search 
for the vector of weights first and then construct the nonlinear mapper afterwards. 

2.1 Evaluation of the Optimal Vector of Weights 

Let us begin by obtaining the set of constraints on W. For the problem to be meaningful, we must have, for 
all 2 and j, 

PiW # NjW or [(P;—N;)*'W]? > 0 (2) 

and we refer to this condition as the Linear Projectability Condition. Some of the constraints, however, are 
redundant, thus we need to satisfy only an essential (non-redundant) set of constraints, 555W £ 0, where 
®ess can be obtained from {P; — N;} such that no two elements of ®gsz are scalar multiples of each other. 

Having obtained ®ess, we can define a scalar function, 

JWw)y= [I ow (3) 
EP ESS 

which is equal to zero if and only if any constraints in (2) are violated. Further, the square of this function 
increases with increased separability. Here, we use the naive notion that a line containing two classes of 
instances is more separable if instances of the same class are closer together (i.e. formation of clusters) while, 
at the same time, instances of different classes are farther apart. An optimization problem that exploits this 
notion of separability to get the desired vector of weights, W, is 

max J?(W) (4) 
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Since the orientation of W is more important than its magnitude, we can choose the form of W to be 

COS Gr) COS G2 COS 3g - + - COS An—2 COS An-1 

COS G1 COS G2 COS G3 - + -CO8 An—2 SIN An-—1 

W= ; n>2 (5) 

COS G; SIN a 

sin Q@ 

which has the property: ||W||? = W'W = 1. The necessary conditions for the solution of the optimization 

problem, (4), then becomes 

é é t 
> [[¢w AON) = 0 - gol,...,n-1 (6) 

i=1 \k#i J 

Here, we have recast the problem to that of finding a; which in turn allows us to restrict the search 

domain to be a closed and bounded region: — 3 < a; < 5. Thus we know where the global maxima reside. 

It is important to recall, however, that this optimization is done only for maximal separability, i.e. it is not 

always necessary to obtain a global maximum. 

2.2 Construction of the Nonlinear Mapper 

Having obtained W, we can rearrange the set of projected instances in ascending order 

UpROJECTED = {H1:--+:Hm} where, pi=U{W and pwi2yjy if t>3 

Now for i ranging from 1 to m — 1, gather a set of points, o,, that lie in the middle of p; and pj41, where 

py and p;41 are not both positive or both negative projected instances, and collect these points into the set, 

¥. Next, if 4, is a positive projected instance, set a parameter x = 1, otherwise set y = —1. The nonlinear 

mapper can then be constructed as 

f(w) =x [] (¢ -») (7) 
c€X 

Theorem 1: Given a W that satisfies the Linear Projectability Conditions, (2), then the nonlinear 

mapper, f, defined by (7) together with W, solve the Classitron Problem. 

Proof: The value of f is zero only at points included in & and changes sign as it passes through these 

points. Thus (1) is satisfied with the possible exception of reversed inequalities. The value of x assures 

the correct sign for the leftmost projected instance. This in turn guarantees that the correct inequality is 

achieved throughout. Since W satisfies the Linear Projectability Condition, such a set could always be 

constructed. 
QED 

Example 1: For the 3-input parity problem, we have 

0 0 ] 1 0 0 l l 

P= o7y,/ 17,7 0 },¢ 2 and N= Oo1r,714,] 07,1 1 

l 0 0 l 0 l l 0 
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Then we get, 

0 0 l l 1 1 —] 
Pess = Oy, 17,7 07,7 1 J, 1 |,7 -1 J, 1 

1 0 0 1 —1 1 l 

and J = (w;)(w2)(w3)(wi + w2 + w3)(w; + we — w3)(w, — w2+w3)(—w, +w2+wW3), where w, = cos a, cos ao, 
w2 = cos a; Sin@2 and w3 = sina. A global maximum for J? can then be obtained by numerical means to 
be a, = tan~'(V/2/2) and a2 = 7/4. Finally, we have f(w) = (3 —w)(22 —w)(28 —w). 

3 Discussion 

We have obtained a flexible generalization of the perceptron which unifies its existing modifications. If the 
problem happens to be linearly separable, obtaining the globally optimal vector of weights via the classitron 
procedure will result in a perceptron. Otherwise, a higher order polynomial mapper defined in (7) is used to 
separate the positive from the negative projected instances. It can be shown ( Co, 1989 ) that an equivalent 
layered perceptron network exists for every classitron. Also, changing the form of the nonlinear mapper 
to square pulse instead of polynomial results in a multiple threshold structure. Lastly, if we fully expand 
the polynomial in (7), then the various additive terms determine the ®-transformations required by the 
®-machines. This fact is due to the shift from Sigma-Pi structures ( Rumelhart, et al., 1986 ) to Pi-Sigma, 
i.e. we have focused on locating the roots of the polynomials instead of the coefficients of the polynomials. 

In certain cases where the other methods are more advantageous, the classitron can quickly determine 
both structure and initial conditions for these methods. At present, the learning procedure is nonincremental, 
and future work will include an incremental learning version to accomodate noisy data and forgetting of 
obsolete data. 
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GLOBAL MINIMA WITHIN THE HOPFIELD HYPERCUBE 
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Cookeville, Tennessee 38505 

ABSTRACT 

This paper examines the behavior of the Hopfield network when the connection matrix is negative 

definite or semi-definite with global minima inside the hypercube of allowable variable space. The original 

Hopfield circuit is compared with the modified circuit which is in wide use. Using the original Hopfield 

equations of motion the minima are displaced inward slightly. If the connection matrix is negative definite 

the error is exactly determined. It is shown that a large class of problems, least squares estimation, have 

negative semi-definite connection matrices. 
INTRODUCTION 

The model that Hopfield proposed in 1984 [1] has been used extensively for combinatorial optimization 

problems, but its application to other problems has been infrequent. However, this network lends itself 

exceptionally well to another general class of problems. If we have a negative definite or semi-definite 

connection matrix then the network will converge to the global minimum within the hypercube of the 

constrained variable space. This paper will discuss several issues related to this problem. 

The original Hopfield model is described and compared to the modified model that is in common use. 

It is shown that the modified model has no error, however the modified equation of motion cannot be 

implemented in analog hardware. Since most researchers are only simulating the differential equations on 

sequential digital machines, the modified version is best. However, they cannot make the claim that it can be 

implemented in an analog parallel form. If we want real-time operation, then the error due to the Hopfield 

approximation must be studied. 

This paper will discuss the use of the Hopfield model for possible real-time applications where the desired 

result is analog within fixed limits. Thus in this case we want the net to converge to an interior point of 

the hypercube, rather than a vertex. It is also shown that a negative semi-definite connection matrix always 

results from a least squares estimation problem. 

It should be noted that analog real numbers (as opposed to binary on /off numbers) can be represented 

as outputs of the Hopfield net quite simply without resorting to the number representation scheme of Takeda 

and Goodman [3] or other binary representation schemes. By scaling the asymptotic limits of the transfer 

function to the actual variable limits the output of the net will be the optimum constrained values. This 

result has also been observed by Matsuda and Akimoto [2]. Equivalently, the variables can be scaled between 

the asymptotes with appropriate scaling of the other parameters. The method chosen will depend on the 

implementation. The latter method is appropriate for analog implementation, the former is simpler for 

digital simulation. 
ORIGINAL VS MODIFIED HOPFIELD MODEL 

Hopfield proposed his model by considering real neural nets and implementing the important properties 

of these nets in an analog RC circuit with active nonlinear elements (operational amplifiers). Each neuron 

is composed of two amplifiers: one inverting and the other normal (or non-inverting). Each neuron 1s 

potentially connected to every other neuron in the circuit through some resistance. This particular circuit 

results in the following equation of motion 

dus 
Om =) TV; — wi/ Ri + Ii (1) 

. 

where the subscript i refers to the tth neuron. C; is the input capacitance, u,; is the voltage input, V; is 

the voltage output and J; is some fixed input current. The resistance connecting the jth neuron’s output to 

the ith neuron’s input is R,;. The magnitude of T;; is given by 1/R;; and its sign is negative if connected 

to the output of an inverting amplifier and positive otherwise. 1/R; = d; 1/Riz + 1/p where p is the 

input impedance of the amplifier. The output of the neuron is given by V; = g;(u;) where g; 1s some 

sigmoidal function. Hopfield used a hyperbolic tangent function, but in this paper the logistic function 

V; = 1/(1+ e7 4) is used. 
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He then showed how this equation of motion would minimize a Liapunov function of the form 

V; 

E=-% LUM, + Dove) [ | alds — 1M, (2) 

where Vo, = g;(0). These equations will be referred to as the original Hopfield equations. Hopfield noted 
that in the high gain limit the integral term would be zero. Thus in the high gain limit the Liapunov function 
can be written as 1 

Em =—9 D1 dD TuViVs — DO 1M: (3) 
$ J $ 

where the subscript m refers to the modified energy function. 
Normal usage of the Hopfield net involves constructing a Liapunov function in the form of equation (3). 

It has been shown numerous times that E,, is minimized by the modified equation of motion 

du; 
a » Ty; V; + i. (4) 

J 

However, this equation can no longer be implemented in the analog form proposed by Hopfield, although some 
digital parallel array may be feasible. It is important to note that most researchers are simply numerically 
integrating the equations of motion on digital serial computers, while claiming the power of analog parallel 
processing. Thus they use the modified equation of motion without regard to its implementation. 

THE HOPFIELD APPROXIMATION ERROR 
The modified energy equation (3) can be rewritten in matrix form as 

En = -5u'Tp —v'd (5) 

where 6 and v are nx1 vectors and T is an nxn matrix. The classical approach to finding the value of vu that 
minimizes a cost function of this form is to take the partial derivative of E,, with respect to v and set the 
result equal to zero. Thus 

OEm 
Sy = Te b=. (6) 

The points in n-space, v, which solve this equation are critical points and define either a minimum, maximum 
or saddlepoint. If the Hessian of E,, is positive semidefinite 

a7E 
zo |= !-TI20 (7)     

then the uv that solves (6) minimizes E,,. Thus if T is negative semidefinite, any v that solves (6) is a global 
minimum of E. If T is negative definite, and thus invertible, then (6) can be solved explicitly to give 

Um = —T~ 1) (8) 

This approach has three major limitations. First, if there are constraints on any of the variables then (8) 
may give an unrealizable solution. This can be dealt with only by fixing the variables whose constraints have 
been violated at their limit, reformulating the problem in terms of fewer variables and repeating the problem. 
An optimum solution is still not guaranteed. Second, T' must be inverted which is time consuming for large 
matrices. If the matrix is ill conditioned or very large (n on the order of 100) then numerical problems can 
cause inaccurate results. Third, if T is not invertible then the problem cannot be easily solved. 

Assuming that the minima lie within the variable hypercube, we can take a similar approach with the 
unmodified energy equation. In vector notation equation (2) can be written as 

Enop = ~5u'Ty —v'b+G~}(v) (9) 
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where a ' 

G~1(v) = 2 al, g; 1 (x) dz. 

Differentiating Enop with respect to v gives 

IEhop _ 
De —Tv — 6+ R(v) (10) 

mers age) = [3 sion) geen) 

Setting this result equal to sero and solving for v gives us the value of v which minimizes Epjop, which we 

will denote as Unop. Thus 
0 = —T nop — b + R( Prop) (11) 

The difference, or error, between this result and the value which minimizes E,, is given as 

Vhop = Um + VYerr (12) 

Substituting equation (12) into equation (11) gives 

= —T(Um + verr) — 6+ R(vnop) = —Tum — 6 — Tverr + R(vhop) (13) 

Since —T'v,, — 6 = 0 from equation (6) we have 

O=—Tver-+R(vncp) oF (14) 

Verr = T~*R(vnop) (15) 

if T is invertible. 

This simple result can aid in understanding the error. There are three sets of variables that can be 

modified: g71, 1/R;, and T—1. By decreasing any of these factors, we can decrease the steady state error. By 

increasing,A;, the slope of g; we decrease the slope of 9; 1 and thus decrease the error. This result is the same 

as Hopfield’s, since in the high gain limit E = Enop. The two terms 1 /R; and T~" interact. By decreasing 

T-1 we increase T thus increasing 1/R; since 1/R; = 1/p; + D0; Ti; where p; is the input impedance of 

neuron i. So effectively we can minimize the error only by increasing p; or ,. 

LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION 

Determining a set of real-valued (as opposed to on/off binary) variables that minimize a cost or energy 

function is a common need in engineering and other fields. In many cases this function is quadratic with 

respect to these variables. If the cost function is put in the form of the Hopfield energy equation quite often 

the connection matrix T is negative semi-definite. An example is minimizing the errors in a least squares 

sense. If there are constraints on the values of these variables then the Hopfield net is an excellent choice. 

The general problem addressed in a least squares minimization is to find the vector v that minimizes 

E’ = “(Av ~ k)t(Av — k) (16) 

where A is an mxn matrix, v is an nx1 vector, and k is an mx1 vector. Multiplying the terms gives an 

equation of the form 

E' = = (vt At Av — 2u' A'k + kk) (17) 

Since minimizing E’ also minimizes E’ — k*k the problem is to find v such that 

E= 5 (v' At Av — 2u* A’k) = st At Av —v'A‘k (18) 
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is minimized. This can be rewritten as 1 

E= —3uTv —v'b (19) 

where T = —A‘A is a symmetric negative semi-definite nxn matrix and 6 = Atk is an nx1 vector. This is 
the proper form for the Hopfield network with the connection matrix given by T and the set of input bias 
currents given by b. By appropriate scaling of either the sigmoidal function’s asymptotes or by scaling T 
and 6 to give per unit values of v the constrained solution can be found by an n neuron Hopfield net. 

EXAMPLE 
A simple example of a two neuron net with a negative definite connection is presented. The optimum 

solution lies within the allowable variable space. The solution is found using both the original and modified 
equations of motion. This error equation is applied. A simple Euler integration was performed with step 
size of 10~*. The following parameters were used: \; = 10*, C; = 1.0, p= co, R; = 1/3, 

_({-2 -1\) | ,_(1.005\) | —__ 4.5000 a4 
r= (7 =) b= (1008 | uinitiot = (1 55r4 ) #10 

The converged values for the modified method, v,, and the original method, vpop, are 

_ (0.0050 0.0065 Un = (cross | in 926 iterations; vnop = (Crosse ) in 750 iterations. 

The modified method converged exactly to the minimum. Applying the inverse logistic function g h(v) = 
—1/Aln (1 — v)/v we find 

5.0294 —0.0015 
Rlonop) = (roe) e197" and T'RWhop) = ( 0.0015 

which is correct, demonstrating the validity of the result. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Hopfield network is exceptionally well suited to quadratic minimization problems, such as a least 

squared error. Since the network can be implemented using analog components for fast, stable results, it 
lends itself well to problems requiring real-time operation. Both negative definite and negative semi-definite 
connection matrices will give optimal solutions if the modified Hopfield equation is used. If the original 
equation, or a real analog circuit, is used a small error results, but this error can be easily reduced. An 
exact solution to the error is given if the connection matrix is negative definite and the solution lies in the 
allowable region. 

Solutions using the original equation of motion are displaced towards the center of the allowable region. 
If the connection matrix is negative semi-definite (thus with an infinite number of solutions) this can be an 
advantage since the network will converge to one of the solutions close to the center of the allowable variable 
space. 

Only one neuron is needed for each real-valued variable; there is no need to use large numbers of neurons 
to represent such a variable. Scaling can be accomplished either through changing the asymptotic limits of 
the sigmoidal input/output relation or by scaling the variables and associated equations. 

If the Hopfield net is to be used in a real-time application it will have to be implemented in hardware. 
The error introduced by the finite input impedance and finite slope of the op-amps has been discussed at some 
length in this paper, but other design issues such as component tolerance, sensitivity to asymmetry of the 
interconnection network, and finite output impedance will all need to be addressed before the Hopfield net can 
be fully implemented in hardware. This paper demonstrates, I believe, that this effort would be worthwhile. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to describe a neural network implementation of an algorithm 

recently designed at ORNL [1] to solve the Transportation and the Assignment Problems, and, more 

generally, any explicitly bounded linear program. 

1. Introduction. In a companion paper [2], we study two general neural network models for Linear 

Programming. Here, we introduce a different model. This model applies only to explicitly bounded 

linear problems, i. e. problems for which a priori bounds are available for the optimization variables. In 

particular, it is well suited to the Transportation and the Assignment Problems (TP and AP). Due to the 

very structure of the explicitly bounded linear problems, the architecture complexity of the network is 

much simpler. For example, a K x L AP will require only K +L neurons and K x L connections, instead 

of K x L+ K +L neurons and (K x L)(K +L) connections for the Primal-Dual model studied in [2] 

or for the circuit proposed by Hopfield and Tank in [3]. The neural network proposed here could also be 

used to solve the Analog Decoding problem proposed in [4]. In the next Section, we will briefly describe 

the TP and AP models. In Section 3, we present a network that implements a solution of a slightly more 

general problem, via a parameterization of the primal variables with respect to the dual variables. We 

also discuss a possible implementation. Some simulations results are given in Section 4. 

2. Two Examples of Explicitly Bounded Linear Problems. The TP can be formulated in 

the following way: we have to ship some goods from k different sources with stocks $;, 7=1,2,...K, to L 

destinations with associated demands D;, j = 1,2,...,L. A transportation cost cjj2j; is associated with 

the shipment of the (positive) quantity 2;; from the source 5; to the destination D;. One assumes that 

there is no loss during the process, i.e. for every source 2, >_; tij = Sj, and also that the demand is met for 

every destination, that is }>, z;; = D;. This defines a » balanced” TP: 5.; 7 i Dj D; = 30; Si. It is 

possible, at the price of adding shadow sources or destinations, to transform any unbalanced problem into 

a balanced one. The problem of minimizing the cost of the transportation leads to the linear program: 

(1) min ) > ci; 2:3, subject to x;; > 0, Er = Sj, EF = D; 

8,J J 3 

The AP has the same mathematical formulation as the TP, except that each stock 5S; is equal to 1 and 

each demand D; is also equal to 1. A typical application is to assign K jobs to L machines, with operation 

costs {c;;]. As noted before, one can assume, without loss of generality that K = L. The AP can be 

viewed as a combinatorial (0,1)-programming problem. However, it has been shown [5] that it can be 

expressed as a continuous linear program with 0 < 2; < 1. There exist several algorithms of complexity 

O(K3) dedicated to solving both problems (see for example [6,7]). From their above formulation, one can 

notice that explicit bounds on the optimization variables are available (0 < 2:4; < min{Si, D;} =: Xi;). 

We now introduce a generic problem that is somewhat more general that the T’P and the AP, but preserves 

their fundamental properties. We seek for the solution of 

(2) min<c,xz> subject to Ar=b, zr>)0, 

where c and z are vectors in R", bis a vector in R™, and A isanmxn matrix, with m <n. The brackets 

< .,. > denote the scalar product in R®. We assume that the problem (2) has a bounded solution 2” and, 

for the purpose of the forthcoming derivations, that the rank of A is m. We also assume that the entries 

of A and the entries of 6 are positive. This implies that one can compute an explicit bound X™** for the 
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min; 5; 
  variable z. One choice is ¥™°* with entries X/"°* = , 
max; {aj; | aj; # 0} 

implies immediately that x7 = 0, and we can remore this variable from the original problem. We thus 
assume in the following that all components of X™** are strictly positive. 
The dual problem associated with (2) is [8] 

Note that if X™°7 = 0, this 

(3) max<b,p> subject to A’p<c, 

where A? denotes the transpose of matrix A and the scalar product in R™ is also denoted by < .,. >. By 
definition, a vector z such that Ar = 6, z >0 ora vector p such that AT p < c will be called admissible. 
The fundamental result of duality is (for a proof, see [8]): 
Proposition 1. If Z is admissible for (2) and p is admissible for (3) then the duality gap 5 :=< c,i> 
— < 6,p> is positive. If5 =0, then & is a solution of (2), and p is a solution of (3). 

3. The Parameterized Neural Network Model. To solve problem (2), we propose to param- 
eterize the primal variables z in the following way 

_ T — (4) z= X™% egx(c—A’ p), galy) = Tne 

where the function g, is applied componentwise on the vector c — AT p, and the operation ”e” denotes 
the Kronecker product of vectors, that is (y;, yo, 9 Yn) © (21522, 065 Zn) 2= (Yr 21, Yo225 --) YnZn) 
With this parameterization, we wish to solve in p the equation Az(p) = b which now writes AX™ e 
gale — AT p) = b. To do that, we consider the variables p as input-states of neurons with output states zr 
(the implementation will be clarified in the next Section) and assume the following dynamics: 

dp _ 
(5) a. ~—(Az(p) — }). 

The sigmoid function g) has two useful properties that we shall take advantage of in the future derivations. 
Namely, 

()VA>0, Vy, gh(y) = —Saa(u)oa(-v) <0, 

(@)VA>0,Vy>0, ygaly) < = 
We now address the convergence of the network. 
Proposition 2. If p in system (4-5) is bounded, then the network converges to stable states (Z,p) which 
are admissible solutions of (2) and (3). 

Proof: We introduce the Lyapunov functional E = sllAz — 6||?. The functional E is bounded below 
(it is positive) and above, because z given by (4) is bounded. We study the variation of E along the 

dz dz dx ,rdp , , dE r 
Wralectones m0) We eve at =< Aq Ar—b >=< a (Ar —b) >=-< a4 7 >. From (4), 

we get = = ae e AT eg(c—A'p)e g(A? p— c), which leads to 

dE _ A maz T T 7 ap 7 ap a 5 <x eg,(c— A’ p)eg,(A’ p—c)eA "rae a 

We can rewrite this as ae = —3 < DAT, ATS >< 0 with D(t) := diag(X'™*7 eg)(c— A? p)eg)( AT p— 
c)), a strictly positive diagonal matrix. Thus E is decreasing along the trajectories of (5). If p is bounded, 
then each entry of the vector g,(c — A? p) eg)(ATp— c) is bounded below by a strictly positive constant. 
The matrix A(t) := ADAT is, at any time t, an m x m positive definite matrix, with ||A(t)|| > a > 0, 

which implies re < -AaE. Then E converges to 0 and the trajectories of p and z converge to fixed 
points p and £ such that At = 6, Z= X™2? eg)(c— Ap). Also, by construction of X™9? and due to 
the factor 2 in the definition of g), the satisfaction of the constraint A(X e gx(c — A? p)) = b implies 
that c — A’ p is positive. a 
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Remarks. 

1. Although we had to assume a ”boundedness hypothesis” for p in the theoretical derivation, it appears 

that in practice, this condition is not very restrictive. It is always possible to limit the iterates of p in a 

ball of radius R in a computer implementation (which, for R large enough does not perturb the system), 

but it proved unnecessary. ; 

2. The assumption rank(A) = m, needed for the proof of convergence (strict positivity of A(t)), can also 

be relaxed in the numerical tests. In particular, in the case of the TP or the AP, m = Kk +L but the 

rank of A is K + L—1. This fact did not seem to alter the simulations either. 

Now that we have obtained admissible solutions for (2) and (3), we need to evaluate their associated 

duality gap 6. 

Proposition 3. The duality gap associated with Z and p is positive and bounded above by \ where M 

is a positive constant which depends on the data A and b. 

Proof: The duality gap is positive since Z and p are admissible. We have 

§6=<c,i>—<b,p>=<c— A" p,t >=< ec — ATp, X™* eg)(c— A’ p) >. 

2 X mat 

By using property (i?) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we conclude 0 < 6 < avon a 

In order to do some comparison with ”standard implementations”, and address the complexity of 

implementation, we define the vector z := c — AT p. With this notation, we can write 

dz T 

(6) z= 9 (z), WT A’ (Az — 6). 

System (6) defines a neural network comprising n neurons with input states z, output states z, activation 

functions g, and thresholds —ATb. Neurons (z;,,2;,) and (2;,,2;,) are connected with a connection 

strength equal to —5_.Aj;,Aji,- In conclusion, the only difference between the network (z,z) and 

Hopfield and Tank’s network (u, V) is the absence of a time constant r. However, it is not necessary to 

consider so many neurons and connections. The system (4-5) is naturally expressed as 

d 
(7) <= ~(A(X™* @ ga(c — A™p)) — 8), 

for which we are led to an implementation whith only m neurons. In the case of the TP or the AP, the 

implementation is even more simplified. In both cases, n = Kx L>>m=K +L. Also, due to the 

matricial structure of these problems, we can denote the vector z by 2; (with x7/°" = 1), and associate 

dual variables p; and q; to the rows and columns of the constraints equations (p; a z;; = 1 and 

Wc a 2;; = 1) respectively. With this notation, the system (7) reduces to 

j=l ix=k 

(8) = —()0 9a(—caj + Pi +95) — 1), “th = (0 ga(—cij + Pi + 3) - 2). 
j=l s=1 

The corresponding neurons p; and q; are somewhat different from the ”standard neurons” of Hopfield 

and Tank. They include some ”feedback” and a whole vector of internal thresholds (a row or a column 

of the cost matrix [c;;]) in the activation function. Their interconnection is however very simple: each 

neuron p; is connected to itself and to all the neurons qj. The same is true for the neurons q;. The 

connection strength are equal to —1 and the external thresholds are all equal to —1. 

4. Numerical Application. We report the test of the numerical simulation of (8) for Assignment 

Problems with K = L rangint from 10 to 100. Note that this corresponds to 10? < n < 104 and 

20 < m < 200, i. e. fairly large problems. The entries of the matrix [c;;] were generated using a uniform 

distribution law on [0,1]. The simulation of equation (8) was performed with a step size ¢ = T" The 
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parameter \ was taken equal to 10°. We had the following results (compare the duality gap with an 
optimal cost of approximately 1): 

  

  

  

K=L 10 20 30 40 90 9 100 
6 107° | 210-* | 107° | 210-7 [| 7 10-5 | 2 10-2 | 3 107 
# iterations | 240 170 100 90 110 70 60                   
  

One notices that the number of iterations needed to reach a stable state is not increasing with the 
number of variables. On the other hand, the duality gap deteriorates with the dimensions, as predicted 
by the above analysis. We have also simulated the network with A = 104 (and ¢€ = 107*). We noticed 
the following improvement of the duality gap: 

  

K=L 30 50 75 100 

6 10-° | 10-7 | 1077 | 2107 

# iterations | 820 960 | 490 460 

  

  

            
  

5. Conclusions. We have presented a neural network model for solving explicitly bounded linear 
programs. Its low architectural complexity is due to the parameterization of the primal variables (2) 
with respect to the dual variables (p) which applies very well to matricial problems like the TP and the 
AP. The theoretical work presented here and many computer simulations seem to prove its applicability. 
We are now in the process of designing an analog circuit implementation. 
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Statistical Mechanics offers an interesting thecretical 

framework for the study of the neurocomputational systems, 

because it allews working with large sets of interactive 

elements. In this work we consider the application of certain 

formalisms of Nom-equilibrium Statistical Mechanics in the study 

af neurecomputers. Particularly, we prepose that the formalism 

that describes Brownian Motion is convenient for studing certain 

kind af systems, exemplified by the BAM (Hidirectional 

Assaciative Memary). This work considers a two-layer network 

(input and cutput), interconnected by a synaptic weight matrix. 

Ir the formal derivation af the generalized relaxation 

equations (Zwanzig, 19613; Mori, 1965) it was found that a set of 

arbitrary properties af complicated (statistical) systems can be 

described by analegous equations of the generalized Langevin 

equations of Brownian Motion. The evolution of the arbitrary set 

A= {Ai, -«--, Ayr of dynamical variables is described by the 

vectorial equatiar: 

t 
DtA = iQ-A(t) - [ Kir) -Ait-r) + F(t) (1) 

Q 

where ® ard KK are well defined frecuency and memory matrixes, 

while F is the randem force vector. These equations, frecuerntly 

ebtained by spin relaxation metheds, can be derived from 

Liouville equation threugh the projection caperator formalism of 

Quantum Mechanics. 

We car assume that the BAM network (Kaska, 1987) is a 

highly stable system, we considered that this neural network 16 a 

system at equilibrium, only disturbed during the recegnition by 

the patterns we intend te be recagnized by the rnet.The 

convergence shawn by the BAM is ccansidered as a relaxaticn 

tewards equilibrium. Eroawnian Maetion is a phenomena that can be 

explained within this thecretical Framewark, making its 

applicaticm feasible. 

In order te apply the dynamical equations (1) ta cur 

particular problem, we ccnsider each neurcn’s state at the input 

layer as acantinucs dynamical variable. Ther the set af states 

in the imput layer makes a set of dynamical variables 

A={Ajy,-.2-- ,ay,+ described by eq. (1). Applying the same reasoning 

to the cautput layer, represented by E={b1,..-.--,bm+, we ebtain 

twa sets af equations: 
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t 

DtrA = i R-ACt) - { dvr Kir) -A(t—rTr) + I(t) 

0 
(2) 

rt 

DtB = i R-Bit) - \ dr Liv) -Bit-r) + Jt) 
0 

We identify I and Jas the input ard output initially 
presented to the ret and that has to identify as cone of the 
training patterns. Ris the frecuency matrix that describes the 
escilatory motion of A and B around equilibrium state. We ask for 
an exponential decay of the activity at the state fields Fa arid 
FR when the last two terms do not exist, we impese the canditican 
S=i-I, where I is the unitary matrix. Then the first term of each 
equation becomes -A;(-B)) for all i, 3. 

The second term can be obtained if we analyse the time 
scales at which the net functions. Even though if the input ard 
cutput neurons cauld have internal (inner) structure, it is not 
relevant for cur analysis because in arder ta study it, we would 
have to use an smaller time-scale than the one given by the 
response time af the neuron. Being the secend term of (2) a 
convolution af the farm 

t 

z(t) = \ dr Kir) -At(t-1) (3) 

0 

the temporal evolution of A depends of the previcus states of the 
system, not just upon the ane in which it currently is. Because 
it is ebvicus that the farmer state is associated with the values 
that the system has in the oppesite field (FR in this case), we 
consider this term as the cone representing endagenous feedback. 
The easiest way to represent it in this case is as an adding term 
ef all signals in the opposite Field, such as £ S (bj) -mjij. Sb) 
is the signal that each neurcm af the eutput field sends back to 
the input field. mjj is one of the elements of the synaptic 
weight matrix that represents the union (interconnection) of beth 
fields. We make the identification 

t 

=(t) = \ GvK(r) -Att -1) ---- > E Slby)myy (4) 
0 J 

Finally, we change the notation fram Aj to ay (and Bj ta 
bj). Then, considering all the previcus arguments, we rewrite the 
dynamical equations in scalar form as: 

Deaj = ~aj + © SGlby)-mig + Ty 

J 
(3) 

Dib) = -by + EF Slaj)-mjyy + Jy 
i 
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being the cnes reported by Kosko (1987). 

This relationship ard way to analyse the BAM model shows 

that it is possible that some cf the formalisms currently at use 

in neural networks are grounded in more general theories of 

Statistical Mechanics. 
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Consider a neural network in which input patterns are 
presented as sensory data to a set of neural 
classifiers. Each sensor is linked to a neural 
classifier. Each neural classifier determines as its 
output that result which is most strongly suggested by 
the input pattern. An arbitrator then combines the 
outputs of the individual neural classifiers and 
develops an output condition which it considers 
representative of all the individual neural classifiers 
(see figure 1). 

Let the set of conditions be Cond = { Cl, C2,...,Cm). 
Assume the output of each classifier is a permutation of 
the elements of Cond. This permutation reflects that 
classifier's preference ordering as to which condition 
seems the most appropriate output, next most appropriate, 
and so on. If classifier j has output preference (Cj1, 
CjJ2,...2-. ,Cjm) then classifier j considers Cj1 most 
appropriate, Cj2 next most appropriate and Cjm least 
appropriate as its output based on the input presented to 
it through sensor j. The arbitrator is now presented with 
preference orderings from each classifier and must combine 
all these preferences ina "reasonable " way. 

AS an example, consider a classifier which has to order 
the elements of the set Cond = {Cl, C2, C3} (see figure 
2). There are six binary output nodes each representing a 
preference ordering of Cond. The output of classifier 5 
is a winner-take-all permutation which is then passed to 
the arbitrator. 

The arbitrator must accept a permutation from each neural 
classifier and in a reasonable way choose one condition as 
that output most representative of the entire system. We 
will consider in this paper five well-known voting 
methods. These are: 

1. Majority rule. 
2. The Borda count. 
3. The Condorcet method. 
4. The Runoff method. 
5. The Eliminate the loser method. 
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The main concern of the arbitrator is developing a 
result through the use of social choice theory. The 
neural net engineer should pick a voting method which will 
give desirable results. Voting, however, is not as 
straight forward as one might hope and the subject of 
social choice poses some very difficult theoretical 
problems. Kenneth Arrow's Impossibility Theorem shows 
that by using an axiomatic, normative model of social 
choice no "nice" voting schemes exist. Therefore, none of 
the five methods mentioned is "best". 

The purpose here is to make the neural net engineer aware 
of the fundamental problem of voting schemes and to give 
some simple examples of voting methods. 

Now let us assume we have a neural network system with 31 
classifiers and five conditions so that Cond = 
{C1,C2,C3,C4,C5}. 
Suppose that: 

Ten classifiers output the permutation (C3,C1,C2,C4,C5); 
Seven classifiers output the permutation (C5, C2, C1, CA ,C3);3 

Six classifiers output the permutation (C4,C5, C2, C1 C3); 
Five classifiers output the permutation (Cl, C4, C2, C5 ,C3);3 
Two classifiers output the permutation (C2,C5, C1, C4 C3) 7 & 
One classifier outputs the permutation (C2,C4,C1,C5,C3). 

We now consider the actions different arbitrators might 
take. 

1. Majority Rule Voting 
The arbitrator simply counts first place votes. Cl 

gets 5 votes; C2 gets 3; C3 gets 10; C4 gets 6; and C5 
gets 7. The winner and output of the arbitrator is C3. 
Notice, however, C3 is very low in the ratings of the 
other 21 classifiers. 

2. Borda Count Voting 
Calculate for each condition Ci its Borda Count 

defined as the sum, as n ranges from 1 to m, of (m-n+1)*(# 
of votes in position n). Cl gets a score of 107; C2 gets 
106; C3 gets 71; C4 gets 92; and C5 gets 89. The winner 
and output of the arbitrator is Cl which has the highest 
Borda score. 

3. The Condorcet Method 

Here the arbitrator chooses that condition which 
can beat every other in a head to head contest. C2 beats 
C1 (16 to 15); C2 beats C3 (21 to 10); C2 beats C4 (20 to 
11); and C2 beats C5 (18 to 13). Therefore, C2 is the 
Condorcet winner. 
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4. The Runoff Method 
First, the arbitrator chooses those two conditions 

with the largest number of first place votes. Here, C3 
and C5 with 10 and 7 first place preferences respectively 
are chosen. Next, the arbitrator pits C3 and C5 in a head 
to head contest. Since C3 has only 10 votes to C5's 21 
votes the arbitrator chooses condition C5 as the 

appropriate output. 

5. The Eliminate the Loser Method 
First, the arbitrator chooses that condition with 

the lowest number of first place votes and eliminates it. 
Here C2 would be eliminated. This procedure continues 
until only one choice is left. Here Cl would be 
eliminated next, followed by C5 and finally C3. This 
leaves C4 as the winning condition. 

It is interesting to note that in this particular example 
each method yields a different result: C3 for Majority 
Rule; C1 for Borda Count; C2 for the Condorcet Method; C5 

for the Runoff Method; and C4 for Eliminate the Loser. 
Thus we see that these different arbitrator mechanisms are 
independent of one another. 

As was stated earlier, the purpose of this paper is to 
make the neural net engineer aware of the theory of social 
choice. There are many interesting ideas, as well as, 
much research literature in this field which may be 
worthwhile for neural net engineers to to consider when 
building their neural nets. 
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Abstract 
Learning (human, animal, or machine) by example seems to take place when pieces of some 

pattern are perceived more or less simultaneously. The computational properties of the resulting 
combinations result from the collective action of the many parts linked together in a network. Most neural 
network learning paradigms are essentially learning from examples, either provided by a teacher (supervised 
learning), or by the environment (unsupervised learning). In this paper we describe some neural network 
learning paradigms and investigate the incompleteness and complexities of those paradigms. We postulate 
that for any intelligent system, in order to learn anything, it must be able to compute everything. We 
examine the relationship of this postulate to certain neural network models. 

1. Introduction. 
The issue of learning is central to the study and application of advances in artificial intelligence. 

The capability to ‘learn’ may be the most important factor separating the so-called intelligent machines from 
the more conventional ones. Theories of learning are important because models derived from them are 
relevant to building learning devices that can change their output behaviors in some rational remembered 
fashion in response to environmental inputs. Our objective in this paper is to examine what the learning 
processes proposed in certain neural network computing models cannot achieve. 

It is appropriate at this point to formalize a definition of learning. The easy way out would be to 
borrow from the abundant psychology literature and come out with a definition from the psychologist's 
point of view. However, most psychologists’ definitions of learning lack the appropriate mathematical 

structures which are essential if we hope to investigate the incompleteness of the learning capabilities of 
popular neural network models. In addition, there is the greater danger that we might be entrapped in a 
generalized description of the learning process which might be impossible to model with the currently over- 
simplified neural network computational paradigms. For example, psychologists deal with the higher level 
cognitive processes of the brain, e.g. learning by discovery, learning by being told, learning by analogy, 
learning from examples, some of which are extremely difficult to simulate on any current computer models 
which can at the best to mimic the low level congnitive processes of the brain. Among all those learning 
Strategies described by the psychologists, only learning from examples has been successfully modeled thus 
far. 

Both Valiant and Baum have formalized a mathematical structure for learning by examples and 
have investigated it in depth. In particular, developments have been made in the definition of plausible 
learning protocols and in the investigation of classes of concepts that can be recognized computationally, 
using such protocols, and exploring the class of concepts that can be learned in a reasonable polynomial 
number of steps. 

According to Valiant, there are ‘specific classes of concepts that can be learned via protocols that 
allow for specific kinds of information supply. The protocol involved in learning by examples recognizes 
the availability of typical data that positively exemplify each concept. The positive examples are assumed 
to follow a fixed (but unknown) probability distribution. Computational models that can learn by examples 
under these conditions make use of algorithms that make a polynomial number of calls to a routine which 
generates the examples (called EXAMPLES in Valiant's work) 

Classes of concepts that can be characterized by bounded conjunctive normal form (k-CNF) 
expressions, can be learned by example in this context. This class of represcntations (k-CNF) are used in 
representing boolean functions and can thus be easily incorporated into computational models of learning. 

Baum recognized that although any boolean function can be expressed in CNF, not all classes of 
concepts characterized by CNF could be learned in reasonable time. Simply, a class of such functions can be 
learned in exponcntial time, with the algorithm making a polynomial number of calls to the examples 
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routine. Thus if the class contains more than 2° distinct functions (for 1 <c < 2), it can not be learned in 

polynomial time. For practical reasons, this limitation constrains the classes of functions which can indeed 

be learned by example in a reasonable (polynomial) amount of time. The classes that can be learned in 

polynomial time are those with 2? functions for any polynomial p. 
Moreover, it can be stated reasonably that most of the neural network learning paradigm functions 

are essentially learning from examples. Such examples might be provided by a teacher (supervised learning), 

or by the environment (unsupervised learning). 
As for the relationship between the learnability and computability, we can postulate that: for any 

intelligent system, in order to learn anything, it must be able to compute everything. 

In this paper, we will discuss several most popular learning paradigms in neural network 

computing models and investigate the incompleteness and complexities of those learning paradigms. 

2. Neural Network Computing Models. 
The neural network devices can be defined as follows: 
D = { (A, P)1 A is a network of computing units (neurons), P is a programming procedure }. 

The parameter A defines the special classes (or "architectures") of networks of computing units; P 

defines procedures by which a specified architecture may be programmed. 
From the structure point of view, neural networks can be defined as single-layer or multi-layers. 

The neural elements can be distinguished as input units, ouput units, or hidden units. 

From the connectivity point of view, the neural networks can be specified as feedforward neural 

networks or feedback neural networks; the connections can be specified as fully connected, locally 

connected, or sparsely connected. 
The mathematical representations of neural elements may be defined as networks of linear threshold 

functions (LTFs) or semi-linear activation functions (SAFs). 
A given LTF vj may be defined as: 

vj = sgn (2d wij Vj + ti ) 
where wij represents the strength of the connection between the ith and the jth LTF, tj is a 

threshold value. 
An LTF is a limiting case of a more general class of functions, the SAFs which take the form: 

vVi=8(2 wij vj + ti) 
where g is a monotonically increasing, differentiable function, and tj is termed the bias. 

For example, the logistic function employed by Rumelhart takes the form: 
1 

Vi=   

l+e -BU(WiiV; + ti) 

in which t; is the bias and B is a parameter. 

From the view point of the power of the computational approach, we need to investigate and 

discuss the following four aspects for any given neural network computing device D(A, P): 
(1) Define A, i.e. define the special architectures of neural network computing device. 
(2) Define P, i.e. define learning procedures by which a specified architecture may be learned. 

(3) Computability, i.e. examine the class of functions that learnable by D(A, P). 

(4) Complexity, i.e. examine time and space complexities that with respect to the class of functions that are 

learnable by D(A, P). 

3. Special Learning Paradigms. 
3.1. Single-layer Perceptrons. 

Single-layer perceptron is one of the simplest and probably the best understood types of 

feedforward neural network models. The single-layer perceptron generated much interest when it was 

initially developed in the 1950s by Rosenblatt because of its ability to learn to recognize simple patterns. It 

can be trained using the perceptron convergence procedure or the LMS (Least Mean Square) algorithm to 

classify a continuous-valued or binary-valued input vector into one of two classes. Therefore, it can be used 

as classifier and for adaptive signal processing. 
However, only linearly separable functions are learnable by the single-layer perceptrons. Some 

examples of the linearly separable functions are: Boolean AND, OR functions, and “at least 1 of N", “at 

least k of N" functions. 
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A case in point for the limitations of the single-layer perceptron is the computation of the Boolean 
function XOR (exclusive or) which is not a lincarly scparable function. Therefore XOR can not be 
computed by the single-layer perceptron. 

From the complexity point of view, the time to learn an arbitrary linearly separable function 
grows exponentially with the number of inputs. The time t is bounded by: 

2N <t<NN 
where N is the number of inputs to the perceptron. 
However, it has been proved that the time to Icarn the "at least k of N" function grows only 

polynomially with the number of inputs. The time t to learn this function is bounded by: 
t<N3 

where N is the input size. 
It has also been proved that the time t to Icarn the “at least 1 of N" function is bounded by: 

t<N2 
where N is the input size. 

3.2. General Feedforward Neural Networks. 
The structure of the general fecdforward neural nctwork device is demonstrated in Fig. 1. 

Outputs 

a ae 
  

  

Layers of hidden units 

     

= 
4 ‘ 

pry oreeene fA input units 

Inputs 

      

Fig.1. General feedforward neural network structure. 

The general feedforward neural networks are characterized by multi-layer neural networks whose 
connections exclusively feed inputs from lower layers to higher layers. In contrrast with feedback neural 
network, a feedforward neural network operates only until its inputs propagate to its output layer. 

In 1967, Minsky showed that the general feedforward neural networks possess the same 
computational power as the Turing machines. Therefore, we can say that the general feedforward neural 
networks are the complete computing devices in terms of the computability under the Turing machine 
computing models, or the Kleene recursive function computing models, or the von Neumann computer 
programming models. 

We list some simple examples of functions that learnable by the feedforward neural networks and 
the spacial complexities as follows: 
(a) Parity testing function. 
Spacial complexity: need O(n) hidden units and O(n2) connections: where n is the input size. 
(b) Symmetry testing function. 
Spacial complexity: need n input units, 1 output unit, 2 hiddcn units, and 2n+2 connections: where n is the 
input size. 
(c) Encoding function. 
Spacial complexity: need n input units, n output units, logan hidden units; where n is the input size. 
(d) The function for discriminating between alphabctic characters. 

From the incompleteness point of vicw, some functions that can not be computed under the 
Turing machine computing modcls probably can not be learned by the feedforward neural networks either. 
For instance, we can show that, it is impossible to build a fecdforward neural network device to compute 
the function [], which for any two functions fj and f j that Icarnablc by the feedforward neural networks as 
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the inputs to J]; if fj is identical to fj, then T] will output 1, otherwise II will output 0. i.e. we define IT as 

follows: 
1 if fj = fj, and fj, fj are learnable by feedforward neural networks. 

INC fi, fj ) = { 
0 otherwise. 

Then [] is not learnable by any feedforward neural network device. 

3.3 General Feedback Neural Networks 
The feedback neural network is an extremely significant part of the neural network learning tool 

kit. However in contrast to the feedforward model it requires additional consideration to deal with the 
learning from examples function. The learning function for backward propogation that parallels the 
Rumelhart logistic function ts: 

( tpj - Opj ) Opj( 1 - Opj) output layer 

Spj = { 
Opj(1- - Opj ) L8pk Wkj hidden layer 

The local processing element j Jj must have access to the connection weights to both the forward 
(Wkj) and backward (wij) connected to it. This brings the problem that the weights are external and must be 
shared among the processing elements so that the connection weights can be updated according to: 

Awjj (n+1)= TN ( Spj Opi ) + a Awji (0) 

where 7n is the learning rate and a is the momentum. 
And finally under a number of circumstances, the back propagation learning process is subject to 

the arrival at a processing element of both forward and backward propagating signals simultaneously. This 
can reduce the number of learnable classes significantly. 

4. Conclusions and Discussions. 
Examples present available information from which learning is potentially possible to one or 

another of the various neural networks. ‘.eaming means that, at some time in the future, when a program is 
faced with particular examples it will respond with suitable input/output replications, within a 
preconfigured time frame, in a statistically measurable fashion. The time frame for the programmed 
computations (polynomial, exponential) and the statistical error measures give a basis for Judging 

learnability. 
At present, programs that require polynomial computation steps for non-trivial learning are 

available. Learned and remembered patterns that can fill gaps (e.g. visual or aural) are governed by linkages 
of individual remembered parts. Analogies to the brain are somewhat murky, and certainly chemical. Since a 
single neuron can receive up to 200,000 signals on its dendritic tree, a given single sensory pattern 
probably uses only a small fraction of the sites available to it. Incomplete learning is likely to be 
continuous in the chemical structure, but opportunity to add to, and reinforce is equally powerful. 
Paralleling the forms of chemical activity in an electronic structure may be the next step for going beyond 
the present limitations on programming learnability, since these processes probably operate in the 

equivalent of polynomial time. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper compares the performance of four different classifiers. The classifiers included in this 
study are the multi-layer perceptron (MLP), high-order neural networks (HONN), localized receptive fields 
(LRF), and the learning vector quantization (LVQ) method. The performance of each of these methods is 
studied for the I-41 problem. This problem is used to represent a class of problems called “1-class 
classifier" problems. In these problems the classifier is required to from a decision boundary that com- 
pletely surrounds a class of data. The classifiers are compared in terms of their minimum classification 
error, computational complexity, learning rate, number of training samples required, and sensitivity to net- 
work size. Our results show that the localized receptive field model provides the best overall performance 
for this problem. 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents a comparison between four different nonparametric classifiers. The multi-layer 
perceptron (MLP) is without question the most commonly used neural network classifier, and thus provides 
a useful standard for comparison. The high-order neural network (HONN) model can be viewed as an 
extension of the MLP network. Most conventional methods which perform nonparametric classification are 
based on the "distance classifier" concept. The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier is a well-known exam- 
ple. The learning vector quantization (LVQ) method considered here is also a distance classifier, and in 
most problems provides better performance than the k-NN method at a greatly reduced computational cost. 
Finally, the localized receptive field (LRF) model can be viewed as a combination of the LVQ and MLP 
models. These classifiers are compared in terms of their minimum classification error, computational com- 
plexity, learning rate, number of training samples required, and sensitivity to network size. 

2. The 1-class Classifier Problem 

The class of pattern recognition problems dealt with in this paper are called "1-class classifier" prob- 
lems. In the simplest case these problems are characterized as having a single class of data to be recognized. 
All other pattems are to be recognized as not belonging to this class. For example, we may be interested in 
recognizing a particular type of vehicle in an image. There may be several other types of vehicles in the 
image and some may look very similar to the one we are interested in. However, our information about the 
other vehicles is incomplete. In a sense this can be viewed as a 2-class pattern recognition problem; one 
class being target and the other non-target. However, our information about the non-target class is incom- 
plete. In such cases the only alternative is to design a classifier that forms a decision boundary that com- 
pletely surrounds the target class. All patterns that fall within the boundary are classified as target, and all 
of those outside the boundary as non-target. 

The specific pattern recognition problem chosen here is the I-4I problem. The I—4I problem is a 
two-class problem in which both class distributions are Gaussian with zero means. The covariance matrix 
for the first class is I (the identity matrix) and for the second is 4I. If the classes are equally-likely, and we 
assume a zero-one loss function, then the Bayes classifier for this problem takes on the form: if 
d(x) = xx~—1.85n < 0 then assign x to class «,, else assign to class @,. x is the pattern vector, x” is the 
transpose of x, and 7 is the dimension of x. The decision boundary, described by the equation d(x) = 0, is 
an n-dimensional hypersphere of radius r =V1.857. In this paper we will be presenting results for the case 
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where n=8. Results for other dimensions are similar. With n=8 the Bayes classification error rate is 

approximately 9%. This problem is characteristic of the 1-class classifier problem because it requires that 

the classifier form a decision boundary that completely encloses one class. The advantage of choosing this 

problem is that it is well defined so that we have an exact measure of optimal performance with which to 

compare. 

3. Multi-Layer Perceptron, MLP 

The multi-layer perceptron network is probably the most widely used neural network classifier. The 

back-propagation algorithm is used to train the network (Rumelhart, McClelland, & Williams 1986). When 

comparing the computational complexity of the different methods in this paper all comparisons will be 

made relative to the complexity of a MLP node. With 1 =8 each node in the first layer requires 8 multipli- 

cations, 8 additions, and | sigmoid operation. 

The classification results for 2-layer (1 hidden layer) perceptron networks are shown in Figures | and 

2. The horizontal axis represents the number of hidden layer nodes, N,, and the vertical axis the percent 

classification error. Results are shown for training sets of sizes 400 and 3200 samples per class. A 

significant improvement in performance is noted as the number of training samples is increased. The 

curves also show a significant improvement in performance as the number of first layer nodes is increased 

beyond N,=5. This performance begins to level off around N, =20 nodes which would be the optimal net- 

work size for this problem in terms of the trade-off between performance and computational complexity. 

The best performance is near 11%, which is still approximately 2% above the Bayes error for this problem. 

4. High-Order Neural Networks, HONN 

The basic architecture of high-order neural networks is the same as that of MLPs except that they are 

allowed to form higher order terms (correlation terms) at the input to each layer (Giles & Maxwell 1987). 

In this paper the high order terms are created only at the first layer, not between layers. In addition we 

create only second order terms. All n(n+1)/2 second order terms are formed. Thus, the HONN model used 

here can be viewed as a MLP net with n+n(n+1)/2-dimensional data vectors which are formed from the 

original n-dimensional data as follows, 

_ cee 2 2 ... 2 wee 
XHONN = [1s x2 > Xn» X11 XQ; > Xn, X 1X2, X 1X3; (1) 

Because of the increased dimensionality of the input vector the computational complexity of a first layer 

node in the HONN model is approximately 1+(n+1)/2 times that of an ordinary (linear) MLP node. Train- 

ing for the HONNSs is the same as for the MLP. Learning is often faster with the HONN model, however, 

because fewer nodes/layers are required. 

The classification results for the HONN model are also shown in Figures | and 2. In this case the 

horizontal axis represents the complexity of the nodes in the first layer relative to a MLP node. The first 

point on each of the four curves corresponds to a |-node 1-layer HONN net, while the remaining points are 

for 2-layer nets with one node in the second layer. The best performance is achieved with a single node, 

and approaches the Bayes error as the number of training samples is increased. The reason for this is that 

the second order terms at the input allow the net to form a hyperspherical decision boundary with a single 

node. Even though the computational complexity of a HONN node is higher than that of a MLP node it is 

less than that of ~20 MLP nodes, so in this problem the HONN model provides a more efficient solution. 

As the number of nodes in the HONN model is increased the classification performance deteriorates. 

This suggests that the HONN method is very sensitive to the size of the model selected. As expected, how- 

ever, as the number of training samples is increased the oversized networks are forced to learn the correct 

classification. 

5. The Learning Vector Quantization Method, LVQ 

The LVQ method is described in (Kohonen 1988). When the LVQ classifier is cast into a neural net 

architecture it can be viewed as a 2-layer net. The first layer (hidden layer) contains one node for each 

representative pattern. The function of each node is to compute the Euclidean distance between the input 

pattern and the corresponding representative pattern. These distance values are then fed forward to the 
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second layer node which then selects the smallest of its inputs and makes the appropriate class assignment. 
The computational complexity of an LVQ node is approximately equal to that of a MLP node. 

The classification results for the LVQ method are shown in Figures | and 2. Again the horizontal 
axis represents the number of first layer nodes (i.e. the number of representative patterns). The results here 
are similar to those for the MLP classifier. The performance begins to level off at around N,=20 nodes. 
The classification errors, however, are slightly worse than those of the MLP. Also, we note an improve- 
ment in performance as the number of training samples is increased, similar to the previous two methods. 

6. Localized Receptive Fields, LRF 

The Localized Receptive Field, LRF, model is similar to LVQ in the sense that the first layer nodes 
perform a similar function. In (Moody & Darken 1988) the first layer nodes are trained with the K-means 
algorithm. The function of each node is then to compute a receptive field response function which is a 
monotonically decreasing function of the distance between the input pattern and the node representative. 

The LRF model used here works as follows. Rather than compute a receptive field response function 
at each first layer node we simply feed the Euclidean distances forward as we did in the LVQ method. Sub- 
sequent layers then function as a MLP. That is, rather than restrict ourselves to a single second layer node 
we allow for several nodes and several layers beyond the first. These subsequent layers are trained with the 
back-propagation algorithm. Because the first layer nodes are equivalent to LVQ nodes, and nodes in sub- 
sequent layers are simply MLP nodes, the average computational complexity of a LRF node is approxi- 
mately equal to that of a MLP node. 

The classification performance results for the LRF method is shown in Figures 1 and 2. All results 
are for 2-layer nets with one node in the second layer. Once again the horizontal axis represents the number 
of nodes in the first (unsupervised) layer. Optimal performance is achieved in this case with a single node 
in the first layer. In addition this classifier comes much closer to the Bayes error than any of the previous 
methods. A single nodc in the first layer is sufficient here because the Euclidean distance which is fed for- 
ward from this node carries second order terms which can be properly weighted by the second layer node to 
foim the desired hyperspherical decision boundary. The performance of this method is approximately con- 
Stant as NV is increased beyond the optimum, and improves slightly as the number of training samples is 
increased. 

7, Summary 

In terms of classification performance the LRF method gave the best results. The second best is the 
HONN classifier whose performance is very close to that of the LRF model for a large number of training 
samples. The MLP and LVQ methods rank third and fourth in classification performance. Both of these 
methods solve this problem by placing a large number of linear decision boundaries around the inner class, 
and then connecting these boundaries. The MLP classifier connects these boundaries in a smooth continu- 
ous fashion while the LVQ classifier connects them in a piecewise (discontinuous) manner. Clearly any 
approach that builds up a decision boundary in this manner will perform worse than one that implements it 
directly in parametric form as in the LRF and HONN classifiers. 

The LRF classifier not only provides the best classification performance but is also the most efficient 
method. It should be noted that the HONN method can be made just as efficient if the linear and cross 
terms in Eq. (1) (which are not needed in this problem) are removed. The computational complexity of the 
MLP and LVQ methods is an order of magnitude more than either the LRF or HONN methods because 
they require several first layer nodes to adequately solve this problem. This effect is even worse in higher 
dimensional problems. The LRF and HONN methods will never require more than one first layer node to 
enclose a region of the decision space while the number of nodes required in the MLP and LVQ methods 
will continue to grow as the dimension of the problem increases. 

The learning algorithms for all methods in this study can be viewed as gradient search algorithms 
applied to a nonlinear optimization problem. As such it is extremely difficult to make meaningful quantita- 
tive comparisons of the learning rates. Qualitatively however we can make some very strong statements. 
The slowest learning algorithm by far is the back-propagation algorithm used to train the MLP classifier. 
This is a well-known limitation of this approach. Even though the same basic algorithm is used for 
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learning in the HONN method, learning is faster because this method requires fewer layers and fewer 

nodes. Two forms of learning are used in the LRF model. An unsupervised algorithm, e.g. K-means, is fol- 

lowed by a supervised algorithm, namely back-propagation. The unsupervised learning algorithm is gen- 

erally very fast relative to back-propagation. As with the HONN method, the supervised learning phase 

which uses back-propagation is faster for LRF than it is for MLP because fewer nodes/layers are required. 

The LVQ learning algorithm is the fastest of all. The fundamental reason for this is that learning is per- 

formed in only one layer. Because of this the nature of the optimization problem is greatly simplified. 

As expected, all four methods give an improvement in performance as the number of training sam- 

ples is increased. This improvement is largest with the MLP and LVQ methods and smallest with the LRF 

method. This suggests that the MLP and LVQ methods require the largest number of samples to produce 

accurate generalizations and that the LRF method requires the least. This happens primarily because the 

LRF method has the fewest number of free parameters (weights) and the MLP and LVQ methods have the 

most. 

All networks, regardless of their structure, will perform poorly if their size is too small. A more 

interesting question, and the one of concem here, is what happens to the performance when the optimal net- 

work size is exceeded? In the MLP and LVQ methods the performance changes (improves) very gradually 

as the number of first layer nodes exceeds the desired operating point (near N , =20). In the LRF method lit- 

tle or no degradation is noted as the optimal number of nodes is exceeded. However, in the HONN method 

a significant degradation in performance is observed as the optimal number of nodes is exceeded. Thus, 

this method is very sensitive to network size selection. 
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Abstract 

We show that the dynamical behavior of an asynchronous neural network can be closely 
approximated by a synchronous network whose dynamics take into account the Hessian of 
the energy function. Thus the advantages of asynchronous networks — biological realism, 
improved convergence speed, and lack of oscillation — may be achieved using a synchronous 
machine with only small additional effort. 

1 Introduction 

Understanding the behavior of asynchronous networks is a topic of considerable interest for 
several reasons. First, of course, virtually all biological neural networks appear to be asyn- 
chronous. Further, in some networks this asynchrony is critical to the correct functioning 
of the the network. An example is the Hopfield network [1] which can show sharp, random 
oscillations when using synchronous state updates unless parameters are adjusted carefully, 
but which is stable when updates are applied asynchronously [2]. An intuitive understand- 
ing of this oscillatory behavior is that asynchronous updating causes smaller changes in the 
states space, so that sharp variations in network energy can be more accurately tracked. 

The problem with investigating asynchronous networks, however, is that they are very 
expensive to simulate because very small time steps must be employed. In this paper we 
prove that asynchronous operation may be closely approximated by considering the Hessian 
of the network’s energy function when computing the state update function. This result 
allows the asynchronous behavior of a network to be simulated at approximately the same 
cost as simulating its synchronous behavior. 

2 Approximation of asynchronous operation 

The state update equation of a neural network may be associated with an energy function 
E which controls the behavior of the network over time according to the following equation: 

dw OE 

dt ow 

‘Current address is Industrial Systems Lab., Mitsubishi Electric Corp., 8-1-1, Tsukaguchi, Amagasaki, 
Hyogo 661 Japan 

(1) 
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where W is the state vector of the network. In synchronous operation equation (1) is 

calculated for all components weights W; at each time step, while in asynchronous operation 

only one weight (and the system energy E) is updated at each time step. 

We will approximate the behavior of asynchronous networks by using time averaging. 

Let the time step for each weight in the asynchronous networks be a random variable with 

mean At, so that on average every weight in the network is updated every At increment in 

time. We will then define a larger time interval AT = KAt, and times T; = Tj-1 + AT, 

where K is a arbitrary number. The goal of this paper, then, is to define a synchonous net- 

work with time steps T; whose behavior matches that of the asynchonous network averaged 

over K time steps. 

2.1 Asynchronous State Update Equations 

We first define the first and second order derivatives of E at (asynchronous) times t, to be 

OE OE 
Ay = Be=   (2) 

and define that all subscripts of A, B, and ¢ are taken to be modulo JK’, where we omit 

subscript 7 of weight W for simplicity. 

We will next note that the first order derivative at time t,41 can be obtained by using 

the first order derivative at time t, and second derivative at times t, ---t, as below: 

OW |w=wite) OW? lw=wi tk) 

Ak+1 = Ay + Bye AW, (3) 

= A x ( — rBed (4) 

k 

Ai |] (1 — 7B (5) 
l=1 

Assuming that AT is small, and thus that At is also small, then at time T; the K-time- 

step time-averaged first derivative is 

OE ic on - =YA 6 
OW W=W(T;) A d ( 

K 

| ( — nbiat) | (7) i >] 
~ Wt
 

a
 e
n
 lo 

  

    

A K k 

~ 7 S- 1- nat Bi (8) 
\ k=1 l=1 

T 
~ Aj ( — ne as) (9) 

nAT OPE 
= + 1- 10 

( 2 OW? lwewir) (19) 
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Thus the time-averaged state update equation for an asynchronous network is 

  
1--_— 

2 OW? (11)   

dW ( nAT &E 
= —nAy 

dt W=W(T;) vue) 

2.2 Synchronous Second-Order State Update Equation 

A more sophisticated version of the update function in equation (1) takes into account the 
curvature of the energy surface by employing the Hessian of the energy function [3]: 

dw 

dT 

As is conventional in employing this update function, off-diagonal terms of VE are 
assumed to be zero and we write W; to indicate the j** component of W. Thus the second- 
order update equation for each weight j is simply: 

—-(V?E)'!VE (12) 

  

a dW: ae 
dT 1 S2E 

aw? 

When the second derivative is small, however, AW; becomes unstable, and so it is 
common to use either the following “stabilized” second-order update function: 

  

  

  

OE 

on = 1 ae (14) dT 1+ Sy 
J 

or its first-order Taylor expansion about 0?E/ OW? = 0, 

dW; __ OE (| ®E 45) 
dT ~ "aw,;\ Paw? 

Equations (14) and (15) are functionally equivalent given that pa? E / aw? << 1, and 
in particular are equivalent given the choice of p used in the following section. 

2.3. Equivalence of Asynchronous and Synchronous Rules 

Equation (15) is a synchronous second-order update rule that is identical to the time- 
averaged asychronous update rule of equation (11), as can setting p = nAT/2 in equation 
(15). The only assumptions required to obtain this equivalence is that the time step AT is 
small enough that the approximations of equations (8), (9) and (15) are valid. 

Investigating equation (15) reveals the source of the advantages enjoyed by asynchronous 
update rules. It can be seen that in the first stages of the convergence process (where the 
energy surface is normally concave upward) 0?7E/ aw? is negative and thus larger updating 
steps are taken, speeding up the overall convergence rate. On the other hand during the 
last stages of convergence (where the energy surface is concave downward) 0°E/ ow? is 
positive and thus smaller updating step are taken, preventing undesired oscillations. 
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3 Summary 

We have proven that the asynchronous operation of neural network may be accurately ap- 

proximated by a synchronous network whose update rule incorporates information about 

the curvature of the energy surface. In addition, simulation using synchronous and asyn- 

chronous Hopfield networks to solve the traveling salesman problem has experimentally 

verified the equivalence of these two types of network. 

Thus, for example, if asynchronous operation is difficult to implement because of hard- 

ware restrictions (as is true of most computers) then the synchronous update rule of equation 

(15) may be used instead. Or, if computation of Hessian, or aE | aw? is expensive and 

asynchronous operation is cheaper, one can use an asynchronous operation instead. 

Finally, use of equation (15) can allow synchronous networks to enjoy the speed and 

stability advantages associated with asynchronous operation. Using curvature information 

contained in the Hessian matrix allows improved convergence speed, especially in algorithms 

such as back propagation. It is also important for preventing unwanted oscillations within 

the network, as can easily happen in, for instance, Hopfield networks. 
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Research efforts in the field of artificial neural networks often focus on application issues rather than on 
theoretical performance prediction. That approach fails to address important issues related to modeling limitations, 
robustness at low SNRs, optimality criteria, and optimal performance bounds. The work presented here focuses on 
the theoretical detection performance of a single-layer linear feedforward neural network. It is our contention that 
an understanding of the linear network will aid in the analysis of general nonlinear networks. Therefore, a simple 
one-layer network of linear processing nodes was examined. 

Performance bounds for a single-layer feed forward neural network were examined for a binary hypothesis- 
testing problem. The network consisted of J input nodes, N + 1 adaptable weights or interconnections (including 
the bias weight), a summer, and a 1—bit quantizer. Each input node was linearly filtered by a set of weights 
which are adaptively computed from a supervised set of examplars. Known classes of signal were presented to the 
network where the output node was constrained to a value of +! consistent with the input signal class. Weights 
were updated using a variation of the least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm based on a set of training sequences 
which reflect both the noise-only class (Ho) and the signal-in-noise class (H;). The bias weight is used to modify the 
decision boundaries. This would be referred to as an adaptive threshold in classical detection theory. We addressed 
two distinct problems: steady state detection performance and dynamic detection performance. 

Steady-State Detection Performance 

It is well known that network performance is a function of the training schedule. We first examined the 
connection between training and detection performance assuming that the number of training sets is infinite. This 
is the classical Weiner problem for steady-state weight vectors. 

The summed output y(k) of the network is 

y(k) = w(k)" X (k) (1) 

where w(k) is the weight vector, X(k) is the corresponding training vector, the index k references a particular 
training set and the superscript T denotes a vector transpose operation. 

We consider the following binary hypothesis-testing problem: 

H, : x(k) =s(k)+N(k) (2) 

Ho: x(k) = N(k). (3) 

Here, s(k) is a deterministic but unknown signal vector and N(k) is a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian random 
vector with autocorreclation matrix R,,. 

The optimal set of weights can be derived as a solution to the Wiener problem and shown to be equal to: 

(1 — 2p) — p(1L— p)s7 Rx's 

l+p(l- p) sT Rz,'s 
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e 

Uy =



= 2p(l — p) Rx's 

L4p(l—p)sTRy's 

Here «* is the optimal bias weight, «° is the optimal reduced weight vector, p is the training set probability, Rn 

is the noise autocorrelation matrix, and s is the deterministic but unknown signal vector. 

We next derived the following expressions for the probability of detection (Pd) and the probability of false 

alarm (Pfa) for a deterministic but unknown signal in zero-mean bandlimited white Gaussian noise: 

1 | P 
Pd=erfe. {-fu+a =| (6) 

Pfam erfo.y3~B 3 (7) 
/ 

On 

P -1 

N 

Here « is the ratio of the training noise variance to the input noise variance, P is the total signal power 

(s7s) 9, = (1 — 2p) /p(. — p), and erfe. (1) is defined as the modified complementary error function. 

We then examined the dependence of Pd and Pfa on the training set probability p. Three cases were considered: 

p = 1/2, p> 1/2, and p < 1/2. If the training sets are equally represented then p = 1/2 and /3 = 0 so that the probability 

of a miss (P,,,) is equivalent to the probability of a false alarm. This is the classical Mini-Max Criterian. For 

unknown prior probabilities and known costs, the optimal strategy is to minimize the maximum Bayesian risk. 

For p > 1/2, 3 < 0 and from (7) we conclude that the resulting Pfa is less than the false alarm probability for 

p = 1/2. As expected, the detection probability is also smaller. Figure 1 depicts the false alarm probability as a 

function of the input SNR for various values of the training set probability p. 
“~~ vw we ~~ 

  
(S) 

where 

  e 

v¥
 

> Pa 1/2 

Ps 6/8 

      

  

SR (a) 

Figure 1 Probability of False Alarm (Pfa) vs SNR for various Training Set Probabilities 

It is assumed that o = 1. For p # 1/2, Figure 1 also suggests that the false alarm probabilities can be upper 

bounded by a function which only depends on the training set probability. More specifically: 

Pfa<erfe.(/—arp) - (9) 

This relationship between the maximum Pfa and the training set proability has a more classical analog. The classical 

Neyman-Pearson Criterian designs for a constant Pfa when neither the Bayes’ costs nor the prior probabilities are 

known. For our problem, the maximum Pfa can be specified apriori. However, it can also be shown that the 

resulting Pd is degraded if the maximum Pfa is reduced. 

These results are intuitively appealing. If p > 1/2 then class /1/,, dominates the training schedule. It is reasonable 

to expect that the Pfa can be reduced if more noise-only training data is used. This appears to be the case. Similarly, 
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if p < 1/2, then class H, dominates. We expect an increase in the Pd since more Signal is present. Additionally, 
the Pfa degrades since less noise-only data is used. To achieve a desired upper bound on the Pfa, the training sets 
Should be structure in the ratio p: 1-p, where p is determined from (9). That is, for N training sets, the H,, training 
sets should be applied \, ~ .\,, times and the //; training sets should be applied V’; ~ NV’ (1 — p) times. 

Figure 2 illustrates the close agreement between theory and simulation for p = 1/2: 
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Figure 2 SNR vs Pd and Pfa at Convergence 

The simulation was peformed for a single node linear neural network model using the LMS weight update 
algorithm. Over 10” training sets were used to reduce the effects of weight misadjustment. We also assumed that 
/' = 0.0001. Discrepancies in the Pfa values at low SNRs are reflective of the total number of training sets. 

Dynamic Detection Performance 

We next addressed the effects of training sequence length on network detection performance. The weight 
vector is a random variable related to the distribution of the training data. Under Gaussian assumptions, the first 
two moments of the random weight vector can be determined as a function of the learning rate parameter j., the 
number of training sets M, and the first two moments of the training data. These expressions were then used to 
compute the Misadjustment Error (ME). This is known to be a function of the leaming rate parameter and the 
number of components in the data vector. It relates the fractional increase in excess MS error to the optimal 
(minimum) MS error at a given SNR. It is a monotonically decreasing function of the number of training sets. 

The Misadjustment Error is computed by determining the excess error: Evie — Sain. When p = 1/2, this error 
is equivalent to : 

Ercess Error = Trace {R Cor ( w)} , (10) 

where the Trace(A) denotes the trace of the matrix A. This is a generalization of the result quoted by Widrow. For 
our binary hypothesis-testing problem, the Excess Error takes on a more simplified form: 

Ercess Error © t€;,,, (L+ Nox + s™ 5/2). (11) 

By definition, the ME is derived by dividing (10) by the minimum MS error to get: 

ME x pNow. (12) 

This equation is valid provided that the input SNR is much smaller than the corresponding number of input nodes N. 
We can relate the Misadjustment Error to the number of training sets M. If the MS error is conditioned on 

the mean weight vector (4), then: 

Ene (Al) = in + (0 (A) — TOR Ge (k) = we"). (13) 

This implies that the conditional MS error is formed by ensemble averaging over all training sets for a fixed 
weight vector. 
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This error can then be related to the average adaptation time by determining the corresponding eigenvalues of 

the data covariance matrix. We assume that the noise is a bandlimited white process. This implies #,, = onl. 

Under the assumption that a}. > |: 

Amar ¥ ON (24+ SNR) /2, (14) 

1/4+5NR 
Amin = = laowp | 15 

me 5 (stone) (>) 

with N-1 eigenvalues of the form: 

An & ox. (16) 

It is obvious that the learning rate parameter ;: must be less than the reciprocal of twice the largest eigenvalue 4,,,4;. 

The largest time constant corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue. This time constant determines how quickly 

the network adapts. It is related to the learning rate parameter by the following expression: 

1 ~ 2+ oNK | (17) 

4pAmin ye (4+ SNR) 

  
  

Tmar _ 

Finally, using (12), the maximum network adaptation time can be related to the Misadjustment Error: 

_ Nox (2+ SNR) 
  nar = ; 18 

lmar © OTE (4+ SNR) a) 

We can also relate the number of training sets (M) to Tina, by recognizing that \/f ~ AT naz: 

Mx 2Non (2+ SNR) (19) 
  

ME(4+ SNR) © 

Approximately 20.\'c%, training sets are required at high SNR to produce a Misadjustment Error of 10%. 

A more important measure of performance is the fractional false alarm error (PFE) which expresses the 

fractional increase in Pfa relative to a fully trained network. It can be shown that this error is also a monotonically 

decreasing function of the number of training sets and a function of the learning rate parameter, the number of 

components in the data vector, and the corresponding SNR. If we again assume a bandlimited white noise process 

then the following expression for PFE can be derived: 

aNoxp(4+SNR) 2 3 (20) PFE   

where S\'R = s’s/o03,, N >> SNR, and a is the ratio of the training noise variance to the input noise variance. It 

can be further shown that the maximum network adaptation time is a function of the fractional false alarm error: 

aNo}. (2+ SNR) 
  

  

mar x 21 

i 1OPFE (21) 

The total number of training sets (M) is approximately: 

N :, S ; Mx? ay (2+ SNR) (22) 

4PFE 

assuming that AJ ~ 47),,a;. The average number of training sets is approximately 30.Noax if PFE = 10%, SNR 

= 10dB, and « = 1. Additionally, PFE = 100% implies approximately 3:.\.c3, training sets. Average adaptation 

time scales linearly with SNR. 
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Input Representation and Output Voting Considerations for 
Handwritten Numeral Recognition with Backpropagation 
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Abstract 

In this paper, several input representations and output voting methods are examined to 
improve the recognition rate of feed-forward neural networks when applied to handwritten nu- 
meral recognition. Input representations discussed include a normal image input, an encoded 
(compressed) input, and a combined input. Neural networks are trained and tested for each 
representation on the same database. The resulting error rates on test data are 22%, 25.4% 
and 10% respectively. It is concluded that the incorporation of neighborhood information helps 
reduce the error rate. With the three neural networks in hand, an output voting mechanism can 
be readily applied. The resulting system has 88.8% correct recognition rate, 7% rejection rate, 
and 4.2% error rate. If an extra averaging operation is performed, then the recognition rate is 
increased to 93.2% with 6.8% error rate. 

1 Introduction 

Multilayer feed-forward neural networks have been shown to be promising for handwritten numeral 
recognition [3] [5]. For such an application, the recognition rate is a very important performance 
criterion. In this paper, we propose methods to improve the recognition rate. We first show that the 
recognition rate can be increased with proper input representation which preserves neighborhood 
information. Then another technique, output voting, is applied to further improve the recognition 
rate. 

2 Input Encoding 

To facilitate the simulations, a database of 1000 digits was created. It contains 100 examples of 
each digit, written by 10 different people. For each person, the first five digits were placed in the 
training set and the remaining 5 were placed in the test set. Each digit is coded as a 16 x 16 binary 
image. Some digits used are shown in Figure 1(a). 

To perform the recognition, the popular backpropagation algorithm is adopted to train a neural 
network with 256 input units, 20 hidden units, and 10 output units. The resulting error rates for 
the traing data and test data are 10.2% and 22%, respectively. One interesting phenomenon we 
observed is that, for some input data, all the 10 output values can be fairly low. In other words, 
these input data, even if they do look like digits, are considered to match none of the ten digits. 
This is due to the loss of the neighborhood information during the input of the 16 x 16 data to 
the neural network. More specifically, the relative position of any two pixels in an image cannot 
be preserved since, from the point of view of each input neuron, all the other input neurons make 
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Figure 1: (a) Handwritten digit examples, (b) Encoding of a 16 x 16 image. 

no difference. Therefore a slight position shift on an image would cause a similar effect as a big 

distortion would do. This of course is not a desirable property of an input representation. 

Experiments with Input Encoding Another input representation we tested is an encoding 

scheme where each 16 x 16 image is encoded as four 6-digit strings [4]. The strings denote the 

number of black blocks when the image is viewed (and counted) horizontally, vertically, diagonally, 

and anti-diagonally. To compact each string into 6-digit long, redundancies within each string are 

removed by neglecting the initial zeros and the repetitive part and then appending some extra 

zeros. For example, Figure 1(b) shows a digit ’2’ whose horizontal view string before compaction 

is 0012211111111100’. This string can be compacted as ’121000’. The vertical view string (from 

left to right) before compaction is 10002233333332000’ which can be compacted as °232000’. Note 

that this input representation is shift-invariant and “roughly” size-invariant. 

To perform the recognition, a neural network with 24 input units, 20 hidden units, and 10 

output units is used. The resulting error rates are 6.2% for training data and 25.4% for test data. 

Compared to the previous scheme, the result is quite impressive since the number of input units 

has been reduced from 256 to 24. 

Experiments with Combined Inputs Although the encoding process is not invertible and 

therefore is not totally information preserving, the encoding does preserve some partial information 

about the neighborhood relation which was lost using the 16 x 16 representation. In fact, the 

previous two neural networks do present quite different kinds of errors. To explore this property, a 

new input representation which simply attach the encoded strings to the 16 x 16 representation is 

adopted. The resulting neural network has 280 input units, 20 hidden units, and 10 output units. 

The error rates are 0.0% for training data and 10.6% for test data. When the number of hidden 

units is increased to 40, the error rate becomes 10.0% for test data (still 0.0% for training data). 

3 Output Voting 

In software development, it is usually difficult to discover all the bugs of a software system. To 

enhance software reliability, researchers have developed various methods to mask the effect of bugs. 

For example, N independently developed software versions, followed by a voter, can be used. Any 

bug which exists in less than half of the versions will not influence the system at all (2]. A drawback 

of this approach is the high cost of developing and executing the N software versions. Moreover, 

programs may have the same bug even when they were independently developed. 

If a neural network is considered as a software system and recognition errors as design bugs, NV 

versions of neural networks probably can be used together to mask recognition errors and therefore 
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Table 1: Error rates for various systems. 

Data Test Data 

16 x 16 Input 10 
Encoded Input 6. 25.4 
Combined Input 10 

4 

Vi + 7% tion 
Ave 6 

  

to improve the recognition rate. At first thought, it seems that the N neural networks can be easily 
developed by either using various number of hidden units or simply using different sets of initial 
weights during the training process. To check this out, we performed simulations and found that 
(1) neural networks with different number of hidden units possess similar recognition errors and 
(2) although different initial weights do lead to different sets of final weights, they still have quite 
similar recognition errors. Up to this point, the neural network seems to extract the information 
in a quite consistent way. 

Then we tried to develop neural network versions with different input representations. We 
inspected the recognition errors associated with the previous three networks (without input encod- 
ing, with input encoding, and with combined input) and performed a simple voting based on the 
three estimated digits, each from one neural networks. The majority of the three values are used as 
output. If the three estimated digits are totally different, then a rejection is issued. For test data 
set, this leads to a system with 88.8% recognition rate, 7% rejection rate, and 4.2% error rate.2 
(For training data, the system has 99.0% recognition rate and 1.0% rejection rate.) 

In stead of issuing rejection signals, an alternative approach is to apply an averaging operation 
on the output neuron activations of the three systems when they are totally disagree (see Figure 2). 
In this case, the activations of three output neurons, each from one system, is averaged. The 
result is 10 averaged values from which the final estimated digits is produced with a winner-take-all 
operation. For test data, the final system has an error rate of 6.8%, significantly lower than that of 
any of the three subsystems (see Table 1). For training data, the system has a prefect recognition 
rate, 100%. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, input encoding and output voting methods are considered to reduce the error rate of 
the feed-forward neural networks. It is shown that the error rate is reduced when local neighborhood 
information is incorporated and output voting mechanisms are applied. Since the three neural 
networks are trained with the same backpropagation algorithm, the developing cost of the three 
versions is fairly reasonable. Furthermore the implementation of the three neural networks is 
quite straightforward with parallel processing techniques. Therefore we believe the three-version 
approach is justifiable for the problem, especially when the improved recognition rate can not be 
achieved otherwise. 
  

”A corresponding notion in software fault tolerance is called data diversity [1]. 
23.8% of the errors were generated when exactly two systems agree and the remaining 0.4% errors are produced 

when all of the three systems agree. 
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Figure 2: The system with output voting and averaging. 
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Sejong-Net: A Dynamic Visual Pattern Recognition Neural Net 
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I. Introduction 

The main difference between the neural net model described here called 
Sejong*( SElective Judgement Of Numerous Graphemes)-Net and most of the 
pattern recognition neural nets designed so far lies in that the input of 
Sejong-Net is not of a static visual pattern but of a dynamic one. Thus 
the extraction of temporal features through multilevel transformations of 
2-dimensional visual input is taken as an equally important problem as the 
extraction of spatial features. We may think that problem solving 
becomes more complex as we manage more data. But, in general, more types 
of data may lead us to help solve a given problem more easily. Our own 
experiences aS a machine of visual pattern recognition confirm this. 

Moreover, we think the process of static character recognition can be 
treated as a special case of dynamic Character recognition through 
scanning selectively over strokes according to writing order of a 
character. It might be considered a case of "analysis-by-synthesis". 
Hence Sejong-Net might be considered as a more general model of problem 
solver for the tasks of visual pattern recognition. 

II. Overall Structure and Functions of each layer 

Sejong-Net is composed of multiple layers of 2-dimensional arrays with 
different discrete densities (See figure 1). Each layer may contain 
several planes, each extracting different features. Signal flows 
unidirectionally from input layer to output layer(feed-forward) and 
operates between two adjacent layers except when the System has access to 
data in the past. Details of the structure and functions of each layer 
are described as follows: 

* IN layer and IN 1 layer: Each element of IN(INput) layer can have a 
binary value and indicates whether input exists currently at each position 
in coordinates. (Currently mouse is used as an input device. ) IN layer 
is represented by a 33x33 2-dimensional array. Each element of IN 1 
layer marks whether there was input before one unit time at each position 
in coordinates, and we may consider this as a faded image. 

* TRACE layer: Each non-zero element of this layer represents the order of 
positions written over the input character. This sequence may also be 
thought of as the sequence of tracing static character through time. 

* REC layer and REC 1 layer: Elements of REC(photoRECepter) layer 
represent spatial information of points entered into IN layer as the 
strength of steady state as well as represent the time of their appearance 
as the strength of transient state. Each element in this layer may be 
considered as an artificial photorecepter in the retina. We define 
REC_1[1,j,k]=REC{i,j,k-1], and this represents the state of REC(i,j,k] at 
one unit time before. 
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* SSF layer: Elements of SSF(Simple Spatial Feature) layer extract various 

simple local spatial features. Elements of this layer can be considered a 

simple cell in the visual brain of an animal. Current filters for these 

features reflect basic local features used in structural recognition of 

Hangul - the Korean alphabet. SSF layer consists of sublayers called 

planes each of which extracts a given local feature and is composed of a 

33x33  2-dimensional array with integer values. 

* STF layer: Elements of STF(Simple Temporal Feature) layer represent 

temporal changes in the respective positions of the visual image. This 

layer may be considered as a set of transient amacrine cells or a set of 

ganglion cells of on-off type in the retina of an animal. 

* CSF layer: Elements of CSF(Complex Spatial Feature) layer represents more 

complex spatial features constructed from features gathered from SSF 

planes. An element of this layer may be considered as a complex cell. 

CSF layer is composed of a set of 17x17 2-dimensional arrays. 

* CTF layer: Elements of CTF( Complex Temporal Feature) layer represent 

termination of a stroke gathering their information from the STF layer. 

It consists of 17x17 2-dimensional array of integers. 

* STR layer: Elements of STR(STRoke) layer combine elements of CSF layer 

and of CTF layer and then discriminate a particular stroke by indicating 

the start and the end of the stroke and the different types of 

connectivity. It consists of a set of 9x9 2-dimensional arrays. 

* GRA layer: Elements of GRA(GRApheme) layer combine recognized strokes at 

various positions in the previous STR layer and then organize a particular 

grapheme. Hence, based on information of positions of strokes and 

writing orders, GRA layer recognizes a single/double vowel or a 

single/double consonant in Hangul. 

* SYL layer: Elements of SYL(SYLlable) layer combine recognized graphemes 

in sequence to recognize an initial consonant, a vowel and a final 

consonant(if any) in Korean writing system, to find the syllable last 

entered. This layer is the final output layer. 

III. Operations of Sejong-Net 

* REC layer: Each element of REC layer with real value is updated as 

follows. 

REC(i,j] <-- w, * REC[i,j] + wo * IN[i,j]+ w3 * ( IN[i,j] - IN_1[i,j] ) 

»where IN 1[i,j,k] = IN{i,j,k-1] 

Here, w, is decay rate and indicates that the responses to visual input 

stimulus decrease with the lapse of time. 

* SSF layer: Current features extracted from SSF layer are SS, SE, SW, NE, 

NW, EE each representing different local features. Filters used for 

detecting these features are shown in figure 2. For example, each 

element of SS plane computes its value as follows : 
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SSF..[1,)] <-- so (Woc, Oss ) 

, where 91(x, 9,5) = | x if x >= O55, 
0 otherwise. 

Ws, = \, FILTER * REC(i,j] ss[i,Jj] 

* STF layer: Element of STF layer is computed as follows : 

STF [i,j] <-- 2((REC[i,j] - REC_1({i,j]), Osrp ) 
pwhere (x, Ostr) = 1 if x >= Ocrp , 

0 otherwise. 

* CSF layer: Elements of SS plane in the CSF layer is computed as follows : 

CSF.o.{1,j] <-- 9, ((wy * SSFo>5[1,j] - (w,/5) > SSF,[1i,3]), Osrr) 
kkss 

* CTF layer: This layer has the information of terminal points (start 
point, end point) and middle point searching the STF. If the value of 
element is "1", it means a start point. If the value of element is "2", 
it means a middle point. If the value of element is "3", it means an end 
point. 

* STR layer: Combines elements of CSF layer and terminal points of CTF 
layer and then find out a particular stroke. 

IV. Results and Conclusions 

SEJONG-Net is implemented in C language on IBM PC/AT. The sytem is able 
to recognize written Hangul graphemes(10 simple vowels, 11 complex vowels 
composed of simple vowels, 14 simple consonants and 16 complex consonants 
composed of simple consonants) entered with mouse fairly well. We are 
training the system with characters written by different writers. It 
takes about 4 seconds to recognize the input. Figure 3 shows some 
intermediate layers during a simulation. 

We are planning to try it with other written alphabets as well as 
expanding it so that it recognizes static character images. 

* "Sejong" is also the official name of the king who invented and 
publicized the use of Hangul - the Korean alphabet system. We thank Prof. 
M. A. Arbib of U.S.C. who suggested the name. 
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Overall Structure of Sejong-Net> «figure 1: 
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Hangul Recognition using Neocognitron 

Yillbyung Lee, Tae Cheon Kim and Eun Jin Kim 
Department of Computer Science 
Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, we report on the initial results of applying a modified 
neocognitron aS a pattern recognizer for Hangul-the Korean alphabet. 
Our network has sucessfully classified all 21 vowels(10 Simple vowels and 
11 complex vowels composed of 10 simple vowels) and 30 consonants(14 Simple 
consonants and 16 complex consonants composed of 14 simple consonants) with 
considerable deformation or shift in position separately for now. 
Figure 1 shows a set of Korean graphemes. And we are working on a model 
that is able to recognize Korean characters(syllables) consisting of one 
vowel together with one or two consonants. 

Our modified neocognitron consists of an input layer Up consisting of 
photoreceptor array, 3 U, layers consisting of S cells and 3 U, layers 
consisting of C cells. Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the 
network. The numbers "I x I x K" below the rectangulars on the figure 
means that "I x I" refers the array of cells and "K" refers the number of 
planes on a given layer. Basically structures and functions of each 
cells, planes and layers are the same as in Fukushima’s neocognitron[1] 
except when explicitly mentioned otherwise. 

2.Training 

A learning with a teacher process has been used to reinforce the 
modifiable synapses. Training have been performed step by step from 
lower layer U,, to highest layer Us3. After finishing the training of 

lower layer, the higher layer has been trained. 

Layer U,; is trained to extract line components of different 
orientations. Each cell of this layer has a 3 x 3 receptive field. 
The training patterns are shown in figure 3. 20 training patterns have 
been used for training the layer U.)- 8 half-line components are added 
to the 12 training patterns of Fukushima[2]. These half-line components 
are meant to extract the basic spatial features of termination[3]. 
These training patterns are useful in general because these are common 
basic components to all classes of visual patterns. 

Figure 4 shows the training patterns used to train the planes of the 
layer U,, for Korean vowel recognition. A cell plane is trained with 4 
training patterns. These 4 training patterns have been made by shifting 
one pixel in each direction. The cell at the center of the cell plane 
to be trained is appointed as the seed cell. Good selection of training 
patterns is most important for the layer U,. among all the layers. So, 

We need to know the structure of Korean graphemes. For example, Korean 
vowel graphemes usually consist of half-line components and "T"type 
components of various right angles and horizontal line or vertical line. 
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Hence, the training patterns for this layer have been made from deformed 

examples of these basic components. 

Figure 5 shows the training patterns for the layer U,3; for Korean 

vowels. The standard Korean vowel patterns are used for training this 

layer. Because most of the distortions in shape of the input pattern 

have absorbed during the process in the previous stages, it was not 

necessary to train the deformed patterns. 

3.Results and Discussions 

Three level neocognitron was built and trained to classify the Korean 

vowels and consonants respectively. This network is modelled in PACAL 

on IBM PC/AT. Input image is presented by file or by a mouse 

interactively. 

Figure 6 shows typical test vowel patterns. Most of patterns 

recognized incorrectly in thick box are " "and " my These two 

Korean graphemes have two horizontal components and one vertical line and 

one "T"type component. This phenomenon is considered to be the result 

from generalization, which is one of the properties of neural networks. 

The difference between the two graphemes is the relative position of 

"T"type components. If the relative position of these graphemes in 

certain Korean character(syllable) is considered, two graphemes would be 

discriminated rather easily. Otherwise, it is a difficult job even for 

us human to distinguish the two. 

One Korean grapheme has been recognized in 13 minutes on IBM PC/AT. 

For the recognition of a Korean character, we constructed a modified 

neocognitron model with backward path and it consists of larger input 

image. Hence the processing takes longer. Furthermore training 

takes for hours upto half a day. Implementation or purchase of a 

parallel hardware coprocessor, appears to be justified for the simulation 

of this type of model on a PC. As the number of training patterns of 

the layer U,, increases, the speed of processing slows down. But the 

capability of recognition has been improved. Most of process time has 

been spent processing the layer U,>. Good selection of the essential 

training patterns for the layer U,, would reduce the overall training and 

processing time substantially. 

We implemented neocognitron with backward path for the purpose of 

recognizing Korean syllables in C on microVAX. Futher work is needed to 

get equivalent performance for the recognition of Korean 

characters(syllables). Since a Korean character consists of two or 

three graphemes, selective attention which is one of the properties of this 

newer model as described by Fukushima[4] is very useful for the recognition 

of a Korean character. 

References 

1. K.Fukushima, S.Miyake and T.Ito, "Neocognitron : A neural network Model 

for a mechanism of visual pattern recognition," IEEE Transactions on Syst. 

Man Cybernetics,SMC-13(5), pp. 826-834 (1983). 

2. K.Fukushima, "Neocognitron : A hierarchical neural network capable of 
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A New Neocognitron Structure 
Modified by ART and Back-Propagation 

Dapeng Li and William G. Wee 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

University of Cincinnati 
(™.acinnati, Ohio 45221-0030 U.S.A. 

1. Introduction 

In artificial neural networks, models such as back-propagation[7], Adaptive Resonance 
Theory (ART)[1], and the neocognitron[2,3,4] have been studied extensively. Back-propagation 
networks have been also used in many practical applications. The ART systems and neocognitron 
systems are analogous to the human visual system. Each of them has capabilities and limitations. 
It is our expectation that these structure-rich models will have the capability of solving complex 
visual pattern recognition problems, such as these handled by the human visual system. Here we 
are presenting a new model that uses a neocognitron system as the basic structure. It incorporates 
ART to add on-line learning capability and back-propagation to add noise handling capability. 

The neocognitron was chosen as the basic structure for several reasons. The neocognitron 
has a modular structure that enhances the flexibility of the system. The output of each module in 
the neocognitron brings a clear interpretation of feature abstraction making it suitable for the 
structural or syntactic vision pattern recognition. In addition, the neocognitron can handle the 
position shifting of patterns. The structure of the neocognitron has a well defined gain control 
System that can be used to recognize deformed patterns, overlapped patterns, and incomplete 
patterns. The neocognitron also has a stronger biological foundation than other neural models[6]. 
However, the present neocognitron system does have some shortcomings. The training algorithm 
of the neocognitron will only perform supervised off-line learning, and so can only operate on 
well-prepared training patterns. 

The training algorithm of ART is unsupervised on-line learning. In ART, the on-line 
learning is carried out by the matching of an input pattern and an expectation pattern. These two 
patterns are matched through correlation with the bottom-up weights of long term memory (LTM) 
and the top-down weights of LTM . The learning activity is determined by the matching result. If 
the two patterns are matched, the learning will enhance the proper set weights of the LTM. 
Otherwise, the unmatched input pattern will be stored as a new pattern in the weights of the LTM if 
space can be found[1]. The fundamental mechanics of this matching process also exists in the 
structure of the neocognitron, where matching is obtained by this comparison of corresponding Uc 
and Wc planes. The output of the planes is used to control the gain parameters of neurons. 

In the neocognitron, one Uc plane corresponds to one training pattern[5]. For similar, 
closely resemblant patterns, a separate Uc plane has to be assigned to each training pattern. In 
practical applications, the number of separate planes and processing time becomes prohibitively 
large and makes implementation impossible. On the other hand, a back-propagation structure has 
the ability to learn very closely resemblant training patterns using a three layer structure. 
Incorporating the back-propagation learning capability into a neocognitron system so that one plane 
can correspond to a class of closely resemblant patterns is a major step towards making the 
neocognitron system practically applicable. 

Therefore, it is clear that a neocognitron structure imbedded with ART and back-propagation 
has the potential to be far superior to the original neocognitron model alone. In sections 2,3,and 4, 
a new network model is defined based on the former analysis. 
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2. New Model Description 

Due to space limitations, mapping functions[4] are not included in this presentation, and the 

following formal language description is adapted: 

Notations: <name>__ the component of the structure; 
bold _ terminal; 
<x>l<y>__ either component x or y; 
= ————_—s defined as; 
© concatenating; 

® interactive connecting; 
inversely; 

Abbreviations: 
LTM long term memory; 
STM____ short term memory; 
F forward path; 
B___———scbackward path; 
other names’ definition come from the neocognitron [4]. 

The original neocognitron model is described formally as follows: 

<Network> ::= <Module>Il<Network>©<Module> 

<Module> ::= <Forward-path>®<Backward-path> 
<Forward-path> ::= <Usv-plane>©@<LTM><FSTM> 
<Backward-path> ::= <Wsv-plane>©<LTM><BSTM> 
<Usv-plane> ::= <Neuron-plane> 

<LTM> ::= <Excitatory-synapses><Inhibitory-synapses> 
<FSTM> ::= <Us-layer>©<Uc-layer> 
<Wsv-plane> ::= <Neuron-plane> 
<BSTM> ::= <Ws-layer>©'<Wce-layer> 

<Excitatory-synapses> ::= weights-array 
<Inhibitory-synapses> ::= weights-array 
<Us-layer> ::= <Neuron-plane>l<Neuron-plane><Us-layer> 

<Uc-layer> ::= <Neuron-plane>l<Neuron-plane><Uc-layer> 

<Ws-layer> ::= <Neuron-plane>l<Neuron-plane><Ws-layer> 

<We-layer> ::= <Neuron-plane>|<Neuron-plane<>Wc-layer> 

<Neuron-plane> ::= neuron-array 

The new model is described formally as follows: 

<Network> ::= <Module>|<Network>©<Module> 

<Module> ::= <Forward-path>®<Backward-path> 

<Forward-path> ::= <FLTM>©<FSTM> 

<Backward-path> ::= <BLTM>©'<BSTM> 

<FLTM> ::= Back-propagation-net 

<FSTM> ::= <Us-layer>©<Uc-layer> 
<BLTM> ::= Back-propagation-net 

<BSTM> ::= <Ws-layer>©'<Wce-layer> 

<Us-layer> ::= <Neuron-plane>|<Neuron-plane><Us-layer> 

<Uc-layer> ::= <Neuron-plane>l<Neuron-plane><Uc-layer> 
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<Ws-layer> ::= <Neuron-plane>l<Neuron-plane><Ws-layer> 
<Wc-layer> ::= <Neuron-plane>|<Neuron-plane><Wc-layer> 
<Neuron-plane> ::= neuron-array 

The difference between the formal descriptions of the original neocognitron and new model 
is that the new model replaces <Usv-plane><LTM> with <FLTM>, and <Wsv-plane><LTM> 
with <BLTM>. The new components of the FLTM and BLTM are back-propagation networks 
embedded in the neocognitron system. The inputs of a module in the new network are signals put 
on two terminals. One is on the input layer of the FLTM of the forward path. Another is on the 
Wc-layer of the backward path. The outputs of a module in the new network comprise both the 
neuron states of the Uc-layer of the forward path, and the neuron states of the Ws-layer of the 
backward path. An important modification of the new model is that the input signals come from 
more than one of the prior modules. It means that the different levels of the abstraction can be 
considered together at one time to extract features. For example, to recognize the letter "Q", one 
feature "\" is on feature level 1, and another feature "O" is on level 2. These two features on 
different levels can extract the third feature "Q" when a '\" occurs at the bottom right comer of the 
"O". Figures 1 and 2 show one module of the new model and the neocognitron. 
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Figure 1. One Module of Neocognitron Figure 2. One module of the new model 

3. Training Strategy 

The training algorithm of the new model assigns values of weights in the FLTM and BLTM 
components. Notice that the FLTM and BLTM are both back-propagation networks, so the 
training algorithm of the model is similar to training back-propagation networks. The detailed 
structures of FLTM and BLTM will be discussed according to the back-propagation structure. 

The input layer of the FLTM is a window, which will move around on the output planes of 
the prior modules. The hidden layer (or layers) of the FLTM will be designed differently than the 
input and output layers. In an example system, the hidden layer has 2/3 as many elements as the 
input layer has. The output layer of the FLTM is a vector, and the number of elements in the 
vector is as equal to the number of Us-planes in that module. Each element of the vector assigns 
values to Us neurons on the corresponding Us-plane. The training target always has only one 
non-zero element, which indicates the class to which a training pattern belongs. 

The structure of the BLTM is an inverse back-propagation of the FLTM. The input layer of 
the BLTM 1s a vector connected by the Ws-planes. The hidden layer is as same as the FLTM. The 
output layer of the BLTM is a window to show the expected feature pattern of the input vector. 

The training procedure is carried out module by module. On each module, the training of 
the FLTM and BLTM is executed concurrently. The input of FLTM is the target of BLTM, and the 
target of FLTM is the input of BLTM. 
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4. The Recognition Strategy 

The recognition procedure of the new model is based on the neocognitron and ART 

systems. When a random pattern is placed on the input of the network, the pattern will be 

transferred module by module to the Uc-layer of the last module. In the last layer, the decision will 

be made by the network to either give a recognition result and stop, or send an expectation pattern 
back through the backward path. 

In each module, the states of the Uc and Wc planes will be compared and matched. When 

these states are matched, the network will adjust the gain parameters according to the neocognitron 

strategy. Otherwise the input pattern mismatch will be considered a new pattern. The training 

procedure for this new pattern will start if the network has an empty plane for it. Actually, the new 

pattern will open a new category in the network. The criterion of matching decides the sensitivity 

of the network. In the example system, two planes are considered matched if 90% of their 

elements are identical. 

5. Conclusion 

This new model has the following advantages: 

¢ enhanced training strategy comparing with the original neocognitron model 

¢ on-line learning capability 
¢ each plane corresponds to a class of patterns instead of one pattern 

¢ have the same shifting tolerance and modular structure of the origianl neocognitron 

model 
¢ better feature extraction ability since input signals come from different modules 

The advances made here have opened up some exciting new avenues for research, and have 

enhanced the flexibility and power of the neocognitron neural network. 
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Abstract 
A neural network architecture for solving traveling salesman problems is presented, that encodes 
a simple form of the Lin and Kernighan rearrangement technique. It has produced high quality 
solutions for 30, 50, and 100 city problems. It has only O (JogN) interconnect. 

Introduction 

Hopfield and Tank (H&T) introduced the analog NxN permutation matrix for solving the 
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) with N cities (1985). We first introduce MCRotA, another 
matrix based approach. Then we modify it to form MCRevA, which implements the Lin and 
Kernighan technique. 

The Matrix Column Rotation Architecture (MCRotA) 

MCRotA uses a discrete permutation matrix, initialized to any legal solution. The only type of 
change allowed, column rotation, preserves legality. Every unit that is off defines a unique 
column rotation. Let u;; be such a unit, and let uj be the unit that is on in that row. If k< J, uj 
defines a column rotation to the left, in which the values of units in columns k+1 to j will "shift" 
to the column on their left, and the value of units in column k will be written into column j. If 
k>Jj, u;; defines a column rotation to the right. Figure 2 illustrates a rotation on the path shown 
in Figure 1. A column rotation effectively moves one city to a new position in the path. In any 
permutation matrix representing a legal solution, there are N2—N units that are off. These units 
represent all possible movements of city i to position j. 

Since column rotation preserves legality, the energy function need only represent the distance 
between cities. A low energy arrangement of the matrix is found by applying rejection-less 
move simulated annealing (RSA) (Greene and Supowit, 1984). Consider a solution s in the 
solution space of a TSP with N cities. Traditional simulated annealing iteratively nominates a 
neighbour of s in the solution space, s', and replaces s with s' with probability p, a function of 
the difference in energy AE between s and s'. RSA considers the set of all neighbours of s, S' = 
{s;}, and makes a weighted random choice from S' to replace s, with the bias for each s; given 
by its respective p;. With MCRotA, S' = {s}: 1<i<N?-N}, and the column rotation defined by 
each inactive unit gives a unique 5;. 

MCRotA can be implemented efficiently with only O(logN) connections per unit, without 
signal multiplexing. Only O(logN) time is required for all units to 
calculate their respective p;, negotiate which unit should switch on, and make the column 
rotation. (However, the time complexity of the cooling schedule has not been determined.) If 
units Can communicate asynchronously, global synchronization is not required. 
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Figure la-b. a A traveling salesman’s path. b A (discrete) permutation matrix for that path. 

(a) (b) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
A B Al1 0 0 0 0 0 

BiO O 1 0 90 0 
F C Cio 1 0 0 0 0 

Di10 0 0 41 90 0 

E D E|}O0 0 0 0 1 =O 

FLO O OO QO QO 1           
  

  

Figure 2a-b. a The path from Figure 1a after city "D" has been moved between cities "B" and 

"E". b The matrix for that path, with columns 2-4 of the matrix in Figure 1b rotated left. 

MCRotA was evaluated on the same 30 city problem studied by H&T, on which they reported 
poor results. H&T also showed the best known solution for this problem, which was found using 
the Lin and Kernighan (L&K) algorithm. In 100 consecutive runs, MCRotA found that solution 
96 times (cooling schedule: starting temperature = 5.0; cooling rate = 0.99; 30 changes per 

temperature; stop when all p; truncate to zero, after about 1300 temperature iterations). 

It may seem surprising that MCRotA should outperform H&T’s approach, since it is 

conventional wisdom that analog matrix approaches are superior. One problem with H&T’s 

approach is highly active or inactive rows and columns. Some workers have overcome this by 

modifying the energy function (Brandt et al, Szu, Van den Bout and Miller). In a sense, 

MCRotA implements the perfect penalty function. 

The 100 runs of MCRotA gave 4 different solutions (see Figure 3). The path shown in Figure 3b 
crosses itself, which is suboptimal. To remove this crossover, MCRotA would need to 
move all the cities from one side of it to another. There would be no obvious gain until all cities 

had been moved. For N=30, the probability of this happening proved reasonable, but the 
probability decreases rapidly as N increases (see Figure 5a). The afore-mentioned analog 
approaches with modified energy functions were only demonstrated on small problems, and 

would probably suffer the same scaling problem. 

The Matrix Column Reversal Architecture (MCRevA) 
MCRevA is the same as MCRotA except that it reverses instead of rotates the columns. A 
column reversal is illustrated in Figure 4. Column reversal can remove any crossover in one 
step. It is the simplest type (k=2) of path rearrangement used by Lin and Kernighan (1973). 
MCRevA can also be implemented efficiently with only O(logN) connections per unit, and 

requires only O (logN) time to choose and make a reversal. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

          D= 4.27 D= 4.42 D= 4.39 D= 4,34 
  

Figure 3a-d. The solutions found in 100 runs on a 30 city problem. a was found 96 times. This 
is the same solution found by the Lin and Kernighan algorithm. d was found twice. 

Figure 5b shows a typical MCRevA solution on a 100 city problem. Table 1 shows the overall 

performance of both MCRotA and MCRevA on this problem, five 50 city problems, all from 
Durbin and Willshaw (D&W), and H&T’s 30 city problem. MCRotA and MCRevA were both 
run 100 times (cooling schedule: starting temperature = 5.0; cooling rate = 0.9; changes per 
temperature = number of cities; stop when all p; truncate to zero). The number in brackets is the 

number of times the best solution was found. Both approaches find consistently the best known 

solution to H&T’s 30 city problem (found originally with the L&K algorithm, not H&T’s 
network), but MCRevA is better than MCRotA on the larger problems. MCRevA compares 
favourably with the best solutions found by D&W in many trials using k=3 path rearrangement 
from the L&K technique (which would require O (N°) units). 

Conclusion 
MCRevA outperforms MCRotA (and more conventional analog matrix approaches) because it 
implements a domain specific heuristic (segment reversal). We conjecture that neural networks 
will not achieve very high performance on many other optimization problems unless they 
incorporate problem specific heuristics. 
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Figure 4a-b. a The path from Figure 1a after segment DCB has been reversed. b The (discrete) 
permutation matrix for that path, with columns 2-4 of the matrix in Figure 1b reversed. 

  

(a) D= 8.39 (b) D= 7.84 

Figure 5a-b. a A typical run of MCRotA on Durbin and Willshaw’s 100 city problem. b A 

typical run of MCRevA on the same problem. 

      
  

  

  

  

authors | num. | author’s MCRotA MCRevA 

cities best best average worst best average worst 

H&T 30 4.26 4.268 (45) 4404 4.849 | 4.268 (69) 4.286 4.434 
D&WI1 50 5.84 5.866 ( 1) 6.237 6.917 | 5.836 (16) 5.915 6.136 
D&W2 50 5.99 5.995 ( 1) 6.443 6.895 | 5.995 ( 6) 6.106 6.396 
D&W3 50 5.57 5.575 ( 5) 5.977 6.579 | 5.575 (15) 5.657 6.048 
D&W4 50 5.70 5.698 ( 4) 5.967 6.476 | 5.698 ( 9) 5.808 6.078 
D&W5 50 6.17 6.179 ( 2) 6.443 6.804 | 6.167 ( 4) 6.353 6.640 
D&W6 100 7.70 7.830 ( 1) 8.392 8.989 | 7.706 ( 1) 7.844 8.100           
  

Table 1. Performance of MCRotA and MCRevA over 100 runs on a variety of problems 

authored by Hopfield and Tank, and Durbin and Willshaw. 
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ABST RACT 

The aim of this paper is to discuss the influence of the stability property in the 

generalization of a neural net and consequently in the performance of the net to solve a 

specific task. The task we are working with is the recognition of temporal patterns and the 
model employed is an artificial nevral net based on RAM as digital neurons[{Aleksander, 

79]. Some ways to control the stability of the net are presented. Experiments were done 

with differcat methods of controlling the stability and some of them are presentcd here. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are different types of neural nets. The study of neural nets were largely ori- 
ginated in 1943 with the McCulloch and Pitts model of neuron [McCulloch-Pitts, 43]. They 
proposed a neuron model implemented by threshold logic gates, where variable input 

weights play a role analogous to that of synapses in natural neurons. The model used here is 

based on a different model called the RAM neuron model. The RAM model is based on the 

simple operations of a look-up table which is best implemented by random access memory 
(RAM) and where the knowledge is directly “stored” in the memory (the look-up tables) of 
the nodes during learning. Some advantages of this model are: (1) it is straightforward to 

implemented in hardware; (2) learning is not unreasonably slow and (3) error-correction 

requires Only a global success signal. 

The most important property of a pattern recognizer is generalization. Generalization is the 
ability to classify patterns others than those in the training set. RAM-nets having feedback 
connections between neurons have been successful with some temporal pattern recognition 
tasks [Ludermir, 89] but feedback machines are more sensitive to input errors than feedfor- 
ward machines. However RAM-feedback nets are inherently stable adaptive structures [Fer- 
nandes, 85]. They are able to recover from input errors naturally and capable of recognizing 
input sequences independent of its initial state. 

2. STABILITY AND GENERALIZATION PROPERTIES OF NETS WITH FEEDBACK 

The type of net used in this work consists of a layer of identical RAM type digital neu- 
rons, where each of them has n-address terminals, i connected to an external matrix of 
binary elements and f connected to the output terminal of others neurons through clocked 
delay units (n=i+f). The RAM type digital neuron is represented in the figure 2.1. 

aa 
read/write mode   

      

   
D(t) Aa(t)— 

0 Ar(\y— ae 
; ' 

n-address . X(t) 

terminal DATA OUI R(t) 

{ R(t-4) 

2 mm.) 

n-delay 

DATA ttl yous 

Figure 2.1 RAM type digital neuron Figure 2.2 Sequential Digital Neural Net 
The structure of a SDNN (Sequence Digital Neural Network) is represented in the figure 
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2.2 where binary vectors x(t), r(t), r(t-1) and d(t) represent respectively at time t, the state 

of input matrix, the response, the delayed response and the ‘desired’ response of the neu- 

rons. The input and feedback connections are randomly generated. The SDNN is trained to 

anticipate its inputs, i.e. d(t)=x(t+a), such that r(t)=x(t+a) during test phase. During the 

training phase the net is fed with x€A (where A is the training set) with one (or more) 

RAM(s) in the write mode and the memory position is changed M.[A x5 A l= d5(t) (A x 

and A_ are input and feedback component respectively) for all RAMs in the write mode. 

The stability property of the net is responsible for the increase of generalization. Thus it 

has direct influence on pattern discrimination and identification. Three types of misclassifi- 

cation can come from the generalization of the net. 1) rejection by doubt (intersection of two 

or more generalization sets); 2) unknown rejection (a pattern k € L fall outside the generali- 

zation set); 3) error (a pattern fall within the generalization set of another category). 

The stability of RAM-nets mainly depend on two parameters: a) neuron memory contents 

and b) feedback connection. 

a) The stability can be controlled by distribution of 0’s and 1’s in the neuron memory. The 

greatest the difference between the number of zeros and ones in the neuron memory less 

will be the possibility of changes in the neuron output, in consequence the net will be more 

stable. There are two different ways of controlling the memory contents. 1) direct control: 

The distribution of zeros and ones is made randomly based on the difference L between 

zeros and ones and 2) adaptive control: The distribution of zeros and ones is made through 

training with any training strategy. These were first used by Fernandes in [Fernandes, 85]. 

b) Feedback connection influences the recover of a input error through time in a net. If we 

have a small feedback connection the error propagation through time is going to be reduced 

and the recover phase will be small. Thus the net is more stable. 

3. INFLUENCE OF STABILITY IN GENERALIZATION AND IN PATTERN RECOG- 

NITION 

A classifier based on the probability p(x€ L,/f) that the input sequence x€ Ly given 

that the response rf occurred when x was fed into the net 0<=p(x€L,/r) <=1 was used. 
Although the ideal would be p(x€L,/t)= 1 for all symbols in the sequence x€L, , this does 

not generally happen. What happens is that p(x€L,/r) changes randomly near 1 for 

sequences x in L, and near 0 for sequences x not in L,. In consequence, a measure is 
required which considers p(x€L,/f) for all input symbols in the same sequence x. The meas- 
ure that is being used is the continuous average 

-1< 
S,(t)=a 2 PC xEL Ir (4) k= 1,2anddssy< = 1. 

The measures we used to analyse the results are the size of state sets in each class of 

sequences fed into the net, the percentage of error recovery of the input sequence and 
sequence distinction. We do not wish neither that states sets of each class being large (for 

saving process time and memory) nor that the common states being in large quantity (for 

better distinction). The percentage of error recovery of input sequence has its importance in 

the states which occurs with a input sequence. Once the hamming distance between the 
responses of the sequence x € L fed into the net in training and the responses of the 

sequence x’ € L fed into the net in testing is zero (h(t)=h[r(t),r’(t)] =0) all the responses 
will be the same. 

Experiments were done to distinguish different geometric forms, such as triangles, squares 

and circles. The nets used were MNDS(32,2,2), MNDS(32,2,3), MNDS(32,2,4), 

MNDS(32,2,5) and MNDS(32,2,6). The distribution of 0’s and 1’s in the neuron memory 
were controlled by direct control and adaptive control as described. in the last section. The 

input patterns x correspond to a sequence of eight tracking movements. 

In the figure 3.1 below we show the percentage of error recovery of input sequences for 

experiments with five different nets. As we can see in the figure when the feedback connec- 

tion increases the percentage of error recovery of input sequences decrease. With 
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MNDS(32,2,2) there is no difference between a direct control of stability with high value of 

L and adaptive control because the feedback connection is small and as consequence the net 

is very stable. With MNDS(32,2,3) the net with direct control with L=0, that is half of the 

memory contents is zero and half is one, is not able to recover from input error at all 
because the net was made unstable from the very small difference between the number of 
zeros and ones and also from the increase of the feedback connection. From MNDS(32,2,4) 

as the net is not very stable because of the high feedback connection only the adaptive con- 
trol is successful in making the net to be able to recover from input errors. 
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Figure 3.1 Recovery Percentage Figure 3.2 State Sets Size 

It is important to observe that nets with high differences between the number of zeros and 

ones in memory of RAMs proceeding from direct control of stability not always result in a 

high input error recovery of the net. The reason for this is because this increase in the 

differences between zeros and ones were done randomly. 

In the figure 3.2 we show the state quantity in each class of sequences for experiments with 

five different nets. The maximum number of states by class is the number of sequences fed 
into net times the number of symbols in each sequence: 500x50=25.000. With 
MNDS(32,2,2) when using adaptive control we have smaller states set, that is less computa- 
tion is necessary to discriminate sequences in different classes, than when using direct con- 
trol. With MNDS(32,2,3) the size of the state sets are closer with adaptive control and direct 
control with high value of L. From MNDS(32,2,4) we have very big state sets with direct 
control while with adaptive control we still have a reasonable size. The size of states set will 
have effect upon sequence discrimination as we will see in the next paragraph. Experiments 
in which the size of the state sets are big we have no discrimination among the sequences 
belonging to different classes. 

Below we show in the figure 3.3 the discrimination capability of the net for experiments 
with five different nets. The discrimination capability of the net is illustrated by the differ- 
ence between the values of S (0 from sequences in the class we want to recognize and the 
values of S Ct) from sequences not in the class we want to recognize. When such values are 
negative it tneans that there was an intersection between the values and the number means 
the size of the intersection. With MNDS(32,2,2) and MNDS(32,2,3) were possible to distin- 
guish the sequences with all ways of controlling the stability of the net because the nets are 
stable in all cases and the state sets are not very big. 

{t should be noticed that with MNDS(32,2,2) there was not to much difference in the input 
error recover between the two methods of stability control and the size of the states sets 
with adaptive control was smaller than with direct control meaning that the adaptive control 
is much efficient in sequence discrimination. However with MNDS(32,2,3) the size of the 
State sets are closer with adaptive control and direct control with high value of L, the input 
error recovery was similar and the discrimination power between the two ways of control- 
ling the stability of the nets are also the same. From MNDS(32,2,4) we have values of S$ C0) 
very close to each other mainly in the cases where the stability control was direct with Ls 0. 
With high value of feedback conncction the net is not very good in discriminating scquences. 
When we increase the feedback connection the net will remember of a input error for a 
longer time and we have a less stable structure. The percentage of input error recovery will 
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deteriorate. We are going to have big state sets and consequently in some cases we are going 

to have difficult in temporal pattern recognition. 

With unstable net the recognition of pattern is difficult also because small variations 

between the prototypes (patterns in training set) and pattern in the test set will result in a 

completely different response sequence f. An unstable net will generate more unknown 

rejection whilst a very stable one will generate more rejection by doubt (net is not able to 

notice the differences between patterns) and error with the generalization. 

With more stable nets we have more number of patterns not in the training set being recog- 

nized which implies in a bigger generalization. But we need to have limit in the size of the 

generalization set. Big generalization sets generates more mistakes with the generalization. 
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Figure 3.3 Sequence Discrimination 

4. CONCLUSION 

A study of the relation among the inherent stability property, the generalization and 

temporal pattern recognition was made. The main ideas behind this methodology are: (1) the 

use of a feedback RAM- net; (2) probabilistic classifier to temporal pattern recognition; (3) 

different methods of stability control and (4) the use of different parameters to analyse the 

results. Three parameters (size of state sets and their intersection, the percentage of error 

recovery of input sequence and sequence distinction) have been presented. 

The main strengths of the method are that: (1) a response of a RAM-net with feedback car- 

ries information about the order of appearance of its input patterns; (2) the RAM-net is 

capable of recognizing patterns independently of its initial states even in the presence of 

input distortions and (3) the generalization emergent from tnese nets. 

Many aspects of this methodology remain to be investigated since alternative training stra- 

tegy were not explored. In addition probabilistic logic neuron [Aleksander, 88] could be 

adopted instead of RAM. The probabilistic logic neuron can avoid knowledge being 

overwritten in the training phase and introduces some non determinism into the system. 
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AN ADAPTIVE STRATEGY TO DESIGN THE STRUCTURE OF 
FEEDFORWARD NEURAL NETS 

B. Malakooti & Y. Zhou 

Systems Engineering Department and Center for AWwomation and Intelligent Systems 
Research, Case Vestern Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohie 44106 

INTRODUCTION 

What is the minimwm number of units (nodes) and the nwmber of links (ANN topology] to represent a generalized feed- 
forward Artificial Neural Net (ANN) ? In this paper we develop a methodology that starts with one unit and adaptively increases 
its waits vatil the minimum topology is achieved. Fwthermore, we extend the model to adapt itself when the set of traming 

patterns changes periodically, i.¢., it can solve adaptive problems. This new ANN structure is hence called adaptive topology. 

An ANN is a system of interconnected elements modeled after the human brain. B is specified by the net topology, 

node characteristics and weight training rules. There are several approaches in modeling and solving ANN [Rosenblatt, 1959; 

Finsky & Papert, 1988; Korhonen, 1984; Hopfield & Tang, 1995; Wang & Malakooti,1989]. 

Among the various topics, the topology adaptivity of an ANN is an important isswe since fied newal net 

topologies are not suitable for modeling the brain over time (Aoki, et al. 1988]. The topic of adaptive topology has not yet been 

addressed systematically in the literature. This paper provides a methodology for the topology adaptivity. The new methodology 
prodvces an adaptive strategy to expand sn ANN while maintaining the previous information stored in the ANN. The goal of the 
adaptive topology is to obtain a suitable structure for an ANN representation and avoid local minima in training. 

Almost any decision making and optimization problem is characterized by conflicting multiple objectives (criteria). For 

example, in selecting the best parameter for a machine, some conflicting objectives are production rate, cost of operation, and 

quality of products. In section 3, we demonstrate how MCDM problems can be formulated and solved by ow adaptive 

methodology. Fwthermore, we show how the problem is solved, when the decision maker's preferences of the set of training 

exam ples (patterns) are changed. 

Our derivation is based on the semi-linear feedforward ANN [Rumelhat, 1966]. In section 2, we will discuss two 

topics: (1) Adaptive Strategy for topology selection; (2) One-dimensional Search for Lesrning Rate. Based on the two aspects, an 

algorithm for the adaptive strategy is developed in the section. In the third section, the Adaptive Strategy is applied to solve 

multiple criterion decision making (MCDM) problems under adaptive training sets. The conclusion is given in section 4. 

2. ADAPTIVE STRATEGY 

To present the Adaptive Strategy in this section, we first introdwee the matrix notation for Feedforward Newal nets 

(FANN) . Then the theoretical basis for the Adaptive Strategy is established. 
2-1. Matrix Notation for FANN 

Let x, = (Xp1 --. Xpal , Yy =[¥pi --- ¥pm], Ty = (tp, ...tpm ] andep = Tp - Yp be the inpwt vector, ouput 

vector, target vector, and error vector, respectively, for « special training pattern p. 

In the paper, the following evaluation function is used: 
P m 

E=(12}X = {typ - yps}? (2-1) 
p=1 d=1 

where P is the number of training patterns. 

Defiaition I (Veight Matrix and Threshold Vector) 

The Weight Matrix WS) and the Threshold Vector HU) are defined as a (n] X Ms ) matrix and a nj-tuple vector: 
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wis) - [ wil} } (2-2) 

HO = (30), 209) (2-3} 
where wil5]j; (jet ...mj , icl...mg )is the weight from the #2 node on layer s to the jt) node on layer 1, MDS ( jet ... 

mh] ) is the threshold inside the j node on lyerl.1 € {1,2,..., 1}; vis the number of layers inan ANN; ands € {1, 2, 

.., Fl}. Meanwhile, the parameter matrix W consists of all the Weight Matrices and the Threshold Vector. 

Thus ow matrix representation can be described here: 

Ayumpiwa LThe wait activation function is of the form f(net), where net is a real linesy sum function . 

Arvempeion 3. ( {net Onety = 9. 
Forward Path: (Pattern Propagation) 

Back ward Path: (Back-propagation by vsing GDR) 

2-1. Theory of Adaptive Strategy 
As we know, one of the critical features in biological nevral nets is adaptive. The following adaptive strategy can be 

used to design a FANN with the adaptive property. In this subsection, « svwfficiemt condition for the optimal ANN 

representation is established, which is the theoretical basis for ow adaptive strategy. 

DefimttoaZ (Rxionry Matrix Y, } 

The Stationary Matrix VW; ina FANN is a special parameter matrix W when Aw, = 0 and An, = 0 for every 1s and p, 

Le., no fwther change in W can be made during the traming phase. 

Definition? (Input Matrix IN and Ouwtpwt Matrix OUT) 

The elements of Input Matrix IN are defined as all possible inputs linked to the owtput wnits, and the Output Matrix OUT for the 

be ouput unit of a FANN is defined by the vector: 
our) = jour hig 

with the element : 

th 
IN.. , if the ij mode showed in IN jis linked 

(b) j th 
OUT = to the b output node; 

) 0 , otherwise. 

PROPOSITION I. (sxéficiext condition for an optimal matrix} 

IF there exists a stetionsry matrix W; ina FANN and the Ovipw Matrix OUT!) thas rank P, then W; is an optimal 
matrix for the b” output unit of the FANN, ic, Ep {tpp-ypb]" = 0. 
Proof: (available in the full paper). # 

Corollary. To avoid having « local minimizer in a FANN, at least P weights have to be linked to the owpwt waits. 

# 

Based on the sufficient condition in the proposition, the Adaptive Strategy is described as follows: 

ADAPTIVESTRATEGY: (for the fixed n and m) 
(1). LaraalStep: 

Select the unit number on the first layer equal to (m-max{m ,P-n-1})}; besides these units, there are mh ouput units. Connect all 

the (m-max({m ,P-n-1}) units and a input waits to the m output units so that the madmum number of links to the owtput units 

is obtained. Set r=2. 

(2). Treimiag Step. 

Use the General Delta Rule (GDR) to train the FANN until a stationary matrix W; is obtained. F E(W;) = 0, Stop (we have an 

optimal ANN representation }; otherwise, goto Adaptive Step (3). 
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(3). Adapavestep. 
Add one more layer of at least one unit into the present FANN and connect all the units to the ovtput units with zero weights if 
(a) the representation is not optimal or (b) the new patterns are available (ie. P is changed). Then set r-r+1 and go to Training 

Step (2). # 

FPropositiang 2. 

E the original ANN has converged to the optimal condition, the ANN improved by the Adaptive Strategy can maintain the 
optimal condition. 

Proof. (available in full paper) 
2-3. IUlustrativeExamples 

in the section, three examples are given to show the performance of our Adaptive Swategy. The first example is taken 

from Rumelhart [1986]. The training pattern: are XOR. The original net hae trapped in a local minimizer. Now we add two 
weights from the input to the output unit without adding units. After 3000 presentations, we obtain the improved ANN. From the 

result, it is clear that the added weights made the improved ANN reach the optimal condition. The results are shown in Fig. 4 
The second example compares the results of ANN with the optimal searching and without the optimal searching . The 

training patterns are till XOR. It is chown that the ANN with optimal searching can approach the optimal poimt more quickly (sce 

Fig.5). 
The third example showe that our ANN can be adaptive to the changes of training patterns. The original ANN has three 

units to represent the 30 training patterns. Later, the number of unite is increased to five to represent the 60 taining patterns. The 
results in Fig. 6 show that using the Adaptive Strategy rather than the regular method shortens the training time. 
3. Using Adaptive Strategy in MCDM 

in MCDM problems [ see Chankong & Haimes, 1983], the decision maker's preference function is needed to represent 

the decision maker when there are many alternatives to be considered. However, the construction of the preference function is quite 
difficult. In this section, we will describe how to we ANN to obtain the function while more patterns are available. 

The basic procedure in obtaining the preference function is to get a functional relstionship between the desired owtput 
T and input vector X=[ xj . . . xq, ] based on the observation data {(7 1X), (T2,X%}, ..., (Tp, xP hp. The error criterion is 

the same as eq {2-2}. 

However, not all the training patterns can be obtained at the same time in the situation of MCDM, Therefore we can 
See the advantage of using adaptive strategy: after the patterns are increased (P increases), the Adaptive Strategy can cope with the 
ew patterns. 

4. Conclusion: 

The Adaptive Strategy developed in the paper can be wsed in the situstion when we are not swe how to construct the 
initial FANN or when we are facing the changing patterns. In both situations, the Adsptive Strategy can give an efficient ANN 
representation in terms of minimum structwe, avoiding the local minima and finding the best solwiion. The sufficient 

condition provided im the paper gives a guideline to design such an ANN. The illustrative examples shew that the adaptive 
strategy algorithm is effective on both computational efforts and obtaining the best solution. The applicstion example in 
MCDM indicates that the Adaptive Strategy is needed in the real world problems. 
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Multiple Descent Cost Algorithms for Standard Pattern 
Self-Organization 

Yasuo Matsuyama 

Department of Information Science, Ibaraki University, 

Hitachi-city, 316 Japan (FAX: 294-37-2223) 

Abstract Multiple descent cost algorithm for standard pattern self-organization is pre- 
sented. This algorithm contains the author’s variable region vector quantization which 
already generalizes the plain vector quantization. The multiple descent cost algorithm can 
be interpreted as a four-layer machine, where a lot of parallelism exists. Indications to 
further logical analysis are given. 

I. Introduction A multiple descent cost algorithm is a composition of cost-decreasing 
mappings with different characteristics. These mappings cooperate to decrease the com- 
mon cost. Therefore, the multiple descent cost algorithm is different from simple cascades 
of descent cost mappings. During the decrease of the cost, this algorithm self-organizes 
a set of standard patterns. The novel features are variable grouping of source data and 
various useful combinations of optimal and suboptimal mappings. Therefore, this paper 
extends the author’s variable region vector quantization [MAT87, 88, 89] which already 
includes plain vector quantization as a special case. The multiple descent cost algorithm 
can be processed in a massively parallel way. 

2. Preliminaries Let x;, (2 =0,...,7—1) bea finite set of vectors. The index i may 
stand for discrete time for time-series or scanned lattice of images. Each vector x; is an 
M-dimensional tuple in R™. When xj, (2 = 0,...,% —1) is used to design a standard 
pattern set, say C, it is called training data. If the data is processed by using the designed 
standard pattern set C, then it is called source data. 

The data elements x;,(i = 0,...,7 — 1) are grouped into supervectors Vv, = 
0,...,J—1). Let the class for v; be G. Denote that class of such grouping patterns 
by UW. Then, vi(um), (7 =0,...,J—1) forms a partition. This grouping is done by looking 
at a standard pattern set to be self-organized: C[ko,..., kg_1] = Me Ck], where 

Cbg] = {5 [ho],--- Cy alkg — I}, ch? € RX, (g = 0,...,Q-1), HOS K, = K, 
and ney kg =m. , 

The cost function defines similarity of two patterns: 
a) odJ-1: J- - , _ 

Diko, ..-,kQ—1;m] = Dj=0 mn ogres dg({vj (um) 520) w( To cn kal, {Vj(Um) joo ))- 
0<qg< 

Here, dg(-,-) is the cost function for the arguments in the class G. The mapping w : Go x 
+ G warps a standard pattern to match to the form of v;(um). This includes the nearest 

neighbor decision for generating the partitions: 

Q-1 
Ang,....nq-1(Um) = {{V; (Um) 520 dg({V;(tm) sx W( I] ci! [Ka], {¥; (tm) 520 )) 

g=0 

Q-1 

<do({vj(um)}320> #( TT ef ly], {¥i(um) 9), 
q=0 

(no,---,Ng-1) F (lo,.--, lg_1)}- 

The process of generating this partition is expressed by pp = 604. That is, 
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w((xa}Zgt ISS Eel) = {6 {Ana imaas (tn) Fea POS 
ng-1=0 

§ is the nearest neighbor decision. 

A descent cost grouping ¢ with respect to the standard pattern set Me COCK] is 

to find ul, such that D({xi}25!, M0 CMIkgllui,) < D({x:}25), 20 C(Ka|\um). An 
1=0 

important special case is the optimal grouping ¢* to obtain u;, which achieves the minimum 

cost. Another extremal case is the identity mapping ¢°. Denote the class of mappings for 

grouping by ®. This is a finite set. Let ® be a subset of ® which approximates g*. 

A descent cost partial update of the standard pattern set with respect to the p- 

th subpattern set C'?(k,] is to find Meo CP [kt] with D({x:}25), Meco" CO [k ula) < 

D({x;}75), Me CMka]|ul,) where ki = kq + 5pq- Denote such a mapping for the update 

of the p-th subpattern set by 

Q-1 Q-1 

Po( Il CLK), Um) = Il C [k’]. 
=0 q=0 

{p : updated} 

From Ang,...ng-1 (ul), we generate a coarser partition: 

Bn, (Um) = U Ano,...ng-1(Um), (Mp = 0,...,Np — 1). 
{all except for np} 

Using this partition {Bn(tn) bn eco an important special case to update the standard 

pattern set is obtained. That is, ~, is a mapping to find the generalized centroids of 

Bn,(tla)s (Mp = 0,.-..,Np — 1). This gives C?)[kp + 1] = {cq [kp + 1],.-.,¢n,-1fkp + I]}- 
Denote the class of mappings for descent cost update of standard patterns by Vp, (p = 

0,...,Q—1). Let WV, be a finite subset of V,, whose elements are used to approximate y>. 

A mapping scheduler selects mappings from ®, {9} and W,,(q = 0,...,Q — 1) so that 

the total cost is decreased. This selection may be either sequential or parallel. If the change 

of ordering of some part of the schedule does not affect the speed of the cost reduction 

nor the grouping pattern, then the scheduling can be executed in parallel with the same 

performance. 
If the mapping scheduler selects the mappings autonomously without relying on outside 

intelligence, the entire algorithm is an unsupervised learning. - 

3. Multiple Descent Cost Algorithms The following is the basic design algorithm 
for the standard pattern set. 
[Basic Design Algorithm] 
Mapping Scheduler 

The mapping scheduler knows the set of mappings ®, V,, q € {0,...,Q—1} and their 

finite subsets ©, W,, q € {0,...,Q@—1}. The scheduler has either a fixed or adaptive 

mapping selection rule which is predetermined. In the adaptive case, the scheduling may 

depend on the cost, its decreasing speed, and the previous pattern set etc. as long as the 

independence of the outside intelligence is maintained. The mapping scheduler is settled 

to select every member of ® and W,, q € {0,...,Q —1} infinitely often. The scheduler 

has the following phases: 
Initial State 

The training set {x;}7,', a positive constant € and the following initial states are given; 

standard pattern set Meo C?(0], grouping pattern wo and the initial value of the cost 

D{ko,.--,&g-1,m] = D{0,..., 0,0] = Dfold] = ov. 
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The infinity is replaced by a large number in numerical computation. 
Mapping Selection for Grouping 

The mapping scheduler picks up ¢ from ® or from ®\®, and then apply 60 ¢ to 
(M25? CP [keg], Um) in order to yield ul, = tm4,. Then, go to Stopping Check. 
Stopping Check 

If every element in ® and WV, q € {0,...,Q-—1} is selected since the previous Stopping 
Check, then let D[new] = D[ko,...,kg_1], which is the current cost. Then, compute and 
check the inequality 

(D[old] — D{new])/D{new] < . 

If this inequality holds, then exit from the iteration, and adopt both Me CM kg] and um 
to be the final me CY and u, respectively. If the inequality does not hold, then replace 
D{old] by D{new], and go to Mapping Selector for Standard Pattern Set. If there is still 
an unused element in ® or in Wy, g € {0,...Q —1} since the previous Stopping Check, 
then simply go to Mapping Selector for Standard Pattern Set. 
Mapping Selector for Standard Pattern Set ; 

A mapping jz is selected from Wy or from ¥\W,, g € {0,...Q —1} according to the 
mapping scheduler’s rule. Then, this %, is applied to generate 

Q-1 Q-1 

bp ( Il CM (kg, Um) = Il COIR, 
q=0 q=0 = 

{p:updated} 

The index k;, is increased by one to yield k, = kp +1 whenever 7, is applied. Then, go to 
Mapping Selector for Grouping. 
This algorithm converges for any ¢ > 0 after a finite number of stopping checks. 

In the Basic Design Algorithm, a composition mapping 6 0 @ is always inserted be- 
tween subpattern updates of ~, and y, so that the descent cost property is maintained. 
This is called concurrent subpattern update. Under specific circumstances, consecutive 
applications of y,’s still assure the descent cost property. A sufficient condition frequently 
met in applications is the blockwise additive cost. There is a further special case to the 
concurrent subpattern update: 
[Design jMigorthm for Concurrent Subpattern Update: Bang-Bang Switching by Cost 
Watcher 
Step 1 

Let {x;}77! be the training set which obeys to the blockwise additive cost and let t= 

m= 0. Let ey C10] and uo be initial patterns. Let Dglold] = co and Dy[old] < 
(1 + 6)Dy[new]. Let € > 0, 6 > 0, and let two positive integers J and N be fixed design 
parameters. 
Step 2 

Check to see if 
(Dy [old] — Dy[new])/Dy[new] < 6 

holds. If “no”, then go to Step 4. If “yes,” then update Dglold] — Dg[new], and apply 60¢* 
to (Igo CM [kg], Um) in order to get tm and Dg[new]. Then, update Dy[new] — Dg[new], 
and go to Step 3. 
Step 3 

Check to see if 
(Dg[old] — Dg[new])/Dg[new] < « 
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holds. If “no,” then go to Step 4. If “yes”, then exit the loop and adopt (To CM ky), wn) 

to be (goo CY u). 
Step 4 

Update the cost Dy[old] — D,[new]. Then, apply Meo py, to (To. CM kg], um) to 

get Me Ciq)[k,] and Dy[new]. Then, let m := m+ Q and go back to Step 2. 
q 

For simplicity of the description, we used ¢* and yj, (¢ = 0,...,Q — 1). If the exact 

optimizations ¢* and ¥5, (¢ = 0,...,Q —- 1) are computationally expensive, they are 

replaced by approximation sets: 
[Design Algorithm for Bang-Bang Switching: Finite Set Approximation for ¢* and 7%] 

(i) Instead of using ¢*, a finite set of descent cost grouping functions ® can be found. 

Apply every member of ®. If necessary, repeat this process until the cost reduction 

is saturated. 
(ii) Similarly to the above, find a finite set of descent cost pattern update functions 

W,, (¢=0,...,Q—1). Apply every member of W,, (q=0,...,Q-—1). If necessary, 

repeat that process until the cost reduction is saturated. 

The bang-bang switching of finite set approximation is quite effective in raw data 

processing. The methods contain a lot of fine-grained data parallelism and coarse-grained 

parallelism for the mapping administration. 
The self-organized standard pattern sets via above algorithms are used to process 

source data. This uses the basic pattern processing algorithm which is the version of the 

design algorithms without the standard pattern update. 

4. Applications For applications, image processing is focused here. Time-series can 

also be processed by the multiple descent cost algorithms. Figure 1 illustrates the grouping 
of pixels. Here, the class G is a set of convex quadrilaterals. Round bullets are pixels 

recovered from the standard pattern set. Alteration of the quadrilateral shapes corresponds 

to the warping w. When the multiple descent cost algorithm is applied on images, a 

quadrilateral mesh reflecting outlines is obtained. This can be used for further alteration 

of facial action [AIZ87]. The importance here is that the mesh pattern is self-organized. 

5. Parallelism The multiple descent cost algorithms in this paper can be interpreted 

as four-layer networks with parallel computation. “Sequential update” [LUT89] is also 

obtained for our multiple descent cost algorithms. We expect neurocomputation to perform 

the data processing “From raw data to predicates and action” [MAT88, 89] or “Fast 

signal processing and logical analysis” (HOP89]. This is promoted by combination of 

“heterogeneous parallelisms.” An example is found in [MAT88, 89]. 
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Abstract 
A model for feature detection-based pattern recognition is 
presented. It attempts to improve on the hardware complexity of 
existing models. Traditionally, feature detection has been 
implemented with brute force duplication of template-based 
feature detectors, offering little scalability. This model 
eliminates the need to duplicate complex feature detectors using 
instead operators to transform patterns. 

1. Introduction 
It has been shown [1] that the brain uses feature detection, in 
its visual pattern recognition task. Many researches have 
attempted to capture the brain’s pattern recognizing capability 
in abstract models. In their attempts, some have tried to remain 
faithful to the biological principles underlying the functioning 
and organization of the brain [2]. Others borrowed from the brain 
the most important principles and tried to cast them in any model 
that could be demonstrated to work [3,4]. The model in this 
paper follows the latter approach. 

The work done by Fukushima will first be examined, representing 
earlier models of its class. A new model, which attempts to 
overcome their limitations, will then be described. Finally the 
paper will conclude with a description of future improvements to 
the model. 

2. Earlier work 
Models which loosely follow the brain’s architecture, have done 
so based on the following elementary principles: 
a) The neuron (as a threshold element) is the building block of 

those models. 
b) The neuron’s output can be viewed as a boolean corresponding 

to on and off activation states, or as a positive (bounded) 
real number representing the activation rate of the neuron. 

c) The pattern recognizing network is layered. 
d) Each layer contains feature detecting cells with increasing 

level of conceptual complexity, the higher the layer level. 

Many models in the neural network literature applied those 
principles. Focus will be centered on Fukushima’s model, because 
it is the most elaborate and has been shown to work with a 
(relatively) large retina of 128x128 pixels [5]. 

Fukushima’s Neocognitron model [3,6] has layers with two levels 
each. The lower level is made up of groups of template matchers. 
The higher level neurons take their inputs from groups at the 
lower level that recognize the same object at different 
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positions. The net effect is feature detectors tolerant of 

displacement and slight distortion. 

Fukushima’s neocognitron suffers the following problems. First, 

hardware is not amiable to large scale implementations: in one 

case [6], a simple 19x19 retina, 4 layer network implementation 

required over 40 thousand cells, excluding non-responding ones. 

Second, each learned template is duplicated in many positions 

after being trained in only one position: this is problematic for 

hardware implementations as well as being biologically 

implausible. 

3. The model 
This model [fig. 1] is based on the premise that instead of 

taking the feature detector to the pattern (multiplying the 

number of feature detectors), we bring the pattern to the feature 

detector (multiplying the pathways.) As the example of the 

neocognitron shows, duplicating complex feature detectors is 

costly, in terms of number of cells. What we hope to achieve is 

a reduction in the overall number of cells. 

The retina is thus divided into several marginally overlapping 

receptive fields (RF’s) of uniform size. Simple’ hard-wired 

operators provide a many-to-one mapping from the RF area to the 

feature detector. Those operators are divided into classes. For 

instance, on the lowest layer, the classes are displacement, 

scaling, and rotation. On higher layers, the classes include 

positional and set operators. Each class has its variations 

within each RF, depending on where the operator maps from, and 

the degree of the mapping. For example, the displacement class 

has variations which corresponds to the direction and the amount 

of the displacement. 

On the next level, within a layer, feature detectors take their 

input from the output of the operators weighed by the optimal 

feature pattern. The output of those feature detectors 

represents the degree of success with which a particular operator 

maps into the optimal feature. From this large pool of feature 

detector outputs within a receptive field, the best variation and 

degree for each class is selected. Then, the optimum values 

across the layer from each RF are combined to choose the best 

class of operators. This choice represents the consensus as to 

which class of operators best maps into some feature. 

The consensus is then fed back to lower levels, allowing each RF 

to reset its own image of the retina according to the new 

transformation. Notice that while the application of the 

operator class is enforced upon the layer, each RF implements the 

transformation in a way that generates optimal mapping. 

After one class is selected within a layer, the class is then 

inhibited allowing another class to win in a second round. The 

process is then repeated until a threshold of desirable outcome 

is exceeded. The feature with best degree of success, can thus 

be said to have been recognized. 
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Figure 1. The model: One layer 

Having recognized a feature for each RF on the first layer, the 
output of the first layer is fed into the second layer. A 
Similar process of transformation and recognition is carried out 
in the second layer. Finally, on the topmost layer, a feature 
detector which conceptually represents an object is selected and 
the whole process terminates. 

4. The model’s weakness 
Simulating this model necessitated additional hardware that was 
not originally envisioned. While its design premise is simple, 
the number of cells required to implement it is proportional to 
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the number of RF’s, the number of classes, the number of 

variations within a class, and the number of features within each 

layer. | 

The model does not lend itself to a nice and simple mathematical 

model to support it, and mathematical properties of the model are 

not practical to implement. For example, while it is 

mathematically sound to say that two features are different if 

one can not be generated from the other by applying any sequence 

of operators in any order. This property taken to the extreme is 

not practical to use in order to incorporate self-organization 

into the model. While that the model can be augmented with 

learning rules that change the weights on the feature detectors, 

it fails to address how a whole new class of operators can be 

learned. 

The model has been shown in practice to fail under certain 

circumstances: the wrong sequence of transformations is applied 

leading to either faulty recognition or no recognition at all. 

This is a result of the lack of communication between neighboring 

RF‘s. 

5. Conclusion and future work 
A feature detection-based model was presented that was designed 

to address the limitations of previous models. The model was 

developed from an innovative idea. Although the model achieved 

its objective of lesser overall hardware complexity, it had few 

limitations of its own. 

Currently, work is in progress on a new model. This model 

incorporates communication between neighboring RF, coupled with 

hill climbing techniques to pick the best transformation to apply 

within an RF image. In effect, this will result in a reduction 

in the number of pathways as only few transformations will be 

implemented at a time. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Decision trees and neural nets have been used as a form of piecewise-linear discriminant functions 

in pattern recognition [e.g., Breiman et al 1984, Meisel 1972]. Decision trees are sometimes assumed 
to have an advantage in that they can be executed very efficiently on a sequential computer. Neural 
networks are generally assumed to be designed for highly parallel systems, although currently most are 
simulated on sequential processors. Parameter estimation for decision networks tends to be sequential 
-- one node at a time -- as well, while parameter estimation for neural networks tends to be parallel -- 
all parameters estimated simultaneously. Information measures are often used in deriving decision 
trees [e.g., Quinlan 1986]; they are beginning to be applied to neural networks [Bishsel and Seitz 
1989]. Since decision trees can be formulated as neural nets, neural net criteria and methods can be 
applied to decision trees. In this paper, we show that decision trees and fully parallel neural networks 
are the extremes of a spectrum of neural networks that differ in a systematic way. 

A decision tree can be viewed as a special case of a "parsimonious" neural network, one that can be 
evaluated exactly for most cases with the calculation of only a fraction of the neural elements. A highly 
parsimonious network usually corresponds to a less-distributed recognition algorithm; in a 
parsimonious network, elements tend to "specialize" more, allowing a targeted use of samples, making 
possible some efficiencies in parameter estimation. The case for a distributed parallel system is strong 
{Rummelhart and McClelland 1986]; but where networks are simulated and where data and/or where 
computer time for network derivation are limited, parsimony can be advantageous. 

This paper provides an algorithm for fully determining the output of a neural net without evaluating 
all of the elements in the net; it is applicable to two-layer neural nets. The average number of first-level 
neural elements which must be evaluated, expressed as a fraction of the first-level elements present, is 
a measure of the parsimony of the network. Parsimonious neural nets have been successfully applied 
in a commercial speech recognition system, the Phonetic Engine®, which evaluates neural nets for 
phoneme classification in real time on a single microprocessor [Meisel et al 1989]. 
NETWORK REPRESENTATION 

In this note, we consider a two-layer neural network. The input is x = (x1, x2, .... Xx). These 
variables are inputs to Y neural elements with outputs yj, y2, ..., Vy: 

yi = Fi (wex’), (1a) 

xX 

where wex'= >, wi X1+ Wi, Xe be, x" = (x1,X%9,..4Xx1): (1b) 
i=] 

An example of Fj is 

] if X >Bi 

Fi(x) = F (x; Bi Bia) = \ £0) if Bu< x < Bis (2) 

ls if x < Bi2 
where f(x) is monotonically increasing and takes values in [-1, 1]. Ideally, f(x) is continuous, f(Bj1) 

= -], and f(Bj2) = 1 , making y a continuous function of x. However, f(x) = 1 and Bi; = Bi2 =0 is 

the important special case of a "hard-limiter.". We assume in this paper only that Fj is chosen so that 

lyii <1. The region (Bi1, Bi2) can be viewed as the region of uncertainty. We allow for the possibility 
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that the uncertainty region will be different for different neural elements and not necessarily 
symmetrical. The output layer has Z elements with output z1, za, ..., Zz: 

1 ifaje y 2 q,; llajll 

“i “10 otherwise (3a) 

Y Y 

where ai= (ait, ai2, .+2,8iY) ; Hlajll = > lajjl, airy = > aij Yj - (3b) 
j=l j=l 

An additional assumption is -1 <q;<1_ (3c) 

Equation (3c) does not constrain the generality of the decision function since —lla;ll < a; ¢ y < llajll, 

given that lyjl < 1. 
PARSIMONIOUS NETS 

As Oj approaches 1 with fixed ajj, there will be fewer values of y which cause z; to be 1 [Meisel 

1968]. In fact, if oj =1, zj in equation (3) will be 1 if and only if yj = 1 for all j where ajj = 1 and yj = 

-1 for all } where ajj =-1. Asa rule of thumb, the closer Min qj; is to 1, the more parsimonious the 
net. 

The output values zj can all be evaluated without necessarily evaluating all the neural elements yj. 
The algorithm for doing so is based on observing that the output value for z; may be determined 
without calculating all values of yj. Suppose yx is known. Then 

K-1 Y 
aieys » lajjl + aixyK + > lal = K; 

j=l j= K+l (4) 

since ajjyj can get no larger than lajjl. 

If Kj < qj Ilajll, then equation (3) produces z; = 0, irrespective of the values of yj, ..., yK-1, YK+1, 
wey VY, 

Similarly 
K-1 Y 

airy2 -> la; + aiKYK — y laj,! = M; . 

j=l j= Krl 
(5) 

If Mj 2 Qj Ilajll, then zj =1. Thus it may be possible to calculate the full output of a two-layer 
neural net, formulated as in (1)-(3), without calculating all the intermediate neural elements yj. Itis 
convenient to re-write Mj and Kj as follows: 

K; = llajll+ aixyK —lajxl (6) 

Mj =—Illajll+ aixyx + laixl (7) 

We apply this idea iteratively, as follows: 
Initialization 

Initialize Mj(k) and K;j (k): 

M,(0O)=-llajll; i=1,..,Z (8a) 

K;(O) =Ila;ll;. i=1,...,Z (8b) 

Initialize sets F(k), T(k), and J(k): 

F(0)=T(O)= © (8c) 

J(O) = { 1,2,...,¥} (8d) 
Iteration 

Start with k =1 and increment k by 1 until stopping rule is met. 
For each k, 

List the output nodes not yet fully evaluated: 
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R(k) = { 1,2,...,Z2} — T(k-1) — F(k—1) (9) 

Find the neural element K not yet calculated which will affect the most z;, that is, set K equal to 

the j for which there are the most non-zero values of ajj for i € R(k). If more than one j 

satisfies this condition, arbitrarily choose the smallest. 
Find those output elements with a value now fully determined, the set T for those determined 

as 1 and the set F for those determined as 0: 

Mi(k) = Mi(k-1) + aixyk + laix! | ie R(k) (10) 

K;(k) = Kj(k-1) + ajxyx —laix! | ie R(k) (11) 

T(k) = T(k-1) U {il Mj(k) 2 qjllajll,ie R(k) } (12) 

F(k) = F(k-1) U{il Kj(k) < qjllajll,ie RK) } (13) 

Update the set of first-level elements not yet evaluated: 

Jk) =J(k-1)-(K} (14) 

Stoppingrule. If F(k) UT(k) = {1,2,..., Z}, stop. (15) 

Result: Zi = 0 fori € F(k) ; z,= 1 for1 € T(k) (16) 

This algorithm will not always result in evaluation of the minimal number of nodes possible for an 

arbitrary network. For example, suppose we have a net as follows: z; = 1 for 2y; + y322; z2=1 
for 2y2 + y3 22. Then, z; is determined entirely by y1; z2 is determined entirely by y2. The variable 
y3, being in both equations, would be evaluated first by the algorithm, although it need not be 

evaluated at all. This is a pathologic case since the third element could be removed from the network 

without any effect, but it shows that the algorithm cannot deal with an arbitrary network optimally. 
MEASURING PARSIMONY 

Let us assume that N(x) is the minimal number of first-level elements which must be evaluated to 
fully determine the output of the network given x. The parsimony of a two-level neural net can be 
measured as the expected value of N(x) divided by the number of first-level elements. An example is 
given in the next section. 
DECISION TREES AS PARSIMONIOUS NETS 

Decision trees [e.g., Breiman et al, 1984; Quinlan 1986] are an important special case of neural 
networks in general and of parsimonious decision networks in particular. The two-level network of 
equations (1), (2) with the hard-limiter case, and (3) corresponds to a decision tree if parameters aj are 

chosen properly and if @j=1 for alli. Figure 1 illustrates a binary decision tree and its equivalent as a 

decision network. : 
For any given tree structure, an equivalent network is constructed by associating a neural element 

with each decision node. That element is connected only to elements which are in the path to the 
equivalent terminal node. The weight for each connected element is 1 if the path was taken due toa 
"yes " answer, and -1 if taken due to a "no" answer. The threshold of the output element is llajll. 
Then, if a given terminal node is reached by the path requiring that decision nodes 1, 2, and 3 are true 
and nodes 4 and 5 are false, that terminal node is represented by an output element: 

_{1 ifyit+yo+y3-y4-ys25 
~~) 0. otherwise (17) 

By the nature of this construction, only one z; will be 1 at a time, corresponding exactly to the terminal 
node of the equivalent tree. For networks to be equivalent to decision trees , it is fully general to 
constrain ajj to the values 1, 0, and -1. 

In figure 1, if the question in decision node 1 (with weights w1) is answered "no," then the 
equation for decision node 3 is never calculated. Similarly, if the algorithm of (8)-(16) is applied to the 
equivalent network for the same x, network element 3 will not be computed. More generally, in a 
symmetrical binary decision tree with 2" terminal nodes (n-1 levels), only n decision nodes out of 2" - 
1 decision nodes are evaluated to make a decision. Thus, in a nine-level tree, only 9.8% of the nodes 
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are evaluated. (Since in this case N(x) = n for all x, the parsimony is 9.8%.) If the equivalent 
network were evaluated fully, over 90% of the work would be redundant. 

A classical decision tree making firm decisions can be most effectively calculated in the usual way; 
equations (8)-(16) add nothing to this case. The major relevance of this special case is the clear 
example it provides of the efficiencies possible. 
FUZZY DECISION TREES 

Decision trees can be allowed to make fuzzy rather than firm decisions at each node, (i.e., to use a 
non-zero uncertainty interval rather than a hard limiter); the interval (Bj1,Bj2) for node i can be 
considered an uncertainty interval. We can use the algorithm: If for a sample x, y; = 1, evaluate the 
right descendant node only; if yj = -1, evaluate the left descendant node only; otherwise, evaluate 
both descendant nodes. 

Decision trees are generally constructed node by node from the root node. When this is the case, 
we should avoid evaluating paths through the tree that are "ruled out" by an earlier node with a zero 
score for the path; ruled-out nodes will not have been estimated with appropriate samples. In general, 
it is possible for the algorithm (8)-(16) to choose a ruled-out path for a fuzzy tree. This problem can 
be avoided as follows: If yj = 0, then ajey can get no larger than llajll -lajjl. If we choose 

lajll- Min fajjl 
j | aij # 0 

Oi 7 Nail (18) 
  

then no "ruled out" paths will be chosen. If aij {-1,0,1}, then of course Min lajjl over non-zero ajj is 
1. Equation (18) is fully determined by the structure chosen for the second level of the net. In using 
neural net techniques to get decision tree parameters, the ajj can be chosen to be a particular structure 
and held fixed while the w; are optimized. 
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L_INTRODUCTION:; 

Most applications of neural networks are classification problems in which an analog or binary input pattern 
should be assigned to one of m possible classes. Unfortunately for most of these classifiers it is very difficult to 
tailor their behavior when performing in a noisy non-controlled environment. It is also very difficult (if not 
impossible) to provide a rejection mechanism, which poses serious problems in real-world pattern recognition 
applications where it is preferable to reject totally unknown pattems rather than accepting poor matches. 

This paper reports on the design of an optimal parallel pattern classifier whose ability to reject noise is 
controlled externally and in which a rejection mechanism is provided. The term optimal is used in the sense that 
classification is based on the maximum normalized correlation criterion, which is the same as the minimum 
Euclidean distance one for normalized inputs. A method to improve the system sensibility to noise is also 

The work described herein is a part of a more global project dealing with the silicon implementation of a neural 
net based pattern recognition system. This explains our approach to solve certain problems at the implementation 
level rather than at the "equation level”. 

Throughout the paper N2(x) denotes the euclidean norm of vector x, bold characters indicate vectors and 

matrices. Note that the indices 1,2....,j,...m used to denote the output cells do not necessarily reflect their physical 

positions, i.e., output cell j codes class j patterns but is not necessarily located at the jh physical position. 
Because the proposed network is highly inspired from the ART architectures developed by Carpenter and 

Grossberg [1],[{2] a brief introduction to the principle lying behind, is first presented in section 2. 

2,_ART_ SYSTEMS: 

Figure 1. shows a block diagram of a typical ART system. The net accepts an n-input pattern and classifies it in 
one of the m possible classes. It should have developed during the learning process, in a form of weights, codes for 
the m classes. Each code can be considered as a representative prototype (a kind of mean) of a set of patterns 
forming a cluster. 

Suppose that after a certain time the system has learned k patterns and sees a new stimulus at its inputs. Ideally 
we want the system to behave as follows: if the new input belongs to some already learned cluster the net must 
recognize it and adapt its weights accordingly, to take into consideration this new observation. If the present pattern 
is completely different from all the stored exemplars, a new code must be created for it. The weights are, then 

adapted to consider this input as the center of a new cluster. In the ART nets this is done by the following 
mechanism: 
The input pattern is presented to a first layer where some computation takes place. The result of this computation 
is send via a bottom-up pathway to the second (output) layer where cell j computes its activation by: 

n 

aj= LPibij (1) 
I= 

Where p}.,...,Pi.-..Pn are the outputs of the input block, and b]j,...,bkj,....bnj are the bottom-up weights to the 

output cell j. Its output is evaluated by: 

oj=d if aj>a_ , Vkzj (2) 
=( else. 

Where d is some maximum value. This a winner-take-all system. Only the node with the greatest activation 

becomes maximally active and all the other are shut-off. The fact the jth output cell wins the competition can be 

interpreted as a hypothesis making that the actual input belongs to the jth class. Once the competition is complete 
top-down signals reaches the first layer where they interact with the input signals to provide the reset system with a 
meaningful information to enable it to confirm or disconfirm the choice made. If the mismatch between the 
bottom-up pattern and the top-down one exceeds a certain threshold value, depending on the vigilance parameter, the 
reset sub-system sends an inhibiting signal to the second layer to get the winning cell out of competition, so that a 
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new cell would become active. The search of a good choice continues in the same manner. Whenever the reset sub- 
system confirms a choice, the search procedure stops and the weights are updated accordingly. The system is said to 
be in a resonant state (hence the name ART). A cell whose weights hold a learned pattern is said to be a coded cell. 
When the system uses up all previously coded cells without achieving resonance a new previously uncoded cell is 
Chosen and no search is engaged. For a thorough description of ART systems the reader is referred to [1] and [2]. 

In the next section a description of the proposed system is presented. 

3, A SELF-ORGANIZING PATTERN CLASSIFIER: 
Though inspired from the ART system, it is, in fact, totally different and much more simpler. The model 

consists of three sub-systems (layers): the input layer is composed of n cells each of which receives a component of 
the n dimensional real valued input vector (pattern). The output layer has m output lines, each one represents a 

given category (class) of patterns. In normal operation only one output line is active(ON). The jth cell is active 

only when the pattern present in the input layer belongs to the jn class. The reset sub-system plays the role of a 
watching agent. It sends an alarming signal whenever the wrong output cell becomes active. In figure 2 a complete 
3-input 2-output network is depicted for illustration purposes. 

The input layer has the sole role of normalizing the inputs and clipping noise spikes by passing the normalized 
components through a nonlinear function. Let 1; be the input to cell 1 and pj its output. pj is related to ij by: 

= Fats 

Where i=(i],..,1j,..In) and F is a nonlinearity expressed as: 

F(x)=x if x<0 (4) 
=@ if x>0 

At the output layer each unit evaluates its activity by equation (1). The unit with maximum activation represents 
the class to which the actual input is likely to belong. The output of the cells in this layer is determined by a 
competitive process. See equation (2). The reset layer receives this information and compare (in some suitable 
metric) the input pattern with the pattern held by the winning output cell. A reset signal is issued whenever this 
comparison is negative, i.e, The difference between the input pattern and the stored code exceeds a certain threshold, 
depending on the value of the vigilance parameter, p. p is comprised between 0 and 1. The closer it is to 1 the more 
vigilant is the system; conversely when it closer to 0 poor matches can be accepted without issuing a reset signal. 

For the model we propose here, the reset signal is issued only in the case where the present stimulus is seen for 
the first time and no good match is found. This mean that any previously learned pattern will access its code 
directly without any search. This is due to input normalization and appropriate learning equations, as explained 
below. 

Bottom-up weights (bjj's) are updated, in case where the p input belongs to the jth class, according to: 

bjj=(1-0)bjj + ap; (6) 

"With 0<<a<1. Equation (5) indicates that the weights to the jth Output cell tend to replicate the patterns of class j. 
The parameter a indicates how much past experience is to be taken into account in updating weights. If it is closer 
to 0 more importance is given to experience, on the other hand when it is close to 1 more emphasis is put on the 
present observation. 

When a pattern of class j is present at the input, the inequality: 

n n 

aj= 2PiDi > aK= ZPiDik (6) 
l= 1= 

is always verified for any k, kth cel] being already coded, because the set bij holds class j patterns and is maximally 
correlated only with those patterns by virtue of the normalized correlation. But we are not guaranteed that : 

n n 

aj- Lpibij> au= Epibiu an 
l= i — 
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where the bjy's represent the weights to any uncoded output cell which still maintain their initial values and hold 

no pattern. The inequality can be assured by imposing proper initial values for the bottom-up weights. This can be 
achieved by setting them as indicated by (8): 

bik <—e i<1,....n and k=1,...,m (8) 
Vn 

n being the dimensionality of the input pattern as usual. Equation (8) guarantees that N2(by)<1 which in turn 

makes (6) valid for coded and uncoded cells. by=(b1y...-biy,.-Ony)- 
The top-down weights tjj serve for a comparison purpose and are local to the reset sub-system. All tiy's are 

initialized to 0 and are updated, whenever a choice is confirmed, according to equation (5). 
In order to assure that no reset occur when a cell is selected for a first time to code a new class, a test is provided 

at the implementation level to see if the corresponding tij's were ever updated. This is accomplished by having a 
flag register, fj, associated with each set of tjj’s: an "ON" fj indicates that the tjj's were updated at least once. A 
rejection case Occurs when all the fj's are ON along with the reset signal. (T his scheme is not shown in fig. 2.) 

4 RIABLE VIGILANCE CL IFIER; 

A serious limitation of most neural classifiers is their sensibility to noise, specially in cases where the 
difference between the closest prototypes is less than the noise it is wished to reject [3]. If this level is low the 
system confuses between the closest, but different, patterns. On the other hand if it is high the net tends to consider 
as different two noisy versions of the same pattern. 

We propose here a method to cope with this difficulty. We assume that the system would operate in two phases: 
a learning phase and a normal phase. It is also assumed that we dispose of a set of sample prototypes. 
In the learning phase the vigilance parameter is set so high that different codes are generated for the closest 
prototypes. At the limit one can set this parameter to the maximum. Then the prototypes are presented to the net 
which would generate a code for each prototype. No more than one pass is required for the learning phase. During 
the normal mode the net is used as a classifier where the vigilance parameter is set to achieve any desired level of 
noise tolerance. Entering the normal mode, plasticity (adaptativity) is not shut-off. The weights bjj and tjj are 

updated after each recognition of a jh class pattern. This enables the system to keep pace with its environment. 
In the jargon of "neural" associative memories the system just described looks like a memory with m fixed 

points. Each one having a basin of attraction whose size can be controlled at will. 

5, CONCLUSION; 

We have proposed an unsupervised (self-organizing) artificial neural network whose function is to optimally 

classify binary and analog valued patterns. 
When successfully implemented as an analog integrated circuit(s) this system would be well suited for real ime 

pattern classification and vector quantization applications. 
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Probability-based Neural Networks 

John H. Murphy 
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Abstract 

This paper introduces a new class of neural networks based on the integration of three technologies: 

artificial intelligence, neural networks and probability theory. This approach has realized the Adaptive Probabilistic 

Reasoning System (APRS) — a probability-based neural network for adaptive knowledge processing. This approach 

combines probability theory and optimization methods and forms the theoretical foundation for unifying expert 

system and neural network technologies. APRS is based on the Probabilistic Reasoning System (PRS). PRS is a 

mathematical formulation of an inference engine for expert systems. Because of its structure, the knowledge can be 

located and interpreted in the resultant probability-based neural networks. 

1. Introduction 

To meet the military’s need for a high-speed, mathematically-sound reasoning engine that could be applied 

to both expert systems and neural networks, we developed a new class of processing elements which explicitly 

process integers instead of floating point numbers. These processing elements were specifically developed for use in 

the PRS to produce expert system inference engines which can be verified and validated. Accordingly, these 

processing elements work with probabilities. To exploit this technology, the probabilities are converted into 

integers by scaling and truncating. The resulting processing elements can operate at very high speeds. 

The probability-based neural network: is rigorously based on classical probability theory; propagates 

probabilities rather than unstructured real numbers; possesses an inference engine which can be both validated and 

verified; has columns of binary decision trees instead of layers of processing elements; maintains its knowledge in a 

localized and interpretable (nonholistic) form; uses high speed algorithms. 
Our interest in parallel computer architectures is focused on solving high-speed decision analysis problems. 

To accomplish this task, the architecture must be able to handle a mixture of parallel and serial processing. 

Conventional von Neumann-type serial processing computers are based on an instruction-flow architecture. PRS 

utilizes a data-flow architecture which is ideal for a parallel processing system. This multiprocessor architecture 

accommodates serial processing by reusing available computational resources. 
The PRS decision processing element performs arithmetic on probabilities. When used in this manner, the 

inputs and outputs are constrained to lie in the closed interval from zero to one. The simplest form of this device 

multiplies a pair of linearly transformed input signals. 
The current focus is on developing and applying computer systems which adapt to their environment. 

Westinghouse’s program has concentrated on adaptive knowledge processing systems. An adaptive knowledge 

processing system interfaces with its environment — receives information from it, and transmits information to it. 

The system contains within itself a body of knowledge — “the knowledge base.” Knowledge is represented as a set 

of “IF...THEN” production rules. These rules govern how information from the environment is to be processed — 

what conclusions are to be drawn from it; what actions are to be taken. An expert system performing deductive 

reasoning is a simple knowledge processing system. An adaptive knowledge processing system must also do 
inductive reasoning. Specifically, it must use the information from the environment to refine and modify its 
knowledge base. It must continuously modify its set of rules to improve its performance and better conform to its 

changing environment. An adaptive knowledge processing system learns. 
There are two distinct kinds of structures for processing knowledge — expert systems and neural networks. 

An expert system uses a knowledge based approach to solving problems. Its knowledge is basically static. It works 

either to determine the consequences of given input conditions, or it works to determine what input conditions are 
required to produce a specified output. Thus, an expert system is strictly deterministic — its function is strictly 
deductive. The knowledge base of an expert system is constructed by the very slow and expensive process of 

knowledge engineering.!2 In contrast, a neural network solves decision analysis problems in an entirely different 

manner. It begins with a large network of massively interconnected processing elements. The processing elements 
are very simple. Knowledge is imbedded into the network by adjusting the weights applied to the signals between 
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pairs of processing elements. This knowledge is basically dynamic. 
There is one characteristic of conventional neural networks that is undesirable — their solutions are 

inherently holistic. In conventional neural networks the knowledge is not localized, as it is in expert systems, but 
generally dispersed throughout the network. Holistic or gestalt knowledge is not reducible, in any obvious way, to a 
simple set of production rules. Dispersion of the knowledge makes functional interpretation, verification, and 
validation very difficult. This means that conventional neural networks are not readily translated into expert system 
Structures. This makes them unsatisfactory for most practical applications. 

A dilemma exists. Expert systems and neural networks are two apparently incompatible structures for 
knowledge processing. They each offer a partial solution to the problem of constructing a truly adaptive knowledge 
processing system, but only a partial solution. On the one hand, expert systems are comprehensible but hard to 
train; and neural networks can be trained but are hard to comprehend. Can this dilemma be resolved? Can the two 
Structures be combined into an integrated system which can be both trained and interpreted? 

An adaptable system is needed which reveals its internal operations. If the following scenario were feasible, 
we would have such a system: first, train a neural network to derive its holistic solution; second, convert the holistic 
solution into a set of production rules for a knowledge base; and third, use this knowledge base to implement an 
expert system. Unfortunately, the above scenario is unfeasible because the conversion step — going from a holistic 
solution to a set of interpretable production rules — is particularly onerous and difficult to execute. 

2. The Probability-based Neural Network Paradigm 

The goal is to develop an adaptive knowledge processing system which is logically consistent and does not 
require close supervision by a perceptive individual. This implies that the central feature of such a System must be 
an inference engine which handles probabilities. PRS is the ideal candidate; it is an entirely consistent realization of 
an expert system inference engine which can be verified and validated. It is mathematically consistent, it exhibits 
rigorous logical performance, and it will not exhibit spurious, unanticipated or untrustworthy behavior. 

The development of PRS was motivated by the need to realize real-time control systems — a task for which 
State-of-the-art expert systems were unsuited. Those systems lacked a calculus for Carrying out “uncertainty” 
propagation that was based on sound mathematical principles. They use ad hoc propositions that are arbitrary and 
inconsistent. PRS is based on probabilities — a major departure from the principles of artificial intelligence. 

In creating the PRS, we had to overcome the problem generated by interdependence among the variables. 
This problem is handled in conventional expert systems by resorting to strong and unrealistic assumptions. In the 
PRS, these assumptions are avoided by using a new, explicit and precise measure of independence — the /-factor 

P{ A| BC } 
I(A, BIC) = Grae} (1) 

where P is a conditional probability measure and A, B, and C are events; — and its counterpart the K-factor 
I(A, B| C) K(A, B, C) TAB (2) 

which is a symmetric function of its arguments. 
In PRS, there are two crucial formulas for manipulating probabilities — one for Sequential updating 

PCH | E'} = (1H, E”| E}P(H | E} - 10H, E’| E}PQH|E}) PEE} +1, |DPHIE 3) 
and one for parallel updating 

P{H | E'} P{H | F} 4 
where H, E, E’, F, and F’ are events. These formulas are general forms of the inference formulas used in 
PROSPECTOR, a classic expert system.? 

The processing elements assume constant conditional probabilities and are woven into a network as 
follows. Start by considering a rule-based expert system to be a collection of decision trees. Each of the decision 
trees is composed of a collection of processing elements which carry out the sequential and parallel updating on the 
measures of belief. 

Recall that in implementing any expert system, one must face the problem of the knowledge acquisition 
bottleneck. Currently, the programming of knowledge into expert systems is performed manually at a great cost. 
To accomplish our goal, automatic knowledge acquisition was identified as an potentially low cost alternative. 

A wide variety of possibilities were considered for automating knowledge acquisition within expert system 
technology. Among the numerous techniques for inductive reasoning considered were: various statistical techniques, 

  P{H | EF} = K(H, E’, F’) 
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such as CART (classification and regression tree analysis);> artificial intelligence techniques like the ID3 and C4 

algorithms of Quinlan;> and neural network techniques. We concluded that the neural network technology might be 
useful because such networks could be made compatible with expert system technology. 

Our development brings together two technologies — expert systems and neural networks. The expert 
system design is used as the basis for the neural network. We then train the network. When trained, all the 
interconnections are probabilistic IMPLIES and hence expressible as production rules. The result is a system which 
completely bypasses the knowledge acquisition bottleneck and, at the same time, avoids a holistic solution. The 
new network is easily trained — like most neural networks; and is based on production rules — like most expert 
systems. Since the product performed by the probabilistic AND is inherently nonlinear, any of a number of 

optimization techniques might suffice as learning algorithms. 
Once the neural network is trained, we reap the benefits of the foresight in starting with an expert system 

skeleton — the trained network is at the same time a working expert system. We can extract a set of production 
rules from this probability-based neural network, and we can interpret these production rules. This capacity for 
interpretation is an inherent property of expert systems and hence of any probability-based neural network. 

For a typical neural network, there are three classes of algorithms to discuss: 
¢ linkage algorithms — these algorithms determine the strength of the connection between 

processing elements. 
¢ processing element algorithms — these algorithms tell how to combine information from two 

or more linkages. 
¢ learning algorithms — these algorithms provide the network with the ability to adapt to 

changes in the environment. 
In this paper, we examine the linkage and processing element algorithms of a new class of neural networks — the 
probability-based neural network. 

The linkage algorithm determines the strength of the connection between the processing elements. 
Conventional neural networks perform a simple weighting of the signals on the linkages. Probability-based neural 
networks perform a more complex function — the implication transformation found in expert systems. 

In conventional neural networks, the linkage algorithm determines the linkage output signal y by 
multiplying the linkage input signal x by a weight A. 

y= Aex (5) 
The linkage weight A can be either positive or negative depending on whether the connection between the 
processing elements is excitatory or inhibitory, respectively. This algorithm allows one to reason with weighted 
information — a classical method of decision making. 

Probability-based neural networks utilize a simple implication function or linear transformation. The 
algorithm for simple implications determines the linkage output signal y by multiplying the linkage input signal 
x by a weight A and adding an offset B. 

y=A*x+B (6) 
The linkage offset is necessary to work with probabilities as implied by equation (3). Without it, B = 0, this 
algorithm reduces to the conventional neural network algorithm, equation (5). 

The processing element algorithm describes the method of combining signals from two or more linkages. 
Conventional neural networks perform a threshold or sigmoid function on the sum of the incoming signals. In the 
probability-based neural network, a product is performed. 

Early neural nets, such as Perceptron® and MADALINE,’ determined the output signal O by summing the 
incoming signals y; and performing a unit step function U if this sum is above a threshold value 0. 

O = U(Zy;j - 9) (7) 

Later neural nets, such as backpropagation, and the Boltzmann and Cauchy machines,® use the differentiable sigmoid 
function because it allows them to use classical optimization techniques for learning. The output signal O is 
obtained by applying a sigmoid function to the incoming signals y,, 

O = {1-e-(2yj-9)/T}-1 (8) 
where the threshold value is © and the normalization factor is T. 

The probability-based neural networks use a processing element algorithm which determines the output 
signal O by multiplying together the incoming signals y; as implied by equation (4). 

O = Illy; (9) 

This is ideal — it is nonlinear; it is simple to compute; it is differentiable. The introduction of the linear offset in 
determining the interconnection strength allows one to validate and verify its performance. This approach to 

building a neural network is remotely related to the classic sigma-pi units in that multiplication is utilized.® 
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Figure 1 — Adaptive Probabilistic Reasoning System Paradigm 
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3. Conclusion 

In summary, the probability-based neural network, APRS, integrates neural network and expert system 
technologies. It is a new approach to neural networks which can be validated and verified and used for decision 
making in autonomous operations. It is therefore a ideal candidate for potential military applications. Its paradigm 
is simple as illustrated in Figure 1. Its attributes include: 

¢ The linkage algorithm is a linear transformation. 
¢ The processing element algorithm is a product function. 
¢ The probability-based neural network is nonholistic, since this network has an expert system 

architecture — i.e. made up of collections of binary decision trees. 
¢ The probability-based neural network has a knowledge base, since it is fundamentally based on 

the Probabilistic Reasoning System — an expert system. 
¢ The probability-based neural network stores knowledge as symbolic rules which allows a 

trained network to be interpreted and understood, and thereby verified and validated. 
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Abstract Although it is widely accepted that artificial as well as biological neural networks exhibit a certain 

degree of fault-tolerance, the underlying mechanism and the relation between the fault-tolerance and the functional 

characteristics are still poorly understood. This paper investigates this relationship by looking at two examples of 

networks that solve optimization problems, the Assignment Problem and the Traveling Salesman Problem. While 

the principal structure of both networks is very similar, the difference of the performed tasks and the redundancy 

of the problem representation in one case leads to distinctive fault-tolerance characteristics. The reasons for the 

performance degradation in the presence of faults are discussed, and numerical results for large-scale fault-injection 

experiments are presented. It can be shown that the simulated faults act like additional constraints for the problem, 

but do not impair the network dynamics in converging to the best solution possible under these constraints 

1. Fault-Tolerance and Problem Representation 

Fault-Tolerance is a qualitative, general term defined as the ability of a system to perform its function according 

to the specification in spite of the presence of faults in its subsystems. This definition is very unspecific and a 

system that is said to be fault-tolerant does not necessarily tolerate any number of faults of any kind in any of its 

subsystems. A specific way to quantify fault-tolerance is to determine the performance degradation in the presence 

of certain faults in certain subsystems, given that some measure of performance exists. In this paper, we compare 

the performance degradation for two examples of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) that ‘solve’ optimization 

problems, the Assignment Problem (AP) and the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). The main characteristics of 

both model problems are briefly summarized below. Our goal is to understand qualitatively how a certain fault 

affects the dynamics and the ‘result’ of the network, and to assess the performance degradation quantitatively in 

a Statistically relevant manner. 

The TSP is to find a closed tour of minimal tour length for a certain number of cities n. The distance between 

any pair of cities is given as input data. We use a modification of Hopfield’s and Tank’s (H&T’s) [2] original 

solution method (Brandt et al., 1988 [1]) that produces consistently valid tours, which is seen as a prerequisite for 

a fault-tolerance evaluation. For a problem with n cities to be represented by the ANN, n* ‘neurons’ or units are 

arranged in form of a quadratic matrix with the output of a unit Vx; representing the ‘hypothesis’ that city X is in 

position i of the tour [2]. A solution represents a valid tour if the ANN converges to a permutation matrix with only 

one unit Vx;=1 in each row and column. This problem representation is redundant in the sense that the same tour 

can be mapped onto the network in 2n different ways because the starting point and the direction are free variables. 

The Assignment Problem (AP) or list matching problem is to find the one-to-one assignment or match between 

the elements of two lists that has minimal cost given the cost for each individual pairing [1]. The problem is again 

represented by an ANN with n? units in matrix-form with the only difference to the TSP that the output of a unit 

Vx; now represents the hypothesis that element X of the first list should be assigned to element i of the second 

list. To produce a valid solution with an one-to-one match the ANN again has to converge to a permutation matrix. 

Thus, with identical constraints, the only difference between the two ANNs is a quadratic cost function for the 

TSP mapping onto additional interconnections versus a linear cost function for the AP mapping onto the external 
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Figure 1. Cost matrix for an exemplary Assignment Problem with 6 elements and different solutions 
of an ANN (circled elements) solving that problem: global optimum (a) and performance 
degradation (b, c) after injection of stuck-at-“1” faults (shaded squares). Note that (b, c) 
are still optimal solutions under the constraints imposed by the faults. 

current. Additionally, the problem representation for the AP is not redundant, that is, a particular solution has a 
unique network representation. 

Two different types of faults are used in our simulations that correspond to the highest failure rates of a hardware 
implementation: a stuck-at-“O”" or stuck-at-"“1” fault occurs when the output of a unit (operational amplifier) is 
permanently pulled to the ground potential or the highest potential, respectively. The fault-locations were randomly 
Selected with one important exception: Two simultaneous faults in the same row or column are prohibited. This is 
because two stuck-at-“1” faults in the same row or column would preclude a valid solution. Figure 1 illustrates the 
behavior of an ANN solving a simple AP with 6 elements. The values shown in the quadratic matrix represent the 
cost-matrix and the circled numbers correspond to the solution of the ANN, which is the global optimum in Figure 
la. In Figure 1b one stuck-at-“1” fault is ‘injected’ at the position marked with the shaded square, and this fault 
determines that particular assignment of cost 70 to be part of the overall solution. It can be seen that the network 
still converges to a valid solution with a performance degradation corresponding to the higher, overall cost of the 
solution. Figure 1c shows a similar behavior of the ANN after injecting two stuck-at-“1” faults. 

Interestingly, by analyzing the solutions in Figure 1b and c we found that the network still converged to the best 
solution possible under the constraints imposed by the faults. Thus, the injected faults act as additional constraints 
and do not affect the ‘ability’ of the network to find the (redefined) global optimum. Stuck-at-“0” faults preclude 
a particular solution and have no effect at all on the AP unless the fault location coincides with an active unit that 
is part of the solution. In that case we could observe the same phenomenon, that is, the network treats the fault as 
an additional constraint and converges to the ‘next-best’ solution. 

An ANN solving the TSP shows a similar performance degradation under the presence of faults, but there 
are two important differences. First, the redundant problem representation reduces the effect of a fault, because a 
Single stuck-at-“1” in position (X,i), for example, determines only that city X has to end up in position i of the 
tour, which does not yet limit the solution space. Only when two stuck-at-“1” faults appear in adjacent columns 
(e.g. in positions (X,i) and (Y,i+1)), then this determines a link between city X and Y and acts as a new constraint 
for the remaining tour. The other difference is that the fault-free performance of an ANN solving the TSP is lower 
and usually suboptimal. Thus, we have seen cases where two stuck-at-“1” faults in adjacent columns determine 
to include a link between two cities into the tour that was part of the optimal solution not found by the fault-free 
network. This actually means that a performance increase after fault-injection is possible under certain conditions. 

2. Large-Scale Fault-Injection Experiments 

One problem in assessing the performance of optimization networks is the considerable performance variation 
for different problem instances and sizes, and, for the TSP, also the dependency on the random initialization. In 
order to obtain statistically relevant results it is necessary to simulate a sufficient number of different problem 
instances for different sizes and different random initializations. Another problem is the lack of an appropriate 
performance measure that is independent of a particular problem and of the problem size, and relates the solution 
of the ANN to reference values of interest. Therefore, we defined a solution quality q as a performance measure 

that relates an ANN-solution of cost c for a particular problem instance to the average cost value Cave of a sufficient 
number of random trials and to the optimal value Copt Such that q=(Cave— C)/(Cave— Copt) [4]. Thus, q is a normalized 
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Figure 2. Performance degradation of an ANN solving the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and the Assignment 

Problem (AP) after fault-injection for different problem sizes. The valucs are averages over 10 different 

problem instances for each size with additionally 10 different random initializations eacl. for the TSP. 
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factor with a value q=1 if a given solution c is optimal (c=Cog) and a value q=O if the answer has the quality of 
an average random tour (C=Caye). 

The definition of q requires the knowledge of the optimal solution values Cop, which can be obtained for the 
AP by using a conventional textbook algorithm [5]. Since the TSP is an NP-complete problem, values for the 
global optimum are generally unknown, but the Lin-Kernigham algorithm [3] provides excellent reference values. 
A possible event C<Com can be recognized by a value q>1. A test-set for the TSP included 10 different, randomly 
generated city-distribution for each problem size n=10, 20, and 30. Values for Cave were obtained by generating 
10° random tours for each city-distribution. A similar test-set with 10 different, random cost matrices for n=10, 
20, and 30 were generated for the AP. The fault-locations were also randomly selected with the same locations 
for stuck-at-“1” and stuck-at-“0” faults. 

The numerical results in Figure 2 confirm our conjecture that stuck-at-“O” faults have practically no effect on 
the AP performance while stuck-at-“1” faults result in an almost linear performance degradation with respect to 

our performance measure. The redundancy of the problem representation for the TSP is reflected in a relatively 

slower pertormance decrease as the number of faults increase. With the number of stuck-at-“1” faults approaching 

the number of cities or elements, the performance for both the TSP and the AP approaches zero, which corresponds 

to the random average (Figure 2a). This is because the randomly selected fault-locations eventually predetermine a 
random tour. A more detailed interpretation of the results and a complete description of all the necessary information 

to recreate the results can be found in a forthcoming technical report. 

3. Conclusion 

None of our simulations failed to converge to a valid tour because of one or more injected faults. The only ‘total 
failure mode’ for both examples seems to be the occurrence of two simultaneous stuck-at-“1” faults in the same row 
or column preventing a valid tour, which was explicitly excluded in our experiment. The most interesting result is 
the observation that the faults act like additional constraints and do not seem to impair the dynamics of the network. 
Preliminary results indicate that the conditional performance of the network in the presence of faults might not 
change at all, that is, that the network still finds the optimum under the additional constraints imposed by the faults, 

or at least a good but suboptimal answer of the same average quality q as in the fault-free case. This also implies 
that it is possible to predict the fault-tolerance for particular problem instances. For example, the performance 
degradation for the AP in Figure 1 becomes predictable by analyzing the cost-matrix under the assumption that the 

network will always be able to find the best possible solution under the constraints of faults in certain locations. Since 

the fault-tolerance is often seen as one of the key benefits of an ANN-hardware implementation, the predictability 
will become a crucial criterion for real-world applications with provable reliability requirements. 
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I. Introduction 

Stable, adaptive artificial neural systems possess remarkable properties which are subject of 

this contribution. First, the underlying model is discussed. Next, macroscopic measures for the 
global dynamic behavior of neural nets are introduced, followed by a discussion of learning and 
recall. Subsequently, typical results of a computer experiment are presented, followed by their 
theoretical explanation. 

II. Theoretical Foundations 

The starting point is a fully connected one-layer network with q nodes. The activity z, of node 
k, k = 1,..,q, is described by [1,2]: 

dz,/dt = z(t) = -Cyzye + Us Wek (t) S(z, (t)] + Ky (2.1) 

with the real valued function z; ¢ (- ~,0). The change of z, with time arises from (i) a decay term 

with constant Cy, (ii) an internal input term with weights w,; of the units connected with node k 
and output signals S (z,) of these units, and (iii) an external input to node k consisting of the 
component K;, of a pattern vector K assumed to be constant with respect to the relevant time 
scales of the network. It is assumed that K scales with the number of nodes, i.e. 

K, = q-sgn (Kx) . (2.2) 

The pattern vector K may contain noise, i.e. K may consist of a systematic and a stochastic 
part: 

K = Keyst + Keotoch - (2.3) 

Therefore, eq.(2.1) in general is a stochastic differential equation. For the signal function we use 

S(z) = tanh(z/T) . (2.4) 

The system is asymptotically stable, if [3] 

Hk Wsk = Hs Wks » (2.5) 

Wok = - Agk Wek + S (zg) S (zk), S<k. (2.6) 

The quantities p,, ps, and A, are real and positive. The change of wg, with time arises from (i) a 

decay term with constant A,,, and (ii) a Hebbian learning term. The weights w,, are calculated 
from (2.6) for s < k and subsequently from (2.5). fors >k. 

The expression 

q 

L(t) = © py (S(z_) (Cyze - Ka) - Cy $7 SCC) ACK) - Dp wskS(Zs) S(zy) 
k=1 s,k 

+ (1/2) X wn Agk W2gk  S<k (2.7) 
3,k 
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is a Lyapunov function for tne system [3], i.e. 

L = (grad,L)-2 + (gradwL) -w < 0. (2.8) 

Eq.(2.8) is satisfied, if 

grad,L =-az, gradyL=-Bw, (2.9) 

with proportionality constants a and B >0. The network can be structured into several layers. 

III. Macroscopic Observables 

Large sized neural nets call for observables which quantify the current global state of the net. 
The Lyapunov function is such a measure, as well as the direction cosine, originally introduced for 
2-state systems [4]. For models with graded response the direction cosine is modified to 

av(t) = Ly SEK] S [za (t)] / {[2 S2 (Kv) ]4 (Z S2 (z(t) ]4} (3.1) 

It describes the overlap of the v-th pattern vector K'”’ with the current state vector z(t) of the 
system. 

[V. Learning and Recall 

The network should store an as large as possible number of patterns to be retrieved. Success or 

failure depends on the learning method. A suitable procedure is ”sampling ledrning”: Samples of 
pattern distributions with centers K,,y.¢"’, v=1,..,m are offered to the net, with samples from the 
v-th distribution for a time 5t,° where a = 1,2,..,c, andc = number of presentation cycles. The 
learning time is given by 

tlearn = Ughy Sty”. (4.1) 

The intervals 5t,° are determined by use of (3.1). As soon as a'V(t) = 1, 5t,7 is fixed. By means of 
(2.9) one obtains 

<w> = -(1/B) <gradyL> . (4.2) 

The brackets stand for averaging over the pattern centers. It is assumed that the noisy 
background in the patterns has been averaged out during the times t,° . Learning is finished 
when | 

<w> =0, or <L> = const. (4.3) 

The second relation holds if the fluctuations <(L-<L>)2> are sufficiently small which is tacitly 
assumed. From (4.3), c can be fixed. Thus finally tiearn is fixed. 

In the recall phase, the weights w,) remain constant. The recall ability depends (i) on the initial 
value z(0) of the activation state vector, and (ii) on the storage capacity r = m/q. It is ap- 
propriately characterized by the direction cosine (3.1). 

V. A Computer Experiment 

We exemplify the behavior of stable adaptive neural nets by pattern pair recognition. The 
details of the simulation in short hand form are: 2-layer net; 7x7 nodes per layer; weights 
nonzero only between layers (ef. [5]). Input patterns: 7x7 matrices, displayed in pixel array. Clean 
patterns (pattern centers Kgy.”’) : z_ S-52 = "white” and z, 252 = "black”. Noisy patterns 

(pattern samples K‘Y’): add random numbers ¢ [-60,60] to the clean patterns with activities -52 
and 52, respectively. Graphic display in 6 shades of grey by dividing interval (-60,60] into 6 parts. 
Choice of constants: Cy < Ag, causes node activities to change faster than weights ("short term 
memory” vs. "long term memory”); px # 1 introduces multiple time scales into system [3]), in 
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particular », <1 enhances time scale differences between nodes and weights. We choose Cy = 
2.0, Ask = 1.0, and p, ¢ (0.5,1.0]. Eqs.(2.1) and (2.5) are discretized with time step 0.1. 

10 pattern distributions are offered to the system. It should store and retrieve the 

corresponding clean patterns Kgygt'’’ . Note that the storage capacity exceeds the Hopfield limit of 

r=0.15 considering that the net is not fully connected. In Figs. 1-4 some results of the simulation 

are displayed. Figs.1-3 are based on a simulation with a highly nonlinear signal function 
(T=0.02 in (2.4)). Fig.1 shows snapshots of the learning phase. After having learned the pair 
(V,X), at each time step samples from a new pattern distribution are presented which possesses 

(7,2) as pattern center. The net stores the clean patterns though it ”sees” only noisy versions: In 

addition to storing, it filters. Fig.2 shows an example from the recall phase. The net sees at each 
time step the same noisy pattern and relaxes to the clean state. Fig.3 exhibits a more difficult 
task: Essentially only one pattern half is presented as input, and the net should associate the 
other half. Here, it becomes even more clear that recall and filtering in the learning phase are 
completely different processes: For recall the only essential point is the correspondence of the 

stored patterns to minima of the Lyapunov function. Fig.4 illustrates the behavior of a linearized 
network (T=20.0 in (2.4)). Figs.4.a and 4.b show a snapshot of the learning phase. It is seen that 
the filtering ability persists in the linear case. The recall ability, however, is completely lost, as 

Figs.4.c and 4.d clearly show. 
These results can be understood as follows. First to the filtering property. We linearize the 

signal function (2.4) , i.e. S(z) ~z/T. Insertion in (2.1), using IK,l=q (cf. (2.2)), and 
I(A/T)Zwez5l <!K,1, (2.1) becomes 

Zy = -Cyzy + Kx. (5.1) 

Eq.(5.1) is of Langevin type with a "friction” term - C,z; and a "stochastic force” Ky. Averaging 
over the pattern distribution with center K;,™ , (5.1) becomes 

Ze = - Cyz + Ky™ (5.2) 

where the bar denotes averaging. For large times, 

Z_ = Ky*/Cy, (5.3) 

and hence the activations are proportional to the clean patterns. The filtering ability persists in 

the nonlinear case. 
In the recall phase, 

Ze = - Cyzy + DgWsK e*™ S(zg) + Kx, (5.4) 

where the w,;'**™ are the weights obtained at the end of the learning phase. The pattern K here is 
a constant noisy pattern whose clean version is to be recognized by the net. For large times, 

Z(%) = Cy! (Lywek”™ S[z5()] + Kuh. (5.5) 

If the signal function S is sufficiently nonlinear, the net will behave as an associative memory. In 

contrast, in the linear case 

Z,(™) ~K;/C,, (5.6) 

i.e. the net will, up to a proportionality constant, only reproduce the constant noisy pattern offered 

and not relax to the clean pattern. Precisely this behavior is illustrated in Figs.4.c and 4.d. Thus 

in contrast to filtering , the nonlinearity of the net is indispensable for storing in the learning 

phase and hence for recall as well. 
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1. Introduction 
In this work, a new “cooling schedule” for the Simulated Annealing (SA) is proposed, 

introducing a variable parametrization of the search process. 
The SA, commonly applied to the minimization of functions with many local minima 

(over a continuous space or a discrete one of great cardinality), is based on the analogy 
between that problem and the models of statistical mechanics that study the behaviour of 
systems of particles with many degrees of freedom at thermal equilibrium, for which, accord- 
ing to the model, the probability of being in the state s is given by the Gibbs distribution: 

x(s) =exp{ Tr 

where ¢ is the energy associated to that state, and k is the so called Boltzmann constant. 
The SA works like thus: starting in a state z, a new state z, is generated; if it reduces 

the value of the function, it is accepted as the new state of the system, if not, it will be 

accepted with probability: 
(Zp) — ex _Af 
r(x) P T 

now being T' the control parameter of the process ([1],|2}). 
Most of the classical cooling laws, proposed on the basis of theoric results of conver- 

gence, include knowledge about the particular problem to be solved, but fail in introducing 
information about the search process; other proposals, which use as control parameted an 
estimate of the distance of the current value of the objective function to the minimum, solve 

partially the problem of getting information about the process, but fall in lack of knowledge 

about the problem. We are interested in combining the advantages of both groups, manag- 

ing information about the problem and, at the same time, about the evolution of the search. 

  

2. The Algorithm 
Basically, the classic SA works like thus: 

- Choose ro € X; 

Z = 170; 
Update (T); 

- While (certain stop condition is not true) 

{ 
Choose zp € N(x) /x* a neighbor of x + / 
Generate a random number a ~ U/(0, 1 
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/* from the uniform distribution in (0, 1] « / 

If (f(zp) < f(z) or a < exp{—(f(zp) — f(z))/T}) 
t= Ip; 
Update (T); 

where f : X — Ry, is the function to be minimized (maximized), X may be continuous 
(a subset of R") or discret (as in the case of combinatorial problems, e.g. the Travelling 
Salesman Problem), and N(z) is the set of neighbors of z in X, defined, in the continuous 
Case, as 

N,(z) = {ye X: ||z— yl| =r} 
and, in the discret case, as the set of states that may be generated from z by means of some 
defined change (for instance, in the TSP, interchanging two cities, or removing a city from 
a place and inserting it in another place). 

The update function determines the way in which the control parameter T (the “tem- 
perature”) ‘s updated at each iteration of the process. The classical cooling laws ((3],[4]) 
are exponentially slow. The rule we will obtain here does not depend on the time (i.e. the 
number of steps); we will see, however, that it contains, in a certain way, the same type of 
information about the problem as the laws mentioned above. 

The two main problems of the “classical SA” are: a) The tendency to get stuck during 
long times in local minima with deep “valleys”: it is the consequence of an early descent of 
the temperature (freezing) or of a too little value for the initial parameters; b) The tendency 
to “wander” across the state space: it occurs when the lowering of temperature is too slow 
or when the initial one is to high. 

In order to avoid both problems, we must bind the probability of accepting a candidate 
when it does not improve the solution, i.e.: 

exp{—(f(zp) — f(z))/T} € (a(z), b(z)) C [0,1 (2.1) 

In order to determine the way in which a(x) and 6(z) depend on z or, more precisely, 
on f(z), we must consider that they have to be reduced as f goes to zero, but avoiding a 
behaviour like showed in Fig. 1. We propose: 

a(x) = al] — e~ (2) fain) b(z) _— Bil — e~f(2)-Inia)) 

where a y f will be input parameters and f*.., is an estimate of fmin, the absolute minimum. 
This brings the behaviour showed in Fig. 2. 
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In order to estimate fmin, we must introduce a new parameter, a certain coefficient h € (0, 1) 
which will be applied to the current value of f. 

We may rewrite (2.1) as: 

T(z) én a(x) < f(z) — f(zp) < T(z) én b(z) 

Suppose we know a Lipschitz constant for f, defined, in the discrete case, as: 

_ _ L = max { eH, \f(z) fiv)t 

and, in the continuous one, as: 

f(z) - f(y)| < Lilz-yll V2,yeX 

It holds that: 
f(z) — f(tp) > —Lr 

(in the discrete case, r = 1). Then, the lower bound in (2.1) holds if: 

—Lr 

With regard to the upper bound, it will be impossible, in general, to ensure it, since 

\f(zp) — f(z)| may be arbitrarily small. Nevertheless, it would be desirable to approach as 
much as possible the situation of Fig. 3. 

A 

4 - 
  

ZL, 
“ies 

    
  —> 

Fig. 3 4 

that is, among the candidates that do not improve the solution, only those with small 

increases are accepted with a high probability. This implies that in (2.2) we must choose 

the equality: 

  

—Lr 
T(z) = tn a(x) 

From all this, the update function would work thus: 
Update 

{ 
lt (f (z) < fin) 
min =h.f " 

_ ~ tn a(z)’ 
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3. Experimental results 
a. Our first application was to the minimization of the continuous function given by: 

f(z, y) = cz? + dy? — e cos(yz) — f cos(5y) +e+ f 

withc=1, d=2, e=0.3, f =0.4, y=3n, 5 = 4x (taken from [5]). 
This function has an only absolute minimum f(0,0) = 0. 
Using the Mean Value Theorem it is easy to find a Lipschitz constant L = 35 for the 

square |z| < 5, |y| < 5. Although this may seem very restrictive (we ought to be sure 
that the minimum is within that square), we will see how that value is still too high for the 
optimal behaviour of the algorithm. In fact, we begun running the program with L = 35, 
r=0.1, a = 0.6 and zo = (-3,5), i-e., a point on the edge of the square in which the 
validity of L was ensured. This did not work well: the search was wandering, purely random; 
there was not freezing. Then we decided to try with smaller values for L. With L = 5, the 
cooling was smooth and fast; at 800 iterations, we reached the value f = 1,6 x 10 in 
(z, y) = (.0033; —.00037) and the descent continued. 

Then we tried to solve the same problem with the classic SA, with a cooling schedule 
of the form ‘ 

Trying with different values for c, the result was the same in a certain moment, the search 
got stuck in a local minimun. 

Finally, we applied the law 

T(f) = exp (=) (3.2) 
l.e., generalized SA (as proposed in [5]). There was no problem of getting stuck in local 
minima, but now we observed the opposite problem: there was not freezing, so the only way 
in which the search was relatively successful was keeping memory at each iteration of the 
minimum value obtained for the function. 

Then we changed slightly the function by adding a constant to it, so the minimum was 
now f(0,0) = 5. We applied our method with the same values as in the former case and 
h = 0.99. The results were satisfactory, although not as good as in the first case; the cooling 
was indeed “in stages”; therefore, periodically it was observed some wandering. However, the 
current value for f never exceeded the minimum found in more than the difference between 
that minimum and the absolute one. A value of f = 5,0014 in (z, y) = (.0053; 0056) was 
obtained at 900 iterations. 

The application of the other two cooling laws ((3.1) and (3.2)) produced behaviours 
similar to those in the first case. 

b. Then we applied our algorithm to a discret problem: the TSP. This is a classical NP- 
complete problem, which consists of the following: given a set of N cities, how to visit every 
city once and only once, returning to the starting point and minimizing the total tour length. 
It is a problem of over- exponential complexity and no deterministic algorithm is known that 
solves it in polynomial time; so it is an ideal candidate for an stochastic optimization method 
and, in fact, it has been the classical problem for testing the performance of SA. 
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We togk a map with 100 cities arranged in a quadrangular lattice with side length equal 
to the unity, considering the Euclidean distances between the cities. The optimum tour has 
clearly length 100. Here the performance was best than with both (3.1) and (3.2), but the 
difference/was less significative. While 2 50000 iterations the value of the function with (3.1) 
was 110,45 and with (3.2) it was 109,93, with the “self learning” version the value reached 

e number of iterations (with h = 0.7, D=1, a=0.5) was f = 108.52. 

  

4. Con¢lusions. 
From the simulations we deduce that the algorithm really makes a sinthesis of two 

sources of knowledge: the inherent properties of the problem and the evolution of the search- 
ing process. 

Although the practical results are best than those obtained with other cooling laws, we 
must not some divergencies between theoretical prescriptions and practical facts, specially 
concerning the parameter DL. In 3.a the theoretic value found for ZL was L ~ 35; but the 
value with which the algorithm worked was 5; in 3.b, the theoretic value was L =~ 26, while 
the optimal performance was obtained with L = 1. This problem is analogous to that of the 

schedules of the type 3.1 the theoric value of c that ensures the convergence to the optimum 

is unapplicable because it makes the search exponentially slow. The most familiar case is 

the curve proposed in (2| 1 r 
> 
— log(n + no + 1) 

where L is the Lipschitz constant, r is a measure related to the radius of the graph (in the 

discrete case) and no is a parameter which controls the initial temperature. The condition 
(4.1) warrants the strong ergodicity of the Markov Process associated to the SA; but setting 
the temperature at that value turns the process virtually a SA at constant temperature and 
produces, therefore, a purely random search. Just like the problem pointed out in 3. 

T(n) (4.1)   
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INTRODUCTION 

Binary and bipolar valued correlation (Hopfield) associative 
memories have an inherent storage capacity limitation that 
logarithmically decreases as the dimensionality increases (cf. 
McEleice, et al., 1987; Amari & Maginu, 1988). We present a 
refinement of earlier work (Simpson, 1989) that circumvents this 
storage capacity limitation by employing a system of associative 
memories that partitions the ensemble of data patterns into 
orthogonal pattern sets and stores the resultant sets into 
individual memories. By employing this encoding scheme we can 
drastically improve the capacity performance of each individual 
memory from logarithmically decreasing to linearly increasing with 
increasing dimensionality. 

The motivation for this work was the storage capacity bottleneck. 
There are several VLSI and optical implementations of the Hopfield 
associative memories that are not being used because their storage 
capacity is too low. Our system presents an alternative in that 
we can now use current associative memory implementations as 
components of a slightly more complex system that will provide far 
greater storage capacity. 

ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY SYSTEM ENCODING AND RECALL 

The encoding algorithm performs the partitioning and encoding of 
the ensemble of data patterns in a single pass through the data. 
The recall algorithm operates in a nearest neighbor fashion by 
selecting the best response from the ensemble of memories. 

Variables: 

Assume an ensemble of m data patterns A = {A,, A,, -, A} where each 
A, is an n-dimensional bipolar valued row vector A, = (a4 aor o, 
a,,)+> A can be partitioned into M orthogonal sets A = {@,, Q, «, 
@,}, where M will be no larger than 2"/n. Each orthogonal set a, = 
{Qi Gore ef &,} is encoded into its own associative memory W,, 
where 8 is the number of orthogonal patterns in @,.- The variables 
used during the encoding and recall process are the following. 

k kth pattern, A, € {-1,+1}" 
number of patterns 

h hth associative memory (n-by-n matrix) 
number of associative memories 
flag signalling proper/improper encoding of Ak 4

5
2
5
8
 PD 
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orthogonal energy (see appendix for definition) 

temporary n-element pattern vector 

temporary n-by-n associative memory matrix 

input pattern presented to each Wh during recall 

bh stable pattern recalled from Wh given A 

index of the memory with the best response F
M
P
 

4
 

XM 

Functions: 

The recall operation for each associative memory is represented as 

a function. This operation, described in detail by Hopfield (1982) 

and McEleice, et al. (1987), is guaranteed to be stable for any 

arbitrary number of patterns in a finite number of iterations. In 

general, we assume a synchronous update procedure the employs a 

bipolar step function. This operation is defined as a function by 

the following: 

recall (W,A) associative memory recall function that is 

passed an n-by-n associative memory matrix 

and a vector A ¢€ {-1,+1}" and returns the 
resonant pattern X. See Hopfield (1982) for 

details. 

Encoding Algorithm: 

The following algorithm begins with one n-by-n associative memory 

W,- As more memories are needed they will be added therefore the 

ensemble of associative memories W = {W,, W,, -, W,} will grow as 

needed. The entire partitioning and encoding process tzkes place 

in a single pass through A. 

M=i1, k= 1 

while k < m do 

tT = A,'A,, Tf = FALSE, h = 1 

/* Store A, in first W, that has orthogonal energy */ 

while h < M and [Tf = FALSE do 

r = TRUE, W, = W+T 

if |A,WA," - E | > 0 then 

W, = W-T, I = FALSE, h = ht1 

else 

h = Mtl 

endif 

endwhile 
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/* If YT = FALSE then store A, in a new assoc. mem. */ 

if Tr = FALSE then 

M = Mtl, W 1 -—T 

endif 

k = k+l 

endwhile 

Recall Algorithm: 

The recall operation requires selecting the appropriate memory from 
which the response pattern will be drawn. Knowing that each memory 
is constructed orthogonally will be used to determine which 
associative memory is most appropriately selected for the response. 
The following recall algorithm will select the best response 
pattern, X,, given an arbitrary input pattern, A, ina single pass 
through the associative memories. 

Bh=1 

for h = 1 to M do 

X, = recall (WA) 

s T T * if (|AW,A-X Wx | + |X,W.X,-E |) 

< (|AWA'-xX,W.x,"| + [X,W.X,-E"|) then » = h 

endfor 

CONCLUSIONS 

By utilizing an ensemble of associative memories we are able to 
store far more patterns in each associative memory which means much 
more information is being stored per connection. As an example, 
using the criteria of McEleice, et al., a single associative memory 
could perfectly store 11 randomly selected 100-dimension bipolar 
patterns -- yielding a storage density of 11/1007 = 0.0011 patterns 
per connection. On the other hand, an associative memory system 
could store as many as 100 patterns per associative memory -- 
yielding a storage density of 100/100° = 0.01 patterns per 
connection. This is an improvement in efficiency by a factor of 
almost 10 for only moderately large patterns. As the 
dimensionality increases, the improvement is even more dramatic. 
In addition, an associative memory system does not require complete 
retraining when a new pattern must be incorporated into the 
existing knowledge base. New patterns can be encoded immediately 
and efficiently -- a feature several existing neural networks lack. 
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APPENDIX: ORTHOGONAL ENERGY 

When all the patterns stored in an associative memory are members 
of an orthogonal set then there is a simple expression that 
describes the energy of the systen. 

Assume that the dimensionality of the patterns being stored is 
even. The correlation association associative memory is 
constructed using the equation 

m 
W= © AJA, (A-1) 

k=1 
where each A, is an n-dimensional bipolar valued row vector A, ¢€ 
{-1,+1}". The energy of this system is defined as 

E = -awa', (A-2) 
where A cé {A,: k = 1, 2, ..-, m}. We can rewrite equation A-2 as 

m 
E=-A(£ AA) A’ 

k=1 

" Ta qT =- £ AA, AA 
k=1 

m 
=- AA'AA' - = AA'AA', (A-3) 

j<>k 
which yields the orthogonal energy relationship 

E = -n’. (A-4) 
As might be expected, the energy of a system with all patterns 
stored orthogonally is only dependent on the number of dimensions 
in the system and not the number of patterns stored. 
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EQUILIBRIUM UNIQUENESS AND GLOBAL EXPONENTIAL STABILITY 
OF A NEURAL NETWORK FOR OPTIMIZATION APPLICATIONS 

S. I. Sudharsanan and M. K. Sundareshan 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

University of Arizona 
Tucson, AZ 85721 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

In the recent past, several innovative results have appeared in the literature that demon- 
strate the use of neural networks in providing a computational architecture of choice for 
handling complex optimization problems. A number of very versatile networks have been 
reported to perform optimization in various applications. 

The key to the successful application of a neural network to solve optimization problems 
lies in its convergence properties. Analysis of the qualitative properties of Hopfield-type 
networks (and their generalizations), in particular their stability properties, has been in- 
vestigated in a number of articles [1-3]. Most of these results, however, are developed in 
the context of using these networks as associative memories. There exist some very fun- 
damental differences in the types of qualitative properties that one would be interested in 
examining in order to serve as guidelines for tailoring the neural network which is intended 
for eventual use either as an associative memory or for optimization purposes. In partic- 
ular, for problems of designing a neural network to serve as an associative memory, the 
analysis of the recall abilities of a set of stored vectors in the state space is of importance 
and consequently the synthesis question is one of adjusting the network parameters such 
that the network has multiple equilibrium points corresponding to the desired vectors to 
be recalled from the memory. Also, the stability conditions of interest are only of a local 
nature that ensure asymptotic convergence to an equilibrium point when the network is 
started from an initial state in the vicinity of that equilibrium point. 

On the other hand, for neural networks that are intended to be used for solving op- 
timization problems, construction of the network with a unique equilibrium point that 
corresponds to the global optimum of the objective function is highly desirable, to prevent 
convergence to the local minima which may generally be far from the global optimum 
conditions. In this case, conditions for the global asymptotic stability of the network that 
ensure convergence of the solutions starting from any initial state to the unique equilib- 
rium point , and also an estimate of the exponential convergence rate, are of particular 
importance. The synthesis question of interest then is one of selecting network parameters 
such that the network possesses a unique equilibrium point and an exponential convergence 
with a specified rate to this point (i.e. exponential stability with a prescribed degree [4]) 
is ensured. In this paper, we shall report the results of a qualitative analysis aimed at ob- 
taining such conditions for a neural network that can be programmed to solve optimization 
problems. 

2. NEURAL NETWORK MODEL: 

  

We consider a modified Hopfield-type neural network structure whose application to 
solving least squares estimation problems has been demonstrated recently [5]. For an N - 
neuron network, the dynamics are described by 

N 

— = a, + t3;9(u;) + b; = 1,2,- .* NV (1) 

j=l 
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where u; is the input to neuron i, t;; = t;; is the synaptic interconnection strength between 
the 7-th and the j-th neurons, and }; is the external bias input. Further, a; > 0 1s 
an RC-time constant and g(u;) is a monotonically nondecreasing function specifying the 
input-output characteristic of each neuron in the form 

Bu, [us| < B 

vi = g(u;) = ¢ BB, u; >B (2) 

—BB, u;<—-B 

where # and B are finite positive constants. The equilibrium points of the dynamical 
equations (1) and (2) correspond to the minima of an associated energy function 

oe N 

> (tis - Sov, — > div: (3) E = -5 
i=1 j=1 i=1 

N 

where 6;; is the Kronecker delta. E in (3) indicates the usefulness of the network described 
by (1) and (2) for quadratic optimization problems. 

It should be mentioned that networks of this type have been shown to be realizable 
by analog electronic circuits with g(u;) being realized by an amplifier. This model differs 
from the network proposed by Hopfield in g(.) being a piecewise linear function rather 
than being a strictly increasing sigmoidal function. 

3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS: 

Of fundamental importance in the synthesis of a network for optimization applica- 
tions is the establishment of conditions for characterizing the equilibrium conditions and 
for guaranteeing convergence to a steady-state equilibrium following a transient regime. 
Specifically, we are interested in the following questions: Are the solution trajectories 
starting at different initial states remain bounded for all times? How can we guarantee 
the existence of equilibrium points at certain desired operational ranges? What are the 
structural conditions that ensure an unique equilibrium point? What types of relations 
between the network parameters ensure exponential convergence to an ~yuilibrium condi- 
tion irrespective of the choice of initial conditions to start the network? Answers to these 
questions will be summarized in this section in the form of theorems. Proofs of these will 
be omitted due to page restrictions. 

Theorem 1: For the network described by (1) and (2), a solution for any specified 
initial condition (i.e. u;(to) ) exists and is unique. 

Theorem 2: The solution of (1) starting at any initial state u;(to) is bounded for all 
t > to. 

It is evident that the locations of the equilibrium points in R* and their characteristics 
are determined by the interconnection pattern of the neural net (i.e. by the parameters 
t;;) as well as by the parameters a; and the constants # and B defining the neuron input- 
output characteristic. For the sake of simplicity in stating the following results which 
provide a characterization of the equilibrium points of the network defined by (1) and (2), 
consider the compact set S C R defined by 

S={u: —-B<u;< B,i1=1,2,---,N }, (4) 
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where ue KR 5 u = [ua wa, ...,un]?. We can now state a theorem which confines the 
equilibrium points of (1) to a desired operational range corresponding to the linear region 
of the input-output function g(.) with slope 6 > 0. 

Theorem §: Let the following condition hold: 

N 

B 1—a:B > |ti;| —a;|b;|>0 Vi=1,2,---,N. (5) 

j=1 

Then the equilibrium points of (1) lie on or inside S. 

As mentioned earlier, for neural networks intended to be used for solving optimization 
problems, establishment of conditions that ensure an unique equilibrium point that corre- 
sponds to the global optimum of the objective function is highly useful. This is due to the 
fact that if the network is programmed to be asymptotically stable, then starting from any 
feasible initial state, the network will converge to the same stationary point solution in the 
solution space. The following result enunciates the conditions for an unique equilibrium 
point for the network under consideration. 

Theorem 4: If the equilibrium points of the network defined by (1) and (2) are in S 
and the matrix W € RY* given by 

W=A-— pT 

A = diag 2, aw vee, a] and T = [t,;];,;=1,2,...,N , is nonsingular, then the network has 

a unique equilibrium point. 

Having obtained the conditions that ensure the existence of a unique equilibrium point 
in a desired operational range of the network, what remains is to tailor the parameters 
such that exponential convergence to this equilibrium point is guaranteed from any feasible 
initial condition. Towards this end, we will give the following definition and an exponential 
stability result. 

Definition: The equilibrium point z* = 0 of the dynamical system 

x(t) = f(x(t)), f(0) =0, 
where z(.): R + R* and f : RN — RY, is exponentially stable with degree n if every 
trajectory starting at any feasible initial state x(t) = zo € R% satisfies the condition 

llz(t) | < ||zollexp(—n(t — to)) Vt > to (6) 
where x and n are positive constants independent of the initial conditions (tg, z9) and ||.|| 
is the £Lo-norm. 

Theorem 5: Let # be anumber selected in the range 0 < # <1/@ where & = @*a;. Then 
the equilibrium point uj of the neural network described by (1) and (2) is exponentially 
stable with degree 7 if the vector h(.): RN — R™ defined by 

h(€) = [hi(€), he(€), a) hn(€)]” 

€ = (61, f,---, En)’, EER V ~=1,2,---,N 

(7) N N 

hi(€) = > ti39(Es) = » tislg(€; + uj) — 9(uj)] 
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can be factored in the form 

h(f) = [U(E) — SCEPC (8) 
where P € RNXN 5 P = diag [pi1, p22,°*:,PNN] With pjy = 0.5a;/(1 — Faj),U : RN _, 
RN XN is an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix, 5: RN + RN*%N is an arbitrary symmetric 
matrix that satisfies the inequality 

€"[I + 2PS(E)PJE>0 VEER”, (9) 

I being the N x N identity matrix. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS: 

(A) The various results presented in this section serve as useful guidelines for synthe- 
sizing a neural network with desired properties. The conditions enunciated, although only 
sufficient, are not overly restrictive and could be used in a number of ways. In particular, 
they can be used to develop systematic construction procedures for selecting the network 
parameters to yield a globally exponentially stable network whose unique equilibrium point 
corresponds to the global minimum of an appropriately formulated objective function in 
an optimization problem. An illustration of this approach to construct explicit algorithms 
for programming the neural network to solve two estimation problems (viz. parameter es- 
timation by a recursive least squares procedure and maximum a posterior: state estimation 
in a dynamical system with noise corrupted outputs) is given in [5}. 

(B) It should be noted that the present result for exponential stability is valid irrespective 
of the size of the network (number of neurons) and holds so long as the interconnection 
pattern satisfies the required condition. 
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CONNECTIONIST FINITE STATE MACHINES. 
Giambiasi . L.E.R.I., Parc Scientifique Georges Besse, F-30000 NIMES FRANCE 

Sequential problems like speech understanding or speaking, robotic control, 
trajectory recognition, begin to be explored by increasing number of researchers 
in neural networks. 

Lot of previous connectionist approaches have treated problems of sequential 
nature by a spatio-temporal transformation (for example, the use of a window of 7 
characters in NETtalk to handle the context). Others approaches really implement a 
notion of state, in terms of automata's state (1), but in most cases, the state can not 
be easily manipulate or observe (2, 3). 

In this paper, using the definition of a finite state machine, i.e. the quintuple 
Input, State, Output, state function, output function (4), we are investigating 
neural systems exibiting finite state machines behavior. 

First, we present the formal definition and description of a neural network seen 
as a synchronous sequential machine. In addition, in many practical situations, 
the synchronizing clock pulses are not available, we present the basic model of 
neural network for asynchronous sequential state machines too. 

Based on multi-layered neural nets and backpropagation leaming algorithm, we 
then introduce 

(a) A neural network model of the state machine : the connectionist state 
machine. 

(b) A neural network model of the synchronous sequential machine : we have 
designed a specific neural memory device, counterpart of a bistable in the 
digital domain, used in the feedback loops. 

(c) A neural network model of the asynchronous sequential machine. 
(d) Implementions of Mealy and Moore connectionist machines. 

In the third part, experiments on sequences. storage and _ recall with 
connectionist state machine are described. The model of a connectionist state 
machine ables to store a sequence of patterns shows two sets of inputs : inputs of 
the pattern and inputs of the state and two sets of ouputs : outputs of the response 
and outputs of the next state. Recurrent connections allow the state to be update 
(i.e. the next state becomes the state for the next pattern presentztion). Using 
SACREN*, a neural network event driven simulator, simulations show that this 
model can remenber multiple sequences. 

In conclusion, we illustrated that based on this approach further developments 
may give reasonning capabilities to neural networks. 
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Phase Space Diagrams: Towards a Useful Characterization of Network 

Behaviour. 

Ronan Waldron 

Department of Computer Science 

Trinity College, Dublin 
Ireland 

Abstract 

A taxonomy of neural networks, as dynamical systems, is introduced. The approach is a synthesis of current Liapunov methods, 
and more general dynamical system analysis methods. The combination allows for the application of an extensive battery of 

mathematical techniques to the theoretical study of network dynamics, while at the same time ensuring that the results are as 
accessible as possible. 

1 Introduction 

Neural network activity is conventionally displayed by selecting a hopefully relevant instant in time, and 

then plotting a two dimensional projection of the network structure. The particular values of the nodal 

activities are often plotted as black or white squares, of varying areas. Several of these diagrams will 
give a ‘complete’ description of the network’s history. The central problem with this approach is the 

difficulty of visualising, and hence understanding, the network’s dynamics. Given that a neural network 
is essentially a dynamical system, a comprehensive view of its dynamics, for all values of exogenous! 

variables is desirable. 
Our central concern in this paper will be with the provision of a broader perspective on the study of 

network dynamics. The approach will be from the normal time series and configuration representations 

of network behaviour, to a phase space representation, and so a taxonomy of network structures. It is felt 
that this pictorial classification of networks will make the design of architectures much more accessible to 
the uninitiated, and so will bring the common-place understanding of neural networks that much closer. 

2 Time Series, and Configuration Space. 

A network’s configuration at any one time may be identified by an n-tuple of numbers—the activities of 
the nodes in the network at that time. These n-tuples may be viewed as the coordinates of a point in 
n-dimensional Euclidean space. This space is the configuration space of the network. A typical system 

will have the dynamics encoded as a set of differential equations. For example, see the simple network 
below: 

N 
dz;(t) ; <= —Aj2x; + > Bi; 2; (1) 

dz; (t) 
— = —Djj 25 + Bij ri (2) 

  

1Exogenous variables, also referred to as constitutive parameters, are those values, usually constant within a simulation, that 
define the particular system. 
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B;; and E;; are signal functions. The set (x;(t), xij (t)) defines the network configuration at any one time. 
The configuration space may be viewed as a vector space, and the point denoted by zx. To capture the 
temporal behaviour of the network, as a whole, the gradient of the vector may be plotted as an arrow in 
the vector space. The gradient is given just by Equations 1 and 2. The need for Carrying out a simulation 
for each set of initial conditions is done away with; the network’s dynamics may be understood by 
looking at the diagram as a whole. 

The, utility of this mechanism for large networks, with some thousands of endogenous? variables, 
appears to be limited by the dimensionality of the space. This is a problem intrinsic to the Study of many 
dimensional phenomena. There are many different approaches to reducing the complexity at hand. The 
first such approach we consider is the Liapunov method (see [2] for a detailed review). 

The Liapunov method is a method for the global analysis of network dynamics. The function provides 
a single variable that describes the behaviour of the system as a whole. The principle of minimization 
of the Liapunov function enables us to see the global dynamics of the network. The problem of the high 
dimensionality of the space is now circumvented. We may plot the Liapunov function against time, as a 
simple two-dimensional plot, and so watch the global behaviour. In this case, the system has been greatly 
simplified, and can readily approach the problem of the global behaviour of the network. For example, 
the Liapunov method for content addressible memory networks allows the visualisation of the network as 
a flow, into a set of vortices, or attractors. The vortices define a set of equivalence classes on the space 
of initial conditions. To ensure error-free memory is equivalent to ensuring disjoint equivalence classes. 
To ensure rapid access, is to ensure strong attractors, or equivalently, deep vortices. 

For an illustration of the two different kinds of information conveyed, see the diagrams. Figure 1 
shows the timeslice of the network after some thirty cycles. The convergence of the synaptic weights 
can Clearly be seen, as can the contrast enhancement. The same network is displayed in Figure 2, but 
this time a small section of the trajectory through configuration space is displayed. 

  Figure 1: A Snapshot of Network Activity. 

  

*Endogenous variables are variables internal to the system. As such they would include all the nodal activities, and synaptic 
weights. 
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Figure 2: A Segment of a Trajectory in Configuration Space. 

3 Network Dynamics 

There are several ways of approaching the problem of understanding network dynamics. The simplest is 

to simulate a discrete system of equations that either constitute the network in question or that approximate 
the continuous dynamical system under investigation. Models of real neural systems are constrained to 
be continuous, and hence our central concern in this paper is with these. To understand the complex 

dynamics of a large system, it is inefficient to take the initial conditions as the exogenous variables, as 

then each particular system within a class requires many simulations, one for each set of initial conditions. 

A configuration space diagram of the system overcomes this problem, as it simultaneously displays the 

dynamics of the network for all initial conditions. 
The configuration space approach is intrinsically based on the temporal evolution of the system in 

question. To model the behaviour as a function of time requires the solution of the system of equations 

that link the activities. This is invariably impossible, once non-linear mechanisms have been introduced. 

Numerical simulation has a limited generality. The same problem appears in the solution of even simple 

physical dynamical systems. To attain a picture of the global behaviour of the system, a common approach 

is to transfer the problem to phase space*. Phase space is a multi-dimensional space, with the coordinate 

axes defined by the set of all variables on which the future state of the system depends. For example, in 
the above case (x;(t), Fi; (t), zi; (t), Bij (t)) would be sufficient. This set gives the entire dynamics of the 

system, as if it were a physical dynamical system. Time does not appear explicitly in this formalism. It 

is the topology of the space that enables us to describe the motion. If we identify the Liapunov function, 

for example, as the linkage relation between the endogenous variables, then we may solve the system for 

the orbits. 
The obvious question is what is the utility of transferring to the phase space? The variables do not 

represent the actual state of the network, and so simplifications creep in. The signal functions may be 

non-linear, but this drops out of the system of equations, once they are rewritten for phase space. The 

powerful aspect of this sort of representation is the ability to study complex continuous dynamical systems. 

To understand the continuous dynamics fully, we must understand the properties of the phase space as a 

continuous medium. This can be achieved by the standard topological approach of mathematical analysis. 

We will then have the computer simulation, giving the layman a clear picture of the dynamics, and a 
  

3For an intuitive introduction to phase spaces, see [1]. 
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detailed, mathematical gaurantee of the validity of the picture. This overcomes the ever present problem 
with simulating networks—there are always points, or degrees of accuracy, which have been ignored 
possibly with catastrophic results. 

4 Phase Space As a Taxonomic Mechanism 

A central problem in neural network research, and in its application, is that of the design of a particular 
network for a given application. At present, the bulk of the work has to be done by an expert, who is 
familiar with every aspect of a diverse range of paradigms. The difficulty of training a programmer, for 
example, to this level of expertise makes neural network applications as yet uncompetitive. To facilitate 
the design problem, a taxonomy of the various paradigms is suggested. 

The basic idea follows from the work described above. The constitutive parameters, referred to above 
as exogenous variables, also define a multi-dimensional Euclidean configuration space. The reason for 
introducing the somewhat more obscure terminology for the two classes of variables was to highlight 
just this parallel. A particular paradigm may be encoded into a Cartesian product of the exogenous 
configuration space, and the endogenuous phase space. This diagrammatic representation is accessible to 
the layman, comprehensive, and verifiable mathematically. 

If the network’s central features may be captured in a single function, or in a general topological 
property of the phase space, then the necessity for the representation of the network at that level of detail 
is done away with. The illustration above of the visualization of content addressible memory as a flow 
towards a set of vortices hopefully serves to indicate the power of this method’ 

5 Conclusion 

Much rigorous mathematical treatment of neural network dynamics has been done. The inaccessibility 
of the results to the general audience limits the utility of this approach. No one will dispute the merit 
of having a mathematical proof that a network does in fact do what it seems to do. It is felt that the 
introduction of phase space diagrams will make this kind of analysis much more accessible. 

If a rigorous taxonomy is possible, by means of the phase space representation of the system, then 
the design of complex networks may be achieved by the synthesis of a selection of the mechanisms, 
characterised in the diagrams. 

The utility of a small number of functions which characterise the dynamical behaviour of a network is 
evident. It is felt that the topological properties of the phase space are sufficiently succinct to encapsulate 
much information in a compact fashion. More work remains to be done on characterising the topological 
aspects of various network models. However, as a mechanism for understanding the complex dynamics 
of the networks, it is felt that it will prove to be invaluable. 
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Disproof of Two Conjectures on Capacity of Hopfield Associative Memories 
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Abstract. In this paper, we disprove the following two conjectures: for a Hopfield associative memory 

of n neurons, (1) it is impossible to have a number of memory patterns between 2n + 1 and 2” — 1 [7]; and 

(2) the maximal number of learning patterns which can be memorized as the only memory patterns is cn? 

for some constant c > 1 [11]. 

I. Introduction 

The neural network we consider is a system of n interconnected neurons with possible states 1 and -1, 

connection weight matrix W and zero threshold. The network updates its states asynchronously (1.e., only 

one neuron ? is chosen randomly with a equal probability to update its states at each time), according to 

the following rule: if z is a current state of the network and z* denotes the next state of neuron 1, then 

at = zy if 5 W; 52; =0 

—1 if » 5 W352; <0 

= sgn(Wz); 

Such a network is considered as a model of associative memory in the following sense. We use the 

n-hypercube 8B” = {—1,1}” as a pattern space with each vector being a pattern. A pattern v is called 

a memory pattern if v is an equilibrium state of the network, t.e., v = sgn(Wv). A memory pattern v is 

said to be recalled from a pattern z if, starting at z, the network will be led to (equilibrium state) v. We 

will denote the neural network AM(W) as the associative memory with weight matrix W, the set of all 

equilibrium states M(W) as the set of all possible memory patterns of AM(W), and the attraction domain 

A(v) of a memory pattern v as the association set of v, %.¢., the set of all possible patterns from which v can 

be recalled (see [3,5}). 

One goal of using a neural network as a model of associative memory is that, given a set of m learning 

patterns v1, ...,Um (1 < m < 2"), to construct weights W such that the network has all v, ..., vm as memory 

patterns and each association set A(v;) is as “large” as possible. 

One way to construct the weight matrix was proposed by Hopfield [9] and other people. That is, using 

the Hebb rule, 

W= > ojo —~mI=VV' —ml, 
j=l 

(where J,, is the n x n identity matrix) for learning patterns V = [vj,..., vm] 1. (We will also denote AM(V) 

for AM(W), and M(V) for M(W), provided V and W have the above relation.) 
  

Since order of v;’s in V does not affect the formed weight matrix W, we can put V in a vector form. 
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A very basic question of such a Hopfield memory is about its memorizing capacity. One probabilistic 

capacity is the number K such that any set of less than K learning patterns will be memory patterns with 

probability approximately 1. The capacity K of a Hopfield memory of n neurons was shown empirically to 

be 0.15n [9] and was proved probabilistically to be of order n/log(n) [10]. And an upper bound of K was 
proved to be 2n for random learning patterns [2] and to be cn? (for some constant c) for correlated learning 

patterns (6]. 

Based on these results, people started to make conjectures on non-probabilistical capacity m — there 

exists some set of m learning patterns which are memory patterns. There are two conjectures: for a Hopfield 

memory of n neurons, (1) it is impossible for m to be between 2n + 1 and 2" — 1 [7]; and (2) the maximal m 
such that some set of m learning patterns V are only memory patterns without introducing any eztraneous 

memory patterns (V = M(V)) is less than cn? for some constant c greater than 1 [11]. 

In this paper, we will first study some properties of the Hopfield memory and then show that for some 

n, the capacity m can be between 2n + 1 and 2” — 1, and further number m of learning patterns as the 

only memory patterns without introducing any extraneous memory patterns can be of exponent order of n. 

Therefore, we disprove the above conjectures in general. 

The followings are some mathematical notations and definitions used later in this paper ((1,3,4,5]). 

For any z,z’' € B", we will denote by —z the complementary pattern of z, by 6(z,z') the Hamming 

distance of z and 2’, %.e., the number of components where z and z’ differ. Two patterns z and z’ are 

orthogonal if their inner product z' 2’ = D;2;2, = 0. If z and 2’ are orthogonal, then 5(z,2z') = n/2. 

Therefore, if there are some orthogonal patterns in 8B”, then n must be even. 

An tsometry on B” is a map r : B® —» B” preserving the Hamming distance, t.e., 6(rz, rz’) = 6(z, 2’) 
for any z, 2’ € B”. 

For a set of patterns 1,...,%m, we denote V as both the matrix V = [vj,...,um] and the set V = {v,;|j = 
1,...,m}. We will use J,, and 0, to denote the m x m identity and zero matrices, respectively. 

A memory pattern v is said to be a k-attractor if its neighborhood ball with radius k (in the Hamming 

distance) is in its association set A(v). In other words, v is a k-attractor if and only if v can be recalled from 
any pattern z with 6(v,z) < k. 

II. Some Properties of the Model. 

Lemma 1. If B, = [v1,..., v2] is an n x 2” matrix whose columns enumerate all vectors in 8", then 

the outer-product of B,, is 

B,B* = 2" I. 

Lemma 2. Suppose that learning patterns V = [v,..., Um] are orthogonal. Then any patterns which 

can expressed as linear combinations of V are memory patterns of AM(W), W=VV" — ml. 

The following lemma which is used in proof of the next lemma is due to [5]. See also [3]. 

Lemma 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for v to be a k-attractor in a AM(W) is given as follows: 

Vt, V91,---) 3k (with 71,..., 9% all different) 

vU; ((Wv); —2 5 Ws v;,) > 0. 

t=1 
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Lemma 4. Suppose m|n (n is a multiple of m), and 

CO, Im «: Im 
Im Om «- Im 

    Im Im .- Om 

for some t > 0. Then for any pattern v, v is a memory pattern in AM(W), if and only if 
ad = 

v=] |, forsome ue B™. 

    U 
= a 

Hence (i). the set of all memory patterns of AM(W) is M(V) = {[u',...,u']"|u € Bn} of in the matrix 

form, 

M(W) = 

    
(ii). the number of memory patterns |M(V)| is 2”; 

(iii). every memory pattern is an exact k-attractor where k = |[n/2m — 1/2]. 

Theorem 1. (Isometric Preservation of k-attractors). Let r be any isometry on 8”. And let V = 

[v1,..., Um] are learning patterns and V’ = r(V) = [rv,..., rum| be the image of V under the isometry r. 

Consider two AM(W) and AM(W’'), where W = VV' — mI and W' = V'V'' — ml. Then, an pattern v is 

a k-attractor in the AM(W) if and only if r(v) is a k-attractor in the AM(W’'). 

Corollary 1. If V and V' are two isometric sets of m learning patterns. Then the numbers of memory 

patterns of the AM(V) and AM(V’) are equal, t.e., |M(V)| = |M(V’)]. 

Theorem 2. If m is such that the Hadamard matrix ? H,, = [u1, ..., Um|(u; € Bm) exists and min, then 

the AM(V), where 

iH Om Im Im | 
m Uu eve 

i “m Im Om + Im 
V= = nim (henceW=m]{ . . |) 

Hm Lee 
Uy Um 

i Im Im eee On ;     
has 2™ memory patterns, and each memory pattern is exactly an |[n/2m — 1/2]-attractor. 

IMI. Disproof of the Conjectures. 

There is an inductive way to construct Hadamard matrices H,,[8,3], when m = 2° for q = 1, 2, ...: 

1 -1 Aae- Hoe-1 
He = Hox = ae-* 3° 

—1 1 Harri —Hoe-1 

7A Hadamard matrix Hm is an orthogonal m x m matrix with entries 1 or -1. For construction and properties of 

Hy, see [8]. 
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Theorem 38. Let 

Hoe 

v=]: 
Ha 

and V’ = M(V) be the set of all memory patterns of the AM(V). Then V’ are the only memory patterns in 

AM (V') without any extranenous memory patterns, t.e., V' = M(V’). And moreover V’ are [n/2m— 1/2]- 

attractors. 3 

Corollary 2. For some n it is possible for a Hopfield memory of n neurons to have a number of learning 

patterns of up to exponent order of n as the only memory patterns without introducing any extraneous 

memory patterns. 

Proof. If we take n = 2'+?, m = 2% = n/p for some p > 1 and V as in the theorem, then M(V) are the 

2™ = 2"/P learning patterns which are the only memory patterns (|p/2 — 1/2]-attractors) in the Hopfield 

memory AM(M(V)) without any extraneous memory patterns. 

Acknowledgement. The author thanks Dr. E.K. Blum for his valuable guidance to this research. 
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Generalized Neural Network Model And Its Properties 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a neural network which generalizes Hopfield’s model. In other 

words, Hopfield’s model is a special case of our model. Various properties of the model 

are studied. The generalized model is more powerful, both in theory and practice (Xu, 

Tsai, & Huang, 1988, Xu & Tsai, 1989). It is also easier to formulate some application 

problems in the proposed model than in Hopfield’s model. 

1. Introduction 

Among many neural network models, Hopfield’s model (Hopfield, 1982, [984) is particularly attrac- 
tive because it has been demonstrated that it can potentially solve computationally difficult problems 

such as traveling salesman problem (Hopfield & Tank, 1985). This paper introduces a new neural network 
model which generalizes Hopfield’s model. In other words, Hopfield’s model is a special case of the pro- 

posed model. Various properties of the new model is studied. It is contended that the new model is more 
powerful and in many cases easier to use for solving practical problems. 

2. The Proposed Model 

A neural network is a collection of neurons interacting with each other. The behavior of a neural 
network is completely determined by the specification of the interaction. By specifying different interac- 

tions among neurons, one gets different neural networks. 

2.1. Interaction Level among Neurons 

This section introduces the concept of interaction levels. 

Let V; denote the state of neuron 1, suppose V; € (0, 1], the interaction level specifies how 1; 

depends on other neurons’ states: 

Interaction Level p: At this level, other neurons’ states in the network influence V; in the form 

N N 
aa D5 tii, ---4,Vi, oot; 

7 P 

where ¢; iy ER. 1°2° o 

Hopfield’s model has interaction level 0 and 1 only, and this may cause some limitations. 
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2.2. The Proposed Binary Model 

In this model, V; € {0, 1}, for i = 1, .... N, where N is the number of neurons in the network, and 

neuron interactions are on level 0, 1, 2,... to K-1, K< N. Let V; (t) denote the state of neuron 1 at 

moment ¢, and each neuron updates randomly in time its state according to the following equation: 
l N N 

Vi (t+) = sen ( Ge DL thie tabi (Vig y(t) Ft 
t = tml 

l N WN N 

> yo tis ii, (t)Vi, (t) + ds ti Vi, (t) + 4: ); t=1,..,N 
1 mlsoml t= 

where sgn is defined as follows: 

1 z>0 
sgn (z)= 0 2<0 

where /; is the threshold value of neuron :. Furthermore, tii. i= tolii, «+: ip)? with o(12, -- + t,) denot- 

ing a permutation of 11, ---7,. This means that interactions on all the levels are symmetric, and all 

“diagonal” elements of t (t with two or more subscripts equal) are non-negative. 

Like the Hopfield neural network, the above neural network has the property of converging to 
stable states. 

Theorem 1: Let (V,, ..., Va) denotes the state of the network, if the neural network updates its state 

sequentially, i.e., no more than one neuron is allowed to update its value at any time, then the neural net- 
work will converge to a stable state (dependent of the initial state). 

Proof: Due to the space limitation, the detailed proof is omitted, the idea is to construct the following 

function: 

l N N 
B= TT. tii Vig 

$ ae tac 

1 N WN N 

~ —7 » bi igi Mig 7 ds Li, 
- i mltoml 3,1 

The function & is called the energy function of neural network or the Lyapunov function. To prove the 

theorem, one only has to show that the function E is non-increasing, and show that when E stablizes, so 

do the neurons’ values (for detailed proof, see (Xu, Tsai, & Huang, 1988)). 

The above theorem is a successful generalization of the one for the Hopfield neural network. But 
on many other aspects, properties are more difficult to establish than just applying the same methodology 
(from Hopfield’s network). As an example, let us examine the oscillating cycle length in parallel updating 
mode, i.e., when all neurons always update their values at the same time. 

It is well known that for Hopfield’s network, the oscillating cycle length is at most 2 in parallel 

updating mode. We introduce an example to enlight the difference introduced by more complex interac- 

tions among the neurons. 

Example 1 Consider a neural network with n + 2 neurons, those neurons are numbered from 1 ton, a 

and 6, as shown in Figure 1. The double-arrow line indicates an interaction of level 1 between the neu- 

rons, and the values above them indicates the interaction strength or weights. Those arrow lines incident 
to the square box represent an interaction on level 2, which involves neurons 1, a and 6. Also suppose 

that the threshold value of each neuron is as following: 

t=n+15-—1, t=l,.,n 

t, =¢t, = 05 

and the level 2 interaction strength 
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Figure 1 

fig =n+i 

If the neural network starts from an initial state (1, 0, ...., 0) (i.e., neuron 1 has value 1, and all other neu- 
rons having value 0, the last two bit is for neurons a and b), then by parallel updating, we will have the 
a oscillating cycle: 

= (J, 0, ...,0) + (0, 1, ..., 0) +o. (0, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0) —+ — (0, ..., 0, 1,1) + V. 

which is of length n + 1. The example used only one interaction of level 2, and it increased the cycle 
length to O(n). 

~~ 

2.3. The Proposed Continuous Model 

In this case, neuron state is a continuous variable instead of being binary, i.e., V; € (0, 1]. It is a 
kind of binary model simulated in an analog way. Each neuron’s state is determined by the following dif- 
ferential equation: 

du; l x x ae MF GR tea Viet 
‘= 8 —_)™ 

+ FEU tia M t Vi. + Sti. Vi + [;), r=1,..,N 

$,=ls,=l t= 

with u; = G (V;), where G is a strictly increasing function, with G (1) = oo and G (0) = — oa Other 
conditions are the same as in the binary model except there are no restrictions on diagonal elements of ¢. 

Theorem 2: The above continuous neural network always converges to stable states. 

Proof: Like in the binary case, we consider the following energy function: 

E= x pr 9° (v) dv — = us 2 ti iwVig Vig 

= AD Vy io SM i, 
2; mlignl 

dE dE du; dV; It be sh that —— — — can be shown that dt < 0, and when dt —0,-— at — 0 and Tt —> 0. 
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3. Applications in Optimization 

There are many attempts to use neural network (Hopfield’s model, mostly) to solve optimization 
problems. The generalized neural network provides a more powerful mean. For example, the generalized 
neural network has been successfully used to improve the performance of Hopfield’s network for Travel- 
ing Salesman Problem (Xu & Tsai, 1989). This may be the first time a neural algorithm has produced 

competitive results compared with the ones obtained by conventional heuristic algorithms on TSP. The 
new model is also easier to use to formulate some optimization problems into neural network frame. 

As an ‘illustrative example, consider the 3-Satisfiability problem, which is a well-known 
NP-Complete problem (Garey & Johnson, 1979): 

Given a set of boolean variables U = {V,, ..., VvVi vesy Vu}, and given a set C’ of 3-clause on U, C 

= {¢), ..., Cy}, with ec; = X; + X; + X,, where X;, X,; and X, are from U, the question is that if there 

exist an assignment of the boolean variables such that all clauses have "TRUE" value. 

This problem can be stated in an equivalent version, i.e., if there exists an assignment of the 
boolean variables such that all clauses have "FALSE" value, where the clauses are now in the form ¢; = 

XX Xp. 

Formulating the problem (of the second version) in the new neural network model is straightfor- 

ward, let X; denote V; with: < N, and Xy4; denote V; = 1 — V,, then the following function represents 

the object function to be minimized: 

R= > XX Xp 

(5,5,.4)@C 

by (?,7,4) EC it really means that X;X,X, €C, note that 1 — V; has been used instead of V;. 

The neural network is not difficult to specify, there are exactly N neurons, each neuron corresponds 
to a boolean variable, so by V; we mean either the boolean variable or the corresponding neuron, then the 

neuron updating function is as follows: 

V; (t+1) = sgn(— D7 X; (t)Xe (t)+ dS X; (t)X (#)) 

where by V;X,;X, €C we denotes the membership of the clauses in the set C, while by X y (t)X;, (t) we 

denote the states at time ¢ of corresponding neurons. 

Note that 1-Satisfiability and 2-Satisfiability are in P, but 3-Satisfiability is NP-Complete. Formu- 

lating the 3-Satisfiability problem in original Hopfield’s model is very complex. 
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1. Introduction 

Model neural networks have been used as mathematical models 
of the central nervous system of biological systems, and also 
investigated with an aim to discover the principle of parallel 
information processing. For the sake of understanding the central 
nervous system of a biological system, i.e. brain, there are some 
ways we can take. One is to try to understand the brain by 
collecting experimental facts obtained in the field of biology or 
physiology. Another way is to examine it from the macroscopic 
viewpoint based on psychological facts. However, it is important 
as well to analyze model neural networks constructed from well- 
defined elements to grasp essential functions of the brain. 

For the development of the research of neural networks, 
first, one should make clear the ability of homogeneous neural 
networks. One must find out what property of components(neurons, 
Synapses) affects what part of ability of a neural network 

System. In fact, it is known that the property of 1 Pee FORE affects 
the ability of auto-associative memory networks! Secondly, 
by examining how the shortcomings of a homogeneous network are 
overcome in a structured network, the principle of information 
processing of a neural network may be clarified. 

In the present paper, we mainly pay attention to the first 
aspect. We use discrete model neural networks with correlation- 
type synaptic weights. In section 2, the relation between 
associative recalling ability and self-connections of neurons is 
investigated for the network with fixed synaptic weights. In a 
broad sense, self-connections are considered parameters 
determining the response characteristics of neurons. In section 
3, we see how the behavior of a neural network system is affected 
by the individual property of neurons to learning signals. There 
we discuss the robustness of a system to learning signals 
(environment) for unsupervised learning. The improvement of 
performance by the presence of adaptation mechanism is presented. 
This would be an attempt to accept an adaptation property as a 
paradigm for the behavior of neurons in unsupervised learning. 

2. Relation between associative recalling ability and response 
property of neurons 

Consider a neural network consisting of N neurons and with 
feedback to itself. From the state of neurons Xs (t) at time t, 
the state at t+1 is calculated by 

x, (t+1) = sgn{ > _w. 

J¥1 
i5%5(t) + bei (ty), (1) 
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where x, (t)=-1 or 1, W,, 1S a synaptic weight from j-th to i-th 
neuron, b is a self-connection of a neuron, and 

-1, u<O, 
sgn{u] = 

1, ud0O. 

By constructing synaptic weights 

m m 
Wi5 = (1/N) > Ss ;5 ; 

1 

from patterns to be memorized s', s¢, cee, s(s™, =-1 or 1), the 
network behaves as an auto-associative memory. When b>0, neurons 
have hysteretic properties. Given pattern ratio r(=M/N) which is 
a measure of loading to the network, associative recalling 
abijity for this type of network is known to be the best for b 
wr 

If we construct synaptic weights 

_ m+1 om 
Wij = (W/N)) Vs i> j! 

the network can work as a sequence-associative memory. If each 
component of consecutive memory patterns is generated randomly 
and independently, recalling ability is the best for b=0. 
However, in general, if each component of patterns is generated 
by the rule Prob[s™*! |. % s™,]=p, recalling ability is shown to be 
the best for bX-q by numerical experiments, where g=i-2p. Fig. 
shows examples of these results. From the state x(t) at time t 
and the pattern to be_taken s* at that time, direction cosine is 
defined by a,=(1/N)) 55s yXy(t). Fig.2 shows an experimental 
result to see the best value of b. There agg 1s plotted against b 
starting from ag=l1. 

  

     
    

1 os 
lpwwa 

ef 
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4 
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p 
4 

DO 4 0 1 i i | 0 L 
i 

0 20 0 20 0 -0.2 -0.4 

time t b 
b=0 b=-0.2 : 

Fig.1 Effect of self-connection for Fig.2 Effect of self-con- 
sequence association. N=500, M=70, nection. N=500,M=70,q=0.2. 
q=0.2. | ag=l. Ten trials. 
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To interpret the experimental results for sequence 

association, we have derived an equation for the single-step 

transition of direction cosines by using the method of 

statistical neurodynamics’’. When a single sequence of length M 

is memorized to the network, we have 

  
  

1 1 b 1- -b 

(1+Q)az-b (1-Q)az+b 
  

  +(1-azy) (L4+q) F( 

G = a/x+2a2(r+az?)/(1-9") 

where 

)+(1-ap) (1-q) F( 1, 
GC CT 

  

u t? 
2 2 | -Z> 

Q=q(1+q*)/(1-q*), r=M/N, rwlegle| C t. q TEl-y d 

When q>0 and a,=1, for example, a,,, is maximized for b2-qg, and 
the best value of b increases with r. Note that b<0O corresponds 

to refractoriness of a neuron, and for, this case eq.(1) is a 

version of Caianiello's neuronic equation?) . 

3. Learning with adaptive neurons --- robustness to learning 

signals 

In this section, we see how the outcome of unsupervised 
learning is affected by the adaptation(in a similar sense as 
habituation) of neurons. There are some models proposed for the 
adaptation of a network as a system(e.g., ref.5). But our concern’ 
is the effect of adaptation of individual neurons on the system. 
The behavior of the network is described by 

Zy = sgn{u;], Uy = Dama gs%s - hy 

and the learning equations with adaptation(of thresholds) are 

Tawy,/dt = -wy, + Bzyx., (2) 
a 

f 

where (3>0, and ¢, CU >>1(adiabatic approximation). As an example, 
unsupervised learning for Bidirectional Associative Memory 
(BAM)°’-type network is considered here(see Fig.3). Learning 
signals(patterns) are presented repeatedly to a representation 
layer as a vector x, and at the same time the synaptic weights 
between the two layers and thresholds h. are modified according 
to eqs.(2) and (3) until they reach equilibrium. Thresholds of 
neurons in a representation layer are fixed at zero, and neurons 
in a hidden layer have adaptation property. As is well known, 
correlation(Hebbian)-learping network is sensitive to similarity 
between learning signals ). In the case where learning signals 
are such that Prob[x™,=-1]=p., there occurs total loss of signal 

information for p:%0.5(Fig.4(a) presents this fact). If there are 
adaptation properties in neurons, however, the network is robust 
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representa- hidden (a) non-adaptive (b) adaptive 
tion layer layer Fig.4 Effect of adaptation property 

(R) (H) for BAM-type network. N=200,M=10,p,;= 
0.3 for all i, B=10. R->H: 20 connec- 

Fig.3 BAM-type network tions per neuron, H->R: full connection 

to unfavorable learning signals(Fig.4(b)). Finally, we should 
mention that it is essential for this network to have sparse 
forward(R->H) connections. 

4. Summary 

For correlation-type model neural networks, we have shown 
that associative recalling ability as a system is greatly 

affected by the property of individual neurons, i.e., hysteresis, 
refractoriness and adaptation. 
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NEURAL NETWORKS FOR MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 

ERROR CORRECTING SYSTEMS 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the neural networks for the soft-decision error correction systems based on the solution 

of maximum likelihood are presented. The match filtering structure of the combined detections and 
error correcting neural networks is suggested to further improve the correcting performance. Considering 
imperfect functions of demodulator, equalizer, and synchronizer, two simple learning algorithms, the 
least mean square error (LMS) and the waveform reshaped averaging (WRA) methods, are employed to 
adjust neural weights for achieving robust error correcting systems. Simulations of the proposed coding 
neural networks comparing to hard-decision error correction system are presented.” 

I, INTRODUCTION 
Conventional error correcting systems build on digital logic design have been employed for 

improving the reliable performance of digital data transmission and storage systems. For the 
limitation of logic design, the optimal bit detection has to be completed and sampled prior to the error 
correction systems. This is so-called hard-decision coding [1]. In order to improve the correction 
performance, the soft-decision concept has been introduced by increasing the quantization levels of the 
signal set to achieve a M-ary coding techniques at the expense of highly increased system cost and 
complexity [1,2]. Furthermore, this conventional logic error correcting system perform adequately only 
under the assumption that the supporting systems and itself are in good conditions. There are however 
instances such as imperfect functions of demodulator, equalizer, and synchronizer or deficient 
components of coding circuit systems, etc. where such an assumption is not valid. In this case, the 
performance of error correction systems decreases dramatically or fails to function properly. 

Artificial neural systems technology recently has earned a lot of attention for many researches and 
applications since Hopfield and Tank’s publishes [3,4]. Neural networks have been recognized as a 
greatest potential technology in areas where many hypotheses are pursued in parallel and high 
computation rates are required. Error correcting is one of the techniques which need highly parallel 
processing at high speeds for critical tasks as memory read checking. At the same time, the native 
learning behaviors of neural networks can adapt themselves to operate acceptably even in the 
conditions of imperfect functions. The Hamming nets [5] and their realized neural circuits [6] ebulliently 
initiate the neural system technology to the applications of error correction coding. 

In this paper, we propose an error correcting neural network for soft-decision error corrections system 
which is based on the solution of maximum likelihood (ML) in Section II. Furthermore, the optimal 
detection neural network based on the concept of match filtering of coded waveforms is employed to 
further improve the performance of conventional coding in Section III. In order to restore the 
degradation of neural systems operating in ill-behaved conditions, two simple learning algorithms, 
least mean square error (LMS) and the waveform reshaped averaging (WRA) methods are suggested to 
adjust neural weights for achieving robust error correcting systems in Section IV. Simulations of the 
proposed coding neural networks comparing to hard-decision error correction systems are presented in 
Section V. 

II]. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ERROR CORRECTION CODING NEURAL NETWORKS 

Consider the case in which the unquantized output of the demodulator is fed to the (n,k) code 
decoder. Thus, each binary waveform is demodulated by the optimum demodulator by the optimum 
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demodulator (a match filter followed by a sampler) and a codeword is represented by a sequence of n 
random variables. Let S;, denote the binary waveform of the i-th bit of the j-th codeword. Each binary 
decision variable can be written as 

(1) Zi = Sj + Nij 

and i=1,2,....n and j=1,2,...2 . The variables (Nig are the samples of the additive Gaussian noise with 
zero mean and variance (noise power) No /2. Thus, the density function of random variable Z; is 

(2) Pa(Zi! Sy) = 1/(nNo)zexp| -(Zij - Sy)°/No| 

Once a codeword random variables Z;, i=1,2,.... is received without the knowledge of j of transmitted 
codeword. The decoding process consists of choosing one out of the 2K possible transmitted sequences. 
Under the assumption of memoryless channel which Njj are independent for all i and j. Likelihood 
function of j-th codeword is then given by 

(3) Lj = [] Pa(Zi!Si) =1/(nNohexp 
i=] 

  

x (Z.- SiP/Ne| 

For simplicity, the log-likelihood function instead of likelihood function in Eq. (3) is employed for the 
decision of possible codeword with maximum value among all codewords. Excluding the irrelevant 
terms in Eq.(3) for decision making, the optimal decoding criterion based on the solution of maximum 
likelihood becomes that the codeword corresponding to the maximum value among 

(4) Lj = )) ZSi-Si2/2 
i=l 

j=1,2,...,2 is selected [2]. It has been shown that this soft-decision approach presents higher reliable 
than that achieved by hard-decision error correcting scheme [2]. That is, the decoder can take 
advantage of the additional information contained in the unquantized samples that represent each 
individual binary transmitted waveform. 

Figure 1 shows the soft-decision neural network consisting of a decoding (D-) net, a likelihood (L-) 
net, and a maximum picking (M-) net. The L-net which calculates the likelihood functions in Eq.(4) is 
composed of 2k neurons and n input nodes. The offset Bj of the j-th neuron is equal to the sum of S,2/2, 
i=1,2,....n. The weights Wij = Sij connect the i-th input node to the j-th neuron for i=1,2,...2K and 
j=1,2,...n to calculate the log-likelihood function Lj in Eq.(4). The M-net which was discussed in [1] 
selects the maximum output neuron from the 2K possible outputs of the L-net. The D-net decodes the 
maximum output of M-net into the corresponding k-bit message codeword for the completion of the error 
correcting. 

For the antipodal signals set, Sj=+VE if the i-th digit of the j-th codeword is 1 and S;=-VE_ if 
the digit is 0. The all offsets become constant 0; = n/2 which can be ignored. Then the likelihood 
function in Eq. (4) can be further simplified as 

n 

(5) L = Y Zisign(S;;)) 
i=1 

Thus the weights in the L-net are Wij = sign(S;;) = +1 if the ith digit of the j-th codeword is 1, and Wj; = 1) ~ 

sign (S;;) = -1 if the digit is 0. In this case, this neural network is identical to Hamming nets and circuits 
suggested in [5,6]. 
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III. MATCH FILTERING ERROR CORRECTING SYSTEM 

Soft-decision error correction system can improve the performance of hard-decision error correction 
system. However, both approaches need an optimal bit-demodulator which is a bit-waveform match 
filter followed by a bit-sampler. The difference between these two approaches is that the former uses 
the unquantized value of the sampler but the latter uses the quantized one. It is intuitive that the 
correction performance will be further improved if the whole waveform of the corresponding codeword 
are employed instead of sampled by a bit-sampler. This received waveform signal of the j-th codeword 
is given by 

(6) Z(t) = S(t) + N(t), to <t<t. +nT 

where T is the duration of digit symbol. The likelihood function [2] of the j-th codeword after 
introducing any orthonormal signal set followed by the similar derivations in Section II is finally given 

by 

(7) L, = | Z(t)S,(t) dt - 1/2 | Sa(t) dt 
to 

Thus, the likelihood function is equivalent to match filtering which is the optimal detection of the 
codeword waveform. The implementation of match filter can be approximated by 

n-l1 m 

(8) L = ¥ ¥. Ziq) Sliq) - Spliq)/2 
FO g=1 

where Z(i,q) and Sj(.q) are the signal of Z(t) and S(t) sampled at t, + iT + q(T/m). When a waveform 

antipodal signal set is sampled once (m=1), Equation (8) is equivalent to Eq. (4). This case can be seen in 
baseband digital transmissions which their equalizations as well as their bit and frame 
synchronizations are assumed perfect. 

The match filter error correction neural network which has the same configuration as shown in 
Figure 1 is composed of nm input nodes and 2k neurons in the L-net. The j-th neuron output is 

n-l m 

(9) Tj = -9; + » » Wig,j Ziq 
i-0 q=1 

The optimal weights Wig,j = 5i(1,q), i=1,2,...n and q=1,2,..,m, connect the signal Zig = Z(i,q) of the 

(i,q)-th input node to the j-th neuron with offset 

n-l1 m 

(10) 0 = > > Splig)/2 
i-0 g=1 

For the general antipodal signal set, these offsets Bj , j=1,2,...2k become constant which can be ignored. 

IV. LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR ROBUST CODING NEURAL NETWORKS 

Although the aforementioned error correction neural networks have better correcting performance 
than traditional logic systems, these neural systems with learning capability as well as logic systems 
perform adequately only under the assumption that there are no imperfect functions of demodulator, 
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equalizer, and synchronizer and no deficient components in the decoding systems. In this section, the 
native learning behaviors of neural networks were further utilized to adjust the weights of the L-net for 
enhancing the neural correcting system operated acceptably even in case of imperfectness. 

First, the least mean squared error (LMS) criterion [7] is used as a learning rule of neural systems. 
During the learning period, the j-th transmitted codeword is assumed known for neural systems, the 
desired output of the j-th neuron is obtained by substituting Z(i,q) = Sj(i,q) into Eq. (8) as 

n-l1 m 

(11) Liopt = >», », Spli.q)/2 
FO g=1 

The mean square error of the output of the j-th neuron is defined as 

= Elle?l = Le 7 (12) @; = Elle? = E||T;-Lyopt 

where ej = Tj - L opt is the error between the desired and the actual outputs of the j-th neuron. The LMS 
learning algorithm [8] can be simplified in terms the current error e; and data Zig as j 

(13) Wigj(Pt+1) = Wig;(p) — 2uje;Ziq(p) 

where Hj > 0 is the convergence factor and index p denotes the p-th iteration step of the learning process. 
For assuring the convergence of the LMS learning algorithm, the bound [8] of convergence factor has to be 
chosen in 

(14) O< Li < 1/Lyopt 

In Section IV we have learned that the optimal weights have to be the transmitted waveforms 
themselves. If the weights are updated by adding the received signal waveforms, then they will 
gradually converge to the received waveforms which is the optimal ones. So, the waveform reshaped 
averaging (WRA) method is suggested as a learning algorithm for neural systems. The WRA learning 
rule is given by 

(15) Wigj(Pt)) = (1 - aj) Wig jp) + oZig(p) 

where o, is an averaging (or forgetting) factor. For truly arithmetic average, the non-constant factor Oj= 
1/p, p=1,2,... can be used [9]. 

V. SIMULATIONS 
For the purpose of verifying the aforementioned error correcting neural networks, the simulation 

results of hard-decision logic system, soft-decision neural network, and match filtering neural network 
with and without learning are presented in this section. Without loss of generality, the (7,4) Hamming 
code and antipodal signal sets are employed in the following simulations. 

After 80000-codeword runs at various signal to noise ratios (SNR), Figure 2 shows the codeword 
error probabilities of hard-decision, soft-decision, match filtering for signals with square antipodal 
and raised cosine waveforms. These results are simulated in the cases of perfect equalization and 
synchronization. The soft-decision neural correcting system is better than the hard-decision logic 
system. The match filtering neural correcting systems (with m=9) outperform both hard- and soft- 
decision systems which are the bit-detection and bit-sampled of the waveformed signal. The 
performance of square waveform match filtering neural correcting system which needs the infinite 
bandwidth of transmission media is better than that of the raised cosine match filtering one. 

For the raised cosine match filtering neural system, Table 1 shows the numbers of error codewords 
after 80000-codeword runs at SNR=0db in the conditions for: (a) perfect synchronization; (b) 2T/9-time- 
delay unsynchronized (unsync) without learning ability; (c) unsync with 10-iteration LMS (u = 0.005) 
learning; (d) unsync with 10-iteration WRA (a = 0.1) learning. The results show that the imperfect 
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(2T/9 delay) synchronization deduces the correcting performances dramatically. However, both 

learning algorithms mostly recovered the ill-behaved synchronization. The WRA learning rule has 

better improvement of performance than that of the LMS learning rule for compensating unsynchronized 

problems. 

  

  
  

Algorithms perfect sync 2T/9 delay [| -unsync with unsync with 
unsync LMS learning WRA learnin 

Codeword 0.0002 0.5034 0.0354 0.0069 
error rate   
  

Table 1. The codeword error rate of neural error correction networks 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the maximum likelihood error correction neural network systems are presented. Two 

simple learning algorithms, least mean squared error (LMS) and the waveform reshaped averaging 

(WRA) methods, are also suggested to adjust the proposed neural weights to acquiring robust correcting 

capabilities. In other words, these neural correcting systems with learning capabilities not only 

increase the correcting performance but also elaborate the applicability for the whole digital data 

transmission systems. The WRA learning algorithm has better correction performance than the LMS in 

imperfectness of synchronization. However, the LMS learning algorithm has its own potential for 

imperfect equalization error correction system which will be discussed in the future publication by the 

authors. 
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A New Kind of Associative Memory Network Model 
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ABSTRACT —- A new kind of associative memory network model which is more similar to human 

associative memory compured with Hopfeld net and other model is proposed in this paper. The learning 

algorithm of the model is based on Perce ptron. Lhe nodes in the network connect with each other, but the connec. 

fions arc not symmetry. Under some conditions, the number of samples which can be stored in a net is given 

theoretically, and samples to be memorized can become the stable attractors of the nonlinear dynaniical neural 

system. For the purpose that the net hus ability 10 escape Jom a non—sample attractor to attain a sample 

attractor when the system aperates dynamically, a dec pening im pression learning algorithm is given. In order to 

achieve the ability that arbitrary number of sam ples can be stored in a net, an augmented node method is also pro- 

vided. in fact, the linear inseparable problems in pattern classi fcation can be solved by the method. 

1. Introduction 

It is very important to investigate the principal of associative memory. It is well known that ability of 

associative memory characterizes the feature of human brain. People can recall clearly the things that have 

been forgotten. In recent years, artificial neural network is provided as a satisfactory tool for simulating 

associative memory. From a distorted image or a part of image, a clear and complete image can be obtained in 

the network by associative principle. The [Jopfield uct is onc of the neural network models which has capacity 

of simulating associative memory{1][2]. But there are some limitations of the given modcls. A new 

associative memory model as well as the Icarning alporithm is proposed in this pancr. The shortcomings ex- 

isted in otlicr ncural networks can be overcome by this approach. And the theoretical proofs arc also given. 

2. The principle of associative memory 

Hopficld net has two major limitations when used as an associative memory. First, the number of sam. 

ples that can be stored and accurately recalled is limited. If a large amounts of samples are stored, many 

non—sample attractors will be produced, but samples may not be the attractors of the network. Hopfield 

showed the number of samples(M) can be stored in the net is less then 0.15 times of the nodes number(W) in 

the net when the samples are generated randomly. Another limitation of Hopfield net is that it can not distin. 

guish sample from many similar versions. When a sample is considered as a initial state of the net, the result of 

the association may be not itself but another similar sample. 

The new neural network model proposed in this paper is more similar to the procedure of human 

associative memory. The modcl is also a net that nodes connect each other, bul the connections are not sym. 

metry. That is, there are two weights between two nodes i and j, w, is the weight which send information 

from ito j,w, /§s the weight through which 7 reccive information from ;, two are different. The behavior of 

such net is also similar to Hopfield net and is described by a nonlinear dynamical system. For an arbitrary ini- 

tial state, when the time is long enough, the statcs which can be attained in system can be attained are called 

attractors of the dynamical system. If an attractor is a sample, we call it a sample attractor, otherwise, it is cal- 

led non~saniplc attractor. 

IF a pattern X/0) iS a initial state of the system, after k steps, the state of the system is X/(k), then the 

evolution cquation ts 

xk+)=f ( Ew,x,0) (1) 
te) 
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Whicre / (x/)is a step function 

+1 x20 

J «&) ={ 

—] x <0 
Finally, the net move to an attractor, if the attractor is a sample attractor, we consider that the sample is 

associatcd by the pattern X/0). 

The procedure of neural uct memory is completed by the following Perceptron algorithm([3]. The compo- 
nents of the sample vectors may be two values +1 or —1. The samples are arranged circularly. 

XO), XU), ...., XO, ... 

where X (fn +k) is same as the kth sample vector. For X¥/1) , the weights correcting algorithm is 

Ww AC +1)= Ww) + n{x,0- f ( y w Ox, 00))x 0 (2) 
Ea) 

When all weights do not change for all samples, if is considered that the learning process is end. About 

such neural net model, there is theorem given following: 

Theorem 1; For a given M samples, and each sample is composed of N components. If the vectors constructed 
by any N-/ components of M samplcs are linearly independent in N—/ dimensional Euclidean space, and M 
< N, then the Icarning process be above method is certainly convergent,and all samples can become the sta- 
ble attractors of the dynamical net system. That is, if a sel of samples are well distributed in the vector spacc 
and the number of samplcs is less then the number of the net nodes, the net can memorize all of them. 

proof: (omitted) 

Theorem 1 indicates that the number of samples that can be stored in a net is almost as same as the num- 

ber of net nodes. If the samples are well distributed in the space, the conditions in-theorem 1 can be satisfied 
easily. At this point, all samples can be memorizcd by the nets. Comparing with Hopficld net, although such a 
net with same nodes is two times large as Hopfield net, the number of samples that can be stored in such net is 
(three limes Ini ger then Hopfield net. It can also distinguish very similar paticriis. Some problems cxisted in 

Hopfield net can be solved using in net. The lcarning process is very similar to some human behaviors to 

memorize some pieccs of information through reciting over and over again. 

3. A method for enhancement of associative 

Experiment results cxplicated that, when large amounts of samples are stored in the net, many non—sam- 

ple attractors are also produced. As input pattcrns have some crrors with samples stored in net, the associative 

results arc often nou—sample attractors, which make recall failure. A method to solve such problems is pro- 

posed. 

This method is consistent with such psychological phenomenon of deepening impression. After some 

samples have been remembered, people often repeat again more times. So the impression of the samples is 

deepened. From the view of neural net system, in this time, there are some difference between the sample 

attractor and non-sample attractor. So through the procedure of recalling, it can be tried to escape from 
nou—sample attractors and to attain the sample attractors. Where the algorithms are corrected as follows: 
The learning algorithm: 

When x @)=/ ( Ew) and 
ae) 

>f 
  

  

yw) 
bey 

" yi +l)=y ») 

Others, correcting weights 
Ww +l=w yo + nx (t)x (4) 

Where 7'>0 is au impression threshold. The above learning algorithm implicates that the samplcs are not 
only the attractors of the net. For a threshold 7 , when the net attains a sample attractor, all values of the 
nodes reccived is also larger then T . But for non—sample attractors, such conditions are often not satisfied. 

Based on this fact, the recall can escape from non-sample altractors. A motion equation is given in following: 

The initial input pattern is X/0) , after & stcp, the state of systemis X/k) , let 

s= y w x (K) 
te) 
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Then, x Kk + N= +l Wienw 8 27; x kk +ij=--1, when s C—T. 

when, —-IT< so< T 

r+] with probability (7 + 8 )/ 2T 

x i +1)= 

— | with prohability (7 — s )/ 27 

So when the net attains a sample attractor, it no Jonger move. While attaining a non—sample altractor, it 

continucs its motion. Such a method is similar to Simulatcd Annealing method (SA). When a random disturb- 

atce is happened, the statcs of the net can escape from unexpected altractors. The method also differs from 

SA in some aspects. First, the aimed state of SA is only one, but this method may have many aimed states. 

When attaining a aimed state, the net no longer moves, but SA continue moving. The case ifn state is the 

nimed state can not be decided by SA itself. Othe: methods are also needed to decide whether or not the 

associative results are the samples in Hopfield net, itnuecd not in this net. 

4. An augmented node method for memory of arbitrary number samples 

Theorem 1 explicatcs that the number of samples that net can be stored in a net is limited by the number 

of net nodes. The number of net nodes is as same as the number of sample components. So when the sample 

components are few, the neural net can only store few samples. This is a very large limitation in solving many 

real problems. 

To solve such problems, an augmented node method is proposed. One node is augmented for one sample. 

For sample vectors X_, X sees a the augmented sample vectors are 

y=, th -l., -b +1) 

x¥,=(,, —1, +1,.., —1, +1) 

x, =(X 1, - 1, —1,.., +1, +1) 

Besides, the original nodes of the net not only connect with each other but also connect with all of aug- 

mented nodes. An augmented node also connects with all original nodcs, but does not connect with other 

augmented nodes. A threshold node is also added. The state of the threshold node has value +] and does not 

change. The behavior of the net can be descrilyed as, when the net move to a sample attractor, only one aug- 

mented node is excited, the other augmented nodes are inhibited. The net has N + M +1 nodes. For this net, 

we have following theorem. 

Theorem 2; If a neural net is constructed by above method, then the learning process according to (2) is 

converpent. 

proof: (omitted) 

The aupmented node of a sample has obvious psychological meaning, it represents the concept of the 

sample. When a sample inputs to the net, its aupmented node is excited. When a concept node is excited, the 

sample represented by the node can be associated. The original nodes and augmented nodes represent differ- 

ent information respectively in two layers. 

When the augmented nodes connect with each other, another associative memory is formed in concept 

inyer. For example, characters are the concepts of the images, words are the concepts of the characters. Sen- 

tences can be considered as a kind of conccpts of words. In this way, information represented in different layer 

can be connected closely. 

Certainly, this method can also solve the linear inseparable problems in pattern classification. Such prob- 

lems are difficult problems, which had inhibited the development of the ncural net research|4}. XOR problems 

can not be solved directly by Perceptron. 

There are no connections between two inpul nodes in solving classification problems. The net has thicc 

layers: input node layer, augmented node layer and output node layer. 

When learning, the net first learn the weights between the input layer and augmented layer, and then de. 

cides the weights which connect with output nodes. For an input pattern, the information is propagated to 

augmented Jayer at first, then outpul nodes produce the output values according to all the receiving informa. 

tion. 
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5. The simulation results 

Here the computer simulation results are showed. J0 two valued images to be memorized are showed in 

figure 1. Each image has 10x 10 components. By Hopficld net to store them, when the 10 samples arc used as 

initial inputs, it can be seen that only “8” and “9” attain themselves and become the stable attractors of the net. 

The associative results of other samples are “8” and ”9” sample or other non—sample attractors. That are 
showed in figure 2. 

Using the nets proposed in this paper to store the same samples, the learning algorithm is convergent. 

That is, all samples can be remembered in the nets. When samples are uscd as inilial inputs, all can move to 

themselves in one step. Using the samples with noise as initial inputs, they also associate to their original sam- 

ples as showed in figure 3. If the initial inputs are arbitrary patterns as showed in figure 4., the associative re- 

sults may be non-samplc attractors. Some times they may be limited cycles. 

By using deeping impression net to storc the samplcs, in which the input pattern is the same as above, it 

can be seen that all associative results are the samples as showed in figure 5. 

36 samples are also stored in a net. 0 f m2 “1 L| 

- Ha 
Ofes4 Sh 1H4 
Sh 149 HOAs 

Ue ea cl A a Odd A i 
Ofes4 OJHHH OSHA4Y 
7 a dE Be Ba Be Bk 
36 764 Nello B44ee 

Fig 3. Fig 4, Fig 5. 

6. Discussion 

In this paper we proposed an associative memory model and several methods, the model has some prom. 

ising properties of Hopfield net, Perceptron, Back—propagation and Simulated Annealing etc., aud overcomes 

some shortcomings of them. The number of the samples can be stored in a net is proven theoretically. The sat- 

isfactory simulating results are also gottou. The model is similar to human associative memory and thinking 

way in some aspects. The method for enhancement of associative memory can make net escape from 

non-sample attractors and attain sample attractors. A net can store arbitrary number samples when the aug- 

mented node method are used. The mcthod has also solved the linear inseparable problem in pattern classifi- 

cation. The model and methods enhance the ability of neural nets so that they are able to solve more real prob. 

lems. In fact, memory is the base of intelligence. So the research on associative memory is also an important 

aspect of cxploring intelligent behavior. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a method of representing image data in terms of a basis 

pattern set called “primitives” which are B.P.learned by neural networks. The 

main feature of this network lies on the way of providing the sample pairs 

(sample input and associated supervisory data),that is, inputting the pulse signal 

to a single unit of the input layer, to associate with the supervisory image pattern 

to appeare in the output layer. In this way, the several image data can be 

compressively stored in connection matrices. The coding scheme of representing 

pattens in connection matrices is theoretically analyzed . Although there have 

been already a few network models proposed for the same purpose (image data 

compression and 2-D signal transform by using non-orthogonal function sets) by 

G.W Cottrell et,al and J.GDaugman respectively, we discuss in the proceedings ,the 

advantages of our present model regarding the feature extraction as well as the 

learning speed of images. 

1. Introduction 

The neural-net proposed for 2-D signal data compression by G.W.Cottrell et.al!), 

shown in Fig.1, is referred as an auto-association (or self-association) network 

because of its self-mapping scheme of input/output responses. The property of 

this network is (1)a capability of 2-D signal encoding is obtained in the 

connection between the input layer and the hidden layer, whereas that of 

decoding is obtained in the connection between the hidden layer and the output 

layer,therefore,(2).being able to be used as a compressive transmission system of 

image data. 

Issues on them are, however, (1)not being good in data compression rate as that 

of the singular value decomposition3), (2)not able to be used for feature extractor 

because the network does not keep the image data in it and so, the internal 

representation of the network hardly gives a description of the images. 

Thus, our goal is to establish a computational model which analyzes and 

compresses the 2-D signal data by representing it in terms of some suitable 

elementary patterns which the network itself may organize internally. 

Now, the present paper, 

1). introduces a method of transformation of pattern signal into the form of 

network's connection matrices using multi-layered network, 

2). shows that a sequence of images are expanded in terms of a basis pattern set 

which is organized by the network itself, and finally 

3). demonstrates some experimental results indicating the feature extraction 

capability of the network. 

2. Pulse Pattern Network 

The general architecture of our neural network for signal transform is shown in 

Fig.2. 

We may have now three layered neural network, with M units on the input layer, 

N units on the hidden layer and [X x Y] units on the output layer. 
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Fig.2 Pulse Pattern Network for image transform 

A certain input unit is stimulated when a corresponding image 
is shown es a supervisory signal. 

Let us deal with a set of M images : Fm(x,y), where m=1,2,...M: to be used as a 
supervisory Signal , each of which is associated with a “pulse” signal( 
stimulation at maximum level on a certain unit) of input layer, so that each unit 
of the input ‘layer can be fired to recollect a corresponding image. That is, the 
Pulse-Pattern Network (PPN) is defined as a multi layered network whose training 
sample pairs (input and supervisory data) are given as follows: 
INPUT :a pulse signal (a single unit stimulated at maximum magnitude) 
SUPERVISORY : an image to be associated with the unit in the input layer. 

In order to learn the pulse-versus-pattern correspondence, back propagation 
algorithm‘) is applied. 
We may be able to associate each input unit with any image in the image set by 

using this scheme. Let us give a brief explanation on this mechanism. 

3. Theoretical Background 
Now we shall discuss some properties of the network by analyzing the internal 

representation of the three layered PPN. Our concerns are 
1). how is a set of images represented in the network? 
2). and what does PPN have to do with an auto-association network? 

Provided that we have a set of M images (Fm(x,y): m=1,..M; x=1,..X: y=1,..Y), each 
of which has the size of [XxY] . Also we have a network with M input units, N 
hidden units, and [XxY] output units (see Fig.2). Moreover, let Hy(x.y.t) (where, n= 
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0,1..N; x=1,...X; y=1,..Y) denote the output pattern appeared when only the nth 

hidden unit is excited (assume that all other hidden units are inhibited) and 
especially Hg denote the pattern when no hidden unit excited, at the time when t 

steps of back propagation training are done. Since the i/o response of each unit 

employs sigmoidal function , 

1 

f(x) = ————---(1) 
1 + exp(—x) 

By the definition, HO,.Hn are expressed as a function of the connection weight 
Wn(x,y), between the hidden unit no.'n’' and the unit on the grid(x,y) of the output 
layer ,with the exception of W0O(x,y) being the threshold of the unit on the 

grid(x,y). 
1 

1+ exp(WO0(x, y)) 

1 

1+ exp(WO0(x, y) — Wn(x, y)) : 

In more general case where each unit of the hidden layer outputs the value An, 

where 0SAn $1, the pattern appeared on the output layer C(x,y,t) is also written 
in terms of Wn(x,y) as follows, 

1 

1+ exp(W0(x, y) — L Wn(x,y) x An) 

By substituting Wn(x,y) of Eqs.(2) and (3) in Eq.(4), we have 
1 Cx, y,t) = 

220(5 
9 O= "TT HoGy.D N  HO@y,) xO Hwy) van 1+ -———_- x TI 

HO(x,y,t)  n=1 (—-HO(x,y,t)) x Hn(x,y,#) 

  HO(x, y,t) = --(2) 

  Hn(x,y,t) = -(3) 

C(x, y,t) =   -+(4) 

  

  

For simplification, rewriting this in a symmetric form regarding C(x,y),HO(x,y) 

and Hn(x,y), we have, 
C(x, y, HO(x,y,t N Hn(x,y,t HO(x, y,t nf Sen? | _ nf Hote ve in| ene? _ nf oe Hg 

1-— C(x, y,t) 1- HO(x,y,t) n=1 1- Hn(x,y,t) 1-— HO(x,y,t) 

where, the function g(x)=In(x /(1-x)) for O0<x<1, can be approximated by (4x-2) by 
using Taylor expansion, neglecting terms higher than the third order. Thus we 

have 
N 

C(x, y,t) -_ HO(x,y,t) = Dv (An x (Hn(x, y, t) ” HO(x, y, t)))---(7) 

n=1 

Now Eq.(7) indicates that the general output pattern C(x,y,t) can be 
approximately represented by a linear combination of En(x,y,t) = Hn-HO which is 
the contribution of the hidden unit no.'n' to the output layer, subtracting the bias 

pattern. Training by back propagation insures the total error e(t), total sum of 

(F(x,y) - C(x.y,t)) 2 over all (x,y), decreases as t increases. Now we call these 
En(x,y,t) with HO(x,y,t), as ‘primitives’, in which way we could say that any 
supervisory pattern shown in the output layer must be represented in terms of 

primitives which are to be optimized as it learns. 

Secondly, each coefficient An, of the primitive En in Eq.(7) is expressed by the 

input signal and the input-hidden connection weights 

1 
An = -+-(8) 

M 

1+ ce ~ » {Pm,n x xe} 

m=1 

  

where Pn is a threshold of the hidden unit no.‘n’, Pm,n is a connection weight 
between the input unit no..m' and the hidden unit no.'n’, and X(m) represents the 

external input to the unit no.'m' of the input layer. In the case of PPN, we can 
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assume that it is the only time when Fm(x,y), the sample image no. ‘m’, is shown 

that no other input unit than no.'m'’ is fired at maximum of 1(others are all 0). 

Therefore, in the PPN, the coefficient An™ of the primitive En, being used to 

recollect the sample pattern no.m’' is written as, 

1 
An™   = (9) 

1+ exp( Pn — Pm,n) 

This indicates that the coefficient An™ depends only on the connection weight 

between the input no.m' and the hidden no.'n’ , so it cannot be corrupted by 
unnecessary competition whereas the auto-association network can (i.e, in case 

of auto-association net, the coefficient A'n™ is represented as a function of the 

product sum of Fm(x,y) and P(x,y)n over all grid(x,y) of the input layer, using the 
same notation). So, there exists a linear mapping T: Pm,n->P(x,y)n , provided that 
the organized primitive set (En) is identical between the PPN and auto- 

association, which we show in the proceedings. 

Some experimental results of image transform in terms of primitives are also 
shown with their learning speed of data compression for both PPN and auto- 
association network in the proceedings (we've already acquired some results 
showing that PPN gets less error by 30 thru 50 % than auto-association does for 
the same image data with the same number of units and learning steps over a few 
hundreds). 

4. Conclusion 
1). we proposed a computational model namely Pulse Pattern Network (PPN) for 

image representation using back propagation. The usage of the layered network 
is quite different than that of a multi layered ‘Perceptron’, since PPN is trained 
for recollection of the pattern data rather than for perception. 
2). we analyzed the internal representation of PPN which learns recollection, so 
we could introduce an idea of primitive referring the basis pattern set (though 
they are non-orthogonal nor complete, as Gabor wavelets'2)) organized by the 
network. 

3). The clustering (or feature extraction) capability of PPN is also shown by a few 
experimental results in the proceedings. 

Researches are to be made as to the following subject : 
1). theoretical study for the capacity of the multi (three or more ) layered PPN. 
2). application work for feature extraction of images using PPN. 

3). analysis of the relationship between the two schemes(Perceptron-like network 
and PPN) , ie, how Perceptron and PPN should interact each other to represent 
and/or recognize the pattern effectively ( these two are sometimes referred as 
the bottom-up approach and the top-down approach (5) (6) (7), so this is actually the 
problem of bottom-up / top-down interaction). 
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It is interesting to know how information is represented in the brain. There 

have been considered two different types of representations. Qne is a localized 

representation, in which a signal is represented by an excitation of neurons at a 

localized position of a neural system. THe self-organizing formation of a cortical 

map, the learning vector quatizer, etc. are such examples. The other is a distruibuted 

representation, in which a signal is represented by a distributed excitation pattern of 

a neural system. The associative memory model is a typical example of the 

distributed representation. We have an intermediate one, a sparsely encoded 

representation which is a distributed one but the number of excited neurons are 

relatively few. 

It may be of no sense to discuss which the true representation is. We believe 

that both representations are used in the brain in a modified manner. Neural 

networks have ability to represent information in either manner, in particular to 

create such representations by learning or self-organization. The important thing is 

to elucidate the characteristics, i.e., capabilities and limitations, of both types of 

neural information representations and to show their merits and demerits. We 

summarize the theoretical studies on these subjects and give some new results. 

These are useful not only for elucidating neural memory mechanisms but also for 

designing neural pattern recognition systems. 

In order to show characteristics of automatic formation of localized 

representation of signals, we show a model of a simple self-organizing nerve field. 

Such a model was proposed by Willshaw and von der Malsburg [197 6]. A revised 

model was mathematically analyzed in detail by Amari [1980, 1983], Takeuchi and 

Amari [1979] and by others, and a simple but powerful model was proposed by 

Kohonen [1982, 1984]. A self-organizing local representation provides with a 

convenient prepocessor of a large-scale pattern recognition system. It is important to 

study 1) metrical properties and 2) topological properties of such a representation. 

We show how the resolution of a localized representation is determined in such a 

map. At the same time, it is shown that such a model has an amplification property 

that frequently applied signals become to occupy a larger part of a neural system to 

represent them. The topological property is much more interesting : How is the 

topology of a signal space kept in its map (localized representation) in a neural 

system, when their dimensionality is different ? Takeuchi and Amari [1979] proved 

an interesting property that an automatic quantization emerges under a certain 

condition in the map, even when both signal space and neural sysiem have a 
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continuous structure. The Kohonen map does not have this property, because of the 

lack of dynamics of the neural system. 

The correlation type associative memory is a learning distributed 

representation studied for long years. A signal is represented by an attractor of a 

recurrently connected neural network. One interesting problem is the information 

capacity of such a representation : How many attractors can be formed without 
confusion in a network of n elements ? Another interesting problem is the areas of 

the basins of attraction and its dynamical process of recalling. It is also interesting to 

know the effect of encoding a signal into a distributed excitation pattern to be 

consolidated as an attractor. 

It was known that, for a random encoding, the capacity is n/(2logn), if exact 
recalling is required (McEliece et al. [1987]). The capacity is about 0.15n, if 

approximate recalling is permitted (Hopfield [1982], Amit et al. [1985], Amari and 

Maginu [1988]). The strange behavior of dynamics of recalling process was analyzed 

by Amari and Maginu [1988]. A capcity of about 0.27n is obtained by Morita [1988] 
by modifying the recalling dynamics. It was also shown that a cascaded neural 

system has a larger capacity of 0.27n (Meir and Demany [1987]). Amari [1988] 

showed that a recurrent net has also a larger capacity of 0.27n, whea a number of 

sequences of patterns are memorized in a recurrent network as state transition 

sequences instead of attractors. 

It was known that the information capacity increases drasticaliy (Palm [1980]), 

if a sparse encoding scheme is used. However, the basin of attraction is small in this 

case. Amari [1989] showed that the information capacity is n?/{24(logn)} in a sparse 
encoding case and that the basin of attraction is sufficiently large, if an activity 
control mechanism is added. 

A temporary or working memory is required to have a huge information 

capacity, because it is required to keep any signals temporarily as steady states. To 

this end, it is known that a randomly connected symmetric network has a capacity of 
about 2°°", On the other hand, a basic competition model of Amari and Arbib [1977] 
has a capacity of C,, because it can store any pattern in which & neurons are excited 
out of n. It is another interesting problem how to encode signals in the case of a 

working memory and how to compare one signal with others. Recent physiological 

findings of Miyashita [1988] are suggestive in this respect. 

The present paper discusses these problems from a theoretical point of view. 
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Abstract : A new methodology for neural learning of nonlinear mappings is presented. 
It exploits the concept of adjoint operators to enable a fast global computation of the 
network’s response to perturbations in all system parameters. 

1. Introduction 

A considerable effort has recently been devoted to the development of efficient computational methodolo- 
gies for learning. Attention has largely focussed on the back-propagation algorithm because of its simplicity, 
generality and the promise that it has shown in regard to various applications [6,8]. More recently, Pineda 
[5] has derived a generalization to back-propagation for recurrent networks. In a similar vein, Williams and 
Zipser [9] have presented algorithms for learning tasks with temporal dependencies. Pearlmutter [4] has 
proposed a similar technique which minimizes an error functional between output and targeted temporal 
trajectories. In a significantly different approach, Barhen, Gulati and Zak (2,3] recently introduced neural 
formalisms to efficiently learn nonlinear mappings using a new mathematical construct, i.e., terminal at- 
tractors [10]. Terminal attractor representations were used not only to ensure infinite local stability of the 
encoded information, but also to provide a qualitative as well as quantitative change in the nature of the 
learning process. In particular, they imply loss of Lipschitz conditions at energy function minima, which 
results in a dramatic increase in the speed of learning. 

The development of learning algorithms is generally based upon the minimization of a “neuromorphic” 
energy-like function. A fundamental requirement of all previously mentioned methods is the computation of 
the gradient of this objective function with respect to the various parameters of the neural architecture, e.g., 
synaptic weights, neural gain, etc. In the present paper we introduce a new methodology for their efficient 
analytical computation, as a single solution of a set of “adjoint” equations. 

2. Adjoint Operators 

Consider, for the sake of generality, that a problem of interest is represented by the following system of 
N coupled nonlinear equations 

P(u,p) = 0 (2.1) 
where ¢% denotes a nonlinear operator [11]. Let @ and represent the N-vector of dependent variables and the 
M-vector of system parameters, respectively. We will assume that generally M >> N and that elements of 
p are, in principle, independent. Furthermore, we will also assume that, for a specific choice of parameters, 
a unique solution of Eq. (2.1) exists. Hence, u is an implicit function of p. A system response, R, represents 
any result of the calculations that is of interest. Specifically 

R = R(i,>) (2.2) 
.e., & is a known nonlinear function of p and @ and may be calculated from (2.2) when the solution @ in Eq. 
(2.1) has been obtained for a given p. The problem of interest is to compute the ”sensitivities” of R, i-e., 
the derivatives of R with respect to parameters Pu, # = 1,---,M. By definition 

dR OR OR Ou — = 4 (2.3) 
dP yp Opp Ou Opy 
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Since the response R is known analytically, the computation of 0R/Op, and 0R/Ou is straightforward. The 
quantity that needs to be determined is the vector 0u/Op,. Differentiating the state equations (2.1), we 
obtain a set of equations to be referred to as ”forward” sensitivity equations 

op Ou OD du Op, ~~ Op, a4) 
To simplify the notations, we are omitting the ” transposed” sign and denoting the N by N forward sensitivity 

matrix 0¢/0u by A, the N-vector 0u/Op, by 4Z and the “source” N-vector —0¢/0p, by “5. Thus 

A*’zZ = 5 (2.5) 

Computation of the response gradient using the forward sensitivity equations would require solving a system 

of N nonlinear algebraic equations for each parameter p,, since the source term in Eq. (2.5) explicitly 
depends on p. This difficulty is circumvented by introducing adjoint operators. Let A* denote the formal 
adjoint of the operator A [1,7,12]. The adjoint sensitivity equations can then be expressed as 

At ext = 5", (2.6) 

By definition, for algebraic operators [12] 

Met. (AMZ) = Bet HS = OE. (ATH) = OE. OMS (2.7) 

Since Eqs. (2.3), can be rewritten as 

ah | OR, OR, os) 
if we identify 

a = 4s = 5 (2.9) 

we observe that the source term of the adjoint equations is independent of the specific parameter p,. Hence, 

the solution of a single set of adjoint equations will provide all the information required to compute the 

gradient of R with respect to all parameters. To underscore that fact we shall denote “z* as v. Thus 

dR OR 
— = — +0- XS: 2.10 
dpy OPy ( 

3. Applications to Neural Learning 

We formalize a neural network as an adaptive dynamical system whose temporal evolution is governed 

by the following set of coupled nonlinear differential equations 

Un + Ky Un, = S> Tam 9(Ym Um) + * Th (3.1) 

where u, represents the mean soma potential of the nth neuron and T,m denotes the synaptic coupling 

from the m—th to the n-th neuron. The constant «x, characterizes the decay of neuron activity. The 
sigmoidal function g(-) modulates the neural response, with gain given by 7m; typically, g(yz) = tanh(yz). 
The “source” term, *J,, encodes component-contribution by the presented attractors *@ of the k-th training 

pattern via the expression 

k _ B if S ET _ {| an 9(Yn Un) wn € ox 3.2 
0 ifn € Sy USy ( 
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The topographic input, output and hidden network partitions Sx, Sy and Sq are architectural requirements 

related to the encoding of mapping-type problems. Details are given in [2]. In previous articles [2,3,10] we 
have demonstrated that in general, for 8 = (2i+1)7! and ia strictly positive integer, such attractors have 
infinite local stability and provide opportunity for learning in real-time. 

To proceed formally with the development of a learning algorithm, we consider an approach based upon 

the minimization of a constrained ”neuromorphic” energy-like function FE given by the following expression 

_<v l 1 
E(i,4,~) = 5 > do eam Ten + — >> >> An "Te (3.3) 

n m k n 

where the constraints are of the form, 

k k = . 
i = Qn — g(4n “tn) ifn € Sx USy . 

{ 0 ifn € Sy (3.4) 

Typically, a positive value like 2 is used for a. The weighting factor wyam is constructed in such a fashion, as 

to favor locality of computation. The indices n, m span over all neurons in the network. Lagrange multipliers 

corresponding to the k — nth constraint are denoted by *X,,. The superscript ~ denotes quantities evaluated 

at steady state. The proposed objective function includes contributions from two sources. First, it enforces 

convergence of every neuron in Sx and Sy to attractor coordinates corresponding to the components in the 
input-output training patterns, thereby prompting the network to learn the underlying invariances. Secondly, 
it regulates the topology of the network by minimizing interconnection strengths between distant synaptic 
elements to favor locality of computation. 

Lyapunov stability requires an energy-like function to be monotonically decreasing in time. Since in our 
model the internal dynamical parameters of interest are the synaptic strengths 7;; of the interconnection 
topology, the characteristic decay constants «;, the gain parameters 7; and the Lagrange multipliers *4,, 
this implies that 

~~» a To + im + Dy = + DU <0 (3.5) 
ij , i 

One can always choose, with rr > 0 
dE 

Tj = “oT, (3.6) 

where rr introduces an adaptive parameter for learning, [see, e.g., [2,3]) Similar expressions can be con- 
structed for « and j, e.g., 

, dE , dE 
Kj = “Tr. 7 and 4 = “" by, (3.7) 

with 7%, Ty > 0. Then, substituting in Eq. (3.5) and denoting by @ tensor contraction, one obtains 

ViE @A < rr (VTE OVE) + 1h (VeE@VRE) + Ty (VyE@VyE ) (3.8) 

Without loss of generality, one can assume T = Tr = T}; = Ty. The equations of motion for the Lagrange 
multipliers ‘A; must now be constructed in such a way that Eqn. (3.8) be strictly satisfied. In addition, 
when the constraints are satisfied, ie., as 'T, —+ 0 in Eqn. (3.4), we require that 'h, 2 0 VL We have 
adopted the following analytical model for the evolution of X, 

I 
"A + 1/(A + 8) 

where II = VrE@VrE + V.~E@OV,.E + VyE@Vy,E and A = ViE@V)E and 6 is an arbitrary 

positive constant. It is straightforward to prove that this model fulfills the above requirements. 

y= (VE); (3.9)   
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In relating adjoint theory to the neural learning algorithms, we identify the neuromorphic energy-like 
function, E in Eq. (3.3), with the system response R. Let p denote the following system parameters: 

p = { Ti1,---Inw | K1,°°-KN | Y1.°°° YN | -+ +} (3.10) 

The adiabatic solution to the nonlinear equations of motion (3.1), for each training pattern k, k = 1,---K 

is given by 

Fon( *i,p) = —Kn ‘iin + D> Tam g(Ym *tim) + *In = 0. (3.11) 
m 

So, in principle *%, = "a, [T, &, 7, "an,---]. Using Eqs. (3.11), the forward sensitivity matrix can be 
computed and compactly expressed as 

  

af 0 FI, . 
© Anm = a re = [ —Kn + ara! bnm + Tam © Gm Ym 

= ‘an bam + Ym * Gm Tam (3.12) 

where gm represents the derivative of gm with respect to um. The adjoint sensitivity matrix is 

FA‘ = !ntmbmn + Yn *Gn Tmn- (3.13) 

Using Eqs. (2.9) and (3.3), we can compute the adjoint source, 

Ree = FY, From) yy, ¥ Gn (3.14) 

The system of adjoint equations can then be constructed using Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), to yield : 

s~ [ * ttm dmn + Tmn * Gn Yn ] Kon = — KN, kpa-l Yn © On (3.15) 

m 

Notice that the above system, (3.15), is linear in *%. Furthermore, its components can be obtained as the 
equilibrium points, (i.e., 0; — 0) of the concomittant dynamical system 

bo, en kun = Yn © on [ SoTnn Kum + "Xn kpe-l] (3.16) 

m 

To proceed with our derivation of learning algorithms, we differentiate the steady state equations (3.11) with 

respect to each parameter, p,, to obtain the forward source term, Bk 

uk k = k= ke ke. , O*In 
Sn =_ ~ [ — Uy ] bp ym: + [ bni (4; U; ) ] bp, Ti; + [ Thi Ji Uy + ON ] 5p, me (3.17) 

8 

Substituting Eq. (3.17) in (2.10), and recalling that our abstract response corresponds here to the energy 

function E, yields 

dE OE k~ pw ck 
i. - do. v's 3.18 
dpy OPy dX ( ) 

The explicit energy gradient contributions for parameters p, = T, &, 7, immediately result : 

dE . . 

—— = wi Ty — > ii 9(x; tj) (3.19) 
dT;; ; 

dE . 

de, = Dy HDi (3.20) 
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dE ky kpa-1 ks k~ ka kx 0 *I —_—_ = - A; *T? 5 Uj ni gi Uj = )*o dy, J r; gi “uz; + y y (Thi “Gi “ts + Oy, ] *t, (3.21) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.19)-(3.21) into Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), we then obtain the complete learning dynamics. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented a new theoretical framework for learning continuous nonlinear mappings 
using artificial neural networks. Central to our approach is the concept of adjoint operators which enables 
a fast computation of energy function gradients with respect to all system paramters using a single solution 
of the adjoint equations. 
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Abstract 

A set of nonlinear differential equations is developed to adaptively govern the learning rate 
and the radius of the bubble for the Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM). This set of 
equations not only preserves the features of the Kohonen’s SOFM, but also autonomously accelerates 
the learning process for “familiar” inputs. The behavior of the set of nonlinear differential 

equations is presented. The performance of this autonomous SOFM is measured and compared to that of 

Kohonen’s SOFM. 

INTRODUCTION 

Kohonen’s Self Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) is a widely used vector quantizing neural 

network paradigm [1-3]. The short-cut algorithm [1,4] requires that the functions governing the 
learning rate an neighborhood radius are provided by users. However, the optimal set of functions 
are different for various applications. Therefore, the SOFM paradigm depends upon human supervision 
to achieve the optimal performance. 

The goal of this study is to obtain an autonomous vector quantizer based on Kohonen’s SOFM. 
This vector quantizer is adaptable, based on the relationship between the weights and input, to any 
distribution of input data and any size of map. Therefore, the SOFM can approach an autonomous 
neural network for suitable applications. The approach presented in this paper is based on an 
intuitive sense to describe the set of nonlinear differential equations which can handle the 
learning process autonomously. 

The Kohonen SOFM Paradigm 

Kohonen’s Algorithm creates a vector quantizer by adjusting weights from common input nodes to 
L output nodes arranged in a two-dimensional grid as shown in figure 1 [1]. Using the user-specified 
equations for the learning rate and bubble radius, continuous-valued input vectors are presented 
sequentially in time without specifying the desired output. After enough input vectors have been 
presented, the SOFM can cast the weights of the nodes according to the probability density function 
of the input vectors. Moreover, the slowly decaying learning rate is able to allow weights to be 
organized such that the topologically close nodes can interpolate weights among _ themselves. 
Therefore, the weights of nodes are ordered in a topological manner. 

  

fig. 1. General 2-D node arrangement for the Kohonen self organizing map 

Developing an Autonomous Model 

The approach to be used in developing the autonomous vector quantizer is to specify the basic 
physics that occur in the vector quantization process. With the physics specified, a system of 
differential equations that govern the learning rate and neighborhood radius will be constructed 
using the specified constraints. 
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Physics of the Autonomous SOFM 

We believe that a set of differential equations to self-organize the network adaptively should 

be developed based on the current state of the nodes and their relationship to the input vector. An 
important element of the vector quantizer is that when an input vector is applied to the network, 
the connection weights in the bubble adjust to decrease the vector distance between the input and 
the connection weights of the neurons within the bubble [4]. This distance decreases geometrically 
until the differential equations governing the updating of the weights have converged to a 
satisfactory degree. In addition, the connection weights of the neurons inside the bubble are 
adjusted to form the interpolation effects. These include two effects of the learning process: 
First, the weights of topologically close nodes can affect each other by the excitation of a number 
of close input vectors. Secondly, the adaptive radius of the bubble can provide a smooth transport 
of the weights to form a topological order. After a basis of the SOFM is established, the learning 
process should be accelerated adaptively toward the simple recognition and updating process. Instead 
of an even amount of processing for every input vector as Kohonen’s SOFM, a true neural network is 
believed to be capable of performing the learning process faster after the basic knowledge is 
acquired. Based on the physics described above, a system of nonlinear differential equations [5] 
governing the learning rate and bubble size adaptively is presented in the following. 

Development of the Governing Differential Equations 

Define the following terms: 

R(t): Neighborhood radius at time t 
a(t): Learning rate at time t 

d(t): Minimum distance between the input vector and all of the connection vectors at time t 

The system of differential equations will first be given followed by an explanation of 
the dynamics of R(t) and a(t). 

Balt) Me? 6” tanh(1 +ay)/R2(0) - ae] - « (1-a) 
dt 

2 
dR(t) _ te DMG. -U-7) _ ote 7 (1-b) 

dt 

where y =d/d(0) and 0 = R/R(O) 

a(t) is usually taken to be a monotonically decreasing function of time. For the construction 
of the differential equations a is forced to start from zero and increase rapidly in an oscillating 
manner. The effect of this oscillation is to “shake” the connection weights to give a smooth 
interpolation effects for the connection weights within a certain neighborhood. a@ continues to 
increase until a balance point is achieved. This balancing point is a function of the present value 
of a(t), R(t), and d(t). Once a(t) has reached its maximum value, it begins to decay in a near 
exponential manner. a(t) decreases to a very small number and then approaches zero asymptotically. 
The actual behavior of a for the first input vector to the SOFM can be seen in figure 2. 

R(t) is taken to be a monotonically decreasing function. The rate at which R(t) decays depends 
on the present state of R(t), a(t), and d(t). As d(t) becomes smaller, R(t) should decrease faster. 
This ensures that the nodes within the initial bubble are not all shifted too much toward the input. 
As a(t), imcreases R(t) should decrease at a faster rate. This ensures that the right interpolation 
effects are maintained for the updating of the nodes. As a(t) decreases, the rate at which R(t) 
decreases is reduced. This also helps to establish the interpolation effect to transport weights of 
nodes in a topological order. The present value of R(t) is used to further decrease R(t). This 
produces the exponentially decaying effect of R(t). R(t) can be seen in figure 3. 

The adaptive acceleration of the learning process can be pictured from o’and e'” as follows 
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(not limited to these two terms). After a rough frame of the SOFM is established, d(t) is not so 

large as that of the early phase to establish the SOFM. Since y and o are normalized, and a has 

almost the same magnitude for a new input vector as that of the a in the early phase of 5pilding the 

SOFM, d(t) can be reduced rapidly due to the same learning rate. This causes o’and ¢ to grow 

faster than during the carly phase to y gstablish , the SOFM. Consequently, R is reduced faster. As seen 

from Eq.(1), the combination of ¢ “and e¢ causes a to decrease faster due to the fact that the 

former has a more significant effect than that of the latter. Thus, the subsequent feed backs 

between a and R can make the learning process accelerate. 

1.) oe! 'Y, This term contributes to the average decreasing trend of a(t) before allowing d to 

-o become zero. 

2.) e¢ : This term contributes to the average increasing trend of a(t) as R(t) is decreasing. The 

effect of this term becomes insignificant as R(t) approaches approaches zero due to the 

interactions of the other terms. 

3.) tanh(lt+aey): This term helps to stabilize a(t) during the increasing phase. 

4.) ae: This term maintains a bound on how large a(t) is allowed to become. This function 

also establishes the decay of a. 
5.) o’: This is an adaptive term to control the learning rate and radius based on the current R 

and d. 

6.) et, This term tends to decrease R(t) faster for larger a and vice versa. 

-1/¢0 
Cc : 7.) When R approaches zero, this term diminishes the changing rate of R. Therefore, R(t) 

can never become a negative number. 

g.) e'”: At the early phase of establishing the SOFM, this term provides a time period such 
that the radius is appropriate for the weights to be organized in a_ topological 

order. When d becomes small, this term helps to decrease the radius faster. 

2 9.) oe”  : This term contributes to the decay of R. 

A set of initial conditions that work well for the system of equations are: 

a(0) = 0 

1/4 

R(0) = [ NN Jz] where Nand Ny are the number of nodes in the x and y direction respectively 

The results of the simulation are shown in figures 1-4. Figure 1 compares the processing times 
of the autonomous SOFM and Kohonen’s SOFM as the number of training vectors increase. The speed of 
the autonomous SOFM is superior to that of Kohonen’s SOFM because thousands of input samples are 
required to form an organized feature map. The adaptive acceleration can be observed after 40 
samples are presented. Figure 2 shows a typical a(t) for one training sample. Figure 3 shows a 
typical R(t) for one training sample. Figure 4 shows the weight distribution after 5,000 uniformly 

distributed training samples are applied to the map. Note that the initial distribution of the 
weight vectors is centered in a small box in the middle of the map. The performance is comparable to 

that of the Kohonen’s SOFM. . 
This particular set of differential equations can work relatively well for all the cases 

tested. There are other terms that could be added to enhance the overall performance. A problem with 
this particular set of differential equations is in the rate of convergence. As a(t) becomes very 
small, the rate at which a(t) converges to zero decreases as well. For the simulation presented, the 

stopping criterion for a training sample was that the rate of change of d(t) approaches zero. With 
a(t) converging to zero slowly this criterion took a large number of iterations to reach for the 
first few thousand training samples. A_ possible solution to this problem is to add some 
nonlinearities into the equations that take imto account the derivatives of a, R, and d. These 
nonlinearities can be used to enhance the overall performance of the differential equations and are 

under investigation. 
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Concluding Remarks 

An autonomous SOFM which is able to control the learning process adaptively is presented. A set 
of nonlinear differential equations is developed to govern the learning rate and the radius of the 
bubble adaptively based on the current state of the network and their relationship to the input 
vector. This set of equations allows the network to preserve the features of Kohonen’s SOFM. In 
addition, acceleration of the learning process is observed after the basis of the network is set up. 
The speed of learning of this paradigm is superior to that of the Kohonen’s SOFM. We believe that 
the behavior of the system is closer to that of human beings. 

pp 36-54. 
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Expectation Driven Learning with an Associative Memory 
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Introduction 

Supervised learning requires an explicit target paired with each input. When explicit targets are 
not available, internally generated targets are required. Expectation Driven Learning (EDL) 
generates internal expectations that provide these targets for any supervised learning method. A 
system which incorporates EDL must be provided intrinsic measures of value. Expectations are of 
these measures of value and provide targets for learning after each action (i.e. real time learning). 
In our experiments, the automaton (which moves on a two-dimensional grid) has expectations of the 
minimum future cost of actions leading to a goal state; learning occurs when expectations in the 
associative memory are modified. In these experiments, we vary the degree of generalization in the 
associative memory and note the effect on learning. EDL is well suited to problems where a model 
of the environment may not be available and must be acquired or refined through experience. 

Overview of the Method and Prior Literature 

Expectation driven approaches to reinforcement learning and utility maximization over time have 
received attention from many authors. Werbos (1989b) has argued that this problem is central to 
understanding human intelligence as well as a number of important engineering applications. For 
example, Jordan (1989) and Kawato (1989) have shown how trajectory-following problems in 
robotics can be solved by maximizing a complex utility function which includes terms to represent 
distance from the desired trajectory, the smoothness of the motion, and so on. 

To maximize utility across future time, one needs some way to account for the link between 
present actions and future results. Neural network literature describes two ways of doing this. One 
way is to obtain an exact model of the external environment and use backpropagation through time 
to account for that link. This method has been used in the Nguyen and Widrow (1989) truck backer- 
upper, in Kawato’s and Jordan’s robots, and in the Werbos (1989d) model of the natural gas industry. 
The other approach is the adaptive critic approach. 

The term "adaptive critic" was coined by Barto, Sutton and Anderson (1983), but it aptly 
describes a larger family of methods. An adaptive critic method is any method which includes the 
adaptation of a "critic" network -- a network which produces a kind of global evaluation of how well 
the network is doing. By this definition, Klopf (1982), Grossberg (1988), Werbos (1977, 1989a and 
b), Sutton (1988), Williams (1988), and Holland (1975) may all be seen as adaptive critic methods. 
(See Grossberg (1982, 1988) and Werbos (1989a) for discussions of the requirements of large scale 
problems. Lakoff (1987) discusses the induction of higher order categories.) 

Anderson (1987) explores the use of backpropagation with adaptive critics. Werbos (1989b), in 
defining Heuristic Dynamic Programming (HDP), allows for any supervised learning network but 
does not give actual simulations. Booker (1988) demonstrates a classifier based system. In Sutton 
(1988), temporal difference methods provide results for a similar class of problems. The remainder 
of this paper will discuss the adaptive critic, the associative memory we use as a critic network, and 
the experimental results, in that order. 

The Adaptive Critic and Dynamic Programming 

In dynamic programming, the user supplies a utility function’, U(X), which is a function of the 
vector X (X describes the state of the external environment). The user then solves an equation, the 
Bellman equation, which yields another function J'(X). This second function, J’, has the following 
property: by maximizing J" in the immediate future (i.e. t+1), you automatically pick the strategy 
of action which maximizes the sum of U over the long-term future. 

  

1 The views expressed here are personal views of the authors, not those of NSF, nor SYSCON. 

2 In our notation, vectors are underlined, scalars are not. Thus U(X) is a function, U, of a vector, X, that returns a scalar. 
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Heuristic Dynamic Programming (HDP) was first formulated as a neural-network approximation 
to dynamic programming in Werbos (1977). We have implemented Action Dependent Heuristic 
Dynamic Programming (ADHDP), where the costs are on the actions (or transitions), not on the states 
(as in standard HDP). ADHDP is particularly good for dynamic systems where costs are incurred 
by taking actions, instead of being intrinsic to a state. We start from the following simplification 
of Howard’s (1960) version of the Bellman equation for an absorbing Markov chain, similar to the 
simplification found in Werbos (1989a): 

y( X(t)) = Min E{ U(X(t),u(t)) + J'( X(t+1) ) } (1) 
uct 

where u(t) 1s a vector representing the choice of actions at time t, where E{} denotes the expected 
value, and where X(t+1) depends -- of course -- on the choice of action u(t). In our automaton, the 
action u(t) has a direct cost, U; thus we seek to minimize the sum of U over time. Note that U 
depends on both X(t) and u(t). Both X(t+1) and U may also be affected by random noise. 

For our purposes, it is more convenient to use a critic that estimates a different function, J’, 
defined as follows: 

J( X(t), ult)) = E{ UC X(t), u(t)) + IC X(t+l) )) (2) 

Combining this with into equation 1, we arrive at the following recursive equation: 

J( X(t), ult)) = Ef UC X(t), uO) a J X(t+]), u(t+]) ) } (3) 
u(t+1 

ADHDP, as implemented for this automaton, is defined as adapting a critic network whose output 
is an approximation of J’ (equation 3). In the automaton, the choice of actions u(t) was limited; we 
worked with only eight possible moves (like a King’s moves in chess). Therefore, we chose to 
represent J’(X(t),u(t)) by the vector J’(X(t)), where J’ has eight components corresponding to the 
eight possible moves. 

As the system explores the state space, information required to make more accurate estimates of 
equation 3 will accumulate. Sutton (1988) and Werbos (1989c) have proven theorems about the 
consistency and convergence of very similar adaptive critic networks. 

  

The Associative Memory 

We have used an prototype based associative memory for our critic network, which was 
inspired by the work of Kanerva (1988) and of Albus (1981), though analogies to Kohonen (1988) 
and others are possible. Like a production rule, each prototype @ has a left hand side (L,), that 
corresponds to the conditional, and a right hand side (R,) that corresponds to the result. The two 
primary operations with the associative memory are reading from the memory and writing to, or 
updating, the memory. 

We read from the memory by presenting an input pattern (L) to the left hand side. The 
prototypes that will participate in the retrieval are selected by equation 4 (there are N" elements in 
L). This equation determines the strength of each prototype with respect to the current input 
pattern. The result, R, of a read operation is just the weighted sum of the right hand sides (equation 
5). The constant C is the threshold that selects which prototypes will be used in storing or retrieving 
a pattern. 

We update the associative memory by presenting both an input pattern (L) and a target 
pattern (R!). First we do a read (as above) to determine R. Then we calculate the new right hand 
side for each prototype by equation 6. 

o, = 

l {i;1< is N')} |L;-Lail< C 
(4 - strength) 

otherwise 0 

R = 2 Ro, (5 - retrieval) 
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R, = R,+  ----------- (6 - update) 

The associative memory is structured as follows: 

X(t) -> U(t), I(t+1) (7) 

with X(t) on the left hand side, and U(t) and J(t+1) on the right hand side. Please note that for our 

experiments X is a vector of two components, <x,y>, that locate the automaton on the two 
dimensional grid. J and U are both vectors of eight components, (e.g. <j1,j2,j3,J4,J5,j6,j7,j8>), each 
element of which corresponds to one of the eight different moves. When the associative memory is 
initialized, the left hand side is a uniform distribution of the possible values of X + C (to account 

for edge effects). J and U are initilized to small, non-negative, random values. 

Experimental Results 

In our experiments, the associative memory has 800 prototypes. We vary the access constant, 

C, (see equation 4) so that the associative memory reads from and writes to 10, 15, 20 and 30 percent 

of the prototypes. The automaton environment is a 10 X 10 two dimensional grid. An epoch iS 

defined as a walk from a randomly selected cell on the edge of the grid to the goal state at the center 

of the grid. A minimum of five steps is required for each epoch. Each step can be in one of eight 

directions and incurs a local cost equal to ten times the euclidean distance between the two states. 

Actions off the edge of the grid are legal, and take the automation to the opposite edge. 
The automaton tries to [ 5 

discover the lowest cost path to the 
goal from each edge state. It does 
this by learning accurate estimates SSE (Thousands) 
for the minimum sum of future 50 
costs (J’) associated with alternative 
actions from each state. The 
automaton is given no model of: 
direction; the relative distance 
between two states; the relative 
differences or similarities between 
alternative actions; and the relative 
position of the goal from its current 
state. The automation is also unable 
to store the sequence of states it has 
visited. It is, therefore, unable to 
recall past sequences it has tried, ° 
identify a previously visited state, 25 50 75 100 150 200 300 400 500 

or recall the past history of a Epochs 
specific state. The automaton is 
only able to read from the current 
state. It uses the results of that read to select one of eight moves and update the estimate J’ for the 

previous state. While the problem is simple for a human with a well developed model of direction 

and distance, it presents a very difficult machine learning problem; the automaton must induce a 

model based only on local cost information in forward time. 
The results (see graph) illustrate the advantage of greater distribution across prototypes 

(generality) during the initial phase of learning, and the advantage of less distribution (specificity) 

during the final phase of learning. In addition, the performance of the more distributed memories 

was degraded by an inability to escape local optima. Given the associative memory and action 

selection rule, local optima are formed whenever the estimate of J’(X(t),u(t)) for the optimal action(s) 

is falsely higher than the correct estimate of J’(X(t),u(t)) for all nonoptimal actions. In this case, 

developing more accurate estimates of the nonoptimal actions for a state will not lead to the 

exploration of an optimal action. Bad estimates will then be filtered back to states on paths which 

  

Comparison of Different Access Constants 
Averaged over six runs each 
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must pass through these suboptimal states on their way to the goal. 
Because of the radial nature of the problem, local optima were particularly hard to avoid near 

the goal. Neighboring cells toward the edge of the grid have a far greater similarity in J’ values for 
the same action than do neighboring cells at the center (around the goal). Generalizing across 
increasingly different distributions of J’ makes the memory more susceptible to being trapped in local 
optima. Current research is exploring a variety of mechanisms for dynamically altering the access 
constant and modifying the distribution of prototypes over the state space to overcome these 
problems. 
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1 Introduction 

Adaptive Resonance Theory has been used to explain many psychological experiments [2,3,4]. It has also 

been used to construct networks (see ART1 and ART2 in [4, ch6][1]) that learn to classify binary and 

continuous spatial patterns. In this paper, we present a network that uses the framework of Adaptive 
Resonance Theory to perform the stable classification of temporal patterns in real-time. [5] 

The problem is as follows: How can a network discover the significant chunks that are present in a 

temporal pattern of inputs? For example, humans learn to segment sentences of continuous speech into 

distinct words, even without any clear breaks between words. 

In order to deal only with temporal considerations, we have abstracted the problem as follows: Instead 
of presenting the network a slowly fluctuating continuous pattern, we present a sequence of items at a 
constant rate. The network must discover the longest sequences that occur repeatedly. 

Consider the following sentences. The letters were presented to our network, one at a time (even 

across sentence boundaries) and the sentences were repeated at random. 

FBIABCDNOEG 

HJKFBILMPNO 

QFBINOSTUV 

The lists FBI and NO occur in several contexts. After fewer than 10 presentations, the network learned 

to recognize these sequences as significant chunks. 
The network classifies lists quickly, even when the number of different lists to be classified is large. 

Extensive simulations have shown that the number of training set iterations needed to classify multiple 
different lists, rises at a slower than linear rate when compared with the number of lists. 

Higher level structure has also been learned. (The above example does not contain enough context 
to perform a correct generalization, however.) By increasing the number of layers in the network, it is 

possible to learn lists of lists, etc. Simulations show that the training time needed to learn these higher 

level classifications rises linearly with the number of levels in the network. 
To provide a a flexible learning system our network satisfies the following criteria. 

1. All STM and LTM interactions occur in real-time. The continual presentation of items eliminates 
the possibility of either off-line processing or long equilibration times. 

2. The network solves the stability-plasticity tradeoff. The formation of new categories does not erode 

previous classifications made by the network. Furthermore, until the capacity of the network is 

exceeded, the network retains the ability to form new classifications, in response to new patterns. 

3. The model performs both fast and slow learning. Fast learning provides classification in as quickly 
as 1 trial, while slow learning allows the model to generalize across multiple different examples. 

Before the network can begin to classify an item sequence, it must transform the sequence into a 
spatial pattern of activity. The architecture that automatically performs this transformation is discussed 
in section 2. Section 3 presents a two layer network that can self organize in response to single list 

presentations. Section 4 showns how a network (possibly cascaded to learn higher level abstractions) can 

learn to classify lists, even when they are embedded in longer lists (sentences). 
  

*This research was supported in part by ARO under grant DAAG-29-84-K-0072. 
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2 Transforming temporal patterns into a spatial patterns 

This section demonstrates how to transform sequences of items into spatial patterns. We use a diminishing 
pattern of activity across network cells to reflect the order in which the items were presented. Figure 1 
shows the activity pattern across network cells, after the presentation of various lists. 

ABC CBA 

       S¢ 

Figure 1: Activity pattern across cells s4, sg, and sc after presentation of lists AB, ABC and CBA. 

Assume there are n different items v,v2,...,%m. Item vj is presented to the network, by supplying a 
constant level of input to cell s; for a fixed time period. The transformation from an item sequence to a 
diminishing activity pattern is obtained through the use of a feedback on-center off-surround architecture. 
Each cell obeys the activation equation: 

£ = —As; +(B — s,)[f(s;) + Ii] - sil>_ f(s;)] (1) 
jf 

where s; is the activity of the i** cell in the architecture (The same symbol refers to both to the name and 
activity of a cell), A is a constant representing passive decay, B is a constant representing the maximum 
activity of each cell, J; is external input and f(s) is a sigmoid function that is linear in the cell’s desired 
range of activity. It was proved that upon removal of external input, the relative activity of the cells 
remains constant (if their activities are in the linear range of the function f) [2, ch8]. 

The diminishing activity pattern is obtained as follows: The presentation of item v; causes s; to reach 
an activity level, much less than B, that is relatively independent of the number of items previously 
presented. Then, during the presentation of successive items, s;’s activity rises due to the positive 
feedback term (B — s;)f(s;) (until the total activity of the field saturates). Earlier items are represented 
by larger activities since the activity of their respective cells rises for longer periods of time. 

The total activity in the field can fluctuate within a large range and is entirely dependent on the 
number of items that have been presented. To eliminate this dependency, we normalize the length of 
the vector representing the activity of the s field. Normalization is accomplished with a feedforward 
on-center off-surround architecture, composed of t cells, where each ¢ cell obeys: 

d 
ati = 1 — f(s] — ID £05) (2) 

jx 

3 Two layer Network for classifying non-embedded lists 

In this section, we will show how to classify lists when they are presented one at a time. The network 
that performs this classification is composed of two fields, F™ and F®. F® transforms the incoming 
temporal pattern into a spatial pattern, using the architecture of the previous section (shown in figure 
2a). F classifies the spatial patterns across F, into different categories. 

The F® field is composed of many repeated copies of the circuit shown in figure 2b. Each copy of 
the circuit (a cell packet) represents one list. Bottom up input enters F® at the 6 cells, where it is gated 
by LTM weights. This gated input is then sent to the competition level composed of ¢ cells (The activity 
equation for the c cells is of the same general form as equation 1 except f is instantiated to produce 
winner-take-all dynamics.). Finally the output of the 6 and c cells are combined multiplicatively at the e 
cell, which sends inhibitory signals to other c cells in F@. 

F®) cells learn to classify patterns by modifying their LTM weights to become parallel to the F™ 
activity pattern they are coding. Furthermore, F”) cells automatically change their threshold and gain 
functions to reflect the size of the pattern they are coding (equations not shown). 
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Changes in the LTM weights at the 6 cells are driven by the activity of the ¢ cell ([5][4, ch7]), as shown 

in figure 2b. The LTM learning law is a variation of the following: 

d 
at =€ (c?)2 (—2;; + tc) (3) 

where 2% refers to the activity of the i** cell of type z at level F%, ¢ is the learning rate and z;; is the 
LIM weight from t{” to b:”. 

The output of the 6 cell is not a straight linear sum as in I? = )>t}z;;. Otherwise later items 

would have an increasingly small influence on the output of the cell. Consider the case where the pattern 

t; = 2tj41 exists across (t1, t2, t3, t4), in response to the presentation of a 4 item list. To classify this pattern, 

the LTM weights on some cell, 6, are modified so that z;; = 2z;.1,;. When the full list is later presented, 

the contribution from the last item is only 1.1% of the total output of 6 (#2 z4; = .01 x Dyer t')2;;). The 

presence or absence of the last item has a negligible effect on the value of ['. 

To remedy this, we multiply the gated sum I} by an efficacy term J;" when computing the output 

of 6 (6? = I¢ 1X). IX increases as a cell’s inputs better match its LTM weights and is computed by an 

equation similar to: Ix = [](C; + C> min(1, ) where 2 ji = z;i/ > ve Zk, T; = t) / > VE 1), and C; and 

C> are constants. Since the J* term can vary greatly, depending on the number of inputs that activate a 

cell, the output from the 6 cell must be normalized before it affects the c cell (This is done by a scheme 

that is not shown here). 

     To Next Layer 

=> other 
s cells 

+ + 
External Input From Previous Field Previous Layer 

(A) (B) (C) 

Figure 2: (a) Network to transform temporal patterns to spatial ones. (b) Network to classify spatial 

patterns of the previous field. LTM connections are indicated by shaded boxes. All other connections are 

non-modifiable (c) Combining a) and b) to create a circuit that both classifies patterns and maintains the 

temporal order of the classification. The / cell acts as a latch that activates for a brief period once its c cell 

exceeds threshold. Slight modifications allow feedback to provide context for lower level classifications[5]. 

We will now discuss stability of the LTM weights. In ART1 and ART2, a mechanism was designed 

to compare the F® feedback pattern at F™, with the activity pattern at F“. If these patterns differed 
sufficiently, the active F® packet was reset[4, ch6][1]. Our mechanism differs for the following reasons: 

(1) If a new pattern is similar to many previously classified patterns, the network will reset many times 

before trying to form a new category. This is not acceptable in a real time environment. (2) When lists 

are embedded in sentences (as in the next section), erroneous mismatch will occur if additional items 

are presented before the list is fully classified (unless stability is sacrificed by allowing looser mismatch 

criteria). (3) By shutting off the offending F® packet, information is lost about the content of the input. 

Our mechanism solves the stability plasticity tradeoff in a manner similar to the mechanism behind 

Masking Fields[4, ch7][5]. Our network implements the following guidelines: (1) A packet representing 

some pattern, z, can emit enough inhibition to prevent other packets from classifying patterns of size less 

or equal than z, but cannot emit enough inhibition to prevent other packets from classifying patterns of 

size greater than z. (2) When incoming input does not match the LTM weights at a cell, learning at that 

cell ceases, and lateral inhibition is reduced, to allow other packets to code the pattern. 

For example suppose b; has coded ABC. If ABCD is later presented, !; can not send enough lateral 

inhibition to stop other cells from learning ABCD (by guideline 1). If AB or CBA is presented, the 

inhibition emitted by 1; is reduced sufficiently to once again allow other cells to learn these patterns (by 

guideline 2). 
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4 Multilayer network for classifying embedded lists 

In this section, we show how to cascade fields to provide higher level concepts. The fields are constructed 
by combining the circuits shown in figure 2a and 2b to form the circuit in 2c. The same homologous 
circuit is used at each level of a hierarchy. The type of information represented by a cell packet depends 
only on the field where it is located. For example, packets at F represent items, packets at F® represent 
lists, packets at F© represent lists of lists, etc. 

Modifiable feedback connections are added from F“) to F*-” and feedback learning is accomplished 
via outstar learning, as in ART1 and ART2 [1,4]. The bottom up and top down LTM weights become 
roughly symmetric. Thus, those s°~” cells that provide a large amount of input to a particular F“ packet 
receive large amounts of feedback when that F“ packet is active. 

Information is processed in the following way. Patterns across ¢ cells in F“- activate F cells, where 
competition occurs at the c layer. The competing c cells send feedback to only those portions of the F¢-” 
pattern that are being considered for classification. Once the activity of a cell cit) exceeds some threshold, 
classification is considered to have occurred, setting off the following: 

1. Cell s!) is activated and maintains temporal information as shown in section 2. This allows cells at 
F“*) to classify patterns across F“), 

2. Cell oi" is shut off by inhibition from cell s\. 

3. Once cf is shut off, lateral signals from e; no longer inhibit other c cells. This allows other packets 
at F“ to classify the remaining (or evolving) pattern at F&-)), 

4. Cell cy) no longer sends feedback to F*~, Using the mechanism of the gated dipole[2,3,4,5], s cells 
at F*~” that previously received large feedback signals from c), turn off once feedback ceases. Only 
those portions of the F*—”) activity pattern not yet classified (that consequently never received large 
feedback from F“) remain active. Other F“ packets compete to classify this remaining pattern. 

O00 | ells ¢ cells OBO |< cells 
Activation Pattern at Fy Activation Pattern ‘ at F; Activation Pattern at F; 

Expectancy Pattern Ex Pattern} Ex Pattern s cells pectancy Pattern} HB, cells pectancy Pa s cells 900 tak, 000/35, 000/hE Activation Pattern Hoo Activation Pattern Bs Activation Pattern 

(a) (b) (c) 

    

  

Figure 3: (a) Signals from F“~” activate packets at F®. (b) Active F“ cells emit large feedback to F@- 
(c) s*—” cells that are part of a classified pattern are reset when feedback from F“) is abruptly terminated. 
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1. Introduction. 

When we speak about interpolation we usually mean interpolation with splines. We are in a “piecewise 

polynomial” paradigm. There are good reasons for that: "One uses polynomials for approximation because they 

can be evaluated, differentiated, and integrated easily and in finitely many steps using just the basic arithmetic 

operations of addition, subtraction and muluplication." ({1], p. 1). Also very important is the fundamental pro- 

perty that "... the complete cubic spline interpolant ... minimizes ju (x))’ dx over all twice differentiable func- 
a 

tions f which agree with g at %,° °°, Tai.” ({1], p. 63). In addition to that, the elegant mathematical theory 

of B-splines is very well developed and computationally relatively cheap. 

There are, though, some problems with splines, and the most important among them is the fact that some 
piecewise polynomial interpolants "do not look right". Sometimes what people would draw is very different 

from the computer-provided curve. This happens because people do not minimize ju ”)? when they draw curves 

through data points, and also they do not react to jumps in the second derivative unless it changes its sign - con- 

cave segments are easy to distinguish from convex ones, but humans cannot do much more than that. The 

deficiences of the standard technique and the interest in how humans perform the task motivate the attempts to 
use the neural modeling approach to interpolation and curve fitting. 

2. Sigmoids and Blobs. 

Usually individual neuron response is modeled with some kind of sigmoid function. By far the most com- 

mon among them is the logistic curve § )=— 
e7zlw 

. It is easy to see that it is zero for large negative values 

of x, increases as x increases, S(0)=1/2, and S(x) becomes equal to one for large positive values of x. Also, it 
is symmetric, S(—t)=1-—S(¢), and it is smooth with the derivative monotonically increasing from zero to its 

maximum at x =0 and monotonically decreasing to zero for larger values of x. Later in this text such functions 

will be referred to as sigmoids. 

It is possible to combine two sigmoids (actually two copies of the same function) to model bell-shaped 
sensor responses. Consider b(x)=S (x+1/2)-S(x-1/2). This function increases from zero to its maximum 

b (0)=S (1/2) -S (—1/2), and then symmetrically decreases back to zero. If we model evenly distributed sensors, 

this means that two neighboring neurons should combine their individual responses to provide a blob whose 

maximum is at a point halfway between them. 

In this Section and the next we shall discuss only the case of uniform knot sequences, that is, x; =i for all 
integers from some interval. For the beginning let us consider only very steep sigmoids equal (or approximately 
equal) to zero for x<-—1/2, rising on [—1/2,1/2] and approximating one for x21/2. With this condition 
b()=S (x4+1/2)—S (x-1/2) is nonzero only on [—1, 1]. 

Let us denote 56;(x)=b(x-i). This blob is a translated copy of bo(x)=b(x). Also, we will need sigmoids 

w times dilated, S,(x)=S(x/w). These sigmoids rise on [-w,w], and the corresponding blobs 

b” (x)=S,, (x4+1/2)—-S,, (x-1/2) are nonzero only on [—w-1/2,w+1/2]. The blob support has the length 2w+1. 
Again, b)*(x)=b™”(x-i) is a translated copy of the b”(x) and its maximum is now at x=i instead of x=0. 
Interpolation with blobs means that, given an arbitrary (smooth) function g(x), we want to construct a sum 

B (x)= 3c; b)"(x) which agrees with g(x) at points {x;}, that is, at integer points in our case. 
8 

The first property of blobs to mention is that if we add them together, their sum 1s equal to one: 

N N 

Y, bi(x)= ¥, (S.(e-k+1/2)-S,, (x-k-1/2)) = S,, (x +N +1/2) -S,, (2 -N -1/2) 
k=-N k=-N 
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and for any value of w for sufficiently large values of N, this sum converges to 1. For any x the first value 
becomes equal to one and the second to zero as N increases. If we are interested only in the interval (0, m], it is 
enough to consider only blobs with their supports intersecting [0,m], that is, b;*(x) for -w-1/2<i <w+1/2. 

The consequence: the coefficients (c;=1} provide us with >¢15;(x;)=1 for all j. 
i=0 

In mathematical terminology the sequence of translated blobs provides a partition of unity. The same pro- 
perty holds for B-splines, but there is one very important difference between these two constructs: it is impossi- 
ble to dilate B-splines and blobs directly (the partition of unity will be ruined), but it is very easy to dilate 
corresponding sigmoids before they are combined to produce blobs. We shall use this flexibility in Section 5. 

It was proved in [2] that any bell-shaped function providing the partition of unity can be represented as a 
blob, that is, as a difference of two shifted copies of an appropriate sigmoid. That is why all smooth B-splines 
can be considered particular cases of blobs. 

The next problem we shall try to solve with blobs is the approximation of the Straight line g(x)=x. It is 
especially easy if the support width is equal to 2; as b,(i)=1 and 6;(j)=0 for all i#j, it follows that the 
coefficients should be equal to blob indexes, c;=i. But if we look at the graph of this "approximation", it is 
completely unsatisfactory; the resulting curve goes along the straight line in waves. 

The way to deal with this difficulty is to use wider blobs. If we use blobs made of dilated sigmoids, the 
approximation converges to the linear function, and this effect does not depend on the choice of any particular 
sigmoid. Figure 1 represents a sequence of approximations for w=0.5, w=0.7, w=1.5, and w=2.5. The last 
curve (w=2.5) in Fig. 1 is impossible to distinguish from the actual Straight line, and the support width neces- 
sary for this level of approximation is only 6. It is important to keep in mind that all finite-support and also 
standard logistic sigmoids provide absolutely the same effect in simulations. The formal proof of this invariance 
can be found in [2]. 

3. Mathematical Formulation of the Problem. 

We need to find {c;}, i=0,- ++, m so that > cb U)=8; for all integer points j, O<j <m. 
i=0 

Let us denote pp=b (0), p;=b(1), --- . For our example from the previous Section with w=2.5, we have 
P3=P4= +-- =0. We have to calculate the values of the sum at m+1 integer points. 

As we do not consider blobs to the left of zero and to the right of m, B(0)=copo+c;p,+C2p2, where po 
is the input of bo(x), p, - of b;(x), p2 - of b2(x). Also, B(1)=cop,+c1pot+c2p\+C3p>. Here, p, is the input 
of bo(x) coming from the left of x=1; po, of b,(x) itself: P, Of b2(x); and po, of b3(x). All the B(/) are com- 
puted in this manner, and as B(j) should be equal to gj, we have a system of m+1 equations with m+1 unk- 
nown coefficients c;. In matrix notation G =[P]xC, where C is the vector of the coefficients, G is the vector 
of the function values and the matrix [P) consists of shifted lines { P2, Pi» Po» Pi» P2)} with po along the main 
diagonal and zeroes instead of p; for j 23, which is the result of the choice of our blob width. Matrices of this 
structure are called the Toplitz matrices and they can be inverted. As we can calculate C =[P]-'xG, the solu- 
tion is unique. 

It is necessary to mention that the problems of end effects are very much the same as with splines. To 
produce a nice-looking approximation on [0,m] we have to provide some information (or guesses) about the 
behavior of the modeled function g for several points to the left and to the right. The symmetrization 
8-4 =289— 8; ANd ns; =22m — 8m; works well enough. 

4. Interpolation Model for Non-Uniform Knot Sequences. 

Up to this point our model was very simple; it used uniformly translated copies of the same blob. But 
what happens if the knot sequence is not uniform? It seems possible to stretch the analogy to splines, but after 
several days of making my colleagues draw curves through simulated data points, I became certain that people 
do not model the function itself, they model its derivative. This is the approach discussed in this Section. 

Let us denote xo, x}, -**, X» as the increasing sequence of x-coordinates and go, g;, ---, 8, as the 

corresponding sequence of y-coordinates of the data to be interpolated. Let us denote also A; - 878i i=1, 
X; —X;-1 
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-++.m. We are interested in interpolating the values of A;. After that we will integrate the resulting curve to 

fit the set of ({x;, 2;)}. 

At first, for the sake of simplicity, let us consider only x; =i, but now we will use blobs "hanging" over 

midpoints, b;(x)=b(x-i+ 1/2). As before, we want to find (c;}, i=], -*:,m, such that for D(x)= Ye.b; &) 
i=] 

x; i+1/2 

every j D(x)dx equals A; for all i=l, ---, m. Let us denote F;= J b(x)dx. It is easy to see that (as 

x._ é—1/2 

iv 1 1 1 

x; =i) [Daya =¢, [bi(x)dx +2 | bola) dx $e $ey, {bm (*) 

1 i 1 

As | bi) dx = J b1@)dx, we conclude that [Dix)de=ciFoteaFi+ +++ +¢, F,_,=4;. Also, 

2 2 il 2 2 

[D(x)dx =e [bi(e) ae +C2| b2(x)dx + "tt +Cm | bm(e) dx= CF yt+cqFotc3Fyt+c4F ot ° ++ +Cm Fm-2=42, 

i 
etc. Finally, we have a system of m equations with m unknown coefficients {c;}. In matrix notation it is 

[F ]xC =A. The matrix [F] is symmetrical and even for the logistic sigmoid all the F., F7, °°- are virtually 

zeroes. The inverse matrix always exists and the solution to our problem is C =[F }'xA. All we have to do 

after this is to calculate the modeled function values from the necessary level g(0)= go with the help of integra- 

tion, that is, just adding the values of the obtained model for the derivative. 

  

For non-uniform knot sequences let us consider scale factors s; = and let us use the piecewise 
§—~ Xj-1 

linear function x; =€(i), mapping 0, 1, ---, m into Xo, X1, °**sXm- This function is continuous though it is 

not smooth. If we consider g(x;)=g (E(i))=(g x&);, we can apply the algorithm described above to model the 

derivative of the function gx, which differs from the piecewise derivative of g only by a factor of (x;—x;-;). 

That is why, after we evaluate the derivative of gx, all we have to do is to multiply it by s; on each of the 

intervals [x;-,,x;]. Of course, this means that the model for the derivative of g will not be smooth, but as we 

integrate it to calculate the values of g itself, the model for g becomes smooth. 

Sure enough, we have problems with end effects again and we need three or four extra points to the left 

and to the right. I calculated these additional values for the first difference using symmetry, A,,,; =2A,, —An-i> 

but of course this depends on the information about the function. 

The inverse matrix [F]7! and the blob-values were calculated only once; the remaining arithmetic con- 

sisted only of addition, subtraction and multiplication. The calculations took the same time for all sets of pairs 

{(x;,g;)}. Computationally, interpolation with blobs is cheap. 

In my simulations I worked with a menu of blobs produced by different sigmoids and also directly used 

the Gaussian which is not a blob-function, but becomes very blob-like if it is sufficiently wide. Corresponding 

variations in the exact shape of the interpolants were always negligible compared to the effect of changing the 

support width. 

5. Interpolation Model with Variable Blob Widths. 

Before this approach can be used in practice, we have to lear how to choose the blob width. If we insist 

that the monotonic curves should look nice, we have to use blobs with a support of not less than 4 (as for cubic 

splines). The exact behavior of these curves somewhat depends on the choice of the particular sigmoid, but for 

all practical purposes the variations are negligible. The problem is that if the sequence (2g; } is not monotonic, 

the "inertia" of the wide blobs’ cross-influence makes the interpolant overshoot compared with what people 

would draw. In this respect, unfortunately, blobs are similar to splines. 

If we model the derivative instead of the function itself, the same difficulty manifests itself in a different 

way: the use of narrow blobs provides us with slightly smoothed piecewise linear interpolation, while using wide 

blobs results in very smooth (and overshooting) curves. 

Humans are nonlinear in their approach to interpolation; given the same knots {x;} and two sets of y- 

values, {p;} and (q;}, they would draw nice curves P and Q, but their curve for the set (p; +q;} will be very 

different from the sum of the curves P and Q. 
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The obvious consequence of this nonlinearity is that linear procedures will never guarantee natural-looking 
results. That is why the best results so far were achieved with a modification of the derivative model in which 
the blob width to be used at any knot depended on the local behavior of the modeled function. 

In the first version of the program I used a simple set of rules to adjust left and right half-widths 
separately: the basic support width was equal to 5, near all local extrema it was reduced to 4 or even 3 if the 
ratio of the derivatives was greater than 2; on monotonic segments it was reduced to 4 if the ratio of the deriva- 
tives was greater than 2, and the support width would become 2 at the points where the left or right derivative 
was equal to zero, or even 1 if the derivative was zero for two or more adjacent segments. 

For this model the matrix [F] is no longer symmetrical and depends on the data set. Nevertheless, it still 
has very few non-zero elements along the main diagonal and it can be inverted. One matrix inversion per data 
set does not seem to be too expensive. Figure 2 contains several examples of interpolants calculated with this 
model. Future improvements in quality of the interpolants are expected with the next version of the model with 
conunuous support widths instead of the discreet. 

6. Conclusions. 

A neurally inspired approach to interpolation is proposed in this paper. Its characteristic feature is the 
introduction of blob-functions, that is, pairwise differences of two sigmoid curves. These blobs demonstrate very 
interesting properties which permit their use instead of B-splines. Three models of interpolation with blobs were 
discussed, and the existence and the uniqueness of the solutions proved. Corresponding algorithms were 
described that are computationally cheap and can be easily implemented in parallel architectures. On the whole, 
this approach provides an unusual perspective on interpolation, and fits many seemingly idiosyncratic properties 
of splines into a more general picture. We are still far from understanding the human interpolation process, but 
these first results seem to be very encouraging. 
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Abstract 

Like many training algorithms for artificial neural networks, the backpropagation technique assumes com- 

plete a priort knowledge about both the network architecture and the transfer characteristics of the computing 

devices. This ts reasonable if the network is to be constructed with floating-point hardware. If, however, the 

implementation is to be analog, often the assumed knowledge will not be available in any precise form. Thus, 

there is some need for a method which ts analogous to backpropagation, but better sutted for analog ctrcustry. In 

this paper we introduce Madaline Rule III (MRIII), a new training rule which serves this purpose. Like back- 
propagation, MRIII trains differentiable neural networks by steepest-descent. Consequently, when applied to 

simple feed-forward topologies with known characteristics, both algorithms achieve equivalent solutions. MRIII 

does not need prior knowledge about the network, so it is relatively immune to the effects of neuron-to-neuron 

variations and unknown or non-ideal component characteristics. Thus the new algorithm performs well when 

applied to analog neural networks, including networks comprised of unconventional components, and those with 

unusual or recurrent tnterconnections. 

1 Introduction 
MRIII is essentially a generalization of Madaline Rule II (MRII) (6, 7, 8] to allow the adaptation of networks built 
from Adalines with differentiable activation functions rather than hard limiting quantizers. Although it is an 

extension of MRII, the new rule is also closely related to the backpropagation technique, as both are supervised 

steepest-descent algorithms which iteratively adapt the weights of a neural network toward a local minimum in 

the mean-square-error surface. The difference between backpropagation and MRIII lies primarily in the methods 

used to determine the gradient estimates. Backpropagation uses a priori knowledge about the characteristics 

of the network’s computing elements to calculate the gradient estimates directly. In contrast, MRIII training 

relies upon gradients which are determined by explicit measurements. This process involves simply perturbing 

the values of either the network’s weights or node activation levels and measuring the ratio of the change in the 

network’s instantaneous squared output error to this perturbation. Both backpropagation and MRIII determine 

the appropriate weight adjustments directly from the gradient estimates. 

Because MRIII does not require prior knowledge about the network characteristics, it is an ideal method 

for training analog structures which do not have precisely known characteristics. In fact, David Andes and his 

research group at the Naval Weapons Center at China Lake, California have already developed a working analog 

system which uses the new algorithm. More recently, Intel, in collaboration with the Naval Weapons Center, has 

developed a commercial analog neurocomputing chip which can be trained by MRIII [1]. 

For our initial discussions about the algorithm, we consider only feed-forward networks. We also assume that 

all networks are composed of sigmoidal Adalines, that is, neurons that compute an output y = f(y 9 MiWi) = 

f(WTX) = f(s). Here W is a weight vector, X is the corresponding input vector, and f is any differentiable 

nonlinear function, most often the sigmoid function, f(s) = tanh(s). The binary Adaline, used with MRII 

systems, is shown in Figure la, and the sigmoidal Adaline used with MRIII is illustrated in Figure 1b. More 

general neuron types and network topologies will be discussed below in Section 3. In all networks we will assume 

that the weights are initially set to small random values. 

2 Madaline Rule III 
Like the MRII technique, MRIII can be interpreted from the standpoint of the minimal disturbance principle. In 

this paper, however, we develop a more natural interpretation of the algorithm in the context of gradient descent. 

There are two basic MRIII procedures, a node-by-node version and a weight-by-weight version. In this section 

we will discuss the former. The weight-by-weight variant is discussed below in Section 3.1. 

The node-by-node version of the MRIII algorithm is a simple procedure. A training pattern is presented to 

the input of the network and a measurement is taken of the squared response error, €7 = |Ex|? = |Dx — Yel". 

Here, Yz = [¥1,,Y2,)---)YL,]- is the vector of neuron outputs in the final layer, D; = = ([d,,,d2,,...,dz,]* 

is the corresponding vector of desired responses, and Ex = Dy — Yz = [e1,,€2,; ...,e7,]? is the vector of 

response errors in the output layer. After this measurement, a small perturbation 6 is added to the summing 

junction of one of the Adalines and the squared response error is again measured. From this, we calculate 
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Figure 1: Adalines (a) Binary, (b) Sigmoidal 

Ad, = A|En,|? = |Exerturbedm, |? — lEunperturdedm, 7, the square error fluctuation due to the perturbation of 
the mth neuron during training presentation k}. 

As shown below, Ae?,, can be used to determine the appropriate weight change for the selected neuron. 
After updating the weights of the perturbed neuron, another neuron is selected, perturbed, and updated in a like 
manner. We thus progress through the entire network, successively perturbing and adapting each neuron. After 
the final node has been adapted, we present a new binary pattern and repeat the procedure. As with most other 
stochastic training procedures, patterns are presented in a random, noncyclical order. 

The appropriate weight updates are easily determined by appealing to the backpropagation technique. Back- 
propagation, as presented by Rumelhart et al [4] performs gradient descent on the mean-square-error surface in 
weight space by the rule W,.4; = W; — pVz, where, as before, V; is the error gradient estimate in weight space 
based only upon information extracted from the current training presentation. If we fix all weights in the network 
and adapt only those of neuron m by backprop, we find: 

  
  

  

  

  

. de? de Asm, 
Wrmiss — Wm, — pVE= Wm, ~ POW m, — Wm ~ YOSm, OW, , (1) 

We can effect backpropagation in an unusual manner by adding a small perturbation 6 to the summing junction 
2 

of neuron m, and observing the resulting change in network output error. Accordingly, atm = an ~ pk. 
Substituting into Eq. (1) yields 

Ae? 08m Wings ~ Wm, - u( zs) a (2) 

Ae Owl x _— Ww _ Mb 17% he Mk 3 ma —o (So) a (3) 
Ae? 

— Wm, —# ( Z| Xm, - (4) 

This is the node-by-node version of the MRIII rule. We see that MRIII produces essentially the same weight 
changes as those determined by backpropagation, except MRIII adaptations occur one neuron at atime. It should 
now be clear that MRIII differentiates by signal perturbation, while backpropagation differentiates by using a 
priort knowledge about the derivative of the sigmoid. 

Because parallel analog implementations of backpropagation require both forward and backward signal paths, 
backpropagation networks require considerably more circuitry than MRIII-based networks?. This complexity 
comes in addition to that brought on by the accurate derivative relationships that must hold between the forward 
and backward paths of an analog backprop network. Furthermore, the control circuitry is correspondingly more 
complicated in the backpropagation system. 

The primary weakness of MRIII in comparison to backpropagation involves training speed. Because each 
weight update changes the response error, it will typically be necessary to recompute the unperturbed network 
  

1If we use AEm, to denote the response error perturbation vector, Eperturbedm, - Bunperturbedm, , we can develop an alternate 
expression for the squared error perturbation: Ac, = AIEn, |? = |Em, + AEm,|? - [Em,|? = 2E7,, 4Em, + |AEm,|? ~ 
2E7,, 4Em, . Thus, for small error perturbations, we can approximate Ae, by 2E7,, 4Em, , twice the dot product of the error 
vector and the error perturbation vector. In comparison to the approach mentioned above, this method of computing Ac?, , Senerally 
requires fewer multiplications, and may in some cases be simpler to implement. 

2 Assuming the implementation determines backward errors with parallel analog hardware. 
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response after each neuron is adapted. Otherwise the weight changes can interfere with the effects of the node 
perturbations and contaminate the measured derivatives. The required number cf vnperturbed computations 

can be reduced, however, if we adapt weights only after several measured gradients have been accumulated in 

memory. Thus, to complete one training presentation, MRIII requires an average of something between one and 

two complete forward passes through the network for each summing junction in the structure. Backpropagation, 
in contrast, requires only one forward pass and one backward pass to complete one adaptation of all weights. 

In implementations where these computations require more time than that associated with weight updates and 

other overhead, MRIII can be slower than backpropagation by a factor as large as the number of summing 

junctions in the network. This relationship holds for implementations on both serial and parallel machines. In 

most current experimental analog systems, however, adaptation time is dominated by operations associated with 

weight updates rather than forward signal flow through the network. Furthermore, in a forthcoming paper, we 

discuss a number of enhancements that can be used to improve the speed performance of MRIII. 

3 Using MRIII to Adapt Other Topologies 
One of the advantages of the MRIII algorithm is its ability to adapt the weights of recurrent networks. MRIII can 

also be modified to allow the adaptation of networks composed of neurons which differ from the simple sigmoidal 

Adaline presented in Section 1. 

3.1 Networks Comprised of Unusual Neurons 
In some cases, it may be desirable to adapt neurons that have forms which differ from those discussed above. In 

such instances, it may be possible to find the proper form for the MRIII algorithm by replacing Xm, in Eq. (4) by 

the correct expression for owes from Eq. (2). Even this technique is not always feasible. Perhaps no accurate 
Mz 

expression to describe the neurons will be known. For instance, it may be necessary to adapt neurons that 

integrate pulses, or process frequency multiplexed signals. Here, a “weight” may actually be a parameter which 

controls the characteristics of an adaptive filter or the frequency of a local oscillator or multivibrator. Along 
these lines, we may wish to adapt the weights in a recurrent network which is intended to oscillate in normal 
operation?. Although the MRIII approach discussed thus far cannot be applied directly, it is possible to apply a 

similar methodology to these problems. Specifically, we can sequentially add the perturbation 6 to each weight 

in the network, rather than to each node. Here the adaptation rule for weight j of neuron m during training 

presentation k can be stated as follows: 

2. O€nj, (5) 

OWmj, 

~ we. oy { Demin 6 = Wmjr pe 5 ° ( ) 

This is the weight-by-weight version of the MRIII algorithm. For networks where the node-by-node method is 
a viable option, this version of MRIII will in the worst case be slower by a factor which is proportional to the 

average number of weights per Adaline. 

  

Wmjrgr = Wmj, — 

  

3.2 Recurrent Topologies 
If we wish to apply MRIII to a recurrent network in a nonoscillatory system, we must wait for the network 

state to settle before we make any measurements. After the continuous or discrete-time network has settled, the 

unperturbed error can be measured. In the spirit of the feed-forward procedure, a perturbation 6 is then applied 

to one of the network’s nodes or weights, and after the output again settles, the error is remeasured. Adaptation 

can then be performed according to one of two the MRIII rules stated in Eqs. (4) and (6). 
Unlike feed-forward networks, it is possible for recurrent networks to have nonanalytic input-output charac- 

teristics, including oscillatory behavior. During normal adaptation, such problems occur rarely, but if they arise, 

it is necessary to correct the oscillation or discontinuity before continuing with the adaptation procedure. This 
correction can be achieved, for instance, by reducing weight magnitudes slightly or by proceeding immediately to 
a new input pattern without adapting the weights. 

Recurrent networks can also be adapted by simple variants of the backpropagation rule. Pineda [3], shows 

this for continuous-time networks. Implemented on a digital computer, this technique requires rather costly 

numerical integration. A purely analog implementation of this technique would depend upon an analog ancillary 

network that must be able to accurately track changes in the original network. Rumelhart et al [4] present a 
  

3Of course, such networks would require some sort of postprocessor to provide the system output and error signals. 
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backpropagation variant for discrete-time networks (now referred to as backpropagation through time) which can be used to train recurrent networks to converge to a desired value after a number of iterations. This approach, however, requires extra memory and a considerable amount of processing. Pearlmutter [2] has studied continuous- time versions of a more general variant of this technique that allows state trajectories to be followed through time?. 
The MRIII technique has the advantage that it offers a very simple method that allows one to implement true gradient descent on arbitrary discrete or continuous-time recurrent networks. It should be pointed out, however, that Pineda’s method and MRIII both implement gradient descent only after the network’s activation values have stabilized to a fixed point, while the backpropagation through time methods are more general in the sense that they can operate whether the network state is stable or dynamically changing. In a forthcoming paper we will 

present a simple approach that uses MRIII in conjunction with backpropagation to make the backpropagation 
through time algorithm a feasible method for training analog networks. 

4 Discussion 
In comparison to analog implementations, digital implementations of neural networks offer numerous advantages 
which can include amenability to software modification, weight portability, floating-point accuracy and dynamic 
range, and relative immunity to temperature extremes and noise problems. Nonetheless, analog, or partially 
analog circuitry can provide enormous advantages over digital circuitry in terms of cost, packing density, power 
usage, and in some cases, speed. The dynamics of continuous-time analog circuitry, might also provide some 
computational advantages, particularly when time dynamics are required in recurrent networks. Indeed, the 
potential advantages of analog implementations are so attractive that a majority of researchers in the field believe that analog circuitry is naturally suited to neural network implementations [5]. 

Thus, despite the strengths of purely digital approaches, there are strong indications that analog neural 
networks will play a significant role in future applications. It should be clear that when gradient descent is 
appropriate for training such systems, MRIII offers many strong advantages over backpropagation. MRIII offers 
a simple technique for adapting recurrent networks and it provides a method for adapting neurons which have unknown characteristics. MRIII might be used, for instance, to train complicated neural models which are based upon biological nervous systems. Also, in contrast to backpropagation, MRIII is relatively immune to the effects 
of nonideal components and voltage offsets, both of which are ubiquitous in analog circuitry. These characteristics make MRIII a viable approach for training real analog neural networks. 
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Abstract 

When large amounts of input data, such as that from a video camera, are input to a neural network, the 

first layer is needed to reduce the raw data into a unique representation which is particular to the training 

set. Further, in certain applications, basic features of the training set may not be well understood or so 

complex that it becomes impractical to construct the required feature set. For these conditions, the 
Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization procedure [1,2] can be utilized to develop an ortho onal vector set which 

is constructed from the basis function and unique to the training set as well. This technique is tested using 

individual alphanumeric characters placed in a 12 x 12 pixel array. After training the network, additional 

images containing random noise are presented to the neural network. Preliminary results show good 

recognition rates. 

1 Introduction 

Applying neural networks to real time imaging problems is critical to many applications, but at the same time 

imposes certain constraints as listed in Table I. To address these constraints, studies have concluded that non- 

iterative training may be the only feasible approach to solving the problem which is addressed by the algorithm 

presented here. The algorithm constructs an orthogonal vector set from the input basis functions based on the 

training set forming an n-dimensional space. The input vector is then expanded using the orthogonal vector set. 

The resulting vector is then projected into this n-dimensional space for further analysis. Next, an approximation is 

made to estimate the nearest neighbor and thus establish a match. Finally, the output is generated using a single 

layer perceptron. 

  

A) The network must be able to train in real time. 
  

  

        
  

B) The number of input permutations is far greater than the number of training sets. 

C) The hardware used for training must be the same as that for normal operation 

such that the system is upwardly scalable. 

D) No prior knowledge of the training vector set is known. 

Table I. Neural networking system constraints for real time image recognition 

training. 

This technique meets the needs of each one of the constraints listed above. To meet the speed requirement, the 

training algorithm utilizes only a single pass. The number of inputs is scaled down considerably after the ortho- 

gonalization of the input. The upward bound on the number of orthogonal functions is the lessor of the number 

of input basis functions (pixels) or the number of training sets. The actual size of the n-dimensional space can be 

further reduced by training only when an undesired output is generated, thus adding new orthogonal functions only 

when required. 
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Once the input has been expanded with the basis function, the n-dimensional vector is projected to a coordinate 
that is characteristic of the input. An estimate is made to the nearest neighbor in the decision space. The result of 
the estimate is used to map the associated output. If the output is in error then the n-dimensional decision space 
is increased by one by generating an additional orthogonal vector, adding a new unique vector, or adding both to 
the decision space for future nearest neighbor comparisons. 

In an attempt to develop very fast neural networking training algorithms which have the ability to train in real time 
and still respond to arbitrary training sets, alternative training methods to the back propagation technique and other 
iterative training algorithms are being developed. As shown in the results below, good outcome can be obtained 
by this method. The primary penalty appears in the system memory requirements, but in certain applications this 
is acceptable. It is believed however, that improvements to the training algorithm can be made to reduce the 
probability of requiring an additional basis function for a given training vector. These improvements are expected 
to result in decreased memory requirements with little impact on the overall training time. 

2 Orthogonal Extraction of Basis Function 
The first layer utilizes a modified perceptron structure. The connection weights to this layer are determined using 
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure. Equation 1 is employed to calculate the weights. 

t-] CN HA-7) 

ty lol \ y yb e cyt 

  Wi =. we ir0 J 
t,m t-] CN HA) 

ty l=] _ ty l-l t-l,7l t-ly 7l Xm > > Xj Wig | Wim 
t=O j=0     

for m=0...'‘N“'-1] (1) 
The notation for ‘Ww, ,,is such that the index z refers to the training set, / refers to the layer number, 7 refers to 
the node number, and m refers to the interconnect from node n proceeding to layer /- 1, node m To calculate 
this result, first a feed forward is performed which is described by the summation terms contained within the inner 
parentheses. If the feed-forward output is treated as a feed-back input and the feed-forward input treated as the 
feed-back output, the same operation can be used to calculate the outer summation. The only remaining operation 
involves the subtraction of the original input and subsequent normalization. Thus the same hardware can be utilized 
for most of the training. 

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of the process "* 
implemented by Equation 1. Vector B represents the already —~ 
constructed orthogonal vector set. When a training set is a 
input, vector A, the projection of vector A onto vector B is 
subtracted from vector A. The result is the A’ vector which 
is the new orthogonal vector which is added to the 
n-dimensional decision space. If there were more than one 
initial orthogonal vector this process would be repeated until 
the input training set was reduced to zero or all of the A’ 
projections to the orthogonal vectors were subtracted out. Figure 1. Extraction of orthogonal vector A’ 

from A after projection to B is subtracted. 
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3 Mapping of Input Into Decision Space 
The second layer deviates from the perceptron in that an additional offset is included and each connect has a sigmoid 

associated with it as computed in Equation 2. There may be supporting evidence that actual neurons have such 
complex structures [4] although this process is not fully understood at this time. Further it can be shown that the 
training can be mapped to a perceptron with a slight modification of the sigmoid activation function. 

] 
Lf ix! (-1_t-1 a! 7" 

(2) 2, ! 
i Vil g v) for X,- a, ,20 

  for X,-a,,<9 

  

When binary image data is input to the neural network (i.e. each pixel is represented by a 1 or 0) the sigmoid can 

be linearized without serious degradation to the system. Equation 3 illustrates the forward computations used in 

the results section. In addition, each term is clamped except for the nearest neighbors. 

NEC XD an Ba for X,-a,,<96 
Sn = > l-l]_t-1 1 t-1 1 _ > (3) 

i= \( ‘x; Q,id Vai for X,-a,,290 

The training is performed algebraically giving equal weight to each of the nearest neighbors and clamping beyond 
them. After a feed forward cycle is complete, a winner takes all function is used as input to the last layer. 

4 Output Mapping 

In the examples shown in the results section only a simple OR-ing function is required. For a given desired output 

a connect is made from the second layer to the third. With the second layer being a winner take all and only one 
of the outputs are to be active the LMS algorithm reduces to a single pass operation. 

5 Results 

To verify the accuracy and speed associated with the single pass feed-forward Orthogonal Extraction Training 
Algorithm (OETA), several tests have been adopted for characterization. Testing was performed over three 

separate character data sets. The first set included five hand generated characters A through E built on a 7 x 12 

binary pixel grid and overlaid and left justified onto a 12 x 12 pixel array (Fig 2). However, both the second and 

third character sets were derived from standard IBM character patterns based on 7 x7 binary pixel grids and overlaid 
into the center of a 12 x 12 pixel array. The hand written set has features that are more distinctive than the IBM 

character set. 
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Figure 2. Handwritten character set showing typical inputs Figure 3. The ’E’ character was recog- 

with 5% noise and without. nized asa’D’ character. A2% error rate. 
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The network trains to each character contained in the specified set. Following training, the test program randomly 
selects a character in the set for evaluation, adds a fixed percentage of random pixel noise, and then presents the 
noisy data to the network for evaluation. The test procedure is repeated 200 times for each noise level in 5% 
increments ranging from 0% to 30%. By the time 30% noise is added the characters are barely recognizable. 
Recognition success rates are then plotted against the noise level for the purpose of qualitative analysis as shown 
in Figure 4. Figure 2 illustrates the hand written character set and representative inputs with noise that were 
recognized correctly. Figure 3 illustrates one sample that failed to be recognized correctly even though the character 
features were ascertainable. Such failure in recognition occurs about 2% of the time. 

          

Figure 4. Presentation showing the per- 100 
cent success in recognizing a character as 90 
a function to percent noise. The delta ao 
marked line plots the results of the hand- Hn 
written character set and the square nN = 70 
marked line plots the results of the IBM u 60 

character set. It should be noted that the 5 
IBM character set is made of fewer pixels yn 
than the hand written set. This plot shows _ 40 
that noise does not degrade performance ‘ 30 _ 
until the character integrity is effected. O IBM Alphabet 

co 4 A Handwritten Set 

10 r , r 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Ye Noise 

Other tests were conducted after training with randomly selected characters from the character set which also 
included 5% noise. The success rate drops considerably when training is conducted with noisy data. This is in 
contrast to back propagation trained networks where the recognition usually improves when training with noise [3]. 

6 Conclusion 

Overall this technique gives good results while meeting the constraints outlined in Table I. Additional efforts need 
to be focused on why the low level error rate persists on good images. Also the technique needs to be evaluated 
for larger systems where the ratio of input permutations to training sets is much larger. Further evaluation is 
required to verify how the technique performs when the second layer training is mapped to a perceptron. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a model of the neural network based on physiological studies involving long-term 

enhancement and local interaction. Modification of weights in the neural network is caused by sustained stimulus, 
and involves two distinct stages. Each represents Protein Kinase C translocation and altered protein synthesis by 
messenger RNA. The Local Interaction Hypothesis is modelled to simulate postsynaptic activities of conditioning. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, we propose a model of the neural network based on various physiological studies. The focus of 

the model in this paper is associative learning due to Long-Term Enhancement (LTE). In designing the model, 

we have taken into account physiological studies of, but not limited to, pyramidal cells in the CA1 region of the 

hippocampus, because they are identified as the group of cells which accounts for associative learning. Neural 

activities involve complex biochemical processes, some of which are not yet known, so that complete simulation 

is beyond our capability at this time. Instead, we take the more simple approach of designing a neural network 

model taking into account the effects of some major biochemical processes. Since we are interested in associative 

learning, we have focused on the LTE due to the Protein Kinase C (PKC) translocation, the altered protein sythesis 

by messenger RNA (mRNA), and the Local Interaction Hypothesis{Alkon, 1989]. In a subsequent section, we 

describe physiological studies we have taken into account in designing our model. Then, we describe our model. 

2. Neural Realities 

Neurons are biochemical apparatus. The excitation and inhibition of individual cells and the propagation of electric 

pulses are due to the biochemical reactions of neural systems. In designing an artificial neural network, physiological 

studies on how postsynaptic potential is changed and how sensitivities of postsynaptic membrane are changed and 

sustained are of primary importance, because these directly affect the basic architecture of the model. 

Postsynaptic Potential: 
Elevation of the postsynaptic potential is caused by an inflow of Ca** as observed by researchers including [Alkon, 

1984]. There are two types of excitatory postsynaptic potential: a fast excitatory postsynaptic potential ((EPSP) and 

a slow excitatory postsynaptic potential (SEPSP)!. The fEPSP is caused by an inflow of ions due to glutamate (GLU), 

a kind of neurotransmitter, binding Kainate and/or Quisqualate (KQ) receptors to open ion channels[Collingridge 

and Bliss, 1987]. This process transmits presynaptic potential to postsynaptic potential by changing postsynaptic 

membrane permeability. The fEPSP is very rapid (on the order of a few milliseconds). The sEPSP is caused when 

the Mg** block of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor is reduced by depolarization due to a high frequency 

stimulation, and an influx of Ca?* is observed[Collingridge and Bliss, 1987]. This process activates the Ca**- 
dependent process. Also, there is a cyclic AMP (cAMP)-dependent process of sensitivity modulation{[Nathanson 
  

1We do not discuss slow inhibitory postsynaptic potential (sIPSP) in this paper. 
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and Greengard, 1977] [Greengard, 1976]{Greengard and Kuo, 1970]. However, whether this cAMP-dependent 
process contributes to persistent change in sensivity is at this point unclear. 
Long-Term Enhancement: 
We consider presynaptic and postsynaptic reasons for the induction of LTE”. The presynaptic explanation is that a 
sustained increase of neurotransmitter release induces LTE. Postsynaptically, LTE is due to a Ca”* influx through 
a NMDA-Ssensitive and voltage-sensitive channel, and maintained by persistent PKC translocation from cytosolic 
PKC to membrane-associated PKC[Alkon and Rasmussen, 1988]{Malinow et. al., 1988]. Elevation of sensitivity 
by this process starts minutes after the stimuli is given and lasts for weeks. When LTE is sustained for a longer 
period this is due to the alteration of protein synthesis by mRNA[Nathanson and Greengard, 1977]. There is a 
hypothesis that this change in the synthesis of protein is due to cyclic-AMP-dependent phosphorylation of nuclear 
proteins({Greengard, 1976]. 
Local Interaction: 
[Alkon, 1989] proposes a hypothesis that postsynaptic change of sensivity involves extensive local interactions. 
His hypothesis is based on the observation that membrane-associated PKC increased in CA1 cell bodies, and to a 
lesser extent in dendrites, immediately after the paired stimuli are introduced, but three days later, PKC is found 
maximally in dendrites and less in the cell bodies. He further claims that the specific spatiotemporal domain affects 
promotion of PKC translocation and causes postsynaptic change. The hypothesis claims that, when conditioning 
occurs, postsynaptic sensitivity modulation is most affected by a nearby site. 

3. Models of Associative Learning 

In this section, we describe a mathematical model of an artificial neural network based on physiological studies 
discussed in the previous section. First, we describe a basic model with a simple local interaction. Then, we 
augment the model and incorporate a configurational factor. Finally, the modelling of LTE is discussed. 

3.1. Local Interaction 

The Local Interaction Hypothesis is adopted to simulate concentration of PKC in the postsynaptic membrane 
affected by nearby sites during a specific spatiotemporal window. In implementing the hypothesis, we introduce 
@ configurational matrix which defines physical and chemical proximity between synaptic sites. The basic idea is 
to increase the weights of synapses when there is coincidental stimuli within a specific spatiotemporal window. 
The configurational matrix defines a spatial region as that where such weight modification can be triggered. The 
temporal window is defined as the modification which takes place when paired stumili are within a certain time 
interval. There are two ways to model this hypothesis. First, a basic model assumes that in the presence of paired 
Stumili each weight involved is modified, and the output function employs a conventional threshold function. This 
model is expressed as equations (1) and (2). 

oj = S wya;j—h (1) 

Aw; = €WiGj + 3 YWijGjwikaeCijk (2) 

Aci, = YWyAjWizAkC jz (3) 

where 0;, wi, aj, h, €,7, Wj, Ce and cS, are the output level of the i-th node, the weight between the i-th and j-th 
node, the activation level of the j-th node, the threshold value, the learning parameter for unconditioned stimuli, 
the learning parameter for conditioned stimuli, the weight between the i-th and j-th node due to PKC translocation, 
a configurational factor between the i-th and j-th node in the presence of stimuli from the k-th node, and the 
configuration factor due to the PKC translocation, respectively. Unlike the Hebbian Learning Rule[Hebb, 1949], 
weight can be changed without firing; it can be changed if stimuli are introduced. The term €w a; Tepresents a 
modification of weight whenever the stimuli are introduced. This term involves both presynaptic and postsynaptic 
change. In the equation (2), the second term of the right hand side shows a local interaction at conditioning. 
This term represents postsynaptic modification. The weight is strengthened by paired stimuli at nearby sites. The 
temporal window can be incorporated into the model using equations (4) and (5) by using +(¢) which defines a 
  

2Morphological explanation is ignored in our model since its nature and comformity to computer simulation is not known. 
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temporal window of local interaction for the PKC translation. 

Aw; = ewyaj+ )_ / V(Ocijewiajwixa,at (4) 

Acip = / (Dwi Gjwirarcijeat (5) 

Another way to model the hypothesis is to further speculate that, in addition to the basic model, fEPSP can be 

modulated in the presence of paired stumill. 

ji = > Wij + ~ > Wi GjWizAkCijk — h (6) 

Aw; = EWG; (7) 

ACiin = YWyQjWicAgCije (8) 

The equation (7) represents a basic modification of synaptic weight where the more the stimuli are given, the stronger 
the weight will be. This equation applies solely to each synaptic weight. The local interaction is represented in 

the equation (8). The configurational matrix is modified only when paired stimuli are given. As a result of weight 

modification, the network will learn association of stimuli, say A and B, where A is the conditioning stimulus and 

B is a conditioned stimulus which usually flows through the network as simulated in [Vogl et. al., 1989]. After the 
training, when the stimulus A alone is given, the B will be produced as an output of the network. 

3.2. Long-Term Enhancement 

We simulate two stages of LTE. We assume that LTE, wi and Cis are due to the PKC translocation, and the 

sustained LTE, as represented in wi and ci,, is a result of increased protein synthesis by mRNA altered by PKC 
and cAMP dependent processes. 

Wy = Wetwy (9) 

Cijk = Cin + Cp (10) 

Modification of weight is initially recorded on wj and c#,, and transferred into wi and cj, respectively. 

wee = ¢ / widt (11) 

C, = 7 / ci,dt (12) 

¢ and 7 are parameters for converting PKC-based LTE into mRNA-based LTE. Although PKC-based LTE may decay 

as a result of dispersion, mRNA-based LTE is long lasting. We assume that the mRNA-based LTE is weakened 

by cell and dendrital tree loss in the cell population. Equation (13) and (14) roughly simulate loss of cells and 

dentrital trees in the cell population. 

wi) = wy(loe (2) 
HA) = ciltoe (14) 

We expect that this two-stage modeling of LTE will provide our model with a capability to leam only common 
features of the data set and ignore uncommon features. Although the possibility of making generalizations from 

data by this type of learning scheme is not evaluated in our model, we assume that the two-stage modeling provides 

some filtering capabilities. 

4. Discussions and Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a model of an artificial neural network based on the Local Interaction Hypothesis 

and the two-stage modeling of LTE. The Local Interaction Hypothesis is incorporated into the model using the 

configurational matrix and a temporal function of weight modulation. The two-stage modeling simulates the lasting 
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period of LTE due to PKC translocation and altered protein production by mRNA, and decay of LTE due to chemical 
dispersion and the loss of cell bodies and dendritic trees in the cell population. 

As pointed out in [Alkon, 1989], a learning rule based on the Local Interaction Hypothesis should be different 
from Back Propagation{Rumelhart, 1986] and the Hebbian Leaming Rule[Hebb, 1949]. We believe this is a 
reasonable conclusion when modelling the pyramidal cells of the hippocampus because neither Back Propagation 
nor the Hebbian Learning Rule conform to biological observations of actual neurons in the CA1 region of the 
hippocampus. Back Propagation assumes a reverse flow of information which causes change in the synaptic 
weight. Such. reversed flows in real axons are unrealistic in a real neural system[Crick, 1989]. The Hebbian 
Learning Rule increases the connections of neurons that are fired at the same time. However, in hippocampal cells, 
there is evidence that cells do not follow the Hebbian Learning Rule. Instead, it could seem that local interaction 
may be a dominant learning rule in the CA1 of the hippocampus. 

There are several biochemical processes our model has ignored. First, we have not modeled inhibition by an 
antagonist[Morris et. al., 1986]. Blockage of NMDA sites with aminophosphonovaleric acid (AP5), which is a 
NMDA antagonist, does not affect synaptic transmission, but prevents the induction of LTE. Such a role of an 
antagonist needs to be incorporated in a future model. Neurogenesis or neural darwinism (Edelman, 1987] is an 
important theme in learning, but is not discussed in this paper, mainly due to the fact that we are not sure about the 
mechanism and phenomena of neurogenesis in the hippocampus. Recent discovery regarding the RNA transport 
in dendrites [Gordon-Weeks, 1988] has not been incorporated in our model because the detail of the phenomena 
are not well understood. Application of our model to the Frequency Modulation Neural Network [Kitano and 
Tomabechi, 1989][Tomabechi and Kitano, 1989] is another future issue. 

We need to explore the mathematical and experimental properties of the model. [Vogl et. al., 1989] proposed a 
model of an artificial neural network based on the biological observations by Alkon, and claim that their network 
learns more efficiently than Back Propagation. Since our network shares basic learning features with their network, 
investigation of the efficiency of learning is one important topic in the evaluation of our model. A computational 
experiment to evaluate the learning capacity of our model is now in progress. 
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1. Description of the Algorithm 
We consider the basic pattern recognition problem of constructing a machine or algorithm to partition 

a given set of patterns into two previously specified disjoint subsets. We use the notation 

I= {-1,1}, P=l’, SCP, n= |S|, S= SAU Sp, Sa, Sgdisjoint, 

and 

f:P — I satisfies f(z) = {7 ~1 -—— 

so that P is the pattern space, S a given subset of patterns, and f is the characteristic function for S in P. 

Then, an effective realization of f by a network of “neurons” is sought. We will denote such a network by 

N(f). Here, the simplest model of a neuron, namely that of McCulloch-Pitts [1], will be sufficient, so that 
a neuron y with fan-in k may be represented as the function v : R* — J given by 

v(z,,...,2%) = H(o(z) — 8), 

where 

-1 z2<0 
oe) = a jw; A(z)= {7 2>0, 

= 

and w1,..., wz, and @ are the adjustable weights and threshold of the neuron. By “effective realization” we 

mean a learning procedure that, given f|S, efficiently constructs a reasonably sized network which implements 

f on S. 
Intuitively, at least, the demands for efficient construction and reasonable size are at odds with each 

other: A network implementing f, having n(6+ 1) connections is trivial to construct, while, for most f’s,the 

problem of finding the smallest network implementing f is, very probably, impossibly difficult. Thus, a 

learning procedure that could balance these two requirements might be inherently more efficient than many 

of the learning schemes in use where the architecture of the net is fixed before the difficulty of learning a 
specific problem is known. 

The procedure is based on the idea that while f|S may be a difficult problem, it is always possible to 

write S = Sc USp (ScNSp = 0), and usually easier to solve the problems of implementing f|Sc and f|Sp 

separately. Let 
-1 zé€Se we2)={ 71 2E8 

and suppose that, somehow, we have available N(g), N(f|Sc) and N(f|Sc). Let s: 13 — I be the function 

ro ifz,;=—-l 

and let M = N(s), a net of fixed size (a version having two hidden nodes and six connections is easy to 

construct) which we may assume to be given. Then N(f) can be constructed as shown in figure 1. Although 

all the nets except M operate in parallel (conceptually), the structure can be seen as a tree, with N(g) 
acting as a parent node to the two subtrees N(f|Sc) and N(f|Sp). It will be useful here to make the usual 
distinction between internal nodes and leaf nodes; the algorithm will construct them quite differently, as 
detailed below. 

As it stands, we now have a template for a class of learning procedures which can be filled in to yield 

an exact algorithm by specifying how N(g), N(f|Sc) and N(f|Sp) are to be constructed. Unfortunately, 
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given g, f|Sc and f|Sp, our task appears hopeless, because there is no reason to suppose that N(g) is any 
easier to construct than N(f). To avoid this impasse, we replace N(g) in figure 1 by N (?), e., a random 
network, which partitions S into two subsets which we continue to call Sc and S$ p, and implicitly defines the 
function it computes, namely g. We may well be able to do better than the random network N (7), and we 
will address this below, in a preliminary way. For now, N(?) will almost certainly have divided the problem 
into the two strictly smaller problems of computing N(f|Sc) and N(f|Sp). 

Since these are smaller problems, we could apply the above procedure recursively to each of these 
problems, and end up with a net which is indeed N(f). The serious drawback is that it will have O(n) 
connections, and, at least from a priori considerations, will be virtually incapable of generalization. Instead 
of a completely recursive approach, then, at each stage a “local” learning algorithm is applied, i.e. to the 
problem of constructing N(f|Sc) and N(f|Sp). If, after a certain number of presentations t = t(|Sc|, 6) the 
algorithm has not succeeded, then the main procedure is applied recursively, partitioning Sc and Sp and 
continuing. This is a flexible scheme, since the choice of local learning algorithm at each stage is essentially 
arbitrary, as is the function ¢(|Sc|,b). (For example, the purely recursive scheme, considered above, fits 
into this framework by choosing t(|Sc|,b) = 0 if |Sc| > 1.) As mentioned above, we can view the net as a 
tree, and it is now clear that internal nodes act to partition the patterns, while external nodes do the actual 
classifying. 

The choice of the perceptron algorithm (2] [3] used here as the local learning algorithm at each stage 
was made to keep the size of the final net as small as possible, and to reduce the number of intermediate 
decisions. For instance, Back Propagation [4] fits into the above framework easily; the McCulloch-Pitts 
neurons, chosen only for simplicity, can be replaced by differentiable neurons. Then, however, at each stage, 
the architecture of the subnets must be chosen by some criteria, and rarely is a minimal net size achieved. 
Perceptron learning, on the other hand, trains a single neuron, and has the well-known property that if a 
one-neuron solution exists, it will be found [2]. On a purely practical level, although Perceptron learning 
is notorious for slowness, its inner loop is so simple that it often ends up outperforming more sophisticated 
algorithms whose convergence properties are not so well understood. 

An optimal method for constructing N(?) would have to determine a partition of S into Sc U Sp, 
where f|Sc and f|Sp are easy to learn, and then proceed to actually construct a net which effected the 
given partition. This is more difficult than the original problem—instead, we will settle for an N (?) which 
partitions S into approximately equal-sized subsets, |Sc| ~ |Sp|, with no other constraints on how Sc and 
Sp are chosen. Then, we may define N(?) to consist of the single neuron represented by v(z) = H(w-z-—6), 
where w € S is chosen randomly and @ is adjusted to be the median of {w-z|z € S}. Clearly, N(?) will 
partition S into two sets of approximately the same size. Geometrically, 

Sc ={zES||lz- ull >7r}, 

Sp={zeES$|||z- wll <r}, 
where r = \/2(b — 8). 

The net can be trained incrementally, as the number of patterns grows. Suppose the net N; = N(f|S:) 
has been constructed, and we wish to construct N2 = N(fls,us,). If Ni consists of one node, then we 
merely continue training with the perceptron algorithm (or whatever local learning algorithm is being used) 
using S; US. On the other hand, if N; has more than one node, S; U S2 will be split into two subsets, 
and the splitting will continue down the tree until a leaf node is reached. At this point, the local learning 
algorithm continues at the leaf node, applied to the particular subset of S; U S_ that has filtered down from 
the splitting nodes. Since the splitting nodes’ weights are fixed after the first time they are adjusted, the 
tree may become unbalanced using this technique; in practice, however, this was not a problem. For instance 
(see below), only once did a tree trained incrementally on a total of 3000 patterns split the patterns as many 
as three times. 

When the algorithm is working on a leaf node, and the number of presentations of patterns reaches 
t(|S|,b) without successfully separating the patterns, the algorithm discards the weights of that node, con- 
structs a partition node in its place, allocates two additional nodes which can be thought of as the children 
of the partition node, and appends the small fixed-size net M, so that its inputs are the outputs of the three 
nodes. The patterns are partitioned by the partition node, and the appropriate subsets are then used to 
train the two child nodes. 
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2. An Example: Handwritten Character Recognition 
As an example intermediate between ”toy” problems and practical applications, a net was built to 

recognize the handwritten block capital letters A through Z. For ease of entry (using a mouse), the letters 
were first input as 60 x 68 bit-images, and then scaled to 15 x 17 images. Thus, for this example, P = J?5°. 
The patterns were then shifted so that their centers-of-mass coincided with the center of the 15 x 17 rectangle. 

Since classification of letters is a multiway rather than binary decision, we need a “forest” in place of 

a single tree. Here, 26 subnets, operating (conceptually) in parallel, were constructed using the algorithm 

described in the previous section, with the i" net trained to return 1 if the pattern was identified as the 

i*® letter of the alphabet, and —1 otherwise. Two criteria were used for judging if the net’s response was 

correct: A pattern was considered an ”exact match” if the appropriate subnet returned 1, and all other 

subnets returned —1. Alternately, it was a ”best guess” if the appropriate subnet responded more strongly 
than all other nets (even if that strongest response were negative). 

Because of the nature of the algorithm, learning a given set of patterns was not considered complete 

until the resulting tree achieved 100% exact matches. For simplicity, t(|S|, 6) = 20000 was used. A set of 1311 
patterns was used to build the first tree, requiring 83 minutes on a Macintosh Plus before all patterns were 
correctly identified. The incremental building process described above was used to continue the learning, 
producing 11 trees in all, the last having been trained on 2984 patterns. 520 new patterns were then used 
to test the generalization capabilities of the trees. As figure 2 shows, the percentage of exact matches rose 

from about 63% for the first tree, to almost 77% for the last tree. The percentage for best guesses, although 

considerably better than that for exact matches, rose more slowly, from 82% for the first tree to 88% for the 

last tree. 
An encouraging feature of the algorithm is that the size of the net seems to grow slowly, although 

more data is needed before anything definitive can be said. Here, for instance, the total number of nodes 

(distributed among the 26 subtrees) for the first tree, trained on 1311 patterns, is 76, whereas the last 

tree, trained on 2984 patterns, has 98 nodes. The distribution of those 98 nodes among the 26 subtrees is 

also interesting, the subtrees for certain letters having only one node and thus operating as perceptrons, 

while most letters require one splitting node and two perceptron nodes. The letter B (presumably hard to 

distinguish from E’s and R’s and to a lesser extent A’s) ended up with seven nodes, three splitting nodes and 

four perceptron nodes. The algorithm, then, seems to have the desirable capability of recognising learning 
difficulties, and allocating more resources where they are needed. 

3. Conclusion 

Recent results have shown that learning to classify a given set of patterns using a net with fixed 

architecture is an NP-complete problem. It seems inevitable then, that practical learning algorithms will 

have to be capable not only of adjusting weights in a given architecture, but of adjusting the architecture of 
the net, if the problem seems to demand it. The method presented above is a beginning attempt that has 

the virtues of simplicity, flexibility and quite high efficiency. The node-adding criterion used here, of defining 

t(|S|, 5) as a constant, can doubtless be improved, but even as it stands, the method’s efficiency is such that 

nets having 25000 connections can be built on a machine like the Macintosh Plus in about two hours. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a new neural network model that incorporates feedback. The model resembles a binary 

Hopfield net but requires neither symmetric connections nor orthogonal stored memories. We have developed a 
complete theory of the fixed points of the model and their basins of attraction. A novel feature of the model is direct 
control of the speed of convergence to stored memories and flexibility in tailoring the basins of attraction. 

Introduction 
Connectionist models feature an interconnected structure, expressed as a connectivity matrix, imposed upon a set 

of elementary neurons. Typically, each neuron applies a clipping- or sigmoid-type nonlinear transformation to a 
weighted sum of its inputs and adapts to its environment according to a learning rule. Most algorithms [1,2,3] are 
based on this description, with the main distinction being the learning rule imposed. 

We choose to divide learning rules into two classes, local and global. Local learning is based upon an iterative 
procedure while global learning is based upon a non-iterative rule. An example of global learning is the Hopfield 
outer product rule [3]. 

In this paper a new algorithm based on a global learning rule is presented. The method describes a dynamical 

system with feedback which is not restricted to the symmetric connectivity matrix of the Hopfield structure. The 
model incorporates a discrete time, finite step architecture that operates on binary strings, and can easily be 
implementated in VLSI hardware. 

The Network Architecture 

Assume there are n elementary neurons, with the strength of the connection from the i-th output neuron to the 
j-th input neuron given by component ajj of a real nxn connectivity matrix, A. The state of a neuron is represented 

by a real number in the range [-1.0,1.0] and the collective state of the system of neurons is an n-component vector in 

the real vector space, R"™ . Matrix A is selected to store memories in the network, each memory being an n-bit 

binary string containing symbols 1 and -1. These memories are elements of the code Cp which contains 2" n-bit 

elements each with a representative in R", e.g. the string 11-1 € C3 has a representative X = [1.0,1.0,-1.0]! in K3. 

Each element of Cy defines a vertex of the Hamming cube in KR". 
The dynamical system presented relates vectors X(k-1) and X(k) that lie within or on the surface of the Hamming 

cube. Specifically, the dynamics takes a vector X(k-1) and maps it into a vector X(k) according to the prescription 

X(k) = q(A X(k-1)) (1) 

where A is the connectivity matrix and q is a clipping-type nonlinear vector function. If yj is the i-th component of 

a vector Y € KR", then q(¥) = (q](y1).d2(y2)s--dn (Yq)! with 

qify) = Yi if lyj 1< 1 
= sign(yj ) if lyj l> 1 (2) 

For a given connectivity matrix A, the mapping (1) is iteratively applied to an initial vector X(1) € Cp to produce a 

sequence of iterates {X(1), X(2), X(3),...}. In the next section we will show how to encode memories in A so that 

this sequence of iterates is guaranteed to converge to one of the memories. 

Learning and the Information Storage Matrix 

We select m target vectors Y1, Y2,.Y3,...Ym€ Cn with ms n requiring them to be linearly independent. 

These vectors span an m-dimensional subspace of R" called the target space. The question is: how does one store 

information in and extract information from such a space? 
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Augment the m target vectors Yj with (n-m) vectors Zm41, Zm+2;..-, Zn € R™ called the slack vectors. 
The Zj must not be elements of the code Cy and the set Y,.... Ym, Zm41,.--. Zp must form a basis for R2. 
The target and slack vectors are arranged as the columns of an nxn non-singular matrix T = [Y1..... Ym, Zm+1,--, 
ZnJj. Define a real nxn diagonal matrix A = diag (A1,.A2.,.... Am, 9m+1,9m42,---. 9n) and form the matrix 
product 

A=TAT! (3) 

A and A are related by a similarity transform; the column vectors of T are the eigenvectors of A and the diagonal 
elements of A are the associated eigenvalues [4], i.e. 

AT= TA (4) 

In fact, given T and A, equation (4) can be solved directly for A by using the Gauss-elimination algorithm or by 
applying the 6-rule of perceptron learning. 

There is an additional requirement on the eigenvalue matrix A. The m diagonal elements of A corresponding to 
the Yj and the (n-m) elements corresponding to the Zj must satisfy the conditions, 

IAjl> 1.0 i=1,m 

l6il< 1.0 i=m+l1,n (5) 

This eigenvalue assignment establishes a saddle topology in R". Any matrix A satisfying these requirements is 
called an Information Storage Matrix and may be used as a connectivity matrix of the neural network. 

Operation of the Network 
Each initial state of the system is a binary string which has a representative X(1) in R". Applying relation (1) 

iteratively to X(1) produces a sequence of states each lying within or on the surface of the Hamming cube. It can be 
shown [5] that this state sequence must evolve towards the target space, i.e. the iterates of any initial state must 
move towards the desired memories. 

The outlined procedure requires the initial state to evolve on a saddle in RK" with ‘downhill’ directions pointing 
directly at the stored memories and ‘uphill’ directions everywhere else. 

1.0 ] 

  

  
0.0 

    
(1,1) 

Figure 1: A combined 3-d and contour plot of a saddle in R2- Stored memories, represented by black circles, lie at 
the vertices (-1,-1) and (1,1). Dynamical flow is represented on the contour plot by the arrows. The flow is always 
towards the memories 
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Figure 1 illustrates the type of surface upon which a state evolves. The only stable fixed points of the dynamical 

system lie at the vertices of the Hamming cube corresponding to the stored memories. 

An Example: a 1-bit Feature Extractor 

Consider the complementary 4-bit code D4 represented by the eight real vectors, 

[1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0]T, [1.0,1.0,1.0,-1.0]T, [1.0,1.0,-1.0,1.0]7, [1.0,1.0,-1.0,-1.0]T, [1.0,-1.0,1.0,1.0]7, 
[1.0,-1.0,1.0,-1.0],? — [1.0,-1.0,-1.0,1.0]? and [1.0,-1.0,-1.0,-1.0]?. Choose Y4 = [1.0,1.0,-1.0,-1.0]? and Y2 = 
[1.0,-1.0,-1.0,1.0} 7 as target vectors and Z3 = (0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0}! and Z3 = (0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0]! as slack vectors. 

In this case the matrix T is given by 
10 10 #00 0.0 

. 10 -10 0.0 0.0 

~ 1-10 -1L0 1.0 0.0 6) 

-10 10 0.0 1.0 

Take the eigenvalue matrix to be A = diag (A4,.A2, 0.5, 0.5) with IA1, AgI > 1. In the particular case, 1 = 3.0 

2 = 2.0 we have 
2.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 

0.5 2.55 0.0 0.0 
A= (7) 

-2.0 -0.5 0.5 0.0 

-0.5 -2.0 0.0 0.5 

representing a non-symmetric connectivity pattern in which each neuron connects to itself. Applying the procedure 

to all elements of the code Dg produces the following basins of attraction, 

    

Code elements Code elements 

(1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 10)" (1.0, -1.0, 1.0, 1.0)" 
| (1.0, 1.0, 10, -LOj]" - [.0, -10, 1.0, -1.0)" 

Basin of Y, < 4 T tro Basin of Y, 
[1.0, 1.0, -1.0, 1.0] (1.0, -1.0, -10, 1.0] 

(1.0, 1.0, -1.0, -1.0]" (1.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0]" | 

are attracted to target are attracted to target 

Y1 = [1.0,1.0,-1.0,-1.0]7 Y2 = [1.0-1.0,-1.0,1.0}! 

The neural network is operating as a 1-bit feature extractor - it separates the code according to the sign of the second 

bit. 
This is an elementary Information Storage Matrix Network. Other types we have considered include multi-bit 

feature extractors, Boolean logic elements and cascades of elementary networks. All are possible, and can be directly 

implemented with present-day VLSI hardware. 

Learning in the Network 

The learning parameters in the proposed model are the slack vectors Zj and the eigenvalues Aj and 0;, These 

parameters can be used to tailor the domains of attraction of the model so that a particular function is executed [5]. 

The effect of increasing the Aj is generally to change the mean rate of convergence to the desired solutions. For 

example, consider the 10-bit complementary code Dj0, with two targets Y1 and Y2 and eight slack vectors, e3 to 

eg where ej is the j-th column vector of the 10x10 identity matrix. Take 6; = 0.5 for the slack vectors and vary 1 

and 4 in the range 1.1 to 3.0. For each pair of values (A1, 42), apply the method to all 512 elements of D10 and 

compute the mean number of iterations required for convergence to the appropriate target. Figure 2 is a plot of the 

mean number of iterations vs. (A1, 42). If one eigenvalue is held fixed while the other is increased the mean is a 

decreasing function. When both A and A2 are close to unity, the mean becomes large although still is bounded by 
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4. When both A] and A2 are larger than 2.0, the mean number of iterations is 1, i.e. every element of the code 
converges in 1 step! However, if the eigenvalues are made too large numerical instabilities may begin to appear. 
We have found that eigenvalues less than 5.0 give good results. 
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Figure 2: Mean number of iterations for convergence of all 512 elements of D 9 as a function of Aj and A2 

The eigenvalues control the slope of the various sections of the saddle in R®. In contrast, the slack vectors are 
the means of moulding the saddle. If more slack vectors are included, there is more freedom to shape the domains of 
attraction, but there is a trade-off between the number of slack vectors and the capabilities of the model. When T is 
determined solely by target vectors, no learning is possible through the slack vectors. In contrast, with only a few 
target vectors there are correspondingly few possible decisions for the network to make.- We have addressed these 
limitations elsewhere [5]. 

Conclusions 

The model presented can perform a wide variety of useful operations often applied in signal processing and 
control. In particular, the algorithm is well suited for implementation of Boolean operations. The network is 
guaranteed to converge to stored memories for all initial states. Construction of the connectivity matrix requires 
O(n3) floating point operations. A useful feature is that the network's execution speed can be controlled directly. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Both Discrete-Valued Data Clustering Algorithm (DECA) [1] and feature space 
transformation (FST) methods [2,3] evolve from the early work involving discrete valued data 
analysis. These methods, based on low order approximations of high order probability and 
statistical pattern recognition concepts, have been introduced to overcome major difficulties 
encountered in clustering and classification of both ordered (ordinal) and unordered 
(nominal) discrete—valued data. They both exhibited favorable results in experiments 
involving stochastically simulated data as well as actual clinical data for medical diagnosis [4]. 

Many of the earlier classification systems based on probability and information measures 
were not sufficiently tolerant to noise scattered throughout the entire data set and exhibited 
poor performance under such conditions. To overcome this problem, the concept of Event 
Covering has been introduced [5,6] which is capable of ignoring events that are statistically 
irrelevant for classification. By Event Covering we refer to the process of selecting only 
those subsets of joint events defined in an incomplete probability space that are relevant for 
use in the particular classification decision. The event covering process resembles association 
of events on the basis of statistical weights, with class discrimination based on the magnitude 
of the sum of weights of the active associations. 

A refined approach to Event Covering has been introduced for inductive learning of 
classification rules and/or patterns from time-dependent or time-independent data that is 
subject to noise and uncertainty [7]. Experimental results indicate that this classification 
scheme is very well suited to real world applications. Unlike conventional techniques in 
Artificial Intelligence, these involve weighted decision rules which are difficult to 
accommodate under currently established architectures. However, there do exist some 
alternative architectures, such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) under which this latest 
technique can become very useful. 

2. LEARNING CLASSIFICATION RULES 

Consider a problem domain consisting of entities representing objects or events and a set of 
classes into which these can be divided. Consider also that an entity can belong to only one 
class. Given a set of training data, probabilistic inference techniques can be used to 
inductively acquire a set of classification rules. To illustrate this, suppose the training data 
contains L entities that represent a sample space S. Suppose also that each of these can be 
assigned to a known class C = c_ where p = 1,2,3... P. Suppose that N distinct attributes 

A; , j = 1,2,3... N can be defined to describe any entity in the sample space. Each attribute 

can take a value which is either ordinal or nominal such that: 

val € domain(A, ) = {V, , Ik = 1,2,3... Kj} 

Thus any entity can be represented by an n-tupple consisting of a set of attributes with 
particular values. 

To simplify network implementation, we will represent the entities in a binary form. The 
number of bits required to represent A, will be Ki. We may describe any entity in the 
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sample space S by a tupple X = { X1 2X »Xq--- Xyy } where NK = 2, K; . Let us also define 

x, € (0,1), where x, =1 represents the case where a value v. , 1S observed in the entity and 

x; =0 otherwise. We may also describe the class to which an entity belongs by the p-tupple 
C= {C, ,Cy Cg... Cp}. 

A supervised learning process can be applied when the entities in the training set have 
a—priori determined class membership. Using a widely accepted scheme such as Error Back- 
Propagation, the training process would consist of several iterations of comparison between 
the input n-tupple and the desired output class representation, while incrementally adjusting 
the “weights” in a given network of arbitrary structure. We propose a non-iterative 
approach to deriving a set of “weights” that can be instantiated in a rigorously defined 
network structure. 

We begin the training process by examination of each of L entities in the training set, to 
count the following quantities: 

opk : number of n-tupples in class c_ with attribute A. having value Vik 
ok : total number of n-tupples with attribute Aj having value Vik 

op : total number of n-tupples in class c 

epk : expected number of n—tupples in C, with Vik when A, and c > are independent. 

For each p = 1,2,3... P, there are NK possible "opk”s and "epk’s, N possible "ok”s and a 
single “op”. 

Having determined these numerical quantities, we will use a statistical technique to 
determine which of the outcomes of the jth attribute (v. ,) are actually correlated with class 
c_. In other words, which of the bits x, in the nk-tupple X are relevant for classification. 

We use the adjusted residual [7] in the form: 

dpk = (opk — epk) / /(epk*(1-op/M)(1- ok/M)) 

where M = yk opk < L due to possible missing data and epk = ok*op/M. Instances of x. 
and co for which the adjusted residual has a magnitude of 1.96 or greater (95th percentile of 
a normal distribution) are assumed to have genuine correlation and are thus valid for 
classification. 

Using only attribute values which are relevant for classification, it is possible to derive a set 
of weighted decision rules such that the hypothesis with the greatest associated weight is 
selected. We define the weight of evidence provided by x, in favour of the entity 
(nk—tupple) being a member of the class c, as opposed to not being a member of class Cc, as 
follows [7]: 

W(C=c, IC#, Ix) = I(C=c, x) - I(Cxe, ‘x; ) 

where I(C=c, ‘x. ) represents Mutual Information [2,8]. It is clear that the weight of evidence 
depends only on the relative frequency of selected events in the training set and is not 
dependent on any assumptions as to the underlying probability density function for the data. 

We can express the weight of evidence in terms of the cardinal quantities that we have 
defined: 

W(C=c, Cx, |x, ) = log ( opk*(M-op) / op*(ok-opk) ) 

This is a logarithmic function with the property that its value decreases to zero as the 
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interdependence between the class and the value of the attribute decreases. The weight of 
evidence decays rapidly as values and classes are less correlated. The classification process is 
accomplished by finding the maximum, over all classes (c,); of 

W(C=c, ICx, |X) = 2. W(C=c, ICxe, Ix; ) = we p 

We will refer to this formulation as the affinity of the input vector X to the class Cy 

3. NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION 

In figure 3-1 we illustrate an exemplary implementation of an Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) that is programmed using the weights of evidence. 
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Figure 3-1 Network Topology 

The entity or object to be classified, described by an nk-tupple X, is input to the network 
via x1 through x5. The first layer, programmed with normalized weights of evidence, 
evaluates the relative affinity of the entity to each class. These weights are normalized such 
that OSwe, <1 . The subsequent feed forward layers, adapted from [9,10], determine which 

entity to class affinity is greatest. The output of the network is the p-tupple C (cl through 
c4) representing the most likely class for the entity. 

The network implementation presented here is capable of only fisrt—order associations. For 
problems in which classes are not linearly separable, another layer of neurons can be added 
at the input to allow for higher order associations. We have been investigating this idea, 
however we consider these developments to be beyond the scope of this introductory paper. 

4. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In order to evaluate the performance of our classifier, we have chosen a medical diagnosis 
example. This involves real data recorded from patient examinations [11]. Each patient 
record consists of 12 attributes, each having between two and four unique values. Each 
patient has been diagnosed by a physician as belonging to one of four disease groups. It is 
important to note that a substantial number of records are incomplete and others had been 
incorrectly completed, introducing noise into the data. We randomly selected 75% of the 
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records as a training set and used the remaining 25% to test trained network. We repeated 
the set selection, training and testing proceedure 10 times and averaged the results (see table 
4-1 under OURS). The "Failure to Classify” category represents the case where no output 
was active, indicating an ambiguous choice between equal affinities. 

As a benchmark comparison, an independent researcher in our laboratory [12] implemented 
a Back-Propagation network and trained it on the same medical data. She used a similar set 
selection, training and testing scheme. Classification was considered correct when the only 
output active above the 0.9 threshold represented the a priori class for the entity. Any other 
cases were considered incorrect. The average of the 10 trials are presented in table 4-1 under 
BPN. After trying several variations, we decided that this is the best that can be done with 
Back-—Propagation learning for this example problem. 

TABLE 4-1 EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

  

  

  

  

  

    

Class | Correct Incorrect Reject 
OURS BPN OURS BPN OURS BPN 

Chest (1) 100% 85% 0% 15% 0% NA 

Cardiac (2) 96% 84% 4% 16% 0% NA 
Abdominal (3) 87% 64% 10% 36% 3% NA 
Neurological (4) 96% 87% 0% 13% 4% NA               
  

Given the results of these experiments as well as speed of training and rigorously defined 
topology, we conclude that this statistically derived ANN implementation is worthy of 
further consideration and application. 
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This paper explores the relationship between the error-function used in BP and the statistical 

properties of the learned solutions when the teachers are contaminated by noise. If we know 
precisely the form of the notse distribution, the best error function its the negative likelthood. 

For instance, when the noise ts Gaussian, the sum of squared errors, is the most efficient, 
when Laplace, the absolute error is best, and when Bernoulli, the cross-entropy error is the 
most efficient. In most practical situations we do not know precisely the form of the 
underlying noise distributions, and therefore we need error functions that perform well under a 

wide range of notse (robust error functions). 
A backpropagation network (BP) can be seen as a function y = n (rz; w) that relates 

inputs (z) to output unit activations (y). In this paper we use the "hat notation”, common in 
statistics, to emphasize that BP networks are statistical estimators. The objective in BP is to 

estimate a “teacher function”, y, = u(z;). In most applications, this teacher function is 

probabilistic or contaminated by noise. This can be modelled by adding by adding a random 

vector €,, to the teacher function: y, = p(z,) + €; , where the noise vector €; is independent 
tdentically distributed (ite) with probability distribution Fr,, symmetric with zero mean. 

Let us define the following: 

1- Sampling distribution of the solutions : The probability distribution of the solutions that we 

would expect to obtain if we drew an infinite number of samples from the contaminated 
teacher function and calculated the learned solutions for each sample. 

2- Mean squared error of the sampling distribution of the solutions ( MSE ): The average 
expected value of the squared differences between the learned solutions and the ezpected values 

of the teachers. Notice that if the learned solutions are unbiased, MSE 7 becomes the variance 

of the sampling distribution of the solutions. MSE 7, can be used to measure noise resistance. 

Learning ts resistant to a type of notse if the learned solutions are not very affected by the 

noise contamination of the teachers, or where the MSE ts small. Analogous definitions can 

be used to study the sampling distribution of the generalizations over a set of inputs that did 

not appear in the training sample. 

BP learning is an statistical estimator. In statistics there are three major classes of 

estimators [1]. ” L-estimators” are based on linear combinations of order statistics, (e.g., the 
trammed mean), ”R- estimators” on rank tests (e.g. the Hodges-Lehmann estimates), and 
” M-estimators” are defined by the optimization of an error function. BP learning is a 

generalized M-estimator. Instead of estimating points, it estimates contingencies. 

3- The generalized M-estimates, y(z) = n(2;) for p(x), based on the error function p and the 
sample S, are given by the values of w that minimize 
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0 vi, 

We refer to this derivative as the °W-function” or marginal error function. This function can 

be seen as an attentional filter. [t modulates the influence of an exemplar on the learned 

solution. The learning rule is the gradient descent solution to the above equations, 

Oy 
m1) = FEM) Twit)’ 

where 11s the iteration indez, and ¢€ 1s the stepsize of the descent. Notice that to implement 

the gradient descent rule we only need to know the W-functton. Instead of proposing a p- 

function and calculating its derivative, we can directly propose a V-function, which will 

implicitly define an error function. Figure 1 shows some possible error functions for M- 
estimation. Their formulas are in the appendiz. We were particularly interested in Tukey's 

W-function. This functton mapps a human attention phenomena, known as the discrepancy 

effect [2]. Normal individuals orient more readily to stimuly that are moderately discrepant 

from expectations. Higly predictable, and higly unpredictable events fail to elicit orienting. 
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Simulations 

The purpose of these stmulations is to compare the error resistance and generalization 

properties of BP learning with different error functions. Commonly an estimator ts 

considered robust if it performs well, (e.g., has small MSE, and small MSE) on the 

following three benchmark distributions: Gaussian, Contaminated Gaussian, and Slash. 

The following p-functions were investigated: Least Squares, Absolute value; Huber’s; Tukey's 

biweight. These error functions and the corresponding V-functions are shown in Figure 1 and 

in the appendiz. Jn addition we investigated the performance of least squares compounded 

with weight decay, (e.9., the weights of each unit decay exponentially each trial). Several 

wnvestigators claim that the use of weight decay in BP improves generalization. Weight 

shrinkage, as well as robust error functions indirectly improve generalization by resisting 
NOSE. 

The architecture used was the logistic 3-layers, network (input-hidden-output) with 6 
hidden units. The problem was a version of the ballistic prediction task. Figure 2 shows 
schematically the task. The network is presented with the initial velocity ,v, and angle, 0, and 

wt must predict where the projectile will fall. The uncontaminated teacher function is the 

solution to the classical Newtonian equations of motion. Figure 3 shows the shape of the 

uncontaminated teacher function. The network had to learn 25 input combinations, (e.g., 

initial speed and angle conditions). The teacher function determines the uncontaminated 
teachers, (¢.g., where the projectile falls ). Before presentation to the network, these teachers 
were contaminated wilh one of the three benchmark noises. The network was allowed to leari 

until stopping criterion was attained. The learned solutions were then compared to the 

uncontaminated teachers. We also tested solutions to a set of 36 generalization points, that 1s, 

36 inpul combinations for which the network had not been trained. The sampling-learning- 

testing process was repeated 30 times for each of the 3 by 5 noise v.s. learning rules. 

      
  

  

  

    
  

  

Table 1 Figure 4 

ROBUSTNESS OF THE ERROR FUNCTIONS Human W-PFunotion 

Loe WD AE HUBER S TUKEY'S | —s 
L.Ss. 

RONUSTNESS 

OF 17% 46% 44% 50% 63% | 
Human 

RESISTANCE , 

RONUSTNESS 

OF 50% 65% %%3% 51% 89% 

GENERALIZATION 

ROUUSTNESS 

OF 64% 85% 43% 74% 66% , 

SPEED 

SE is the squared error function       WD is squared error with weight decay 

AE is absolute error function 

The MSE of the sampling distribution of the solutions for a training and a generalization set 

were estimated. A common measure of robustness is the worst case scenario for the three 
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benchmark noise conditions. Table 1 shows robustness of resistance to noise, of 

generalization, and of speed for the 5 error functions. The details of how these indezes were 

calculated are in [2]. Clearly BP with the squared error function ts not robust. Wetght decay 

was very beneficial for noise resistance, generalization, and espectally for speed of 

convergence. Absolute error was more resistant and produced better generalizations than 
squared error, but was slower. Huber’s function was commensurate to squared errors plus 

weight decay. The best performance was obtained with Tukey’s function, which greatly 
improved robustness of noise resistance, and generalization. 

Robust error functions and human estimation 

Our goal was to estimate the W-function used by humans in a simple estimation task. The 
task was to fit a horizontal line to an array of points. This can be modeled with the simplest 

BP net, e.g., a single unit with linear activation function and a constant non-zero input. 

Our approach was based on the fact that for this problem, the ¥- function is proportional to 

the influence function. The details of the study are in [2]. Figure 4 shows the results for two 
subjects. If subjects were minimizing the squared error, the ¥-function would be linear. It can 
be seen that the V-functions are non-linear and of the robust to noise type. 

Appendix 

Define u = -—% , where e = y y , c is a constant, and S is a” scale parameter’. In 

Huber’s function c=2, in Tukey’s c= 9. The scale parameter for each unit was calculated 

using 5141 S, + .01 (abs(e) - S,). 

Huber’s W-function is: 

W(u)= u; when abs (u) < 1; W(u) = 1; when abs(u) > 1. 
Tukey’s function ts: 

W(u)= u (1-u2)? ; when abs (u) < 1; W(u) = 0; when abs(u) > 1 
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Abstract 

Current neural network training techniques for hetero-associative pattern learning require a com- 

plete set of exemplars to be presented cyclically until the network weights converge to a common solution. 

In contrast, the recurrent novelty filter, a varient auto-associative system, can asymptotically converge to 

each pattern in sequence without disrupting performance on prior ones. In this paper we illustrate how 

the incremental orthogonaliszation properties of the recurrent novelty filter can be integrated with back- 

propagation of error in a feedforward system to provide incremental learning in hetero-associative systems 

as well. 

Introduction 

Weight adjustment based on backpropagation of error is an effective procedure for training complex 

multidimensional stimulus/response associations in feedforward netwotks [1]. The basic learning 

algorithm, popularised as the "generalised delta rule," [6] implements a gradient-descent procedure whose 

convergence depends on the cyclic presentation of a complete set of associations. Theoretically, response 

errors are accumulated for an entire presentation cycle, or "epoch," prior to weight adjustment; however, 

in common practice small adjustments are often made after presentation of each association with minor 

deterioration of optimal convergence. 

In contrast, the novelty filter provides a mechanism for a single layer of nodes to habituate to 

known activation patterns and thus transmit only what is "novel" in any new pattern [2,3]. In effect, a 

novelty filter memoriszes a given set of activation patterns and is thus able to generate an orthogonal pro- 

jection from new patterns. In fact, the recurrent or feedback version of the novelty filter is "a continuous 

counterpart of the Gram-Schmidt [orthogonalization] algorithm," [4] and is thus incremental, ie., it can 

be trained on each pattern in isolation until it converges (asymptotically) without disrupting the perfor- 

mance on previously learned patterns in the case that the pattern vectors are linearly independent. Even 

when linear dependence is present, the training algorithm tends to minimize the RMS error during 

crosstalk. 

We have previously reported how the nonrecurrent, nonincremental version of the novelty filter can 

accelerate standard backpropagation learning (5]. In this paper, we illustrate how the recurrent version of 

the novelty filter can be combined with backpropagation to provide a mechanism for incremental learning 

of pairwise pattern associations. This is accomplished by creating a novelty filter within the input to each 

layer of the feedforward network and using the novelty term in place of input activation in the backpro- 

pagation training equations. In other words, after the feedforward network has converged to a 

stimulus/response association during incremental training, the novelty filter at each layer is trained on its 

input activation pattern. During training of subsequent associations, the novelty filter provides only the 

orthogonal components of the input vectors for feedforward weight adjustment. The unfiltered activation 

values are utilized in all cases for feedforward activation transfer. With these modifications, backpropaga- 

tion can be used to train stimulus/response associations in sequence, as they are discovered, rather than 

concurrently asin current practice. In the remainder of the paper we define the integrated network 

equations and present the results from several simulations. 
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Figure 1. System Model for Single Layer with Novelty Filter 

Orthogonalized Backpropagation 

We use a two-layer fully connected feedforward network in our idealized backpropagation model. 

Each layer consists of 1) an input vector, taking elements from the reals between 0 and 1, exclusive; 2)a 

recurrent orthogonalizing filter on the input vector; and 3) an activation transformation function to gen- 

erate output. (Many authors include the input buffer and refer to the network as a three-layer system.) A 

system model for a single layer with 4 inputs and 4 outputs is illustrated in Fig. 1. Feedforward activa- 

tion transfer is governed by the common sigmoidal function: 

aot! = f(Zwyza/") = [1 + exp(—Sw,a,")|-! (1) 
where a; is the activation value on input line i (the output of node i in the previous layer), each wy is 
an element of the feedforward weight matrix W, fis the sigmoidal "squashing" function, and a,°% is the 
output activation on line &. Output activations are thus also real-valued quantities between 0 and 1, 

exclusive. The novelty term for each element of the input vector is governed by the following recursive 
equation: 

a, = i + 21478, (2) 

where 4, is the "novelty" recursively generated from a, and the weight matrix M with elements u,; M 

converges to produce a sero novelty vector for each input vector in sequence by the following equation: 

du,/dt = —a4;4,. (3) 

For ease of digital simulation we use the overall novelty transfer matrix © which can be derived, in 
matrix notation, as follows: 

zt=2+Mz=(I — M)"!t=O2 (4) 

where z is the novelty vector resulting from activation vector z. Thus, instead of utilizing training 
equation 3 in our simulations, we compute ® directly by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization algorithm: 

©, =O, — 55,7/1z,0. (5) 

The "memoryless" Pp is thus an identity matrix, whereas the matrix Mo would contain all zeros. 
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Table 1. Percentage Correct Training and Recall for Incrementally Trained XOR 

  

  

        

Number of Hidden Nodes 2 8 16 | 24 

Percent Correct 
(1000 trials each) 0.0 | 33.1 | 82.7 | 99.6     
  

Table 2. Percentage Correct Training and Recall for Incrementally Trained 

Blocks World State/Legal-Action-Set Pairs 

  

Number of Hidden Nodes 30 60 
  

Percent Correct 
(50 trials each) 8.0 42.0         
  

To train associations in sequence, "as they are encountered," the generalized delta rule is modified 

to produce the "incremental delta rule:" 

(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

Aw, = 15,4; 
§ fest —_— a,o%t(1 _ a,o%t)( ty —_ a,°%) 

§ ,butlast — a,%t(1 _ a, )28 j4; 

where ¢, is the target value at output node k, 5, is the error at node k, and 7 is the gain. 

Simulation Results 

We have tested our simulation extensively on two disparate problems, the XOR ("exclusive-or") and 

a larger problem drawn from the blocks-world planning domain. The XOR problem is a minimal non- 

linear pairing that demonstrates the robustness of the approach while highlighting its primary shortfall: 

many "superfluous" output lines (or hidden nodes) are often required in the first layer to ensure success. 

Table 1 illustrates the percentage of successful incremental training trials for different sized hidden layers. 

One bias input line was provided for each layer with a constant value of 0.9. An error range of + 0.05 

around target activations of 0.1 and 0.9 were used in all trials. 

The number of iterations required to train each association increases with the number of previously 

trained ones due to the decrease in the available representation space and thus the decrease in the magni- 

tude of the novelty vectors. This may be compensated for by increasing the gain as a function of time. 

We used an initial gain of 5 and increased it by a factor of 1.5 between examples in the reported XOR 

trials. We also discovered that the range of the initial random weights has a tremendous impact on suc- 

cess; we used evenly-distributed random values between -5 and +5 in these trials. The two-bit XOR pat- 

terns were trained in increasing numerical order requiring training cycles ranging from 1 to 20 on the first 

association to over 200 on the fourth for the 24 hidden node case. (A limit of 500 cycles was imposed.) As 

a control, we also attempted to incrementally train the XOR problem using the standard generalized delta 

rule, which always resulted in sero percent correct recall from prior learning for even much larger sized 

hidden layers. 

The blocks world problem was designed to generate the set of legal actions from each legal domain 

state. Each input line to the first layer corresponded to a state proposition and each output line from the 

second layer corresponded to an action proposition (local coding). We used a 3-block, 1-table, and 1-arm 

version of the blocks world, giving 16 inputs, 18 outputs, and 22 legal states, and thus 22 pattern associa- 

tions to be learned. The results are presented in Table 2. 
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Discussion 

To our knowledge this is the first reporting of incrementally trained hetero-associative learning in 
neural networks. Further analysis is required to fully understand the behavior and limitations of this 
approach. An obvious problem is the large number of nodes required to ensure success -- much more than 
n nodes are required to learn n associations. This might be due to the interaction of the error surfaces 
from successive associations. It appears that once an error minimum has been discovered for one associa- 
tion, a "valley minimum" must exist in its error surface for the system to follow when converging to a 
minimum in. the error surface of the next association, and overlapping valley minima of those two must 
be followed for the next one, etc. The large number of hidden nodes seems to provide the wrinkled error 
surface required for following the overlapping valley minima for many successive pairings. On the other 
hand, the results reported above are slightly pessimistic since many of the failures were only marginally 
outside of the error tolerance. 

The catastrophic failures that did occur were of two types: saturation and erasure. In saturation 
failures, the first layer developed linearly dependent output activation patterns for multiple associations 
and the novelty at the second layer went to zero, preventing convergence for some associations. In all 
cases, because the number of associations was greater than the number of input lines, the first layer 
novelty went to sero before all associations were presented. However, since the feedforward activation is 
unaffected by the novelty filter, the first layer was frequently able to continue generating linearly indepen- 
dent output vectors despite not being able to adjust its own weights. Thus, convergence of later associa- 
tions depended solely on weight changes in the second layer. In erasure failures, the training of later asso- 
ciations erased the learning from earlier ones. In these cases the system was able to converge on each asso- 
ciation in sequence, but could not correctly recall earlier ones. During erasure failures the error was fre- 
quently observed to increase before finally converging, which always indicated that earlier learning was 
being erased or "forgotten." The likelihood of an association being erased appeared to decrease with the 
recency of its being learned; however, at this time no analysis has been performed for confirmation. 

Perhaps larger systems or systems trained on patterns with greater regularity will be capable of a 
greater degree of generalization for compatible, if not predictable, new associations -- and thus will 
develop shorter valley minima to traverse. A potential, only slightly anthropomorphic explanation of 
erasure comes readily to mind: the system based the earlier associations on incorrect features which were 
later contradicted. To quote Robert Hecht-Nielsen: "Clearly, more research into error surfaces is needed 
(1]." | 
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1. Introduction 

The backpropagation learning rule (Werbos, 1974; Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1985) 

for multi-layer feedforward networks is a gradient descent procedure for minimizing a squared 

error criterion. The rule is defined as: 

Aw,, = 10,8, (1) 

o,’(t;—9;) for output units j 

oF = ’ . : . (2) 
0, DY 40} for hidden units 3 

k 

where w,, is the weight from unit t (the "source unit") to unit j (the "destination unit"). Other 

terminology is as in (Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1985). Usually, sigmoid activation func- 

tions are used with backpropagation: 

0, = ——_— (3) 
—net 

1+e j 

While Eqs. (1-2) are derived mathematically, they can be explained on the basis of heuristic 

arguments. Such an explication can provide an intuitive understanding of backpropagation. 

Moreover, as this paper shows, it can help identify variations and extensions of backpropagation 

that are superior in a number of ways to the original rule—faster learning rates can be achieved, 

derivative computations can be dispensed with, and simpler unit activation functions can be 

used. 

2. Backpropagation Heuristics 

Several heuristics, implicit in Eqs. (1-2), are given below: 

H1. If the error in the destination unit is posttive (negative), the weight should be increased 

(decreased). 

H2. The magnitude of the wetght update should be proportional to the error in the destination 

unit. 

H3. The magnitude of the weight update should be proportional to the value of the source unit. 

H{. The magnitude of the error assigned to a unit should be inversely proportional to tts degree 

of saturation. 
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HS. The asstgnment of a unit j’s error to unit i should be proportional to the error tn j and to 
the magnitude of the weight Wij. 

H1, H2 and H65 (a credit assignment heuristic) are obvious. H3 is a consequence of the 
requirement that weight changes caused by one training pattern not interfere strongly with the 
response of the network to other training patterns. The effect of a weight update is proportional 
to the source unit value. A large update to a weight w,, will affect response to network inputs 
that produce a high value for unit ¢ more than to inputs that produce a low value for ¢. If the 
weight update is inversely proportional to the source unit value at the time of the update, there 
will be a high degree of interference between different training examples. Heuristic H4 is useful 
because changing the output of a unit that is close to saturation (ie., near 0 or 1) requires 
extremely large weight changes. The derivative of a unit output with respect to its net input is 
an indication of how distant the current value of the unit is from saturation. 

3. Variations and Extensions 

Eqs. (1-2) are just one possible implementation of H1-H5. Good results have been obtained 
with a number o! alternative implementations. In addition, the heuristics can be refined. For 
example, note thzt the justification given for H4 is relevant only for hidden units; output unit 
values must be ariven to their target values (within some predetermined tolerance) irrespective 
of their degree of saturation. An alternative to H4 is H4’: 

Hf’. The magnitude of the error assigned to a hidden untt should be snversely proportional to 
tts degree of saturation. 

There is another reason for scaling errors by derivatives in the original backpropagation 
rule: it implies a simulated-annealing-like weight update procedure in that error terms, and 
therefore weight changes, are larger initally than later on in the training process. H{’ does not 
capture this benefit for weights to output units. 

The credit assignment heuristic can also be refined. The assignment of a unit 7’s error to 
another unit should depend on how many different units source unit j- The greater the fan-in of 
unit j, the less the error that should be attributed to any particular source unit. 

H5". The assignment of a unit j’s error to unit i should be proportional to the error in j and to 
the magnitude of the weight Wi;, and inversely proportional to the fan-in of unit j. 

Implementing these heuristics requires modifying slightly both the weight update rule and 
the error term formulae: 

Aw = 10;8;/N; (4) 

0.25 (¢; ~ 95 for output units j 
5. = 

0,’ >wv,(5,/N,) for hidden units j (5) 

k 
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where N, is the fan-in of unit 7. The factor 0.25 (the maximum value of o0,’) tends to make the 

magnitudes of the error terms for hidden and output units somewhat equivalent. The Results 

section shows simulation results for Eqs. (4-5) for a variety of problems. Substantial improve- 

ments over Eqs. (1-2) are consistently obtained. 

Next, let us consider an alternative measure of unit saturation. Instead of 0,’ in Eq. (2) or 

Eq. (5), we use the following function: 

oF 0.0=0 j=0-25 

f(o;) = 4 0.25 0.250, <0.75 (6) 

1.0 — °; 0.75s o,=1.0 

This function has a value of 0.25 when a unit has an output in its "central" region, and 

drops linearly elsewhere. The fact that the derivative need not be computed implies that unit 

activation functions that are not continuously differentiable can be used. For example, a linear 

threshold function can be used instead of Eq. (3): 

1.0 net, =4.0 

0, = 4 0.125x net; —4.0=net;=4.0 (7) 

0.0 net = —4.0 

This is significantly easier to compute than the sigmoid. The next section shows simulation 

results using Eqs. (6-7) (with Eqs. [4-5]). Again, the results are significantly better than for the 

original rule. The results for sigmoid units and with derivative computation are better overall, 

but for at least some applications, not by a large enough margin to compensate for the added 

computation. 

It should be noted that we have only tried one possible linear threshold activation function, 

and only one possible heuristic measure of unit saturation. Further research may well uncover 

better functions yet. At any rate, the above results demonstrate that neither derivative compu- 

tation nor continuously differentiable activation functions are necessary for backpropagation 

learning. 

4. Results 

Simulation results are tabulated below for a number of problems using the original back- 

propagation learning rule and the two extensions discussed above. In all simulations, no momen- 

tum term was used, initial weights were randomly assigned in (—1.0,+1.0), and an output unit 

value was interpreted as a 1 (0) if it was above 0.75 (below 0.25). Weights were updated after 

every training example. The backpropagation extensions differed in two other ways from the ori- 

ginal rule. First, weight adjustments were made even for network responses that were correct 

(by the above criterion). Thus, 1.0 and 0.0 were used as the actual t, values in Eq. (2). Second, 

"expected source values" were used (Samad, 1988, 1989). 10 trials were performed for each 

experiment. The number of converged trials and the average number of iterations through the 

training set (over the converged trials) are reported. The results shown are the best ones 

obtained for each problem/rule. 
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It should be noted that the extensions discussed here require little or no additional compu- 
tation or memory (indeed, they may result in some savings). This is in contrast to some of the 
other extensions to backpropagation that have recently been reported (Jacobs, 1988; Fahlman, 
1988). These other extensions can be used in concert with the ones described in this summary 
for presumably faster learning yet. 

Further details on rules and experiments can be found in (Samad, 1989). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                    

Net Structure Equations Used 

and 1, 2, 3 3, 4, 5 4,5, 6, 7 

Problem #Conv. | Average || #Conv. | Average || #Conv. | Average 
4-2-4, Encoder/Decoder 10 157 10 14 10 19 
8-3-8, Encoder /Decoder 10 215 10 36 10 53 
16-4-16, Encoder /Decoder 10 242 10 49 10 90 
10-5-10, Encoder/Decoder 10 258 10 17 10 18 
2-2-1, XOR 8 573 10 71 9 406 
3-4-1, Parity3 9 522 10 327 9 479 
10-10-10, 10 Binary 10 176 10 06 10 72 
Random Associations 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, an alternative to the Back Propagation Algorithm, based on the stochastic 

approximation approach, is presented. This is applied to learn complex mappings between 

variables, like coordinate transforms and inverse dynamic robot estimation . Several simula- 

tions show that the algorithm achieves good results in few iterations. 

1. Introduction 

One of the more important capabilities of a Neural Network (NN) is the learning of a nonlinear 

mapping between inputs and outputs. Some authors have treated the problem as a discrete system 

(Albus, 1977) (MacClelland,1988) , and others has shown that the network can produce a mapping 

among continuous signals (Psaltis, 1988) (Josin ,1988)(Bassi,1989). It is thus possible to capture the 

Structure and parameters of a nonlinear dynamic system in a single and simple representation. This 

kind of nonlinear identification is very important because most systems found in practice are non- 

linear to some extent . 

In general, nonlinear processes can only be adequately characterized over the whole operating 

range by nonlinear-models (Unbehauen,1988). The choice of the model structure is one of the major 

difficulties in dealing with identification of nonlinear systems ; this choice is vitally important since this 

will influence its application in prediction and control. 

In this paper, a new algorithm to learn a mathematical mapping that represents a nonlinear 

dynamical system is presented . It is shown that this algorithm can approximate a function Y=F(X)+e 

given a set of examples [Y,X] , where e is the residual error. Several simulation showing the perfor- 

mance of the algorithm are presented . 

2. Stochastic approximation algorithm 

The network is considered as a nonlinear function described by 

Y,=F (0° X,) 

where 

Q’ is the nominal parameter vector, X, is a set of input vector and Y, a set of output vector and 

F is a nonlinear function composed of sigmoid functions 

Considering a Taylor expansion around 9° 

R,=h,0 (2) 

h,=F (0° X, -— and R,=Y,-[F (6° X,)-F (0° X,)" 07] 

The exponential weighted least square estimate for 0 is given by the equations (Albert, 1967). 

0,41=9, +4, [Y,—F (0, Xn)] (3) 

a,=B th, 

whcre 

B,* is the pseudoinverse of B, 

B,=AB, +h, h7 (4) 
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The algorithm involves linearization , and so the approximation error is smaller near to conver- 
gence. For this reason, old information corresponding to estimates of @ far from the convergence point 
is discounted according to the exponential forgetting factor A 

In practice, problems of illconditioning can arise , for example , when certain units are saturated. 
In order to avoid these effects on the inversion of B, ,a pseudo inverse ( Moler ,1977) is taken. 

When an input pattern is applied to the network, the activation of each unit is determined 
using the sigmoid activation function 

O;=f (ji 0; +W jo) where f= = 

k l+e 
  

To apply the algorithm it is necessary calculate h, . 

for an output unit Fr j 1-0 ;)0;=8;; 0; (5) 

for a internal hidden unit nd, =O j(1-O j )>5, Wrj O; =6 O; (6) 
ij k 

the summation is over all nodes in the layer above node j , then 

where N is the number of units and n is the number of inputs of the last unit. 

The algorithm can be summarized as 

step 1 : Set weights and offsets to small random values 

step 2 : Present an input and desired outputs 

step 3: Calculate actual outputs and derivatives by equations (5) and (6) 

step 4 : Adapt matrix , equation (4) 

step 5 : Change weights, equation (3). 

step 6 : if (residual error )°2 < € then stop 

step 7 : repeat by going to step 2 

Steps 4 and 5 are not found in the classical Back Propagation algorithm. 

3. Some examples 

3.1. Coordinate transform 

For a perfect manipulator the cartesian endpoint position is given by 

x=L cos (8;)+L2cos(8;+892) , y=L,sin(0,)+Lsin(0,+6) 

where 

[x,y] position in the plane ;L,, length of the segments and @,,0, _joint angles 

These simulations show that it is possible to produce this kind of transformation using the struc- 
ture shown in figure 3.1.1. The cvolution of the error measured in meters is shown in figure 3.1.2. 

3.2. Inverse model estimation of a cylindrical robot 

The cylindrical robot consists of 3 differential ordinary equations: a rotation @ , a vertical transla- 
tion z , and a radial translation r. The dynamical model of this robot is (Tourassis ,1987) 

D(q)qgt+H (4.4 FF (¢) 

the coordinate vector q=(6 z rj? 

the inertial matrix D(q)=diag[J+j(r) M (mp+m,)] 
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the coupling vector H (q ao +5 Me tO) 62 

the external joint forces/torques F(t)=[Fo9 F, F,] 

where j(7)=(mg+m, \r2-mpR , SLD a¢ mp +m, )r—mprR 

and the parameters are m, , the mass of the radial link , m, , the mass of the payload which is con- 

centrated at the tip of the radial link, M , vertically translated masses , R_, the length of the radial link, 

and J , the constant inertia of the vertical column 

This relatively simple model preserves all the inherent coupling and nonlinear characteristics of a 

robot dynamic. 

In the simulation only the nonlinear relation between 6 and r is considered. 

From the structure of the robot, the following dependencies are known 

F=f (F707) and Fe=g(67 6,7) 
with this knowledge we reduce the system to NNs with 4 inputs rather than a NN with 2 outputs and 6 

inputs.To estimate the inverse dynamic of the robot, the scheme shown in figure 3.1.0 was set up. 

The NN was trained using a training region composed of several trajectories generated using 

cubic polynomial in the first quadrant. Then the system was simulated using the NN and given a refer- 

ence trajectory . 

The figures 3.2.2 a) and b) , show the evolution of the errors for a NN with 15 units during the 

training stage .. The results of the simulations are shown in figure 3.2.3 , each surface representing the 

error against the initial coordinate for the estimation of the torque and final position. 

4, Conclusions 

A new algorithm that adjust the weights of a NN acting as a nonlinear mapping function has been 

proved .This algorithm uses a pseudoinverse to avoid illconditioning. 

The results show a satisfactory performance of the algorithm as well as its fast convergence. 

The NN produces a good generalization (interpolation) in the region that was trained. Outside this 

region this characteristic is lost. 

More work is necessary in order to know the number of units required to match a certain struc- 

ture. 
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With the extensive work and advances in connectionist or 

neural-network-like computational models in recent years, 

interest has arisen in implementation of such models in large- 

scale analog integrated circuitry. Implementation of modifiable 

weights is an important step which is required if a programmable 

or adaptive network is to be built, and a number of workers have 

reported efforts toward this end in analog circuitry [1,3-5,8,9]. 

However, iterative "learning" algorithms simulated on digital 
computers typically specify graded weight update values which can 

be represented to a high degree of precision, and it may be very 

difficult (and costly in terms of silicon) to compute and impose 

such weight updates with anything close to the same precision 

when efforts are undertaken to implement analog "learning" 
networks. Such anticipated difficulties suggest investigation of 
adaptive algorithms which might be inherently better suited for 

implementation. 
Accordingly, we have considered learning procedures in which 

weight modifications during each update are very coarsely 

quantized, into two or three states. Such an approach may be of 
use, for example, when weights in circuitry are represented in an 
analog manner in the charge domain. This is the case with 
floating-gate MOS devices, which have been investigated for 

nonvolatile storage and representation of weight values [3,4,9], 

and with dynamic memory employing MOS capacitors [1,5], which 
have been used in conjunction with cCCD-like structures to move 

charge about [8]. In both cases, the total charge integrated 

onto a floating gate or capacitor plate (or the difference in 

charge on two such structures) is used to represent a weight 

value in the circuitry. Moving a fixed quantum of charge onto or 

off of such a structure might be accomplished with simple 

switches and fixed current or voltage pulses, and would be far 
easier to do in parallel across an entire network than imposing 

charge increments with a continuous range of values and a 

different value at each weight circuit. 
A precedent for the use of coarsely quantized weight updates 

is found in the work of Peterson and Hartman [6], who have 

studied the so-called "mean field theory" learning algorithm, a 

deterministic approximation to the Boltzmann machine [2]. They 
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report that quantizing weight updates into two states improves 
performance of the algorithm on problems involving extensive sets 
of training data. Weight modifications across the network are 
all of the same magnitude and retain only the sign of the desired 
update as it would ordinarily be applied. 

The learning rules which we have examined are Simple 
variants of the well-known back-propagation algorithm [7]. The 
"neuron" outputs and back-propagated "delta" terms are computed 
in the usual way in a three-layer, feedforward network, and are 
used to decide which of the two or three possible increment 
values are to be applied to each weight. Each learning procedure 
is iterative and uses a training set with updates applied on a 
pattern-by~-pattern basis, in strict analogy with standard back- 
propagation. The learning rules have been evaluated in sets of 
Simulations and performance has been compared with that of 
standard back-propagation. In all cases, momentum or other 
"memory" terms were omitted from the learning rules and learning 
parameters were held fixed throughout each learning trial in our 
initial studies. Three small benchmark problems were used in 
these evaluations. One consisted of mapping sixteen orthogonal 
32-component vectors to a one-of-sixteen output code, a second 
was based upon a training set composed of 40 pairs of arbitrarily 
chosen 15-bit vectors, anda third constituted identification of 
the parity of a set of fourteen four-bit binary numbers. Bipolar 
rather than truly binary "neuronal" activation functions and 
input vectors were used in the networks. Convergence was defined 
such that each output component for each training pattern was 
required to deviate from its target value by less than ten 
percent of the total output range. 

Weight and bias updates were quantized into two states 
according to the rule 

AWi5 = 7 sgn (6505) (1) 
AB; = 7 sgn(6;) ’ 

where §. is the delta term associated with the 4h unit, O. is 
the output of the 4th unit, 4W;+ is the update to the weight 
connecting the 4th to the 4th unit, 4B; is update to the 
adjustable bias or offset of the ith unit, and n is a positive 
constant. Consistent convergence could be obtained with this 
rule on the problem with the orthogonal set of input training 
vectors (which was computationally the easiest of the three), in 
a total number of iterations roughly comparable to standard back- 
propagation. Convergence could also be obtained on the parity 
problem, but it was typically more than an order of magnitude 
Slower than in the fastest standard back-propagation trials. 
Convergence was not generally obtained for the arbitrary bit- 
string mapping problen. 

A second approach was taken in which updates were quantized 
into three states according to the rule 
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AWi5 = n Sgn(6j305) (O51 2 & and | 6] 2 Eo) 
= 0 (| 05 | < €, or | 85 | < €5) (2) 

AB; = n Sgn(6;) (1631 2 €5) 
= 0 (| 63 | < E>) ’ 

where €, and £5 are positive constants. By the inequalities in 
(2), the quantities ¢, and e, define a "dead zone" for each 

weight in which no update occurs, as well as regions in which 
either positive or negative increments are made. 

Simulations with this learning rule showed that it is capable 
of convergence upon all three benchmark problems, for significant 

ranges of the parameters n, €&,, and Eo. Coarse searches were 

performed for both standard back-propagation and this "trinary" 

rule to identify parameter values and hidden layer size for which 

convergence seemed to be both rapid and consistent. Parametric 
studies were then performed in which the learning rate n and the 

number of hidden units were varied individually about this point, 

for both standard and trinary rules. In addition, the parameter 

E> was varied for the trinary rule, and e«, was set to 0.33. The 
other parameters assumed values in the ranges n = 0.005 to 0.15 

and €, = 0.005 to 0.12 for the trinary rule, and n = 0.005 to 0.2 

for standard back-propagation. A set of five learning trials, 

each starting from a different initial random weight set, was 

performed at each set of parameter values. This study 

demonstrated that the trinary rule converges in significantly 
fewer iterations than standard back propagation on all three 
problems. Convergence times for the two rules in the best- 

performing networks differed by a factor of three to four for the 

orthogonal input vector and arbitrary bit-string mapping 

problems, and four to ten for the parity problen. 
Over the ranges of parameters studied, more individual 

instances of non-convergent learning trials occurred for the 

trinary rule than for standard back-propagation, particularly for 

large values of the ey or n parameters or in networks with small 

hidden layers. However, most of these non-convergent cases 

occurred because the networks reached terminal states in training 
in which all delta terms fell into the dead zone which specifies 

zero weight update. This problem is readily circumvented by 

initiating the learning trial with a smaller value of e5, or by 

reducing e5 adaptively during training. This has been 
demonstrated in further simulations. 

We have also investigated in additional simulations the 

properties of the learning rule subject to some constraints which 

might be expected in real implementations operating on real data. 

The response of networks to noisy data has been examined by 

corrupting the input training patterns with random, zero-mean, 

normally-distributed additive noise of different variances. It 

has been found that networks trained with such noise imposed upon 

the exemplar patterns misclassify patterns with novel noise far 
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less often than do networks trained upon the uncorrupted data. 
We have also investigated the effects of imposing random offsets 
upon the delta terms computed by the network. If the delta 
feedback system were implemented in an analog circuit, such 
offsets could never be completely eliminated. Results show that 
the learning rule is tolerant of offsets whose standard deviation 
is a significant fraction of the E5 parameter. Convergence 
typically slows as the variance is increased, but occurs fairly 
consistently until the standard deviation reaches values near 
5/2 or greater. Another constraint which might be expected in 
analog hardware is soft limiting or saturation of the weights. 
As a weight grows in magnitude it would become more difficult to 
make an increment of the same sign as the weight, due, for 
example, to opposing potential if accumulated charge represented 
the weight value. We have simulated this effect in conjunction 
with the trinary rule, and found that convergence is not 
necessarily precluded or slowed. 
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Recently, much efforts have been made to construct neural network models of sequential ma- 
chines (1), (2), (3), (4), (5). Most of the existed models use recurrent neural network ( or time- 
delayed feedback network) to simulate the internal state transitions. The basic structure of neural 
network models of state machine is introduced and studied in reference (5). Using second order 
connection weights, the recurrent formula of the state transitions can be written 

Sit = g(S WisnStit +6) (1) 
jk 

where Sj is the activity of the i;, neuron at time step t, Ij is the kz, component of input pattern 
at time step t and g can be sigmozd function g(z) = 1/(1 + exp(—z)). The task of the model is to 
train the weights W;;, from the classification information of a given set of training patterns such 
that the errors would be minimum and the formed state machine can be used as a classifier for new 
patterns. This process is actually the grammatic inference in terms of neural network methodology. 
The work done in (5) has shown successes of this model in dealing with regular grammars. The 
trained neural network state machine can recognize testing sequences of any length correctly. 

In this paper we would like to extend this neural network model to deal with context-free 
grammars, for example , to learn the parenthesis balance checking or the a"b" grammar. The 
difficulty is that, in order to learn context-free grammars, one needs external stack memories in 
addition to the state transition rules. Otherwise, we can at most train the network to recognize 
the sequential patterns up to a certain length, and this length is proportional to the network size. 
Although in practice we have to have a stack of finite length, after the whole system is trained this 
length should be adjustable in order to fit the different lengths of testing patterns. In this sense a 
state machine coupled with a stack ( i.e. a pushdown automata) can learn context-free grammars, 
but a state machine itself can not. Although some researchers claimed that they had trained the 
neural network machines that learned context-free grammars, what they really did was to train the 
network to learn a subset of a context-free grammar (containing patterns of limited length). After 
training, the results can not be generalized to arbitrarily long sequences. 

An interesting work of William and Zipser (3), using similar technique, tries to couple an external 
tape to the connectionist state machine to learn a parenthesis balance checking problem. However, 
in their scheme the transition behavior of the tape and the state machine and their coupling are 
all given in advance. Therefore, they are only simulating a known Turing machine. No grammatic 
inference task was attempted. In grammatic inference we do not have informations about the 
particular transition behavior of the target machine, the only thing we know is the classification 
information of training patterns. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a neural network model of pushdown automata for the 
task of grammatic inference. For this purpose, we need to couple a stack to a state machine. The 
major outstanding problems are: 1) how to construct this stack memory, 2) how to couple this 
stack memory to the state machine and 3) how to determine the objective function such that its 
optimization will lead to a self-organization of the entire system based only on the knowledge of 
classification information of the training examples. 

Our the connectionist pushdown automata are composed of two parts: a neural network state 
machine and a continuous valued stack. The state machine part is an extended version of the 
finite state machine as in (5). It consists of a group of neurons 5;,i = 1,2,...,Ns, representing 
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the internal state, another group of neurons J;,i = 1,2,...,N 7, as input lines and some other 
neurons #;,1 = 1,2,..., NR, as readings from stack, and still some other neurons A;,i = 1,2,...,N4 
representing the output actions (push or pop the stack). The state neurons are connected by one 
time step delayed feedback weights. At the same time, second order ( and also third order for some 
cases) feedforward connection weights between the state neurons, input symbols, stack readings 
and output actions would implement the state transition and the stack actions. The recurrent 
updating formula can be written 

sit] = (> Wie SH(R @ Ie + 6): and Ait! = AX Win5\(RE@ I')a + 02) (2) 
j,k jk 

where (R@J), = Re(if 1 < k < NR) or h(if NrR+1<k < Ny + Np) and f(z) = 29(x) - 1. 
From this formula it is seen that given initial state S!, stack reading R! and first input symbol I’, 
the new state 5S? and action A? are generated. After action A? is performed on the external stack, 
we read from the top of stack with a new reading R?. Using R? together with S$? and J?, we can 
repeat the procedure until the end of the input string. 

The stack part is simply a normal stack but with continuous value of memory and actions. We 
will see that this continuity is necessary for the gradient descent learning algorithm. For simplicity, 
we first consider the simplest action of deterministic pushdown automata. We assume three types 
of actions so that only one action neuron is needed: push (A > 0), pop (A < 0) and do nothing 
(A = 0). We also assume that each time we push only the input symbol into the stack. In this case 
we can use the same representation for stack readings R‘ and input symbols I‘ ( so that Nr = N7). 

To illustrate how the continuous stack works, we consider a binary input string “aababe”. We 
use three neurons and unary representation: I=(1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) for string symbols “a”, 
“b” and end symbol “e”. Initially, stack is empty, so the reading is R! = (0,0,0), and J! = (1,0,0) 
represents the first input symbol “a”. Suppose that we use four neurons to represent internal states 
and assign initial state to be S! = (1,0,0,0). After an iteration of Eq.(2), new state S? and new 
action A? are obtained. If the action output is A? = 0.6, we push a symbol “a” with length=0.6 
into the stack. It can be represented as (0.6,0,0) and the next reading R? would be (0.6,0,0). 
If A = —0.3 it pops an empty stack. When this happens we need an learning algorithm to deal 
with it. After several pushes and pops, the stack memory stores the continuous symbols and may 
look like (from bottom to top): (0.32,0,0), (0.2,0,0), (0,0.7,0) and (0.4,0,0). Each time we read the 
stack from the top with depth=1. So, the next reading would be R‘ = (0.4,0.6,0). If the action 
A't! = —0.86, we pop (0.4,0,0) and (0,0.46,0) from the stack, this leaves the stack with (0.32,0,0), 
(0.2,0,0) and (0,0.24,0). The next reading should be R‘+! = (0.52,0.24,0) and so on. 

The design of this model is mainly determined by the following considerations. Firstly, in the 
limit of saturation ( neuron outputs approach 1 and 0, or 1 and -1 for action neuron), this continuous 
stack should approach the normal discrete stack behavior. Secondly, before the saturation limit, the 
analog values of representations can have a meaningful probabilistic interpretation. For example, 
R* = (0.1,0.89,0.01) means that the reading from the top of the stack at time t is not one discrete 
symbol, the probabilities to be symbols (1,0,0),(0,1,0) and (0,0,1) are 0.1, 0.89 and 0.01 respectively. 
When the stack length is less than 1, the reading may be R' = (0.1,0,0), this means that the 
probability to be (1,0,0) is 0.1 and the probability to read empty stack is 0.9. Thirdly, whenever 
the connection weights W,;, have an infinitesimal change, the changes of states, stack storage, 
actions and stack readings should all be infinitesimal. This continuity is a crucial condition for the 
gradient descent learning algorithm to be meaningful and is also the main reason for us to employ 
the continuous stack instead of the discrete stack. It is seen from the above model of stack that all 
of these requirements are satisfied. 

For optimization, the objective function we chose is the scalar error measure of the end state 
and the stack length. According to the theory of pushdown automata, either the end state or the 
stack length alone can be sufficient criterion to determine the acceptance of input strings. We used 
the combination of the two in the hope of speeding up the learning process. We tried different error 
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measure functions. One of those that numerically work well is defined as 

_ J 0 if target = 0 and SNg > LT (3) 
“T= |) target — (SK. ~I7) otherwise; 

where target = 1 for legal string and target = 0 for illegal string, $7, 5 and LT? are respectively 

the output value of the (Ns5)ta state neuron and the total stack length at time T (the end of input 
string). L7 can be evaluated recursively through 

pr! = [*4 A’. (4) 

The total error function to be minimized is the summation of er? over all training patterns. In 
testing or classification later on, the quantity v = SJ Ns ~ LT will be evaluated at the end of each 
sequence (usually we feed an end symbol to the network), an input pattern is classified as legal 
string if v > 0.5, otherwise illegal. It can be seen that for legal patterns (target=1) minimizing 
the error will lead to the case where the last state neuron output to be 1 and the stack length to 
be zero. Similarly, for illegal patterns, minimizing the error will decrease the state neuron output 
and increase the stack length, but if the value of v is already negative, we do not need to make 
corrections. 

By imposing the “on-line” learning algorithm the weight perturbations (predicted errors) are 
propagated forward (stored in a stack-like matrix memory) though the recurrent formula and the 
final correction is made at the end of input patterns. These recurrent relations can be derived in 
terms of chain rule of the derivative of the error function. They are 

  

agtt} no Stty4sn St Rt @ I! Ns Sw tay ast, Ns ye We si, Ste 

6) 
_ where for simplicity we combined the notations of S!, and A’ in one, i.e. the (Ns + 1),, component 

of S* is A‘, so that function h,;(z) represents derivatives g’(x) for i=1 to N s and f’(z) fori = Ns+1; 
similarly we combined W* and W® in one such that W;;, represents Wj, for i=1 to Ns and W5§, for 

i= Ns+1.(note that we assumed Na = 1 and Nr = N7). Up to now the recursion is not complete 
until we express 47 oR e by 2% . Since the current stack reading depends on the whole history of the 
stack, no simple recurrent w._ Sines can be found. But, after some trainings when action values are 
large enough (> 0.5 for example), each reading R‘ may not contain much information of the past. 
To the first order approximation, we write 

    

OR‘ Gee OR' , At _, ORL oAt CoAt 

oWijk Pa aa OWigk ~ Bat OWagk ~ “et ~ eS Oak (6) 
where r{ and r§ are the ordinal numbers of neurons that represent the top and the bottom symbols 
respectively in reading R', for example, after the execution of the action A* the stack is (from 
bottom to top): (0.2,0,0), (0,0.7,0) and (0,0,0.15), then we have rj = 3 and rj = 1. Now, the 
weights update formula is 

T T 
O5Ng _ OL (7) 
OWijn = OW:ijK 

At last, to treat the case of popping empty stack, we make correction of weights to increase the 
stack length if the input pattern is legal, otherwise we do not bother. 

We have simulated the neural network pushdown automata numerically to learn several context- 
free grammars. The results are encouraging. For the parenthesis balance checking, we used three 
state neurons. The fifty training patterns include all possible strings up to length four and some 
longer strings up to length eight. After twenty sweeps of training, the network formed a perfect 

AWijk = N- er -(   
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pushdown automaton. This can be seen either from the state and stack analysis or from the nu- merical test with novel patterns, no recognition errors have been found for all possible strings up to length twenty and some strings of length around one hundred. The basic behavior of this pushdown automata is that the state part do not need to do anything, only one state is needed in addition to the start state (1,0,0) and end states. The learned transition diagram is shown in F 1g.1, where the notation (a,b,c) beside the arrows indicates that this transition occurs when the input symbol is “a”, the reading from the stack is “b” and the action neuron has output “c”. 
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(0,1,1) Fig. 1. Learned neural network p ushdown au- F ig.2.Learned neural network pushdown automaton tomaton for parenthesis balance checking where ; for 1"0" grammar, where the four states (1 , (2), the numerical results for states (1), (2), (3) and (3) and (4) are (1, 0, 0, 0), (0.96, 0.10, DD oie (4) are (1,0,0), (0.9,0.2,0.2), (0.89,0.17,0.48) and 0.68), (0.99, 0.99, 1.0, 1.0, 0.99) (0.05, 0.01, 0.01 (0.79,0.25,0.70). State (1) is start state. State (4) Mote rr . ; 0.60, 0.92). End states are not shown. Before feeding is legal end state. Before feeding end symbol a le- 
d tat is the right final state for legal gal string must end at state (2) with empty stack string, mbol, state (3) is the right final state for ega 

We also successfully trained 1" 0" grammar. Five state neurons are used. We first chose 27 short strings to form the training set. After 100 sweeps of training we tested and found 6 recognition errors up to length eight. We added these patterns to the training set and trained another 100 sweeps. Then we tested again and found 8 errors for up to length nine. After this procedure had been repeated five times, the neural network pushdown automata was almost prefect. We tested all 2097150 patterns up to length twenty and some patterns up to length 160 and found no recognition errors. Using quantization of the neuron output values, a perfect pushdown automata can be seen and the transition diagram is shown in Fi%g.2. 
Further numerical and analytical studies are being undertaken. We believe that this successful model of pushdown automata demonstrated the power of connectionist strategy. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new multi-threshold perceptron capable of handling both binary and analog input is presented and discussed. The 
modified perceptron replaces the sigmoid function with the Gaussian function. The modified perceptron is used to 

solve the XOR problem. It requires fewer number of iterations to converge to a solution than that of a multi-layer 

network using back propagation. 

INTRODUCTION 

An artificial Neural Network (NN) is a computational structure based upon simplified models of human brain [1]. 

The hallmark of NN is massive parallelism and interconnectivity between a large number of relatively simple 
processing units, often called neurons. Neural networks have been utilized to solve problems ranging from pattern 

recognition/classification to security assessment for electric power systems [2-4]. 

The single-layer perceptron is one of the first NN developed. It is capable of handling both binary and analog inputs 

[5]. The original perceptron convergence theorem and weight adjustment procedures were developed by Rosenblatt 

(see reference 5). It was shown that using the procedure developed by Rosenblatt single-layer perceptron can only 

classify linearly separable input patterns [6]. Therefore, problems such as XOR problem where the input patterns 
can not be classified into two distinct groups can not be solved using single-layer perceptron [7,8]. This limits 

utility of single-layer perceptron. One possible solution is to use multi-layer perceptrons. 

Using multi-layer perceptron architecture and "Back Propagation (BP)” [9] many shortcomings of the single-layer 

perceptron can be overcome. This procedure is effective and allows for efficient use of multi-layer perceptrons. 
But the procedure does not guarantee convergence to the global minima at all times. Also, it requires a large 

number of training iterations in order to converge (see reference 9). 

Because of the problems associated with BP [10] it is of interest to modify the weight adjustment procedure and/or 

the model developed by Rosenblatt to enable single-layer perceptron to solve problems such as XOR problem. In 

this paper a modified perceptron is presented. The modified perceptron is a multiple threshold perceptron which is 

capable of solving problems such as XOR problem. Unlike the previous efforts [11] in developing multiple 

threshold perceptron our perceptron is capable of handling both binary and analog input. Also, the procedure 

requires fewer number of iterations (compared to BP) and based on our experience it always converges to global 

minima. 

Proposed Modified Perceptron 

As it was stated a single-layer perceptron utilizing Rosenblatt’s procedure is only capable of classifying input 

patterns into one of two catcgorics. Therefore, an alternate approach is needed if the input patterns are as shown in 
Figure 1. 

As is evident, if we are to correctly classify patterns of Figure 1, we require at Icast two hyperplancs in order to 
divide the two dimensional space of Figure 1 into three distinct regions. Therefore, the modified perceptron must be 
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able to form two decision boundaries (see Equation 1). Figure 2 illustrates decision boundaries in the two- 
dimensional space. 
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Figure 1. Example of Input Patterns Figure 2. Decision Boundaries Required 
That are not Linearly Separable 

yi = 8)/W2 - (W1/W2) X 
(1) 

Y2 = 82/W2 - (W1/W2) X 

where Wj represents weight, 0; represents thresholds of function, and X represents the input pattern 

Note that both decision boundaries have the same slope. However, they have different intersection points with the 
vertical axis. 

Two values are very useful when studying a perceptron with two hyperplanes. These are width and angle (see 
Figure 2). These variables provide a measure of performance that can be used for comparison purposes. Slope of 
the decision boundaries is equal to tangent of “angle” (see Equation 2). When W? is negative we must add 1800 to 
the value obtained. 

angle = tan-1(W1/W2) (2) 

The variable "width" represents the distance between the two decision boundaries. Using simple geometry (see 
Figure 2) it can be shown that the variable width is equal to 

width = (82 - 61)/(W12 + W22)05 (3) 

There are a number of functions that satisfy the requirements specified. Gaussian, double Sigmoid, and some 
piecewise linear functions all satisfy these requirements. The double sigmoid function correculy forms the required 
decision boundaries. However, it is unstable when the input pattems are not symmetric about a hyperplane passing 
through the origin. Figure 3 shows both symmetrical and non-symmetrical patterns in the two dimensional space. 
The piecewise linear functions can not be used because their derivative is not defined for all valucs of input. 

The Gaussian function presents the best choice in that its derivative is defined for any possible value of input. Also, 
it is capable of correctly classifying patterns that are not symmetric about a hyperplane passing through the origin. 

The modified procedure utilizes the Gaussian function fg, given below, in place of the sigmoid function used by 
Rosenblatt. 

[o(a-®) = { 1/[o(2n)°>]} (EXP[-0.5[(a-11)/o]?-8] } (4) 
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where 

o = variance of the Gaussian function and t= mean of the Gaussian function 

After each iteration the weights are adjusted as follows 

w(t) + N(d - y(t) x(t) if slope of fg is positive 

w(t+1) = (5) 
w(t) - N(d - y(t) x(t) if slope of fg is negative 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

A computer program was developed to simulate the behavior of the modified perceptron. Results of the simulations 

indicate that use of Gaussian function as the non-linearity function allows the single-layer perceptron to correctly 

classify three distinct classes of input patterns. 

Using learning rate (n) of 0.5 both BP and the modified perceptron were used to solve the XOR problem. The 

modified perceptron converged to the global minima in less than 60 iterations while BP required more than 550 

iterations. 

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate results obtained using the simulation program. The program was used to simulate a 

network utilizing the modified perceptron to solve the XOR problem of Figure 1. Figure 4 demonstrates the number 

of iterations required as a function of o; and Figure 5 shows variations in the number of iterations required as a 

function of n. As is evident the network is capable of solving the XOR problem more efficiently compared to BP. 
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A Hybrid Algorithm for Finding the Global Minimum of Error 

Function of Neural Networks 

Norio Baba 

Faculty of Engineerina, Tokushima University, 7/70, JAPAN 

Abstract: Recently, back-propagation method has often been applied to adapt 

artificial neural networks for various actual pattern classification problems. 

However, one of the most important limitations of this method is that it some- 

times falls into a local minimum of the total error function of neural network. 

In this paper, a hybrid algorithm which combines the back-propagation 

method with the random optimization method of Matyas (its modified algorithm) 

is proposed to learn the weights and parameters involved in a neural network. 

It is shown by several computer simulation results that the proposed hybrid 

algorithm can be successfully utilized in order to find the global minimum of 
the total error function of neural networks in a comparatively small number of 

steps. 

1, _ INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, neural network computing has been studied quite extensive- 

ly by many researchers and various fruitful results have been obtained. In 

particular, the back-propagation method (BP method) proposed by Rumelhart et al 

is one of the most stimulating products and has given great impact to the de- 

velopment of this area. 
However, this method has also several problems to be solved. Among those, 

the following problem might be particularly important: ‘It sometimes falls 

into a local minimum of the total error function." 
In the first part of this paper, we propose a hybrid algorithm which com- 

bines the BP method with the random optimization method of Matyas ( its modi- 

fied random optimization method ) in order to find the global minimum of the 

total error function in a small number of steps. 
In the latter half of this paper, several computer simulation results using 

this hybrid algorithm for pattern classification problems are given. 

2, HYBRID ALGORITHM FOR FINDING A GLOBAL MINIMUM OF THE TOTAL ERROR FUNCTION 

In this section, we propose a new combined algorithm of the BP method and 

the random optimization method in order to find a global minimum of the total 

error function E(w) in a small number of steps. 

First, let us briefly refer to the BP method and the random optimization 

method. 

2.1 BACK-PROPAGATION METHOD 
  

Recently, Rumelhart and McClelland [1] have proposed the BP method as a new 

algorithm for finding weights of multi-layered network. This method has at- 

tracted great numbers of researchers working in the field of computer, arti- 

ficial intelligence, and neuro-science. It has been applied to various inter- 

esting actual porblems. However, the BP method has several problems to be 

solved. One of the most important problems is the potential for falling into 

a local minimum of the total error function E(w). 

2.2 RANDOM OPTIMIZATION METHOD 
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It is well known that the random optimization method of Matyas [2] ensures 
convergence to a global minimum with probability 1 on the compact set [3],[4], 
[5]. This algorithm can be described as follows: 

STEP 1. Select an initial point wz in the search domain X and let 
k = 0. Let M be the total number of steps. 

STEP 2. Generate Gaussian random vector g (ke) If wy p(k) E X, 
go to STEP 3. Otherwise, go to STEP 4. 

STEP 3. If E(¢ why g (k) ) < EC wk) ), let wy (KtL) = wih y g ik) 

If E( wy p(k) ) > EC wy (k) ), let (Kt) _ yt) 

STEP 4. If k =M, stop the total calculation. If k<M, let k = ktl 
and go to STEP 2. 

In 1981, Solis & Wets [5] proposed the modified random optimization method in 
order to find a global minimum of the objective function in a small number of 
steps. Since this method differs from the original random optimization method 
only in STEP 3, we abbreviate another part of steps. 

MODIFIED RANDOM OPTIMIZATION METHOD ( STEP 3 ) 
  

G) re EC we E® ) < Br yl ) 
> 

vet wD) 2 yO) 4 60) ang DOD 2 9 ge) 4 9 2p), 

(ii) rf EC whe Ee > E( wi) 

let kth) _ wy () _ p(k) and p (kt1) _ pK) _ 0.466) | 

Otherwise, let wk?) =") and pOETY) 2 9,5, 6 (pr - 0) 

2.3 HYBRID ALGORITHM 

We shall propose a new hybrid algorithm that makes use of both the merits 
of the random optimization method and the back-propagation method. An outline 
of this hybrid algorithm is described in Figure l. Let us explain it briefly. 
First, parameter training is carried out using the BP method. When the 
decrease of the value of the total error function becomes smaller than a speci- 
fied value €1, we change the overall descent algorithm from the BP method to 
the random optimization method of Matyas ( modified random optimization method 

  

) in order to prevent it from falling in to a local minimum of E(w). If the 
decrease of the value (pf the total error function becomes larger than a 
specified value E(w )G, we change the overall descent algorithm from the 
random optimization method to the BP method. The same procedures are repeated 
several times. When the total number of steps exceeds a specified number M, 
the overall calculation is stopped. [6] 

3, COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, two computer simulation results are presented in order to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed hybrid algorithm. 

Example 1: In this example, we consider a rather simple pattern classi- 

fication problem in which 64 training patterns consisting of all of the possi- 
ble combinations of "0" and "1" are the inputs of the neural network as shown 
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in Figure 2. The objective in this example is to train weights of the neural 

network in such a way that the network responds with the output "1" when the 
numbers of the input are even or zero or else it responds with the output "0". 
Here, the value 0.1 and 0.5 have been used for parameter ) of the BP method and 

the value 0.01 and 0.005 have been used for the variance of & of the random 

optimization method. Figure 3 shows the computer simulation results. 

Example 2: In this simulation, we consider prediction of SO, density at 

noon in Tokyo using the informations obtained at 10 a.m. In parficular, our 

objective is to construct a neural network which emits output "1" (alarm) when 

the SO, density exceeds 8 pphm and emits "0" when the SO, density does not ex- 

ceed 8 pphm. In order to construct such a neural network, we have carried out 

parameter training using the data obtained over the previous two weeks in order 

to forecast sO. density daily for one week in the future. Since we have not 
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AUTOMATIC EVOLUTION OF NEURAL NET ARCHITECTURES 

A.W. Bailey 
Physical Sciences Inc. 

Research Park, P.O. Box 3100 
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ABSTRACT 

Algorithms have been developed for self-constructing feed-forward neural 
nets. The network produced in an example problem is compared with a conven- 
tionally constructed net. A fast back-propagation training algorithm is 
discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Conventional neutral nets use an architecture that is static. Modifi- 
cation of the net during training is limited to alteration of the synaptic 
connection weights and the neuron thresholds. While it has long been noted by 
workers in automata theory that neural nets can, in p.inciple, be self- 
constructing, 1 in practice design of an optimal net configuration for a given 
problem has been a trial and error process. In a back propagation feed-forward 
net, a number of layers are chosen, each with a number of neurons and with some 

degree of synaptic interconnection. Typically, a number of neurons are 
assigned to three or four layers and each neuron output is fed to all neurons 
in forward layers. If the configuration proves inadequate, a new configuration 
with more hidden layer neurons is tried. For small problems with a relatively 
few inputs and a modest number of neurons, this trial and error procedure might 
be acceptable. For complex problems, this procedure is unacceptable. For 
example, machine vision with high-resolution video would involve hundreds of 
thousands of inputs. Full synaptic connection to all forward neurons would 
require billions of synaptic connections. The synaptic connection tree must be 
limited to a more reasonable size. The development of an optimal net can be 
automated and incorporated as part of the training procedure of the net, 
thereby avoiding a trial and error procedure. 

A neural net can be grown by adding and removing synapses and neurons 

until the net works as desired. This technique allows optimized neutral nets 
to be created whose complexity is matched to the nature and amount of the 
training data. One technique for doing this has been described by Tenorio and 
Lee.2 Herein is described a different, independently formulated, technique. 

2. THEORETICAL APPROACH 

It is assumed that we are dealing with a conventional, non-time dependent, 
feed-forward neural net. Two terms can be defined to guide the evolution of 
the net. These will be called the synapse "importance," 

2 

  

ki 
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and the synapse "effectiveness," 
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Sai = d owes ( D5) , 
Pp 

Important synapses are those that strongly affect the pattern errors, Dp}> when 
their weights are altered. Effective synapses are those that strongly alter 
the global error when their weights are altered. An important synapse may not 
be effective due to cancellation of terms: increasing the synapse weight may 
decrease the absolute value of some deviations and increase the absolute value 
of others. Effective synapses will be the ones that are most effective for 
training the net and thus are desirable. Synapses that are both ineffective 
and unimportant are candidates for removal from the net if this can be done 
without an excessive degradation of the training state of the net resulting 
in a large increase in the total error. The increase in the global error from 
an alteration of the net by adding or removing components will be referred to 
as the "trauma". These new parameters, "importance", "effectiveness", and 
"trauma", provide the basis for the construction of neural net evolution 
algorithms. 

A synapse would be a desirable addition if it would have a large 
effectiveness and so aid in training the matrix to its desired state. The 
effectiveness is well defined and non-zero for synaptic connections between 
existing neurons even when those connections are not currently part of the net. 
These "virtual" synapses are candidate for inclusion in the net. 

A synaptic connection with a high importance but a low effectiveness is 
one for which an alteration of the weight lowers the error of some patterns but 
increases it for others. Such a situation implies that correlation of the 

signal with that from another important synaptic connection could produce a 
Significant correlation. 

A synapse is a candidate for deletion if both its importance and its 
effectiveness are low and the trauma to the net is not excessive. The trauma 
to the net can be minimized by increasing the self-activation of forward 
neurons to reflect the average input signal from the deleted synapse. 

A neuron is ineffective as a switch when it is either always on or always 
off, regardless of the input pattern. In this case, the importance and effec- 
tiveness of the synapses leading to the neuron will become small and they can 
be deleted. The neuron will then have a constant output that is set purely by 
the neuron self-activation, regardless of input pattern. The neuron can be 
deleted and the lost current compensated by altering the self activation of the 
forward neurons. 

3. FAST BACK PROPAGATION TRAINING TECHNIQUES 

It has been noted by researchers that training can be accelerated by 
associating a "momentum" with the changes in the weight coefficients. This 
allows the direction of change of the weights to cancel where different 

patterns direct the weight changes in different directions and reinforce in the 

direction of common improvement. 2 This technique reduces the time to train an 
XOR from many thousands of iterations down to a few hundred. 

This concept can be expanded by forming an analogy to a damped oscillator: 
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w+ bw + kw = 0 ; 

The weight, w, is subject to a damping force, bw proportional to its velocity 

and to a restoring (learning) force, kw, proportional to the difference between 

the best estimate of the proper weight and the current weight. In order to 
average over all the values of a training set (i.e., a low-pass filter), we 
must have b < 1/n, where n is the number of distinct patterns in the training 
set. b = 1/(2n) is a good choice and agrees well with the observation that 
retaining 90 percent of the old momentum helps to efficiently train an XOR gate 
(n = 4). The restoring force, kw, should be set to be slightly higher than 

critical damping, k = (b/2)2, for fastest convergence. Using this technique it 
has been possible to reduce the time to train an XOR down to as little as 74 
training set iterations. This compares favorably with much more computation- 
ally expensive schemes such as quasi-Newton methods. 4 

4. EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

A simple trial was conducted of these algorithms by growing a neural net 
to map the digits 0 through 9 as described by the seven segment calculator 
display to the binary representations of the numbers (Figure 1). A simple 
FORTRAN neural net code was written for the test, using fast back propagation 
and computing the importance and effectiveness of the synaptic links. After 
every 50 iterations of the training set, the state of the net was investigated 
and neurons and synaptic links were added or deleted based on the importance, 
effectiveness, and trauma of the alterations. 

The simulation was started with no hidden units and the input and outputs 
fully connected. The simulation ended with a fully trained four layer neural 
net with 7 hidden units and 73 synaptic links, as shown in Figure 2. The 
second layer grew first, then the third. If this layer by layer growth proves 
to be the rule, it may imply easier training for multilayer nets, as the layer 
nearest the outputs trains fastest. The system converged to a global error of 
below 0.01 after a total of 604 iterations of the training set. 
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Figure 1. The Seven Lines Used to Represent a Digit on a Hand Calculator 
Are Used as Inputs to the Net Which Produces the Binary 
Representation of That Number 
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Figure 2. Final Net Configuration. Neuron numbers are assigned in 
order of their creation. 

A fully connected three layer net with 7 hidden neurons and 105 synaptic 
links was simulated for comparison. It converged to the same level of error in 
490 iterations of the training set. The total computational work was slightly 
less for the growing net, as it had fewer connections, particularly in the 

early stages of the simulation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Automatic evolution of neural nets based on synapse and neuron effective- 
ness and importance is practical. It allows easy generation of optimized 
multilayer back propagation feed-forward networks. 
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Abstract 

Standard back-propagation learning (BP) is known to have slow convergence properties. Furthermore 

no gencral prescription is given for selecting the appropriate learning rate, so success is dependent on a trial 

and error process. In this work a well known optimization technique (conjugate gradient with inexact linear 

searches) is employed to speed up convergence and to select parameters. The strict locality requirement 
is relaxed but parallelism of computation is maintained, allowing efficient use of concurrent computation. 

While requiring only limited changes to BP, this method yields a speed-up of one or two orders of magnitude 

for medium-size networks. 

Comparisons are done with BP using optimal parameters and with a version of BP employing learning 

rate adaptation. This last method is in itself interesting, since it converges in a number of iterations close 
to that of optimized BP, with no need for parameter optimization. 

1 Introduction. 

In back-propagation learning (see (6}) the search direction dy is given by the negative gradient of the energy, 
while the step along this direction is proportional to d, with a fixed constant ¢ chosen by the user (learning 

rate), as follows: 

d, = —VE(wn) (1) 

Wnt = Wn t+ € dy (2) 

Now, it is well known from the optimization literature that pure gradient descent methods tend to be 
very inefficient [3]. A case in which this happens is when “the search space contains long ravines that are 
characterized by sharp curvature across the ravine and a gently sloping floor” [6]. The situation can be 
ameliorated in part modifying the search direction with the introduction of a momentum term a, leading 

to the following rule: 

d, = —VE(Wn) + (=) A Wn-1 (3) 

A recent overview of other heuristics employed to accelerate back-propagation has been presented in [5]. 
Unfortunately up to now there are no good general prescriptions for selecting the parameters defining the 

optimization strategy (like « or aw). It is usually left to the user to find a good or optimal combination of 

these paraineters that leads to avoidance of local minima and fast convergence times. This process of meta- 

optimization ( optimization of the optimization method ) leads in general to a sizeable waste of computational 

resources. 
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The focus of this work has been on transferring some meta-optimization techniques usually left to the user 

to the learning algorithm itself. Since this involves measuring optimization performance and correcting some 

parameters while the optimization algorithm is running, some global information is required. Parallelism of 

computation is nonetheless maintained, resulting in efficiency close to 100% when the algorithm runs on a 

parallel computer. 

In all cases the “standard” back-propagation algorithm is used to find the values of the energy and the 
negative gradient for a given configuration. The differences are in the definition of the search direction 
and/or in the selection of a step size along the selected direction. 

In the first method proposed the search direction remains equal to the negative gradient but the step 

size is adapted during the computation. In the second one both the search direction and the step size are 

changed in a suboptimal but apparently very efficient way. 
In both cases the network is updated only after the entire set of patterns to be learned has been presented 

to it. 

2 The “bold driver” method (BD). 

This strategy has been suggested independently in [9] and is here summarized for convenience before using 
it in the test problems. The proposed heuristic is to start with a given learning rate and to monitor the 

value of the energy function E(w,,) after each learning cycle. If EF decreases, the learning rate is increased 

by a factor p. Vice versa if F increases, this is taken as an indication that the step made was too long, the 

learning rate is decreased by a factor o, the last change is cancelled and a new trial is done. The process of 
reduction is repeated until a step that decreases the energy value is found. 

Heuristically, p has to be close to unity (say p = 1.1) in order to avoid frequent “accidents”, because the 

computation done in the last back-propagation step is wasted in these cases. Regarding the parameter o a 

choice of o + 0.5 can be justified with the reason that if the local “ravine” in the search space is symmetric 

on both sides this will bring the configuration of the weights close to the bottom of the valley. 

The performance of this apparently ”quick and dirty” method is close to and usually better than that 

obtainable by optimizing a learning rate that is to remain fixed during the procedure. 

3 Conjugate gradient with inexact linear searches (CG). 

Let’s define the following vectors: g, = VE(Wn), Pn = Wn — Wn-1 and Yn = Bn — Zn-1- 

Shanno ({7]) reviews several conjugate gradient methods for function minimization and suggests one 
method that “substantially outperforms known conjugate gradient methods on a wide class of problems”. 

In the suggested strategy the search direction for the n’th iteration is defined as! 

d, = —Zn + AnPn + Bnayn (4) 

where the coefficients A, and B, are combinations of scalar products of the vectors defined at the beginning 
of this section, as follows: 

  Ay =~ (14 Y2-¥2) Paige 4 Yo Be (5) 
Pn:¥n/ Pn‘ Yn Pn‘ Yn 

Pn ° Sn 
B, = -——— 6 

Pn-Yn (6) 

Every N steps (N being the number of weights in the network) the search is restarted in the direction of 
the negative gradient . 
  

1 Correction of the search direction based on previous steps is in part reminiscent of the use of a momentum term introduced 

in [6], with the added feature that a definite prescription is given for the choice of the various factors. 
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Successive approximations to the minimizer w* of E(w) are generated using one-dimensional mimmiza- 

tion along the search direction: 
én = min E(wn-1 + € dn) (7) 

Wn+1 = Wn + €n d, (8) 

The one-dimensional minimization used in this work is based on quadratic interpolation and tuned to back- 

propagation where in a single step both the energy value and the negative gradient can be efficiently obtained. 

A small number of energy evaluations is sufficient. Details on this step are contained in [1]. 

Two example problems and the obtained results are described in the two following sections. A similar 

optimization approach, using Polak-Ribiere optimization, is presented in [4]. They also obtain a sizeable 

speed-up with respect to standard back-propagation, although they do not optimize its parameters for the 

comparison. 

4 Test: the parity function. 

Recently Tesauro and Janssens [8] measured optimal averaging training times and optimal parameters set- 

tings for standard back-propagation with momentum term. In order to benchmark the two proposed meth- 

ods, the same network is used (n input units, 2n hidden units, one output). 

The results of 100 simulations for each problem show first that back-propagation with adaptive learning 

rate produces results that are close to those obtained by optimizing parameters in back-propagation with 

fixed learning rate, second that the inexact conjugate gradient method brings a sizable speedup on both 

previous methods. Results are in table 1. Since the number of local minima is small in this case, only data 

regarding correct convergence are shown. 

st 

46 (11 

§7 (1 

137 (5 

213 (115 

616 (835 

  

0 

Table 1: Results for parity problem. 

5 Test: the dichotomy problem. 

This problem consists in classifying a set of randomly generated patterns in two classes. It has been demon- 

strated in [2] that an arbitrary dichotomy for any set of N points in general position in d dimensions can 

be implemented with a network with one hidden layer containing [N/d] neurons. In this test the pattern 

coordinates are random values belonging to the [0-1] interval. 

A dichotomy problem is defined by the number of patterns generated. The dimension of the space and 

the number of inputs is two, the number of middle-layer units is [N/2] by the above criterion and one output 

unit is responsible for the classification. 

Simulation runs have been made starting from small random weights, with maximum size r equal to 0.1. 

Correct performance is defined as coming within a margin of 0.1 of the correct answer. 

The capability of the network does not avoid the problem of local minima. In fact the results show that 

their number is increasing as a function of the dimension of the search space (i.e. the number of weights 

in the network). Average results for different test runs (the random number seed is changed) are given in 

table 2. Cases for correct solutions or local minima are shown separately. 
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| patterns | BD i CG | speedup (BD/CG) | 
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cases: av. cycles (st.dev.) | cases: av. cycles (st.dev.) 
correct 124: 1040 (1458) 115: 44 (56) 23.6 
loc.min. 4: 9032 (10403) 13: 49 (74) 
10 

correct 104: 5044 (6870) 90: 204 (368) 24.7 
loc.min. 24: 3923 (4914) 38: 404 (1005) 
16 

correct 106: 13245 (10572) 94: 295 (513) 44.8 
loc.min. 22: 14116 (11960) 34: 755 (1605) 
20 

correct 111: 23293 (16792) 87: 380 (433) 61.3 
loc.min. 17: 41000 (28583) 41: 1632 (3021) 
30 

correct 44: 46265 (20761) 36: 710 (418) 65.1 
loc.min. 20: 59843 (16555) 28: 1800 (1300) 
50 

correct 4: 157296 (36837) 13: 1347 (600) 116.7 
loc.min. 4: 211292 (59424) 51: 4307 (2159) 
100 

correct 0: 0: N/A 
loc.min. 8: 1435950 (560974) 64: 12645 (4161)         
  

Table 2: Results for dichotomy problem. 
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The Tempo-Algorithm: Learning in a Neural Network with Variable Time-Delays 
Ulrich Bodenhausen, Department of Biophysics, 

Philipps-University Marburg, Renthof 7, 3550 Marburg, FRG 

Abstract 

The artificial neural network proposed in this paper is a generalization of the 

Recirculation network proposed by Hinton and McClelland [6]. The network contains groups 

of non-linear units arranged in a closed loop. The connections between the units of the 

generalized network can be adjusted in weight and time-delay by two separate learning 

procedures. The purpose of this network is content-addressable storage of pattern sequences. 

During learning, the “hidden” units learn to detect specific phase differences between the 

activations of the “visible” units and vice versa. Simulations of an asymmetric network show 

that the hidden units can learn temporal relationships between pattern sequences. 

1. Introduction 
Connectionist networks have become an important approach to artificial pattern 

recognition and other applications [1] - (4). Supervised gradient-descent learning procedures 

such as Back-Propagation have been shown to construct interesting internal representations 

in “hidden" units that are not part of the input or output of a connectionist network [1J, [5]. 

A criticism of Back-Propagation is that it is neurally implausible because it requires the 

units to use different input-output functions for the forward and backward passes. The 

Recirculation learning procedure was designed to overcome this criticism [6]. This procedure 

adjusts the weights in a network module consisting of two layers of units arranged in a 

closed loop. The network can work as a content-addressable memory or an encoder network. 

The units of the first layer are called "visible" units. The input vector is the state of the 

visible units at t = 0. In the standard Recirculation network the connections have a fixed 

time-delay of one; thus, the signal reaches the hidden layer at t = 1 and is back to the 

visible layer at t = 2. The output of the content-addressable memory is the state of the 

visible units at this time. The basic idea of the generalization of the Recirculation learning 

procedure described in this paper is that the time-delays of the connections can be adjusted 

by a separate delay adjusting procedure. 

Other time-delay neural networks (TDNN) have been proposed by Tank and Hopfield [7] 

and by Waibel et al. [8]. Waibel et al. use a generalization of the Back-Propagation 

network for phoneme recognition. 

The basic advantage of TDNN is that they can learn the temporal relationships between 

patterns (for example: N patterns). Tank and Hopfield and Waibel et al. realize this ability 

by N connections with the time-delays 0, .. , N-1 between two units. The time-delays of 

these networks are fixed. The basic idea of the network proposed in this work is that a 

network with less than N connections between two units can learn the relationships between 

N patterns, if the time-delays are adjusted by a delay adjusting procedure. 

Fach hidden unit receives weighted information about the activities of the visible units at 

some specific times in the past. That means that the hidden units learn to represent features 

that are distributed in time and space. 
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2. The Tempo-Learning Procedure 
The Tempo-learning procedure adjusts weights and time-delays in networks of the type 

illustrated by Fig 1. Each visible unit has one directed connection to every hidden unit and 
each hidden unit has one directed connection to every visible unit. With fixed time-delays 
of one and no adjustment of the time-delays, the network reduces to the standard 
Recirculation network. 

° AU B 1. pattem-sequence to be learned 

weights 7 fal ; 

§ 

A Lo 

delays t= 0 i 2 4 

t 
Input Output 

2. pattern-sequence to be learned 

Fig. 1A: The Tempo-Network. 

Fig. 1B: This figure illustrates the type of pattern-sequences the Tempo-network was tested 
with. The network ( 9 VU, 25 HU ) had to learn the word "COST" (consisting of the 
patterns “C” at t = 0, “O”" at t = 1, “S" at t = 2 and “T”’ at t = 3) and the word “IS”. 

        
  

  

   VU 
      

              t= CG i 2 3 4 
  

The purpose of the generalized network is encoding and content-addressable storage of 
pattern-sequences. Each sequence consists of a definite number of frames. For example, the 
picture of a letter (see Fig. 1B) or the spectral coefficients of a time-window could be one 
frame. The number of units in the visible layer is equal to the number of pixels or the 
number of coefficients of one frame. The output of the network starts one timestep after 
the input of the last frame. 

The activation functions of visible and hidden units are smooth monotonic functions 
with bounded deriatives. The logistic function is a very popular possibility. 
The conditions under which a Recirculation network approximates gradient descent are (6): 

1. The visible units are linear. 

2. The weights are symmetrical ( wij = wji for all i, j ). 
3. The visible units have high regression. 

The Tempo-learning procedure requires the same conditions as the Recirculation learning 
procedure. "Regression" in a Tempo-Network means that 

Yilt) = > + Yi(t - n) + (1 - A) - Yi(t) 
with A: regression, 0O < i < 1 

Yi(t): state of the ith unit at time t 
n: number of patterns of the pattern-sequence. 

The learning rules for weights and time-delays are the derivations of an extended 
error-measure. The behaviour of the network can be described as follows: The hidden units 
learn to detect “correlated” activities of the visible units. "Correlated" does not mean that 
the hidden units detect phase coincidence. Rather, they detect specific phase differences 
between the activations of the visible units. On the backward pass, the visible units learn 
to detect specific phase differences between the activations of the hidden units. The network 
consists of two layers of “adaptive correlators” in the sense described above. Other models 
based on correlated activity are (3) and (9). 
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3. Simulations with the Tempo-Network 
All results shown in this paper were obtained with an asymmetric network. It was 

chosen because a symmetric network is not biologically plausible. Although the visible units 

have to be linear to derive the learning rules, a network with uniform units was chosen. 

So the visible units use the same non-linearity as the hidden units. Although the network 

has to be time-continous for the derivation of the learning rules of the time-delays, a 

time-discrete network has to be simulated on a conventional computer. 

Each weight- and time-delay update was performed after each training sequence. All 

weights in the network are started at small random values uniformly distributed in the range 

-~0.5 to +0.5. All time-delays are initialized randomly between 0 and 5. During learning, the 

learning rates E1 (weights) and E2 (time-delays) are constant. After learning, both are set 

to zero. 

I applied the Tempo-learning procedure to a network with 9 visible units and a variable 

number of hidden units. Two-dimensional patterns consisting of 9 pixels were used to show 

the performance of the network (Fig 1B). Each pixel is assigned to one visible unit. All 

pattern-sequences consist of 5 frames. In each case two pattern-sequences were learned. 

The examples (Fig. 3A) show that the Tempo-network is able to learn pattern-sequences 

and to substitute missing frames of incomplete test-sequences. Fig. 2 shows the distribution 

of the time-delays. 
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Fig. 2: The distribution of the time-delays before learning (A), after the second (B) and 

after the sixth delay update (C). C nearly shows the final state. The line with the peak at 

a time-delay of 5 represents the sum of the delays of a forward and the appropriate 

backward connection ( Ti + Taj). The other two lines represent the distribution of the forward 

connections 1jj and the backward connections Tij, respectively. 

3.1. Learning in a Tempo-Network 
The reconstruction-error was computed after each learning cycle to show convergence 

of the Tempo-network. The weight and time-delay updates were computed after each training- 

case. My investigations concentrated on varying the number of hidden units, the learning 

rate of the weights (E1) and the learning rate of the time-delays (E2). In each run the 

pattern-sequences “COST” and “IS” had to be learned. The main results are: 

1. More than 11 hidden units are needed for convergence. 

2. The learning rate of the weights can’t be chosen independently from the learning 

rate of the delays and vice versa. This behaviour can be explained by the interaction 

of the weight and the delay adjusting procedures. If the weights are changed “slowly”, 

the delays have to be changed "slowly", too. Otherwise weights or delays are adjusted 

“egoistically" and the other variable can’t be adjusted. 

3. With the right choice of the parameters El, E2 and \, convergence can be achieved 

after less than 50 learning cycles (Fig. 3B). 
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Fig. 4A: The performance of the network. The previously learned sequences are illustrated 
by Fig. 1B. 

Fig. 4B: The reconstruction-error as a function of the number of training cycles (E1 = 1.5, 
E2 = 0.7, X = 0.4, 25 hidden units). 

4. Conclusion 

The network proposed in this work is a new approach to processing of 
pattern-sequences. Networks with time-delays have been shown to learn temporal 
relationships between patterns [7], [8]. The basic idea of this paper is that the number of 
connections in time-delay neural networks can be reduced by the implementation of learning 
rules for time-delays. The present realization of this idea (the Tempo-network) is restricted 
to one directed connection between each visible unit and each hidden unit and vice versa. 
With a sufficient number of hidden units it can learn the temporal relationships between 
patterns and work as a content-addressable memory of pattern-sequences. 

Although the Tempo-network can work as a content-addressable memory with an 
interesting internal representation of the stored information, it can’t work as an encoder 
network because the number of hidden units has to exceed the number of visible units. The 
number of hidden units needed for convergence can probably be reduced by using another 
type of unit (for example non-linear leaky integrators) and/or increasing the number of 
connections between the units (two or three instead of one). The type of delay-adjusting 
procedure may also be a useful generalization for other networks. 
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Abstract: 

In this paper we discuss results on improving the convergence speed of the back-propagation algorithm, 
and introduce an adaptive stepsize technique and a differential stepsize method to accelerate the conver- 
gence speed of the back-propagation algorithm. Simulation results are presented which illustrate the improved 
convergence. 

1.Introduction 

The recent revival of research activities in neural networks was significantly influenced by the publication 
of [1]. With the learning algorithm called the back error-propagation, it was shown that the Multi Layer 
Perceptron (MLP) can perform interesting computations{1]. Unlike the perceptron analysed by Minsky(2] 

which can only solve linear separable problems, the MLP , theoretically , can divide the input space into 

arbitary shape, provided that there are enough hidden units. Thus MLP methods have been applied to 

several complex pattern classification-like problems, such as that reported in [3]. However the main drawback 

in applying MLP networks to many real problems is the slow convergence speed of the back-propagation 

algorithm. 

While the back-propagation algorithm is a kind of gradient descent algorithm, error surfaces for learning 
problems frequently possess some geometric properties that makes the algorithm slow to converge. The 
stepsize of the algorithm is sensitive to the local shape and curvature of the error surfaces. For example, a 

small stepsize will make the algorithm take a very long time to cross a long flat slope. On the other hand, 
a large stepsize will cause the iteration process to bounce between the two opposite sides of a valley rather 

than following the contour of its bottom. Even if a satisfactory stepsize for one stage of the learning process 
is found, this does not ensure it will be appropriate for any other stage of the same learning process. On 

the other hand, the premature saturation of the network units also causes problems for the convergence of 

the algorithm. Thus in the following we introduce an adaptive stepsize back-propagation algorithm and a 

simple method for circumventing the premature saturation. 

2.Previous Research 

There has been some research on improving the convergence speed of the back-propagation algorithm, 

such as that mentioned in [4][5][6]. In [4] the authors suggested Conjugate gradients, Quasi-Newton algorithm 

and other more sophisticated algorithms. They are also called second order methods. According to our 

knowledge, the convergence speed reported in [1] on the XOR problem is the fastest among the existing 

algorithms. However all these algorithms are much more computationally expensive, especially when the 

scale of the problem is large, so that in many cases it is impractical to use them. In order to reduce the 

computation cost of the second order method, a kind of approximation technique has been introduced into 

the Newton’s algorithm[5]. The authors used a diagonal matrix to approximate the Hessian matrix. This 

makes it possible to derive a back propagation algorithm for the second order derivatives as that for the 

first order derivatives. But the applicability of this new algorithm depends on how well the diagonal Hessian 

approximation models the true Hessian[5]. Only when the effects of weights on the output are uncoupled 

or nearly uncoupled, can the diagonal Hessian represent a good approximation. We have implemented this 

Newton-like method in our back-propagation simulation program. At this stage we have not found it to 

exhibit any advantage over the ordinary back-propagation algorithm. This may be due to the use of sub- 

optimal learning parameters. Just as was mentioned in [5], we found the learning parameters are more 

critical in obtaining reasonable behaviour with this Newton-like algorithm than with the back-propagation 

algorithm. Another attempt to use a second order method to improve the convergence property of the 

back-propagation algorithm was introduced in [6], which is called Quickprop. It uses the difference between 

two successive gh as a measure of the change of curvature and uses this information to change the stepsize 

of the algorithm. E is the output error function, and w represent weights. Using this method a significant 
improvement on convergence speed has been reported in [6]. 

In [7] another kind of adaptive stepsize algorithm was introduced. According to this algorithm, if an 
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update of weights results in reduced total error, the stepsize is increased by a factor ¢ > 1 for the next 
iteration. If a step produces a network with a total error more than a few percent above the previous value, 
all changes to the weights are rejected, the stepsize is reduced by a factor @ < 1, the momentum term is set 
to zero, and the step is repeated. When a successful step is then taken, the momentum term is reset. 

As is well known in adaptive signal processing theory, the direction of the negative gradient vector may 
not point directly towards the minimum of the error surface. In adaptive filter theory, this kind of bias can 
be measured by the ratio of the maximum eigenvalue and the minimum eigenvalue of the auto-correlation 
matrix(8]. Recently an adaptive stepsize algorithm which gives every weight a stepsize which can adapt 
separately has been proposed[9]. This is only a rough approximation, as it will be noted that these stepsizes 
adapt on the direction of each weight rather than on the eigenvector direction as required (8}][9]. 

In the back-propagation algorithm, the update of weights can take place after presenting all the train- 
ing samples to the network or after every presentation of a training sample, they are called batch mode 
back-propagation and online back-propagation respectively. Generally speaking, online back-propagation 
algorithms converge faster than the batch mode back-propagation[5][6], and batch mode back-propagation 
is more likely to fail to converge on a large training sample set(10]. The algorithms described above are 
all batch mode back-propagation, because for the second order method it can only use batch mode. In the 
following we introduce an adaptive stepsize online back-propagation algorithm. It is considered to represent 
an advance on existing algorithms. 

3.Adaptive Stepsize Back-Propagation 

In designing an appropriate algorithm the following factors should be considered. First the momentum 
term cannot be set to zero, as the update occurs for every presentation of a new training sample. If the 
momentum term is set to zero, there exists a risk of losing past experience. Generally speaking. a large 
training sample set requires a large 7 value ( 7 is the stepsize for the momentum). This fact has been 
confirmed by computer simulation(11]. Thus the adaption is restricted to the gradient term. We used the 
following form of adaptive stepsize algorithm: 

a(t) = a(t — 1)(1— f(t) /E® ) (1.a) 

f(t) =u f(t — 1) + uwAE(t) (1.6) 
AE(t) = E(t) — E(t —1) (1.c) 

a(t) is the stepsize for the gradient term in the update formula in the back-propagation algorithm. It is the 
stepsize at moment t. E(t) is the summation of squared discrepencies between the desired output and the 
actual output at time t. It can be calculated as following: 

N p 

> D(a - of)? (2) 
k=1i=1 

AE(t) is the decrement of the E(t). f(t) is a filtered version of AE(t). Actually (1.b) is a first order low-pass 
recursive filter, which can smooth the significant changes in AE(t), making the algorithm more stable. u; 
and u2 are the parameters used to control the adaptation. For small u, and big wz, the adaptation is fast, 
but it is also more likely to be trapped in oscillation. For big u; and small uz, the adaptation is slow, but 
it is more stable. Thus the parameter selection involves a trade off. In our simulation, we used u,; = 0.9 
and u2 = 0.3. The term (1 — f(t),/E(t) ) also controls the adaptation of the stepsize. If f(t) is positive, 
that means the tendency of E(t) in the near past is to increase, so 1 — f(t) E(t) <1, the stepsize will be 
decreased. A similar analysis shows that if the tendency of E(t) is to decrease, the stepsize will be increased. 
When the E(t) is very small, that is the network has almost learned, the adaption will be very weak, which 
stablizes the algorithm. The square root is used as compensation, it can amplify the small E(t) to avoid the 
premature termination of adaptation. 

E= 

i
 

We now present some simulation results to show the advantage of the adaptive step size algorithm. In 
the diagrams shown, the E defined in (2) are plotted as a function of iteration times for different learning 
problems. They are called learning curves, and can be used to evaluate the convergence property of the 
learning algorithm. Their maximum are normalized to 1. In Fig-1 we show comparative simulation results 
of the non-adaptive back-propagation algorithm and the adaptive algorithm for the 4-4-1 parity problem. It 
is clear the adaptive stepsize has improved the convergence speed, just as we expected. In our simulation we 
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find that the improvement on the complex problem are more impressive than that on simple problem. The 
reason may be that since adaptation is a dynamic process, it needs a finite time to be effective. For simple 
problems, the learning process is very short, the adaptation process has not sufficient time to play its role. 
Thus there is only a small effect of adaption on simple learning problems. 

4.Differential Stepsize Back-Propagation 

Although the adaptive stepsize back-propagation algorithm has improved the learning speed to some 
degree, it cannot cope with the premature saturation of the network units. We have noted in our simulations 
that MLP neural nets are often trapped in a very flat valley or so called local minima, in which area the 

convergence speed is very slow which corresponds to the flat line intervals on the learning curves of Fig-1. 
This cannot be solved by an adaptive stepsize technique, because the reason for this phenomenon is that 

the absolute value of weights are growing so fast as to make the units, especially hidden units, prematurely 

saturated. There is a term like s(1-s) in the update formula for the back-propagation algorithm, in which 

s is the output state of the unit. It is quite clear that if s is close to 1 or 0, whichever output is desirable, 

almost no update will be passed backward through that unit. This kind of phenomenon is also known as 

the flat spot(6]. In [6] the author suggested to change the sigmoid-prime function s(1-s) to s(1-s)+0.1, so it 

can avoid the flat spot. But according to our simulations, this change often causes the weights to grow so 
fast as to lead to floating point overflow on the digital computer. Although some weight-decay term may 

be used to counteract this(6], it makes the algorithm more complex. We have used a very simple method to 

cope with the flat spot. 

A straight forward idea to circumvent the flat spot is to remove the term s(1-s) from the update formula 

for the output layer, and set the stepsize for the update of weights between the hidden layer and the input 

layer smaller than that for the weights between the upper layers. We denote the stepsize for the update 

of weights between the output layer and the hidden layer as a2, and the stepsize for the update of weights 

between the hidden layer and the input layer as a), then a2 > a,. We call this the differential stepsize 

back-propagation algorithm(DSBP). In our simulation, we used a, = 0.la2. The simulation results are 

shown in Fig-2, and it is very clear the convergence speed is improved considerably. 

In [6] the Quickprop algorithm was claimed to be the fastest learning algorithm among the existing 

algorithms. In order to compare our DSBP with the Quickprop, we have run 30 simulation trials on the 

10-5-10 encoder problem. The termination condition for the simulation is that the discrepancy between 

the desired output and the actual output for every output unit and every training sample is less than 0.1. 

The average training time for this problem by DSBP is 23.5, with a standard derivation of 3.27. This is 

only marginally slower than the Quickprop algorithm, for which the average training time is 22.1. However 

although the Quickprop plus a hyperbolic arctan error function algorithm can reach the same solution 

with an average training time of 14.01, it is much more complex than DSBP, and a weight-decay term is 

needed. The results for the simple DSBP algorithm represent a considerable improvement on the standard 

back-propagation algorithm, which gave an average training time of 129 iterations. 

5.Conclusion 

From the above discussion, it is clear that the adaptive stepsize technique can improve the convergence 

speed of the back-propagation algorithm. It is obvious that the degree of improvement for a complex learning 

problem is greater than that for simple problems. We consider that the potential of the adaptive stepsize 

technique lies in the area of real large scale application problems, such as Net-Talk(3], in which the training 

sample set is very big, and the training process may last for a few days. From the simulation results shown 

above, we can also conclude that the DSBP method we used to circumvent the premature saturation or flat 

spot is effective. It is also surprising that such a small change to the algorithm can produce such a significant 

improvement, and confirms the importance of concentrating on a theoretical understanding of the dynamics 

of the back-propagation algorithm. 
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Fig-1 

Learning curves for the 4-4-1 parity 
problem. Broken line stands for the learn- 
ing curve of non-adaptive algorithm. The 
initial random value of weights are within 
the range(-0.5, 0.5), w-seed=5697, 
th-seed=8461, a = 0.4, 7 = 0.9. 

Fig-2 

Learning curves of the 10-5-10 
encoder problem. Solid line stands for 
the learning curve of the differential step- 
size back propagation algorithm(DSBP). 
The initial random value of weights are 
within the range(-1, 1), w-seed=4581, th- 
swwd=818953, a = 0.6, 7 = 0.9. But for 
the DSBP a= 0.06, a= 0.6.
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ABSTRACT : Backpropagation is the most widely used learning technique of neural 
network because of its simplicity and robustness. The slowness of its learning, 
however, is the major obstacle for its application to real-world problems. 

In this paper, an accelerated learning method which is based on the iteration for 
solving nonlinear optimization problems is proposed. This technique not only 
accelerates the rate of convergence, but also induces convergence in some cases if the 
iteration diverges. Experimental results are evaluated and its superiority relative to other 
methods is discussed. 

I. Introduction 
The learning of neural networks is the systematic adjustment of connection weights so that the 

output of the network approximates the desired output. This process can be formulated as a 
nonlinear optimization since the response computed by neural network is typically a nonlinear 
function of the connection weights [7,8]. In recent years, backpropagation algorithm has appeared 
as one of the most efficient learning procedures for multi-layer neural networks. The main reason 
of the success is on its simplicity. Backpropagation learning algorithm which is basically a gradient 
descent search method, however, is too slow to apply for the real-world problems. 

Researchers have tried several different approaches to speed up the convergence of 
backpropagation learning. One approach is to use more elaborate search methods. Most of these are 
variations of Newton's method, and require the computation, or approximation of second partial 
derivatives [4,5,6]. Others have tried a systematic, empirical study of learning speed in the 
backpropagation algorithm from finding the heuristics for achieving faster rate of convergence 
[2,3]. Thus, many algorithms that has been proposed for rapid learning use the approximated 
high-order derivative of the error function, which provides the information about the shape of the 
weight space, and the rate of convergence is dramatically increased. These methods, however, 
require much computation, and are inclined not to scale up very well as the problem size increases. 
Therefore, it is necessary to develop faster learning methods, which require a moderate amount of 
computation and have a good scale-up property. 

In this paper, the backpropagation method is reformulated in the context of nonlinear 
optimization, and a new accelerated learning technique is proposed. In addition to speed up, it is 
capable of producing solutions even in those cases where the iteration of backpropagation may be 
divergent. The learning process of this method consists of two stages; acceleration stage and 
attention stage. In acceleration stage, early steps of the learning, search process moves the network 
quickly across the solution space, and in late attention stage, focuses the search direction slowly 
and accurately toward a minimum. 

II. Backpropagation Revisited 
Neural network can be considered as a mapping between a set of input and a set of output. 

Mathematically speaking, a neural network represents a function F that maps I into O; F:I -> O, or 
Y = F(X) where Y in O and X in I. In the backpropagation learning, the mapping relationship is 
described by Y = F(X; WMI, WOM) to indicate that F depends on the values of the weights WM! for 
connections between input and hidden layers, and WM between hidden and output layers [7]. 

The function to be solved by backpropagation is similar to that by nonlinear optimization, and 
backpropagation, in this sense, is simply considered as an iterative scheme that are performed by 
the network itself in order to solve the nonlinear optimization. In general, the iterative methods of 
optimization find a desirable direction of search, and then the objective function is minimized along 
the direction of search [9]. The goal of it is to find the connection weights (analogous to the 
unknown parameters) to minimize the total error function which can be made explicit in terms of 
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the difference between the actual and desired outputs of the network to the set of input terms. The 
following table compares the backpropagation approach with the general nonlinear optimization. 
  

  

  

  

        

optmizadon Backpropagation approach 

Objective 1 > s ™ M I - 2 

function EW) = n jel 1 [F {= We ( > We x Js] 

Function 5 5 
to be f(x) =O SpaECw) = —s3y E(W) = O 

solved Q ow 

Iterative Wnt) = WY Cn) +n sya E(w) 
formula mee Sa Os we" +1) = W"(n) + —— 9 E(w) ~ m+ SOG EW 
  

Ill. Accelerated Learning with Aitken's A2 Process 
Backpropagation is thought of as an iterative gradient method for solving nonlinear 

optimization problems. In optimization problems, the more information about the objective function 
yields rapid convergence. The gradient methods, we claim, utilize not sufficient information in 
approximating its minimum. The trend of successive gradient vectors may provide information 
about the error surface, which is useful for speed up convergence of the searching process. In this 
context, we propose an accelerated learning method which is based on a second order gradient 
method known as Aitken's A2 process [10]. 

Let {w,,} be a linearly convergent sequence of values converging to some point p; that is, for 

Cy = Wn - Pp,» 

lim | Cat | 

noe [en | 
To investigate the construction of a sequence {w,,}*, which converges more rapidly to p, suppose 
that the iteration w,, = g(w,,_,), n=1,2,3...., satisfies 

  =c < l. (1) 

  

  

     

              

y4 
Wari - P = C(w, - p), (2) 
Was+2 > p = C( Wasi ~ P); (3) yew 

and solving equations (2) and (3) for p while 

eliminating c leads to 

Wr Was2 - Wret 

P ~ Was2 - ZW wl + Wa 

_w (Wet - Wn) s(w) 
= W, Wrs2- 2Wmei + Wa 

ceed 

* ‘ 2 
= W S y=g(w) _ 

2 Wn+l p w* Wh+2 Wn 

= AW, ) 
<fig. 1> Graphical representation of repeated substitution 

In general, the original assumption (2) will not be true; nevertheless, it is expected that the 
sequence {w,}, defined by 

(Wart - Ww.) (4) 

Wn+2 ~ 2Warl + W, 

converges more rapidly to p than the original sequence {w,)}”. The point w” is a better 

Wo = Wa - 
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approximation of p than w, or w,,, 1s. Graphically, the solution of w = g(w) amounts to the 
problem of finding the point of intersection of the curve y = w and y = g(w), and w’ is the solution 
of the linear interpolant to g(w) at w,, Wai. If g(w) is approximately a straight line between w, 
and p, then the secant s(w) is a very good approximation of g(w) in that interval; hence the fixed 
point w* of the secant is a very good approximation of the solution p. In this way, the better 
approximation is found in each iteration. 

This process, which is called the Aitken's A? process, accelerates the convergence of any 
sequence that is linearly convergent, and gives quadratic convergence without evaluating a 
derivative. Moreover, Aitken's A* process not only accelerates convergence but also converts 
divergence into convergence in some cases. It is easy to verify that if 

w,=l+pt.. +p, 
then 

A2(w,) = (1 - p):1. 
Therefore, the Aitken's A2 process gives immediately the limit of this particular sequence when it 
converges and assigns a meaningful value even when it does not. 

Since the weight updating formula of the backpropagation algorithm is considered as w, = 
g(w,.)) for n=1,2,3,..., the backpropagation using Aitken's A? process achieves more rapid rate of 
convergence in theory. Experiments, however, show the infinite iterations in this method. That is, 
after some fast convergence, this method doesn't converge any more. The reason of oscillation is 
the overshooting of the minimum point, which is due to the nonlinear convergences of 
backpropagation algorithm in some interval. 

Gradient descent used for backpropagation algorithm is known that its convergence is linear 
[9]. In practice, however, the latter half of the convergence process may be nonlinear according to 
the problems, and the necessary condition for Aitken's method may be not satisfied. So does not 
operate the straightforward application of the Aitken's method to the backpropagation. In most 
problems, however, the early stages of the learning satisfy the condition (1), though their 
convergence is even nonlinear, because the backpropagation method initializes its weights very 
small. 

Therefore, the learning is composed of two parts; acceleration part and attention part. In the 
beginning of the learning process which satisfies (1), the Aitken's A? process with 
backpropagation accelerates the rate of convergence, and at the moment of oscillation due to its 
violation of (1), the standard backpropagation focuses the search direction slowly and accurately 
toward a minimum. 

The last point to be considered is how to find the transition point between acceleration process 
and attention process. If it requires too much effort, the advantage of acceleration method is 
overrided. Fortunately, the oscillation point may be easily found by local computation, which uses 
only the ratio of previous and current total-error. 

IV. Experiments and Results 
The XOR problem [1] which is the most popular benchmark is used for our experiments. 

With the 25 trials randomly initialized and terminated when the total error is less than 0.04, the 
average trial over all the runs was 334 epochs with standard deviation 148 when the 
backpropagation with momentum is used. The proposed method, however, requires 159 average 
epochs with standard deviation 48. _ 

Therefore, the new method not only requires less number of iterations than others, but also is 
more stable in the sense that the difference between the worst and the best case is small; besides, 
three non-convergent cases out of four in the standard backpropagation converge to the solution in 
the proposed method. We also compared the proposed method with the backpropagation with 0.1 
added sigmoid prime [3]. It turns out that this method is superior to standard backpropagation in 
many cases, but somewhat unstable because it has a large difference between the worst and the best 
case. <fig. 2> through <fig. 4> shows the shape of convergence in the case of the usual, the best 
and the worst, respectively. 

V. Concluding Remarks 
In this paper, we propose the new speedup method for the learning, which is based on 

Aitken's A? process. Experiment with the XOR problem confirms the improvement of the 
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proposed method. 
The simplicity of form and quadratic convergence of the Newton-Raphson method have made 

it very popular in the speedup technique of learning, but the need to evaluate a derivative is 
sometimes a serious drawback. The proposed method, on the other hand, which avoids the 
computation of a second derivative but retains quadratic convergence is therefore very useful in 
many cases. In addition, even if the backpropagation does not converge, it converges in some 
Cases, and generates a search direction more consistently in the direction of the solution. 
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<fig. 3> # of epoch vs. total error (best case) <fig. 4> # of epoch vs. total error (worst case) 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper is an extension of earlier work of the authors on the algebraic analysis of learning paradigms 

in neural networks. The technique is to map the stepwise convergence of the neural network toward a 

goal into a learning automaton with certain convergence characteristics. Such automata have been 

studied by the authors and their algebraic structure analyzed. From this structure, a lower bound can be 

assigned to the number of steps in the goal—seeking process. The authors previously reported 

applications to a three layer neural network with a back—propagation learning paradigm. In this paper, 

these results have been extended to any general purpose network whose training paradigm has certain 

local symmetry properties. 

INTRODUCTION 

The authors have been developing a theory of learning automata that is applicable to studying 

goal—seeking systems of many types. The stepwise convergence of such systems to a goal state can be 

mapped into training sequences of an appropriate learning automaton. The state transformations of the 

automaton that enable the learning process form a semigroup that is characteristic of the automaton. 

The authors have derived elsewhere (1,2) relations between the characteristic semigroup structure and 
convergent properties of the automaton training sequences. For certain special cases enough information 

can be derived about the semigroup to establish lower bounds on learning times. If a real—world 

system, such as an artificial neural network, can be mapped into one of these learning automata, then 

similar lower bounds would apply to the number of steps required for the system to reach its goal. 

Previously the authors applied this theory to a three layer, feed—forward, neural network that is 

trained by back—propagation (2). In the present paper, the applications are extended to general purpose 

networks, where the global architecture and training paradigm are not specifically defined. The theory is 

used to relate the local structure of the network to global, worst case learning times. 

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 

A learning automaton is a 5—tuple D=(I,S,h,F,g) where I is a finite set of inputs, S is a set of 
states, h:IxS —-—> S is the state transition function, F is a family of subsets of S, and g: S ——-—> F 

associates with each state, x, a subset of acceptable states which must include x. Two other functions 

are associated with the automaton. These are f: LxS ——> 0 and d, (t)= {f(t,x): x € g(z)} where L 
is a set of tests and 0 is a set of test results. L is a subset of |. The function, f, gives the result of 

a test and d_ gives the subset of acceptable test results if z is the goal state. 

A training Sequence, Pe) for D is a sequence of states (S,,S5, ”’ S,) where S; = x, S, 
in g(y), and Sj 41 = = hii, S.) for some i in |. The distance, R(x.y), from x to y is the minimum 
number of states for which there exists a | training sequence of that length from x to y. The learning 

time of D is the maximum value of R(x,y) for x and y in S. 
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A training algorithm for 5 is a function q, from S onto T, a subset of inputs, such that the 
sequence of states (x=S,,S.,...,5,), where Sj 41 = h(q, (S,), Si), j=1,...n—1. is a training sequence 
T(x,z) for all x in S. A training set for D is a subset, To of inputs such that any function from S 
onto T is a training algorithm for any goal state in S. A limited training set for D is a subset, T, of 
inputs such that any function from S onto T is a training algorithm for a specific goal state, z. The 
5—tuple D_(I’)= do, Op 8) is a specialization of D if . is a subset of I, Ap is the set of all finite 
strings over ’, and X S --—> S, where d,(t*, S,)= S,, and t = (ty ty ... t,) € Ap and S, 
= h(t,, Sj_ 1) ‘if f(t, s f d, (t)) and Sj = Sj_ 1 if f(t, S 1) € 4, (t): Let A*), be the subset 
of fi nite strings over that contaid each member of |’ at leat fonce. ° THe learning automaton D is 
general purpose if for any z and |’, any subset of A*), is a limited training set for D ,(!) with goal z. 

The following theorem has been established previously by the authors and is the basis for 
applications in this paper. 

MAIN THEOREM 

If D=(!, S, h, F,g) is a general purpose learning automaton and f(t, np Sale fe, h(t,,S.)] iff 
ft; Sy]=flt,, So] where N. is the number of values of f[t., s] for s € S and M equals {he number of 
inguts in I, tiven the characteristic semigroup of D is a finite group, G, with the following structure: 

1. If Gx is the subgroup that leaves an initial state x invariant then G= [Q4°Qy° * Qua] . G 1 *2 M 
is homomorphic to the cyclic group Cn and Qi ~ Cry, if G, is trivial. 

, If G is commutative then G ~ [Cy x Cyx x Cay, J. 

APPLICATION TO GENERAL NETWORKS 

where Q. 

The first step will be to make a discrete approximation to the neural network training paradigm. 
Within this approximation network training sequences map into training sequences of an associated finite 
learning automaton. The second step will be to relate the learning time of the latter to its local 
structure. 

Let S” = the complete set of values for all weights in the network. Let I’ = a finite set of 
training inputs. Let Z = the set of all integers. Assume that in a discrete approximation to the 
training paradigm there exists an h’ : Z x Il’ X S” —-—-—> S” which is a one—to—one mapping of 
Ss” onto S” for each member of (Z x ") and such that if t is a training input and if the network is 
in state _r, the next state is given by h’ Ie ny where m is an integer. In this notation h’ [d! ,»rj= 
h’[t, hei , © jj] and h[t’, re J = [tr]. One can think of h’ as providing a set of 
infinitesimal or incremental trancformations out of which all others can be generated to a first 
approximation. 

Now consider an initial state, X., for the network. Let S’ = the set of all states generated 
from X, by successive application of h’. Let S be a finite subset of S’. We will now define a finite 
learning automaton, D={I,S,h,F,g}, into which can be mapped network training sequences that remain in 
S. In applying the theory the subset S is chosen so as to include those network training sequences that 
one wishes to study. 
lf v= “yt to, .--,, tag) then let 1 = (t,t, »otng sthqag - tong) where CaM is defined as follows: 

h’ (thing x = h’(t, ~, x) for all x in S’. 
Now consider the set h’(t.,S) = V(t.) and te |. Since for all t in I, h’ (t;,x) is an invertible 

transformation of S’ , |V(t.)| = ig). Also lvoe) —! — S| = |S - V(t; )| . “Let B, be a one—to—one map 
trom V(t;) onto S that leaves (V(t) () S) invariant and if x € (v(e)— —S) then B, [h’ (t; .x)] = x. Let 

xo --—> S be defined as h (t., x) = B, jlh’ (t;, x)] for x in S and t, in The ‘transformations 
defi hed by h are invertible transformations of s) that Jave the property that if y = h (t;, x) and x and 
y are in S then y = h (t,, x x). 

Then D is a fi nite learning automaton. The characteristic semigroup generated by the elements 
of | is a finite group determined by h. Let Q be the maximum order for the elements in |. 

It is assumed that between any YQ and Ym in S the network has a training sequence generated 
by h and within S._ Let L(¥o.Y¥m) equal. the minimum length of all such sequences. Then Network 
Training Time over S is the maximum value of L(x,y), as x and y range over S, divided by Q. The 
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factor Q is introduced because in using h’ to train the network instead of h many steps, up to Q, are 

combined into one. There is then a corresponding sequence in D of no greater length. Let LT (D ) be 
the learning time of D . Then LT (D) < Q * [Network training time over S] 

It is desirable for the network to be general purpose. The only constraint is that the training 

sequences are to lie within S. (1) Starting with any initial state , x, in S (2) any subset T of training 
inputs is selected and (3) any desired outputs for these are selected. Let g’+ (z) be a set of states in 
S and including z which has these desired outputs and let d, (t;) be a set of desired outputs for t; in 
T. It is further assumed that (4) the order of presentation. of the training inputs does not matter as 
long as each is presented sufficiently often and t. is not presented if A(t 8) € d, (t;) or if h (t; x) ¢ S. 
A network is a general purpose network over S$ it under these four conditions a “ goal state within g’+(z) 
is reached in a finite number of steps. 

The network is general purpose over S iff D is a general purpose learning automaton. This 

results from a one—to—one correspondence of training sequences between the network and D. 

Conditions (1), (2) and (4) for the network are equivalent to the requirement that any subset of A 
a limited training set for D, (T), a specialization of D. By conditions (2) and (3) z and T may be 
chosen arbitrarily. 

Next we wish to relate the learning time of D to its local structure. Consider a single, fixed 

unit in the network which has inputs, an output, and a subset of the adjustable weights. Let S. be 

the set of all values for this subset. Let S be the set of all values for the remaining weights. There 

is then a mapping, 9: S --—->S§S where p(r) has the same unit weights as r and a similar mapping 

ps ye S. Each element of ( 4 8) defines a transformation of S,. Let I, = (I x 8). Then 
uy 77> S, is defined as follows: p[h(t,x)] = h, [(t,P(x)), p(x). Let g, (z) = ple(p~* 

ie ‘ (y) = {y}, then £,.2) = {z}. In order to cl ssify states in D,, according to output two 
new functions C: S X | —-—> 2° and C,: S, X 1, ——> 2°™™ are introduced. C (x,t) = {y € S -f(t,y) 
= f(t,x)}. Then C, is defined by p[C (x, t)] = = C. [ p(x), (tA(x))]- 

Every training sequence in D maps into a training sequence in D,.,. Also for any two states, x 

and y, in S, there will be states x’ and y’ in S such that p(x’) = x and ply’) = y. It is 
assumed that. the learning time of D is not infinite. Then there will be a training sequence, T(x’,y’) , 
in D of finite length. This will map into a training sequence, T(x,y) in D,, of no longer length. Since 

x and y were arbitrary it follows that the learning time of D,, is less than or equal to that of D. LT 

(D,) < LT_(D ) 
Let ly equal the set of equivalence classes of members of |, that effect the same transformation 

of S,,. Now: consider a special case meeting the two conditions: (3) the projection of each member of 

ly into § equals § and (2) C.[x’ ,t's] = C,[x’ ,t’o] if t', and t’, belong to the same equivalence class 
of |, Condition (1) means that for any state of the global network and any of the possible 
transformations of S,, there is a global input in | that will effect that transformation. Condition (2) 
means that_the output of D,, depends only on its state and the equivalence class of the input. 
Let D, = {I,: Sy by Fy yk LT (D, ) = LT(D,). We will call a D,, meeting conditions (1) and 
(2) a local structure. A _ local structure is characterized by having a local input that determines in 

conjunction with its state the output and incremental state transition. 

An example of a local structure is an input_unit that is an artificial neuron whose single output 

is given by ut: W) where t is an input vector in | and W is a weight vector in S,,. The incremental 
updating of Ww , effected by h, would also depend only on t and w. An example of the latter would be 

a generalized delta rule where A W = m 7 t, 1 is a small constant, and m is an integer that depends 

on the global network state and input. In this case the incremental transformation would be given by 

dw = 7 - - 
If D is general purpose and D,, is a local structure, then D,, must be general purpose. This 

can be seen as follows. Choose an arbitrary goal z’ and arbitrary subset T’ of lee Then there is a z 

in S such that p(z) = z’. Each member of T’ is a subset of (I x S). Let T C be the union of 
the projection of each of these subsets onto |. Let x’ be an arbitrary initial state in D,. Let ( 6 

r’4,0’9:---) be a sequence of states in Sy generated by the input sequence in T’, (t’y, t’o, ...), and the 
relation ’ = h, (t’, ri 1) where r’ ‘o = x’. Then there will be a corresponding sequence of states 
(to. yr Tor -) in S’and. a sequence in T, (t,, ty, ...) such that p( r ni) = vi i= h (t.r;_4), and 
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(tj.r;_4) is in the same equivalence class of |, as t. 
céndition (1) in the definition of local structure for D.. 

Choose the sequence (t’,, t’5, ...) so that the elements are from T’ in any desired order, the 
only constraint being that Cylrj_4 vi] ~ C, [z’,t’]. The sequence (t,, to, ...) will then have the 
property that all of its members are from a subset of T and C [roa t.] =< Cc [z, ti]. This follows 
from the definition of C,, and condition (2) in the definition of local structure for D,,. 

Since D is general purpose there will be an m such that 'm = z. Thus rm = 2’ and D, is 
also general purpose. It may be possible to pick a D,, that is not a local structure and show directly 
that it is general purpose. In any event, it is assumed below that D,, is general purpose. 

The final step is to impose the further orthogonality condition: C. [h,, (tj, S,), ti] = C, 
[h(t,,S5), ti] iff C, [Sy ,t} = C, [S5, tJ]. _Then the main theorem can be invoked to deduce the 
structure for the characteristic group of D,. 1, is a finite set. Let M = li] Let Nj equal the 
number of different values for C,, (x,t.) as x ranges over S.. _ 

As discussed previously by the authors (2), the group structure of D. in general will contain a 
large cyclic group of order (N, No" Nag): Let N be the average size of N.. Then if the training 
inputs are repetitively presented to the network in a fixed order, the network will have a worst case 
training time of [P N" / Q] where P = || . 

A special case can arise when h,, (ty, hy (to, x)) = hy (toh, (ty, x)) and N, = No = ... 
NueN. Then if the training inputs are repetitively presented to the network in a random order, the 
network will have a worst case training time of [P M N/Q] (2). 

A second special case is when h, (ty, h, (t>,x)) 7 h, (to, h, (ty, x)) and M = 2: Then the 
network will have a worst case training time of [P (N,; + No) / af independent of the order of 
presentation of training (2). 

The existence of (ty, to, ...) is insured by 

SUMMARY 

These results on the training time for the global network depend only on the presence of the 
orthogonality condition in some subset of the network. This is provided that the finite approximation to 
the network with incremental training is general purpose. 

One local structure in which the orthogonality condition is easily satisfied is a single neuron 
whose output depends on a linear sum of weights. That is, (t Ww) determines the output, where #% is 
the weight vector and f is the local input. Let 0., be the incremental adjustment in w; when the 
training input is t,. If the 0. are constants, it is easy to verify that the orthogonality condition holds 
and that the transition function is commutative. This is the case, for example, when a delta rule is 
used to modify the weights. Then the first special case discussed above will apply or the worst case 
training time will be exponential in M. s 23 > » 

Now assume that 0. is a function of (t. ° w) but that th 8. is a constant if k 4 j. In this 
case, the orthogonality condition still holds But the transition function will be in general non— 
commutative. Then the second special case will apply. 
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Abstract 

We describe a speedup technique that uses extrapolatory methods to predict the weights in a 
Neural Network using Back Propagation (BP) learning. The method is based on empirical obser- 
vations of the way the weights change as a function of time. We use numerical function fitting 
techniques to determine the parameters of an extrapolation function and then use this function to 
project weights into the future. Significant computational savings result by using the extrapolated 
weights to jump over many iterations of the standard algorithm, achieving comparable performance 
with fewer iterations. 

1 Introduction 

In this note we describe some extrapolation techniques that appear to speed up convergence in back- 
propagation (BP). Numerical analysis techniques are often used in order to make BP more efficient than 
straightforward gradient descent, and recently it has been proposed that stiff ODE solvers be used in- 
stead of discrete approximations [1]. Our remark here is that in addition to these techniques one may be 
able to exploit the particular form of the differential equation being solved (or its discretization). More 
precisely, if one uses a sigmoidal response wer for neurons, then a rough and nonrigorous analysis sug- 
gests that weights tend to grow logarithmically after many iterations, while they tend to behave as 1/¢ 
for intermediate values of the number of iterations, t. The logarithmic asymptotic behavior is suggested 
by an approximation of the differential equations (2], while the form 1/t is apparent from empirical 
observations of the way the weights change as a function of time. We use these observations as a basis 
of a speedup technique that uses extrapolatory methods to predict the weights in a network at a future 

time, given the weights up to the present. By extrapolating the weights, it is possible to economize on 
the iterations required by BP before an acceptable set of weights result. We use the general form 

w(t) =a+ b/t+clogt 

and variants where either b or c are forced to be zero. The parameters are fit via least squares techniques, 

and this function is then used to predict future weights. We then feed the projected weights back into 
the BP simulator and continue iterating. The phases of extrapolation and iteration are alternated until 
a satisfactory set of weights are obtained. 

For simplicity, we base our experiments on a standard BP simulator, but the same technique could be 

used with any variants such as those using stiff ODE solvers. Although this work is empirical in nature, 
the simulation results are very encouraging, frequently affording considerable savings in computation 
time. 
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2 Weights as a Temporal Function 

If the growth of the weights follow a logarithmic trend, given by the equation w(t) = a+ blogt where 
a and } are constants and ¢ represents time or the number of iterations, then for large t the expression 
t(w(t + 1) — w(t)) would have to approach a constant since 

w(t+1)—w(t) ob 

G@+iae Viwl=te=b 
  t(w(t + 1) — w(t)) =¢ 

On the other hand, if the hyperbolic function w(t) = a+? approximates the weights, then the expression 
t?(w(t + 1) — w(t)) should approach some constant for large t, since 

q w(t + 1) — w(t) b t?(w(t +1) — w(t)) =2 Cs) = ie t?w'(t) = vs = —)   

To verify these possibilities, we set up a 2-2-1 (2 input, 2 hidden, 1 output unit) network to learn the 
XOR problem. The BP algorithm was allowed to run for some time after the network classified the four 
inputs for XOR correctly. Any output unit is considered to have classified correctly if the desired output 
is 1 and the activation is greater than 0.5, or if the desired output is 0 and the activation is less than 
0.5. Some typical graphs for the products mentioned above are shown in fig. 1 as a function of t. 
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Figure 1: Growth of Weights may be a Log or Combined Hyperbolic-Log Function 

It appears from the graphs in fig. 1 that the product t(w(t+1)-w/(t)) approaches some constant value 
as t becomes large, hence the growth of the weights may indeed be logarithmic. However, the product 
t?(w(t+1)—w(t)) is asymptotically a straight line. Thus, for some constants B and C, t?w’ (t) = B+Ct. 
Dividing by t? and integrating both sides, we get w(t) = A+ B/t+Clogt. Thus the weights seem to 
follow a combined hyperbolic-logarithmic evolution. Near zero, this is mostly hyperbolic, while for large 
t it is logarithmic. 

In fig. 2 we show typical weight curves from the XOR example, superposed with the hyperbolic- 
logarithmic functions that approximate them. The actual data is shown in solid lines, while the functions 
are shown in dashed lines. It is easy to see that the functions approximate the actual weights quite closely. 
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Figure 2: Some Actual and Estimated Weights from Hidden Layer to Input Layer 

3 Experiments with Various Networks 

3.1 Extrapolation Procedure 

Briefly, the extrapolation procedure consists of first obtaining a value t, of t for which a given network 

learns a certain problem. This is the 100% learning point, indicated by the fact that all output units 

match their desired values according to the following criterion: An output unit is considered to have 

classified correctly if the desired output is 1 and the activation is greater than 0.5, or if the desired 

output is 0 and the activation is less than 0.5. For our experiments, we obtained ¢, by averaging over 

several runs of training the network in question. However, this guessing operation can be somewhat 

automated by noting that as a rough approximation, t, can be considered to be directly proportional to 

the sum of number of input and output units, while it is inversely proportional to the number of hidden 

units, and then developing some heuristics based on these observations. It should be mentioned that 

such heuristics can only provide approximate values of t,, and will not perform well for every problem. 

After obtaining t., we set the extrapolation starting point to t, = 0.5t.. We then fit the hyperbolic 

function w(t) = a+ b/t to typically 20 iterations of actual weight data starting at t¢,. Once the constants 
are determined, we use the hyperbolic function to extrapolate the weights to ¢, = 2.0t.. The weights 

thus obtained are then fed back into the BP simulator, and it is allowed to run until it maps 100% 

correctly. We keep track of the total number of actual simulator iterations. This is denoted by t,. It 

is frequently the case that t, < te, indicating computational savings in training the network. The ratio 

(t. —t,)/te is a measure of the improvement obtained. 

At this point, the network has learned the training data. However, the normalized error per output 
unit may still be quite high. To reduce this error, we perform the following steps repeatedly: the 

combined hyperbolic-logarithmic function w(t) = a + b/t + clogt is fit to approximately 20 points of 

weight data and the the weights are extrapolated for an aditional interval in the range 2.0t, to 3.0¢,. The 

weights are then fed back and the simulator restarted for 0.25¢, iterations, and the process is alternated 
until the error per output unit (a measure of convergence) reaches the desired value. 

3.2 Test Cases 

Our first test case is a 2-2-1 network, learning the Excusive OR function. The next test case is a 3-3-3 

network which maps its binary inputs to their two’s complement. The last case is a 3-2-8 network that 

learns the 3-to-8 decoding function for binary inputs. 
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4 Summary of Results 

The results obtained by following the extrapolation procedure outlined above as applied to the three 
test cases is shown in the two tables below. The first table summarizes for three networks, the percent 
improvement in terms of actual iterations of BP that was obtained in mapping inputs to outputs 100% 
correctly by using extrapolation. For the same three networks, the second table shows the normalised 
error per output unit at the iteration when all outputs were correct (i.e at t,), the normalized error at 
4.0, obtained by extrapolating from t, for an iterval of 3.0t,, and a percent reduction in the normalized 
error per output unit. 

  —— a 
      

  

[ss Network tel t, t, | % Improvement 
2-2-1 XOR 300 | 150 | 162 46 

3-3-3 Two’s Compl 813 | 407 | 647 20 
3-2-8 3 to 8 Decoder 17               

  

  

  

  

Network Normalized Error | Normalized Error Reduction | 
per Output Unit | per Output Unit | in Norm. Error 

att. at 4.0t, 

2-2-1 XOR 0.1499 0.0321 78 
3-3-3 Two’s Compl 0.0293 0.0127 56 
3-2-8 3 to 8 Decoder 0.0319 0.0121 61             
  

5 Conclusion 

We have shown that extrapolatory techniques may substantially increase the speed of learning and the 
speed of convergence in networks using the BP algorithm. This provides motivation for constructing 
parametrized BP simulators with integrated ability for extrapolating weights using specified functions 
and heuristics. It is observed from our experiments that the particular extrapolation function can affect 
the acceleration of learning to a considerable degree. Discovering the extrapolation functions that work 
best requires further work. 
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Abstruct Accelerated Back Propagation using Unleaming based on Hebb rule (Hu-BP) is proposed. 
The concept of ”unlearning” is founded on a biological assumption and is used for learning of the 
Boltzmann machines. However, the unlearning has not been considered associated with the back 
propagation. The proposed Hu-BP is very simple, effective, and that it can be used combined with other 
acceleration methods. According to the simulation, the convergence time using the proposed Hu-BP is 
reduced at least by two figures compared to the networks using a simple back propagation. 

1 Introduction 

Back propagation learning algorithm is the most popular learning paradigm, and has been used to 
perform a variety of input-output mapping tasks for recognition, generalization, and classification [1-4]. 
However, its high performance results are attained at the expense of training time, which is a major 
obstacle for training [5]. So, it is very important to shorten the training time of the back propagation. 

There are several ways to accelerate convergence: 
(1) Model a steeper error surface without flat spotst 5]. 
(2) Carefully choose the parameters such as the step size, the momentum, and so on [5]. 
(3) Use a concept of Artificial selection of hidden units”[6]. 
(4) Define an appropriate learning strategy{5]. 
However, methods (1)-(3) are seemed to be rather difficult to optimize their parameters. Method (4) can be 
used combined with the other methods including the proposed method because it is about learning 
strategy. 

In this paper, I propose an accelerated Back Propagation algorithm using Unlearning based on 
Hebb Rule (Hu-BP). The concept of ”unlearning” is founded on a biological assumption and is used for 
learning of the Boltzmann machines [1]. However, the unleaming has not been considered associated with 
the back propagation and its easy application to the back propagation tends to cause divergence of the 
networks. The proposed method is very simple, effective, and that it can be used combined with other 
methods. According to the simulation, the convergence time using the proposed method is reduced at least 
by two figures compared to the networks using a simple back propagation. 

Following this introduction, the proposed algorithm Hu-BP is explained in Sec.2. In Sec.3, 
computer simulation results are shown. 

2. Back-propagation algorithm using unlearning based on Hebb rule (Hu-BP) 

According to Ref.[1], Crick and Mitchison have suggested that a form of reverse learning might 
occur during REM sleep in mammals. It was based on the assumption that parasitic modes develop in large 
networks that hinder the distributed storage and retrieval of information. In leaming algorithm of the 
Boltzmann machines, positive Hebbian learning occurs in phase(+), and negative one occurs in phase(-). 

| In the proposed Hu-BP, positive learning corresponds to the error back propagation, and negative 
one corresponds to the Hebbian leaming. 

Now, I derive the Hu-BP algorithm using energy function. 
The cost function of the back propagation is defined as 
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] 2 
Ei=5 d X, ( tey- Ops} 

(1) 
where, pis an index over cases, and jis an index over output units, ois the actual state of an output 
unit and fis its desired state. 

In the proposed Hu-BP algorithm, an energy function 

E,=- Wj,0j;0,F 6 0; 

a » 
(2) 

is included in the cost function, where Wii is the weight from the i-th to the j-th unit, O; is the state of the 

Jj-+h unit, and 0; is a threshold. Here, the cost function of the proposed algorithm is defined as 

E=nE, - pm E, (3) 

where, m is the number of learning sets. The rule for changing weights can be calculated as in Ref.[1]. 

OE 
  AW ji oc . 

0 Wii 
(4) 

Thus we can get 

Aw j= 15,0; - Bim) 0) 0, 

=n[3,- ym 0,J 0, [y @™ =6 @ /n] (5) 

where, n is a learning constant, 55 is the same parameter used in Ref.[1]. The first term component in 
Eq.(5) corresponds to positive leaming, and the second one corresponds to negative learning by Hebbian 
learning. y(m) is a decreasing function, because the unlearning component should be decreased as time 
increases. 

3. Simulation results 

In this section, we show computer simulation results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed Hu-BP algorithm by comparing to the networks using the simple back propagation. 

The following simulation conditions are used. 
1) Three layer network is used. 

2) Momentum ais zero in order to make clear the 
performance difference and reduce the influence 

by this parameter.(Parameter « is a constant A E FE A E E i AB Hi a 
which determines the effect of past weight . FUG mln 
changes on the current direction of movement in fF © ?P —_ 

“Tie nonabes EER ROE RSE 3) The number of input units is 15. 
4) The number of output units is 20, namely 20 Kb MN OPQ RUST 

patterns which are shown in Figure 1 are used ; . for leaming and recognition. Fig.1 20 learning patterns used for simulation. 
5) | The range of sigmoid function output is 

between -1 and 1. 
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6) True recognition is regarded as the state where 
every sign of each output unit is same to that of 
the corresponding desired output. 

7) The maximum number of learning sets is 
10000 (200000 times learning in total). 

8) The function y(m) is 

1 >m<30 

y ™ = 2 
+ (0.8)° 5 (0. c=[int(m /15)]-1 : m>30 

CY) 

where, m is the number of learning sets (one 
learning set is one time learning of each pattem, so it 
means 20 times learning). 

Table 1 shows the results of simulations. In 
the cases where the conventional back propagation 
algorithm is used, only half of the trials can be 
converged. On the other hand for the proposed Hu- 
BP, all of the trials can be converged. This fact 
means that the Hu-BP algorithm can not only reduce 
the learning time but also have an effect of avoiding 
local minima. 

It also can be seen that the convergence time 
using the Hu-BP is reduced at least by two figures 
compared to the networks using the simple back 
propagation. And it is noteworthy that the variance 
of the convergence time by the Hu-BP is very small: 
all the trials using the Hu-BP are converged within 
one hundred and some. 

  

  

  

  

              
  

  

  

  

              

n Conv. BP |Ref.{6] _|Hu-BP 

0.1] Learning times {sets} | 3186 444 146 

(Improvement ratio) (1.0) } (7.2) | (21.8) 

0.2 | Learning times [sets] 1306 247 112 

(Improvement ratio) (1.0) | (5.3) | (11.7) 

0.3| Learning times [sets] |>10000 | 351 134 

(Improvement ratio) (- ) | (&28.5)| (>74.6) 

0.4} Learning times [sets] 6334 716 138 

(Improvement ratio) (1.0) | (88) | (48.0) 

(a) 20 Hidden units 

n Conv. BP} Ref.[6] | Hu-BP 

0.1] Learning times [sets] | >10000 912 113 

(Improvement ratio) (-) } (>11.0)| (288.5 

0.2] Learning times [sets] 2257 621 113 

(Improvement ratio) ( 1.0) (3.6) | (20.0) 

0.3] Learning times [sets] > 10000 1546 125 

(Improvement ratio) (-) (> 6.5) | (>80.0) 

0.4] Learning times [sets] |>10000 1199 141 

(Improvement ratio) (-) (> 8.3) | (>70.9) 

(b) 30 Hidden units 

Table 1 The times of learning. 

  

  

¥igures 2 and 3 show the relations between learning times and recognition ratio characteristics, 

where n=0.1 and the numbers of hidden units are 20 and 30, respectively. From these figures we can see 
that the recognition ratios of the conventional BP increase very slowly. On the other hand, those of the 
proposed Hu-BP are very quick. And they are temporarily decreased at many points by unlearning. The 
reason of this phenomenon is that the network causes perturbation to find a global minimum quickly. 
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4, Conclusions 

Accelerated back propagation using unleaming based on Hebb rule (Hu-BP) has been proposed. 
The concept of ”unlearning” is founded ona biological assumption and is used for the leaming of the 
Boltzmann machines. The proposed Hu-BP algorithm utilizing unleamning is very simple and effective. 

According to the simulation, the convergence time using the Hu-BP is reduced at least by two 
figures compared to the networks using a simple back propagation. And it has an effect of avoiding local 
minima. 

The proposed Hu-BP algorithm can be used combined with other acceleration methods. 
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ABSTRACT 
A multi-layer self-organizing neural network-based technique for the automatic identification and extraction of 

repetitive superimposed pulses in noisy signals is proposed. No a priori knowledge of the shape or amplitude of the 

pulses is assumed. The signal is composed of the superposition of an unknown number of statistically independent 

asynchronous pulse trains and noise. The identification of the underlying pulses is accomplished through a novel 
unsupervised learning technique based on the back-error propagation learning rule. During the learning phase, a 
multiple-layer autoassociative neural network is modified (weight amplitudes and number of neurons) such that a 

nominal representation is discovered for each underlying pulse. In a second phase (the retrieval or extraction phase), 

direct feedback between input and output is added to the trained network and the resulting dynamic network is used to 

map activity segments of the raw signal into their nominal or filtered representations. This is accomplished by 

iterating the network until it converges to one of its local minima representing learned pulse shapes. 

1, INTRODUCTION 
This paper reports on a neural network architecture and an associated learning strategy that combine the 

following concepts: back error propagation in multiple-layer neural nets (Amari, 1967; Werbos, 1974; Rumelhart, 
Hinton, & Williams, 1986), self-organization through constrained autoassociative learning (Kuczewsk, Myers, & 
Crawford, 1987), generalization through the adaptive generation of hidden-layer bottlenecks (Rumelhart, 1988; 
Kruschke, 1988; Chauvin, 1989; Hanson & Pratt, 1989; Mozer & Smolensky, 1989), and concept formation by 

means of convergent network dynamics (Amari, 1977; Hopfield, 1982; Hassoun, 1989). 

The primary goal of the proposed neural network is the unsupervised recognition and decomposition of signals 

with superimposed repetitive pulses, as shown in Figure 1. The network has no a priori knowledge of the shape or 

amplitude of the underlying signal pulses. The network only assumes that all pulses to be learned have a 
pronounced peak, an estimated pulse duration upper bound, and a repetitive pulse pattern. (Figure 2 shows an 
example of three consecutive pulses used in the simulations reported later in this study.) Furthermore, the pulses are 
assumed to be asynchronous and nonperiodic. Finally, the diagnosed signal is assumed to last long enough so that a 
rich set of isolated and superimposed pulse waveforms is generated. Physiologic signals (EMG, ECG, EEG, etc.) and 
vehicle electronic sensor signals, in the presence of noise and undesired radiation coupling, are examples of the above 

signals. 
Section 2 presents the proposed neural network architecture. Section 3 discusses the adaptive self-organizing 

algorithm employed. In Section 4, the net's learning capability and performance are reported based on a set of 

simulations. Conclusions are presented in Section 5. 

2, NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
The problem at hand represents a difficult class of problems in signal processing and pattern recognition. This 

problem demands several processing stages: locating potential pulse activities within the given signal, discovering 
the number of different pulses (classes) present and their underlying nominal shapes (a pulse may be distorted and/or 
noisy in addition to being superimposed with other pulses), and using the nominal pulse shapes as templates or 

library vectors in order to classify signal activity segments according to some error (or distance) measure. In this 

work, we propose a three-layer (two-hidden and one-output layers) self-organizing neural network that is capable of 

capturing, representing, classifying, and reconstructing noisy superimposed pulses. No initial pulse representations 

are assumed; the proposed network relies only on the repetitive nature of a set of unlabeled signal activities. 
Sampled signal segments (activity vectors) of forty samples each are used as inputs to the three-layer network. 

Activity vectors are selected such that signal peaks are aligned at the same position within the window of forty 
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samples. Here, we assume that the signal duration covered by the forty activity vector samples represents an upper 
bound on all pulse durations present in the raw signal. An unlabeled training set consisting of all activity vectors 
with pronounced peaks is constructed. This is achieved by generating one forty-dimensional sampled training vector 
for each pronounced peak (peak amplitude exceeding 0.25) in the signal in Figure 1, with the peak amplitude located 
at a fixed location within the training vector. Here, prior knowledge about the sharp positive peaks of the underlying 
pulses is used effectively in locating and aligning potential pulse occurrence; this in tum reduces the computational 
load for shift invariance that would otherwise constrain the learning in the neural network. 
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FIGURE 1. A signal of three superimposed pulse trains. Pulse occurrence is random. 
1.5   
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FIGURE 2. Three underlying pulse waveforms (p1, p2, and p3) of the signal in Figure 1. 

Having identified a suitable training set, we now turn to the required neural network size and architecture. A 

multiple-layer neural network with two-hidden layers and one output layer is used. The first (from input) and second 
hidden layers have dimensions H and J, respectively, and employ neurons with sigmoidal activations operating over 
the activity interval [+1,-1]. The output layer has L=40 neurons with linear activations. 

The choice of net architecture is closely related to the nature of the problem at hand. The network is applied in 

two phases: a learning/self-organizing phase and a retrieval phase. In the learning phase, activity vectors are presented 

one by one to the network (first interacting with the H-dimensional hidden layer) and a self-organizing learning 
Strategy is used (this will be described in the next section) in order to capture the shapes of the underlying pulses. 
During this phase, the network minimizes its available neurons at the two hidden layers and forms a bottleneck at 
the second hidden layer (center layer). According to our training strategy, the neural network self-organizes such that 
the first layer acts as a feature discovery layer. The second hidden layer acts as an encoder which generates an efficient 
compact code (internal representation). Finally, during this phase, the output layer is constrained in a way such that 
an approximate mapping between the internal representation vectors (inside the cube [-1,+1]J) and the sampled pulse 

space R40 is realized; i.e., the output layer is intended to reconstruct pulse waveforms. 
In the retrieval phase, all learning is inhibited and the network is used to map training activity-vectors (as well 

as signal activity vectors not used during training) into their nominal superposition-filtered pulse waveforms (this is 
reminiscent of Amari's concept-forming nets). This is done by utilizing a dynamic architecture consisting of the 

trained three-layer net with a direct feedback connection from the output layer to the first layer. An investigation of 

the dynamics of the retrieval network reveals that stable internal representations lead to fast convergence to 
pulse-shape states having wide basins of attraction. (This will be shown in the simulations of Section 4.) This 
translates into having a network that starts with a corrupted (usually due to superposition) activity vector as its 
initial state and, later, dynamically converges to the closest pulse-shape state representing an underlying learned pulse 
waveform. 

AN_ ADAPTIVE SELF-ORGANIZING STRATEGY 
How is it possible to self-organize in a multiple-layer net? Kuczewsk, et al. (1987) and others have explored 

self-organization in multiple-layer networks through the use of the back-error pronagation (BEP) learning algorithm. 
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Here, a multiple-layer neural network with a hidden-layer(s) bottleneck is used in an autoassociative learning mode 

employing the BEP algorithm. Input and target vectors are assumed identical (autoassociative learning) and are 
presented to the network simultaneously. In this configuration, and assuming an optimal number of hidden neurons, 
the network will evolve internal features represented in the middle layer that can be used to reconstruct the original 

training patterns. 

In the present problem, a similar self-organizing strategy is used. However, a direct application of the BEP 

algorithm will fail to discover an internal hidden representation which will generalize from superimposed input 
pulses into underlying pulse-shape representations, not to mention the excessive training time of the standerd BEP 
algorithm. Another problem with the above self-organizing strategy is the difficulty of estimating the number of 

hidden neurons necessary for generalization. This latter problem has been recently addressed by several researchers 

(Rumelhart, 1988; Kruschke, 1988; Chauvin, 1989; Hanson & Pratt, 1989; Mozer & Smolensky, 1989) who have 

looked at modifying the cost function in the BEP procedure such that the network is constrained to discover a 
minimum number of generalizing hidden units. These techniques have used various penalty criteria for the 
elimination or suppression of redundant and/or slowly training units; weights (Rumelhart; Hanson & Pratt), 
activations (Chauvin), and energy (Mozer & Smolensky) based penalty criteria were employed. 

In this work, we propose a BEP-based self-organizing/generalizing training strategy which addresses the above 
problems and is well suited for the problem at hand. First, consider the three-layer net signal/weight/error diagram 
shown in Figure 3. Here, xk and yk = xk represent the input and output activity vectors, respectively, o represents a 
layer's activation vector, and 8K is the familiar back-propagated error vector due to the (xk,yk) training pair. The 
indices i, h, j, and 1 correspond to input, first hidden, second hidden, and output signal components. The weights in 

all hidden units are updated according to the original BEP algorithm (with no momentum term): first hidden layer: 
Awih = Pdpxj_ and second hidden layer: Awpj = pdjop, where p = Po(Pm)K, 0 < po <1, Pm very close to but less 

than 1, and k is the training pattern number. The local update rule for the output layer weights is given by: Awjj = 

pdjoj + Bpwji with B < po. 
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FIGURE 3. A three-layer neural network signal, weight, and back-propagated error diagram. 

From the above weight update equations, it is seen that two modifications to the BEP algorithm have been 
incorporated: exponentially damped learning coefficients and output layer "forgetting" effects. The damping in the 
learning coefficient is very crucial in balancing learning against the emphasis of last-learned patterns (which could, in 
our problem, be undesirable highly-superimposed activity vectors). It also has the added advantages of learning 
"annealing" and allowing an initially relatively large learning coefficient to be used which accelerates the learning 
process. On the other hand, the forgetting effects at the output layer are very important in enhancing the learning of 
repetitive structured patterns as opposed to superimposed patterns and/or noise. This latter strategy also helps in 
realizing a more accurate mapping (reconstruction of pulse-shape patterns) between the second hidden layer and the 
output layer. It also has desirable effects on the generalization and self-organization of the hidden layers, indirectly 
through the propagation of more accurate 5s from the output layer. 

The only remaining problem that we have addressed is that of generalization through the dynamic optimization 
of hidden layer neurons. Here, we introduce a new strategy for hidden unit elimination based on back-propagated error 
magnitude distributions. This strategy allows for the elimination of undesired hidden units according to their history 

of error generation. The strategy also allows for unit elimination in networks with multiple hidden layers. More 

specifically, it allows for selective hidden layer reduction based on a prior knowledge of the hidden layer 

functionality; e.g., in our problem we employ the proposed unit elimination strategy such that both hidden layers are 
optimized, with the first layer being less constrained than the second layer, which leads to a gradual bottleneck in 
realizing feature extraction/encoder combinations layers. The following is the strategy we have employed for hidden 
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layer size minimization: 

0. Divide the training set into groups of K vectors each, with K being 3. Compute the means and standered deviations for the accumulated 
a small fraction of the total training set m. error signals: 

1. Use the BEP algorithm as modified above and train the net with the bs , S, for 2nd hidden layer and Hs , Sy for Ist hidden layer 
first set of K sample. Set ko to K. 

4. One neuron j (from 2nd hidden layer) is deleted iff 

2. Holding all network weights fixed, compute the accumulated . 
error signals for all hidden neurons: €;>Hy+ 1.40, and Cj > &izj for all i. 

5. One neuron h (from Ist hidden layer) is deleted iff K+k «2 

ej= > 15] ; j=1,2,...,J for 2nd hidden layer neurons 
kek €, > LH}, + 1.80,, and e, > e;,, for all i and no deletions are made 

in step 4. 
and 

6. After deletions, update the network weights by learning the present set 
of K patterns using the proposed learning algorithm. Set ko = ko + K. 
Stop if the limit on the number of training cycles is met, if not, Go To 2. 

K+kg x\2 . 

e, = >: (5, ; h=1,2,..., H for 1st hidden layer neurons 
k=ky 

The first thing to note about the above redundent-hidden-unit elimination algorithm is the utilization of the 
accumulated back-propagated decision error signal 5 over a sample subset of the training set. This differs from 

earlier-proposed penalty criteria for hidden-unit elimination. Here, a hidden unit is eliminated based 1) on a short 
history of its contribution to the output mapping inconsistencies and 2) on its behavior compared to all other units 
in a given hidden layer. Due to the nature of the training activity vectors, the choice of K in step 0 above is flexible. 
The larger K is, the more representative is the value of the accumulated error e in step 2. (One extreme is to choose 
K = m, the number of training vectors. However, this might not be possible in situations where only a fraction of 
the training vectors are available at a time.) The unit elimination recipe is then given in steps 4 and 5. Here, one 

unit in a given hidden layer is eliminated, after each K-vector presentation, if and only if it has the largest 
accumulated decision error e in that layer and if e exceeds a threshold determined by the distribution (mean and 
Standard deviation) of all units’ accumulated decision errors in that layer and a preset vigilance parameter (the 1.4 
value used in the inequality of step 4). The above algorithm is also capable of realizing a gradual bottleneck when 
more than one hidden layer is used. This is accomplished according to step 5 above, where unit deletions may only 
be performed if no such deletions occur in the next higher level hidden layer. Another factor affecting the size of 
lower-level hidden layers is the magnitude of the associated vigilance parameter (set to 1.8 for the first hidden layer in 
our simulations). The vigilance value is set larger than that of the next higher-level hidden layer as seen in steps 4 
and 5 above. This strategy allows the network to establish the desired cascade of a constrained feature extraction layer 
followed by a more constrained encoder layer/bottleneck. 

4,NE RK PERFORMANCE AND DI ION 
The performance of the above dynamic multiple-layer neural network and its proposed self-organizing training 

algorithm is evaluated using simulated signals of superimposed repetitive pulses of various degrees of complexity. 
Here, we report on the decomposition of one particular signal which is shown in Figure 1. The signal in Figure 1 
represents the first segment of 1800-time units of a simulated 8000 time unit signal. This signal is constructed as 
the superposition of three pulse trains. Each pulse train is constructed from one fixed pulse waveform that repeats 
with a restricted random frequency. The three pulse waveforms used are labeled p1, p2, and p3 and are shown in 
Figure 2. The overall superimposed signal (refered to as the raw signal) of Figure 1 has a total of 192 pronounced 
signal peaks which are used to locate and align the activity-vectors of Section 2. An unlabeled training set of 192 
activity-vectors is used in the following simulations. Visual inspection of the training set reveals the presence of 68 
clean (nonsuperimposed) pulse waveforms: twenty-four, twenty-two, and nineteen waveforms belonging to pl, p2, 
and p3, respectively. Therefore, the training set has about 64% distorted (superimposed) pulse waveforms, each 
involving two or three pulses. It is to be noted here that the visual identification of the 68 clean pulses 1s made easy 
because of our prior knowledge of the shapes of the underlying pulses; this prior knowledge is not made available to 
the network. The network is supposed to discover these underlying pulse waveforms as part of its learning phase. 

The network described in Section 2 is used. This initially had six neurons in the first and second hidden layers, 
respectively. An input window size of forty (+1 for bias) is used, with the leftmost activity-vector peak centered at 
the thirteenth input bit. The output layer has forty neurons with linear activations (slope =1). Only feed-next 
connections are allowed during the learning phase, with biases of +1 applied to all units. Initially, all weights are set 
randomly in the interval [+.1,-.1]. The BEP-based learning algorithm of Section 3 is used for training the network. 
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The following parameters were used: learning coefficient p = .35(.995)k, number of learning cycles = 5 (a total of 

192*5 = 960 presentations), K = 30 (i.e., 192/30 ~= 6 training vector subgroups), and output layer weight decay 

factor B = .05. 
During the first cycle in the learning phase, the network eliminated three units from the second hidden layer, 

and thus reduced its neurons to three. In the second learning cycle, only one unit was eliminated from the first 

hidden layer. The learning proceeded from the second cycle to the fifth with no further hidden unit elimination. 

Learning stopped after the fifth cycle and the trained network was used in the dynamic retrieval phase as described in 

Section 2. Here, all 192 training activity vectors are tested and mapped by the trained network into "closest" 

underlying representations. Figure 4 (a-h) shows typical instances of pulse identification and reconstruction (the 

dashed graph corresponds to the input activity vector and the solid graph corresponds to the retrieved pulse 

waveform). In this simulation, the network has discovered four internal representations; three representations 

corresponded to the three underlying pulses, respectively, and one representation corresponded to a falsely idenufied 

pulse. In terms of network dynamics, each representation is manifested as a strong stable point in the R40 

dimensional state-space. We were very impressed by the stability and speed of convergence of the retrieval network. 

The above simulation was repeated over thirty times, each time with new weight initialization and/or different 

learning parameters and K values (€.g., Po =.15, .3, .4; K = 30, 40, 50). In most cases, the network discovered the 

five-three hidden layer arrangement and led to network dynamics comparable to the above. In some cases, the network 

learned two out of three representations (two pulse representations were merged into one) and one or two additional 

false representations (attractors) which attracted less than 10% of the activity-vectors. The network was also able to 

generalize and form meaningful internal representations when initialized between five and ten neurons/hidden layer. In 

all cases, five learning cycles seemed to be sufficient. 

  
vl \, 
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FIGURE 4. Typical instances of pulse identification and reconstruction. The dashed graph corresponds to the input 

activity-vector and the solid graph corresponds to the retrieved pulse waveform. 

The quality of the reconstructed pulse waveforms (see Figure 4) and the classification/decomposition abilities of 

the above network are highly dependent on the complexity (degree of superposition of pulses and correlation between 

underlying pulse-waveforms) of the raw signal and the way the activity-vectors are represented at the input layer. In 

particular, one can easily notice the high degree of correlation between the three pulses of Figure 2, especially when 

aligned at their peaks. This alignment is important in the above simulation in order to alleviate difficulties with 

shifted signals. However, this same alignment strategy makes the underlying pulse waveforms highly correlated, 

which in tur affects the accuracy of the reconstructed pulse waveforms and the ability of the network to generalize. 

Despite these negative effects, the proposed network was still able to discover and resolve between all three pulse 

waveforms, and give relatively good reconstructions. 
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2. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a multiple-layer neural network for the identification and extraction of repetitive 

superimposed pulse signals, assuming no a priori knowledge of pulse shapes or repetition frequencies. The proposed 

network combines BEP learning, self-organization, constrained generalization, and concept formation processes in 
order to discover, decompose, and classify pulse waveforms from a set of unlabeled superimposed activity-vectors. A 
new hidden-unit elimination recipe was also provided and was shown to be effective in realizing generalizing 
hidden-layer bottlenecks. We have also demonstrated very interesting multiple-layer net dynamics,which were applied 
in superimposed pulse waveform decomposition through the dynamic retrieval of closest pulse shape matches. 

Overall, the proposed processing strategy is robust against network and learning parameter initializations. Finally, 

the proposed neural net and its associated self-organizing learning strategy can be very easily extended to problems 
involving the clustering and identification of unlabeled continuous-valued training vectors representing class features 
or actual sampled signals. Such extensions will be the subject of future work. 
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Abstract: Back Propagation (BP) normally requires two parameters: learning rate and momentum a. Although 

these parameters play a very important role, few systematic selection rules have been reported. The authors have 

found two experimental facts. One is that the number of required iterations N is proportional to (1-a) / 1, and the 

other is that 7 can be normalized in terms of connectivity determined by the number of connections between a layer 

and not only its preceding layer but also its successive layer. If they are properly chosen, the number of iterations 

can be greatly reduced. A successful adaptation method for determining the learning rate has been obtained. 

1. Introduction 
Back Propagation (BP) requires a lot of repeated training calculations. In addition, since characteristics of its 

algorithm are not well understood, some empirical rules must be incorporated when setting parameters, in particular, 

learning rate ) and momentum a. Having failed to select these parameters properly, BP requires iterations more than 

necessary or even fails to converge. It is therefore essential to clarify the basic properties of BP and to obtain a 

systematic rule for adjusting the parameter values, not only to realize a promising method but also to build a large- 

scale network for a practical system. 
Since BP, including several variants, is basically a gradient method (steepest descent), it needs a step size 

or learning rate which can be determined using either fixed or adaptive values. Methods using fixed values were 

presented by Rumelhart[1], Sejnowski(2] etc., but no systematic rule for the selection of ) was given. Methods 

using adaptive n were developed by Dahl(3], Vogl(4], Jacobs[5] etc. Dahl's method makes use of linear search for nN, 

which is a typical one dimensional optimization method, but needs several iterations to determine an opumum 7) 

value. Methods of Vogl and Jacob, which are empirically derived, update n value without linear search. In addition to 

these steepest descent methods, it is also possible to incorporate other mathematical methods. Makram-Ebeid[6] 

presented an acceleration method using conjugate gradient method. Parker[7], Watrous[8] and Ricotti[9] introduced 

quasi-newton methods. These optimization methods are very powerful to reduce the number of iterations, however, it 

does not always imply to save computational time since BP should train a lot of different patterns. 

For the practical applications we have studied with much larger scale networks (image recognition) than 

usual bench-mark problems such as XOR, we have observed a similar phenomenon to local minima. Errors at the 

output layer hardly propagate to the inner layers, when only one 7 value in a network is used. We have found that it 

is able to overcome this problem by changing hidden layer's 1 value. In order to clarify the role of hidden layer's n, 

we determine some basic properties through numerical simulations. Then we present a practical adaptive method for 

the learning rate. 

2. Basic Properties of Back Propagation 

2.1 Brief Description of BP 
A multi-layer network model is designed so that a node belonging to a layer sums up outputs from the 

previous layer and propagates this summation to the following layer after applying a sigmoid function. That is, the 

output Oj of a node j is given by 

Oj = f(net)) = l+emely ’ netj = 2j W ji Oj + 9; (1) 

where Oj is an output value of the previous layer and 6) is a bias value of the node }j. 

The basic idea of training is to adjust every weight to minimize the energy defined as the summation of squared 

Output errors between actual output Opj and desired output Tpj, corresponding to an input pattern p. The updating 

rule of weights is given by 

AW ji(n+1) = 9-5j-Oj + @- OWji(n) (2) 

5; = (Tpj - Opj)-f ‘(netj) for the output layer, 5j = Zk 5k Wkjf (net) for the hidden layers 

where fj and a are parameters called learning rate and momentum, respectively, and n is the number of iterations. 

The most important aspect of BP is to be able to modify internal weights using the chain rule. 

  

* Present affiliation: Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd. Kokubunji, Tokyo 185, Japan. 
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2.2. Network Topology and Input Patterns 
We have selected the exclusive-or ("XORn", where n is the number of nodes in the hidden layer, 2-n-1 

networks) task for a fully-connected network, and "IMAGE" ("IMAGEnxn", where nxn nodes are arranged in two 
dimensional array, and each node in the hidden layer has 5x5 connections to the input layer, 10x10-nxn-4 networks) task that classifies simple geometrical figures, such as lines or blocks, for a partially-connected network, which is especially important for image recognition applications since the number of inputs, or pixels, becomes so large 
that it is impractical to connect to every node ina previous layer. 

2.3 Relation between Parameters and the Number of Iterations 
The relation between 7 and N (the number of iterations required for convergence) is shown in Figure 1 for the task XOR2. It should be noted that both axes are logarithmic. Several lines have been plotted in the figure for 

different values of a (0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95). In all cases, when n, is small N is inversely proportional to 
nN, and when 7 reaches a certain value N becomes a minimum. As 1 further increases, N increases very rapidly. This 
relation is quite natural if one accepts for the fact that BP is basically a gradient method in which the number of 
steps is inversely proportional to the size of each step. Besides, N is also inversely proportional to 1 / (1 - a), we 
can conclude the relation 

N «+2 
(3) 

We have confirmed that this relation also satisfies other examples. It is therefore desirable that 7 takes as large a 
value as possible within the range in which the gradient approximation is correct, and @ is as near to 1 as possible 
before instability occurs. As 0.9 is usually used for a, one can expect to get ten times faster convergence than with 
a= 0.0. 

  

2.4 n in Hidden Layers 
We observed the number of iterations in which Noutput Was a Constant and Nhidden was a variable. Figure 2 

(XOR) and Figure 3 (MAGE) show the results. In both cases the relation 
1 

N oc 
(4) 

N Nhidden 
holds. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the optumal hidden which gives a minimum number of iterations N 
depends on the network topology. That is, for XOR2, XOR8 and XOR32 (output = 5.0, 1.25 and 0.3), N reaches a 
minimum for n values near 0.3, 2.0 and 30.0 respectively, and for IMAGE2x2, IMAGE3x3, IMAGE5x5 and 
IMAGE10x10 (output = 2.5, 1.1, 0.4 and 0.1), the optimal 1) values are near 1.0, 10.0, 100.0 and 1000.0. 

N         

    

   
   

3,000 IMAGESx5 

       
  

       

N 
‘ 

1000 f XOR? 100 IMAGE 10x 10: 
1,000 

300 + 30r A 
300 IMAGE2x2 > 

100 Ls IMAGE3x3 
100+ 0.1 10 10.0 Nhidden 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 Nhidden 

  

  

0.3 1.0 30 7 Figure 2. Nhidden-N relation, XOR Figure 3. Nhidden-N relation, IMAGE Figure 1. n—N relation, XOR2 

2.5 Normalized Parameter 
As we have seen, for IMAGE10x10, the hidden layer's TN) could be increased up to about 1000.0 without Causing instability. The reason is that 17) of the basic BP equation (2) contains a different dimension than only that of a coefficient. Here we present a method which dissolves this dimension and normalizes the learning rate. The basic 

concept of this method is to normalize n depending on the number of node connections. When weights are updated 
during the convergence process, the difference change in the summation netj of a node j becomes 

  

Anetj = Zj AW ji-Oj = Lj 7-8j-0;+ 
(5) 

where a= 0 is assumed for simplicity. 
Anetj f ' N= (Tj - 0j)-b] OF (neq) the output layer (6) 
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Anet; 

Equation (6) clearly shows that the value of n should be changed depending on the number of nodes connected to node 

j. In addition to this summation 2j, another summation 2x should be taken into account. 

We now define the connectivity, 

  

] M 
1 = i , Of X=] (when Mg is a constant M). (7) 

where I is the number of connections between node j and its preceding layer, K is the number of connections between 

node j and its successive layer and Mx is the number of connections between node k in its successive layer and the 

current layer. That is, comparing (7) with (6), K and I correspond to the summations Ly and 4}, respectively, and a 

weight Wj can be thought to have a value in inverse proportion to My since if the number of connections is large, 

the corresponding weight should be small. Also, when the node belongs to the output layer, we can suppose that 

M=K=1, since each output has a one-to-one correspondence to the desired output. We can thereby rewrite 1) using the 

connectivity (7) as 7] = No-x , where 19 is called the normalized 1. Using this connectivity, we could rewnite the X- 

axis of Figure 2 and 3 as Figure 4 and 5, where the optimum range is almost same, regardless of the number of 

hidden nodes. ~ 
100 BR 

  

        
    

   

  

  

IMAGE2x2 

        
  

  

N IMAGE3x3 

300 30+ 

IMAGE5x5 

IMAGE10x10 ~ 

100 ! ! , 10 += ! 
0.01 0.1 1.0 Nhidden 0.1 1.0 10.0: Nhidden 

Figure 4. normalized Nhidden-N relation, XOR Figure 5. normalized Nhidden-N relation, IMAGE 

3. Adaptation Method 
We described how the normalized 7 could be obtained. However, the remaining problem is how 7 can be 

optimally adapted. This chapter describes an adaptation method that adjusts the learning rate, depending on 

characteristics of tasks, through a convergence process. 

3.1 Algorithm 
The basic idea of this adaptation method is to make 7) as large as possible within the region guaranteed by a 

gradient approximation. The magnitude of Anetj in equation (5) determ ines whether or not the gradient approximation 

is correct. We use Anetj , not AO}, so that it prevents too much deviation in the saturated region of the sigmoid 

function. If the absolute value of Anetj, [Anet;l, is smaller than a certain value, a step is regarded as correct and 1 is 

increased. Conversely if lAnetjl is greater than the value, a step is regarded as incorrect and 1) is decreased. In practice, 

we adopted a method in which the maximum lAnetjl within a layer determines the correctness, since every node in a 

layer has the same connectivity. This method is summarized as follows. 

1. Forward Propagation: get outputs. 
2. Backward Propagation: update all weights. 
3. Forward Propagation: check the maximum deviation of lAnetjl and determine « at each layer, 

If \Anetjlmax <A then « = Kj, else K = K2, 

For instance, let us assume a network with one hidden layer. If the coefficient K is K; at the output layer and x2 at 

the hidden layer, 7 of the next iteration will be nNo(n+1) = No(n)-K1-K2. We used kK, = 1.1, K2 = 0.9. It is reasonable 

to adapt 7) of each layer independently. However, we did not use this independent way but the coordinative way, since 

we had observed that the independent way tended to cause 1) for the hidden layers to become unstable. 

3.2 Simulation Results 

Figure 6 shows the behavior of 1 in terms of the iteration number in the case an XOR2 network where the 

iterations started with the initial value n9(0) = 0.001 and a = 0.9. The convergence process was terminated after 133 

iterations with 10 = 5.6. The behavior, in general, is such that 7 becomes large during the first several iterations, 
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then decreases and remains constant (19 = 1.5) until after about 90 iterations, followed by two peaks around iteration 
number 100 and 110. This peak can be explained by the fact that the gradient approximation is still correct even if 
N is very large, because patterns other than pattern "10" begin to produce proper output. However, the larger the 
error pattern "10" begins to produce, the more n is decreased and thereby stabilized. Finally, four pattern begin to 
give proper outputs and 1) increases, and then the convergence process terminates. 

This adaptation method requires three parameters, kj, K2 and A. The effect of x; and x2 is expected to be 
small, since nN is stablized quickly. However, the determination level X is crucial, since if too large a value is 
selected, 7, also becomes too large, although the gradient approximation is already incorrect. On the other hand, if too 
small value of A is selected, n seldom becomes large. The influence of 2 is shown in Figures 7, where XOR was 
used with a= 0.9. Again, we observe the relation that N is inversely proportional to A. The momentum effect, 
indicated by equation (3), is also observed. As a result, it can be said that the essence of this adaptation method is 
that the vague parameter 1 of BP is substituted by the well-characterized parameter A. 

        
  

8.0} no 
6.0+ 

4.0F 

2.07 

30 number of iterations n 150 0.03 0.1 03 4 

Figure 6. behavior of adaptive n, XOR Figure 7. A-N relation, XOR 

4. Conclusion 
We have clarified some basic properties of BP corresponding to convergence and derived an effective 

adaptation method based on the most primitive formulations. Through computer simulations, we have observed two 
experimental facts. | 
- The number of iterations N is proportional to (1-a) /n within the region in which a stable convergence is 
obtained, and in the case of a network with one hidden layer, N is proportional to 1 / V Nhidden. 
- 1 can be normalized in terms of connectivity determined by the connections between a layer and not only its 
preceding layer but also its successive layer. This is a remarkable characteristic of BP where errors at Output layer are 
propagating layer by layer. 

Finally, we have shown that the essence of this adaptation method is that the vague parameter 7f is 
substituted by a well-characterized parameter A. 
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INTRODUCING EFFICIENT SECOND ORDER EFFECTS 
INTO BACK PROPAGATION LEARNING 

D. M. Himmelblau 

Department of Chemical Engineering 
The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 

1. Introduction 

An extensive literature within the area of artificial neural networks has already developed on the topic of 

learning via the backpropagation algorithm [1,2]. Within this general subject a few investigators [(3,4,5,6,7,8,9] 

have examined how to enhance the learning rate by adding second order effects, i.e., curvature, to the first order 

(gradient) optimization procedure. However, in none of the cited references is it precisely clear how the introduction 

of second order effects influences the calculation of the 8's in the generalized delta rule, and how the different choices 

for approximates to the second order derivatives might be calculated. Here we show specifically how the backpropa- 

gation algorithm can be modified by taking into account second order derivatives, and list two procedures, one for 

serial and the other for parallel computation. 

>. How the Second Order Effects are Introduced 

In this section we sketch how the second order effects evolve for the adjustment of the weights on the con- 

nections of the artificial neural network. Figure 1 shows a typical three layer artificial neural network comprised 

INPUT LAYER   
INPUTS 

Figure 1. A feed forward artificial neural network 

of one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer together with some of the notation to be used. 

Let Epk = (tpk - Ypk) be the error for pattern p in an output node calculated by taking the difference between 

the target value tp, and the output of the node ypx in the output layer. We want to minimize the sum of the squares 

of the errors 
1 1 

F=5 > DER =5 DD tpe- Yok) a 
p k p k 

In what follows we will suppress the subscript p to simplify the notation and consider just one pattern presentation. 

Minimization of F in general is composed of a two phase interative calculation: 

1. Calculation a search direction. 
2. Calculate a step length (move some distance in that search direction before returning to phase 1). 

Application of unconstrained Newton's method (as described in most books on solving nonlinear equations and 

optimization) gives the classical relation for updating the weights on the connections in the output layer of the net 
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1 
wike ly we = aw kh E owk)| VF (wik)) (2) 

where the superscript (k) designates the iteration number, and (suppressing the (k) to keep the notation simple) 

W,= [wi k W2k --» Wak We | is the vector of weights associated with the connections entering node k in the output 
layer plus the weight associated with the threshold; H (w,) is the Hessian matrix (matrix of second partial derivatives 

T 
of F with respect to the wix) of F(w,); and V F (w,}= | aF/aw x OF/Ow2, ... OF/Ow,, OF/OWg «| is the gradient 
of F(wx). Alternately, instead of Equation (2), a set of linear equations could be solved for Aw, if the inverse 
Hessian matrix is not used 

VF (w,) =- H (w,) Aw, (2a) 
A related relationships is sometimes used termed the damped Newton method in which the following set of equations 
is solved for Aw. 

AF (w,)=-|Hi (wy) + at |aw, (2b) 
-1 

or Aw, =-|Hi(w,)+ ot] VE{w,) Qc) 
where © is a positive scalar and I is the identity matrix; o is adjusted by comparing the actual and predicted value of 
F. From the viewpoint of Equation (2b) or (2c), Aw, is a compromise between the Newton direction and the 
steepest descent direction as adjusted by the weight a. 

Newton's relation gives both the search direction and the step length, the later being unity (A = 1), but other 
values of 4, can be chosen, such as minimizing in a search direction or using a trust region, as explained in the 
literature on optimization. In equation (2) or (2a) a scalar A would then be inserted before H-! or H. Also, we will 
not actually use the Hessian matrix itself, but only an approximate thereof obtained from elements in the gradient or 
values of the elements of Aw, so that we would replace the symbol H-! by H-!, or H by H. 

For one interation for one pattern p for one node k in the output layer, from Equation (2) or (2a) the correc- 
tion for a weight is 

. oF (w,} Aw:, =-A) Rrsy ———t Wijk 2. k Q Wik (3) 

“A m -) 

where h;sx is the proper element of H (w x} associated with the output layer. To compare Equation (3) with the 
A~-1 

usual backpropagation development, let H =I so that hjik = 1, and let’ =n. Curvature is introduced by the 
weighted sum of the gradient elements. If as usual OF /dwi; = (OF /dux)(Ou;/dwj;) and u, = S WjxYjt+ Wo; 

j 
and we define dk = 0F/du,, then 

Awjx =-AD he, Sky; 
J (4) 

The delta for one node in the output layer would be calculated as 

OF (w,}) [ay 
o.= tks) (oak) - t, - f {u k | ayy (2 ( x - Yu) E | x] (5) 

where dy,/Ou, = f (ux) because Yk is a function of the node input ux: yx = f(u,). For a hidden layer 

dFw,) _ (oA, ou; |__s y 
OW jj ou ow : yes 

and by use of the chain rule several texts show that 

§. =f. lu.) ¥ 8.w. 
jmtj wi) kW jk 6) 

so that 
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Aw ij “AD h si oF Yi (7) 

If the input-output expression for a node is the sigmoidal function yj = 1/(1 + e-Yj), then the deltas are 

calculated as: 

output layer: 5, =(ty - Yu) Yu (1 - yx) 
hidden layer: yj (1-yj) >) 5:wjx 

(ok 

3. Evaluate of the Elements in H or H-1 

The evaluation of the elements of H ~! (w), or H (w), for each layer can be accomplished in innumerable 

ways as explained in the literature on nonlinear programming. In particular the BFGS secant update relations are 

generally favored (the argument w, Or wj is suppressed) 

- la®] _ law (4%) "a5®| law |" +[aw” law (4%) 45”) 
T 

. ( ag”) Ag” (8) 

- T 

— Law? (8) ag®] ag® an? (aw) 
ne®) aw®| ag”) aw® 

-1 

[aa] -[ax?] 

  

  

T T 

AH” =H. - Hh’ = ag’ (ag®) — A@ aw”? law”) A” 
T 

(s¢°) aw” (aw®) i” aw” 
where Ag) = AF(w&+))) - AF(w)). The elements in all the vectors and matrices in Equations (8) and (8a) can be 

calculated from known values at stage (k). 

  

(8a) 

The suggested procedure for serial calculations is 

,}-1 

e start with the current values of w”, Hw”), °w) H® =] 

¢ calculate Aw) by the equations above 
© evaluate AF(w(*)) and calculate Ag) 
° terminate if tolerance is achieved, and if not 

-1 

* update Fw by Eq. (8) to get (H&* 1"! 

For parallel calculation there are four variants of the updating relations for H or H 1 as indicated in Table 1 (10, 11] 
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Table 1 Updating H or H- ! for Parallel Calculation 

  

  

Matrix Stored Unfactored Matrix Stored Factored 

Update H H(k+1) = H&) + rank-two update J&+1) = L®) + rank-one update 
H€) stored L) (ower triangular) stored 

H&) = L&)(L®)T 

  

Update H- ! (HK+1)- 1 = pH) 1 + rank-two update Mik+1) = M®) + rank-one update 
(H®)- ! stored M) stored 

fH®)- 1 = M©) uM) T 

  

The four methods yield the same results in exact arithmetic, and although they differ in the number of arithmetic 
operations involved, in practice none appears to be superior to the others. By parallelizing the linear algebraic 
computations and or performing parallel evaluations of the objective function concurrently as described in references 
[10] and [11], an increase in the speed of calculation by a factor of almost 20 (at the expense of additional processor) 
can be achieved. 
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A NOVEL, ONE-STEP, GEOMETRICAL, SUPERVISED LEARNING SCHEME 

Chia-Lun J. Hu 
Electrical Engineering Department 

Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, IL 62901 

ABSTRACT 

When the input-output digital mapping relations are given for a 

two-layer Hopfield net which has hard-limited signal functions, 

the connection matrix can be solved in one step in terms of the 

given mapping relations. This solution is obtained by means of a 

novel discrete geometrical method applied to the N-space which is 

the state space of the neural system containing N neurons. The 

condition that solution exists for a given mapping is discussed. 

Numerical examples verifying the theoretical predictions are 

given. The geometrical method used here is simple, practical in 

designs, and it provides more perceptions to the physical insides 

of the learning mechanism. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Supervised learning of a neural net generally requires an 

iteration process that minimizes the difference between the true 

outputs and the targeted outputs. The most common mathematical 

tool people used to achieve this minimization is the gradient 

descend method. Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams [1] derived the 

most well known delta learning rule based on this gradient 

descend iteration approach. Widrow, al et, [2-4] derived another 

very efficient learning rule that forces Wis to change along the 

most efficient path for reaching the equilibrium state. This 

rule is commonly known as the Widrow-Hoff rule. Barto, et al, 

[5-7], Williams [8], and Widrow [9] have also derived separately 

another class of very similar learning rules that Williams called 

it the reinforcement learning, while Barto, Widrow called it the 

reward-penalty algorith™. In place of the back-propagating 

errors, this scheme uses a reinforcement signal, derived from the 

degree of eliminating the least square errors. The scheme 

utilizes this reinforcement signal to award or to penalize the 

weighting coefficients to achieve the learning purpose. 

While most of the learning studies are concentrated at the 

derivation and the performance of various learning rules, Widrow 

has addressed a very important point in the learning process. 

That is, the learning of new in*-zmation should not disturb the 

old informations learned [2]. In the Widrow-Hoff learning rule, 

this disturbance is minimized because of the smallest AW;; this 

rule provides for reaching the learning equilibrium. Also in 

[2], another important concept is addressed -- the use of the 

state-space geometrical method to analyze the change of mappings 

in the learning process. Geometrical method is also used very 
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intriguingly by Mark, Oh and Atlas [10] in the study of a novel 
associative recall convergence property. In the present article, 
we also adopt the geometrical approach to analyze a novel 
learning process. This method appears to be very simple, very 
perceptive, and very practical in designs. In the following, 
Section II will he devoted to the formulation of this Supervised 
learning problem. In section III, we will solve the problem, and 
in IV, the general properties will be summerized. 

II. A ONE-STEP SUPERVISED LEARNING MECHANISM 

For a Hopfield net with all d.c. components separated, the 
controlling equation between the input pattern and the output 
pattern is the following: 

N 
Ry = Sgn (2 ny Uy | n=l to N (1) 

where U, is the j-th component of the input pattern, and R, is 

the n-th component of the output pattern. an is the connection 

matrix element. Sgn is the sign function which gives +1 or -l 
value depending on the argument being positive or’ negative. N is 
the number of neurons. Now suppose there are M input-output 
pairs of patterns to be learned. Then the total error of the 
unlearned system is: 

M WN 2 

E= SS (Van ~ Run) (2) 
=/ AM=/ 

where Ran and Vian are the n-th compoents of the true output and 

the targeted output in the m-th mapping pair. Substituting (1) 
into (2), and forcing E to vanish by adjusting a.., we have the 

1) 
following equation. 

NO 
Vimy = Sqnfz. An, Umyp] m=1 to M. (3) 

Un and Vian here are the components of the targeted input output 

mapping pair defined in the following. 

Input pattern: {U, 4% m=l1 to M, j=l to N, Uy=tt or -l.} (4-1) 

output pattern: {Vian? m=l to M, n=l to N, Vian=*2 or -l.} (4-2) 

Since Ons! Vian take only +1 or -1 values, if we multiply -1 to 

those equations in (3) which have Van 2? we will obtain the 

following equation. 

W a. 
. mj nj 

qo! 
> 0, m=l to M and n is a fixed number. (5) 
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In (5), Wanj> mnUnj7*+ or -l (6) 

as determined by the given mapping in (4). We see now that to 

learn the required mapping relations in (4) is just equivalent to 

finding the solution of an; from the simultaneous inequality 

equations in (5). 

III. METHOD OF SOLUTION AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

We see that the left hand side of (5) is the inner product of two 
N-dimensional vectors of fixed mn indices. One is a given vector 

Wan! the other is the unknown vector a. which is the n-th row of 

the connection matrix [a ]. For a fixed n, we have M 
nj 

inequalities to solve in (5). From an N-dimensional geometrical 

point of view, solving (5) is the same as finding a vector an 

such that when it is "dotted" to any of the given vectors Wan 

(m=l to M), the result is always greater than zero. 

Consequently, we see now that 

the condition that th solution a exists is that all W-vectors 

form a "convex cone" in the N-space. If this is met, then a, is 

just any vector falling within that cone. ....eeeceeseses (7) 

The general solution ow. a is ANY positive, linear combination of 

all the W-vectors, or, 

a= = W i = an (m=1" to Mm) Onin! with {b_} 70 and n=l to N.... (8) 

When the targeted mapping pairs in (4) are given, Wan can be 

calculated from (6). Then las] can be solved from (8). 

Following this method, five numerical examples are studied with 

five different mapping relations given. The first four give us 

legitimate solutions wnich lead us to some interesting properties 

as summerized in the following. The last example does not give us 

any legitimate solution because the W-vectors computed from the 

given mapping relations DO NOT form a CGNVEX CONE as stated in 

(7). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The summery of the general properties derived from this 
geometrical one-step learning process /S the following. 
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1. Learning more information will not destroy old informations 
already learned. 

2. Maximum number of informations (or mapping pairs) can be 

N-l where N is the number of neurons. learned is 2 

3. If the given mapping violates the condition stated in (7), 
that mapping is illegal and can not be learned. 

4. Learning can be saturated. The connection matrix in this case 
is just equal to the unit matrix. 
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Speeding Up Back Propagation 
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Abstract 

We prove that the convergence speed of the back propagation learning algorithm is 
dependent on the sharpness D of the sigmoid function used to define the network’s en- 

ergy function. When using the simple gradient method for updating weights the time to 

convergence is T; = C,/D, while for the momentum method the time to convergence is 

T, = C2/ VD (note that normally C2 < C,). Thus a simple modification of existing code 

can markedly improve convergence speed. 

1 Introduction 

The use of back propagation in feed-forward neural networks has become very popular in 
experimental applications [1]. The slow convergence speed of back propagation, however, 

has proven to be a major obstacle in practical applications [2]. As a consequence researchers 
have investigated several methods of speed-up, including use of second-order update rules 

[3] and dynamic parameter adjustments [4]. Most of these methods have the disadvantage 
of being substantially more complex, and in addition often must be “tuned” to fit the 

particular application. 

In this paper we prove that the convergence speed of the back propagation method de- 

pends directly on the sharpness of the sigmoid function used in defining the energy function. 

Thus a simple, general and yet surprisingly powerful method of speeding up the convergence 

is simply to increase the sensitivity of the sigmoid used to compute the energy function. In 

our simulations we have obtained up to eight-fold speedups of the momentum update rule 

in this manner. 

2 Convergence Speed 

2.1 Review of Back Propagation 

Back propagation functions by minimizing an energy function F that involves a non-linear 

function g(x) of the connection weights; g(z) is sometimes called the transfer function 

between nodes. Normally g(z) is the sigmoid function, g(z) = 1/(1 +e—?7) where D is 

the sharpness of the sigmoid function. In most treatments D = 1 and is therefore dropped 

from the sigmoid’s definition. 
  

1Current address is Industrial Systems Lab., Mitsubishi Electric Corp., 8-1-1, Tsukaguchi, Amagasaki, 

Hyogo 661 Japan 
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The energy function associated with a D-sharpened sigmoid function is, 

1 PK J I 2 

E=52 23 g9| D>) Wrj9 (Dy w.s¥7) — dp (1) 
p=lk=1 j=l s=1 

where V;” is i-th component of the p-th training data, d? is the k-th component of p-th 

desired output data, and W,,; and W2,,; are weights between input and hidden, and hidden 

and output layers, respectively. 

In the back propagation method this energy is minimized either by a simple gradient 

method, 

dWji _ dD OE (2) 

dt OD OW aji 

where n = 1,2 and 7 may be thought of as the “gain” of the system. To more closely 
model biological systems, as well as to minimize the effects of shallow local minima in EF, 

one may alternatively use a momentum method, 

    

Wr 3 Wa 8 PWosi 4 (yg dWasi __ 8 _OE 
dt? dt D OW, ji (3) 

where (1 — a) may be thought of as the damping within the system and £ as it’s gain. 

Note that the D in equation (2), and (3) only serves to cancel the D’s appearing the 
the energy function, equation (1). Thus changing the sharpness D does not change the how 

system of weights will evolve over time — i.e., D does not affect the path in weight space 
— but rather only changes the rate at which they change. 

  

2.2 The Gradient Descent Update Method 

We start with the simple gradient descent method of updating the - weights. First, let us 
7, 17 _— — dW,;; — dW>,; 

define W,;; = DW,;:;, Wor; = DWox;, and 215; = st, 2k = a. The convergence 

time J can be obtained by first re-writing equations (2) to obtain an expression for dt, and 
then by integrating dt: 

ache ds (4) 
F (n;&) + Lk (152 T3Wo, 2 

  

  

  

where 

  

ds = D(a 3)? + D (dW) (5) 

jit 

Once 7 and initial values are determined, then the integral part of equation (4) is a 

constant. Thus the convergence time T; is inversely proportional to D, the sharpness of 

sigmoid function. 

Note, however, that these equations describe a continuous system whereas computer 

simulations employ a finite difference scheme that uses discrete time steps. Thus as D 
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becomes large at some point the validity of the finite difference approximation breaks down. 

The effect of this breakdown is, to a first approximation, to introduce a large amount of 

noise into the energy function. The value of D at which breakdown occurs is a function of 

the maximum weight velocities achieved in the particular network under consideration. 

2.3 The Momentum Update Method 

The more complex momentum update method may be similarly treated. The convergence 

time T> is 

ds' 
T: = [a= | 6 

? VAi1 + Aj2 + Aoi + Age (8) 

where 

  

ds' = d { (dai) + (ai) } +>) { (deans) + (ai¥n;)’} (7) 
kj 

and for n = 1,2, 

    

— 2 

OE (1 - a) dWai _— 2 nj 

— 2 
dW ji 

If we assume that BD >> # (1- a), ie., that the gain of the system times the 

sensitivity of the sigmoid function is much larger than the amount of damping in the system, 

then the damping may be ignored to achieve the following approximation: 

dai 1 OF gpl OE 
  

  

  

=> =-(l-a — BD—= —___nv- = 10 

dW, 5: ( ) “198 OW 3: 215% OW; 5: ( ) 

The solution of (10) is 

OE ,— \? 
2144 = V2D Ci — | —— dW, ;; 11 13 B( 13 OW, ji 3 ( ) 

where C,; be a constant. Equation (6) may. then be simplified as follows: 

d = (12)   

  

1 
T> NT ae a5 | = Fs er (c, x — J owe, aw) + ok, (Cor; ~J re Was) 

where ds is as in equation (5). 
We may simplify equation (12) still further by noting that 
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—— dW, ; (13) > [Xam —— dW, 3 + | Dow 

We first use this relation to obtain Ejnitiqi, the energy at the initial state, 

Einitial = 2, C133 + d C2; (14) 

assuming the standard initial values 21;; = Z2,; = 0. We can then use equations (14) 

and (13) to reduce our expression for T> to the following: 

Wij Wo; 

1 conver gence ds 

VD Jinitial V 28( Einitiat — E) 

Thus for the moment method the convergence time is proportional to the inverse of 

square root D, the sharpness of sigmoid function. 

T, =   (15)   

3 Summary 

We have obtained closed form solutions for the convergence time of the back propagation 
method using either the gradient or momentum update methods, assuming that a sigmoid 
function is employed as the transfer function between nodes. 

The main results are that T, the time to convergence, is equal to C;/D when using the 
gradient method and C2//D when using the momentum method where D is the sigmoid 

function’s degree of sharpness. In our simulations we have successfully employed values 
of up to D = 100, which has produced an eight-fold speedup when using the momentum 
update rule. Note that despite the fact that D has a greater effect upon the gradient rule 
than upon the momentum rule, C2 is so much smaller than C, that even for large values of 
D the momentum rule still converges faster than the gradient rule. 

The primary consequence of this result is that a simple modification of most existing 
back propagation code — increasing the sharpness D of the sigmoid function — can yield 
a substantial increase in convergence efficiency. Care must be taken, however, to choose 
D small enough that the finite difference calculations used to approximate the change in 
system energy E still accurately approximate the underlying continuous energy function. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of relevance is crucial to tractable learning procedures. Features of high importance 
are often hidden in a sea of largely irrelevant distracters. To consider every feature is costly, and 
moreover, a large number of training examples may be required before it is realized that a particular 
feature has no bearing on the a set of outcomes. One solution is to have the teacher present the 
learner with a set of hand-picked events, such that the positive examples differ minimally from the 
negative examples (Winston, 1970). Needless to say, such a procedure is not always possible in 
unsupervised or loosely supervised environments. 

Recently, non-connectionist learning theory has suggested an alternative approach to this problem, 
which it has termed Explanation-Based Learning (DeJong & Mooney, 1986). In the classical 
formulation of the EBL problem (Mitchell, Kellar, & Kedar-Cabelli , 1986), one is given a set of 
domain rules, a training example, and a goal that can be inferred by the application of the domain 
knowledge to the example. An explanation structure is then constructed, with the input features at 
the leaves of this tree, and the goal node at the top. This structure may then be generalized using 

goal regression or other related techniques (Mooney & Bennet, 1987). The resulting structure is 
tlten be "flattened", so that a new rule is formed with the left hand side being the generalized 
example, and the right hand side the original goal. If the left-hand side is readily observable, then 
one will have a quick and easy way of predicting the goal concept given the appropriate inputs, 
without the need to produce what may be an extensive inference chain. To take a simple example, 
let us assume one has access to two rules: a) that all professors are absent-minded, and b), that all 
absent-minded people misplace things. Suppose one sees Professor X misplacing his glasses. 
After forming an explanation of this event with the help of a) and b), one emerges in the end with 
the general rule that professors will tend to misplace things. One may question the role of the 
example in the above, since, from a strictly logical point of view, it is unnecessary. The standard 
response to this objection (Mitchell, Kellar, & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986) is that the example indicates 
which type of knowledge it may be profitable to chunk; the full deductive closure of one's current 
knowledge is not readily computable given spatial and temporal limitations. 

EBL, then, differs primarily with SBL in that it is a knowledge intensive approach. It eliminates 
features irrelevant to the classification task not by noticing their joint occurrence in both positive 
and negative examples, as there is typically a small number of positive examples, but by noting 
which features are necessary for the generalized explanation. E.g., in the above example, the fact 
that Professor X's specialty was medieval history was not part of the explanation structure, and 
was therefore deemed irrelevant. Another nice effect of EBL is the optimization of the knowledge 
base via its compression, resulting in faster response times on similar training events. Previous 
papers (Katz, 1989a, and Katz, 1989b) have shown how a relatively simple connectionist system 
can achieve the same sort of optimization. This paper will concentrate on the way in which this 
neural network model can bring prior knowledge to bear in determining relevance. 

ARCHITECTURE 
Refer to figure 1, Panel C for this description of the system architecture. Input nodes are activated 
by features in the environment. These inputs are buffered by another layer, with one node for each 
corresponding node in the input layer. Unlike input nodes, which are clamped on or off by the 
environment, nodes in the input buffer may be affected by top-down control. This will prove 
important in the mechanism for EBL. 

Activation flows from the input buffer to sets of nodes in one or more hidden layers. Solid lines 

represent symmetric excitatory connections, while shaded lines represent symmetric inhibitory 
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connections. In addition, the dotted boxes in the figure are shorthand representations for sets of 
mutually inhibitory nodes at the same layer. Nodes in these layers also have excitatory connections 
to themselves. This sub-architecture has been shown to produce winner-take-all networks 
(Rumelhart & Zipser, 1986), that is, the node in the set receiving the most activation will reach 
maximum value, while all others will be driven to zero activation. Activation spreads in parallel in 
all directions until one unit in the output layer "wins" and becomes the decision. The relaxation 
process is described more fully in the next section. 

    A B 

L X 
  

Output 
          

          

  Input Buffer     O 0 0 Input 

Figure 1. Achieving EBL in a neural network architecture 

INFERENCE and LEARNING a a . 
Inference is accomplished by the spread of activation. The activation of a unit is a weighted sum of 
Its inputs, asin (1). In this equation, aj represents the net activation level of unit i, Wij is the 
weight between units i and j, and oj is the output of unit j. 

aj = 2 wij 0} (1) 
Weights may be either positive (excitatory), or negative (inhibitory), and are unbounded. In 
contrast, the output of a unit is held between 0 and 1 by the sigmoidal function in equation (2). In 
this formula, T is a free parameter representing the "temperature" of the network, and 6 is a 
constant threshold. Activation spreads until the network reaches a steady state. 

oj = 1 /(1 + exp(- (aj - 6)/T)) (2) 

Learning is accomplished by (3), a Hebbian associative rule modified to allow the the decrease in 
weight strength between two disassociated units. In conjunction with the winner-take-all decision 
procedure, this rule is able to classify sets of linearly separable examples. No learning is permitted 
directly from the input layer. 

A Wij =A 0j Oj - 5 loj - oj! (3) 

EXPLANATION-BASED LEARNING IN THE MODEL 
Figure 1 is a highly schematic view of how EBL is accomplished in the model. Panel A represents 
the state of the network before relaxation. Note that the input buffer is a veridical representation of 
the input vector. Panel B represents the network after relaxation. Descending inhibition has 
turned off the two rightmost units in the input buffer (the threshold in equation 2 can also be 
adjusted so that merely the lack of excitatory confirmation also results in a dampened unit.). The 
network has "decided" that these features were not crucial in the determination of the final decision, 
or in the final activated state of the intermediate units leading to this decision. Unlike symbolic 
techniques, where relevance is determined by the explicit computation of a proof structure, in this 
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model it is an emergent property of top-down attentional control. 

Panel C represents the state of the network after learning. No correlations are made between data 
that was originally present in the input buffer, but turned off during relaxation (no direct learning 
is permitted from the input layer to other layers). Existing connections between units active at 
relaxation are strengthened, and new connections may also form. These "bypass" connections can 
be seen in C as new lines between the input buffer and the activated output node. These new 
connections, along with strengthened old ones, cause the network to relax at a much faster rate 
given a Similar input pattern. 

Figure 2 shows in more detail how input feature relevance may be determined in such a network. 
In this simplified diagram of the network used in the experiments described in the next section, 
only two input features are shown, one relevant, and one irrelevant. In this case, the hidden unit 
clusters correspond to items of functional significance. Prior learning with other examples has 
enabled the connections to the hidden layers to form, but not the connections from the functional 
units to the output decisions. 

Processing up to the point shown in the network indicates that the object has a flat-surface, and is 
red. The flat-surface, along with other features (not shown) such as the fact that the surface is a 
comfortable temperature turn on the can-sit-on(yes) and can-lie-on(yes) units. Since weights are 
bi-directional, this reinforces the original input. If these weights are large enough, this input 1s 
maintained in the input buffer at relaxation, which will then develop a strengthened connection with 
the indicated object. The color(red) unit, however, is not maintained in the input buffer during the 
relaxation process. This is because the higher-order functional unit it is connected to, attracts-bull, 
did not receive sufficient activation from other lower-order units (not shown), such as the fact that 
the object is flexible enough to be waved. Recall that the threshold in equation 2 can be set such 
that a positive input alone is not sufficient to fire the corresponding unit in the input buffer. Thus 
previous knowledge, encoded in the form of functional information, can serve to reduce the 
amount of input features, and thereby simplify the resulting inductive task. 

  

  

  
    

  

  

  

  

  

OBJECT 
couch sofa chaise 

[_° ° °o | Output 

can-sit-on can-lle-on liftable attracts-bull 

yes no yes no yes no yes no 

[_o ° | Pp ® | Hidden 

L9 9 y Input 
| | | Buffer 

yes no white yellow red Input 
flat-surface color 

Figure 2. Determining relevance by the functional significance of the inputs 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In the first set of experiments, the potential usefulness of the suppression of irrelevant features to 
learning was demonstrated. A network was created similar to that pictured in figure 2 with five 
sets of input features and three higher-order functional features. The task of the network was to 
correctly classify each of six randomly presented examples, two for each category of sofa, chair 
and chaise. Connections from the input buffer to the hidden units were hard-wired, but no 
connections were made to the decision units. In addition, a varying number of binary input 
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features were added to network. The value of the feature, off or on, was determined randomly at 
the start of each relaxation cycle. The threshold was set such that these extraneous features were 
not suppressed by the lack of descending confirmation, to measure the deleterious effect of their 
addition. The graph in A of figure 3 summarizes these results. The number of sweeps through all 
examples before perfect recognition increased roughly linearly with the the proportion of irrelevant 
to relevant features. 

In the second set of experiments, the number of irrelevant features was held constant (at 2.5 times 
the number of relevant features) but their threshold was varied. The graph in part B, figure 3 
shows these results. As the threshold increases, the activation value of the feature at relaxation is 
lowered, and the more the network "ignores" these features. An pleasant (and unexpected) result 
was that the activation of the irrelevant unit at a threshold of 1.5 (when the network performed 
almost as well as if the irrelevant attributes did not exist), was approximately .80. That a unit can 
be maintained at a high level of activation and not affect learning is important since it is not known 
a priori whether the unit is relevant of not. Therefore one would like to suppress it as little as 
possible and yet not have it perturb the learning process if it is indeed irrelevant. 

      

  

A B 

9 9 

mean 7 7 
sweeps 
till 

no error 5 5 

3 bee 3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

proportion of threshold 
Irrelevant to 

relevant features 

Figure 3. Experimental results 

DISCUSSION 
The importance of eliminating irrelevant features to assist learning has been discussed and has 
demonstrated in a simple connectionist system. In addition, it has been shown how varying the 
threshold of units in the input buffer can effect a trade-off between top-down and bottom-up 
influences during the learning process. The ultimate goal of this research remains similar to those 
of the EBL researchers working in a non-connectionist framework; viz., determining how one 
brings prior knowledge to bear on future inductive tasks. 
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Introduction 

Learning algorithm has been one of the major research areas in neural networks. 

While Hebbian learning rule has been employeed for fixed learning neural networks[1], 

gradient-based least-mean-square (LMS) error algorithms have been extensively studied for 

adaptive learning.[2] However the most popular error-back propagation algorithms is notori- 

ous for enormous learning time. In this paper we propose a new LMS learning algorithm 
based on Hebbian learning rule for two-layer networks. 

Formulation 

Let’s consider a two-layer network as shown in Fig. 1. The input layer, hidden layer, 

and output layer are represented by x, y, and z, respectively. In general different node 

numbers may be assigned to each layer. 

  

    

  

LA S\ 
  

  LU 

X A y B Z 

Fig. 1 Two-layer neural networks with Hebbian learning rule, ie. Aj, = > x; yj and 

s 

By = 2 Yj 2% 
5 

Suppose M sets of input x° and output 2° (s = 1, 2, ..., M) need to be learned. 

Provided corresponding hidden layer value y’ were known, one might determine interconnec- 

tion matrices with Hebbian learning rule as 

M 

Aj = 2 XZ Yj» (1) 
s=1 

and 
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M 

By = D yiz. (2) 
s=1 

The hidden layer y° (s = 1, 2, ..., M) is selected to minimize Output error defined as 

M 

E= & |2 — 2x*)|?, (3) 
s=1 

where z(x") denotes the output vector corresponding to input x° and its kth element may be 
represented as 

z,(x°) = f(> B,; g(> Aj; x;)] (4) 

J 

with proper nonlinear functions f(-) and g(-) for output and hidden layer, respectively. It is 
worthy noting that both A and B are functions of y*’ (s = 1, 2, .. , M) and, from Eq. 
(3), the error E may be minimized for appropriate choice of hidden layer y*. We adopted 
the steepest descent method for the minimization as 

OE 
  yj[n+1] = yj[n] - 9 j=1,2,..,J , 8s =1,2,..,M. (S) 

Ss 
dy; 

Here y;[n] denotes the nth iterative solution of the jth element of hidden layer vector y’. 
7 is an learning coefficient affecting convergence of the iterative learning. 

For auto associative memory, ie. x’ = z (s = 1, 2,.., M), one may feedback the 
Output into the input for improved recalls, and the two-layer network becomes similar to 
bidirectional associative memory (BAM) presented in Ref. [3] except the iterative learning. 

Error Correction Performance 

Error correction performance of this model is demonstrated by computer simulation. 
Ten images are learned in 6 X 8 node autoassociative memory, and error correction proba- 
bilities are plotted versus Hamming distance, i.e. number of different bits with a stored 
image, in Figs. 2. Results of (pseudo) random images are plotted in Fig. 2(a), and those of 
highly correlated images, i.e. numbers "0" to "9", in Fig. 2(b). 

In the figures 1000 input images are randomly generated to satisfy required Hamming 
distance with each of the stored images, fed to this model and the 2-layer perceptron model, 
and their overall convergence characteristics are collected. For small Hamming distances 
the 2-layer perceptorn model has slightly higher error correction performance which may be 
resulted from higher degree-of-freedom of the perceptron model, i.e. whole elements of the 
two interconnection matrices instead of hidden layer vectors. However, for larger Hamming 
distances, the feed back nature of this auto-associative model greatly improves error correc- 
tion performance and this new model works much better than the other. Correlation of 
stored images greatly decreases error correction performance as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this 
case optimization of bit-significance may be used to reduce the correlation.[4] 
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Fig. 2. Error correction probabilities versus Hamming distance. 
(a) (pseudo) random images, (b) highly correlated images 

Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed a new adaptive learning algorithm for two-layer neural net- 
works. In this model the two interconnection matrices are determined by Hebbian learning 
rule, and the output error is minimized by the steepest descent iteration for the hidden layer 
vectors. For auto assoeative memories excellent error correction performances of this model 
are demonstrated by computer simulations. 
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ABSTRACT 

Multi-layer feed-forward networks can be splitted into single-layer modules and can 
be trained separately if the requirement of fixing the target values in the error back- 
propaganon(EBP) is relaxed. We propose a general form of the energy function for such 
networks, and show how this algorithm can be naturally combined with EBP algorithm. 
We also show that coulomb energy network fits the form of the modular neural net- 
works and a demonstration is given in recognizing a Korean consonant. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are some problems in the error back propagation(EBP) algorithm which is 
used extensively as a neural network learning algorithm [Rumelhart et al., 1986]. First, 
since it uses a descent method to find an energy minimum, it can somtimes trap into a 
local minimum instead of a global minimum. Second and more serious problem comes 
from the fact that the algorithm adjusts the synaptic weights of the hidden layers by 
observing input and the corresponding output values. Because weights of the hidden 
layers are adjusted through propagation of errors between desired output and actual output 
values for a given pattern, hidden layer learning is done indirectly compared with the 
direct output layer learning. Therefore, when we apply the EBP algorithm to a complex 
network, there can be a danger that hidden layers might not have inductive capability to 
capture input patterns effecuvely. The first problem might not be a serious one depending 
upon network structures, but the second one is important in that it is directly linked with 
the problem of increasing network efficacy. 

The energy function in the EBP network is described as 

E = DE(p) = => (tp, j)-o@, jf) 
p pj 

where t(p,j) and o(p,j) are the target and the actual j-th bit values of the output, respec- 
tively, when input pattern p is entered to the system. The reason that EBP adjusts the 
hidden layer weights indirectly through propagating errors is that the target values of the 
Output patterns are already determined as fixed points. 

If we relax the requirement of the fixed target values in the output space, then it 
becames possible to adjust the weights in the middle layers directly. The requirement in 
such a network would be the property that patterns belonging. to the same class be 
attracted together, and those belonging to different class be repelled each other. There 
can be no more “hidden” layers, as we can directly adjust the weights in the middle layers. 
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Since this algorithm does not rely on the propagation of errors through layers, the system 
becomes “modular” in the sense that each single-layer module can be trained indepen- 
dently. Multi-layer system can be made naturally by layering trained layers one by one(See 
Figure 1). 

° 
: °: 
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Layering 

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 

0
0
 

0 

Y
o
w
 

Q
n
 

O 
Oo 

  

Mulu-layered Network 

Figure 1 : Concept of modular networks. Multi-layered network is formed by layering 
trained modules 

In general, module 1 is a single-layer network whose input comes from the output of 
the module (i-1), and whose output becomes the input of the module (i+1). Therefore, 
the learning of the whole system is done sequentially by first training the first module, 
and then training the second module unul the last uppermost module is trained. Training | 
each module separately can have advantage besides those already discussed just because it 
is easier to train a simple single-layer module than to train the whole multi-layer network 
at once. 

The general form of the modular neural network energy function would be: 

Ecc > M (X%;, X,)+ > M (X,, X;) 

pairs of pairs of 

same class diff. class 

where M, and M, are some measure functions to determine the distance between recoded 
output patterns X, and X.. As we can see, there is a separate measure function for pairs 
of output patterns belonging to the same class, and another for pairs of output patterns 
belonging to the different class. For simplicity, we only consider the dichotomy system. 
The measure functions are constructed in such a way that the total energy is minimized as 
output patterns of same class are attracted each other and output patterns of different class 
are repelled each other. When we do this, the resulting vectors will be grouped together 
in the output space, and there may be more than or equal to one group in the space in 
general for each class. There has been attempts to make such an enegy function [Psaltis 
and Neifeld,1988], and one of them is the coulomb energy network [Scofield, 1988]. 

The energy function of the coulomb energy network is 

  

M M 

E=1/(2L) >> sign (X;, X;) 

i=1j=1 

—L X,—X; | 

Here, sign(X., X.) is ’-’ when patterns X., X. belong to the same class, and ’+’ when 
patterns belong to different class. After defining specific measures, then it is easy to find 
learning algorithm by gradient descent method: 
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dw = — yn JE/dw,,, 
nm 

where eta is the learning rate. In the coulomb energy network, this becomes 

Beam = (F/-) a [X(t) — X(+1)1-E* 4, Ot), p(e+D) 

where negative sign is for subsequent patterns of the same class, and the positive sign for 
patterns of different class, and A is defined as 

Arm (P(t), p(t+1)) = (X(t) — X(t+1)) - a/aw, (X(t) — X(t+1)) 

COMBINING MODULAR NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHM 
WITH EBP ALGORITHM 

When single-layer modules are trained sequentially from the lowermost to the upper- 
most to make a multi-layer network, then for a given pattern, a specific output value will 
be assigned by the converged weight set. Although the target ourfput values are not fixed 
by the designer, the system automatically fixes the target values during the learning pro- 
cess. Therefore, after training the modules by the modular learning algorithm, and mak- 
ing a multi-layered system, we can further train the system by the EBP algorithm by 
exploiting the fact that target output values are fixed after modular learning phase. 
Further learning by EBP algorithm can be useful when the designer wants the output 
gathered around a certain point. In this way, modular neural network learning algorithm 
and EBP learning algorithm can be combined naturally. 

The combined learning algorithm can be described as follows: 

Phase 1: 
(a) Train single-layer modules from the lowermost to the uppermost 

sequentially by modular learning algorithm. 
(b) Make a multi-layer system by layering modules. 

Phase 2: 
(a) Observe and set the target values for each class. 
(b) If the output value of a pattern is far from target values of the class, 

then set the target value for that pattern as the one closest to it. 
(c) Use EBP algorithm to move the output value to the target value 

determined in (b). 

SIMULATION 

To demonstrate the combination of the modular neural network algorithm with EBP 
algorithm, we set up a network for recognizing Korean consonant "7". The input consists 
of 16 bits, and the two middle layers 8 and 4 bits respectively, and the output 1 bit. In 
Figure 2(a), the training input patterns along with the output values after phase 1 learning 
is shown. Here we used coulomb energy network with L=2 for each module. Noisy test 
"7" patterns along with the outputs of the network with the weight sets learned in phase 
1 are shown in Figure 2(b). Note that the output of some test patterns are not close to 
target value(71’). In Figure 2(c), the output values of the patterns in Figure 2(b) are 
Shown after phase 2 learning by EBP algorithm. This shows that those patterns which 
were not close to the target value become closer to it(’1’. 
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Training Output Test Output j} Output 
Pattern (Phase 1) Pattern (Phase 1) 1} (Phase 2) 

1111 0001 0001 0001 | 0.897342 L111 0001 0001 0011 {0.871588 {1 0.914869 

1110 0010 0010 0010 | 0.888008 1110 0010 0010 0110 |0.866925 {0.931059 

0111 0001 0001 0001 | 0.892196 0111 1001 0001 0001 |0.903699 {0.928059 

0000 1111 0001 0001 | 0.893201 0000 1111 0001 0011 |0.865227 }0.906250 

“3 « 11110 0010 0010 0000 | 0.908003 1110 0010 0010 1000 {0.426068 |] 0.834320 

0000 0111 0001 0001 | 0.878635 0000 0111 1001 0001 {0.589643 {10.810455 

0000 1110 0010 0010 | 0.861448 1000 1110 0010 0010 |0.871759 ||0.921667 

0111 0001 0001 0000 | 0.895743 1111 0001 0001 0000 {0.901857 [0.935792 

| 0111 0001 0001 0010 | 0.868973 0111 0001 0001 0011 {0.865518 |}0.900577 

1110 0010 0010 0100 | 0.894385 1110 0010 0010 1100 {0.348479 {0.790407 

0000 0000 0000 1111 | 0.172287 0000 0000 0000 1111 |0.176576 {0.176535 

1000 1000 1000 1111 | 0.087116 1000 1000 1000 1111 [0.089216 {0.079293 

1000 1000 1111 0000 | 0.076874 1000 1000 1111 0000 {0.078625 }]0.075550 

0100 0100 0111 0000 j 0.087248 0100 0100 0111 0000 {0.089311 0.101868 

1111 1000 1000 1111 | 0.089773 L111 1000 1000 1111 {0.092149 |10.092205 

0111 0100 0100 0111 | 0.080508 0111 0100 0100 0111 {0.082409 }0.072183 

"711110 1010 1010 1110 | 0.101767 jf 1110 1010 1010 1110 {0.104827 0.186210 
0111 0101 0101 0111 | 0.081790 0111 0101 0101 O111 {0.083782 {0.076785 

1111 1001 1111 0000 | 6.083144 1111 1001 1111 0000 40.085262 || 0.097414 

1110 1010 1110 0000 | 0.090545 1110 1010 1110 0000 | 0.092984 {0.148327 

0111 0101 0111 0000 | 0.111303 |] 0111 0101 0111 0000 | 0.114272 ||0.160169 
0000 1110 1010 1110 | 0.080612 0000 1110 1010 1110 |0.082599 {0.089475 

0000 0111 0101 0111 | 0.096213 0000 0111 0101 0111 {0.098586 0.105523 

y j;iilt 1001 1001 1111 | 0.091624 1111 1001 1001 1111 {0.094128 10.099939 

(a) (b) (c) 

  

  

          
  

  
Figure 2 : Experimental result for demonstrating the combination of modular neural net- 

work algorithm(a,b) and the EBP algorithm(c). 

DISCUSSION 

We have described a general form of the energy function for modular neural net- 

works and shown that the coulomb energy network fits the form. We have also proposed 

a general scheme to combine modular neural network algorithm and the EBP, and demon- 

strated the experimental result. By relaxing the requirement of the fixed target values, the 

whole feed-forward networks can be splitted into single-layer modules to be trained 

separately. This helps to control the middle layer weights directly and therefore increases 

the chance of making complex systems. EBP is shown to be helpful to train the network 

further after each module is separately trained by the modular learning algorithm. 
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Abstract 

The decision contour of multi-layer feedforward neural networks with sigmoidal non- 
linearity is analysed. Unlike the linear threshold case, the decision boundary can be a 

curved surface. Moreover, a family of contours can be obtained, each corresponding 

to a particular output value. The contour typically consists of straight line segments 

joined by a smooth rounded surface. It is also possible to identify which hidden unit 
is affecting which part of the contour. In addition, networks with a single hidden layer 

are found to be capable of forming disjointed decision regions. 

1 Introduction 

A linear classifier can be implemented using simple neural network with threshold nonlinearity(1]. 
By joining several linear classifiers together with AND/OR logic, Lippmann observed that a 

network with two hidden layers can form arbitrarily complex, disjointed decision boundaries[1]. 

Recently, Makhoul et al. reported that networks with one hidden layer can form disconnected 

regions(4]. Other researchers also analysed neural networks using the geometric approach and 
suggested alternative learning algorithms(7,6]. However, all these results were based on the lin- 
ear threshold function. On the other hand, the smooth sigmoidal nonlinearity is widely used for 

the popular Backpropagation algorithm. This paper analyses the formation of decision contour 

for the sigmoidal nonlinearity. In this case, a family of decision contours emerges, each contour 

corresponding to a particular output value. The contour typically consists of linear segments. Un- 
like the threshold case, segments are joined together by smooth, rounded surfaces. Experimental 

results indicate that complex, disconnected decision regions can be formed by a network with a 

single hidden layer. 

2 Theory 

Consider the following sigmoidal nonlinear function: 

1 1 r 
f(z) = [Gray = gil + tank(o) (1) 

Notice that as T — 0, f(z) approaches the threshold function. Thus the results of the following 

analysis also apply for the threshold nonlinearity as a limiting case. For the rest of the discussion, 

T is taken to be 1/2 for clarity. 
The output z of a simple two-layer (input and output) network is: 

N 1 N 

z= f(>> wz; +9) = sll + tanh()> w 2; + 4)! (2) 
s=-1 s=1 

where w, are the connection weights from input unit 2;, 8 is the bias and N is the dimension of 

the input space. At any output value zo € (0, 1], we have 

1 N 

Zy = sll + tanh( >> w;z; + 9) (3) 
s=1 
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Figure 1: Neural network with one hidden layer. 

which is equivalent to 
N 

SS wizi = 7 (4) 

e=1 

where 7 = arctanh(2z) — 1) — 9. Thus the decision contour is a linear hyperplane in RN for each 
zo. For a two-input, one-output network with one hidden layer as shown in Fig. 1, we have from 
eq. 4 

M 

S5 Wiui = 7 (5) 
s=1 

where M is the number of hidden nodes in the network, W; is the weight between the i*® hidden 
node to the output node, and the response of the i** hidden node 1; is: 

uj = s(t + tanh(a;z + by + 9;)| = sit + tanh(é;)} (6) 

where a; and 6; are weights from the input units to the :** hidden node. Substituting eq. 6 to eq. 5 

and after simplifying, we obtain 
M 

> Wi tanh(é;) = 7 (7) 
‘=1 

Thus the greater the magnitude of |W;|, the more influential this hidden node will be on the overall 
network response. Notice that tanh(é) is a monotonic increasing function bounded between —1 and 

+1. Its range can be roughly partitioned into two ‘satuation’ regions, (when |é| >> 5, tanh(&) ~ +1 
and is insensitive to €) and an ‘active’ region in between them. In other words, if tanh(é;) is in 
the saturation region, then W; tanh(¢é;) ~ +W,;. Hence, for those (z, y) coordinates which satisfy 
eq. 7 and all but one of the tanh(é;) term are in the saturation region, eq. 7 can be approximated 

by: 

W; tanh(é;) ~ ¢ (8) 

Eq. 8 describes a straight line, whose slope is determined by (—a,/b;). Hence, when only one hidden 

node is in its active region, it dominates the shape of the decision contour and the contour becomes 

a straight line. In fact, it can be considered that each hidden node induces a‘set. of straight lines at 

different response levels to graduately separate the input space into two parts. The output node 

then combines the regions together, through the weights W; and the output bias 4, to form a proper 
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decision boundary to separate the input patterns. This is not unlike the threshold nonlinearity 

case. In the present case, however, every output value zp € [0,1] defines a decision contour. The 

family of these contours forms a smooth decision surface. 

When more than one hidden node enter the active region, they interact with one another to 

form a smooth, rounded contour. The analysis is more complex but the function in eq. 7 is a 

well-behaved function and high-order derivatives exist. Let us consider the slope of the contour m: 

_ dy _ Liat W;,a;sech?(é;) 

dz a W;b;sech?(é;) 

Notice that sech(z) € (0,1] for z € (—00,00), so sech*(z) € (0,1] also. When the i** node 
becomes dominant, we have from eq. 9: 

_ dy _ W,a;sech?(é;) _ a; 

™ = de  W,b;sech?(é;) ~  b 

which reiterates that the trajectory is a straight line with slope (—a;/b;). Notice that the slope is 
basically a continuous function, except for those points where the demoninator is zero !. When 
the dominance starts to shift from node i to node j, the slope move gradually from (—a;/b;) to 
(—a,;/b;). As aresult, the trajectory is a smooth, continuous curve which connects the two straight 

lines together. 

It is therefore possible to identify which hidden unit is responsible for which part of the contour. 

The overall influence, however, depends also on the magnitudes and signs of W;, their relative 

strength against one another, and against the output bias 6. When |W,| is comparatively much 
smaller, the node can be eliminated without affecting the contour. Thus the parameters {a;, }; and 

6;} determine the slopes and placements of straight lines while {W;} determine their orientations 
and relative strengths. 

  (9) 

  

3 Experiments 

A neural network software package from McClelland and Rumelhart([5] was used in these experi- 
ments. The software was further enhanced by a color graphic package which displayed the network 

structure and the decision region(3]._ Information such as weights, biases, neural responses and 

decision contours are all color-coded for ease of visualization. However, the code to implement the 

Backpropagation algorithm was not modified. Several network structures similar to Fig. 1 were 

used. Input data were manually generated and were confined within the unit square bounded 

by (0,0), (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1). Fig. 2 and 3 depict the results after training. Training data are 
represented by symbols ‘+’ and ‘x’ in the unit square. A ‘+’ means that the target output should 

be ‘1’ whereas an ‘x’ corresponds to a target value of zero. 

In Fig. 2, the ‘+’ data are concentrated at the center of the unit square, while the ‘x’ symbols 

are scattered along the perimeter. The decision contours clearly reveal that, for low output values, 

the main components are four straight line segments. For high output values, the hidden units 

interact with one another to form an oval shaped contour. Fig. 3 shows that the same network 

topology is capable of forming complex, disjointed decision regions. The data set in this case 

consists of two disjointed ‘+’ sets at the upper left and lower right corners of the unit square. They 

are surrounded by the 'x’ data. Again the contours consist of mainly straight lines, joined together 

with rounded corners. Futher analysis of the network parameters shows that hidden units 2, 3, 5 

and 6 (unit 1 = top) are mainly responsible for the formation of the decision surface. 

It should be noted that while the multi-layer neural network is capable of forming complex 

decision regions to separate patterns, the Backpropagation learning algorithm may not always be 

able to find the right solution. It depends heavily on the initial conditions. A more thorough set of 

experiments have been done to study the effectiveness of different network configurations against 

five sets of manually generated pattern(2]. 

'In this case, we can consider 1/m = dz/dy, which is a smooth function within this neighborhood. 
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Conclusion 

The decision contour of neural networks based on sigmoidal nonlinearity is analysed. For networks 

with one hidden layer, the contour becomes a linear segment when a single hidden node is in the 
‘active’ region. When more that one node is active, the contour is a smooth, continuous curve. 

Experimental results show that complex, disjointed regions can be formed on networks with only 

one hidden layer. However, the popular Backpropagation learning algorithm may not be able to 

construct them reliably. 
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1. Introduction 

Animals extract necessary information from a lot of indiscriminate outside infor- 
mation with their neural systems. Linsker presented a learning algorithm which 
preserves maximum information.! Its neuron can not extract information. There are 
some learning algorithms of neural synapse. Although, conventional algorithms need 
either teach signals (desired output) or no teach signals, biological neuron can learn 
both with teach signals and without teach signals. This article presents a new learning 
algorithm which extracts information based on Wiener’s information. The algorithm 
can learn both with teach signals and with no teach signals. From simulation results, 
with teach signals the neuron model has performance to categorize patterns and with no 
teach signals connections of synapse are formed like retinal neuron. 

2. Information extraction 

Signals are divided to two parts (Fig.1); one is possible to be predicted with oth- 
ers, and another is impossible. Let X,,X_--°,X, as information sources, and from 
information theory, 

H(X,)+H(X,)+ ot +H(X,) 2 A(X,,X, "7° X,) (1) 

with equality only if the events are independent. Though, the information quantity is 
usually defined as Shannon’s entropy” , Wiener said the part which could not be 
predicted was real information.* We consider the information extraction based on 

  

  

  

      
  

      

signals H( X,)————> —_—_——»H(Y,) 

possible to be impossible to be 4 %)——_> Neural UY) 
predicted a Network 

real information H(X,,)———_> ———>H(Y,,) 

Fig.1 Wiener’s information. Fig.2 Neural network architecture. 
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Wiener’s information definition. Total information H(X,)+H(X,)+ °° -°+H(X,) is 

divided to real information H(X,,X,., °° ° ,X,) and other redundant information. 

Let the predictive value z, of z; as weighted sum without itself given by, 

nv 

T= 2) Wz; (2) 
j=l 
j#t 

and the predictive error y; is given by 

y; —Z; 3 

5 WZ; (3) 

j=l 

3. Learning Algorithm 

The weights w;={w,;} are defined as minimizing mean square of predictive error 

to extract information, 

I = min E| y? (4) 
Ww; 

and larger weights are suitable to transmit more information, 

C = min 
1 1 6 

X (wis) ) 
j 

Therefore the neurons learn minimizing (4) and (5) eq. simultaneously with gradient 

method. 

  

E = E[al+ BC] (7) 

The neurons learn with no teach signals when all weights w,; varies freely. 

ij 

2Bw;; 
  (8) =E| 2az;)) Wet — 

k {5 (wa)"} 

The other hand, the neurons learn with teach signals when one weight w,, is large and 

fixed. 

  

202,53 28w;; 
E|2az.)) wy2,.— 

, “eo (5 (wa)"¥ sen 
JF 

a 0 (j=h) (9)   
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4. Simulation results 

4.1. With no teach signals 

A neuron has 15x15 (height x width) synapses, training data is a set of variety 
parts of a gray scale picture (Fig.3(a)), and no teach signals are desired. After learning, 
a center-surround neuron shown as Fig.3(b) is formed. Fig.3(c) shows an output of an 
array of such neurons. This artificial neuron is similar to V?G known as biological reti- 
nal neuron model‘ shown in Fig.3(d),3(e). 

4.2. With teach signals 

The task is categorizing three input patterns (size: 4x4) shown in Fig.4 and 
activating three output neurons for each pattern. Presented algorithm has almost same 
categorizing performance to Widrow-Hoff algorithm,® because of similar evaluation func- 
tion. 

Fig.3 Simulation results with no teach signals 

(a) input picture (b) a neuron after learning 

(c) output of neuron array (d) a retinal neu- 
ron (e) output of retina 
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Fig.4 simulation results with teach signals. 

4x4 input patterns to three categories. 

  
5. Conclusion 

This article presents a new learning algorithm which extracts information based 

on Wiener’s information. The neuron makes its output minimum to predict one input 

with others. This principle contribute to not only information extraction but also bio- 

logical energy saving. This article, though, discusses a learning algorithm for only one 

neuron. Competitive learning and self-organization are future studies. 
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Abstract 

This is an associative neural network that can store a large number of 
associations and can provide many solutions to an individual input 
pattern. Responses are controllable making the system very powerful. 
The sensitivity of the input is measured in the system exposing several 
matches stored on memory. The system does not look for a matching 
solution to the input, instead the input is used as a clue to finding 
many solutions, The system can provide enormous reduction of the memory 
size, and shows control of its knowledge. 

Introduction 

We still find many limitations for what neural networks can do; 

1) Neural networks are limited to an optimal goal and that is to find 
an exact match to the given input. Finding the exact match does 
not always mean getting the right answer. We could have an 
incomplete or noise input misleading the search for a response, 

2) Saturation is another problem that limit the number of 
associations that can be stored in memory. Saturation also forces 
us to increase unnecessarily the size of the memory in order to 
increase the number of associations even for a small fixed size 
application, 

3) Most neural networks do not grow as intelligent systems, because 
they do not make use of their knowledge. They do not show to the 
user the relations among similar experiences that occurred during 
the training, 

We have a system which capacity is m = +.6n (figure 1) where n is the 
number of neurons ( m has been determined by experiments). Since it is 
possible to store several associations in a small memory, many of them 
could have similar patterns, so finding the best match may not be the 
right solution. The goal is to find all the possible answers. The 
system provides the necessary information for us to make a decision. 
The right answer always depends on the type of application for which 
the system is used, For example: in medicine, we need to find 
information about symptoms and diseases. Instead of just having a 
confirmation of a disease by giving the symptoms, the system could also 
list the consequences that could follow from the current condition of 
the patient. 

SYSTEM IN CONTROL OF ITS KNOWLEDGE 

Informative Associative Network Development 

The system was designed to provide more than one correct answer to a 
given input pattern in an organized manner. The memory is built using 
the outer product of a vector with itself. 

vector Z(n) 
matrix T(n,n)



T; 0 Ti 3 + ¢ Z. * Z 3 ) 

Memory-Input interaction 

We are measuring all the levels of reactions between each input neuron 
and the memory finding different frequencies, 

We know that neurons react at different levels or intensities of 
stimulus producing a greater or smaller interaction (excitation) among 
them, These stimulus levels are controlled in the system and reflected 
in the output, 

Martinez-Harston (MH) Frequency 

The calculated interaction between memory and input is called MH 
frequency. For every output neuron there is a MH frequency calculated 
in the first recall, Some neurons may have the same MH frequency. The 
MH frequency is stored in the output neuron array, A duplicate of these 
values are sorted and stored in tables (figure 2). 

MH Frequency Table; The tables are used to control the output 
responses, All the MH frequencies are stored in an ascending or 
descending order to control how high or low we want the intensity of 
the stimulus to be, As a result, the frequency values are stored in 
two tables, 

REDUCTION TABLE: The best solution corresponds to the highest 
frequency in the table, The alternative best solution follows the 
highest frequency in a descending order. 

AMPLIFICATION TABLE: The best solution corresponds to the lowest 
frequency in the table. The alternative best solution follows the 
lowest frequency in an ascending order, 

Bypassing the memory 

After storing the MH frequency values in the tables, it is unnecessary 

to recalculate the MH frequencies because the input is not changed. 
Response time is almost zero for every output neuron, since we only 

have to compare the value in the output array with the one given from 

the frequency table (figure 2). 

THE HIDDEN OBSERVER 

Different Answers 

The system can find different responses at two different recalls even 

when the input is the same, 

There is a weak side that shows the reaction of neurons that have been 

less involved than other neurons during the learning process, but they 

do stimulate the system for a response, However, there is also a 

strong side that shows the reaction of neurons that were more active in 

the process of learning. Figure A and B show two different responses 

for a single input. 

The Hidden Observer 

A similar behavior has been found in our brain. [5] ‘According to the 

researchers, it seems to be a prime example of a mental dissociation, 
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two parts of consciousnesses split off from one another". 

"Even more intriguing are a small but growing number of studies that 
show that during hypnosis the brain’s right hemisphere becomes more 
active in relation to the left hemisphere, perhaps because the left 
side is somehow inhibited (Banyai, Mesaros and Csokay, 1985; 
Edmonston, 1985; Gruzelier et al., 1984, 1985; Karlin, Cohen, and 
Goldstein, 1984 ... ),"' 
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FAST QUADRATIC SEPARATION USING A 
SINGLE-LAYER INTERCONNECT MODEL 

Jack L. Meador 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Washington State University 
Pullman Wa. 99164-2752 

ABSTRACT 

This paper details a performance comparison between a single-layer axo-axonic neural network and a 
two-layer backpropagation network. The axo-axonic interconnect model used is based upon axo-axo-dendritic 
connections between neurons. This kind of interaction is modeled as a multiplicative dependency between neu- 
ron inputs. These dependencies allow for the single-layer representation of input pattern classes that are separ- 
able by a generalized quadratic function. Even though the single-layer axo-axonic model is computationally 
more complex than conventional single layer networks, the specific results reported suggest that it is less com- 
plex than a multi-layer network using backpropagation. It not only requires fewer computations per epoch, it 
also converges in fewer epochs. 

Introduction 

Neurobiological research has established the existence of several kinds of synaptic junctions. That which 
is the most studied in artificial neural networks is the axo-dendritic variety where the axon of the pre-synaptic 
neuron excites the dendritic membrane of the post-synaptic neuron. Another variety known to exist is the axo- 
axonic synapse. In this case, an axon process terminates upon another axon process instead of a dendrite. 
When the former process releases neurotransmitter, the effectiveness of an axo-dendritic synapse associated 
with the latter process is modulated. Axo-axonic synapses have been documented in a wide variety of natural 
neural circuits [1,2]. Another type of connection is the dendro-dendritic synapse. Sigma-pi units [3] and product 
units [4] for multi-layer networks are inspired by this third kind of synapse. Even though a more detailed model 
of natural networks would ultimately include the effects of all three kinds of connections and perhaps others, 
the focus of this work is strictly upon a combination of axo-dendritic and axo-axonic varieties. 

Interconnect Model 

An axo-axo-dendritic synapse between two inputs is modeled as a multiplicative modulation of one input 
by the other [5]. Given two inputs x; and x,, axo-axonic control of x; by x, can be expressed by the second-order 
term: 

jx; (1 + A jj4Xx) (1) 

Where a; represents the strength of the axo-axonic synapse from x, to x; and dj represents the axo-dendritic 
synapse strength between x; and receiving neuron i. This equation expresses the accentuation or attenuation of 
x;’s effectiveness upon the receiving neuron when x, is active. The axo-axonic synapses are constrained such 
that a; > -1 for greater biological plausibility. 

The axo-axonic model employed here accounts for all possible axo-dendritic and axo-axo-dendritic con- 
nections. The computation performed by a second-order J-input network can be expressed as: 

I I 
O; = Vo lwipxj tady(l+ DY) @ijere) xj] (2) 

j=l k=l 

Where the wj represent axo-dendritic connection weights having no axo-axonic influence. The dj represent 
axo-dendritic connection weights controlled by the axo-axonic connections a;,, 1<i <N. N and J are the total 
number of neurons and inputs respectively. All connections expressed by this equation are depicted by the 
two-input single-neuron pattern associator illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. A two-input single-output axo-axonic interconnect model. 

Equation (2) can be rewritten in the form of a second-order generalized polynomial by collapsing connec- 

tion weight products into single variables: 

n n n 

O7= VDipjt De VA sjurer; (3) 
j=l jelk=l 

where Dj =Wij +d, and A ijn = ij Fijk- For any combination of Dj and Aijjx, dj =A jin /Gijx and Wij =Dyj-Aijjn/Gijx- 

This means there will always exist some combination of w,d and a for every possible choice of Dj and Aj. It 

follows that equation (3) may be used in place of the earlier expression without loss of generality. 

Adaptation algorithm 

In this experiment, adaptation of axo-axonic connections was based upon a LMS procedure similar to that 

used for single-layer linear pattern associators. Weight changes are correlated to the error between trial output 
and target training data. A gradient descent in weight space is guided by a sum-square error measure. It can be 
shown that gradient descent is performed when the coefficients of equation (3) are adapted according to the fol- 
lowing rules: 

A Dj =-n(T;-0;)X; (4) 

DA jp = -(T;-O; )XjXe (5) 

n is the learning rate, 7; represents the i” element of an output training pattern, and O; represents the network 
response to the corresponding input training pattern. 

A simulation of a single neuron network described by (3) using these adaptation rules has successfully 
converged to XOR solutions from a variety of initial states. Hyperbolic and elliptic solutions typically result. 
Figure 2 shows convergence to a hyperbolic solution over a period of 50 epochs. Each line represents the deci- 
sion boundary where O; =0.5 and is labeled by the epoch number from which the weights were obtained. 

The activation function has thus far been assumed to be linear. This assumption however, does not pre- 
clude the use of a nonlinear activation function. It has been found that linear activation is sufficient to learn the 
XOR association upon which current simulation data is based. It has yet to be established whether there exist 
problems for which a nonlinear activation would offer better results, although such problems are expected to 
exist. 
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Figure 2. Convergence to a hyperbolic XOR solution. 

Experimental Results 

Figure 3 provides a tabular comparison of simulation results obtained using an established backpropaga- 
tion simulator (BP) [6] and a 2nd-order axo-axonic simulation (AA). Both were configured as 2-input single- 
output networks. Mean convergence times (in epochs) and convergence probabilities (%) were observed. Each 
observation was based upon twenty simulations with the convergence probability given as the percentage of 
those trials which converged to a solution. The mean convergence time corresponds to the number of epochs 
required for convergence, averaged over the simulations which met convergence criteria. Solutions needing 
more than 4,000 epochs to converge to 0.01 total sum square error were recorded as nonconvergent. Simula- 
tions of both networks were performed with initial connection strengths uniformly distributed over [-1,1], pat- 
terns presented sequentially, zero momentum, and weight update by pattern. The networks were trained to 
perform a standard XOR classification to evaluate their relative performance with a quadratically-separable 
problem. The XOR problem is perhaps the simplest pattern association problem to require a nonlinear solu- 
tion such as this. 

  

Learning rate (n) 0.125 0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0 

2-layer Back- * * 2967. 1503 830 
propagation (BP) 0% 0% 90% 10% 85% 

Single-layer 29.6 13.1 3.0 * * 
Axo-Axonic (AA) 100% 100% 100% 0% 0%     
  

Figure 3. Mean convergence time (epochs) and convergence probability (%) observed for various 
learning rates using a backpropagation and axo-axonic network. (*see text) 

As the table shows, the convergence time for the axo-axonic simulation is significantly less than that of the back- 
propagation network. The best result obtained using the AA network requires two orders of magnitude fewer 
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epochs than the fastest BP result. It has also been found to converge much more consistently for learning rates 

below some "stability threshold." While conducting these experiments, BP was observed to fail convergence 

many times by falling into a local error minimum. (BP convergences for 7 < 0.25 all occurred in greater than 

4000 epochs, so are counted as nonconverging by the previous convergence definition.) AA was observed to not 

converge only when the learning rate (n) was chosen to be too large. With n too large, the system becomes 

unstable and connection weights tend to infinity. The stability threshold was found to occur somewhere 

between n=0.6 and 7=0.7 for the XOR problem. With all observed learning rates below this threshold, AA was 

found to always converge. AA was never observed to become stuck in a local minimum. 

These results are especially interesting when considering one relative advantage provided the BP pro- 

gram. The multilayer configuration virtually requires that activation biases be allowed to adapt -- frang the 

biases at zero, for example, can cause BP to never converge to an XOR solution for a 0,1 pattern set. The BP 

XOR simulation uses five neurons and six connections arranged in two layers. AA on the other hand, is 

configured as a single neuron having six connections in a single layer. Activation biases for AA are fixed at zero 

offset, so the AA results are obtained with fewer degrees of adaptive freedom. Even with adaptive biases, AA 

would be computationally simpler, since it employs fewer neurons. At least for the XOR problem, the axo- 

axonic network exhibits better performance in terms of fewer epochs to converge, fewer computations per 

epoch, and more consistent convergence. 

Future Directions 

Much work remains to better understand the mechanisms by which axo-axonic connections lead to this 

level of performance, and to understand what the limitations of these mechanisms are. Preliminary indications 

from related experiments suggest that convergence improvements will also be observed for other problems hav- 

ing the same dimensionality. Experiments with higher dimensional networks and practical data are also 

planned. 

Many other issues also need to be investigated. The utility of a nonlinear activation function needs to be 

better identified. The concept of higher-order axo-axonic networks needs to be developed. Higher-order net- 

works could include the use of higher-order axo-axonic connections (axo-axo-axo-dendritic, for example), and 

the investigation of multi-layer extensions to this model. The generalization ability of networks based upon this 

model is also an open question suitable for future investigation. 

Conclusion 

A performance comparison between a multi-layer backpropagation network and a single-layer axo-axonic 

network has been presented. The results obtained show that (for the XOR problem) the axo-axonic intercon- 

nect model exhibits a higher convergence rate and better convergence probability than a simple backpropaga- 

tion network . These results indicate that the axo-axonic interconnect model provides an interesting and poten- 

tially highly productive avenue of future investigation. 
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A PERCEPTRON BASED AUTO-ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY 
A.MEKKAOUI, P.JESPERS 

Microelectronics Laboratory 
Place du Levent 3, B-1348 L.LN. BELGIUM 

1. INTRODUCTION: 
The perceptron concept is the oldest and the most studied neural paradigm. After the pioneering work of 

Rosenblatt [1] this model has induced a lot of enthusiasm among researchers interested in building brain-like 
machines. 

The power of the perceptron method lies in the existence of a convergence theorem by which one can 
determine the coefficients of the separating hyperplane equation whenever the classes are separable [2]. 

In this paper we propose a method to realize an auto-associative memory, where use is made of the perceptron 
theorem to determine the connection matrix W. The proposed method allows an arbitrary number of patterns to 
be fixed points. The issue to address then, is the size of attraction basins of these memory points which get 
smaller and smaller as more fixed points are added. When the memory is overloaded the size of the basins tends 
to zero but the reference prototypes are never washed out. 

Throughout the paper the term convergence is used to indicate convergence to the correct expected state. Bold 
characters represent vectors or matrices. The terms exemplar and prototype, associative and auto-associative, are 

considered as synonymous. x' denotes the transpose of vector x. 

2. THE ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY PARADIGM: 
A “neural” associative memory is usually implemented as a network of n mutually interconnected 

units(neurons). Each neuron receives n binary signals (x0,Xx1,...,.Xn-1) and emits a binary output signal by 

evaluating a non-linear function f of the weighted sum of its inputs. The state transition of each unit can be 
written as: 

n-1 

xj(t+1) = £() Wijxj0) 
f-0 

The system state-transition can be written as : 

x(t+1) = Tx(t) 

x=(X(Q,X1,..-.Xn-1)' and T being a nonlinear operator defined by 

Tx = f(Wx) 

W= (Wjj} denotes the connection matrix of the net. Wij is the weight from unit j to unit i. Our aim is to find a 

matrix W such that for every pattern x, we want to store, the following is to hold: 

x = Tx 

An x for which the above equation holds is said to be an equilibrium state [4] or a fixed memory point [5] or 
more expressively a reference pattern [6]. Not only we want the x patterns to be fixed points but we want to 
achieve large attraction basins B(x) as well. Amari (4] defines B(x), the attraction basins of an equilibrium state 
x, as the set of those states each of which fall in the state x after N state transitions. Formally: 

B(x) = (x0 /TNx0 =x) N<oo 

In practice this translates to: Any reference pattern x can be associatively recalled from any vector x0 
belonging to the set B(x). It this property that makes an associative memory attractive for pattern recognition 
applications. The x0 vector may represent a noisy input pattern to be recognized and x the non-distorted pattern 
to which the system converges after a finite number of transitions. 

From the above one can infer that both the number of equilibrium states that can be achieved and the size of 
the attraction basins are important capacity criteria. The former is sometimes referred to as the absolute capacity 
criterion. A common measure of this capacity is the ratio m/n, m being the achievable number of fixed memory 
points. 
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Recent papers have reported different upper bounds of the m/n ratio. McEleice et-al [7] reported a figure of 

1/(4logn) for the Hopfield network. Hopfield reported an experimental value of around 0.15 [8]. For the same 

network Amari [4] reports an upper bound of 1/(2logn-log(logn)). 

3. A PERCEPTRON BASED ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY: 

The proposed network is similar to the well known Hopfield one except that self-connection is allowed and 

weight symmetry is not imposed. 
The key idea of this method is.to consider each unit as a two-class machine receiving input from all other 

units and from itself through feedback. Each element in the network represents one bit in the input pattern, 

i.e,unit i represents bit i. Unit i (noted uj) is assigned the job of separating input patterns into two classes. Class 

1 contains patterns in which bit i is "1" and for which the uj must be ON. On the other hand class 2 contains the 

patterns in which bit i is "0" and consequently uj must be OFF. For example, in a four bit net u; will classify 

the pattern 1010 as belonging to class 1 while it will classify 0110 as class 2 pattern; on the other hand u2 

classifies the first pattern as being of class 2 and the second one as of class 1. 

It can easily be shown that these two classes are linearly separable. And use is made of a perceptron 

convergence procedure to determine the weight matrix. The procedure is applied to each unit in turn. The W 

matrix is determined column after column. 
One way to see that these 2 classes are linearly separable is to consider each pattern as located on a comer of 

an n-dimensional hypercube. It is obvious that the vectors having a "1" at the ith position will be on the same 

side of the hypercube and the existence of a non-trivial separating hyperplane is obvious. 

Determining the weight matrix by applying a perceptron procedure to each unit ensures That the network 

never fail to converge to a stored exemplar if it is presented undistorted. This is true even if all the 2" possible 

patterns are stored. This is an important advantage over Hopfield associative memory where cross-talk is always 

present whenever the number of stored patterns exceeds a certain limit. The ratio m/n achieved by this method is 

20/n. This measure of capacity is to be taken with care because it does not give information on the size of the 

attraction basins of the equilibrium states. In fact the greater the number of stored patterns is the smaller the 

attraction basins of individual memory points are. 
In order to achieve good attraction basins, the method has been improved by adding to each prototype its 1-bit 

distant (in Hamming sense) neighbors that are not prototypes themselves. Then an attempt is made to classify 

each pattern and its added neighbors as being the same exemplar. Assume, for example, that we have the two 

patterns 110 and 001 to store. After addition of the pattem neighbors we will have to classify 110, 010, 100 and 

111 as being of the same category: uj and u? will then classify all these patterns as being of class 1 (110 has a 1 

at its first and second position), while unit 3 will classify them as being of class 2. 

This technique seems to be a kind of noise prediction. The considered neighbors will play the role of traps 

where distant input patterns are likely to go, during the relaxation process, before settling down on the right 

corner of the hypercube. Personnaz et-al have introduced a similar principle which consists in imposing 

intermediate state transitions as a way to tailor the size of the basins [9]. 

One might suspect that the added patterns may violate the linear separability condition. In the simulations a 

test is provided bywhich the added patterns causing such a problem are not considered. A possibly better solution 

is to use a procedure that converges when the set is linearly separable and is optimal when it is not (3],{10],{11). 

Another problem that is likely to occur is the fact that two different exemplars may have the same neighbor. We 

have taken the decision to classify such a pattern with the exemplar that have the greatest binary magnitude. This 

has improved the degree of attractiveness considerably. In the next section the simulation results are presented. 

4. SIMULATION AND RESULTS: 
We have experimented this method by using the simple fixed increment algonthm [10] with a fixed threshold 

of 0. The units having boolean nonlinear transfer function. The net updates asynchronously and in a 

deterministic manner. 
Figure 1 shows the obtained convergence results for a 25 bit network. In case of wrong convergence the 

output patterns are found to be close to the expected result. A plot of the % error versus noise is reported in 

figure 2. 
Figure 3 shows the performance of this method as compared to the Hopfield net and to the simplex method 

described in [12]. This comparison considers a 12-bit net with 3 stored exemplars. 

This method has been used for a practical pattern recognition problem. The input are 25-bit long binary 

vector representing digitized alphanumeric characters. After training, patterns corrupted by random noise were 

presented to the network for recognition. See Box 1. The results obtained are more than encouraging despite the 

extreme simplicity of the algorithm used to train each unit in the net. 
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Finally, we should mention that in these simulations we have never observed limit cycles nor a relaxation 
process that took more than six cycles. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS: 
We have proposed a simple idea to implement the auto-associative paradigm. We don't expect the idea to be 

used as such. Allowing variable threshold will certainly improve the performance. The application of the 
convergence procedure to each unit makes the learning process very slow, consequently the on line learning of 
this method is out of question. But it may not matter if the learning is done once per application. 
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Acceleration of Back-Propagation through Learning Rate and Momentum Adaptation. 

Ali A. Minai & Ronald D. Williams 
Center for Semicustom Integrated Systems 
Department of Electrical Engineering 

University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22903 

1. Introduction 

The potential of highly parallel distributed systems for pattern recognition, control and artificial intelligence 
has long been recognized, but with the recent development of realistic training algorithms, artificial neural networks 
(ANN’s) have really come into their own. Feed-forward ANN’s have been intensively studied and models abound 
in the literature. By far the most popular training procedure for these networks, however, is the back-propagation 
algorithm [7]. Basically a gradient descent procedure, back-propagation has been quite successful, but there are 
several problems. The most important of these is slow speed. The research presented here is one of the many 
attempts at alleviating this difficulty. 

2. Back-propagation Fundamentals 

Consider a feed-forward network of neurons with transfer characteristic 0; = f;(net;), where net; is the net 
input to the ith neuron. Define an error metric E, for an input/output pair p, and the overall error as 

E= YE, (1) 
P 

Then, in order to minimize error, the weights need to be modified as 

OE 
Aw;; = -N=— w= 9 Wis (2) 

where w,; is the weight from the jth to the ith neuron, and 1 is a learning-rate parameter. The calculation of the par- 
tial derivative for multiple layers requires the backward propagation of error at the outputs --- hence the name 
back-propagation. 

Since back-propagation uses only local gradient information, 7 must be kept very small to prevent jumps to 
undesirable areas of weight space. However, this slows the process down considerably, especially over long flat 
"plateaus" which, as Hecht-Nielsen [3] and others have suggested, abound in most ANN search spaces. The ques- 
tion, thus, is how to reconcile the opposing imperatives of stability and efficiency. 

3. Speeding Up Back-Propagation: Methods and Previous Work 

Basically, there are two ways to approach the problem of speeding up back-propagation: analytically incor- 
porating more information about the error surface into the algorithm, or using heuristic methods that work most of 
the time. The former approach has had its most prominent success in second order back-propagation [6, 13], where 
second order gradient information is used to guide the search for a suitable minimum. These methods, while cer- 
tainly useful, are difficult to implement and often produce little real-time speedup. This has led to the development 
of several "intuitive" heuristics that produce empirically acceptable results. These include attempts to damp local 
oscillations by the use of a momentum term [8], varying the learning rate [5,1], modifying neuronal characteristics 
[12], trying line-search techniques [2], controlling the sequence in which training examples are presented [4], using 
different error metrics [11], controlling problem difficulty [10], and incorporating statistical information into the 
training procedure [9]. Of these, momentum has been so universally successful that it is now an integral part of 
almost all back-propagation networks. It modifies the basic leaning equation to be: 

oE 
Aw; ;(t) =—-T aw: 

ij 
+ pAw;;(t-1) (3) 

where jt (momentum) is an inertial parameter that damps out local oscillations and provides additional acceleration 
[13]. 
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4. Varying the Learning Rate: the Delta-Bar-Delta Algorithm 

Jacobs, in [5], introduces a method, called the delta-bar-delta (DBD) algorithm, for varying the learning rate 
in response to local gradient information. The four basic aspects of this scheme are: 1) Each weight (i.e. each 

dimension of the search space) has its own learning rate. 2) These learning rates are varied based on error surface 
information. 3) When the error surface gradient dE /dw;; has the same sign for many iterations, the corresponding 
learning rate is increased, since this indicates that a minimum lies ahead. 4) When the error surface gradient flips 
signs for several consecutive time steps, the learning rate is decreased, since this indicates that a minimum is being 
jumped over. Based on these heuristics, the scheme for modifying learning rates is: 

Nij(e+1) = Nit) + AN) (4) 

K if 8,(t-1)8,(t)>0 

An, (t) =4—-oni(t) — if8;;(¢-1)3;;(t)<0 (5) 
0 otherwise 

0E(t) 8..(t) = ——— i= 0 (6) 

§,,(t) = (1-0)8;;(t) + 08,;(t-1) (7) 
«, @ and 6 are parameters specified by the user. The quantity &(t) is basically an exponentially decaying trace of gra- 
dient values. The reason for increasing learning rates additively is to prevent them from becoming too large too 

rapidly, while that for the exponential decrementing is to keep the rates positive at all times, and to allow rapid 

decrease [5]. 

5. Problems with the Delta-Bar-Delta Algorithm 

The DBD algorithm was tried on several problems, and was found to be excellent for increasing learning 

speed. However, some serious limitations were noticed. The first is that the algorithm does not use momentum, 

even though results cited by the author indicate that momentum does give further speedup [5]. The reason is that 

momentum, along with a varying learning rate, can sometimes cause the search to diverge drastically. One possible 

solution is to keep the « factor very small, but this leads to slow increase in 1) and little speedup. 

Another related problem is that, even with a small «, the learning rate can sometimes increase so much that 
the small exponential decrease is not sufficient to prevent wild jumps. Increasing @ exacerbates the problem instead 
of solving it because it makes return from bad search-space areas difficult. Making $ small, on the other hand, lets n 

get out of hand. The heuristic algorithm presented here tries to overcome these problems to a certain extent. 

6. The Extended Delta-Bar-Delta Algorithm (EDBD) 

Several changes were made to the DBD algorithm to make it more robust and efficient. These are as follows: 

(1) The learning rate increase was made an exponentially decreasing function of 15(t)| instead of being a con- 

stant K. This meant that learning rate would increase faster on very flat areas but slower on areas of greater 

slope. Standard DBD overlooked this, increasing 1 by a constant even when the slope was quite steep. The 

new scheme allowed the use of higher increment factors where it really mattered. 

(2) Momentum was used as a standard part of the algorithm, but was varied just like the learning rate. Thus, 
momentum was increased on plateaus and decreased exponentially near minima. The DBD criterion was used 

for this purpose too, but the increment factor was again a decreasing exponential function of 18(t)I. 

(3) To prevent either the learning rate or momentum from becoming too high, a ceiling was defined for both at 

which they were hard-limited. This further facilitated the use of large increments, since their effect was not 

unbounded. 

(4) Memory and recovery were incorporated into the algorithm. Thus, the best result seen until the current time 
step was saved. A tolerance parameter 4 was used to control recovery. If the error became greater than i 
times the lowest seen so far, the search was restarted at the best point with attenuated learning rate and 

momentum. To prevent thrashing, this was done stochastically, so there was a small probability that the 

search would restart at a totally new point. 
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The equations for the EDBD algorithm can be written as follows: 

— ee _OE oe oe — 

Aw; ;(t) - niy(t) dw; (t) + pL; ;(4)Aw,;(¢ 1) (8) 

Nijlt+1) = MIN(Nmax » Nilt) + Ani] (9) 

Mj (¢+1) = MIN [pax » Hij(t) + Aui;()) (10) 

Kexp(—y, 15;(t)!) KmEXP(—Yn 15;,(t)1) if §,;(t-1)8,(t)>0 

An; j(t) =4 —o:ni;(0) Ap (t) =4 —Ombij() if5;;(¢-1)8,;(t)<0 (11) 

0 0 otherwise 

where 5,,(t) and 5,,(¢) are as in equations (6) and (7). \j,01,Y1,Mmax>Kmn»Dm>Ym aNd bing, are specified by the user. 
Note that EDBD reduces effectively to DBD with appropriate parameter settings. 

7. Results 

The EDBD algorithm was tested on two problems: a simple binary one (Exclusive-OR), and a more complex 
real-valued one (Quadratic Function). The algorithms are characterized by their parameters as follows: 

SDM: 7; DBD: nj;,14,«,0, 6 

EDBD: Ni Tmax > Umax KO, Yt Kin Om »YmsAs 8 

where 7; 1s the initial value of n, and SDM is the standard back-propagation algorithm with momentum, included 
here for comparison. All algorithms were run in a “batched” fashion, each epoch representing a complete pass 
through the training set. Weights were modified at the end of each epoch. All hidden neurons had sigmoid transfer 
functions. ,,=0.1,6,=0.3 and ¥,,=1.0 were used for all experiments. Each graph represents data averaged over 20 
independent runs including failures. For each individual run, all algorithms started at the same point. 

7.1. The Exclusive-OR Problem (XOR) 

A network with one 2 unit hidden layer and a linear threshold output unit was used for this problem. The set- 
tings were K=K,=0.095 and $=$,=0.1. These were taken from [5]. The DBD algorithm was tried both with (1=0.9) 
and without momentum. In the former case, 10 out of 20 runs failed to converge in 2000 epochs, while all con- 
verged in the latter. EDBD performed better than both using Tm.,=10.0, [,,.,=0.9, and all runs converged to 0 error 
(figures 1 & 2). The "Performance" figures give #converged/#did_not_converge. All figures are for 2000 epochs. 
The recovery feature was turned off in this case by setting A very high. 

7.2. The Quadratic Function Problem (QUAD) 

Here, a network with 2 hidden layers, of 2 and 1 units respectively, and one linear output neuron was trained 
to approximate the quadratic function 

y=Px(I-x); | P=3.95, 0.0 <x< 1.0 (12) 
given 20 data points. Unlike binary problems, real-valued ones like this have error-spaces that are extremely sensi- 
tive to minor weight changes, and require deft parameter manipulation. Several parameter values were tried for 
both DBD and EDBD, with the latter producing clearly superior results. Indeed, it was found that DBD was able to 
operate well only in a very narrow range of « and $. The upper limit on « was about 0.1, beyond which the algo- 
rithm either got trapped on a plateau or diverged to extremely high errors, depending on ¢. EDBD, on the other 
hand, proved much more robust, operating better than the best of DBD with « as high as 1.0, thus making parameter 
settings far less critical (see figure 6). No EDBD runs diverged, though descent did become more erratic with 
increasing x. Sometimes the search got stuck on a plateau at an error of 0.13, though still moving downhill. Longer 
simulations give reason to believe that these latter situations are not permanent, and do lead to good solutions, albeit 
Slowly. Some of the results from this experiment are shown in figures 3 to 6. The "Performance" figures represent: 
#succeeded/#stuck_at_0.13/#stuck_at_0.27/#diverged, since two very large plateaus exist at error = 0.27 and 0.13. 
A solution with error less than 0.02 is counted as a success. All figures are for 10000 epochs. Tests with novel data 
points showed excellent generalization for both algorithms. 
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BACKPROPAGATION LEARNING WITH HIGH-ORDER FUNCTIONAL 
NETWORKS AND ANALYSES OF ITS INTERNAL REPRESENTATION 

Akira Namatame 
Department of Computer Science 

National Defense Academy 
Yokosuka, 239 JAPAN 

ABSTRACT: We obtain the necessary conditions of the networks architecture for learning 
the structures of continuous mappings. We propose a new network architecture, high-order 
functional networks with some nonmonotonic functionals as input units. It is shown that 
high-order functional networks trained with backpropagation can generalize and infer the 
highly nonlinear structures of continuous mappings. Nonlinear mappings can be 
characterized by the features of their extremums and curvatures. It is shown the 
combination of the input units with nonmonotonic functionals and the hidden units makes it 
possible to realize a proper internal representation for extracting those features. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
It has been widely recognized that inductive inference capability or generalization is a 

fundamental issue for machine learning, and there has been a great deal of theoretical and 
experimental work done on inductive learning in symbolic AI [6]. A connectionist learning 
may provide an alternative method for inductive learning and provide a number of important 
properties not found in symbolic AI. The process of inferring general regularities requires 
the construction of complex mappings, which utilizes internal representation, from a high- 
dimensional input space to a lower dimensional output space. We choose a set of 
continuous mappings as a task domain for learning. Depending on how a continuous 
mapping to be encoded in the network, some architecture models can be utilized. It is 
shown that conventional models are inadequate to represent the continuous nonlinear 
mapping. We propose a new network architecture and show it can generalize a highly 
nonlinear structural relation defining a given continuous mapping.We also investigate the 
internal representation capability of a new network architecture. 

2 REPRESENTATION & GENERALIZATION OF CONNECTIONIST MODELS 
The internal representation of a multi-layer network is believed to capture high-order 

correlations which embody the invariant relationships between the input data and the output 
data. However, those innate properties can be only realized only if the representation model 
and the corresponding network architecture that fit the task domain for learning are 
appropriately designed [6]. As the task domain for learning, we choose a set of continuous 
mappings defined D={(x,y); x © K, y= F(x)}, where K is a compact set of R. We 
assume the function F(x) is a class of C2 with many extremums. Nonlinear mappings can 
be characterized by the number and position of their extremum and the curvature.We 
denote the set of those extrmums by G that contains S elements. We consider the following 
specific functions defined on K=[0, 1] as the test cases: 

Case |: F(x)= 0.5 + 0.3sin10z7x, (2-1) 
Case 2; F(x)=(1+4x-4x2)(1. 1+cos4ax)(1.1+sin37x) (2-2) 

3 NECESSARY CONDITIONS OF AN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
It is known that any continuous function can be approximated to arbitrary precision by a 

three-layer neural network [3]. However, there is no systematic method how such a 
network should be constructed. A basic and commonly used model of representing 
continuous pattern in a neural network is to encode input and output variables by 
continuous input and output units as shown in Fig.la [5] and we term this network 
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architecture as a first-order network. We denote the output from each hidden unit (that is 
input to the output unit of the network) by f(x), i=1,2,...,k. The network output function 

f(x) is then givenas f{x)= 1/7 1+ exp{- Lwifj(x) + 6,.}J. We now obtain the necessary 
conditions for the forms of each f;(x) in order to learn the structure of F(x). 

Lemma 3.1: In order to learn the structure of the function F(x) with a multi-layer 
network, it is necessary that each fj(k) satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) Forany x ¢« K: sgn {F’(x)}= sgn{ Xwif;(x)} (3-1) 

(ii) For any extremum x,€G of F(x): Cw;f;(x,)=0 (3-2) 
Proof: If f(x),the output function of the multi-layer network, approximates F(x), its 

derivative should be close to that of F(x). The derivative of f(x)is givenas f(x)= 

f(x) { 1-f(x)} Xwifi(x).Since for any xeK,0<f(x){1-f(x)}<1/4,we have sgn{F’(x)}=sgn 

{f(x)}= sgn{Xw;fj(x)}. At the extremum x, of F(x), we should have <w;fj(x,)=0. 

The derivatives of f;(x) can be assumed to be linearly independent functions. 
Therefore, a necessary and sufficient condition for (3-2) with S>k (i.e., the number of the 

hidden units is less than that of the extremum) is forany x,e€ K satisfying F(x;)=0 
Pi(xs)=0 (3-3) 

These results imply that it is necessary for the network to acquire the proper structures of 
the hidden units satisfying the conditions in (3-1) and (3-3). That is, each output function 
of the hidden units should be nonmonotonic and the value of its derivative evaluated at each 
extremum of the function to be learned should be zero. The limitation of a first-order 
network architecture stems from the linear input to each hidden unit resulting ina 
monotonic output function of each hidden unit. 

4 LEARNING WITH AN ARCHITECTURE WITH HIGH-ORDER FUNCTIONAL 
NETWORKS 
In order to avoid the limitation of the monotonic transformation of a first-order 

network, we should implement sonre nonmonotonic functions as the inputs to the network. 
We consider a three-layer network with some nonmonotonic functional units 
{21(x),g2(x),...,2n(x)} as input units as shown in Fig.2, termed as a high-order functional 
network.The advantage of a high-order functional network will be only realized only if how 
such nonmonotonic functional units should be selected that may fit to a given task domain. 
We choose a set of Chebychev polynomials. The i-th order Chebychev polynomial g;(x) 
defined on 0< x <1 is givenas 

gi(x) = [cos { i arccos(2x-1)} + 1/2. (4-1) 
Such Chebychev polynomials are given as g1(x)=x,g2(x)=(2x-1)2,93(x)=x(4x-3)2. 

In order to evaluate the learning capability of a high-order functional network, we 
constructed the three-layer network with Chebychev polynomials input units up to the fifth 
order and four hidden units for (2-1) and up to seventh order Chebychev polynomials input 
units and four hidden units for (2-2). We trained each network with the arbitrary chosen 
training examples (120 training examples for (2-1) and 50 training examples for (2-2).) The 
training cycle for each case was 2,000. The network outputs after training when presented 
any value x in [0,1] with the interval of 1/500 are shown in Fig.3. This result 
demonstrates the representation and generalization capability of the high-order functional 
network. The high-order network learns and infers highly nonlinear structures of the 
continuous mappings with a small set of the training examples. It is a relatively long history 
of supervised learning of implementing high-order terms as input units [2][4].The two- 
layer network, termed as a high-order flat network, as shown in Fig. 1(b) can eliminate the 
need of hidden units and provide extremely rapid learning. We trained a three layer first- 
order network with 15 hidden units and a high-order flat network with 7 high-order input 
units for Case 2 in (2-2).(The training cycle was 10,000 for each case.) The network 
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outputs after training are shown in Fig.4(a)(b). These results show the networks with the 
traditional architectures that do not satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1 can no longer 
generalize the structure of a complex continuous mapping. Especially, the traditional 
approach of high-order flat networks puts less emphasis on the utility of the internal 
representation of the networks. 

5S ANLYSES OF INTERNAL REPRESENTATION CAPABILITY 
In this section, we show a high-order functional network provides excellent generalization 

by specializing the selection of the structures of hidden units. If the output function of each 
hidden unit is in forms of generalized step functions defined by 

Fi(x)= dsj(x) x & N(Xsj) (5-1) 
= {0,1} Otherwise 

where ¢,j(x) is defined over the neighborhoods N(xsj) of some extremum Xj Of the 

learning function F(x) and satisfies ’sj(Xsj)=0. Then those functions satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma 3.1. The output function of each hidden unit of the high-order 
functional networks that were trained with the training examples of (2-1) and (2-2) are 
shown in Fig.6(a)(b). The high-order functional network realizes the internal network 
representation by acquiring the proper structures in the forms of (5-1). The roles of the 
hidden units and nonmonotonic functional input units are characterized by capturing the 
features of the number and the position of the extremum of the learning function. The role 
of the nonmonotonic input units is also characterized to capture the curvatures of the task 
function. Let dbe the minimum absolute value of the radius of the curvature at the 
extremum of the learning function F(x),i.e., 1/d*=Max F’(xs). At the extremum x, of 

F(x), we have F”(xs)=f"(x,)=f(xs) { 1-f(x,)} [wig”i(x,). Therefore, the curvature of the 
network function f(x) at its extremum is essentially determined by the curvature of g,(x) 
,the nonmonotonic input unit with the highest order. The absolute value of the curvature of 

Chebychev polynomial with the n-th order at its extremum is given by g”,(x)=n2/2x(1-x), 
and the required order of the nonmonotonic functional input unit n* can be roughly 

estimated by n* = (d*/2) 1/2 (5-2) 
Each hidden unit receiving the functional inputs up to the n-th order from the input units 
can represent roughly (n-1)/2 extremums of the learning function. Therefore the number 
of the required hidden units k* is also estimated as 

k*= 2S/(n*-1) (5-3) 

6 CONCLUSION 
We showed the first-order multi-layer networks and the high-order flat networks without 

hidden units that are commonly used in the previous researches are inadequate to generalize 
and to learn the nonlinear structures underlying the continuous mappings. We proposed the 
new network architecture,high-order functional networks,with some nonmonotonic 
functionals as input units. It was shown the three-layer networks with some Chebychev 
polynomials as input units can learn and generalize complex nonlinear structures of 
nonlinear continuous mappings. The internal representation capability of a high-order 
functional network was analyzed. It was shown the combination of some nonmonotonic 
input units and some monotonic hidden units provides the excellent generalization by 
specializing the selection of the internal representation to match the specific task domain. 
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NN/I: A Neural Network Which Divides and Learns Environments 

Yoshikazu NISHIKAWA, Hajime KITA, Akinori KAWAMURA 

Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Kyoto University 

Yoshida-Honmach, Sakyo, Kyoto 606, Japan 

Abstract: The error back-propagation rule, though it is quite popular nowadays, has some drawbacks in 

practical applications. In order to get rid of them, this paper proposes a new sort of neural network 

called "NN/I". NN/I consists of two different types of network, i.e., a two-layer control network of 
Kohonen type and a three-layer main network which contains several subnetworks of back-propagation 

type. The control network learns to categorize the input patterns roughly, and acquires an ability to 

select one of the subnetworks in response to an input pattern. Then the selected subnetwork works to 
recognize and classify the input pattern in detail. Ability and features of NN/I are evaluated through 

several computer simulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The error back-propagation (BP) algorithm [1] is one of the powerful learning 
algorithms for layered neural networks, and many applications have been reported 

[2,3]. While the BP algorithm shows excellent performance in dealing with small prob- 
lems [4], it faces some difficulties in applications to the large problems in the real world: 

1) Speed of Learning: In the BP algorithm, it often takes much computation time to 

learn a task, and sometimes it fails to find the global optimal connections. When a 
complex task is tried by use of a large network, this factor restricts the actual com- 

putation. 

2) Robustness of Memory: Suppose that a set of training tasks is to be learned by a BP 

network, and those tasks are learned one by one in some order. The BP algorithm 

works to modify the network connections for achieving only the present task without 

regard to their usefulness in the previous tasks. In other words, the network is not 

robust in the sense that it forgets the old tasks, if presentation of the training data 

to the networks is not made appropriately. 

3) Information Representation on Hidden Layers: In the BP algorithm, information 

representations on the hidden layers are formed only to achieve a given task. They 

sometimes become too dispersive, and make analysis of the network behavior diffi- 

cult. 

In the present paper, a neural network NN/I and its learning algorithm are pro- 

posed to resolve these difficulties to some extent. In the succeeding section, the struc- 

ture of NN/I and its recalling/learning processes are described. In Section 3, some com- 
puter simulations are presented to show the performance of NN/I. 

2. A NEURAL NETWORK, NN/I 

The basic strategy of the proposed network NN/I is to manage hard tasks by 

‘division’ of environments. Namely, a large task of recognition is divided into several 

subtasks, and each subtask is learned and recalled by a relatively small subnetwork. It 

makes learning easy and quick, and at the same time it makes memory of the network 

robust. Ability for both division of the task and assignment of the subtasks to the 
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subnetworks is attained adaptively by means of a self-organizing mechanism of the net- 

work. 

2.1. Structure of NN/I 

NN/I consists of a three-layer main network of the BP type and a two-layer con- 

trol network of Kohonen type. The main network has n; input units, and no output 

units, and its hidden layer is divided into n, groups each containing n, hidden units. A 

partial network consisting of the input layer, the output layer and one group of the hid- 

den units is called a ’subnetwork’. 

The control network shares the input layer with the main network, and its out- 
put layer consists of ng neurons each corresponding to a subnetwork. The output unit 

of the control network is called the ’control unit’. Figure 1 shows the structure of 

NN/I. 

Main Network Control Network 

Output Layer 

             
  

Hidden Layer (CEC O 

Input Layer 

Fig. 1 Structure of NN/T. 

2.2. Recalling Process 

When an input pattern (n, vector) p is presented to the input layer of NN/I, 

only the c-th control unit having the most similar connection weights (n, vector) wo, 

to p becomes active, L.e., 

Yo. =1 for csuch that ||wo. — p|| = min||wo, — pl| 
? 9 l , 

Yo, = 0 forl#c, l<l<n, (1) 

where yc, denotes the output of the /-th control unit. 

The activated control unit permits the corresponding subnetwork to work, and 

then only the selected subnetwork works to generate the outputs as follows: 

On the hidden layer 

YH; = f(( wi 3)" P + O74), Sj <ny (2) 

On the output layer 

Yor = fwon¥n + 964). 1 <k <1 (3)



where Yin j wi and Oi denote the output, connection weights and bias of the j-th hid- 

den unit belonging to the 7-th subnetwork, respectively, and 

Vy = (Yi rr Ving? a Viing) Note that Yi = Qforalli#c,l<i<n,. 

Further, yo, and wo, denote the output and connection weights of the k-th output 

unit, respectively, and 96, denotes the bias of the k-th output unit when the c-th sub- 

network is activated. f denotes the sigmoid function 1/(1 + exp(z)). 

2.3. Learning Process 

In NN/I, the control network learns a way for dividing the input patterns by 

means of Kohonen’s algorithm [5], that is, the connection weights are modified as fol- 
lows: 

wo t+1) = wo, + B(t)(p(t) — we(t)), for le N,(t) 

wo (ttl) = we, for 1¢ N,(t) (4) 

where t = 1, 2,:-~- denotes discrete time. ((t) is a positive parameter (a learning 

rate), and N,(t) denotes a neighborhood of the c-th control unit. Both A(t) and N,(t) 

may be changed with the time tf. 

The main network, on the other hand, learns the input/output relations by 

means of the error back-propagation algorithm. Modification of the connections is 

made only when the corresponding subnetwork is selected (activated) by the control 

unit. It should be noted that each subnetworks must memorize its error signals at its 

latest activation in order to introduce a momentum term for accelation of the learning. 

3. COMPUTER SIMULATION 

First, computer simulations to test the learning speed are carried out. NN/Is 

having 10, 25, 50, 150 and 250 hidden units are investigated, together with conven- 

tional three-layer BP networks having the same numbers of hidden units for com- 

parison. All the networks are equipped with 10 input units and 5 output units. Four 

tasks containing 5, 10, 30 and 50 patterns, respectively, are used for the test. Each 

task is to categorize different input patterns selected randomly into five output pat- 

terns. 

Table 1 shows the result of simulaions. As shown in the table, NN/I is superior 

to the conventional BP networks in completing the tasks with shorter time especially 

when the task, and consequently the network are large. 

Second, simulations to test robustness of the memory in the NN/I are carried out 
in comparison with that in the conventional BP network. At the outset the network 

learns a task, Task A, and after completing this the network learns another task, Task 

B. After learning Task B, how are the responses of the network to the input patterns 

of Task A? In case of the conventional BP network, the responses are quite poor 

because the memory of Task A is destroyed almost completely by learning Task B, even 

if the network is equipped with a plenty of hidden units. In contrast, in case of NN/I, 

the responses are in good shape because Task B is assigned mainly to subnetworks dif- 

ferent from those used for learning of Task A. Thus, robustness of the memory in NN/I 
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Table 1 Number of Repetition Required for Completion of Learing 
  

  

    

  

  

  

Network Number of Patterns 

Size Type 5 10 30 50 

10 BP 192 120 209 
5*2 NN/I 174 121 206 

25 BP 85 77 * * 

545 NN/I 112 148 256 276 
50 BP 85 77 * 

5*10 NN/I 110 174 230 237 

250 BP * * * * 

54«50 NN/I 37 39 141 141 
  

"x" indicates that learning is not completed within 5000 iterations. 

The size of NN/I is indicated by ny * Ng. It is noted that CPU time 
required for one repetition is much shorter in NN/I than in BP. 

is proved experimentally. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND EXTENSIONS 

This paper proposes a novel neural network, the NN/I, which improves remar- 

kably some abilities of the error back-propagation (BP) algorithm for layered networks. 

NN/I divides the environment, i.e., the input patterns into several categories by the 

control network of Kohonen type. According to the category of the input pattern, a 

subnetwork of BP type is selected, and it generates the desired outputs. The advantage 

of NN/I over the conventional BP network in its learning speed and robustness of the 

memory is demonstrated through computer simulations. 

From the view point of internal information representation, NN/I has an interest- 

ing nature. The control network yields a localized representation on one hand, and the 

main network gives dispersive representations on the other hand. Then by changing 

the size of a group in hidden layer of the main network, the information representation 

can be either more localized or more dispersive. Choice of the group size and other 

related problems such as the generalized internal representation of the recognized pat- 

terns are open to further investigation. The authors are investigating such problems by 

taking the recognition of hand-written Japanese characters as an example task. 
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ABSTRACT 

Four methods of presenting learning samples are proposed to increase 
efficiency of learning in multilayer perceptrons. The methods are. to 

Selectively present samples instead of randomly presenting Samples: 
typical and confusing samples are selected and presented in systematic 
orders. The methods were simulated to examine their effectivenesses in a 
Simple three layer perceptron with two inputs and two outputs. The methods 
,»except the method of presenting typical samples alone, turned out to be 
Superior to the conventional method of random presentation. Among’ three 

methods, the following two methods were best: presenting typical samples in 
the first half period of learning and confusing ones in the second half 
period of learning, and presenting in turns both typical and confusing 
Samples. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Because of the error back-propagation learning algorithm, multilayer 
perceptrons have been widely used in several fields such as robot 
manipulator control, speech processing , character recognition, and so on. 
But a great number of iterative learning is needed. Therefore several 
revisions of the back-propagation algorithm have been studied[1],[2]. 

In the learning of perceptrons, random samples are generally used. In 
this case, a teacher informs to the perceptron of whether the decision iS 
correct or not, but doesn't concern about how to present learning samples. 
If a teacher presents suitable samples for learning in a systematic order, 
the convergence of learning will be accelerated. 

So. we have devised methods of selectively presenting learning samples 
such as typical samples of each class and confusing samples among classes. 
The following four methods are studied: l}presenting typical and confusing 
samples in the first half and the second half period of learning, 
respectively, 2 presenting in turns both typical and confusing samples, 
3)presenting typical samples alone, and t4ipresenting confusing samples 
alone. 

This paper describes the details of proposed methods of selective 
sample presentation and the results of simulation using a simple three 
layer perceptron with two inputs and two outputs. 

2.SELECTIVE LEARNING SAMPLE PRESENTATION 

A good teacher presents gocd samples to aie student PQ learn 
discrimination of varivus patterns. For example, he will present typical} 
samples of each class at first and then confusing or near miss samples 
among classes. Thus if suitable learning samples are selected and the order 
of presentation of them is proper, convergence of learning will be 
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accelerated. 
In order to examine the effect of sample presentation on learning, the 

following four methods are experimentally investigated. 

Method 1: presenting typical samples in the first half period of 

learning and confusing ones in the second half period of learning. 

Method 2: presenting in turns both typical and confusing samples such 

as typical one, confusing one, typical one and so on. 

Method 3: presenting typical samples alone. 

Method 4: presenting confusing samples alone. 

3. EXPERI MENT 

To compare four methods mentioned above with the conventional method of 

random samples presentation ‘this is later called as Method 9), simulation 

was carried out. 

3.1 Conditions 
The task used in this experiment is to learn the discrimination of two 

classes in two dimensional space. Class A is inside area of an unit circle 

centered at origin, and class B outside of it but bounded by a square (10 X 

10). 
A three layer perceptron with two inputs and two outputs was used. A 

learning set is a pair of samples of each class:(a,b}, a@ A, bE B. [t is 

generally true that the more the number of learning sets is, the better the 

recognition rate becomes. But many learning steps are needed in the case of 

using too many learning sets. On the basis of preliminary experimental 

results , the number of learning sets was set to be 40 sets:80 samples were 

used in learning. 
In each step of learning, one set is selected from 40 learning sets and 

is inputted to perceptron. Weights are modified by the back-propagation 

algorithm. 

Confusing samples are selected around the unit circle which is_ the 

boundary between class A and B: 0.5 < r < 0.7 for class A and 1.5 ¢ r ¢2.0 

for class B (r denotes a radius). On the other hand, typical ones are 

selected the center of each class, far from the boundary : 0<¢ r < 0.3. for 

class A and 3.7 < r < 4.0 for class B. 

5000 sets of data different from learning samples were selected for 

evaluation of each method to examine the recognition rate, and the ratio of 

the number of correct decisions to the number of total ones. At each step 

of learning, the evaluation data were inputted and the recognition rate was 

calculated. 

The ability of perceptron depends largely on the number of hidden 

units. As the results of preliminary experiment, it was found that’ the 

recognition rate saturates on and after eight hidden units. So the’ number 

of hidden units was fixed to be eight. 

3.2 Results 
Four methods mentioned in section 2 and random presentation of samples 

(Method 0) were simulated. Fig.l shows the transition of recognition rate 

with increase of the number of learning. 

Though Method 4 is worse than Method @, other three methods are 

superior to Method © with regard to the higher recognition rate and faster 

saturation. Next comparing among three methods (i.e. method 1, 2 and 3), 

the followings are said. There are no difference between methods 1 and 2. 

The Method 2? is better than Method 3 in the learning number of less” than 

400, but they show nearly equal recognition rate in the learning of more 

than 400. Method 1 is superior to Method 3 in the learning number of less 
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than 200. Consequently,the order of good learning is that Method 2 = Method 

1 > Method 3 > Method 0 > Method 4. 

3.3 Discussions 

The reasons why the presentation of selected samples is better than the 

one of random samples are as follows. A discrimination function will be 
Systematically formed because there are no drastic changes in the function. 

Next a selection of typical and confusing samples might correspond to a 

preprocessing such as averaging. But mathematical analysis should be done 

in future ,because these reasons are rather intuitive. 

4.Concluding Remarks 

We proposed four methods in which typical and confusing learning samples 

are selectively presented to the perceptron in systematic orders. As. the 

results of the simulation, proposed methods, except Method 4, were better 

than the conventional method of random presentation. Though there were no 
Clear difference among other three methods, the following two methods were 
better: method of presenting typical and confusing samples in the first and 

second half period of learning, respectively, and the method of presenting 

in turns both both typical and confusing samples. 
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Abstract 

A new type of feedforward multilayer neural net is proposed that exhibits fast convergence properties. 
It is defined by inserting a fast adaptive Gram-Schmidt preprocessor at each layer, followed by a conven- 
tional linear combiner-sigmoid part which is adapted by a fast version of the backpropagation rule. The 
resulting network structure is the multilayer generalization of the gradient adaptive lattice filter and the 
Gram-Schmidt adaptive array. 

1. Introduction 

A feedforward multilayer neural net adapted by the backpropagation rule [1-3] can be thought of as the 
multilayer generalization of the adaptive linear combiner adapted by the Widrow-Hoff LMS algorithm [4]. 
The backpropagation rule inherits the computational simplicity of the LMS algorithm. But, like the latter, 
it often exhibits slow speed of convergence. 

The convergence properties of the LMS algorithm are well-known [4]. Its learning speed depends on 
the correlations that exist among the components of the input vectors—the stronger the correlations, the 
slower the speed. This can be understood intuitively by noting that, if the inputs are strongly correlated, 
the combiner has to linearly combine a lot of redundant information, and thus, will be slow in learning the 
statistics of the input data. On the other hand, if the input vector is decorrelated by a preprocessor prior to 
the linear combiner, the combiner will linearly combine only the nonredundant part of the same information, 
thus, adapting faster to the input. Such preprocessor realizations of the adaptive linear combiner lead 
naturally to the fast Gram-Schmidt preprocessors of adaptive antenna systems and to the adaptive lattice 
filters of time-series problems [4-7]. 

In this paper, we consider the generalization of such preprocessor structures to multilayer neural nets and 
discuss their convergence properties. The proposed network structure is defined by inserting, at each layer of 
the net, an adaptive Gram-Schmidt preprocessor followed by the conventional linear combiner and sigmoid 
parts. The weights of the preprocessors are adapted locally at each layer, but the weights of the linear 
combiners must be adapted by the backpropagation rule. We use fast adaptation schemes for the weights 
that are, in some sense, implementations of Newton-type methods for minimizing the performance index of 
the network. Newton methods for neural nets have been considered previously [8-11]. These methods do not 
change the structure of the network—only the way the weights are adapted. They operate on the correlated 
signals at each layer, whereas the proposed methods operate on the decorrelated ones. 

2. Gram-Schmidt Preprocessors 

In this section, we summarize the properties of Gram-Schmidt preprocessors for adaptive linear combiners. 
Our discussion is based on [7]. The Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure for an (M + 1)-dimensional 
random vector x = [z0,21,--: ,au] generates a new vector z = (20, 2),---, zu]? with mutually uncorrelated 
components, that is, E[z;z;] = 0 for i # j. It is defined by starting at zg = zp and proceeding recursively 
fori=1,2,---,M 

i-1 
24g => 2;- >. bi 3 (2.1) 

j=0 
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where the coefficients b;; are determined by the requirement that 2; be decorrelated from all the previous 

zs, {20,21,°**, 21-1}. These coefficients define a unit lower triangular matrix B such that 

x = Bz (2.2) 

known as the innovations representation of x. For example, if M = 3, 

Zo 1 0 0 0 z0 

r=] =| oe mn 1 ol | [a 
3 bsp 63, 532 1 z3 

An equivalent computation of the optimal weights 6;; is based on the sequence of minimization problems 

E = E [z?] = min, i = 1,2,---,M. A fast adaptive solution of these, that corresponds to Newton’s method 

with respect to the decorrelated basis, is obtained by the delta rule (7] 

Ab;; = PF oz (2.3) 

E; 

where @ is usually set to 1 and E£; is a time-average estimate of €} = E(z3), updated from one iteration to 

the next by 
Ej = AE; + 2 (2.4) 

where A is a “forgetting” factor with a typical value of 0.9. 

Next, we consider the Gram-Schmidt formulation of the adaptive linear combiner. It generates an op- 

timum estimate of a desired output vector d by the linear combination y = Wx, by minimizing the mean 

square error € = E [e7 e] = min, where e = d—y is the estimation error. The output y may also be expressed 

‘n the decorrelated basis z by y = Wx = Gz, where G is the combiner’s weight matrix in the new basis, 

defined by WB = G, which implies W = GB-1. The conventional LMS algorithm is obtained by considering 

the performance index € to be a function of W. In this case, the matrix elements of W are adapted by 

Aw;; = pe;z;, where p is the learning rate. Similarly, viewing the performance index as a function of G, we 

‘obtain a fast adaptive version, analogous to (2.3) 

Agij = Pe ests (2.5) 

j 

with E; adapted by, (2.4). Like (2.3), it is equivalent to applying Newton’s method with respect to the 

decorrelated z-basis. Conceptually, the adaptation of B has nothing to do with the adaptation of G, each 

being the solution to a different optimization problem. However, in practice, B and G are simultaneously 

adapted using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5). In (2.5), we used the scale factor 4 instead of @ to allow us greater 

flexibility when adapting both 6; and 9j;. 

3. Gram-Schmidt Neural Nets 

In this section, we incorporate the Gram-Schmidt preprocessor structures into multilayer neural nets and 

discuss their adaptation. Consider a conventional multilayer net with N layers and let u”,x” denote the 

input and output vectors at the nth layer and W” the weight matrix connecting the nth and (n+ 1)st layers. 

The overall input and output vectors are x9 x\_ The operation of the network is described by the forward 

equations: Forn=0,1,---,N-1 

u"t! = Wx” (3.1a) 

x"tl = f(u"t') (3.1b) 

where we denote f(u) = [f(uo), f(u),--]’ if u = (uo, u,,---]?. The sigmoidal function is defined by 

f(u) = 1/(1+e7"). The performance index of network is 

_ I N\T N E=5 >> (d-x%)?(d- x”) (3.2) 
patterns 
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For each presentation of a desired input/output pattern {x°,d}, the backpropagation rule [1-3] computes 
the gradients e” = —9€/0u" by starting at the output layer 

e’ = DN(d-x’) (3.3) 

and proceeding backwards to the hidden layers, for n = N — 1,N —2,---,1 

e* = Dw" ent! (3.4) 

where D” = diag{f’(u”)} is the diagonal matrix of derivatives of the sigmoidal function, and f'=f—-f). 
The weights W” are adapted in the conventional way 

Auf, = pep tz? (3.5) 

The proposed Gram-Schmidt network structure is defined by inserting an adaptive Gram-Schmidt pre- 
processor at each layer of the network. Let 2” be the decorrelated outputs at the nth layer and B” the 
corresponding Gram-Schmidt matrix, such that by Eq. (2.2), x” = Bz", and let G” be the linear combiner 
matrix. It is related to W® by W"B" = G", which implies that W"x" = G"z". The forward equations 
(3.1) are replaced now by 

Bez” = x" (3.6a) 
uti = G"z" 

(3.6b) 

x"tl = f(u"t?) (3.6c) 

where (3.6a) is solved for z” by forward substitution, as in (2.1). Bias terms in Eq. (3.6b) can be incorporated 
by extending the vector 2” by an additional unit which is always on. Inserting W" = G"(B")~! in the 
backpropagation equation (3.4), we obtain e” = D"(B"7)-1G"Te"+!. To facilitate this computation, define 
the intermediate vector f” such that B"7£" = G"Te"+!_ Then, Eq. (3.4) can be replaced by the pair 

B'Tge = Gr enti (3.7a) 
e" = pf (3.7b) 

where, noting that B”"7 is an upper triangular matrix, Eq. (3.7a) may be solved efficiently for f" using 
backward substitution. Using (2.3), the adaptation equations for the weights B” are given by 

p 
Ab}; = Beas (3.8) 

with E; updated from one iteration to the next by 

ES = AE} + (23)? (3.9) 

Similarly, the adaptation of the weights G", based on (2.5), is given by 

n B n n 

Agi; = oa e; ary (3.10) 
Jj 

The complete algorithm consists of the forward equations (3.6), the backward equations (3.3) and (3.7), and 
the adaptation equations (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10). 

4. Simulation Results 

In this section, we present some simulations illustrating the performance of the proposed network structures. 
Consider two network examples, the first is a 3:3:2 network consisting of three input units, two output units, 
and one hidden layer with three units, and the second is a 3:6:2 network that has six hidden units. We 
choose a set of eight input/output training patterns given by 
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The first of the two outputs is simply the XOR sum of the three inputs and the second output is the 

complement of the first. We computed the average convergence times for the above examples based on 

200 simulations with random initializations. Convergence time was defined as the number of iterations for 

the performance index (3.2) to drop below a certain threshold value—here, Emax = 0.01. One iteration 

represented one epoch, that is, the presentation of all eight patterns in sequence. The following values of 

the parameters were used: p = 0.25, 8 = 1, A = 0.85. We used both epoch updating and pattern updating 

with a value of the momentum parameter a = 0.85. The average convergence times are shown in the table 

below. The speed advantage of the Gram-Schmidt method is evident. 

3:3:2 3:6:2 

tern tern 

1038 708 

7 
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Abstract 

The training of multilayer perceptrons by the Backpropogation algorithm is usually plagued by poor 
convergence and misadjustment. 

In this paper, we introduce a faster version of the Backpropogation algorithm based on the tech- 
nique of Multilinear Parametrization using Recursive Least Squares. We show that the added complexity 
associated with the Enhanced algorithm can be easily incorporated in the network architecture; conse- 
quently, the update of the connection weights is local. The enhanced algorithm performed consistently 
better when compared to the Backpropogation algorithm in a set of simulations involving two benchmark 
problems. 

1 Introduction 

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a combination of linear blocks and memoryless, sigmoidal nonlinearities. 
Despite the simple structure, a multilayer perceptron is endowed with almost unlimited functional capability. 
Recently, Cybenko and others [1] [2] reported that continuous valued multilayer perceptrons with two hidden 
layers and a fixed sigmoidal nonlinearity can approximate any continuous function from R™ to R” (with 
arbitrary accuracy) on a compact set given sufficient units in the hidden layers. 

In a typical application, paired input-output vectors from the training set are presented to the network. 
The MLP network “learns” the input-output mapping using the Backpropogation algorithm (BP) [3] [12]. 

Fach iteration of the backpropogation algorithm is accomplished in three steps (12]. In the first step, the 
input vector is propogated through the MLP to produce a network output. This output is compared with 
the desired output to generate an error. Subsequently, this error is backpropogated through the network to 
define errors at the output of the intermediate linear blocks. Finally, the backpropogated error is utilized 
to update the connection weights in the linear blocks. In the conventional Backpropogation algorithm the 
weights are updated via an LMS-like algorithm [5]. 

Backpropogation algorithm works well for small nets. It is computationally inexpensive and local. How- 
ever, it is plagued by slow convergence, misadjustment, and the rate of convergence is critically dependent 
on the learning parameter. 

There are numerous schemes to speedup the convergence of BP algorithm. We could group them into two 
categories: algorithms based on heuristics such as those report by Jacobs and Falhman [4]; and algorithms 
stemming from optimization techniques like conjugate gradient methods and approximations to the Newton 
method [8]. Recently, Singhal and Wu [9] reported a method to train the network using the extended 
Kalman filter. Although this method is computationally expensive and not suited for real implementation, 
it is probably the fastest in terms of convergence. 

In this paper, we introduce a fast version of the Backpropogation algorithm based on the idea of Multilin- 
ear Parametrization using Recursive Least Squares (RLS). We show that the added storage requirement and 
computation associated with RLS can be easily incorporated into the network architecture, consequently the 
algorithm is still local. 

The RLS technique has also been idependently suggested by Azimi-Sadjadi and Citrin [10]. 
The following section presents a matrix formulation of the Backpropogation algorithm. The new algo- 

rithm is introduced in Section 3. Finally, a set of simulation results is presented in Section 4. 

2 Conventional Backpropogation Algorithm 

Consider the multilayer perceptron ( three layers for simplicity) depicted in Figure 1. The network consists 
of a cascade of three multi-input multi-output linear filters coupled by memoryless, sigmoidal nonlinearities. 
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Figure 1: A multilayer perceptron 

The three linear filters are characterized by connection matrices C;, Cz and Cs of dimensions N2 x (N; +1), 

Nz x (N2 +1) and Ng x (Ng + 1) respectively. 
The nonlinear transformation , (2), is the logistic function 1/(1+e7*) and is applied element by element 

to the output of the three linear blocks. The biasing of the nonlinearities is accomplished by augumenting 
the vectors Xo, Yo and Zo as follows : 

x=[1 xT]? ye=li yo™)? 2=f[1 Zo7}7 

Given aset of input output pairs {(xo(n), d(n)) i= 1,---, L}, the BP algorithm updates the weight matrices 

in the steepest descent direction of the instantaneous squared error at the output. The algorithm can be 

rewritten in the matrix form as follows, 
  

1. Conventional Backpropogation algorithm 
0. initialize the matrices C;, Cz and Cy to random weights. 

for every input output pair {xg(n), d(n)} 

1. propogate the input forward yo = (Cix), so = (Cay), g = o(Css) 

2. e(n) = d(n)—g(n) /* —error vector— */ 

/* backpropogate the error */ 

3. 53(n) = g(n) e (1 — g(n)) e e(n) 

. C3(n +1) = C3(n) + 4353(n)z7(n) 

. 63(n) = s(n) © (1 — £0(n)) e CZ, (n)53(n) 

. C3(n +1) = Ca2(n) + 4262(n)y7(n) 

- 6(n) = yo(n) © (1 — yo(n)) ¢ CZ, (n)62(n) 
. Cy(n+1)=Cy(n) + y161(n)x7(n) 

where 41, #2 and ps are the learning parameters; 5;, 52 and 53 are the error vectors of sizes N3, N3 and N, respectively; 

o
n
 

Q
n
 

represent an element by element multiplication, and the matrices Cio (for ¢ = 1, 2,3) are the matrices C; with the first column 

removed 

3 Enhanced Backpropogation Algorithm 

The problem of computing the weights in a MLP can be viewed as a global nonlinear identification problem. 

Due to the cascaded structure of the network, it can be partitioned into a set of linear least squares problems. 

Each subproblem corresponds to identifiying one linear block in the cascaded structure. Using the technique 

of multilinear parametrization (an extension of bilinear parametrization [6]), we can solve the global problem 

by iteratively solving each subproblem independently, while keeping the other blocks fixed. One of the most 

efficient ways of solving each linear subproblem is to employ the technique of recursive least squares [5]. The 

RLS algorithm is summarized in the following paragraph. 

Consider a linear transformation 7 = CC, where C is an (N x M) matrix. The adaptive steps for C to. 

minimize the sum of squared error between the actual output, 7 and the desired output, @ are: 
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2. Recursive Least Squares 
a. ¢(n) = A-! P(n)¢(n) 

b. k(n) = Cy (ni) + ¢(n)7 Cy (n)]- 
ce. C(n +1) = C(n) + §(n)k(n) 
d. P(n + 1) = A~! P(n) — k(n)¢q(n)TF 
(i(m) is the linearly transformed vector ((n); k(n) is the Kalman gain; 6(n) = 0(n) — n(n); P is the current inverse of the 
correlation matrix of ¢. 0 < A < 1 is the forgetting factor. 

P(n) is initialized to a diagonal matrix with large diagonal terms (5}. 
For each input-output pair, the most straightforward adaptation strategy involves updating all the linear 

blocks by an RLS iteration, one at a time, beginning with the output block and proceeding towards the 
input. Thus, the Enhanced algorithm can be obtained by substituting each of the steps 4, 6 and 8 in the 
conventional Backpropogation algorithm by the above set of equations. The errors 6, 63 and 53 of algorithm- 
1 correspond the error 6 in the RLS steps, the inputs x, y and z correspond to ¢; C,, Cz and C3 correspond 
to C. Additional storage is required for the three matrices P,, P2 and Ps. These matrices will account for 
the correlation at the input of the three linear blocks. 

The errors 5, 62 and 53 have to be backpropogated from the output through the nonlinearities and the 
linear blocks. Note that the backpropogation of the errors through the nonlinearities could be simplified 
by excluding the multiplication of the error by the derivative of the nonlinearity, as in steps 3, 5 and 7. 
Since the nonlinearity is monotonically nondecreasing, a change in the error at the input of the nonlinearity 
corresponds to a change in the error at the output in the same direction. Therefore the error could be carried 
through the nonlinearity without modification. 

65 =e 43 = Ci, 53 6; = Cr, 52 

Note that we found this simplification usually leads to faster convergence. 
The RLS based algorithm provides very fast convergence at the expense of greater computational com- 

plexity. In fact additional matrices P,, P, and P3 have to be stored at the input of each linear block for 
the computation fo the Kalman gains. This increased complexity could be incorporated into the network 
structure in the form of lateral connections at the input of each linear block. The update of the forward and 
the lateral connections (steps c and d) is Hebbian in both cases because it is proportional to a product term. 
At initialization the P; (i = 1,2,3) are diagonal, implying no lateral connections, but as the algorithm 
progresses the lateral connections grow. 

The enhanced backpropogation algorithm (EBP) usually exhibits very fast convergence but presents some 
drawbacks. It is typical of multilinear Parametrization techniques to occasionally end up in a local minima. 
A way of alleviating this problem is to randomize the order in which the input-output patterns are presented 
to the network. Also, if the network contains enough redunduncy, the locally minimum solution may be 
acceptable. The forgetting factor, A [5] can be used to correct the so called data saturation problem(9] 
typically associated with any Kalman algorithm. 

4 Simulation Results 

We investigated the convergence properties of the enhanced backpropogation algorithm on two benchmark 
problems - the binary XOR and the 4-2-4 encoder [4] [7]. 

In both problems the training set consisted of four training patterns. The MLP was presented with 
patterns sequentially and the network was updated after every presentation. A sweep through the entire 
training set is referred to as an epoch. Several epochs are required to accomplish learning. To avoid getting 
trapped into a local minima, the ordering of patterns within a training set is randomly shuffled after every 
epoch. The target values of 0.1 and 0.9 are used instead of 0 and 1. The network output is thresholded at 
0.5, and when the desired output matches the network output over two consecutive epochs, training is said 
to be complete. 

XOR: The network consisted of two inputs, two hidden units and one output unit (2-2-1 architecture). 
The learning of an XOR problem by a 2-2-1 network is usually difficult since this a minimal configuration. 
Twenty-five simulations were performed with random initial connection weights uniformly distributed be- 
tween -0.25 and +0.25. The results of the simulation are presented in Table 1. A simulation was considered 
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| no. of no. of max min avg. median | SD |] 
runs successes | (epochs) | (epochs) | (epochs) | (epochs) 

EBP | 25 19 533 12 164 75 165 || 
| BP 25 11 691 232 350 297 112 il 

Table 1: XOR simulation 

no. of no. of max min avg. median | SD | 
runs | successes | (epochs) | (epochs) | (epochs) | (epochs) 

EBP | 26 25 61 7 24 19 16 || 
BP | 26 22 96 17 52 52 is ||                 

Table 2: 4-2-4 encoder simulation 

successful if it converged within 600 epochs. The statistics presented in Table 1 exclude unsuccessful simu- 

lations. The learning rate (4) for the conventional backpropogation was set at 0.7 and no momentum was 
used. 

4-2-4 encoder : The network consisted of 4 input units, 2 hidden units, and 4 output units (4-2-4 

architecture). The network was presented with four distinct input patterns, each of which had only one bit 

turned on (set at 1). The task of the network was to duplicate the input pattern at the MLP output. To 
accomplish this task, the network had to develop a unique encoding scheme at the hidden layer (7]. The 

simulation results are presented in Table 2. If a simulation converged within 100 epochs, it was considered 
successful. The learning parameter for conventional backpropogation was set at 0.3. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented an enhanced version of the Backpropogation algorithm. The simulation results 

clearly indicate the superiority of the enhanced backpropogation algorithm. Since this algorithm does not 
involve any tunable parameters, guesswork is eliminated and good performance can be expected for various 
problems. The algorithm is computationally complex but local. 

Simulation results on continuous input-output mapping have shown encoraging results in terms of con- 
vergence rate and generalization. These results will be reported elsewhere [11]. 
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Abstract 

A new learning algorithm for multilayer feedforward neural networks is developed. The algo- 

rithm trains the neural network by applying local variations to its parameters (i.e., weights and thres- 

holds) and referred to as Learning by Local Variations (LLV) algorithm. The initial values of weights 
and thresholds are generated randomly and then systematically perturbed such that the cumulative 

mean square error decreases monotonically with each iteration. The performance of this algorithm was 

compared with the back-propagation learning algorithm. It is observed that LLV algorithm outper- 

forms back-propagation in terms of computational requirement, simplicity and accuracy. Extensive 

simulation studies indicate that the LLV algorithm has some desirable features such as fast conver- 

gence rate and reduced dependence of rate of convergence on the initial conditions. 

I. Introduction 

With the development of back-propagation (BP) algorithm [1] the multilayer feedforward net- 

works have been used successfully to solve number of pattern classification problems. However, when 

the BP algorithm is employed to train neural networks to solve complex problems, the computational 

time requirements are often very high. Also, the BP algorithm suffers from some limitations such as 

dependence of rate of convergence on initial values of weights and the possibility of converging to 
local minima. Several attempts have been made to modify the BP algorithm to achieve faster conver- 
gence. The second order BP methods [2]-[3] improve the rate of convergence but with added computa- 
tional complexity. 

Our aim in this paper is to present a new learning algorithm based on local variations of weights 

and thresholds. Our approach differs significantly from that of error back-propagation. We make sys- 
tematic changes in the weights, one at a time, and see if any improvement is obtained at the output. 
If there is any reduction in cumulative mean square error we make the changes permanent. Otherwise 

we discard the changes. The cumulative mean square error decreases monotonically with each success- 

ful local variation. 

This technique is termed as "Learning by Local Variations” or LLV algorithm. The LLV algo 
rithm is very simple to apply and it has very fast convergence rate as compared to the BP algorithm. 
Extensive simulation studies indicate that its convergence rate is less dependent on the initial condi- 

tions and the possibility of its converging to local minima is low. 

Section II of this paper describes the learning problem. Section III presents the LLV algorithm. 

The discussion regarding computational complexities of LLV and BP algorithms and the simulation 

results are presented in section IV. Finally section V is the conclusion. 

II. Problem Formulation 

A multilayer feedforward neural network with one hidden layer is shown in Fig. 1. When an 

input pattern Xp=[Xop»X1ps-+-yX(No—)pl is presented at the input, it propagates forward in the network 

and maps into an output pattern Y=[yo,y1,...,.¥(m—1)|- The layer 1 contains N, neurons. x; denotes the 
output of the ) th neuron belonging to the | th layer and is computed as 

N-1 

xj=f( 0 Way Xn '—9}) (1) 
n=0 

1-1 where w,;” is the weight of connection between the n th neuron in the (I-1) th layer to the j th neuron 

in the | th layer and 0} is the offset value of the } th neuron in the 1 th layer. The function f 1s 
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characterized by sigmoid nonlinearity. | 

In supervised training of neural networks we are given a set of P input patterns X,,p=l,.., 

P which need to be mapped into the corresponding set of output patterns. Let Do=[dopsdip,--+:4(—1)p] 
be the desired output pattern corresponding to the input pattern X,; and Y, be the actual output 

obtained during training phase. The mean square error for pattern p is given by 

LSS (ap—Yon) =A np Yn 2 Pp M a P Pp) ( ) 

and the cumulative mean square error is given by 

ié 

=p UE, (3) 
p= 

The learning problem is to find the set of parameters wij and 6}, such that the cumulative mean 

square error given by eq.(3) is minimized. 
III Learning by Local Variations 

A set of initial weights and thresholds are generated randomly. All the input patterns X,,p = 

1,..,.P are presented at the input of neural network and the corresponding output patterns Y, are 

evaluated by forward propagation. The cumulative mean square E is calculated using eqs.(2) and (3). 

In each iteration of LLV, local variations are performed on each of the weights until all the 

weights in the network are covered. The treatment of thresholds is the same as weights. To perform 

local variations on the weight Wij , first positive local variation is attempted as follows. 

wi =w)(t)+édw! (4) 

] where w,j(t) is the current value of weight Waj and dw! is value of the incremental change to be 

attempted in the weights of layer |. The value of dw! is chosen through trial and error at the beginning 

of the algorithm. All the patterns are now applied to the neural network with this new value of 

weight and the cumulative mean square error E’ is calculated. If E’ is less than E then the positive 
local variation is successful and the weight wi i(t-+1) = wi If positive variation is successful we go to 
the next weight. Otherwise the positive variation is discarded and the negative local variation is 
attempted as follows: 

A similar procedure is repeated for this change and E’ is calculated. If E’ is less than E we make the 
change permanent 1.e., wy j(t+1) = wie, otherwise, none of the variations are successful and we go to 
the next weight. In each iteration we keep count of the successful variations in weights of each layer 

l. If there are no successful variations in the weights of layer | (i.e., Wj); then the value of 6w! is 

reduced to adw! (0<a<1) for the next iteration. 

Thus each iteration of the algorithm involves local variation of each of the weights and thres- 
holds of the network. The algorithm is terminated when sufficient reduction in the cumulative mean 
square error is obtained. The LLV algorithm thus performs a search in the local neighborhood of the 
point represented by current weights in the weight space. 

Whenever a local variation is attempted on a given weight, the entire forward propagation for 

patterns need not be carried out. Instead, only the variables along a path affected by the variation 

should be reevaluated. For example, when a local variation is being attempted on the weight Wj in 
the network shown in Fig. 1, only the variables along dotted paths are affected and need to be 

reevaluated. This requires that some extra variables such as activations and outputs of neurons need 

to stored for each pattern in the pattern set. This scheme brings about significant reduction in compu- 

tations for every pattern presentation and is feasible in terms of memory storage if the number of pat- 

terns is not very large. 
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IV Simulation Results 

In order to compare the performance of two algorithms we need to take into consideration the 
time complexity as well as the optimization efficiency of the algorithms [2]. We limit our discussion to 

one hidden layer networks as these are the most widely used. The time complexities of the network 

with one hidden layer are presented here. One iteration of BP has time complexity of O(n) where 
n=NoN\+N,No. One iteration of LLV has complexity of O(n’) where n! =NoN,No+NoN,+N,No. For 
detailed comparison of two methods see Table I. However the number of iterations required for con- 
vergence by the LLV algorithm is significantly less than that of BP algorithm. In most of the prob- 
lems attempted during simulation studies we obtained convergence within 15-100 iterations using LLV 
while BP took several thousand iterations. 

The performance of these two methods on some of the problems such as Exclusive-OR, Parity 
and Mux is presented in Table II. The parameters of both the algorithms were chosen so as to obtain 
their best performance. The initial values of weights and thresholds were chosen to be random 
numbers in the interval [-0.5,0.5] and were identical for both the algorithms. Column 1 of the Table II 
gives information about architecture of the neural network to solve the problem. Thus 2-2-1 for XOR 

problem means that there are two inputs, two neurons in the hidden layer and one output. Parity is a 

four bit parity problem with six neurons in the hidden layer. The multiplexer problem consists of a 

two bit select field, a four bit data field and a one bit output. The algorithms are said to be con- 
verged if the cumulative mean square error falls below a certain threshold. In the problems described 

here the threshold was chosen to be (0.01)? i.e., the error in each of the output bits is approximately 
0.01 for each pattern. In some cases the BP method could not meet this criterion even after a large 
number of iterations. 

Figs. 2 to 4 show cumulative square error versus the number of pattern set presentations for 
each of the problems. It is evident that the rate of convergence for LLV is much higher than that of 
BP. Also as the error becomes smaller, BP slows down. But no such effect is observed in case of LLV. 
These plots, however, do not present a clear picture of the effectivenesss of LLV because the number of 

computations per pattern set presentation for LLV is much lesser than that of BP as mentioned in sec- 

tion III. Also, in the case of LLV, there is no error back-propagation with each pattern presentation. 

Evaluation of number of computations required by both the methods on small to moderate sized net- 

works indicates that LLV requires one to two orders of magnitude lesser computations than BP. For 

larger networks the improvement in performance was observed to be more problem specific and not so 

significant. We also observed the performance of these methods under different initial conditions. The 

performance of LLV was less sensitive to the initial conditions than that of BP. Also the frequency of 

LLV to converge to local minima was significantly less than that of BP. 

V Conclusion 

A new learning algorithm for multilayer feedforward neural network has been presented. The 
proposed algorithm is much simpler and computationally efficient compared to the back-propagation 

algorithm for small to moderate sized networks and often gives more accurate results. Simulation stu- 

dies indicate that the convergence rate of LLV is less dependent on the initial conditions and the pro- 

bability that it would converge to local minima is significantly less than that of back-propagation. 

The back-propagation method often takes an excessively large time to train networks to solve complex 

problems. The new technique has potential of training neural networks to solve complex problems 

within a reasonable time period. 
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Table I. Approximate number of computations per iteration 

for one hidden layer network. 
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Fig 1. Multilayer feedforward Network. 
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During the past ten years, connectionist networks have been applied to a 

wide variety of problems ranging from low level pattern recognition to verbal 
learning and decision optimization (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). Among 
the various parallel distributed models proposed, the Brain-State-in-a-Box 
(BSB) of Anderson Silverstein Ritz and Jones (1977) has the advantage of being 

able to explain the process of categorization in a natural learning framework. 

In the model, this is accomplished on the one hand, by a positive feedback 

loop which continuously returns the current state back to the input, thus 
forcing any initial ambiguous state to converge toward one of the discrete 

directions defined by the eigen vectors of the connectivity matrix, and on the 

other hand, by the imposition of saturation limits that constrain vectors to lie 
inside a hypercube of which corners, if they are stable, constitute the invariant 
final states of the system. Thus, the performance of the model is closely linked 
to conditions under which stable responses (corners) are acquired. 

In a recent study, Proulx (1986, 1987) criticized the notion of stability as 

defined by Anderson et al, (1977) and showed that certain selectivity problems 
emerge when the system learns in the presence of non-orthogonal stimuli. 

More precisely, the imposed limits to adaptation of connections, which 

prevent the system from being dominated by it's first eigen vector (Anderson 
and Mozer, 1981, Golden, 1986), inevitably leads to decreased efficiency of the 
feedback to drive initial states in the appropriate direction, while 

simultaneously facilitating the stability of all the corners of the hypercube. 

This seriously limits the applicability of the BSB model to human 
categorization. 

In this paper, we present a revised version of the BSB model in which the 
coefficients of the connectivity matrix are updated according to two distinct 
learning rules instead of only one. The first is the standard hebbian rule used 
by Anderson & Mozer (1981) and the second is an anti-learning rule that 
operates with a general parameter slightly less in magnitude and opposite in 
sign relative to the first rule. Such a modification of the BSB's learning 
algorithm has for major effect to introduce a negative feedback in addition to 
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the usual positive feedback in the system. Moreover, since the application of 
the two synaptic modification rules is asynchronous (anti-learning following 

learning by five iterations), the canonical bases of the two components of the 

feedback never overlap and the resulting effect on the performance of the 
model is much more complex and interesting than what is expected by the 

simple application of two antagonistic processes. 

More specifically, as demonstrated by a theoretical analysis of the dynamic 
properties of the feedback, as well as by the results of several computer 
simulations based on the operation of a 34 unit network in a recognition task 

of nine correlated stimuli (letters), the new model performs better than the 

standard BSB at all levels of analysis. First, inspection of the evolution the 

eigen structure of the connectivity matrix as a function of the number of 
learning trials reveals 1) that the eigen vectors of the total matrix develop 

progressively to represent a well defined set of distinctive features of the 

objects in the stimulus domain, and 2) that each eigen value sequentially 

emerges from noise level to converge toward a magnitude that depends on the 

relative importance of the associate characteristic (eigen vestor). Second, an 

analysis of the two eigen value spectra obtained for each component of the 

feedback demonstrates that the ratio between successive eigen values 

increases, thus indicating that the system becomes more selective as it learns. 

This conclusion is also supported by the fact 1) that the final corners used by 
the system are exact representations of the input stimuli though, in the 

presence of noise, unaltered letters have never been presented, and 2) that 

only those corners reach the appropriate level of stability during the learning 

process. Finally, when tested in the presence of varying levels of noise, the 
performance of the model is nearly ideal, both in lterms of accuracy of 
categorizations and in speed of recognition. 

Such findings strongly suggest that reconciliation of selectivity with 

generalization in the BSB model depends on the dynamic properties of the 

interaction of two types of feedback rather than on the effect of positive 

feedback only. 
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THE EFFECT OF THE SLOPE OF THE ACTIVATION FUNCTION ON THE 

BACK PROPAGATION ALGORITHM 
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Abstract-We investigate in this paper the effect of the slope of the activation function(the node 

nonlinearity) on the performance of the back propagation algorithm in training a multilayer 
perceptron. The main conclusion of the paper is that the back propagation algorithm can be made 
more robust by not only making the weights adaptive, but the slopes of the nonlinearities as 

well. 

INTRODUCTION 
The back propagation algorithm[1],[2] is an adaptive procedure which is widely used in 

training a multilayer perceptron for a number of classification applications in areas such as 

speech and image recognition. 
The network is presented a set of input vectors together with the corresponding desired 

output patterns. At each iteration step, the algorithm compares the actual output with the 

desired output and calculates the error. The error is then used to update the weights in the 

output layer in the desired direction; and then back propagated to the hidden layers to update the 
remaining weights. | | 

The back propagation algorithm suffers from a major drawback however. The 

convergence of the algorithm is very sensitive to the initial set of weights. Very often, one may 

find that the algorithm fails to converge. This phenomenon is usually explained as the algorithm 

" getting stuck in a local minimum” of the error surface[1]. While this may be true for some 
cases, there is another phenomenon which occasionally prevents convergence. 

Because the unsaturated range of the nonlinearity (dynamic range) is predetermined and 

kept fixed throughout; in the classical version of the algorithm it is very common that the 

initial set of weights causes the nonlinearities to saturate and therefore the derivative of the 

nonlinearities becomes so small that the weights update very slowly, if at all, which causes the 

algorithm to fail to converge or to converge after a relatively large number of iterations. 
This problem makes the back propagation algorithm very unpredictable. It is the 

experience of the authors that it takes several trials to find an initial set of weights that would 

be suitable for convergence. Except for a new algorithm that uses Kalman filtering to train the 

perceptron[4], little attempt, if any, has been made to improve the back propagation algorithm 

so that the convergence would be less dependent on the initial set of weights. 

In the next section, we introduce a modification to the classical back propagation 

algorithm which updates the slopes of the nonlinearities as well as the weights, hence prevents 

this saturation phenomenon. The remainder of the paper is devoted to experimental results. 

SLOPE OF THE NODE NONLINEARITY 
While it is standard procedure to use the so called sigmoid as the node nonlinearity(1], 

we shall depart from this and use the saturating linear soft limiter (SLSL) given by 

1 if x > ta 

f(x)= ax if |x] < t/a (1) 
-1 if x <-t/a 
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instead , because of its advantages mentioned in [5]. 

To illustrate the effect of the slope of the nonlinearity, a two layer perceptron with two 
input nodes, two nodes in the hidden layer and one output layer will be used to solve the XOR- 
problem([3]. 

The possible inputs, the desired output responses, and symbols to represent the actual 

output of the net for the XOR-problem are shown in table 1. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

                    

x1 x2 DES. OUTPUT symbolized f(x)4 1 A __B 

output 

1 1 -1 
A x (x) f 

1 +1 1 B > 

“1 1 1 C x 

1-4 1 D -C—D + .4 -C—D A_B. 

(a) (b) 
Table 1. XOR-problem Fig 1. (a) node nonlinearity, (b) Derivative 

Since the initial set of weights is randomly chosen, it is common that the output of the 

linearcombiner for a given slope setting saturates the nonlinearity as shown in Fig 1.(a), 
where x is the input to the nonlinearity and the symbols are the actual outputs of the net for the 
four possible inputs of an XOR-problem for a specific case. It is seen that the slope of the 
nonlinearity is so steep that all possible inputs to the nonlinearity fall in the saturated range. 

Fig 1.(b) shows that when such a case occurs, the derivative of the nonlinearity is very 

small(instead of setting the derivative to zero in the saturation regions as shown in the figure, 

we set it to a small e€ as explained below) and therefore the weights will update very slowly 

which might cause the algorithm not to converge. 

On the other hand, if the slope is made very small so as to have all the inputs to the 
nonlinearity, however big, fall in the dynamic range, it might be so small that it would take a 
relatively large number of iterations for the actual outputs to move out from the dynamic range 
and fall in the correct saturated regions. 

Therefore, there must be an optimal value for the slope of the nonlinearity for different 
initial sets of weights. 

Since there is no way to determine the optimal slope, it would be propitious to modify 
the back propagation algorithm such that the slopes of the nonlinearities used in the net are 
made adaptive as well. 

In order to make the slope of the nonlinearity adaptive, the SLSL given by (1) is viewed 
as a function of two variables : the input x and the slope a. 

Therefore the derivatives of (1) with respect to x and a are given by 
aif |x| <1/a 

fy(x,a) = (2) 
e if |x| > 1/a 

and 

x if a<|1/x| 

f'a(x,a) = (3) 

e if a> |1/x| 
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respectively, where e is a suitably small positive number, included so as to have the derivative 

never equal to zero so that a small updating occurs even when the nonlinearity is saturated. 

Let the sequence of input vectors and the corresponding desired output vectors be Xp, 

p=1,2,...M and Dp, p=1,2,....M , respectively. 

The purpose is to determine adaptively the weight vectors W, and the slope of the 

nonlinearity aj that belong to each neuron (node) so as to minimize the mean squared error 

Ep =| Yp- Dp Il? 
where Y, is the actual net output corresponding to the input Xp. 

The new algorithm does this following the steps below: 

1. Start with a random set of weights and a random set of slopes. 

2. Calculate Yp by propagating Xp through the network. 

3. Calculate Ep. 

4. Adjust slopes by 

aj(t+1) = aj(t) + BAaj+ p(aj(t) - aj (t- 1)) (4) 

where aj(t) is the slope at time t belonging to node j, B is the step size, and » is a momentum 

term and 
Aaj = fa’ ( Xpj,aj ) ( Apj - Ypj ) (5) 

if j is an output node and 

Aaj = fa’ ( Xpj.j ) Xk Awk Wik (6) 

if j is a hidden node. 
This step is the only addition to the classical algorithm and its derivation follows exactly 

the same steps used in deriving (7) in the literature. It can be seen in (4) that the slopes are 

updated in a very similar manner to the way the weights are updated in the classical back 

propagation algorithm. 

5. If aj(t+1)< amin then aj(t+1)= amin 

where amin is a small positive number which is used to prevent the slopes from taking very 

small or negative values. 

6. Adjust weights by 

Wj (t+1) = W(t) + WAwj)Xj+ & ( Wj(t) - Wj(t1)) (7) 
where Awj = fx' ( Xpj,8j) ( pj - Ypj ) (8) 

if node j is an output node and 

Aw = fx’ ( Xpj.@j ) Xk Awk Wik (9) 
if node j is a hid den node. 

7. Repeat by going to step 2. 

lt must be noted that the new algorithm has only two new terms compared to the classical 

algorithm,Aa; and fa'(Xpj,aj). The term f'(Xpj,aj) is the derivative of the nonlinearity with 

respect to the slope and has the same computational complexity as the term fx'( Xpj,aj ), and the 

term Aaj, as seen in (6), is related to Aw; which is used to update the weights. Therefore, the 

new algorithm does not have any more computational burden than the classical one since the 

Awj's, used to update the weights, are also used to update the slopes. 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Both the classical and the new algorithm are used to train a two-layer neural network, 

as described in the previous section, to solve the XOR-problem. Both algorithms are run with 

the same sequence of inputs, the same initial set of weights, the same parameters : @=.5, w=./7, 

and the same initial set of slopes aj = 1 for all the nodes. The new algorithm has the additional 
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parameters B = .15 and p = .05. 
The input data are presented in sequence together with the desired output to the net as 

shown in table 1. 
Since there are four different pairs of inputs in the XOR-problem, the MSE between the 

desired output and the actual output of the net is computed at every four iterations. 
The results of the simulation are plotted in Fig 2. It is seen that while the new algorithm 

converges in about 50 iterations, the classical algorithm does not converge even after 300 

iterations. It must be emphasized here that this behavior for the classical back propagation 

algorithm occurs sufficiently often to justify the modification. 
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Fig 2. Learning curves for the XOR-problem. Fig 3. slope of the output nonlinearity. 

The value of the slope of the output node nonlinearity is shown in Fig 3. It seen that the 

slope decreases from its initial value to a very small value, which increases the dynamic range 
and therefore allows the weights to update rapidly in the initial stages of the training period. As 
the algorithm begins to converge, however, we see from the figures that the slope begins to 

increase, thus decreasing the dynamic range and therefore limiting adaptation. 
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LEARNING WITH HE OP£IMUM PATH PARADIGM 
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THE FEED-FORWARD PHASE 

The proposed optimum path paradign (OPP) works as rollows. ‘tne 

input is specified by a string of w syibols taken Irom an alpn—- 

abet A= $4, b, c, ...J, containing g Letters. Ine output ig a 

string of w symbols in alignment with the w input symools. ‘ine 

output symbol corresponding to a given input symbol can be taken 

from a collection or allowaple output symools for each input 

symbol. or example, the input symbol a would admit output 

symbols al, a2, «++, ag. ‘ne direct proolem is to find tne cor- 

rect string of output symbols for each admissiple input string. 

The inverse problem, i.e., learning, consists in finding tne 

association laws or dynamics, by observing input/output pairs, 

thus allowing oneself to predict future outputs. 

The input string is written horizontally and velow each input 

symbol one writes a layer of all possinle output symools cor 

responding, to the input symbol under consideration. sSpecilying 

the output string consists in making a cnoice of an Output symool 

per layer. If one thinks of joining eacn output symool to tne 

next chosen one aS ameans ofr specifying the correct output 

string, one then gets a path connecting tne first layer to tne 

last layer, and containing one node per layer. 

All symbols in two successive layers are assumed to ve connected 

with a weight assignment for each such connection. ‘this 1s tne 

same connectivity as for the backpropagation algoritnm si (5,o)- 

he traversal of the network is specified by finding tne patn or 

least cost from first to last layer. It can be implemented witn 

the Viterbi algorithm (7) which is itself a version or Dijkstra's 

algorithm {1}. The topology is identical to that or bP and nas 

the same degree of parallelism. All nodes of a given layer 

compute simultaneously. ach node perrorms a function or y 

arguments, one argument corresponding to eacn node of tne previ- 

ous layer. Each such argument is a. sum (instead or a product as 

for BP) of a value stored at tne previous node and tnat of a 

weizht on the connection between the two nodes. tne function 

used here is amin function (i.e. take tne smallest argument) 

instead of the sum followed by a signoid used in bP. 

The specification of output descrined above, presumes tnat tnere 

isa xX gq matrix W of weignts, specirying all possiole transi- 

tions between all possible pairs of output sympols. Learning 

deals with the problem of finding such a matrix. 
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THE LEARNING PROCEDURE 

Learning consists in observing 4 number of input/output pairs and 

in reconstructing from them the input/output mapping. An in- 

put/output pair is equivalent to the specification or a net and 

an optimum path on that net. Given acollection of sucn nets, 

together with the corresponding optimum paths, one would like to 

reconstruct the matrix W of weights of transition from one output 

symbol ci to another cj. 

Notice that the specification of an optimum path is equivalent to 

the specification of a mumber of inequalities, stating tnat tne 

sun of the weights of the edges forming the optimm path is 

larger than the sum of any combination of weignts corresponding 

to an alternate path. Knowledge of a collection of input/output 

pairs is therefore equivalent to the knowledge of a large number 

of inequalities among the entries of tne matrix W. Attempting to 

achieve learning, i.e., determining the entries of wW or ore such 
equivalent set of entries, is tantamount to the "solution" of a 

large number of inequalities among the matrix elements. ‘his 1s 

achieved by introducing a heuristics that relates the frequency 

of occurrence of a weight as part of a large side of an inequali- 

ty to its actual value. This is quite intuitive since tne Larger 

a weight the more likely it is to occur on tne larger side o1 

inequalities involving different weights. Simulations bear this 

fact [6]. 

When translated back to the network formulation, tne heuristics 

dictates strengthening each edge or connection that occurs on a 

best path. The matrix W' is thererore constructed oy successive 

incrementation of the entries corresponding to transitions oc- 

curring on best paths. This is a form or Heppvian iearning [-} in 

the context of a different feed-forward paradigm tor supervised 

learning. 

EXAMPLE 

The task to be learned here will be assumed to be implementaole 

through minimization and that a transition matrix W actually 

exists to represent the given mapping througn minimization as 

discussed. Learning will then consist in recovering an 

equivalent matrix W', through observation of input/output pairs 

generated through the use of W. One then uses w' to generate 

outputs and compares them to the one generated witn W. ir they 

agree, learning has been successful. 

It is not necessary to have a specific model for the onjects that 

W represents. If such a model is considered useful at this 

stage, one could use that of a robot arm. In this particular 

model we agsume that we have three positions pl, p2 and pj, that 
it is desirable to reach. Each such position is realizaole 
through two different configurations or tne Joint variaoles of 
the robot arm. We thus have 6 different possiole cormfigurations 
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and the costs of transition from any one configuration to anotner 

is entered in the 6 x 6 matrix, W. 

Through the use of W, one plans the optimum patn for any prescr- 

ibed trajectory. By considering the actual trajectories rollowed 

and applying the heuristics described above, one then generates a 

new matrix W' of inferred costs of transition. If Learning is 

successful, the use of W' for path planning will result in tne 

game paths as the use of W. 

The above is illustrated by the following example: 

The matrix W is given by: 

    

01212 3 

104131 2 

2101 2 2 

W = 13103 2 

2123 01 

3 22210) 

We then consider 3—position sequences. For eacn such sequence we 

generate the optimum path. By applying OPP learning we ootain 

the following matrix W': 

(2 0 oOo 8/2 ° o \ 
0 4 7/2 9 

Ww! = 0 7/2 3 Oo 17/6 11/6 
= |g 0 0 3 0 4/8 

0 6 176 0 4 2° 
\ 0 o 1/6 4/8 9 7 

    

It can be verified that maximam paths using W' generates the same 

paths as W has. Learning was thus guccessrul. 

DISCUSSION 

The present paradign is promising ror Learning witn connectionist 

networks. One reason is the speed of both reed-rorward and 

learning phases. Ihe tast nature of the learning pnase, whicn 

processes each weight no more than once, makes it a good 

candidute for practical applications [4,5]. 

Despite the wide dirference in concept between OPP and BP, tnere 

are fundamental similarities between them. A practical Similari- 
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ty is related to the identical topology in the feed-rorward pnase. A rixed 
architecture will run both paradigms. A theoretical simJarity 
arises from the fact that BP perrorms gradient descent in tne 
space of weights during the learning phase, thus searching ror 
the “state of minimum energy," in a way similar to actual 
physical systems. In OPP, during the feed forward pnase, tne 
system looks for the path of "minimum total weignt" or "Least 
action," which again is what physical systems do. ‘Ine success or 
both paradigms might be rooted in tne simple fact tnat they 
emlate the long tested ways Nature uses to evolve. 
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ABSTRACT 

A fast new algorithm is presented for training multi-layer perceptrons as an alternative to the 
back-propagation algorithm. This new algorithm reduces the required training time 
considerably and overcomes many of the shortcomings presented by the conventional back- 
propagation algorithm. 

The algorithm uses a modified form of the back-propagation algorithm to generate error signals 
with respect to the summation outputs (inputs to the nonlinearities). These error signals are 

used to estimate values at the summation outputs that will improve the total network error. The 

determination of weights using these summation output estimates is thereby reduced to a linear 
problem which may be solved by using a Kalman filter at each layer. 

The new algorithm, as shown in this paper, shortens the training time by several orders of 

magnitude for the pattern recognition type problem considered. In some cases improvement 
ratios of the new algorithm over the back-propagation algorithm run higher than 10,000. The 
new algorithm is also less effected by the choice of initial weights and set up parameters. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to present a novel algorithm for rapid training of feed-forward 

multilayer perceptrons. It is not our intent to derive the algorithm here, but to state the 
algorithm and present experimental results in pattern recognition. For the full derivation of 
the algorithm, and additional experimental results, the reader is refered to [1], [2]. 

The back-propagation algorithm [3], [4], which is a generalization of the LMS algorithm that 
minimizes the mean squared error between the desired and the actual outputs of the network 

with respect to the weights, has become the standard way of training multilayer perceptrons. 
The algorithm, however, suffers from a number of shortcomings. Aside from the large amount 

of time required for the algorithm to converge, it has the added disadvantage of being very 
sensitive to initial weights and set up parameters. 

It is the presence of the nonlinear functions in the network that prevents us from directly 
applying the standard least squares adaptive filtering techniques which are known to have rapid 
convergence properties. If the nonlinear neural network problem can be partitioned into linear 
and nonlinear parts, a wide range of techniques would be at our disposal for solving this 
problem. In contrast to the standard back-propagation algorithm, the new algorithm uses a 

modified form of the back-propagation algorithm to minimize the mean squared error with 
respect to the summation outputs (inputs to the nonlinearities). Error signals are generated 

and used to estimate values at the summation outputs that will improve the total network error. 
By specifying improved summation outputs this way, the determination of the weights is 
thereby reduced to a linear problem. The solution of the weight vector at each node, is the 

solution of the deterministic normal equation [4] whose input variables are the estimated 

summation outputs, along with the input vector to the respective node. Solving the normal 

equation is implemented recursively by using a Kalman filter [5] at each layer. 
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THE ALGORITHM 

1. Initialize 
Equate the node offset xj.19 of every node to some non-zero constant for layers j = 1 

through L, randomize all weights in the network, and initialize the inverse matrix R-1. 

2. Select training pattern 

Randomly select an input/output pair to present to the network. The input vector 
is Xo and desired network output vector is O. 

3. Run selected pattern through the network 
For each layer j from 1 through L, calculate the summation output 

N 

ik = de Xt, Wiki and the function output xj = fly) = _L=—exp(-a vir} 

I=0 1 + exp( —a Yjx ) 
for every node k. N is the number of inputs (not including the offset) to a node, and 
constant a is the sigmoid slope. 

4. Invoke Kalman filter equations 

For each layer j from 1 through L, calculate Aj = R-1; Xj.;, calculate the Kalman gain 

Kj = Aj [bj + X7j.1 Aj ]-1, and update the inverse matrix R-1; =[R-1; — Kj Aj ]/ bj, 
where bis the the forgetting factor for the jt!" layer. 

5. Back-propagate error signals 
Compute the derivative of f(yjx ) using f (yj) = —2alexp( —a vik\l . 

[1 + exp( —a yjx ) ] 2 
Calculate error signals in the output layer, for every node k, by evaluating 

Quk= Fuk) (OK- XLk ). 
For the hidden layers, starting at layer j = L-1 and decrementing through j = 1, 
find error signals by solving 

Qk = FYK) » Cj41,i Wj+1,i,k for every node in the jth layer. 

6. Find the desired summation output 

Calculate the desired summation output at the Lth layer by using the inverse function 

dk = iin [ 1+ Ox ! for every kth node in the output layer. 

7. Update the weights 
The weight vectors in the output layer L, are updated by Wi, = Wie + Ki ( dk — Ytk ) 

for every kth node. For each hidden layer j = 1 through L—1, the weight vectors are 

updated by Wik = Wjx + Kj ejx pj for every kth node. 

8. Test for completion 
If the network has not yet converged, go back to step 2. 
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PATTERN RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The following pattern recognition example illustrates the difference in training times of the two 
algorithms when presented with the same pattern set. The 7 x 7 pixel patterns, Fig. 1, are the 
inputs to a 2 layer feed-forward perceptron with 16 nodes in the hidden layer. The desired 

output of the network is a 2, 3, or 4 bit binary word depending upon the number of patterns 
used to train the network. As stated for the examples in [1] and [2], both algorithms were 
started from exactly the same initial weights, and patterns were presented to both algorithms in 

the same order. Fig. 2 shows the mean squared error vs. the iteration number for both 
algorithms during training. 

Table 1 presents numerically, the performance comparisons of the two algorithms plotted in 
Fig. 2. These comparisons take into consideration the computational efficiency of each algorithm 

as well as the number of iterations required for the algorithm to reach a specified mean squared 
error. The result is a time ratio of the two algorithms when run on a sequential machine. The 
computation ratio is the number of operations required by the back-propagation algorithm, 
divided by the number of operations required by the new algorithm per iteration. This ratio, 
multiplied by the iteration ratio (iterations required by the new algorithm divided by iterations 

required by the back-propagation algorithm) produce the total improvement ratio. A mean 
squared error convergence of slightly less than 0.25 was chosen since this value is the 
minimum that can be used and still produce correct results, assuming that the outputs are 

eventually passed through a hard limiter to produce a binary word. 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS 

As illustrated in Fig. 2 and table 1, the new algorithm converges much faster than the back- 
propagation algorithm for pattern recognition type problems. Even with its additional 

arithmetic operations, improvement ratios of the new algorithm over the back-propagation 

algorithm ran higher than 10,000 in some cases and it is not unlikely that this number may be 

further increased by considering patterns with higher resolution. 

The new algorithm is also more predictable in its training. In Fig. 2, we notice that the back- 
propagation algorithm tends to reach a certain mean squared error and remain there for quite a 
while making little or no progress. At some point, it either rapidly converges, or jumps to a 
new level where it would again make little or no progress for quite a while. In contrast, the new 

algorithm continues to make steady progress toward improving the mean squared error 

throughout the training period. 
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Abstract 

This paper is concerned with spatiotemporal credit assignment in recurrent networks by local computa- 

tions only. An approach to on-line reinforcement learning and an approach to on-line supervised learning 

are considered. Common to both is that state transitions in a completely recurrent network are observed 

by a second non-recurrent network which receives as input the complete activation vectors of the recurrent 

one. The output of the second network serves to provide error information for the recurrent network. 

We also consider how in a changing environment a recurrent dynamic superutsed learning critic can 

interact with a recurrent dynamic reinforcement learning network in order to improve its performance. 

Introduction 
Few learning schemes in principle are applicable to dynamic tasks with temporally varying inputs and 

outputs, including ‘extended REINFORCE’ algorithms (Williams, 1988) and the ‘Neural Bucket Brigade 

Algorithm’ (Schmidhuber, 1988) for reinforcement learning. For supervised (and non-local) learning in com- 

pletely recurrent dynamic networks see e.g. (Pearlmutter, 1988), (Williams and Zipser, 1988), (Rohwer, 1989), 

(Gherrity, 1989). 
The most important aspect of the algorithms described in this paper is their locality in both space and 

time. ‘Local in time’ is meant to say that weight changes should take place continually, and that changes 

should depend only on information about activations and weights from a fixed recent time interval. (In this 

paper the recent time interval degenerates to the last time tick for discrete time versions.) This contrasts to 

weight changes that take place only after externally defined episode boundaries, which require additional a 

priori knowledge. ‘Local in space’ is meant to say that for arbitrary network size changes of a unit’s weight 

vector should depend solely on information from connected units, and that the update complexity per time 

tick should be only proportional to the dimensionality of the weight vector. This implies that for a completely 

recurrent network the weight update complexity at a given time is O(n?) where n is the number of units. (In 

this paper the ‘connected units’ are the set of source units which provide input to a given unit, plus one more 

unit from a second network which is used to compute error information. The additional unit can be thought 

of as ‘connected in a special way’.) 
In both cases described herein there is a primary network which has to be adjusted such that it shows 

desireable input-output behavior. The primary network is a completely recurrent dynamic one, where certain 

units serve as input units and others serve as hidden units or output units. In both cases there also 1s a second 

network (termed ‘the critic’ hereafter) which has to be capable of static pattern association. It receives as 

input the whole (or parts of the) current state of the primary network. Both networks are adaptive: The 

output of the critic serves to adjust the primary network. Various methods can be used to adjust the critic. 

Two examples of pairs of interacting networks will be described in the next two sections. 

Reinforcement Learning in Dynamic Recurrent Networks 

We propose the discrete time version of an algorithm for adjusting a recurrent network in order to let 

it solve tasks by delayed reinforcement learning (i. e. tasks where an external teacher only indicates once 

a while whether the system is in a desireable state or not, without providing detailed knowledge about the 

desired outputs at each time tick). Essentially this algorithm can be viewed as an application of ‘Temporal 

Difference Methods’ (TD-methods) (Sutton, 1988) to the temporal evolution of recurrent networks. The fully 
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recurrent primary network consists of linear input units and binary probabilistic non-input units. We consider 
the case where the \zarning phase is dividable into ‘episodes’. An episode starts with the initialization of the 
system’s activations and is finished when the final reinforcement R becomes known. Here is a description of 
the algorithm: 

First all weights are randomly initialized with real values. 

For all episodes: 

In the beginning of each episode the activations of input units of the recurrent network are initialized with 
values determined by the environment, and the activations of hidden and output units are initialized with 0. 
For all time ticks, until there is external reinforcement R (a real number) indicating failure or success : 

At a given time tick t: 

1. The critic (e.g. a back-propagation network with one output) receives as input the complete activation 
vector z(t — 1) of all units of the recurrent network. So the dimensionality of the input vector of the critic 
equals the number of units tn the recurrent network. Its one-dimensional output r is interpreted as a prediction 
of the final reinforcement to be received in the future (Barto et al., 1983)(Sutton, 1984)(Anderson, 1986). 

2. The recurrent network performs one update-step: Each probabilistic non-input unit i sums its weighted 
inputs, this sum is passed to the logistic function which gives the probability that the activation z;(t) becomes 
1, or O, respectively. Each unit i also stores its last activation 2;(t — 1). Output units may cause an action in 
the environment, this may lead to new activations for the input units (external feedback). 

3. If there ts external reinforcement R (this means the end of the current episode) then the variable r’ is 
defined to be equal to R. 

Otherwise r’ is defined to be a new estimation of final reinforcement, obtained by letting the critic judge 
the new state of the recurrent network. 

Using its static learning algorithm (e.g. the generalized delta rule) the critic associates the last activation 
vector of the recurrent network with r’, thus ‘transporting expectation back in time’ for one time step. 

4. Each directed weight w;;(t) from unit i to unit j of the recurrent network is immediately altered according 
to Awj,;(t) = A(r’ — r)zi(t — 1)z;(t) (with A being a positive constant), thus encouraging (or discouraging, 
respectively) the last transition. 

State transitions from states associated with low expectation of reinforcement leading to states with a higher 

evaluation are encouraged. State transitions from states associated with high expectation of reinforcement 
leading to states with a lower evaluation are discouraged. So the learning algorithm implements Samuel’s 
principle for delayed reinforcement, as described in the context of learning to play checkers (Samuel, 1959): 
“We are attempting to make the score, calculated for the current board position, look like that calculated for 
the terminal board position of the chain of moves which most probably will occur during actual play.’ 

The algorithm described above has been applied successfully to a ‘delayed XOR’ problem (Schmidhuber, 
1989). An interesting aspect is that a linear critic was sufficient, while the task to be solved was of the 
‘non-linearily separable’ type. 

A few modifications were made to the algorithm, in order to make it applicable to tasks where the goal is 
to maximize the duration of an episode. These modifications are motivated by the work of Sutton (Sutton, 
1984), who studied and generalized Samuel’s principle for the case of networks consisting of single units. Sutton 

introduced a discount rate 0 < y < 1 in order to give more weight to reinforcement to be received in the nearer 

future. Following Sutton we modified step 3 of the algorithm. The corresponding statement now says: 

Otherwise r’ ts defined to be a new estimation of final discounted reinforcement, obtained by letting the 

critic judge the new state of the recurrent network and multiplying the new value with y . 

We also modified the learning rule for the recurrent net (step 4 of the algorithm) such that unlikely 
transitions were credited more strongly (Anderson, 1986): 

Awji;(t) = A(r’ — r)(2i(t — 1)(2; (t) — P(z; = 1| z(t—1), w(t —1)), where w(t — 1) is the last weight vector. 
We tested the modified algorithm on the pole balancing task described in (Anderson, 1986). (Detailed 

parameter settings and results are given in (Schmidhuber, 1989).) Following Anderson we made the task 
more difficult than the similar task described in (Barto et al., 1983), where a prewired decoder was used to 
provide binary multi-dimensional input to a single-unit ‘network’, with all components being zero except for 

one. Instead the input was real valued, and additionally scaled in an asymmetric manner, in order to force 

the system to discover a non-trivial internal representation by itself. 

It is worth noting some differences to Andersons system (Anderson, 1986). In contrast to Anderson we 
did not use a back-propagation network but a single linear unit for the critic. We also did not use a static 
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feed-forward network for computing output actions, but a continually running recurrent network!. Since one 
update-step of the recurrent network also involves a change of input activations due to the external loop 
through the environment, there is a delay of at least 2 time ticks between inputs that have to be transformed 

in a non-linear fashion, and the corresponding actions. A new input can be available before the response to 

the last one is computed. 

An Approach to Supervised Learning in Recurrent Networks 
In this section we describe an idea for a local learning scheme for supervised learning in continually running 

recurrent networks, where each non-input unit at each time can receive an individual error signal. The method 

is based on back-propagation (BP) (Werbos, 1974) in recurrent networks unfolded in time (Rumelhart et al., 
1986), the global error measure to be minimized is the sum of all errors received at the non-input units over 
time. The important difference is that the method is local in space and time, while conventional BP is not. 
In conventional BP each unit needs a stack for remembering past activations which are used to compute 
contributions to weight changes during the error propagation phase. Starts and ends of sequences have to 
be indicated by an external teacher. (Williams’ and Zipser’s on-line algorithm (Williams and Zipser, 1988) is 
local in time, but not in space.) 

Instead of allowing unlimited storage capacities in form of stacks we introduce a second adaptive, but static 

network (again termed the ‘critic’). The dimensionality of its output now equals the number of non-input units 
of the recurrent net. Its task is to associate states of the recurrent (primary) network with error-vectors. The 
behavior of both interacting networks can be described like this: 

Activations spread through the primary network in the same manner as with conventional BP. At each 

discrete time tick the critic receives as input the state vector of the non-input units of the primary network. 

The sum of the critics output and the new error which may have been observed at certain output-units ts used 

as an error-vector. This error-vector is propagated backwards through the primary network, but only one step 

‘back in time’. (So each unit of the primary network has to store only its last activation.) The involved weights 

are changed immediately afterwards, assuming that the learning rate ts suffictently small to avoid instabilities. 
The new error vector received at the non-input units after the one-step-back propagation phase becomes 

associated with the last state of the primary network. This association has to be done by the static learning 

algorithm of the critic, which can be a Boltzmann machine, or a feedforward BP network, or something else. 

A critical assumption of this scheme is that the state of the non-input units at a given time uniquely 

represents the history which led to this state. Two different histories leading to the same internal state can not 

be distinguished by the critic. In such cases it is likely that incorrect error vectors are one-step-back-propagated 
during further training. The self-healing effect could be that weight modifications caused by this process lead 
to new errors which in turn split ‘critical’ states into two or more distinguishable states representing different 

histories. However, at the moment the precise nature of the interactions between two networks like those 

described above is not clear. 

The advantage of the scheme is that it is both local in space and local in time: At every time tick the 
system in principle performs the same local operations, there is no need for storing past activations (except 
for the last ones), and there is no such thing as epoch boundaries. 

For several reasons the method does not implement exact gradient descent (in the sense of (Rumelhart 
et al., 1986) where epoch boundaries are used.). Two of them have been mentioned above: At every time tick 

there are weight changes, and different histories leading to the same state will cause incorrect error vectors. 

Another (pragmatic) reason is that the critic often will not exactly mirror the relations between primary 

states and error vectors, since its learning algorithm will not be perfect either. ‘Similar’ primary states will be 
blamed with ‘similar’ error-vectors, where the measure of similarity depends on the complexity of the critic. 

It remains to be verified whether such a learning scheme will face serious problems or whether the inertia 
of the static network could even lead to beneficial effects, comparable to the effects induced by momentum 

terms in conventional BP. In some preliminary experiments with a constrained linear critic (adapted by the 

delta-rule) the system sometimes learned but more often failed to learn a dynamic task (the dynamic delayed 

XOR problem described in (Williams and Zipser, 1988)). An interesting point is, again, that the linearity of 
the critic did not necessarily prevent the recurrent network from sometimes solving its non-linear task. 

  

1 We also did not use different learning rules for hidden and output units. 
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Two Interacting Recurrent Networks 
Why should not the critic’s own output directly depend on past states of the recurrent reinforcement learning 

system? Although the primary network is able to memorize information about past states by means of its 

recurrent links, one should expect advantages by introducing a continually running ‘self-supervised’ recurrent 
critic. In the sequel we informally describe one scenario for such a system consisting of two interacting recurrent 

networks. The basic principle is similar to the one of the algorithm described in the first section: 
There ts a continually running recurrent primary network with external and internal feedback, and a critic 

whose task is to predict the sum of (discounted) reinforcement to be received in the future. However, now the 

critic itself is a continually running recurrent network whose input at a given time ts the complete current 

state of the primary network (including the current environmental input). One of the critic’s non-input units 
is interpreted as the predictive output. 

The desired value for the critics oulput unit at a given time tick ts given by the sum of the erternal 

reinforcement and its own (discounted) output at the nezt time tick. 
The critic’s error also ts the reinforcement for the primary network’s reinforcement learning algorithm. 

The latter needs to consider only the last and the present state, as above. But it also might be an on-line 
version of Williams ‘extended REINFORCEMENT?’ algorithm. The learning algorithm for the critic should be 
local in time, at least. So Williams and Zipsers algorithm (Williams and Zipser, 1988) or Gherrity’s slightly 
more general version (Gherrity, 1989) are promising candidates. 

Again the computation of error signals for the critic’s output is very much inspired by Sutton’s TD- 

methods. TD methods, however, require two successive predictions during the same time tick in order to 

remove dependencies on weight changes. Since the recurrent critic’s output already depends on past states 
(by means of its internal feedback) and also on past weights, the scheme described above makes only one critic 
update at a time. 
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Problem Statement: 

Observations of the behavior of the conventional back propagation algorithm [1] 

indicates that the ability to adjust the learning rate parameter 7 and the momentum 

parameter a dynamically is highly desirable for at least two reasons: efficiency and 

quality of learning. The efficiency issue is one of keeping | and a as large as possible 

in order to minimize time required to learn to a specified error level. The quality 

issue is one of keeping 7 and a small enough to allow non-oscillatory descent into 

deep, possibly small-diameter local minima, thus permitting learning to proceed to 

a small error tolerance. Ideally, these are resolved by keeping the learning rate as 

large as possible without being so large as to interfere with successful, low-error 

learning. In practice, a strategy is needed to decide when and how to adjust the 

learning parameters dynamically, with no operator intervention. 

Prior Results 

An approach to the efficiency issue has been reported by Vog} et al [2]. In summary 

that method is as follows: (1)Weights are modified only after all patterns have been 

presented, and (2)The learning rate 1 is varied after a back propagation step 

according as the following forward propagation increases the error. If the error is 

decreased, the learning rate is multiplied by a factor @ > 1. If the error increase 

exceeds some threshold, typically 1-5 percent over the previous error value, then the 

back propagation step is rejected (all weights are set back to what they were before 

the back propagation step), the learning rate is multiplied by a factor B <1, and the 

momentum is set to zero. When a successful step is taken, the momentum © is 

reset to its original value. This reactive approach is costly in that it is likely that 

some back propagation steps and the following forward propagation steps will be 

discarded. 

Gradient Correlation Approach 

We examine a new approach to the efficiency and quality issues using a proactive 

dynamic decision mechanism for parameter adjustment that is based upon the 

correlation of present and immediate past gradient vectors. 

The error gradient, a vector of weight error derivatives, points in the direction of 

the maximum increase of error in weight space. The correlation between the 

gradient values across successive training epochs indicates how stably the gradient 
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direction changes from epoch to epoch. A large (near 1.0) positive value indicates 
that the present direction of weight change is substantially the same as the previous 
direction, while a negative value for this correlation measure indicates that the 

T 
gradient is changing dire¢tion by a large value, greater than > 

The gradient correlation, gcor [3], is the angle between vector weight derivatives, 

< wed(t-1),wed(t) > 

V<wed(t-1),wed(t-1)> <wed(t),wed(t)> 

where wed(t) is the vector of weight error derivatives at epoch t, and <u,v> is the 

vector inner product, <u,v> = Yuivi . Gradient correlation value is used as a cue 

i 
for automatic learning rate adjustment during back propagation. The heuristic is 
that when the local topography of the error surface causes a large change in the 
direction of the step being taken, oscillation of the gradient vector is likely, and 
therefore it is prudent to reduce the step size. In the method in [2], the rate of travel 
is adjusted only after a "bad" weight change has driven the network away from its 
approach to a local minimum. 

  egcor(t) = 
  

Implementation 

A backprop simulator [3] was modified to incorporate gradient correlation and the 
Vogl et al. method. Networks using the two modifications were trained on the 
same data; results were compared with those obtained from the "classical" 
unmodified backprop simulator. 

We chose to simulate a small expert system problem of independent interest to us. 
This system chooses a commuter's route to work based upon the day of week, time 
of day, traffic accidents, and weather conditions. A brief description of this system 
follows. 

Expert Rules 

The rules for the expert system were derived from the knowledge and experience of 
a seasoned commuter. They are applicable for travel during morning hours 
between suburban Fairfax, Virginia and urban Washington, D.C. The rules 
recommend, for example, travel via train (Metro Rail) on weekdays when the time 
is early. The reason for this is that parking at the Metro station becomes scarce after 
7 A.M (it is assumed that the commuter will drive his car to the station; riding by 
bus to the train station would eliminate the parking concern and alter the expert 
system's rules). Between 7 A.M. and 9 A.M., Route 50 is recommended because it's 
too late to find a parking space at the train station, yet too early to drive on Route 66 
because of time-of-day-related vehicle occupancy (HOV) restrictions -- it is assumed 
that the commuter travels alone. Finally, Route 66 is recommended after 9 A.M. 
because HOV restrictions are lifted and traffic on Route 66 is generally better than on 
Route 50. 
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Also considered are possible travel delays due to accidents which may have occurred 

on the available routes: accidents on the Metrorail in fine weather, for example, will 

result in a recommendation for Route 50 before 9 A.M. and Route 66 is 

recommended after 9 when HOV is lifted. Accident severity is not considered 

because even minor accidents can sometimes cause unacceptable delays. 

The rules also take the weather into consideration. For example, bad weather 1s 

considered to pose a risk to driving an automobile and thus the Metro is 

recommended independently of time of day. 

On weekends, the rules recommend Route 66 at all times except during severe 

weather. The motivation for driving rather than riding the train is that weekend 

trips are for pleasure and having a car provides flexibility to accommodate deviation 

from initial plans. For example, one might suddenly decide to go to the beach. 

Each of the expert system's 45 rules is encoded as a 5-tuple of discrete real numbers: 

two values respectively represent travel on a weekday or holiday; three values are 

needed for time of day represent time of day; four values represent absence of an 

accident or its location; four represents weather conditions. A three-bit value 

represented the recommended route. The results described below are averages 

obtained from a single 4-5-3 network topology using full layer-to-layer connectivity 

but no additional feedforward links. 

Results 

Because the aim of the project is to study error reduction rate improvements, the 

basic gauge of performance is the level of error vs. number of training epochs.A 

basic, no-frills back propagation simulator was only able to train this network to an 

error value of 0.7 after several thousand training epochs. In this simulation, n = 0.5 

typically and a= 0.9. 

The algorithm was then modified so that the learning rate, 1, would be set to a 

minimum value (0.01) as soon as the gradient correlation went negative. By thus 

reducing the learning rate, we avoid a loss of learning due to a step size that was too 

large for the error surface topography. Simulation results confirmed the 

effectiveness of this modification. 

We also modified the momentum parameter, @, in a way similar to [2]. Whenever 

the gradient correlation became negative, the momentum parameter was set to 0, 

the heuristic being that a large change in the gradient vector's direction means that 

the direction of the next step should not be influenced by the previous step. 

However, instead of immediately returning the momentum to .9 for the next step, 

the momentum is gradually built up over time. This new implementation of the 

gradient correlation approach was then tested by training a network on the 

commuter rules data. Training led to an error of 0.04 after some 800 epochs, which 

allowed the network to make 100% correct route recommendations for all the 

patterns in the training set. 
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Comparison 

The simulator code was also modified to implement the accelerated convergence 
method described by Vogl] et al and tests were conducted on randomized 4-5-3 
networks using the commuter rules data, as before. Our results show this method 
to perform quite well. In fact it performed nearly as well as the gradient correlation 
method, but it usually required a little more training to reach a given error level 

Their method requires about 1200 epochs to achieve an error of 0.04 whenever B was 

high (0.7 as in their paper). At this B level, many steps were rejected because the 
learning rate is not reduced quickly enough. The method reduced large error very 
quickly but then had trouble converging to a small error value because it waits for 
errors before adjusting the learning rate, at which time the error had increased. On 

the other hand, when B was smaller (0.3), fewer steps were rejected but more 
training was required to converge. 

Without using gradient correlation, we were unable previously [4] to train a smaller 
(4-3-3) network to an error of less than 12.8 after 31,000 epochs. Using gradient 
correlation, we trained down to an error of 6.1 after only 300 epochs. Other tests 
have given similarly positive results. 

Conclusions: 

Dynamic learning parameter adjustment is a significant improvement over 
conventional back propagation. Vogl's et al. reactive method for accelerated 
convergence is confirmed to be somewhat less effective than proactive gradient 
correlation. Further investigation may show which method more useful with large 
networks. 

The gradient correlation approach saves the time the other method uses to compute 
backward and forward propagation steps that are later rejected, but spends some 
time computing the correlation. As far as computational complexity is concerned, 
computing the gradient correlation (indeed, just the inner product is needed) is not 
nearly as complicated as a back propagation pass (which in the other method is 
sometimes rejected). 
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Abstract 

Learning equations derived from Recursive Error Minimization (REM) are 

applied to the identification of letters defined on a twenty-pixel field. 

Learning is from ten to ten thousand times faster than conventional back 

propagation and is guaranteed to converge to a global minimum. 

A simple measure of the strength of an identification is developed in 

terms of output magnitude. Measures of validity (correctness) and strength 

are then presented as functions of training. 

Introduction 

In our previous paper [1], we derived REM learning equations for neural 

networks and applied them to simple problems. In this paper we present the 

results of applying REM learning to a more complex and more realistic problem. 

Equations (1), (2), and (3) describe the propagation of node state forward 

and the propagation of error and derivative backward. Equation (4) gives the 

rule for correcting the value of connections. The numerator of Equation (4) 

is, except for the method of presenting the constants, equivalent to the 

"generalized delta rule.” The denominator is the second derivative of the 

mean square error with respect to the specific connection and has a lower 

bound of 0.000001 to prevent computational difficulties. 

    

  

l 
y= tanh (2) YW. | (1) 

. fl-¥? : 
E+ y) ):[ Bee Daa B (2) 

: 1-¥Y? . 
H=( 2 )- De Hs | (3) 

3 

RM,|2-Y.-E: 
swage elt i (4) 

Yg = state of a node of the at layer 

c, d = unspecified layers in a neural network 

Wed = connection from a node of layer c to a node of layer d 

E* = generalized error of a node of layer c (equivalent to the delta of the 

"generalized delta rule”) 

E- = De - Yc, if the node has a desired state (Dc) 

= 0, otherwise 

H* = generalized derivative of a node of layer c 

He = 1, if the node has a desired state (Dc) 

= 0, otherwise 

B = learning rate parameter (* 1.0) 
RMp [...] = recursive mean of parameter in brackets with P as parametric 

memory | 
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Finally, Equation (5) incorporates the technique which guarnjntees 
convergence to a global minimum. The initial desired cutput is defined to be 
the initial output of the network, and is then sinoothly changed to the final 
desired output as learning progresses. If the rate of change of the desired 
output is sufficiently small, the network is always in the neighborhood of a 
global minimum, and will still be in the neighborhood of a global minimum when 

the desired output has transitioned to the final desired output. Note that 

Equation (5) has been simplified from that presented previously [1]. 

n a-} R _ | \ oe l 

Din Dit ( 44) oy, R (9) 

Di. = initial desired output (= initial observed output) of the 2® output node 
to the qt experience 

final desired output of the 2® output node to the qt experience 

parametric memory of initial desired output 
aé 

R 

S 

Problem 
We applied REM equations to the problem of identifying the twenty-six 

capital letters of the English alphabet. The letter representations, shown in 

Figure 1, are given on a four by five grid of binary pixels, for a total of 

twenty pixels corresponding to twenty inputs to the network. The desired 
output was a number from one to twenty-six corresponding to the letters A 
through Z. In binary notation it requires five bits to represent twenty-six, 
resulting in five outputs from the network. 

We used a feed-forward network of forty-five nodes: twenty input 

nodes, twenty intermediate nodes, and five output nodes. The intermediate 
and output nodes had biases modeled as the connections from a "node zero” 
which always had an output of one. 

Results 

AS we pointed out previously [1], the node transfer function used here 
has a range from -1 to +1. This choice has no effect on the basic 
characteristics of the network, but does make possible a very convenient 
method for presentation of the validity and strength of identification. If the 
signs of all the output nodes are correct, the identification is valid. The 
product of the magnitudes of the output nodes gives a measure of strength of 
the identification which ranges from zero to one. 

The network learned to give valid identifications in about fifteen epochs 
and strong identifications in thirty epochs. Figure 2 shows the distribution 
of identification strength with thirty epochs of training. The distribution was 
computed with a twenty-slot histogram, so the resolution is only 0.05 and the 
maximum function value is twenty. Figure 2a shows that all letters of the 
training set were identified with strengths greater than 0.85. In order to 
give some indication of the effect of imperfect input, a test set was 
constructed by removing each pixel from the input field, one at a_ time. 
Figure 2b presents the distribution of strength of the correct responses 
(91.2%) and Figure 2c presents the distribution of incorrect responses (8.8%) 
to this test set. Figure 3 presents the same information after ninety epochs 
of training. Note that the identification strengths on the training set are all 
greater than 0.95, but the number of correct responses to the test set is 
somewhat lower (89.2). 
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It is obvious that if the training set is redefined to include the test set, 

correct responses should be obtained for all cases. Figure 4 shows that 

thirty epochs of training on this expanded set gives valid identifications with 

strengths greater than 0.85 for the original training set and strengths greater 

than 0.65 for the set with missing pixels. 
Finally, we made a comparison with conventional back propagation using 

the “bp” program supplied by McClelland and Rumelhart [2] with the identical 

network configuration on the same problem. Figure 5 presents the epochs of 

training vs. RMS error for REM learning and conventional back propagation. 

The conventional back propagation is extrapolated from 17500 epochs 

(twenty-one hours) to 900,000 epochs. Note that REM is”) exponentially 

convergent and back propagation is power convergent. Thus the ratio of 

epochs required varies from 0.1 to 0.0001, depending on the allowable error. 

We estimate the computational load per epoch for the REM equations to be 

about twice that of the back propagation equaticns. This is based on 

observed running time on an IBM AT. The back propagation program, written 

in C and optimized for speed, runs at ten seconds per epoch for this problem. 

The REM program, written in Pascal with no consideration given to speed, 

runs at forty seconds per epoch, with an assumed factor of two improvement 

with optimization. 

Conclusion 

Learning with REM equations has been demonstrated to be orders of 

magnitude faster than learning with conventional back propagation equations, 

both in number of epochs required and total computational time. The 

advantage of the REM equations increases at lower levels of acceptable error. 

The node transfer equation chosen for this work is shown to provide a 

convenient method of presenting the validity and strength of identification. 
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Figure 1. Capital Letters Given on a Four by Five Pixel Grid 
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Abstract 

Back-propagation(BP) is the most popular learning method for multi-layer perceptrons. Lately 

many improved methods of BP have been proposed, but most of them are about how the network learns. 

In this paper we propose a new model considering what the network learn. In this model a LVQ network 

learns input patterns prior to a BP network which learns the reference vectors adjusted through the pre- 

learning of the LVQ. We test our model with computer simulation. 

1. Introduction 

BP is the most popular learning method for multi-layer perceptrons and various improved methods 

have been proposed. Lately Takagi proposed one variation using DSC search method of non-linear optim- 

ization.! This method accelerates convergent speed, but it is necessary to calculate the gradient of 

squared error function of all learning patterns and consequently it is time consuming when there are 

many learning patterns. To emphasize the feature of the method, we must reduce the number of learning 

patterns. For this purpose we adjust reference vectors with LVQ learning method which T. Kohonen pro- 

posed? and use them as learning patterns of BP. Only the learning algorithm is changed in most varia- 

tions of BP, but in this model learning patterns of BP are transformed, too. In other words we change 

what the network learns in addition to how the network learns. 

2. Improved BP using DSC search 

DSC search was originally proposed by Davies, Swann, and Campey as line search algorithm for an 

optimization subproblem.? Recently Takagi proposed to use the DSC search for finding the best learning 

rate in BP and showed the learning with DSC search converged more than three times faster than the 

original BP. The algorithm proposed by Takagi is: 

1) Initialize weight vector Wo and set €, to a small value. 

2) Calculate the outputs for every input pattern and sum up them to the total squared error 

E(wo). After that, calculate the gradient Aw of the total squared error in the same way as 

the original BP without changing the weight vector. 

3) Calculate w, by 

wy = Wote Aw (1) 

Then calculate E(w). 
If E(w) < E(w,), set €, to a smaller value and repeat this step. 

4) If E(w,) > E(w;_;) (i = 1,2,---), go to 6). 
5) Set €;,, to doubled e; and calculate w;,, and E(w;,,). Then go to 4). 

6) Calculate €;41;2, Wrst /2, and E(wi41 /2) as following, 

Eita/2 = (€i+€i41) / 2 (2) 

Wi41/2 = Wot Ein pAw (3) 

7) Select minimum three values among E(w;_1), E(w;), E(wis142); and E(w;,,). Then set E,, Ep, 
and E; to them respectively and set E,, E,, and E; to e€ corresponding to E,, E2, and Ey 

respectively. 

8) Calculate E as 
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E,-E, E,-E£, 

2  E3-2E,+E, 
  E = E,- 

9) Calculate new weight vector as 

Wy = WotEAw (5) 

10) Go to 2) until E(w) gets less than the pre-determined value. 

3. LVQ (Learning Vector Quantization) 

Learning Vector Quantization is one of nearest-neighbor methods. In this model there is a pre- 
determined number of processing units and each unit has a reference vector of the same dimensions as 
input pattern vectors. Each processing unit is associated | with one of the categories of the input patterns. 
If ™. is the closest reference vector to an input pattern z in some appropriate metric, the category which 

m. belon s to is the classification of z. During learning, m, is updated as follows, 
If z belongs to the same category as the nearest unit m,, 

m(t+1) = m,(t)+a(t)(z(t)—m,(t)) (6) 
If z belongs to the different category with the nearest unit m,, 

m(t+1) = m,(t)—a(t)(z(t)—m,(t)) (7) 
where 0 < a(t) < 1 and a(t) is decreasing monotonously with t. 

4. Combining improved BP and LVQ 

Though DSC search accelerates the convergent speed of BP, there are still some problems. For 
example, 

1) Because the initial weights and the sequence of learning patterns influence learning process, a 
learning result differs from another learning result using different initial states or different 
learning patterns. 

2) It is difficult to evaluate the optimal network size. 

3) Learning time increases inversely proportional to the number of learning patterns. 

On the other hand there are some problems with LVQ. For example, 

1) Initial values of reference vectors must be set to a good state. 

2) Since the LVQ learning algorithm makes only look-up table, many reference vectors are often 
necessary. 

3) LVQ doesn’t make a continuous function. 

In order to suggest the solution of problems mentioned above, we propose to use the LVQ reference vec- 
tors as the learning patterns of the improved BP. Our algorithm is: 

1) Classify a large number of input patterns to some categories and then adjust initialized refer- 
ence vectors with LVQ learning. In the pattern classification problem, execute LVQ learning 
directory. 

2) After LVQ learning converges, let the multi-layer perceptron network learn the reference vec- 
tors with improved BP using DSC search. 

Our proposed method has some merits. In short they are 

1) Because our method suppresses a number of learning patters, the improved BP converges 
quickly. 

2) Since we can evaluate complexity of relation between inputs and outputs by analyzing refer- 
ence vectors adjusted with LVQ, the optimal network size of the perceptron can be estimated. 

3) By analyzing distribution of reference vectors, it is able to scale each element of input vectors 
before BP. It makes the learning faster. 

4) We can easily tune BP learning process by hand. For example, if squared error of input pat- 
terns belonging to a certain category is greater than the others, the category may be learned 
more frequently than the others. 
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But there are some disadvantages in our model also. That is 

1) Since our method needs both LVQ learning and improved BP using DSC search, it takes 

larger time. 

2) It is not easy to apply this model to non-classifier problem. 

3) Reference vectors after LVQ learning reflects the distribution of learning patterns but they are 

not always the best learning patterns for the BP learning. 

5. Simulation and Results 

We carried out simulation to test our model. 

We applied our model to 2-dimensional pattern classify problem. Each learning pattern was 

extracted form one of seven categories. The input patterns of each category are distributed according to 

the normal distribution in Table 1, but category II and IV consisted of two separated normal distribution. 

We made 10,000 input patterns randomly. 

We used both 900 and 270, in total, reference vectors and each category had the same number of 

reference vectors except category II and IV that had twice as many processing units as the others. So 

category II and IV had 200 or 60 reference vectors. We made initial reference vectors randomly according 

to the distribution in Table 1. Initial distribution of reference vectors in case of 270 reference vectors are 

in Fig.1. 

During LVQ learning, we made reference vectors learn all input patterns 600 times altogether. The 

distribution of reference vectors after learning in case of 270 reference vectors are in Fig.2, and the mis- 

classified rates to all input patterns are in Table 2. 

After LVQ learning, we carried out BP learning using DSC search in 2-layer perceptron. We used 

10 nodes for the hidden layer and 7 nodes for the output layer. Each output node corresponded to each 

category and the category which the output node generating maximum output belonged to was the clas- 

sification to the input pattern at that time. We used reference vectors before learning, after 100 LVQ 

learning, and after 600 learning for learning patterns of BP. The misclassified rates to 10,000 input pat- 

terns are in Table 3. 

When 900 reference vectors were used as the BP learning patterns, there was no difference between 

reference vectors before training and after 600 LVQ training. But learning using reference vectors after 

600 LVQ training was explicitly better when 270 reference vectors were used. 

6. Conclusion 

We proposed a new model which used both LVQ for prior data conversion and improved BP using 

DSC search for calculating optimal learning path of BP. Since our algorithm reduce the number of learn- 

ing patterns for BP, it makes learning faster. In addition, as LVQ makes the structure of the learning 

data clear, it enables us to estimate the perceptron network size. We showed that our algorithm 

improved learning efficiency and did no harm to learned ability by simulations. 
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Category I II-1 | II-2 ITI | IV-1 | IV-2 V VI Vil 

Average 3.0 14.0 } 11.5 | 26.0 6.5 22.5 | 16.5 4.0 22.5 
X 

SD 1.5 4.0 | 1.75 | 2.0 3.25 | 1.25 | 1.75 | 2.0 | 3.75 

Average || 2.5 2.9 0.5 2.9 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 

Y 

SD 0.25 | 0.25 | 0.25 | 0.25 | 0.25 | 0.25 | 0.25 | 0.25 | 0.25   
  

Table 1. Averages and standard deviations(SD) of each category 

  

  

  

            

  

  

  

  
  

  

                  

  

        

        

          

—_ Learning Times || 0 | 100 | 300 | 600 
Error rate in case of 900 reference vectors (%) | 9.07 | 6.84 | 5.81 | 5.44 

. Error rate in case of 270 reference vectors (%) | 12.0 | 6.21 | 5.44 | 5.42 

Table 2. Results of the LVQ learning 

Number of reference vectors 900 270 

| _ Learning times by LVQ 0 100 600 0 100 600 

[Error rate after 2000 times DSC (%) || 36.2 | 35.3 | 36.0 [| 36.2 | 34.0 | 33.0 

Error rate after 4000 times DSC (%) || 27.2 | 26.1 | 27.0 || 25.4 | 23.4 | 16.2 

Error rate after 14000 times DSC (%) |} 6.39 | 6.03 | 6.04 |] 12.0 | 6.92 | 6.19 

Table 3. Result of the improved BP using DSC search 
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Fig.2 Reference vector distribution after LVQ 
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Abstract. The self-organizing topological map is provided with a top-down expectation 

mechanism. The analysis and computer simulations show that this generalization can 
not only retain the charateristics of the original topological map, but also has new char- 
acteristics of converging faster, working for nonstationary input data, having adjustable 
discriminative ability and resistance to abnormal noise. 

1. Introduction. As one of the most notable recent developments of competitive learn- 
ing, Kohonen’s self-organizing topological map has been widely investigated in the aspects 
of applications, theoretical analysis, extensions and variations ({1-3]. Two recent variations 

were given in [4,5]. Paper [4] made a modification on convergence speed and data repre- 
sentation by adding a ”conscience” to the competition. In paper [5], the ordering of data 
with different variances in each dimension is improved by using accordingly weighted dis- 
tances, and better and faster approximations of prominently structured density functions 
are obtained by introducing the minimal spanning neighborhoods. 

Deviating from those approaches, it is suggested in this paper that the maps be 
generalized by using top-down expectation. The importance of top-down expectation in 
human perception has been emphasized by Grossberg [6]. Particularly, in the ART model, 
top-down expectation is used for self- stabilizing adaptive pattern recognition in real- 
time nonstationary input environments. Top-down expectation is here introduced into 
topological maps by checking whether the present input is compatible with the previously 
learned information of its best-matching unit, and if not, by finding another candidate 
for the best matching unit. This results in a modified self-organizing procedure. Both 
analysis and computer simulations have shown that the procedure can not only retain the 
properties of the original topological maps but also has some advantages such as converging 
rapidly, working for nonstationary input data, having adjustable discriminative ability and 
resistance to abnormal noise. 

2. A Modified Self-Organization Procedure. For a 2D unit lattice with each 
unit 2 having a weight vector m;, the original self-organization procedure consists of the 
following two steps [1]: 
Step 1: For each input z, find the best-matching unit c with its weight vector m, being the 
best one to match z among all the m, under a matching criterion, e.g., Euclidean distance, 

|z — m,|| = min||zx — m,||Vi. (1a) 

Step 2: Improve the match between 2 and the weight vectors m; of units within a topo- 
logical neighborhood N, of unit c, 
  

This work was supported by Tekes Grant 4196/1988 under Finsoft project 
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(16) 
mtx mtale—m,] ifie N; 
"| m; if not i € N. 

where a and JN, are monotonically decreasing with the iteration step. 

The top-down expectation process is introduced between Step 1 and Step 2. When 

a unit which has already adapted to previous inputs becomes the best- matching unit for 

the present input z, it should retain the earlier learned information as much as possible 
in the updating. It is especially desirable that the closer the unit is to its converged 

state, the more strongly it will resist z from erasing the information learned earlier. It 

should become only possible for it to adapt to new input patterns which are compatible or 

similar with the previously learned patterns. Any input which is incompatible with (i.e., 

significantly different from) the weight vector of the unit will be rejected. In such a case, 
the second best-matching unit to the input is found as the new best- matching unit and 
another top-down expectation process starts in the similar way. 

On the other hand, if the unit is far from its converged state, it is more sensitive 

for learning any new input pattern although this learning may erase some information 
previously learned. 

One problem is how to know when a unit is close to convergence. We use a scalar 

measure for each unit 2, denoted o;, to describe the state of convergence. At each step, 
these scalars are updated according to 

_— Bo; +(1—B8)l|Am,|| ifie N,; (2) 
. CO; if not 7 € N,. 

There Am; is the change in the value of m; during the last step (it is nonzero only if 
1 € N,). In effect, o; is a kind of weighted mean of the norms of all the previous differences 
Am;. Since the parameter § is on (0,1), the o; will become small when the unit is close 
to convergence. 

In summary, the generalized self- organizing procedure is proposed as follows: 

repeat until converged or for a fixed number of steps 

begin 
input new z, place all the units z in set U; 

compatible := false; 

repeat until compatible or U = 0 
begin 

c := bestmatch(z,U); 
(bestmatch gives the index of the best matching unit for z in set U); 
U :=U — {c}; 
if a||jz — m,|| < vo. then compatible := true; 
end; 

if U #40 then begin 
update all m; according to (1b); 
update all 0; according to (2) 
end 

end. 
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Some remarks: 

(1) Within the procedure, the condition 

a||jz — m,|| < vo. (3) 

is used for testing whether z is compatible with unit c. There v > 1.0 is a given parameter 
(the ” vigilance”); the smaller v is, the more sensitive the test is, thus, only a small difference 
[cz — m,|| can pass the compatibility test. Similarly, the opposed effect is obtained if v 
is large. Furthermore, it follows from Eq. (1) that Am, = a[z — m,], and so checking 
whether (3) holds is in fact checking whether the increment ||Am,]|| of the weight vector 
by learning the present z is not larger than v times the weighted mean of all the previous 
increments. Since o, becomes smaller as the unit converges, the increment of the weight 
vector by learning this z must be more strictly constrained to be quite small such that the 
erroneous erasure may be avoided. 

(2) When U = 0 happens in the loop, it means that the present z is significantly 
different from patterns previously learned on all the units of the map. So we have to give 
up this z to prevent erasing already learned events. 

(3) Some ways to initialize o; are given in [7]. 
(4) Our procedure will reduce into the original self- organization procedure if we let 

the vigilance level be very low (i.e., v is a very large constant). So, it can still retain the 
properties of the original procedure. 

3. Charateristics of the Modified Procedure. 
Faster Convergence: In the self-organization procedure, when a new input pattern 

finds its best matching unit, the unit will adapt to it even if it is significantly different 
from the earlier learned patterns. As a result, the prior learned knowledge may be erased 
too strongly and need be relearned in future steps, which results in repeated learning. In 
the procedure suggested here, the best- matching unit will check whether or not the input 
pattern may refine its already established weight vector. If not, it will be passed to a 
unit on which there is no prior knowledge, or the prior knowledge is not well established 
(i.e, which is far from convergence). Thus the repeated learning may be partially avoided, 
which makes the convergence speed faster. 

Works In a Nonstationary Environment: The self-organization procedure was designed 
for stationary inputs in the first place, since the main goal is to find an optimal vector 
quantization for a stationary input distribution. Understandably, for nonstationary inputs, 
it may lead to an unstable cycle of learning and forgetting. Also, some unexpected new 
inputs may disturb or even destroy the already organized map unless it is frozen on pur- 
pose. In the modified procedure, nonstationarities will not lead to unstable learning-and- 
forgetting cycles since they will be prevented by the compatibility test of top-down expec- 
tation. When an unexpected new pattern comes to a best-matching unit of the already 
organized map, the unit will test whether or not the pattern can refine it, and if not, the 
pattern will be sent to another unit. Thus the earlier learned map is retained. The new 
procedure can maintain its ability to learn new unexpected inputs until all the units on a 
2D lattice have converged. In this case, a new unexpected input will not be learned by any 
unit and also not disturb the already learned ordering, so there is no need for externally 
switching off. 
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Adjustable Discriminative Ability: It is possible to adjust the sharpness of discrimi- 

nation via the parameter v. If a unit has high attentional vigilance (small v), then only 
an input having a high degree of similarity to the weight vector of its best-matching unit 

can satisfy Eq. (3). As a result, a unit of the organized map will only response to patterns 

which are very similar. On the other hand, if a unit has low attentional vigilance (large 
y), then a best- matching unit can tolerate larger mismatches between the input pattern 
and the weight vector of the unit, 1.e., the map has a rough discriminative ability. For the 

special case v = oo , the procedure will reduce to the original self-organization procedure. 

Resistance for Abnormal Noise: Even in a stationary input process, if some abnormal 

noise is contained in some of the inputs, this can affect an already organized map. In our 
procedure, when an input with abnormal noise comes, it will either be passed to a new 

unit to learn it or simply not be learned by any unit if there is no spare unit, since the 

compatibility test on the already learned units will reject this noise input. Therefore the 

learned map will not be contaminated or demolished by abnormal noise. 

4. Simulation Results. Computer simulations were conducted both by the original self- 
organization procedure (la,b) and the generalized procedure to show each of the above 
four advantages. Due to limited space, here we have to omit the experimental details and 

illustrations of the results. All of them are given in [7]. The results have shown that: (1). 
Our procedure is faster than the original self-organization and seems to be more robust 

for parameters a and N,. (2). For nonstationary input, e.g., samples are alternatively 

from two separated classes in such a way that samples consecutively come from one class 

for a certain period and then from the other class for another period, a learning and 

erasing cycle makes the topological map difficult to organize. In contrast, our procedure 

only learns samples from one specific class at a time and can rapidly converge to a good 

organized map. (3). When some abnormal noise was introduced to an already organized 
map over a training period, the map was at least partly destroyed if self- organization 

in the original form was carried out, but could keep unchanged by the new procedure. 

(4). With different values of v , the new procedure did give organized maps with different 
discriminative ability. 
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ABSTRACT 

The singular value decomposition (SVD) method is used to analyze the output covariance matrix 
of the hidden units of a back-propagation model and the weight matrix consisting of the connec- 
tions to the hidden Jayer. The results of the SVD method indicate the rank of the matrices, 
which helps to decide on the appropriate number of hidden units. A network with an optimal 
number of hidden units is efficient for both computation of learning iteration and forming of the 
classification regions. For excising the redundant hidden units, two steps are adopted. The first 
substitutes a new weight matrix formed by SVD reduction for the original weight matrix under a 
controllable error; The second lets the network establish a new weight matrix by relearning based 
on either the beginning random weights or a reduced weight matrix. 

Introduction 

Among the many Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models, the Back-Propagation (BP) model is 
often considered the most useful learning model [1]. A BP model usually consists of three or more 
layers: one input layer which connects input patterns, one output layer which is the output of the 
system, and one or more hidden layer(s) which play a key role in the learning processes. To the 
present, the characteristics of this hidden unit, unfortunately, remain largely unknown. When the 
BP model is used for pattern classification, an important task is the selection of the number of 
hidden units. On the one hand, hidden units should form enough generalization to classify the in- 
put patterns. On the other hand, if too many hidden units are used, the generated classification 
regions will be more complex than necessary, also many more training patterns and computations 
will be needed [2]. Some research on the topic of deciding the number of hidden units has been 
reported. Based on empirical data, some researchers applied heuristic rules to selecting hidden 
unit numbers [3], in which, different number of hidden units were tried and their performance was 
compared, so that a reasonable number of hidden units was decided. Some other work provides an 
analytic way for hidden units selection [4]-[7]. 

In this paper, the SVD method is used as an objective way to find the redundancy of the 
dimensionality formed by hidden units. In the system analyses, the SVD method is used to pro- 
vide the rank of a rectangular matrix or a singular matrix [8]. By using the results of SVD, one 
can manipulate matrix computation easily or can do data reduction. The redundancy of the hid- 

den units is implied either by high correlation of the weight vectors which consist of fan-in con- 

nections from the units of the lower layer to the units of the upper layer, or by the similarity of 

the outputs of the hidden units. The former correlation can be found from the weight matrix, 
each column of which corresponds to a fan-in vector, and the latter similarity can be obtained 

from the output covariance matrix of the hidden units. Actually, the weight matrix and the out- 

put covariance matrix are equivalent on the aspect of the redundancy, although there is a non- 

linear relationship between them. 
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Method 

In a BP model(without loss of generality, a two-layer model is used), the output as a function of 
the inputs is: 

Ou (21, - +) BY )= s Ci f (nety (*) ) l = 1,2, oe P (1) 

$=] 

where the net; (#) is the output of the ith hidden unit 

M 

nety(j) = )) wiz Tip + 9; (2) i=1 

j —= 1,....N; t = 1,....M 

And the output of the hidden net is the sigmoid function of the net activation: 

—> 1 
On = f{(Nety), where, f (x) = —— (3) 

l+e? 

For the convenience of analysis, we can express (2) in matrix form: 

Netyp = WX, (4) 

where 

Nety = [ nety (1), nety (2), ... nety(N) |? 

X, = [21,22,---2 |" input vector 

Wir Wie . WIN 

WwW = " ms weight pattern 

WM . . WMN 

The covariance matrix is defined as 

Cur = E[ Oy On? ] = E[ (WX, (WX | (5) 

We will first discuss the redundancy of the dependent hidden units. Assuming the output of one 
hidden unit is a linear combination of the rest hidden units for all input vectors, we are able to 

prove that the output function will not changed by excising that hidden unit and modify other 

weights according to that linear combination. 
From the pattern recognition point of view, above statement implies that the redundant hidden 

units will not contribute to the forming of the classification sub-regions which, for one hidden 
layer networks, are some kinds of hyperplanes|9}. 

We can also prove that the rank of the output covariance matrix is the minimum of the rank of 

the weight matrix and the rank of the input pattern covariance matrix. 

Let us first consider a linear case, i.e. the hidden unit output are linear, then 

Cur = E[ WX, (W X,)* | = E[ WX, X," Ww") (6) 

= WE[X,X,7|] W? =WCxy W' 

where Cxy is the covariance matrix of the input patterns. in the linear algebra [8], 

rank (A B) < min[ rank(A), rank(B)] and = rank(A) = rank(A7) (7) 

so rank(Cyy) = rank( W Cxx W') = min [ rank (W), rank (Cx) | 

For the general case, where the hidden unit outputs are nonlinear sigmoid functions, we also can 

justify the results by the theory of the random process{9]. 

SVD method are based on the following theorem of linear algebra: Any M by N matrix A whose 

number of rows M is greater than or equal to its number of columns N, can be written as the 
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product of an M by N column-orthogonal matrix U, an N by N diagonal matrix S with positive 
or zero elements, and the transpose of an N by N orthogonal matrix V. It can be expressed as 
follows: 

A = USV!" where S= [o,, se sy on |“ (8) 

After we obtain the rank of the matrix, the next question is how the matrix will be influenced 
by removing redundant hidden units. To answer this question we adopted two approaches. The 
first one is from the analysis of SVD matrix reduction; the second one is by relearning input pat- 
terns under the reduced hidden units circumstances. 
For the first method, i.e. the SVD matrix reduction, by reducing the dimensions of the matrices 

U, V and S respectively, we can generate a new matrix A, as 

A, — U; S; vi (9) 

The second method is to excise the redundant hidden units from the original network. We 
tried two ways to achieve the reduction. One is to let the model relearn the input patterns from 
the beginning. This method works fine, at least in all our experiments. But the problem is the 
relearning time, especially for the large size problems. So our second way is to find which units 
are redundant, remove them while keeping the original weights unchanged or doing more iterative 
learning based on old weight values. The SVD method only tells us the rank of the weight matrix 
without telling us which units are redundant. We calculate the correlation coefficients of weight 
vectors (one vector corresponds to one column in the weight matrix) as a supplement to the SVD 
method. If the SVD indicates that q units are redundant, we try to find these q units which have 
the largest coefficients. After excising these q hidden units, we checked the network performance 
by letting it operate on the original training patterns. If the performance was as good, the net- 
work did not have to relearn. Otherwise, we let the network relearn based on original weights. 
Comparing the relearning iteration of this method and the first method which relearned from the 
beginning, we found that this method is very efficient in terms of computation time. 

Simulation and Implementation 

We developed a program which simulates back-propagation learning model on a Sun- 
workstation. All the SVD analyses are built into the program as options. 

In order to clarify our explanation, we selected as our first experimental set as two kinds of 
geometric patterns; one is linearly separable by a hyperplane, the other is not linearly separable 
but is separable by a convex region. The dimension of both input patterns was 10. Figure 1(a) 
and 1(b) are their projections on two-dimensional space. The number of their classes was two. 
The training sets of these two cases all consisted of 50 vectors, 25 with class 1, another 25 with 
class 2. At the beginning, the structure of the networks was selected as 10 input units which 
corresponded to 10 components of the input patterns, 10 hidden units (one hidden layer), and 2 
output units (1 0 represents class 1, 0 1 represents class 2). After the network converged, with 
total error between target patterns and actual activations less than 0.05, the SVD was applied to 
the weight matrix. For the linear separable patterns, the rank of the weight matrix was equal to 
2, whereas for the convex patterns, the rank was 6. These results verify our statement in the pre- 
vious section that the rank of the weight matrix reflects the complexity of the classification 
regions. To excise the redundant hidden units based on the SVD analysis, the two steps described 
previously were adopted. The results show that, after redundant hidden units were removed, the 

recognition performance was better and learning iteration was much fewer than before. 

Our second experimental set is a group of random vectors with different dependency. Our SVD 
analyses found that the rank of the weight matrix and the output covariance matrix are related to 
the dependency of the input patterns. 

The third experimental sets were the electrocardiogram (ECG). The automatic recognition of 

the ECG signals is of both practical concern and theoretical interest. Input patterns consist of 

five different kinds of ECG waveforms as shown in Fig. 2. The training set includes 30 different 

versions of these five kinds of patterns. These different versions were obtained by adding random 
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obtained by adding random noise with a SNR of 10:1, then passing the noisy waveforms through 
a low-pass filter (f, == 70 Hz) to avoid aliasing. An additional 50 different versions of these five 

kinds of patterns were formed for the test set in the same way. 
The training set is sent to the input nets. At the beginning, the BP model has 70 input nets, 10 

hidden nets, and five output nets. After the first training process, the weight matrix W is 

analyzed by the SVD routine. All analyses are done automatically, yielding three outputs: reduc- 

tion dimension, least-square error and new weight pattern. Then we let the system either relearn 

the input patterns based on new hidden nets or test both the training set and the test set based 
on the new weight pattern. 

Conclusions 

Our experiments shows that the SVD is a useful method to analyze the weight patterns. This 
method is an objective way for us to decide the number of hidden units, and help us to find the 
redundant information. Based on these results, we can excise the redundant hidden units to keep 

the network only generating necessary regions. Further research topics will be redundancy versus 

robustness, dynamic property of the SVD and so on. 
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Connections between Levels of Description of Perception 

James L. McClelland 

Camegie Mellon University 

Traditionally, the field of psychology has tried to characterize human information processing in terms of simple 

principles stated at the level of the behavior of the human cognitive system as a whole; yet we believe that the cog- 

nitive system is implemented in a large network of neuron-like computing elements. A question, then, becomes: 

How do we relate these different kinds of descriptions? In the past, my own research has taken the form of building 

computationally explicit models that make use of neuron-like elements and which can be used to simulate data 

obtained in psychological experiments. But there has been no effort to relate these models to the well-established 

general principles. In this paper, I describe results of an attempt to make such a connection. 

The research begins with an observation by Massaro (1989) that the interactive activation framework developed 

by Rumelhart and me (McClelland and Rumelhart, 1981) did not accord with classical models of context effects in 

perception. I have analyzed the original model, discovered what lead it astray, and modified it in ways that have 

lead to a very satisfying result: I have found that interactive activation networks that incorporate variability directly 

into their processing activity do accord with classical models of context effects. I call such networks stochastic 

interactive activation networks. In what follows I briefly review the main elements of classical models of context 

effects. Then I describe simulation and mathematical results that demonstrate that stochastic interactive activation 

networks conform asymptotically to the characteristics of the classical models. This allows us to see how the princi- 

ples captured by classical models might result from an underlying process of stochastic interactive activation. 

Classical models. 1n classical models of context effects, it is assumed that decisions about the identity of a 

stimulus (let us say a phoneme in a word) are based on an essentially additive combination of independent cues, 

some of which are perceptual cues to the identity of the phoneme and some of which come from the context. For 

example, the decision about the identity of the last phoneme in the word Christmas would be based on acoustic cues 

arising from the sound of the final segment of the word, and from contextual cues arising from the fact that s is the 

only phoneme that fits together with the context to form a word. Both kinds of cues are graded in strength, and are 

combined together to produce a probabilistic outcome. 

Two quantitative formulations have been proposed. In one of these, it is assumed that. associated with each alter- 

native, there is an internal psychological continuum on which evidence for or against that alternative is added up. 

This evidence includes inputs from stimulus input and contextual sources, each of which has an additive effect on 

the total accumulated evidence. A third, also additive component is also assumed: normally distributed random 

noise. The process of response selection simply amounts to choosing the alternative with the largest net evidence 

value. This formulation arises from the theory of signal detectability (see Luce, 1963, for a discussion). 

Mathematically this formulation is intractable when the number of alternatives is greater than two. For that situa- 

tion, a slightly different formulation is used (Morton, 1969). The alternative formulation can also be used for the 

two-alternative case, and is the basis of a model called the Fuzzy logical modcl of perception (Oden and Massaro, 

1978). In this formulation, each response is assigned a strength, which is the product of input and context terms. A 

bias term may also be included, in which case the formula for the strength of a particular alternative becomes: 

§; = BCI, 

Where B; represents the bias, C; represent the influence of context, and /; represents the influence of the stumulus 

input. The connection between this formulation and the signal detection formulation becomes clear if we note that 

an equivalent formula for 5; is 5; =e ti where b; etc. are the logs of B; etc. Variability is not explicitly 
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incorporated into the strengths used in this version of the model, but is introduced in the process of selection of a 

response. The probability of choosing alternative 7 out of a set of alternatives is given by Luce’s (1963) choice rule: 

p(R=r;) = ES, 

J 

The index j in this rule runs over all of the alternatives under consideration. 

It is well known that these two formulations produce essentially equivalent results for two-choice cases, and that 
for such cases either model generally provides a very good account of patterns of empirical response probabilities 
obtained in experiments that separately vary context and stimulus cues (Massaro, 1989). For multiple-choice or 

open-ended identification tasks, the Luce formulation provides a very succinct summary of the results of a large 

number of different experimental investigations. Indeed, this general account of context effects in word identifica- 
tion has stood since Morton (1969). 

But these classical models do not describe the actual processing operations that give rise to response identification 
outcomes; they simply describe the asymptotic probabilities of these outcomes. Although investigators have built 

process description around one or the other of these formulations, it is important to note that the mathematical for- 

mulations themselves are silent about such matters as the time course of evidence accumulation, combination, and 

decision. 

  

The interactive activation model. Let us now con- 
sider interactive activation models, such as the interactive 

activation model of visual word perception (McClelland 

and Rumelhart, 1981). A sketch indicating the structure 

of this model 1s shown. As the sketch brings out, the 

model consists of groups of processing units at several 

levels: Visual feature, letter and word. There are bi- 
directional excitatory connections between mutually con- 

sistent units at different levels (some of the relevant ones 

for the word TIME are shown), and bi-directional inhibi- 

tory connections (not explicitly drawn on the diagram) 

between mutually inconsistent alternatives at each level. 

So units for alternative letters in the initial letter position 
have mutual inhibitory connections. 

Word 

  

Letter 

Feature   Input 

Processing in the interactive activation framework takes place through a synchronous settling process. Each unit 

computes its net input from other units, which is simply a weighted sum of the output of each unit that projects to it 
times the strength of the connection between the units. (The outputs of units are equal to their activations or to 0, 

whichever is largest). Once all the net inputs are computed activations are updated according to the following nile: 

If net;>0, Aa; =(M-a;)net; — D(a;-r): 

Otherwise, Aa; = (a;—m)net; — D(a;-r). 

Here M is the maxtmum activation, m is the minimum activation, r is the resting activation level, and D is a decay 

rate constant. These equations are derived from similar equations used by Grossberg (1978). 

Since the settling process was completely deterministic in the original formulation, a probabilistic method was 

required for translating these activations into response probabilities. For this purpose, the Luce choice rule was 
a, 
  applied to the exponentials of the activations of the units, so that p (R=r;) = ——-. 

e Jj 

j 
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A problem. This formulation was highly successful in allowing the model to account for a wide range of experi- 

mental findings on context effects in perception of briefly flashed letter strings. However, Massaro (1989) pointed 
out that the model as described above is incompatible with the quantitative characteristics of context effects found in 
experiments that systematically vary the strengths of contextual and stimulus cues; the same ones that are so closely 

fit by the classical models. 

Massaro’s claim rests on simulation results, and on the following intuitively appealing argument: Interactive 

activation models, he claims, cannot capture the classical context effects because of their inherent use of a bi- 

directional flow of information. Independence of the contributions of context and stimulus information is not main- 
tained because of this bi-directionality. Stimulus input feeds in from the bottom up, propagates further upward, and 
then propagates down again, and can (when the context 1s conducive) become amplified in the process. Thus con- 

text and stimulus can produce synergistic, rather than strictly additive effects, contrary to the evidence. 

My analysis reveals that this argument is incorrect. In fact, it turns out -- perhaps surprisingly -- that interactive 
activation can produce the classical effect of context on perception. There is a problem with the formulation 
described above, but it is not the fact that it relies on bi-directional flow of information. 

Solution. To correct the model, we need simply to incorporate random variability into the actual processing 
activity. I have done this in three ways. Two of these involve minimal changes to the model: The first assumes that 
variability arises in the input to the network, in the form of random perturbations of inputs to units. The second 
assumes that each processing unit has its own intrinsic variability. This is modeled by assuming that on each 

update, the net input is perturbed by a small amount of normally distributed random noise. 

In both of these cases, we can dispense with the use of the Luce rule, and simply make response choices in the 

following way: We present an input at time ¢=0, allow the network to settle, and then, at some arbitrary but long 

time after the beginning of processing, we simply choose the most active alternative from the candidate set. So, if 

the task is to identify the final letter in the word, we simply choose the letter corresponding to the unit with the larg- 

est activation. I have demonstrated that both assumptions about the source of variability lead to very close mimicry 

of the classical models in a number of different example cases (See McClelland, in press). 

Why does this approach work where the deterministic version of the model does not? Basically, in the original 

model, Luce’s choice rule was applied to variables which involve complex non-linear combinations of stimulus and 
contextual influences. Bi-directional information flow contributes to this, but the problem exists even without it. 
Why then are the distortions of the results eliminated in the stochastic formulation? In essence, the reason is that the 

non-linearities apply to the noise along with the signal. They do not, for example, remove effects of noise that make 

wn input that is really a token of one alternative seem more like a token of another: they simply implement the same 

incorrect decision among these alternatives that would be made if the evidence from input and context were com- 
bined linearly. 

For a highly simplified interactive activation network, I was able to demonstrate mathematically that it would 

produce the classical pattern of results when processing noisy inputs. However. I was not able to demonstrate this 

for the general case or for the case of intrinsic noise inside the network. However, a third variant can be shown to 
implement the classical context effects in a very general class of architectures. 

Context effects in Boltzmann machines. In the third variant, the interactive activation model becomes a 
Boltzmann machine (Hinton and Sejnowski, 1983). The architecture and connections among units are as before, 

though resting activation levels are replaced with bias terms. The analysis applies to a wide range of architectures 

providing tiat they have the following characteristics: a) The set of units in the network can be partitioned into three 
sets, consisting of those representing the alternatives, those representing the (bottom-up) input to the units, and those 

representing the context. b) There are no direct connections between the units representing the input and the units 
representing the context. c) All connections are symmetric. Note that the interactive activation model of word 
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perception has these characteristics (Figure 1). Suppose, for example, the task is to identify the letter present in a 

particular letter position. In this case, the alternatives are the units representing the letter in the position in question; 

the input is the set of feature units in the same position; and the context consists of all of the other units in the net. 

There are no connections between any of the input units and any of the context units; their influences converge on 

the units that represent the alternatives. 

Processing in the Boltzmann machine is an asynchronous, stochastic settling process. Units are chosen sequen- 

tially for updating; the net input to each unit is computed as in the interactive activation model (with the unit’s bias 

contributing to the net input), and the activation of the unit is set to 1 or 0 using the logistic function: 

| 
p(a=!)= emt 

Where T is the temperature parameter. Suppose that we present an input at time /, and then continue updating until 

thermal equilibrium is reached at some particular temperature T. At equilibrium, we then inspect the units 

representing the alternatives and if one and only one of them is active we choose that alternative as our response. 

The probability of choosing a particular response / is then simply the probability that the network is in one of the 

many possible states of the entire net, in which alternative i is active and no other alternative is active, divided by 

ihe sum of the probabilities that it is in any one of the corresponding states associated with any of the other alterna- 

tives. The probability of being in one of the many possible states in which alternative 7 is active and no other alter- 

native is active plays the role of the response strength S; in the Luce choice formula. 

At this point, we can use the fact that the probabilities associated with various states of the Boltzmann machine 

wre related to their relative goodnesses to determine these probabilities directly. Because of the absence of connec- 

tions from context units to input units, we can partition these goodnesses into three parts. One associated with the 

unit’s bias: one associated with state of the input to the unit; and one associated with the context. These components 

of the goodness are in fact independent, in that the goodness of one component is not affected by the goodness of 

the other. Because of this, I show in McClelland (in press) that it is possible to write 5; as 

§; = B,Cil; 

’ 

/. is the sum of the exponentials of the partial goodnesses of the possible states of the input. Thus the Boltzmann 

machine asymptotically exhibits the independence of contextual and input assumed in the Classical account. 

where B;=e 25; C. is the sum of the exponentials of the partial goodnesses of the possible states of the context, and 

Discussion. The intuition that interactive activation inherently distorts the classical picture of the role of context 

jn perception has tumed out not to hold up under scrutiny. 1 take the Boltzmann version of the interactive activation 

model to be a full-fledged interactive activation model, in that it has the same architecture and preserves the essen- 

tial bi-directionality of influences among units. Yet it is clear that in this case the essential independence of contex- 

tual and input factors is preserved. The simulations show that this is also true, at least in some cases, when the 

interactive activation model is kept in its original form and variability is assumed to be present either in the input or 

in the processing itself. 

What emerges is the observation that the classical picture of the way in which context influences perception is in 

fact a rather general consequence of connectionist architectures in which context and input maintain a structural 

independence. Just how general the consequence is remains to be established tbrough further analyses. In any case, 

the analysis to date suggests that it may be possible to understand general principles stated at or near the level of the 

behavior of the cognitive system as a whole in terms of characteristics of the underlying processing mechanisms. 
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